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SITTING OF MONDAY, 7 OCTOBER 1985
Contents
t. Resumption of the session:
Mr Filzgerald
2. Ordcr of business:
MrAmdt; Mroon tYogau; MrAmdt; Mr C.
Jackson; Mr Nordmann; Mr Collins, Mrs
Veil
3. lVelcome
4. Vaioing tbe inmunity of a Member 
-Report by Mr Donnez (Doc. A 2-105/85):
Mr Donnez; Mr Cicciomessere
IN THE CHAIR: MRPFLIMLIN
Presidcnt
(The siuing opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare opened the session of the Euro-
pean Parliament which was adjourned on 13 Septem-
ber 1 885.1
Mr Fitzgcrald (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I want to
raise a point of order under Rule 8 of the Rules of
Procedure, regarding the free movemenr of Members.
I am lucky to be here to raise this point of order. On
23 September, on my way through Glasgow Airpon,
although I produced my identification from this Par-
liament, I was rhreatened with arrest and imprison-
ment. My alleged crime was that I had refused to sign
Cinema and teleaision co-productions 
-Report by Mr Fajardie (Doc. A 2-93/85):
Mr Baget Bozzo; Mr Beumer; Mr Broh; Mr
Cassidy; Mr Papapietro; Mrs Laioe-
Groenendaal; Mr Htirlin; Mr Tripodi; Mr
Marshall; Mr Akoanos; Mr Ripa di Meana
(Commksion); Mr Beumer; Mr Ripa di
Meana
5.
I For itcms relating to approval of 
-the Minutes, membershipof 
.Parliament, 
-memb'ership of committeis, petitionJ,
authorization to draw up repons, changes in'committeei
rcferred ro, written deilaraiions undei Rule 49, docu-
ments received and texm of reaties fonrarded by the
Council, sec the Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting.
a red card giving details of my movement under the
British Prevention of Terrorism Act.
I fully accept the need for identification on requesr,
and I willingly produced my idendty documents on
that occasion; but I protest in this Parliament and I ask
you, Mr President, to proresr on my behalf and on our
behalf.for a number of reasons. Firsr of all, it is discri-
minatory and it is only on flights into Glasgow from
Dublin that all passengers are requested to sign. The
practice has been discontinued at Hearhrow as a result
of protests from this Parliament. Secondly, having
identified myself as a Member of this House, I was not
cleared until a senior official was called who then
acceprcd my objection in principle.
I would ask you, Mr President, on Parliament's behalf
to make the strongest possible proresr to rhe United
Kingdom Government.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Your sraremenr have been noted. They
will be examined by the Bureau, and we will see how
your complain$ can be followed up.
2. Order of business
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 10 September 1985, the
enlarged Bureau drew up a drah order of business,
and this has now been distriburcd.
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,' technology berween the United States and Europe, on taken on rhe directive until consultations have taken
,ll '-;'-' "' '' O -55V1 I U g S I n D r Pca[ ralllamcnl
i'' l. ,- Frcrtdent
Bfi At this mdrning's meeting, the chairmen of the politi- subject of the first October part-sessiop, and t\cse
l'. ''r, cal troups aurhorized me to propose the following undoubtedly include the Menen rePon. This report1..11., changes: deals not only with the question of transfers to and
,*lii relarions wirh America, but with transfers as a mattcr
Fl-* Vith regard to Monday, the three reporu by Mr Don- of principle. rI.t' - ' r.ez on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and
i'i. Cidzens' Rights, 'on ..qu.r* to waivi a Member's It would be wrong, and would do less than justice to
ii;'. immuniry, only one, Doc. A2-lO5/85, has been tabled. the subject as a whole, to withdraw a rcport simplytB', The other rwo are therefore withdrawn from the because it, admittedly, touches in pan on the subject
il,' agenda. of anorher report. This overlapping should bc
!:,.r. , acceprcd, because it should be borne in mind that if
ll,t - The Socialist Group proposes deferring to a later th. qu.ttion of relations with the United States of
'i;i' ' part-session Mr Fajardie's ieport (Doc. A2-93/85). Ame.ica and the repon of the Committee on Extcmal
i-l:, Economic Relations are sufficient reason for with-p;'.,' 
- r- /6\ /^pr r., n_^-:r--- :_ 
-L^ r:-^- drawing the Metten report, then a number of other,i:r- Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in the first
:.,,', qla1e.|Ir,Iii"'d,;'tl1?:h:f n1^ht El:f",-"_$:1 should also be withdrT'wn, for they also concern thcse!,,', , ihat.the debate be deferred. That in itself is not an,r,,, absolutcly compelling reason, but rhe second point is ::lT':;fit::#it"*:i:.repon of the committeeilri: that our amendments have not yet all been tabled, so
li' ' that tley cannot.be dealt with. For this reason we Pro- It is therefore not quite clear to me why this, of all
i,i pose that the debate on this repon be defered.rc the .Li.iii""r,,r,ould i"n, to withdraw this one.epon-:
, second october pan-session' but not the others which, afrcr all, also touch upon'this
'r.\:t 
-^:^^t^) tL^ - -..^.tt commirtee's reporr. Coisequently, I am in favour ofF'-. (Parliament rejected the request) , s,
i: ' allowrng the debate to sAnO. we assume ln any case
,I',, . that the Metten report will take up relatively little time
::,.i Prcridcnt. 
- 
fu regards Tuesday and Vednesd ay, we on Vednesd-ay, in accordance with the proposal you
li: have mro decisionslo take, the iirst on the request rc are to make later.
f;,.'- scnd the Toksvig report (Doc. A 2-108/85) back to
f,i<..'- ' comminee, and ih. ,..ond on the request to defer the (P.atliament adopted the request. The. Preident read out
fti, I 'r"f.ir.nreporr(Doc.A z-99/ss). tle ghanges to be made to the agendas of Thursday and
r: ! .r FidaYl
; ""') \7e shall now vote on the proposal, by Mr Arndt and
'J others of the Socialist Group, to send the Toksvig
Li,,: ] reoonbacktocommittee ---- ----.-o Mr C. Jackson FOl. 
- 
Mr Presid-ent, Pursuant to
dtl Rule 85 (1), I wish to move that the Nordmann report,
fi:f,, (Parliamentadoptedtberequcst) which is the last item_on this week's agenda, be sentl,$l back to committee. One would normally rais.e this
l.i '.. !7e shall now consider the request rc defer rc a later during the debate, but it may be more convenient to
.-"+ 
- 
part-session the repon by Mr Metten; this has been the House to consider it now.
It ;: proposed by the Group of the European People's
',,& 'p"rit,. The Nordmann report relates to a directive on cocoa,
,'i a _marrer of great imponance to-the ACP countriesi', - which export cocoa. I understand from what the Com-
'1 
' Mr von V'ogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we mission said just now rhat discussions with the ACP
r-equest that the Me,wen repon be withdrawn for the counrries are ro commence this Thursday and'will
:: , following reason. This repon deals with technology conrinue for some wee1s. Mrs Rabbethge;s opinion,
ii:f 
' ' transfers, but this title is somewhat misleading- inas- adopted unanimously by rhe Committee-on Divelop-[...' ,. much as the report deals exclusively with. transfers of ,,.nt and Cooperation,'asks rhar no funher action Le
t
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'i ; ,r' whi-ch the Committee on External Economic Relations place with our ACP parrilers. It would be quite inap-i',' is also preparing a report, the Roberts .:p9T. !7e [ake propriate for Farliament to discuss this repbrt just as
;:, . ' the view that it would be better to deal with this sub- iisiussions are going forward, because itmakci a tra-
i],,, jt-"t,which-isextremelydelicate,withintheframework vesry of consuliatiois with ihe ACp. Indeed, I am
;' , , of our trade relations with the Unircd Smtes and that quitl sure that the Committee on the Environment
-\il\'.
t-
to different committees and then debatin-g them twice 
,
orier. For that reason we are in favour of sending this It is for that reason that I move that this be sent back
repon back. to committee, and I hope this House will accept the
mouons.
.' 
, Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the House
"..i decided to make the repons on technology the main 1 SeeMinutes.r-i
&.
5!
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Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Jaclrson, there is a difficulry with the
Rules of Procedure. You are requesting that this be
sent back to commirtee, and you are doing so at the
moment when we are fixing the order of business.
Changes to the order of business can only be proposed
by r political group or by 21 Members of the Parlia-
ment.
(More than 21 Members rose ii s*pport of Mr Jackson\
request)
Mr Nordmenn (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
the fact of the matter is that this is a repon that has
becn subjected to prolonged study by the Commitree
on the Environment. The impact it might have on the
ACP countries was taken into account while the report
was being drawn up and, above all, in rhe .*".ilent
opinion submitted by the Committee on Development.
The arguments we have just heard were submitted to
the Environment Commirree but were not accepted by
this committee, and in my view a consultation with the
ACP counries could hardly modify the repon's con-
clusions. There remains, of course, the question
whether. or not this repon will be adopred, but there
are, I think, no new elements to justify sending ir back
to committee.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr to speak in
favour very briefly. It is cenainly true that the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection gave a Breat deal of consideration to
th.i$, and it is also true that the Commitree on
Development and Cooperation did so as well. But the
fact of the matter is that consultations are going on
and I think it is a litde presumpruous of the rapporreur
to suggest that we do not need ro have regard to these.
The fact of the matter is that if these consultarions are
taking place, we cannor not know the result, and it
would be entirely inappropriate for this Parliament to
come to a decision without being aware of the result.
It may well be that in the end we shall come to the
same decision, but ir is also quite possible rhar we
come to a different decision. Therefore I think it
would be appropriate for us to posrpone this matter.
(Parliament a.dopted the request)
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am afraid you
have commited a breach of the Rules. Ir has been
done and voted on, but normally a request for a
change in the crder of business must be submitted in
writing. This violation of the Rulcs I find unfonunate.
Preeidcat. 
- 
Madam, it was nor a change to the order
of business but a request for sending a report back ro
commlttee.
Mrs Vcil (L). 
- 
(FR) But yes, it was a changeto thc
order of business, Mr President!
President. 
- 
Madam, if I have made a misake, I offer
my humble apologies m you and to the House.
(Parliament adopted the order of busines with these
modifications)t
3. tVelcome
President. 
- 
Ladies and gendemen, I have the plca-
sure of welcoming the presence in the official gallery
of Mr Zeng Tao, Chairman of the Commitrce on the
Promotion of Relations berween China and the Euro-
pean Parliament within the National People's fusem-
bly of the People' Republic of China.
(Load appkuse)
4. lVaioing the immunity of a Member
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe repon by Mr Don-
nez, on behalf of the Comminee on kgal Affairs and
Citizens' fughts, on rhe request to waive Mr Roberto
Cicciomessere's parliamentary immunity (Doc. A
2-105/8s).
Mr Donncz (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gen-
demen, the Italian Minister of Jusrice placed before us,
or, more precisely, before the President of our Parlia-
ment, on 5 December 1984, a requesr rc waive the
immunity of Mr Cicciomessere on rhe following
grounds.
On 15 October 1981, a uniformed police patrol not-
iced that a car was being driven with number-plates
which did not seem to match back and front. Ordered
to stop, the driver of the car, ignoring police siren and
flashing lights, drove on and was finally boxed in, in
one of the small streets around the Italian Chamber of
Deputies. After refusing ro stare his identity, he abused
the policemen, calling them hooligans.
These are the charges that have been made. I do not
say they are accurat€, I need hardly tell you 
- 
this is a
matter for the judge, if it should come ro that. Our
task, whether the facts are established or not, is to
decide whether they merit the waiving of the immunity
of Mr Cicciomessere, as provided for in Anicle 10 of
the protocol appended to the Treary establishing the
European Economic Community. I would simply
point out that Anicle 10 provides that European
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Donnez
Members shall enjoy in the rcrritory of their own
Member State the immunities accorded ro members of
the national parliament. By vinue of this text, Mr Cic-
ciomessere is entitled in Italy to parliamentary immun-
iry as set out in Article 68 of the Italian Constitution.
On the basis of previous cases, we have worked out a
number of general principles which, once again, we
have to apply. In particular, I poinrcd out that it was
essential that we have a jurisprudence of our own so as
to avoid any abuse of a polidcal or national character.
It was incumbent on us to consider each of the cases
submitted to us taking account of the actual charges
made and indeed of those general principles which I
shall continue to term 
- 
no doubt improperly, but the
meaning is very clear 
- 
our own jurisprudence and
which I shall now quickly summarize in the form of
three points.
First, parliamentary immunity as we undersand it is
not a privilege, but a guarantee given to our institu-
tion, the European Parliament. It is a guarantee of
independence from all authorities, whoever they may
be. The first consequence of this principle is that the
renunciation of parliamentary immuniry by the
accused Member can have no legal effects.
In the present case, Mr Cicciomessere wished his par-
liamentary immunity to be waived. He is of course
endtled to do so, and it is indeed our task to consider
cenain wishes, always bearing in mind the essential
point that parliamentary immuniry is inrcnded to pro-
tect the Institution and, whatever the wish, sometimes
legitimate, that some of us may have rc request the
waiving of their parliamentary immunity, that request
can have no legal effects. This is an imponant matter
of principle.
\7e also dccided that immuniry covered Members of
our Parliament throughout their term of office, even if
the charges made pre-date their election, as in the case
of Mr Cicciomessere. This flows from the general
principle that parliamentary immuniry protects the
institution and that it would not be fitting to use any
other principle than the one I have just enunciated
concerning the date of entry into effect in relation to
the date of election. It is essential that we maintain this
principle.
Ve further decided that parliamentary immuni[y as we
understand it is quirc distinct from the various prac-
dces of our national parliaments. In the present case,
the Italian Chamber of Deputies decided to waive Mr
Cicciomessere's immuniry. \7e are not bound to fol-
low them.'S7e have our principles, they have theirs.
In truth, there must be no confusing cause and effect
in this matter, ahy more than in others. The effects of
parliamentary immunity are identical for an Inlian
depury and a European Member. But the cause of
immuniry may be entirely different. In the present
case, u/e need to ask ourselves the straightforward
question whether, by vinue of the basic criterion we
have established and which I summarized in one sen-
rence, the charges levelled against Mr Cicciomessere
by the Italian judicial authority fall directly or indi-
recdy within the framework of his political activity.
Obviously they do not. Unless there is some new
development, the facts, as set out by the lalian proset
cuting authority, obviously cannot be brought under
the heading of political activity. Calling a police offi-
cer a hooligan has never been a political offence. This
seems to me perfectly clear, just as it is clear that there
is no case for saying, afrcr an examination of the file,
that the charges made against Mr Cicciomessere wene
made with the aim of damaging his political life. This
is another principle which we have decided always to
respect. In the present case there seems to me no
doubt 
- 
and no one disputes this 
- 
that the charges
against Mr Cicciomessere can in no way affect his pol-
itical acdvity.
On the basis of these basic criteria, the legal Affairs
Committee asks you to recognize that there is cause to
waive Mr Cicciomessere's immuniry, as requested by
the Italian Minister of Justice. This I ask you to do.
Mr Cicciomcssere (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I
should like first of all rc express my complete agree-
ment with the conclusions reached by the rapponeur
- 
conclusions which, moreover, I urged upon him 
-and at the same time I wish to make a number of
reservations, Mr President, regarding the general
explanation given in the report.
The rapporteur star6 from an objective need 
- 
the
need to create the European Parliament's own case-
law, which he iustifies on the basis of our obligation
not to create differences berc/een one Member and
another of the same parliament, the European Parlia-
ment, depending on their nationalities. The creation of
caselaw is always difficult, and the enumeration of
precedents is more so. But in this case it is necessary to
establish which are the general criteria that we have to
follow.
Vell, we are in a special situation, a situation, that is,
where we have some Members covered by parliamen-
tary immunity whereas other Members are not 
- 
for
this institution is completly unknown in the Anglo-
Saxon countries. The creation of a special European
caselaw must therefore, in my view, take account of
this special situation, and hence restrict as far as possi-
ble the scope of application of this immuniry.
It does not seem to me tlat this factor has been taken
into account in the case-history put forward by the
rapponeur, which is too broad. The rapponeur states
that immunity cannot be revoked in all cases where the
acts of which a Member of the European Parliament is
accused are part of that Member's political activities.
This is a somewhat far-reaching statement, and I
would therefore ask the rapponeur how, for example,
L
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Cicciomessere
embezzlement of public funds for the purpose of
financing the political parry, or other illegal activities
intended to supporr. the political party 
- 
which,
clearly, come under the heading of political activiries
- 
should be regarded.
I think therefore that, whilst on rhe one hand it is dan-
gerous to lay down general principles, on rhe orher,
when such principles are being established, they
should be defined very clearly and precisely, making it
clear that these acts must very strictly form part of the
political activiry 
- 
indeed, rhe parliamen:ary activity
- 
of the Member, so as to avoid creating a situation
of privilege for Members, which is something that is
cenainly inadmissible. Moreover, rhis is something
that is perfectly possible, for example, under Anicle 68
of the Italian Constitution, which has been referred to
explicitly: Anicle 68 is an open rule that does not lay
down the criteria by which Members of the Iralian
parliament must be guided where the granting or
refusal of permission to bring proceedings is con-
cerned.
Therefore, Mr President, I think that, on the one hand
tJre decision 
- 
for which I have pressed 
- 
to author-
ize the bringing of proceedings should now be con-
firmed; on the other hand, however, very restrictive
criteria should be laid down that take account both of
traditions in all the countries to which Members
belong and of the need not to create privileges or dan-
gerous precedents. This seems to me to be a priority
matter for the Parlihment, to avoid falling inro a sirua-
tion 
- 
as unfonunately has happened in the Imlian
parliament 
- 
qrtrs16, through this immunity, the result
has been the creation of situations of privilege.
IN THE CHAIR: MRGRIFFITHS
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted the decision)
5. Cinema and teleaision co-productions
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A
2-93/85) by Mr Fajardie, on behalf of the Committee
on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport,
on the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. C 2-28/85 
- 
COM(85) 174 final) for a regula-
tion on a Community aid scheme for non-documen-
taqy cinema and television co-productions.
Mr Baget Bozzo,(S), deputy rdpportear. 
- 
(fT) Mr
President, this subject is of great interest and was dis-
cussed by the last European Parliament on a number
of occasions. The report, on the other hand, is based
on a document presented by the Commission, accom-
panied by a valuable study that emphasizes the impon-
ance of the matter. I must say that this is a question
that is of great imponance in itself, because it concerns
not only the question of European culture, but that of
culture in general.
Ve are in fact facing a Erear" crisis where the means of
expression, both in the cinema and on television, are
concerned. $7e must remember that, in Europe, and in
continuiry with the Breat artistic tradidons of Europe,
the cinema, staning with the French cinema of the
thinies, has produced real worls of great cultural
value, on the lines of other great figurative ans such as
painting, sculpture, architecture and literature. That is
ro say, it had the task of transfiguring reality, present
and contemporary. \7e have only to think of directors
such as Bergman, Antonioni, Fellini and Pasolini to
understand that, over a long period, the cinema gen-
uinely had these two great and important characteris-
tics 
- 
it accustomed people in Europe and all over the
world rc reflect on the reality that surrounded them,
and at the same time it transfigured that reality meta-
phorically 
- 
that is to say, it created works of an.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have known the anistic
cinema, but it has become increasingly rarer. It is a pri-
vilege, for Europe, to have been the home of the anis-
tic cinema, the ambiance in which the r6le of the
cinema, as a medium, was seen as a perfect extension
of the great r6le of art, which is to express realiry
metaphorically and converr it into a message 
- 
and
thus into culture 
- 
expressing everyd,ay things in a
language that is not everyday, so presenting the hum-
drum daily round in a new light.
The cinema, ladies and gentlemen, has succeeded in
doing this in Europe. Ve must, however, say that
there has been a dramatic interruption. In this sense,
rclevision has had an adverse effect, having, as ir were,
broken a continuity: from the cinema which sought to
transfigure reality, looking at it critically, encouraging
us to see our daily lives in terms of beauty, television
has pulled, as it were, the rug from beneath our feet,
with its pursuit of pure escapism.
In the age of drugs, when escapism is so easy, rhe
small screen has very often been the forerunner of the
drug, of passivity as a way of life, and, as the bond
between the cinema and television has been broken, so
the creative capacity of the world of images has dimin-
ished.
The fundamental problem, therefore, is that the
stream of Breat aft whieh has found expression in the
language of the cinema has slowly, gradually been on
the decline in Europe. And this is the remarkable fact:
being on the debline in Europe, it is on the decline in
the world. I am not saying that the two things are one
and the same, but undoubtedly the fall of the anistic
;,r
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Boget Bozzo
cinema in Europe meanl the fall of the anistic cinema
in the world.
Thc Commission's proposal and, now, our own inter-
vcngion tend fundamcntally to recognize these reali-
ties, since, finally, we can only truly raise the level of
our own lives if we can regain those standards and res-
tore the language of an to the language of the screen.
It has to be said that'escapist' television, the rclevision
of pure fantary, has been to sqme extent replaced 
- 
as
has the cinema, to the consequent detriment of the
greateducational power of the anistic cinema 
- 
by 
"cinema that presents rcaliry in a distoncd way: the
cincma and television of violence and pornography
have become a medium of barbarization.
Do these problems ooncern the European Parliament?
I think they undoubtedly do. They conccrn us directly,
not lcest because, in realiry, we are not talking here
about a specifically Eufopean fact, we are talking
about a function that Europe has aken on as the
rcflection of a woddwidc culture.
At this point, however, we iuc faced witl the fact that
i,he markct, as such, is no longer sufficient io suppon
the anistic cinema, nor to raise the visual medium to
that stetus. At his point the intervention of the public
institutions is in one way or ano[her inevitable. I am
well avare that, in realiry, $ prcsent in Europe, and
obviously outside Europe as wellr'public-sector inter-
vention is not very highly though of. And yeq in this
field, public intervention is necessary, because we are
faced with a radical inadequacy of the laws of the
market. Oddly enough, it is on the cultural plane that
the ineffectualness of marka forces is most apparent
- 
and pcrhaps that was only to be expected. Quite
apan from any ideological quesdon regarding the
Statc and the market, in this case, obviously, the rela-
donship between the Statc and the markct as an insti-
tution is undeniable, and therefore intcrvention is
neccssary.
The Commission's proposal considers that shis task is
thc concern of the European institutions. This is a fact
that must be emphasized. In realiry, when the artistic
cincma existed, it was a European fact. Vhat I mean is
that, in practice, there uras no ltalian, French, English
or Swedish cincma, it was a European cinema, the
qualiry of which could be transmitted, with a message
in response to another message. If there really was a
time when language differences did not constitute cul-
tural differences, it was undoubtedly in the great era
of the cinema. If there was a koini, a common Euro-
pean language, from the '30s up to the '70s, this was
expressed through the audio-visual medium.
This is another reason why the problem that we are
facing is spccifically a European one. That language
and that anistic level that we expressed in the past is in
fact still an open possibility.
The intervention by the Commission tcnds, as it were,
to have a rymbolic charactcr; that is to say, it seeks to
encourage European co-production in the cinema and
television sector. lZhy co-production? For the reason
already given. There is no question here of wandng to
suppress specific national characteristics, because in
this sector, in this field, they are long established and
fully integrated and, in practice, they have merged.
From this standpoint we have to stimularc a possibiliry
that previously existed and has only been removed as
thi result of economic conditions.
Compared with the vastness of the Amcrican mar*.et,
which only rarely produced artistic cinema, but
invented the highway of the commercial cinema and
then, obviously, all of the cinema with which it was
linked 
- 
with realistic, violent and even brutal dirnen-
sions 
- 
compared with the commercial dimenpions of
this type of audio-visual, the European anistic cincma
could only be unequal in stature.
Consequently, at this point, we are faced with the spe-
cifically European problem of restoring a language o,f
anisdc expression that is of fundamental importance
because of the identiry that already exists and, hence,
its transnational character: when there wai an anistic
cinema, it transcended all frontiers.
In this sense the producers in the different countiiils
are asked to collaborate, and this is because we believe
that the integration of the different cultural talents of
the various countries is a fruitful intcgration. Ve thinl6
of Europe as a place where differences are comple-
mentary and, in the cultural field, this ought m be a
definirc, accepted fact. Our whole effort here, there-
fore, is aimed at making the various productions of
Member States complemcntsr/r and hence creating a
common language.
If, when dealing with qgestions of European,uniry, we
come up against thc stumbling-block 
- 
which is legi-
timate, even 
- 
of nadonal differences, here on the
other hand it is possible, in this broader language, to
see.how'complementariq/ is possiblc. And that is why
the proposal and reports all rcnd to favour and facili-
tate, in an exemplary manner 
- 
which I would almost
call rymbolical, in view of the smallness of the budget
- 
this integration of the producers from different
counries so as to produce, for both the cinema and
the telvision marke6, works of a higher qualiry.
Your rapporteur has formally introduced, in the
amendments, this reference to qualiry. \7e ere
obviously not thinking now about a European nation-
alism in the picture world. Instead, we seek ro set rhe
example of an improvement in quality 
- 
of restoring
to the cinema, that is, its anistic dimension. If we look
at the audio-visual cinema as it is today and as It was
in the past, the great cultural difference is at oncc
apparent to our eyes. The cinema of the great Euro-
pean era was the Greek theare, in which evcqyday
realiry was transfigured by rymbolism. Vhat came
afrcr it, the era of violence and sex, reminds us instcad
of the Roman theatre, the dramatic exploits of the gle-
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diators, which can only be remembered as an error in
qhe story of mankind. In the same way the porno-
graphic cinema, the cinema of violence, the cinema of
barbarization, is truly a negative dimension of our cul-
ture.
Here, I think we really also get to the roots of the
common feelings of our peoples. \Zhat is exactly
called for herp is a return to the great state of the anis-
tic cinema, to anistic television in Europe, not simply
at the service of the people of Europe but at the service
of the culture of all the world. \7e believe, in other
words, that our old continent, whose stature is cer-
tainly open to discussion every time we express our-
selves critically in this Parliament, sdll renins this cap-
aciry, and that therefore in this case, intervention by
the public sector, far from suppressing freedom, stimu-
lates it. The conditions of the European and American
flarkets are such that the market forces help to stultify
the creadve power of our European creative artists.
Public-sector intenrention in this case is not called for
to protect a privilege. It is called for, in this case, to
priomote the creative freedom of the individual.
The Commission's proposal, which we second in our
repoft, is an exemplary one. It calls for public action,
end European action, to restore dignity and quality to
r t medium so imponant to the life of our people and
our youth 
- 
rc the life, in fact, of every European cit-
izen. The fight against barbarism 
- 
pictorial barba-
rism 
- 
is a fundamental dury in our age. I think it is
right that the European Community should be con-
ccrned about it, and that the Parliament should
approve this effon by the Commission along these
lines.
Mr. Beumer (PPE), drafisman of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Poliq. 
- 
(NL) h would be rather a piry if
. 
the opinion of the Committee on . Economic and
, Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy, which is
expressed at some length in the Fajardie report, were
not discussed here, because I believe it adds something
significant to the Fajardie report itself. Ve think this is
a very good report. The pity is 
- 
if I may say this
generally 
- 
that committees do not take full advan-
tage of the opponunities they have to coordinate their
approaches with a view to including various aspects in
a joint statemenq and that is what has happened here.
The opinion of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Policy was completed
as long ago as 18 June and approved by the Com-
mittee on Youth, Culture, Educadon, Informadon and
Spon on 19 September, but the repon unfortunately
shows little sign of the opinion being received so early.
This means that we now have to make amendments in
the Assembly, and I think there is a better way of
going about these things.
,{s for the subject of the repon, there is no doubt that,
where the cultural aspects are concerned, a market will
emerge that will be far more imponant for Europe
than we often assume. The Commission's inrcrim
report in response to the first Hahn repon pointcd out
that we have 125 000 hours ayear to fillwith this kind
of producdon and that we have yet to develop any-
thing at all to meet this need.
The result is that 490lo of all the productions of this
type seen on our television screens are American, that
we have no more than 30 co-productions in Europe,
that exchanges between the European countries are
very limited, that our exports are hardly wonh men-
tioning, and cenainly bear no comparison with the
United Statis' expons, and that our costs are very
much higher. The three largest rclevision companies in
the United States alone have, for example, already
produced 110 special feature films starring the best
actors for the coming television season. This means
that we shall doubdess be seeing them in Europe. That
is not a bad thing: it is a good thing, but there is too
little being done here. The Commission's initiative is
therefore to be welcomed. Ve approve of this initia-
tive, but the Committee on Economic and Monctary
Affairs and Industrial Policy has this to say about Mr
Fajardie's resolution.
Firstly, the committee would like it to refer in pani-
cular to the poor organization of distribution. This is
where we begin to lose ground in competition qith the
United States, and we want to see a great deal of
emphasis placed on this, at least 4s much as is placed
on aid to production.
Secondly, a great deal can be achieved if we complete
the common market. Ve therefore call for a detailed
analysis of the obstacles to a better developed pro-
gramme industry. Ve also want an inventory of
national subsidies so that we know how a Communiry
system would work by comparison with national aid
schemes.
Finally, we say that European aid must be decisive if it
is to have any significance. Ve have pointed rhis out in
a number of amendments. !7e feel it would be uscful
to reconsider the subject every three yLatr ro that we
can be sure that we have not created institutions of
which it might be said later: they could have been
better.
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq ladies and
gentlemen, my group is very grateful to the Commis-
sion for presenting this proposal for a reguladon on a
Community aid scheme for cinema and television
co-productions. The European Parliament itself called
for this in the first Hahn repon on European telcvi-
sion.
'![e must remember that the film is the panicular an-
form of the 20th century. This an-form is a producr of
the 20th c€nturlr and there is an urgent need rc ensure
that Europe and the Member States of the European
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Community are represented where this an-form is
concerned and find their own specific form of expres-
sion within it. Ve musr also bear in mind that because
of the development of elecuonic media there will be
an enormous increase in the need for programmes
over the next few years. Ve note, as Mr Beumer has
already pointed our, rhar by the end of the 1980s,
125 000 hours of topical enrenainment programmes
will be needed in the European Communiry as a whole
and that in France, for example, it currently costs 3 to
4 million francs to produce one hour of fiction wher-
eas an episode of 'Dallas' can be purchased for
FF 70,000. This is what gives rise to dumping prices
which make it very difficulr in Europe to provide suffi-
cient high-quality productions for the cinema and
rclevision.
'S7'e must also bear in mind in this connection that the
Motion Picture Expon Association, which comprises
the 'majors' United Pictures International, !7arner,
Columbia and 20th Century Fox, largely dominares
the European market as regards both films and televi-
sron.
Official statistics indicare that in 1981 in the Federal
Republic of Germany these three film disributors
accounted f.or 5.60/o of all such undenakings with
11.40/o of the royalry rights and 440/o of the distribu-
tion turnover. By 1983, they accounted for 60% of the
distribution market and 580/o of all cinema-goers. In
rhe European Communiry, 490/o and in some Member
States as much as 800/o of the distribution market has
been captured by these major disributors.
For this reason the question whether v/e can compete
is essentially a matter of international and European
identiry. I believe that the draft regularion offers a
suitable means and a suitable instrumenr for making
progress here. Ve therefore call on rhe Council of
Ministers to bear in mind in the face of the reserva-
tions which often emerge precisely in the culrural field
regarding European decisions, thar it is a question of
preserving something of rheir own identity and that in
addition to the classical solution of co-productions we
should also have recourse to a European Communiry
fund.
This fund can acr as a small counterweighr to rhe
financial power of the US film industry, and if admin-
istered by expens from organizations concerned with
the cinema and appointed by rhem 
- 
they could also
be appointed by the Commission, as proposed in our
group's amendment 
- 
it would cenainly help ro
promote the production of films which were both
box-office successes and of a high qualiry.
It must also be pointed our rhar a European film prod-
uction fund should not hamper narional promorion
effons. Mr Beumer, I am cenainly not opposed to the
inventory called for wirh regard to similar narional aid
schemes, but the view put forward earlier by the Com-
mission to the effecr that films should be regarded
above all as economic goods, somethint rc be bought
and sold, is clearly unacceptable. Ve should rather be
insisting that for films, as vehicles of culture, distinc-
tions should be allowable in conrast ro orher secrors
of the internal market subject m harmonization.
At the same time, this should nor become a call for a
homogeneous European film: it should not lead rc the
elimination of the specific characrcr of, say, Italian,
French or German films. The special characteristics
which these films show and which are expressed in
word and picture 
- 
whether it be a De Sica or a Cha-
brol film 
- 
should not disappear in the future. S7e
must bear in mind that the richness of this cultural sec-
tor lies in its variety.
However, I would again like to ask the Commission to
consider whether it would not make sense 
- 
and this
was something which was proposed on Saturday at ttrc
European Film Forum in Lille 
- 
ro make pan of this
fund into a type of revolving fund, for the money paid
back should not flow back into dre general Com-
munity budget and thereby run rhe risk of being can-
celled in the annual budgetary rug-of-war, but rather
produce new and better possibilities for intermediate
and pre-financing, etc. It should thereby have rhe pos-
sibility of growing and forming a special economic
factor for the promotion of a culrural product.
I wish to thank Mr Beumer cxpressly for stressing the
imponance of rhe internal market in this connection.
Perhaps we should therefore consider whether we
should not include the promotion of dubbing, sub-
titling, etc., with a view to providing bettcr access for
individual nadonal films to the European internal mar-
ket.
The question of distribution undertakings also arises
in this connecrion. Better cooperation bem/een existing
distribution undertakings and perhaps also a European
distribution organization would clearly provide a deci-
sive counrerweight to the major distributors. It would
not only promore berter penetration of the European
internal market by European films but also improve
European films' expon porcntial.
Finally, I should like to deal with the relationship
between films and television. I should like to stress thal
it is not films which benefit from television but rather
television benefits from films, sometimes indeed is an
exploiter and parasite where films are concerned.
Vhen I think of the fact that 40 ro 500/o of all films
broadcast by the rwo public television organizations in
the Federal Republic of Germany are American films,
I wounder how these organizations live up to their ,
specific contract where programmes are concerned.
I am also obliged ro stare that television organizadons
in Europe pay too little for films. In the USA, '430/o of
the profia from films comes from the cinemas, 360lo
from the television and video industry and 2lo/o from
export. In the European Community, 750/o of the
h
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income is from the cinemas; in France it is even
86.50/0. Vhen we remember that in France, for exam-
ple, in 1982, 4.5 million viewers watched the 470 films
broadcast on relevision and that rclevision paid FF 250
million for the broadcasting rights, whereas the cine-
mas had to pay FF 1.6 billion for the sAme 470 films,
which were seen by 200 million specators, one has to
recognize that there is an imbalance and that rclevision
organizations must make a larger contribution to
financing the European film industry.
This view can also be justified by the fact that the
growth of television has led to a dramatic fall in the
number of cinema-goers because these films can also
be shown on television. In the Federal Republic of
Germany, 818 million people still went to the cinema
in 1955, whereas by 1982 the number had fallen m 125
million. The figures for the United Kingdom are even
more sriking. Cinema-goers dropped from one thou-
sand two hundred million in 1955 to 60 million in
1982. I believe that the small number of cinemas and
their patrons should not finance the films if later cheap
films from the USA using dumping prices crearc diffi-
culdes for the European film industry.
The Commission's proposed directive is an important
initial step. It should cenainly not be the only step
and, indeed, we shall have to discuss European televi-
sion in the future. I should like once again to appeal to
ienain national tovernmenr which sdll have reserva-
tions in this regard to cast off their misgivings in the
interests of an independent European film industry
which is the expression of our identity so that we can
take one srcp forward.
(Mr Cassidy askedfor thefloor)
President. 
- 
Mr Cassidy, will you be speaking on
behalf of the European Democratic Group?
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
No Mr President, I am not,
more's the pity. Regrettably, I missed our group meet-
ing last week. Otherwise, perhaps our group's position
might be rather different on this.
My view, very simply, is that this proposal from the
Commission is complete nonsense. \7e have in front of
us the European Parliament briefing for this week,
which contains the following sentence in the English
version:
It is much cheaper for European television channels rc
impon American TV series such as 'Dallas' than buy a
domestic product.
Mr Fajardie's report makes the same point. Is Mr
Falardie seriously sugtesting to this House that the
Community should put money into the production of
a series of Euro-Dallases and Euro-Dynastys? Are we
going to be paying for a series telling an everyday
story of Frankfun folk? Are we going to sugge$ that
we have the ordinary life of the Parisian commune?
No, this proposal, as phrased, makes no sense at all.
The accusadon has been made by a number of speak-
ers 
- 
including, I regret to say, my good friend Mr
Brok 
- 
that there is somehow something reprehensi-
ble about the fact that the Americans scll an instalment
of 'Dallas' for much less than the cost of production.
He used the word'dumping'.
Anyone who knows anphing about the television
industry realizes that we are all dumping. Television
stations throughout the Communiry have bought, for
example, British television programmes like 'Brides-
head Revisited', which cosr over $ too ooo per hour to
make. You can depend upon it that not one television
smtion in Europe or, indeed, in the Unircd States has
paid $ 100 000 for an instalment of 'Brideshead Revis- ,
ited'. Ve are all dumpers when it comes to television
material.
Someone will no doubt make the point that this pro-
posal applies to films and not just to television. How-
ever, it is again a fact of the enrcnainment world that
something over 700/o of feature films that are made in
Europe each year are bought not for cinema distribu-
tion but for television showing. Had this proposal been
for Commission support for non-documentary films, I
might perhaps have felt differently about it, but sup-
port Euro-Dallases and Euro-Dynastys I never will!
Mr Papapietro (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I congratulate the rapporteur, Mr
Fajardie, and his depury, Mr Baget Bozzo, on this
rePort.
'!7e Europeans find ourselves in a subordinate position
as regards both the cinema proper and the cinema on
television. The cinema market is dominated, as we
know, by regulations and defacto situations that estab-
lish complete domination by'the Americans. Ve find
ourselves in a situation of contracual diktat which is
absolutely incomprehensible from many points of
view. Cinema and television productions from the
United States reach us with their production costs
already covered by the domestic market, and therefore
at prices that cannot be competed with. It is not a
question, therefore, Mr Cassidy, of making criticisms
but of tackling this situation, since no cinema or televi-
sion industry can overcome such a disadvantage with-
out aid from the public sector.
As far as the future is concerned, with cable television,
oia satellite, and with the transmitting power, and the
increase in transmissions and the number of pro-
grammes, that are expected to multiply 25 times over
in relation to present levels, European cinema and rcl-
evision would be as earthenware crocks unable to res-
ist the impact of the iron pot of American competition.
The dangers, therefore 
- 
the repon makes this clear
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- 
are economic: the balance of payments. They are
also social: intellectual unemployment 
- 
paradoxi-
cally enough, just when there is an increase in pro-
tramme production. There is above all the culrural
danger which we have oftcn discussed here: rhe dan-
ger of invasion by cultural parterns that are nor ours.
'Ve are not afraid in any way of the cultural compari-
son, ve are afraid that this cultural invasion is not due
only to cultural reasons but to economic ones. Unlike
Mr Baget Bozzo,I do not at all believe thar the Amer-
ien cinema is at times a crearive cinema. I do not
bclieve this at all, if Mr Baget Bozzo will allow me to
inject a litde European iuroganse into this starcmenr.
Funhermore, this state of affairs is not only true of
Europe in relation to the United Stares of America: it
occunt also inside Europe, amongsr counrries whose
eudio-visual industqy is structurally weaker, or whose
language is less well-known than that of orher coun-
trics that are linguistically stronger.
Mr Prcrident, since my time is running out I will cut
short my speech and say only thar rhc view rhat the
Treety does not deal with this subjcct is a view that
wrongs the Treaty and is uaacceptable. Europe cannor
disregard a subject such as this, and therefore we ask
that the Community budget provide Community aid
for the television indusrry, and that is something for
which we shall fight.
Mrs Larive'Groencndad (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
I shall be speaking on behalf of my group, unlike Mr
Cassidy, it would seem.
In many European cities you see American words of
abuse daubed on walls, American rock and disco
music booms from car radios and fast-food resrauran$
havc become pan of the European streer scene. The
'American way of life' is beginning ro impose itself on
Europe, and if we are nor carcful, our centruies-old
condnent with its many age-old refinements will
become not only an economic but also a cultural
colony of the United Sates.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, am I now making
an anti-American speech? Not at all. Let me make it
quite clear from the outser rhar every European and
every Member of this European Parliament, wherever
they are and even if rhey are not in rhe Chamber, thar
we all have reason to be grateful for the fact that the
United States is our ally and friend. Abraham Lincoln
referred to 'the liberal party throughout the world'. I
am proud that as a European Liberal I am able to
appreciate the sdmuladng r6le thc Unitcd States plays
in our development.
But the health of American civiiization and the
strentth of European culrure stand or fall with the
realization that rhey are different. \[e cen appreciate
Californian wines as long as we refrain from calling
them bordeaux or champarn.l *, can enjoy Holly-
wood productions as long as we do not allow them to
supplant.our legendary worls of an. The best Vestern
srcms from, but cannot replace, Le Cbanson dc Rohd.
The application of new technologies such as satellite,
video and cable rclevision will increase the need for
films. In the past 
- 
as someone has already said 
- 
rhe
Member States have supplied only a fraction of the
total number of non-documentary television and film'
productions. Are European actors, composers, writcrs,
television directors and film producers unable rc make
proBrammes which appeal to Europeans 
- 
and Amer;
icans too, for that matrer? Of course they are. But
what they need is a modern, strong and compedrive
structure in which they can coordinate their effons.
There is no point denying the atraction of popular
American series like 'Dallas' and 'Dynasty'. Bur
quality, Mr Cassidy, cannor and must not be det€r-
mined by a small cultural 6litist club. There are good
European series, like the Dutch 'Herensraar l0' and
'De S7'eg', which have just as high rarings in my coun--
try as the American series. Everyone is familar with the
high-qualiry films produced in ltaly, France and Ger-
many. But even small language areas like my counrry
have made good films, such as 'De Soldaat van
Oranje' and 'De Lift', and I would advise you to go
and see them. They have been successful in other
countries as well.
But the European film and television industries can
only stand up to the flood of American productions byjoining forces, adopting a joint approach and estab-
lishing a well-organized distribudon sysrem. end by
not imiating rhe United States,.of course. No, thry
must take advantage of our fanasric European cul-
tural variery to rurn out characteristically European
productions. They must combine the best from the
various European cultures rather rhan offering the
lowest common denominaror of popular entertain-
ment. And, to be honest, rhar is what many A,merican
productions are.
Co-production and co-financing are, of cour6e, no
gurantee of success, cenainly not if the combinadon
consisted 
- 
and let us try to avoid this 
- 
of striking
British film technicians, depressive German directors,
French financiers intent on introducing chauvinisdc
elemenc and Italian producers yearning for the profits
that spaghetti Vesterns can produce. But rhe Euro-,
pean television and film industry can be given a new
change if practical financial aid is provided, as the
Fajardie resolution reques$.
And let us also think of the late and great acresr
Simone Signoret, born in Germany, of Frinch narion-
aliry, and winner of the first prize awarded by the Bri-
tish film academy for her part in a French Iilm Cas(*
dbr.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to say that,
apart from the legidmate economic and commercial
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argument's for European film and television produc-
tions, the creative possibilities and the cultural ambi-
ancc they radiate are, in our eyes, the real justification
for Mr Fajardie's recommendadons. They have our
support because we believe it is a good thing for some
weight to be placed on the European side of the rans-
atlandc cultural scales again.
Mr Hlrlin (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen.'!7'estern culture is under threat. Ve are to
be showered from space with more American trash.
Europe has gone into labour and given binh to a new
aid pot. 5 million ECU 
- 
10 non-documentary films
- 
ere to alleviate the great need. Mr Fajardie writes
about a twenty-to twenry-five-fold increase in the
need for entertainment 
- 
note, entertainment, not
information, if I have read it correcdy. \7e have taken
our courage in our hands and are countering this with
ten films per year. Congratulations!
The first thing I would like to ask Mr Fajardie is how
he arrived at this estimate. '!/ould he please rell us
whose need is being forecast? Is he talking about a
20-25 f.old increase in the need for entenainment on
the pan of the citizens of Europe? How should they
cope with it? Or is it perhaps the need of cenain rnedia
firms who have sent a few thousand million into orbit
and are now becoming concerned about the yield?
Vhose need, then? That is my first question.
On rhe amendments, I wanted rc say this. Mr Fajardie
and the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
lnformation and Spon have been careful to accentuate
the tendency of the draft aid programme, which was
already closely tailored to the large producers. It is
planned that not 200/o but 30% of the financing could
come from third countries. From a business poinr of
view, this would be more than a blocking minoriry. It
is also possible and indeed very probable that in the
casc of many productions of this son third-country
partners 
- 
as, for example, the US partner 
- 
will
retain the majoriry holding in the film without prev-
enting the film being promoted as a pafticularly'Euro-
pean' and high-qualiry film.
However, to come to the real quesdon, why is it, as
Mr Fajardie has remarked, that 300/o to 800/o of the
entenainment material currently being broadcast is
American? Mrs Larive-Groenendaal has already put
her finger on it: American productions have a pani-
cular attraction which cannot be matched in Europe. I
mean by that that the material from which these screen
daydreams originating in America are made is essen-
, tially the American Dream, and this cannot be con-
jured up for Europe by subsidies 
- 
not with 5 or even
50 million ECU. To what I would call this indecent
mixture of the simple glorification of success and easy
living, of brutaliry and rapid oblivion, which can build
on a readiness, much more in evidence in America, to
confuse the ideal and the dream on the one hand and
reality on the other, and which has a long radition of
reducing a cultural diversity which is much more dom-
inanr in America than here in Europe to a tasteless
lowest comriron denominator; to this powerful dream
production 
- 
or, perhaps better, dream expropriation
- 
business which controls the clichis of the wodd, we
have nothing we can oppose 
- 
cenainly not vith 5
million ECU.
You should not, I believe, worry how the TV giants
who are now seeking paftners in Europe and who,in
the last analysis will probably again be the first to ben-
efit from these subsidies can have themselves subsi-
dized with up to 100/o of the production funds from
Parliament or the EEC. If you really urant rc put
money into the mass media, you should rather be. con-
cerned to promote small producers; local film and rcl*
evision producers, the people who are concerned with
the needs of the citizen and not those of the media
giants. You should be concerned with promoting
non-comm€rcial productions, where 5 million ECU
could indeed make a difference. To give 5 million to
the largest would be nothing more than the usual
method followed in this House 
- 
namely, to give
more to those who abeady have a lol
Mr Tripodi (DR). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, the Group of the European Right consi-
ders it essential rc safeguard European cinema and tel-
evision production. This is also the demand of innu-
merable workers in the cultural field who see these
industries as a medium for artistic creativity and a
means of communication and education.
It is undoubtedly a difficult moment for our directors,
actors, scenario-writers, and so on, down to the hum-
blest worker in those industries. There is little money,
few resources and, often, very'little conviction. There
is a distribution crisis, a capital crisis, and there is a
crisis as far as audiences and the viewing public are
concerned.
And it is precisely on our public that I should like to
dwell for a moment; a public that now passively
acceprc and submits to what are no longer messages
but bare pictures of any kind that are offered, even if
they are second rate, not to say downright barbaric.
This post-war public, which is increasingly steeped in
foreign ways and customs, acceprc and swallows
everphing without distinction, and without either his-
torical or prychological reactions.
In this noiry confusion the European cinema no longer
has a voice of its own. It is unable to make itself differ-
ent, to give itself character, to fight back as a single
cultural entiry bearing values that are ingrained with
its ancient civilization. Vhose fault is it? It is cenainly
not the fault of the masses, of the anonymous, passive
spectarcr. The great majoriry submits to a choice that
is cenainly not wished for but is imposed by calcula-
tions and interests that are anphing but moral ones.
Responsibility goes back to the disributors, who are
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motivated by purely economic calculations, and who
senselessly permit the invasion by non-European prod-
ucts to an entirely disproponionate degree. But those
most responsible are our rulers, who have neither
defended nor done the best for the European cinema,
with appropriate laws.
It is clear, therefore, that we have to remove rhese
causes and these misunderstandings, as well as imple-
menting measures, such as those proposed by the rap-
porteur, for relaunching our cinema and television
production.
Is this prorcctionism on our parr? Let us be prorecion-
ist ois-i-ois those who are protectionist where we are
ooncerned! lrt us in the first place help our disribu-
tion slntem, let us support it with whatever pressure
the situation seems to call for, as circumstances
demand. It is no secret 
- 
and I am not guilty of anti-
.,fuirdricanism 
- 
it is no secret that the American dis-
tributors reject European films with the excuse rhat
American audiences and viewers do not like dubbing.
Ve could reply that the European public has made the
neoe$sary effort, has stomached it, and has accus-
tomed itself to the dubbing of American films.
Irt us realize that the seventh art is a boundless source
of gain and wealth that no-one is prepared to relin-
quish gratuitously to others. May I remind you thar, at
the time of Italian neo-realism, the American cinema
was quite worried about it. The reality that flowed
from the films of De Sica destroyed the papier-machd
structures of Hollywood. Then followed Italian com-
edy, and this again put affected Americanism right out
of contention. Then it was that the American industry
decided to give itself a new look, and block our own
industry.
kt us try, therefore, to have confidence in the creativ-
iry of our language, our culture, our imagination and
intelligence. Ve shall then relaunch a sector rhat is of
vital imponance to the cultural and educational life of
the peoples of Europe, as well as to their economic
inrcrests.
Mr Marchall (ED).- Mr President, the film industry
of Europe will prosper only if it produces films which
appeal to the consumer. The authors of this repon
adopt a different philosophy rowards a prosperous
film industry. They seem m believe that the film indus-
try will prosper only if public money is thrown at its
problems. But they fail to look at those two Com-
munity film industries which arc already in receipt of
large dollops of public money, namely, those of
France and Italy, which individually are given some-
thing like t 70 or 80 million per annum as a subsidy
from public funds. That has not stopped them being
weak, ineffectual indusries unable to compere. I
believe that the evil srcnch of subsidy which is about
this repon all too often results in extravagance. Ve
have seen in our own country how rhe British Broad-
casdnt Corporation, because it is able to tap the public
funds, is accused of gross exravagance from time to
time. It is significant that those who have practical
experience of the indusvy are very wary about the
proposals in this repon.
First of all, the sum of money involved is relatively lit-
de, so we produce yery, very few films and we are
probably causing more chaos by arguing about who
should or should not receive the 5 m ECU, which is to
be the original size of the fund, than actually helping
the producdon industry.
One has to remember that the broadcasters already
have a voluntary system to help in co-production. I
believe, as do most broadcasters in the United King-
dom, thar that rystem is preferable rc this panicular
proposal. I suppose it is significant thar the Bridsh
Screen ddvisory Council, whose chairman is that old
trouper Harold ![ilson, no opponent of government
intervention in industry, is nor enamoured of this pro-
posal either. If the broadcasrcrs are not enamoured of
it, if Harold \Tilson is not enamoured of it, then surely
one must ask whether it is really sensible .
I do not believe that the nature of the fund really
makes it terribly atuactive. If the object is to help
Europe's culture, this money could be much more use-
fully employed helping to save Venice than producing
on a co-production basis Tbe Merchant of Venice. I
believe we have got our priorities r/rong and that this
puny little fund will nor do anything for rhe culture of
Europe. It may create one or rwo bureaucratic jobs,
but it will not do our industry one whit of good.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, yester-
day evening at the Salonica film festival, the film 76e
Rocky Years by Pantelis Voulgaris, was awarded a
pize 
- 
a film that had already received universal crit-
ical acclaim at the Venice film festival earlier this year.
However, I now ask, what future can be expected for
this film outside Greece itself? How will ir be able to
meet [he enormous publiciry costs enrailed if it is to
make its way to the other EEC countries, or break
into the distribution circuits largely controlled by the
American entertainment corporadons, especially when
we consider that an averate American film, costing 12
million dollars to make, will spend as much again on
publicity and disribution? How can a Greek crearive
anist of that calibre spread his wings beyond the fron-
tiers of our country? How can rhe young and the
working people in the EEC's Member Srares, over-
whelmed as they are by the 'Made in the USA' subcul-
ture, recognize any other proposal either in rhe secror
of an or in that of life itself?
From this standpoint, I believe that for nadonal film
industries such as those of Greece and other EEC
counries, the problems of disdhbution, publicity and
financial supporr are rruly dramadc. One need only
t1,t*t
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recall that 350/o-800/o of the purchases by Member
States of films and entertainment in general are of
American products. The Commission's concern with
the problem would be a positive factor were it not for
one major risk, and one major limitation.
The risk is that these measures may offer only slight
assistance to cenain minor co-productions, though we
fear that that is not the real issue. The main problem is
that if such measures are combined with the common
policy for a unitary radio and television market, those
who will benefit are the multinadonal conglomerates.
Thus, alongside the threat posed by the American
entenainment industry, there will exist a menace from
a Vest-European entertainment industry. Not, of
course, in the form of a Fellini or a \7im lTenders; but
alongside 'Dallas' and 'Dynasq/, we shall have prob-
lems from a Euro-'Dallas'and a Euro-'Dynasry'.
The limitation I referred to is that the Commission's
proposals, with regard to the sums involved, the num-
ber of co-productions to be financed and also the con-
ditions, viz., that this would be loan capital, often
indeed subject to interest, are entirely inadequate to
deal with so acute a problem.
From this point of view, we believe there should be
substantial supponive measures for the national film
industries, and above all without conditions linked to
common cultural integration.
Mr Ripa di Meana, Member of the Commission. 
-(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I do not
think I can be accused of parliamentary formalism if I
emphasize the imponance of this subject. Moreover, it
is confirmed by this debate, so explicit and rich in
ideas and also in contrasts. The resolution prepared by
Mr Fajardie, on the proposal for a regulation submit-
ted by the Commission to the Council and designed to
introduce an aid scheme for cinema and rclevision
co-production, concerns 
- 
as has been recognized by
almost all the speakers 
- 
a sector of the life of our
Communiry that is central and very delicate, both
from the cultural and the socio-economic standpoints
and, I would add, from the political standpoint also.
First of all, I'should like to express the Commission's
gratitude for the support given by the Fajardie resolu-
tion to the proposed action. In panicular, I value the
amendment introduced by the rapporteur himself,
whereby the Parliament calls on the Council to initiate
the conciliation procedure provided for in the Agree-
ment of 4 March 1975 berween Parliament, the Coun-
cil and the Commission, if the Council intends to
depan from Parliament's opinion.
It is no secret that the Commission's proposal is res-
isted in some quarters within the Council. This resist-
ance is clearly minoritaire and, moreover, in no way
concerns the merir of the question. There is recogni-
tion, in fact, within the Council, of the accuracy of the
diagnosis made by the Commission, of the reasonable-
ness and legitimary of the aims indicated, and of the
need to do something rc achieve these aims. They also
recognize the urgent need for action. However, whilst
admitting and recognizing all that, they prefer to state
that the remedies must be generated spontaneously by
the energies of that very same market and that very
same industry whose ills and structural malfunctions
they have only a moment before recognized. So the
doctor, having examined the patient and seen the
graviry of the illness, raises his eyes to Heaven and
calls on Providence. There is cenainly nothing wrong
in this, but why not also try administering some medi-
cine, if we have some available?
Parliament and the Commission have proceeded
jointly on this subject, and the proposal, which finally
gives shape to part of their thinking, is well-founded
and considered. It has taken careful account, on the
one hand, of the serious risks, and, on the other hand,
the great possibilities that the situation we envisage
demands.
Your rapporteur, Mr Fajardie, has analysed the Com-
mission's proposal in depth and with great skill. Mr
BagetBozzo, who presented the repon,.also introd-
uced some very interesting elements that enhance the
report. This makes it unnecessary for me to go over
the suuctural lines and explanatory details of the
repon again.
I shall take advantage, therefore, of this relatively free
hand that this allows me, [o draw your attention to
some points that seem [o me essential for a final
assessment. In the first place 
- 
and on this point the
verdict of almost all the speakers bicked our analysis
- 
ve want to emphasize the interdependence of the
cinema and television. From some quaners in the
Council, there have come criticisms of the fact that tel-
evision and the cinema are dealt with jointly under the
scheme proposed by the Commission. There was talk
of the serious crisis in the cinema, as against the flour-
ishing situation of television 
- 
and there was a refer-
ence along these lines also in the speech by Mr Cas-
sidy. In reality, the cinema and television are now two
inter-communicating vessels.
As we have said in the explanatory memorandum of
the proposal for a regulation, any aid granrcd to the
cinema amounts sooner or later to aid for television,
just as any aid for televisign productions nourishes the
same industrial and anistic sectors from which both
the cinema and rclevision spring. And if it is true, as it
is, that the cinema in Europe is at present going
through a Btave economic crisis, it is nevenheless tel-
evision that will have to face an enormous increase in
the demand for programmes. \(e have been reminded
of the figures quoted in the Green Paper on television,
presented by the Commission itself.
It will not be possible, then, to meet that. increased
demand without some degree of extraordinary, addi-
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tiond aid. If 'this aid is nor fonhcoming, there is the
clear and serious danger thlt tens of thousands of
hours of transmission will be filled by programmes
conceived and produced ouride Europe. At this point
I should like to say to Mr Cassidy and Mr Alavanos
that there is no quesdon of 'pumping in' money to a
Euro-Dallas or a Euro-Dynasty. \fe are talking about
enabling the European industry ro face the challenge
of the enormous increase in programmi demand,
bcfore death overrakes our industry. This is the central
point of our thinking; and if any observation is to be
mede on the qualiry and the desdnation of this aid, it
is in thc direction menrioned by Mr Baget Bozzo, who
presenrcd the Fajardie reporr 
- 
that is to say, towards
' thc restoration of the anistic cinema and television.
Moreover, new, exrraoidinary possibiliries will open
up if a fair proponion of those thousands of hours are
filled by the European industry. It will not matter very
much that these programmes are called films or tele-
films, 'mini-series' or'large series', with all the appro-
priatc nomenclature and so on. They will be conceived
and produced by the same creators, the same ac[ors,
the same technicians.
Having acknowledged this interdependence of the
cinema and television, we had to ake into account the
differences that nonetheless exist in the respecrive
'cconomic strucrures and the production and broad-
casting organizations. These differences necessitate
different financial rcchniques in the provision of aid.
This is the second point to which I would draw your
aftcntion. The Fajardie repon gives ari exhaustive
explanadon of the reasons. I do nor need, therefore, to
repeat rhem; I would simply commcnd them to the
atrcntion of anyone who still has doubts as to the need
for different forms of credit, for different purposes, ro
cinema producers and television respectively.
There is one third, essenrial point, and that is the
'pilot' character of the aid scheme, if only because of
tle smallness of the financial resources, which has also
been recognized here during the debate. It is no cause
for discouragemenr, but it emphasizes the 'pilot' char-
acter of the proposed scheme. The smallness of these
resources would nor make ir fanciful rc expect rhar
such a proposal should be able rc get things moving on
the way to a complete solution of the problemi in
quesdon, but it is not an experimental period of action
on a reduced scale: it will be valuable to us for gather-
ing the reactions of the environment concerned, and
for checking the initial assumprion and rhe validity of
the criseria adopted.
I should like here to emphasize 
- 
and rhe explicit,
highly favourable reactions that have reachdd us from
the rwo grear fesrivals ar Cannes and Venice rhis year
confirm this 
- 
that the mere announc€ment thai the
Community is examining the possibiliry of implement-
ing the proposed scheme has already raised expecra-
tions, amongst cinema and television authors and
producerc, qrhich cenainly go beyond what, with our
present resources, we shall be able rc offer. The
intensiry of these expecr,ations is, however, a valuable
indicator of how rcal and trear the need is.
It is 
- 
I say again 
- 
an experiment. Its duration can
be fixed in advance, as is called for by the amendment
put forward by Mr Beumer, the draftsman of the
excellent opinion of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs. The three-year limit proposed
seems to me, however, to be really too short to give
the experiment real significance. If the limit were
extended to five years, rhe proposed amendmenr
would be acceptable to rhe Commission.
There is also a founh point suggested to me by the
opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and by Amendments Nos 10 and l2 put foi-
ward by Mr Beumer. This concerns the primary
imponance ro be attached rc the quesdon of distribu-
tion. Here I express roral agreemenr 
- 
reasonod,
active agreement 
- 
with the opinion that Mr Beumer,
Mr Brok, Mr Papapietro, Mrs Larive-Groenendaal
and Mr Tripodi have offered on this point. The prob-
lem of distribution mainly concerns films inrcnded in
the first place for the cinema circuits, since rhe broad-
casting of television productions is almost always
assured from the outser. I repear, I am fully in agree-
ment as to the primary imponance of distribution.
Indeed, I consider rhat, Iike the question of loans to
the cinema at European level, it is a question which
should be the subject of urgent study, which I person-
ally intend rc promore with proposals from rhe Com-
mlsslon.
Mr Beumer's Am6ndments Nos 10 and 12 are, rhere-
fore, acceptable to the Commission. Amendments Nos
13 and 14, on the other hand, do not appear to be
acceptable: the first introduces a call for action to be
postponed until after the inventory has been prepared.
The initiative of m4king an inventory is undoubtcdly
very interesting, provided it does nor slow down the
implementation of the scheme we propose. I should jn
fact consider that postponing rhe stan of the scheme
w-ould be dangerous, and would compromise tl;e
effect of the proposal.
In the same way, Amendmenr No 14 seems to me too
hesitant and critical, and in effect it does nor seem ro
convey any real determination to approve the proposal
for a regulation.
I should like now very briefly ro comment on swo
points that have come up in the debate, and which I
consider very interesting.
The first was raised by Mr Harlin, and the other, com-
lng {1er Mr Cassidy's speech, was taken up again byMr Marshall. Mr Harlin poinred out the dang€r oi
majority panicipadon by American companies in thc
co-production projects.
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I should like m assure Mr Harlin that the Commission
is aware of this, and the proposal for a regulation
thcrefore provides for a ceiling of 300/o for panicipa-
tion by co-producers from counries outside the Com-
muniry. But, if I may anticipate his objection, I will
add that, in the case of companies that are legally
European but are controlled by outside capital, the
implementing regulation that will follow the present
regulation will conain the technical provisions to
cover this aspect.
In addidon, Mr Harlin raised the problem of the draft
regulation for minor co-productions. I should like to
draw his attention to the fact that the proposal that we
are presenting offers especially favourable conditions
to co-producers in countries whose audio-visual prod-
ucdon is small. I do not think, therefore, that in the
rcxt as it is drawn up so far there is any danger of
squeezing out the lesser producers and grouPs.
I have nothing special further to add, except to express
my gratitude for the work of the Committee on Cul-
ture, for the work of Mr Fajardie, and for the great
freedom and orginaliry of the debate that we have had
this evening.
I am sure that, in view of the Council's early deadlines
- 
the 'Culture' Council will meet towards the middle
of December 
- 
I can count on the solidariry and sup-
pon of Parliament, for which, on behalf of the Com-
mission, I now express my thanks.
(Applaase)
Mr Beumer (PPE), drafisman of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industial Policlt. 
- 
(NL) | should just like to com-
ment on what the Commissioner has just said, because
he has misinterprercd my amendment No 13, and that
might have an adverse effect on the assessment of this
amendment. It does not say that nothing can be done
before national subsidies are introduced. All it says is
that things can be assessed betrcr where they already
exist. That does not mean that you have to wait but
that you'must ensure we obtain a clear overall picture
so that you can make a better appraisal 
- 
in other
words, give a different interpretation. )
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Industrial Poliry would much prefer three years to
five, but if the Commission is itself prepared to pro-
pose five years, I do not think we shall have much dif-
ficulty in giving our approval. The most important
thing is that there should be some kind of time-limit
and an agreed time for evaluation.
Mr Ripa di Meana, Member of the Commission. 
-(ID Mr President, just a word to Mr Beumer' First of
all, I thank him for his clarification regarding the
inventory. After his statement, which will naturally go
on record the Commission would appear no longer to
have grounds for concern, and I therefore modify the
Commission's point of view.
Secondly, I thank him for his personal understanding
in accepting the point of view of the Commission
regarding the dme that is necessary, which we have
put at five years. On the other hand, I understand his
obligations as rappofteur for the Committee on
Economic and Monetaqy Affairs. I therefore maintain
the Commission's point of view.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-time.
(Tlte sitting closed at I p.*.)t
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Higbhnds and Ishnds of Scothnd:
Mr Vatfis (Commission); Mrs Eaing;
Mr Hutton; Mr Varfis; Mr McMahon;
67
69
l8
7t
51
5. 72t
Mr Varfis 73
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Question No 12, by Mr Habsburg: Sta-
bex:
Mr Sutherknd; Mi Habsburg; Mr
Elliott; Mr Sutherland .
Question No 14, by M, von 'V/'ogau:
Tumover tdx on boohs imported for
public libraies:
Lord Cochfield (Commission); Mr oon
rVogaa; Lord Cochfield
Question No 15, b M, Fitzsimons:
EEC support for designing and building
a low-energy hospital:
Mr Mosar (Commission); Mr Fitzsi-
mons; Mr Mosar; Sir tames Scott-Hop-
hins; Mr Marshall
Refenal back to committee of Nordmann
rePort
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Wce-President
(The sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any objections?
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) There is, I believe, an
error on page 25 of the minutes for yesterday's'sitting,
on the subject of the discussion which mok place con-
cerning the repon that I was to present during this
pan-session. The minutes speak of a referral back to
commitrce, where they should have said an adjourn-
ment. The procedure followed yesterday was not the
Rule 85 procedure, but the Rule 56 procedure. More-
over, when Mr Jaclson made his request, President
Pflimlin told him that if he was calling for a referral
back rc committee, this request could be made at the
beginning of the debate proper. In fact, though, he
followed the Rule 55 procedure by asking for the sup-
pon of 21 Members, which was duly obtained, but
would not have been necessary for a referral back to
committee. I do realize that these terms are often used
indiscriminately, without specifying exactly what is
meant, but I feel that there could be an amendment in
this case, in view of the procedure adopted yesterday,
which was the Rule 56 procedure.
8. Votes
Mr Gifrtbs; Mr Fajardie; Mr Kuijpers;
Mr Arndt; Mr Klepsch; Mrs Veil; Mr
Arndt; Mr Prag; Mr Ford; Mrs Fuillet;
Mr Rothley; Mrs Veil; Mr Amdt; Mr
Hdrlin; Mr Stirbois; Mr Laster; Mr P.
Beazley; Mr Arndt; Mr Chambeiron; llr
Akoanos; Mr lppolito; Mr Ford; Mr
Tomlinson; Mrs Lizin; Mr Rogalk; Mrs
Van Hemeldonck; Mr Hughes; Mr
Filinis; Mrs Gredal; Mr Kolokotronis;
Mrs Pery; Sir Peter Vannech; Mr Alaoa-
nos; Mr Ford; Mr Tomlinson; Mr de k
Maldne; Mr Klepsch; Mrs Viehofi Mrs
Bloch oon Blounitz; Mr Filinis; Sir
75
74
76
77 Annex
77
87
7.
Peter Vanneck
President. 
- 
Mr Nordmann, what was requested was
a referral back to committee. The procedure that was
then applied was admittedly not entirely correct since
the relevant documents should have been submitted at
the latest an hour before the beginning of the sitting.
To that extent you are righr Might I sugtest we pro-
ceed as follows? The Bureau is meedng at the moment.
From l0 a.m. I shall be taking pan in that meeting and
I shall again raise the procedure for discussion.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Mr President, if the Bureau con-
cludes that what happened yesrcrday was not correct,
can I have your assurance that you will allow dme for
those 21 signatures to be collected on paper, some-
thing which I would be very happy to arange. \7ill
you give us that possibiliry. Mr President, if the deci-
sion goes that way?
President. 
- 
Before ve get involved in a long and
unnecessary debate, may I repeat that the Bureau will
be dealing with the question later. You will then be
informed of the outcome.
( Parliament approoed the minutes )1
2. Membersbip of Parliament
Prcsident. 
- 
In accordance with Anicle 12(2), second
subparagraph, of the Act concerning the election of
the representatives of the Assembly by direct universal
suffrage, I wish the House to know that our colleague,
I Docaments receioed:see minutes.
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President
.Miss Flesch, has notified in writing her resignation asi Member of the European Parliament. The House
norcs this and will inform the Member State con-
cerned accordingly. I should like to thank Miss Flesch
lor her valuable work.r
i
(Apphuse)
P, tuidcnt. 
- 
The next it€m is the joint debate on
- 
the repon (Doc. A 2-109/85) by Mr Poniatowski,
drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Energy,
' Research and Technologlr on Europe's response
to the modern.technological challenge
* the repoft (Doc. A 2-ll0/85) by Mr Ciancaglini,
' drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology, on the consequences
, of the new technologies for European sociery.2
Mr Ponietowski (L), fttpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
ftnt, several of our colleagues have asked me why this
debate on new rcchnologies, and why in this Cham-
ber?
;
Ih fact, the only place where we can have a debate on
'npw European technologies is here in our European
Parliament. Secondly, ir is necessary for us to do so
. bpcause the problem confronting us is a problem of
pplidcal action, of political will, and it is therefore one
c{hich deserves to be discussed in a political forum.
The third reason is that discussion of this rcpic of new
technologies is often confined ro rhe initiated, .a
limited circle of experrs.
Despite this, the developments mking place are having
a profound impact on public opinion in Europe and on
the lives of all our peoples. Ve are going through a
period of rapid and radical change. Two centuries
ago, when rhe transition was being made from farming
to industry, the social and rcchnological changes took
five or six generations to work their way through. The
current process will be much faster, taking only a cou-
ple of generations. It is going to have profound effecr
on all aspects of our way of life, on all production
methods, on our attitudes of mind, our ourlook on rhe
world. It is having sudden and far-reaching effects on
employment, it is affecting production conditions,
farming and industry, rcaching methods and our out-
look on the world.
Public opinion is still very largely unay/are of all this.
It is also unaw'are of another threat: the extent to
which we have fallen behind in various secrors. Europe
is up with the leaders in the nuclear industry and
almosr as well placed in the fields of space and rcle-
communications, but in a matter of a few years we
have fallen a very long way behind in biorechnology
and data processing, and data processing is the core,
the pivot of all new technologies. During this period
the United States and Japan have maintained a very
rapid rate of progress and we are becoming increas-
ingly dependent on their technological power in these
sectors. \7e are becoming increasingly dependent, to
the exrcnt rhat we are in danger of economic coloniza-
tion and im corollary, political colonization, if we do
no[ bestir ourselves.
And we have what ir will take to do so. Ve have the
largest internal market, with a population of 320 mil-
lion, the richest market. IIe have research institutes,
universities, which are among rhe most advanced in
the world. !7e have i presence in high-technology sec-
tors. And when we show an ability to co-operarc, rhen
we also show that we can be successful; witness
nuclear energy or space. Let me mention some very
tangible examples: CERN, the Airbus, ESPRIT, the
JET.
As well as these assets and strengths, however, we
have our weaknesses.
Lack of funding is'not the problem. Let me just give
you three figures. Combined public and private
expenditure on research and development in the
United States amounts to 108 billion dollars, in Japan
to 25 billion dollars, and Europe collecdvely to 52 bil-
Iion dollars. So rhe money is there, and the human and
material resources too. Vhere, then, are the weak-
nesses? The first lies in the facr that we do not have a
unified market. Each country has its own standards,
each country has its own rules in the interesu of health
and safety, or for orher purposes. Each country has its
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I Topical anl ugmt dtkte (announcement of motions for
1 niolutiont tablil):*e mtnutcs.? 
.Included in che joint debate were the following oral ques-
' tions with debate:
- 
by Mr De Gucht and Mr Ducarme, on behalf of rhe
Liberal and Dcmocretic Group, to the Commission,
on rhe ourcome of the meeting of the ad boc Com-
miltg! ol Technological Europi(Paris, 17 and t8 July
' 1985) (Doc. B 2-912/85)
- 
by Mr Klcpsch and Mr von Vogau, on behalf of the
Group of thc European People'slarty, ro the Council(Doc. B 913/85\ ahd to thi Commiision (Doc. B 2-
, 914/85),.on rhe Eureka projcct and on the research
qolicy of. rhe European -Communiry (Iechnological
Lommuntry)
- 
by Mrs Scrivener and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group, ro the Commission (Doc.
B2-915/8.5),. on the development of research pro-
grammes in rhe field of aerosiace remole-sensinp
- 
5y Mr Turner, on behalf of rfii C".riit . 
--i?.rgy,Research and Technology, to the Commission (D6c.
B 2-968/85) on RACE (thc CommuniMs R aird E
Programme in the field of advanced coirmunications
technologies)
- 
by Mr Seligman, on behalf of the Committee on
Elergy, Research and Technology, to the Commission(Doc. B 2.969/85), on suppon'for the creation of
small ri.ndenakings in.the filld of high technology and
technologlcal lnnovauon.
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public contracts to which all the other European States
arcrrefused access.
The second weakness is undoubtedly the lack of con-
tinuity in the progression from one stage to the next,
with nothing to ease the transition from research to
innovation, or from innovation to commercial produc-
tion. Social contribudons and taxes are too high. Our
companies cannot bear the burden imposed on them.
The European average for social conributions and
taxes combined is between 450/o and 510/0. In the
Irlnited States it is 380/0, and in Japan 22010. This state
of affairs explains the lethargy, the lack of energy
found in'European companies, their inability to
expand, or indeed the frequent cases in which com-
panies do not even get as far as being formed. If you
go to the United States, you can file an application to
form a company on a'sTednesday and stan operatint
your business on the Thursday morning. In Europe
there are some countries where there is a wait of
between 6 and 8 months between applying to form a
company and reaching the point at which it can be
launched.
There is also a lack of a coordinated European stra-
tegy in a good number of sectors where our efforts are
too fragmented. European high-technology companies
are carrying out the same research, fighting for the
same markets, and spurning all co-ordination, even of
research. This is therefore an area where we need to
make a very considerable effon. The Commission has
an exceptional role to play in this field.
Vith these various difficulties, we are now confronted
by another: the SDL The SDI is not such an enormous
programme in financial terms. It involves funding of
26 billion dollars over five years. Bearing in mind the
figure that I just quoted 
- 
annual expenditure of 108
billion dollars on research and development in the
United States 
- 
the SDI amounts to 25 billion out of
550 billion dollars over a five-year period. It is not the
amount which is important, but the purpose to which
this money is to be put: suppon for research in the
most advanced sectors developing the most sophisti-
cated rcchnology. That is what we shall be lacking.
That is vhat we shall be lacking and, if there is no
European response, it will ineviably lcad to a 'brain
diain' and a migradon of companies towards the
United States and, to a lesser extent, Japan.
Because if we.do not give them the research facilities
in Europe, researchers will inevitably go where they
can put their skills to use. And the threat confronting
us, if a big effon is not made, is that we will find our-
selves not only being colonized economically but
undergoing a son of decline into Third \7orld status. I
am weighing my words, and it is in just such terms that
the Americans have spoken to us on the subject of
Europe. They have said to us:'In our eyes, you are
not seen as the pan of the world which represents a
challenge to us, you are a vast consumer market, and it
is as such that you are of interest to us'. And if this vast
consumer market does not have advanced technology
rc stimulate its economy, then it is. bound to lapse
slowly into Third Iflorld status, with economic
decline, increased unemployrnent and a loss of politi-
cal independence.
It is therefore essential, ladies and tentlemen, for us to
adopt a European strateBy to cover the key sectors:
biorechnology, which is going to revolutionize prod-
ucion conditions in agriculture and industry, space,
and once again, electronics, which is central to all the
new technologies.
It is necessary for us to have a number of major pro-
grammes to provide motive force, not to appeal to the
imagination, as some people have suggested, but sim-
ply to lend impetus and dynamism to our economy, a
number of major projects in space, in highspeed trans-
port, in data processing, and especially in the field of
super-computers, which are essential not only to the
universities and the education system as a whole but
above all to indusry. To the SDI we must bring a
direct collective response and at the same time an indi-
rect response, by which I mean a Communiry rcchnol-
ogy programme which will enable us to keep those
European brains I was referring to at home and to sti-
mulate European companies.
'We must also avoid debating on false premisses.
Throughout these discussions we have heard talk in
committees of military rcchnology and civil technol-
ogy. There is no difference. It is a false distinction to
talk of military technology on the one hand and civil
technology on the other. There is technology, and it
has both civil and military spin-offs.
Finally, this response must necessarily involve a large-
scale programme. This could be EUREKA or it could
be some other Communiry technological programme,
I believe that the time has come to set about the
development of a rcchnological Europe. Given the
fundamental changes taking place in our industrial
society and the Community's lack of the legal and
institutional machinery to cope with them, the adop-
don of new provisions in the Treaty of Rome is called
for. There should be an additional dtle devoted to
policy on technology and research, to match those on
agricultural policy and transport poliry. The Commis-
sion should be vested with the same powers as those
available to the High Authority under the ECSC
Treaty, and above all majority voting should be
re-established if the agricultural policy is not to be
paralyzed before it is brought into the world.
!7e probably have four or five years left in which to
demonstrate and express our European will' After
that, it will be too late. Ve have everything that wb
need to succeed. 'Ve know the remedies. As yet, we
still lack the will. It is that will, ladies and gentlemen,
that we must find, or otherwise we shall become the
continent of lost opponunities.
(Applaase)
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Mr Ciancaglini (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
{ent, ladies and gentlemen, rhe report that I have the
honour to presenr on behalf of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology deals with the con-
sequences of new technology for European society. It
is a repon that fully recognises both the richness and
the disruptive effecrs of sciendfic and technological
innovation. It sets out, on the rhreshold of the
twenry-first cenrury of our civilizarion, ro outline our
responsibilities, and it traces, in general rcrms, a pic-
ture of the positive and negative consequences of
innovation, whilst other reporrs are concerned ro
define consequences of a specific type.
As we know, for almosr thirry years, philosophers,
sociologisa and scientists have described the society of
the technological era as a posr-industrial sociery, char-
aaerized by deep social and cultural changes. The
reference to rhese considerations is justified by the
exuaordinary evolution of techniques, and their fore-
sceable consequences for the individual and on society
and its social and productive sysrems. It therefore
seems to us essential rc ger away from the two dia-
nletrically opposite views of the future towards which
we are constandy being driven 
- 
the technological
future as one of either total happiness or total aliena-
tion for the individual. That will enable us ro try to
assess the effects of innovarion on the production sys-
tem and hence on our way of life, and to consider the
social usefulness of technological developmenr in rela-
tign to employment and rhe updating of the training
and cultural sysrems.
One of the main consequences of this great wave of
technical innovation is undoubtedly the change
wrought in the system of production of goods and ser-
vices, breaking down all barriers berween the different
economic secrors with a radical change in the strucrure
of indusrry and in industrial relations, and a srreng-
thening of the need for collective bargaining, that is to
say negotiation between both sides. Here we immedia-
rcly have a repercussion on employmenr, and it is on
this very subject that a false quesrion is asked 
- 
that
is, whether the new technologies creare or destroy
jobs. The most recent analyses show that the impact of
new technology on employment differs depending on
the level ar which it is introduced. In reality we find an
increase in employment when the new rcchnology
leads rc new products and increased demand. Con-
versely, when new technology merely improves prod-
uctivity, the impact is more uncertain, and, for a cer-
tain period at leasr, employment undoubtedly falls.
All of this means as well that a new division of labour
internationally is necessary, and an in-depth resrruc-
turing of the available labour. In-depth changes of this
kind however make almost permanenr changes in
vocational training necessary, and considerable adap-
tation of the workforce ro rhe new sysrrms of produc-
tion. In Europe, that must lead also to a speeding up
of the unrestricted recognirion of equivalent profes-
sional qualificadons, academic qualifications and
vocational training sysrems, which all follows from the
concept of one great market without frontiers, and a
society that guarantees rhe srandards of living reached
within our Community.
Let us look at the effecrs on rhe way of life, the social
structures and the social ethic. This is perhaps the most
interesting aspecr from an intellectual standpoinq but
it is also the most difficult to forecast complercly. Our
technologies, our new technologies, may be expected
to develop in accordance with one of three patterns,
which differ from one anorher in their terms of refer-
ence. An integrative model, in harmony with the
established social evolutionary trends, where the new
technologies meer a social need and help the popula;
tion to consrrucr a society that is more in line with the
people's aspirarions. In contrasr, the second partern is
one in which the new technologies would not corre-
spond to any social demand, and would be imposed by
the State or rhe large private concerns. In this case the
most culturally and financially disadvantaged social
groups would be placed in a position of increased
dependence, that would be dangerous. In the third
pattern the disdnction is more subtle, because society
would accept technological innovation generally with
misrusr, and would only use it marginally.
Vith regard rc the furure social ethic, which is also
affected by new technology, we have ro bear in mind
that the mass application of new technology and the
development also of biotechnology has for a number
ofyears been presenting problems of an ethical narure,
notably with regard ro generic manipulation, to which
many scientists have moreover drawn attention. \7e
have therefore to keep a close warch, not leasr from
the political standpoint, ro ensure that the integrity of
human life shall at all times be fully respeced.
However, although this is not strictly in the domain of
ethics, we musr keep a close watch on the health
aspecm of the new technology, both as regards the
general problem of stress in man/machine situations,
or the use of VDUs, or rhe use of dangerous subst-
ances in industry. Comprehensive preventive measures
are necessary, rherefore, to avoid technological disas-
ters that are unfonunately becoming increisingly fre-
quent, borh in nuclear power srarions and in minufac-
turing industry. By way of example, may we recall the
cases of Seveso and Bhopal. Ir is of course impossible
to list all the effecm of new technology, but it can cer-
ninly be said that rhere is a widespread fear that
development of new technology, and its widespread
application, lead m a casrc sysrem and, let it be said,
social injustice, both nationally and internationally.
The question obviously arises, therefore, of the demo-
cratic conrrol of technological decisions: and for this
reason_the European Parliament musr use all its pow-
erc and abiliry to promorc and constandy control the
development of new technology in all fields of Euro-
pean society.
As. pan of this political srategy, therefore, rcchnologi-
cal innovation can only be seen not as the subject but
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as the ob.iect of the third industrial revolution, in the
hands of individuals and political democrary 
- 
as a
formidable insrument, that is, for a better quality of
life in Europe and in the world. Ve have confidence in
Europe's future because we have faith in the creative
capacity of our generation, which is called to accept
the technological challenge as a condition for the ini-
tiation of a new renaissance of our continent. A new
renaissance that must be the fruits of our determina-
tion, and must spring from the synthesis of the
research and development of scientific ruth, allied to
Christian humanism and humanism in general. By this
spirit we show our political commitment to the realiza-
don of a genuine technological European Community
capable of restoring international prestige to Europe,
and the ability to compete.
For these reasons the final pan of the motion for a
resolution raises questions that concern the Commis-
sion and the Council, staning from the assumption
that the Eureka project cannot provide and does not
provide an answer, as far as this objective is con-
. cerned. '!7e have to q/ork for a technological Com-
munity in the full sense of the term, as a fundamental
element in the political construction of Europe, and in
this connection we must also express a hope that the
Community will also show the maximum interest in
the Italian IRIS project, since this constitutes the first
European initiative to take into account the social
effects of new technology.
'!7e 
consider that there is great awareness, now, of the
imponanpe of rcchnological innovation, and that
European backwardness in this field will quickly be
eliminated. Greater courage, Breater determination,
greater collaboration will probably be needed for this
change in direction, this 'qualiative leap', which calls
for the collaboration of everyone, since no-one can be
excluded from this historic process. I think that, by
combining our concern over technological innovation
with our commitment to it and with our concern
regarding employment, regarding the jobs rc be found
for the young generations, it will be possible to achieve
this civilised objective, which is Europe's primary role.
(Applause)
Mr Boden Presidenrin-Ofice of the Coancil. 
-(.FR) \fith your leave, Mr President, I shall devote the
first pan of my speech m the Council's formal reply to
the oral question (Doc. B 2-913/85) received from Mr
Klepsch and Mr von Vogau on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party.
At the Summit Meeting held in Milan on 28 and 29
June 1985, the European Council had already simulta-
neously approved and adopted the Commission's
report on strengthening technological cooperation in
Europe and supponed the French Eureka project
aimed at creating a technological Europe.
Following the conference on European technology
attended by 17 European countries and the Commis-
sion in Paris on 17 luly last, the Foreign Affairs Coun-
cll of zz July stressed che need to ensure that there was
coordination and coherence berween, on the one
hand, the work of the ad Doc committee on Eureka
and, on the other, the work m be carried out at Com-
munity level rc strengthen technological coordination
in Europe. It was vith this in view that the Council
invited the Commission to make proposals to it for the
measures to be taken in a Community conrcxt, so as to
ensure that the technological Community develops in
a manner coherent and coordinated with the Eureka
project.
The Commission's communication on this was submit-
rcd to the General Affairs Council on I October 1985.
This communication deals inter alia with the links
between the Community development and Eureka and
discusses the possibility of Community panicipation in
rhe Eureka Project. It has been agreed that this com-
munication should be examined initially by the Minis-
rcrs for Research towards the end of October. At the
same time, while it was established in Paris that there
was substantial convergence on the objectives of
Eureka, more detailed work will be necessary to
define the content of Eureka and the basis on which it
is to be implemented. Arrangements have been made
for a series of preparatory meetings on this subject
during the course of October. Vith regard to the pro-
jects which could be launched under this scheme, the
final communiqu6 issued afrcr the Paris meeting indi-
cates that the programme will cover a range .of
selecrcd civil projects in the various fields of high tech-
nology and that special emphasis will be put on
encouraging and stimulating the development of con-
crete projects by industry and research centres in var-
ious countries. However, pending finalization of the
technological priorities and the criteria for participa-
tion and evaluation of the resources needed, no spe-
cific project has yet been adopted to date.
The next Eureka meeting, scheduled for 5 and 6 Nov-
ember 1985 in Hanover in the Federal Republic of
Germany, and the examination of the communication
recently submitted by the Commission to the Councif
should help to clarify the situation regarding possible
common objectives, the respective organizational
frameworks and the resources needed for the setting
up of projects through Eureka and the technological
Community.
It is at all events to be hoped that these two initiatives
will contribute subsandally to the modernization of
Europe's economic structures and the international
competitiveness of her industry. That is what is at
stake in the technological challenge that we have to
meet.
Mr President, the Council's reply to the oral question
from Mr Klepsch and Mr von Vogau provides a clear
demonstration, were it needed, that the decision to
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dlvote a pan-session of the European Parliamenr ro
tlk problems of the technological challenge confront-
ing Europe over rhe'period to the end of the century
wgs wholly appropriate. That the elecrcd represenm-
tites of the peoples of Europe are addressing them-
sefvcs to a thorough examination of rhe implications of
thls challenge and making a collective effon to point
to the possible components of the European response
is rnuch more rhan a good augury, it is an imponant
stcp in the right direction. The timing of this appraisal
ofirh6 rlrr"rton is also especially appropriate, sirrce it is
bcpoming increasingly clear. in all our minds that we
harre rc..5.6 a phasd which is particularly critical to
thg shaping of our economic and social future and that
noi is the time when decisive policy decisions are
ahen which will have a profound impact over rhe
coming decades.
That this is the case is merely confirmed by the intensi-
fic4tion during recent months of the debaie on econo-
mic and industrial strategies, and, mosr important of
all," the broad lines of scientific and rcchnological
policy to provide the background for these srategies.
In this conrext, whatever views one may hold on its
objlctives, the American Strarcgic Defence Initiative
must be given credit for having helped to heighrcn
awareness of the scale of the rechnoiogical chafenge
and to p.ompt a renewal in Europe of friritfut develoi-
ments at the hean of which we novr find the Eureka
project and the Commission's recenl communication
to the Council on implemenrarion of its memorandum
'Towards a European Technology Community'.
As far as rhe Eureka project is concerned, the Coun-
cil's answer to rhe oral question from Mr Klepsch and
Mlvon Vogau, which I have just given you, takes
stock of the current position. Vith the prepararions
that are in progress, there is reason to hope that the
meeting in Hanover on 5 and 6 November will prod-
uce a consensus on rhe objectives, the priority fields of
resetrch, the criteria for selecting and organizing pro-
jects, the principles ro govern coordination and rela-
tions between Eureka, the European Community and
other existing forms of cooperarion in Europe.
As for the communication from the Commission of the
European Communities on implementadon of its
memorandum 'Towards a European Technology
Conununiq/, this documenr will receive an initial tho-
rough-examination on 23 October in Luxembourg ar
an informal meering of the Minisrcrs for Reseirch
which was arranged at the Presideng/s suggestion
during rhe recent General Affairs Council.
h is my strong hope, Mr President, rhat the meerings
to which I have referred will lead ro aD agreemenr on a
coherent and effective policy and stf,aregy ro artain our
shared objective, rhe European Technology Com-
muniry.
In addition, this European Technology Community
will be the subject of funher discussion at the meeting
of the European Council in Luxembourg on 2 and 3
December next. Needless ro say in the context as I
have described it, I can but congratularc rhe European
Parliament on having made the technologfcal chal-
lenge the centrepiece of its proceedings during this
pan-session. The wealth of contributions rhat we have
been seeing, both yesrcrday during the symposium and
today in plenary, testify to the imponance that the
European Parliament rightly attaches to analysis of the
implications of the technological challenge and solu-
tions which will enable us rc meer ir.
I would mendon in panicular the peninent analysis in
Mr Poniatowski's repon of the scale of the challenges
facing us from the United States and Japan, the cur-
rent starc of the Eqropean response and the progress
that we have yet to make. I am also thinking of the
report by Mr M0nch, which brings home to us how
imponant it is for a central body to be established ar
Community level to coordinate European scientific
and technical activities, and Mr Longuet's report,
which provides an exuemely clear explanation of-how
Community Europe is in fact facing rwo rcchnological
challenges, one created by the dominance of-the
Americans and Japanese, the other being irs own lack
of internal coherence created by the economic imbal-
ance and its inevitable repercussions on scientific and
rcchnical research.
These contribudons, Mr President, and all the others
bear witness to thb vitality of your instirution and will
help io persuade public opirion of the validiry of you.
demand for an increasing role in the Communiry jeci-
sion-making process. In fact, it is no coincidbnce rhat
issues connected with institutional reform of the Com-
rl1iry and the strengthening of Europe's technologi-
cal base should have become so closely bound up wi*r
each other in our current debates. It is becoming
increasingly obvious that a technological renascene oT
Europe also calls for appropriate institutional initru-
ments, extension of Community areas of competence
and more efficient decision-making machinery.-
I should therefore like to mke this opponuniry to
express the hope that these rwo aspecrc of communiry
regeneration, which are currently under discussion at
the institutional conference in Luxembourg, will soon
be the subject of conclusisns which satisfactorily meet
Europe's interests. At all events, you may re$ issured
that Luxembourg will be directing all its effons to this
end during its presidency.
Mr President, European policy in the field of science
and technolog;y is going through a transitional period
which, I am convinced, will be decisive from various
points of view. Ve need to establish a sound, lasting
basis for the economic recoverlr that our countries are
currently endeavouring ro promote. Ve need to
broaden and consolidate European coop ration so as
rc achieve ever closer economic integrariin. Ve need
to meet rhe scientific and rcchnological challenges of
the 1980s and 1990s if Europe is to 6e able to coitinue
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playing its proper role in the world and secure the
well-being of its citizens.
Over the past few years, as we have faced economic
crisis, we have become more aware that scientific and
technical research is one of the essential components
of our campaign to achieve new prosperity. If we
really intend to overcome our present difficulties and
measure up to our hopes for the future, it will be
necessary for us to broaden the technological base, to
fosrcr industrial innovation, to improve the competi-
tiveness of our business, to promote economic rede-
ployment inrc the sectors with the most advanced
technology and the highest added value, to crearc new
investment opportunities and new jobs, and to pro-
gress as quickly as possible towards rhe creation of a
real common market.
At the same time we are increasingly aware that the
Brearcr our abiliry to lend a European dimension to
our effons and coordinate them at Community level,
the more effective they will be. Not only this, but this
need for coordination extends beyond the Community
context, since coordination is also required between
Community initiatives and any national or interna-
tional initiatives with potential for advancing the
attainment of the objectives that we are pursuing.
From this riiewpoint, we have in the Eureka project,
and the question of how it can be tied in with Com-
munity policies, an imponant test of our ability to pur-
sue a coherent Community policy while at the same
time remainint open rc outside initiatives, keeping our
structures flexible, and taking decisions and acting
upon them speedily.
Over the months and years ahead we must work to
overcome the obstacles and tackle the problem of the
fragmentation of research in Europe. I am thinking in
panicular of the very recent incentive programme,
with its objective of promoting mobility among
researchers and exchanges of experience between
laboratories. \7e must work together to break down
the barriers between the academic world and industry,
and here I am thinking in panicular of the recent
Comett proposal which has been brought forward
with a view to lending a Communiry dimension to
cooperation between universities and industry on adv-
anced training.
Such cooperation is of great importance, both [o voca-
tional training and to research and development, and
the Presidency will be bringing forward the Comett
proposal for consideration by the Council, so that the
anticipated decision can be implemented by 1985.
Ve must coordinate initiatives to avoid duplication,
thereby reducing the waste of resources. I am thinking
for example of the benefits offered by the whole range
of cooperation under COST. Effons must be concen-
trated on strategic programmes of common interest. I
am thinking of information rcchnology cenainly, but
also biorcchnology, telecommunications, materials.
In other words, we must work towards the creation of
a genuine European scientific area, as called for in the
report by Mr Mtinch, so as to enhance the effective-
ness of every initiative launched in the research field.
Moreover, it is this continental dimension which will
help us to meet the challenge that we face from the
Unircd States and Japan, our competitors who have
hitheno managed more successfully than ourselves to
use research and technology as key instruments of
modernization and economic regeneration.
That we are fully aware of the extent of the problerns
and the complexity of the tasks facing us most cer-
tainly does not mean that we accept a pessimistic vicw
of the situation or that we despair of achieving results..
On the conrary, I believe that we have made progresq,
these past few years and that it is legitimate to turn this
progress to account, because it has been very signifi-
cant and has taken us in the right direction. This is
demonstrated by the examples that I have just quoftd;
witness the impressive rante of developments achieved
under the following acronyms: JET, RACE, Brite,
Esprit. I also believe, however, that we sdll have a long
way to go and that we cannot afford to mark time. Let
me explain this. Vhile it is true that Community
expenditure in the field of research and development
has vinually doubled over the past five years, it is
equally true that it still represents too small a propor-
tion 
- 
about 30lo 
- 
of our budget and, while on the
one hand we can take satisfaction at having'managed
to sustain and increase the Community commitment rc
this sector at a time when the Communlry's budger
resources have been exceptionally limited, on the other
hand there is no gainsaying the fact that the figurd of
t 600 m ECU allocated to research in the 1985
budget is still far shon of the annual appropriation of
I 000 million set as a target in the framework pro-
gramme. It is still far shon of 6o/o of the Communiry
budget, the level indicated in Mr Munch's motion for
a resolution as the proponion of the Community
budget which needs to'be allocated to research by
1989 and in Mr Poniatowski's motion for a resolution
as the minimum mrget for 1988. This, Mr President, is
perhaps where we face our greatest challenge. Even
though the Stuttgan European Council and, more
recently, the Council on Research stated that it was a
target to make provision for a gradual increase in
expenditure on Community research and development
activities, we all know in advance that the Com-
munity's resources are going to be contained within
certain limits. This limitation presents us with a rwo-
fold political task. First, as Mr Longuet indicates in his
report, we have to get away from rhe persistent ten-
dency to spread resourbes too thinly and concenuare
them on carefully selected priorities in sectors offering
realistic prospects of ensuring that the products of
research rapidly reach the market.
Secondly, however, if we mean to make research and
development an absolute priority over the years ahead
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- 
and this is our intention 
- 
we are going to have
the difficult task of convincing our colleagues in other
mirdstries and other parliamentary committees, who
will also have their prioriry projects, that if the propor-
tion of our overall financial resources allocated to
research is going to increase, their share will perhaps
have to be reduced in consequence.
That, Mr President, is a real political challenge.
If I now add a few words about rhe framework pro-
Bramme, Mr Presidenr, it is not only because I am
convinced that the adoption of this programme
marlred I very important turning-point for the Com-
muqity's scientific poliry, but primarily because during
thp,next few months we are going to be hard at work
on defining a new framework programme for the five
years ahead, a programme which will have to take
account of our new ourlook on rhe issues confronting
us.
To iny mind, this will give us the opportuniry to reaf-
firm the central role that rhe Communiry should be
plalhng in promoting and coordinating scientific and
technological research in Europe. It will provide the
opponunity for tangible confirmation and real pro-
gress towards the objecdve to which I was just refer-
ring: a gradual increase in expenditure on Community
research and development acrivities.
Befoie concluding, Mr President, a final commenr on
the irepon by Mr Ciancaglini, which demonstrares ro
us how imponant it is to remain vigilant so as ro
ensure real control over technologies and their impact
on European sociery. An initiative which is under con-
sideration and promises to bear fruit is this socially
srategic field, is rhe proposal which has been given the
nanlc IRIS, which is specifically concerned with the
appfication of information technology to all these
fields, from health to town planning, from working
conditions rc the environment, in other words all
those areas where the qualiry of our lives and there-
fore the very substance of our well-being stand ro be
affected. If I quote this proposal by way of conclusion
to my speech, it is because I am convinced that, far
beyond the implications of any individual programme,
we are dealing here with a concrere example of an
essential principle which we should always keep at the
forefront of our minds, the principle that technologi-
cal progress and social progress should always go hand
in hand, each a function of the other, each srrengrhen-
ing the other.
Mr Presidenr, this debate in the European Parliamenr
and the accompanying acrivities, the broad range of
the discussions, covering the rcchnological challenge
and all related aspecrs 
- 
from the scientific and tech-
nical considerarions to the political implications of the
social impact, from the impacr on employmenr to rhe
ethical and cultural problems 
- 
and the quality of
contributions are such rhat rhis special pan-session will
be of invaluable assistance when it comes to making
the difficult choices facing us.
Thank you, Mr Presidenr, and I hope that we also, the
Council, will show ourselves equal to the challenge
when the time comes.
(Appkuse)
Mr Linkohr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like
to begin with what we in this House can agree about.
Ve want Europe to hold onto its technological free-
dom. Only those who are technologically independent
can retain their political freedom of manoeuvre. Only
those who are in the mp league of technical perform-
ance can master modern technology.
If Europe were compelled rc sell im technical know-
how exclusively in Japan or the USA, then it would
naturally be condemned to assume rhe values and
production methods of those countries. It would
squander its cultural and social autonomy. But master-
ing rcchnology also means crearing jobs. Most job
losses have happened not because we have concen-
trated roo hard on new technologies, but because
heads of undenaking have failed to wake up to the
future. The clock and warch-making industy, the
photographic industry, mechanical engineering, and
leisure electronics are just some of the unhappy exam-
ples.
\fhile jobs were being lost in Europe, new ones were
being created in Japan. Continuing *ith that kind of
poliry will not be in our best interesm. But one reason
why jobs were being lost in Europe was rhar we failed
to grasp the potential of the huge internal market. The
internal market does not just serve rhe interests of cap-
ital, it can also help workers.
But as this debate in the European Parliament has
already shown, it is here that the common ground
between right and left in this House comes to an end.
The Socialist Group does nor accepr that rcchnology
and innovation should be reduced ro a mere marketing
strategy. Technology means more than just cleverness
at producing commodities. Technology 
- 
as the link
between human beings and narure 
- 
can give expres-
sion to the ways we inreracr wirh each other and with
nature. It is a pan of our culrure, especially if we
define culture as a straregy for survival.
And so the right question is not: 'Are we for or against
technology?', any more than it makes sen$e rc ask:
'Are we for or against the weather?'The quesdon we
should be asking is: 'Vhat kind of technology do we
want?'. In philosophy we distinguish between a culture
of simple action and a culture of purposeful activity.
By 'action' we undersmnd the capabiliry of mastering
situations or producing commodities; with 'activiq/ on
the other hand, value-oriented behaviour is assumed.
'Action' implies the primary of industry and economics
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over politics. 'Activity' gives the priority 
- 
as in the
original unity of politics and ethics 
- 
to polidcs.
Unfonunately'action' has gained the upper hand over
'activity' over the last few centuries, and we all know
how capitalism is based on precisely this priority. But
Karl Marx was not the first to realize that commodi-
ties have not only a price bur also a value. I sdll
remember from my school days reading Plato's dia-
logue 'Protagoras'. There we read how Prometheus
had not only brought the gift of fire to humankind,
but went to Hephaestus and Athene 
- 
and there too
he also had another dury to perform 
- 
and took from
them wisdom and gave it to humanity. Unfonunately
we are not displaying any of that wisdom in our tech-
nology today.
Those who destroy nature and use technology to build
up their own power know nothing of this wisdom. Yet
the task of commining technology to self-discipline, to
self-restraint with a sense of human purpose, is a
major cultural challenge , a fundamental cultural
necessity of our time. It seems [o me essential for us to
launch a renewed appeal for this as a vital requirement
of our European culture. Vhat after all distinguishes
Europe from the USA, from Japan, or from the
USSR? Cenainly not any ability for particular intellec-
tual achievemenr, or any panicular skill in developing
new technology. Yet in its cultural answer to tech-
nology it has 
- 
at least until now 
- 
gone its own way
for .a considerable distance 
- 
arr achievement to
which the European labour movement, in which free-
dom of the individual manages to coexist with a sense
of responsibility to all 
- 
bears eloquent witness. The
quesdon however remains as to whether this will con-
tinue to be so in the future.
The third industrial revolution is basically taking place
in Japan and the USA. Ve Europeans are much too
preoccupied with yesterday's industry. In Europe the
fear of tomorrow is often stronter than the hope of
being able to do good with new technology. Ve are
on the defensive, while our challengers are taking the
offensive. But 
- 
to oversimplify, though not to diston
- 
it is those who are nov/ building the fifth genera-
don of computers who will set the rcrms of future rela-
dons of production. Leadership in technology and
social or ecological mastery thus go hand in hand.
Only those who have mastered technology will be in a
position to choose.
Those who have no option but rc buy will have no
choice but to take what is on offer. In that sense what
we most lack is a new understanding of nature,
mgether with a conception or idea to give our pursuit
of science and research a sense of purpose.
There are three well-understood reasons for engaging
in research: to be better than the competition; out of
sheer instinct for gratificationl and, not least, in order
to understand something. The ancienm called this
third reason political wisdom. It has however been
suppressed in our commodity-exchanging sociery in
favour of balance sheets and the pursuit of profit 
-the acquisition of new values and insights is not a
priority in our society. Ve know that is what keeps
capitalism going, but the question is whether that is
also the goal that we in Europe want [o pursue. It will
be decisive for European culture whether or not it can
succeed in securing freedom for value-oriented deci-
srons.
I believe it will be wonhwhile to think carefully in
these terms.
I can see no progress in for example introducing either
Sunday working or night-work 
- 
just so that capital-
intensive machinery can be used to capacity. That is
the kind of attitude than I call subjugation of human
beings to the dictates of profit and technology.
As profits soar, family life disinrcgrates. 'Sflhy, we
should be asking, are there now so many drug addicts,
people suffering from depression, so many alcoholics?
Vhy are there so many divorces in the United States?
'!7hy 
are there 5 million cases of depression in Japan?
This too is the result of the wrong kind of develop-
ment. The major task therefore that faces European
culture is humanization of rcchnological society. It
will have to be saved from physical destruction, from
dehumanization, and from lunary. !/e need revolu-
tionary change in the economy, in social life, in poli-
dcs and culture, and we must recognize [hat the com-
modity has not only a price but also a value.
I believe we need a change in production and con-
sumption patterns so as to ensure that future economic
activity will be directed only at securing human
development and growth, instead of distoning human
values to the point where sechnical productivity is all
that counts. Human beings are capable of much more
than improving the rate of technological efficiency.
Nor do I want technology to become a form of reli-
gious worship for the nation or for the European
Community. Our personal happiness cannot be real-
ized in the markem of South-East Asia, but only in a
new relationship with each other and with nature.
Ve need people as citizens arrd panicipants in social
life. They should not be passive, bureaucratized
objects, but active, eager for responsibility, and criti-
cal. The political bureaucracy mus[ be subjected to
effective control by the people, and the decision-mak-
ing of private firms should be shared by all those who
use their goods and services. Joint decision-making by
workers on the introduction of new technologies will
therefore be essential, and parliamentary control of
Eureka will be the touchstone for the seriousness of
our intentions for democratic control of technology.
Ve also need a cultural revolution that will attempt to
reform the spirit of alienation and passivity that is so
characteristic of rcchnological society, in order that a
new human personality can come to the fore, one
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vhose objective in life is being, and not having or con-
suming. Ve want neither technology as the all-
embracing mother of indusrial society, nor yet subju-
gation to the State as rhe father-figure promising
stabiliry and order. Rather we want a technology rhat
will give us the ability to tackle the major problems of
our time, we wan[ a synthesis of freedom and organ-
ization, of sympathy and equity, of intellect and feel-
ln8.
None of this is much in evidence now. Our picture of
humanity 
- 
of its values and dignity 
- 
has fallen on
bad times, and in our industrial states ethics has
become litde more than a subdivision of cosmerics. If
human beings become nothing more than rcst rubes
for forces and fluids that can be manipulated accord-
ing to natural laws by business-orienred medical prac-
titioners, biologists and other bio-engineering special-
ists, then death will have no more significance rhan an
intcrrupted experiment. In the last analysis ir is all
down to satistics: the failed experimenr is ticked off;
tlre page is turned in the laboratory log-book of
human and animal experiments. It is truly a pity that in
research today so much intelligence is accompanied by
so little depth of undersmnding, and so much effon by
so little insight. Bur rhat is the price we are having to
pay for puning the struggle for market shares above
the search for understanding.
But there are also signs that values in society are
changing. They include the growing commitment ro a
cleaner environment and a .self-conscious women's
movement. The peace movement too is the only
source of light in an ate of total confrontation. Here
and there hierarchies are being dismantled and
replaced by cooperation' and joint decision-making.
The European Parliament should take steps to encour-
age and confirm this process of rejuvenation in
Europe, so that Europe once again can hold its head
above water.
To all these wayside warning-sitns a new addition
now has rc be made. It is the one warning-against the
militerization of research. Already today some 300/o of
all scientists and engineers are in the service of the
arms build-up. The tendency is increasing. The Ameri-
can SDI research programme is an imponant mile-
s(rne on this sorry road. But we simply cannot allow
secret senrices and defence-establishmenr bureaucra-
cies to diven science into the parhways of destructive-
ness. Ultimately, science cannor be allowed to have
struggled for centuries against the claims to domi-
nance of the church and subsequently of toralitarian
regimes, only to throw itself today with open arms
into the hands of the military. Research roday must
not be allowed to prostiture itself rc Mars, the god of
qrar.
Ve Socialists therefore say no rc the SDI research
protramme. In doing so we express the views of a
majority of Europeans: in reply ro rhe quesdon polled
in some of the bigger countries of the Community as
to whether the SDI initiative would make war or peace
more likely, the majority thought it would be war.
This poll is serious food for thoughr for those who sdll
believe in SDI.
But we also have a second reason for saying no to the
SDI research programme. It will not improve the def-
ence of Europe. Europe today is faced with the emerg-
ence of new securiry policy dangers, the militarization
of space helps to consolidate the hegemony of the
superpowers, and Europe risls becoming degraded to
a mere object in the inrerests of the two cenres of
power. \fle consider thar rhe mutual survival of Easr
and Vest can only be secured by political means, rhar
there is no technological soludon. Total. securiry is a
deadly utopian illusion.
I have before me the repon of the American Vorld-
watch Institute on the situadon of our world in 1984.
The book headlines rhe main problems that the human
race faces today: over-population, petroleum-depend-
ency, soil 'erosion, deforestation, the world food prob-
lem. Is it not high time thar these problems were also
brought to the fore in Europe? Vhy do we not mobil-
ize our know-how, our money, our imaginations, in
shon ourselves, to rise up and meet these challenges?
The people of Europe are waiting for a signal for a
new depanurc. They are eager to show thar this conti-
nent still has enough vitality ro secure a breakthrough
for sanity. At all events, any effon to combat world
hunger will require forms of higber rcchnology,
because it calls for compassion and understanding,
higher qualities than are needed for SDI. Eureka is in
that sense a disappointmenr 
- 
nor rhar we do nor
desire cooperation between European undenakings,
although they do not nerd Eureka money to achieve
that. Vhat disturbs us, rarher, is rhe lack of specific,
problem-solving objectives rhar can enable us to mob-
ilize new forces. But as things now appear ro us,
Eureka is more a form of cooperadon between big
companies from the highly industrialized counrries.
The small counrries and small firms are left behind,
fulfilling the prophecy of Luke's gospel:
Unto every one which hath shall be given; and
from him that hath not, even that he hath shall be
taken away from him. (Luhe, 19, 26)
Eureka is thus a slap in the face for rhe Commission
and for the European Parliamenl For while leading
politicians preach European political Union on Sun-
days between ren and rwelve, they spend the rest of
the week destroying such polidcal union as exists.
Eureka will come into being by bypassing the EEC,
because Brussels is seen as being too bureaucratic. But
the attack on bureaucrary is only a cover. The real tar-
get is the idea of a parliamentary form of political
union. 'Back to the traditional relarions berween rhe
nation starcs', is the underlying slogan. 'Give industry
the money, it can make better usb of it than parliamen-
mrians!'. Let Parliament and parliamentary democracy
in Europe go to the dogs.
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lct industry hold the power, and let Parliament hold
the trappings 
- 
that is a division of labour to which
this House canno! possibly agree. Ve will not allow
ourselves to be saddled with cumbersome and unat-
tractive policies for steel and agriculture, while the
Council of Ministers proclaims in favour of modern
technology. Eureka must therefore be made subject to
parliamentary control.
let me conclude by poindng out that it is the political
argument over technology and im application that will
ultimately determine whether or not Europe can sus-
tain an independent cultural identity in the third
industrial revolution. It is precisely because technolog-
ical development is directed by our system of values
that we need a politically effective public discussion
that will establish rational connections betc/een tech-
nical ability and pracdcal needs. Technology must not
be confined to laboratories and workshops, it belongs
on the public platform provided by parliaments. Nor
must we forget that technology lost its innocence a
long time ago.
\(e take our cue therefore not from Parsival, but from
Galileo 
- 
and our Italian colleagues will know what I
mean. It is not simple-minded trust that we require,
but bold projecdons. Technology can then become a
force not for repression but for liberation. That is the
kind of third cultural revolution I look forward to.
(Appkasefron tbe lefi)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-Pres_ident
Mr Snlzcr (PPE). 
- 
(DEiMadam President, none of
the things that we as Christian Democrats acknow-
ledge to be indispensable components of a life worthy
of human dignity, from social security to a high stan-
dard of health care, from kindergarten through school
to university, from aid for the Third \7orld to the care
of the old and the handicapped, can be picked up as a
free gift. Ve first have to come up with the necessary
money before social policy, environment poliry,
development aid and all the rest of it can be paid for.
The other road 
- 
and it has been tried repeatedly in
recent decades 
- 
has, to answer the spokesman for
the Socialist Group, been well travelled by the Left, as
it sdll is today. It assumes that we can begin by making
hand-outs, and only afterwards need we stan to think
about how to make good what has been handed out.
The result of such policies is, as we are only too well
aware from bitter experience, high public-sector debt,
a precipitous rise in unemployment, and a high infla-
tion rate. In other words, the welfare starc can only go
on being a welfare state as long as it can go on being
financed.
But where are we to find the money with which to
provide a dignified human life in accordance with our
'Vestern concepts and the sysrcm of values of our
Vestern culture? Vhat is this wealth of the EEC actu-
ally based on? It is based on the fact that we are able,
to produce and deliver high-qualiry goods of known
reliability and with a high added value at compeddve
prices. Ve still sell no less than a quarter of these
goods on world markets outside the Community. But
we can only go on doing so if we do it better than
others, and doing it better than others means, above
all, being able m offer goods that people today and
tomorrow will find attractive. And that in turn means
that c/e must be at the top of today's and tomorrow's
world league in technology. Only then will we be able
to sustain a free, socially-caring and constitutional
European Communiry into the future.
It is therfore nothing but an imponderable piece of
sophistry to seek 
- 
as the spokesman for the Socialist
Group has just done 
- 
to establish some kind of sub-
liminal contradiction between humanity and technol-
ogy. Technology mday and tomorrow is the basis for
our humanity in the sense of European cultural values.
Those who propagate this sophistry delude themselves
that they are laying down some kind of seed-bed on
which the cultural revolution, with its imponderable
consequences for humankind, can flourish.
Technology for tomorrow however also means an
unprecedented level of technological development.
And there can be no escaping the fact that that tech-
nological development too has to be paid for! !7e
must promote research and technology in specific
ways, and sr'e must recognize 
- 
and here as in so
many other respecm the European People's Pany
agrees with Mr Poniatowski's repon 
- 
that nadonal
starcs continue to record major achievements, that the
European Community is still the Number One world
trading pover, that it can still guarantee its peoples
high standards of living and social security, but that
there are important signals, which some of us have
already acknowledged, urging us to consider whether
the national smtes will long remain in a position to
secure all our future research and technology needs.
I am grarcful to the Council of Ministers for clearly
demonstrating how necessary it will be to develop a
viable European Technology Communiry, and I trust,
as a matter of European public interest, that the Coun-
cil of Ministers will actually translarc these words into
deeds by embarking on a joint scheme with the Com-
mission and the European Parliament to pool our
resources in situations where our common interesr are
at stake, and where the national states are no longer in
a position to come up with the right answers to today's
and tomorrow's quesdons 
- 
the more especially when
a decision will have to be taken in the next few months
on the question of the concret€ measures to be
adopted to secure a real internal market as the indis-
pensable precondition for a functioning rcchnology
community within the EEC framework.
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Making use of Europe's opponunities will mean tak-
ing advantage of the panicular possibilities that have
been handed down ro us from our cultural heritage,
from the development by us of cultural values that are
,unique in the world, or rhar ar leasr owe rheir origins
entirely to Europe. The spokesman for the Socialist
Group has just said that technology musr nor become
a form of religious worship for Europeans. I do nor
know a single serious-minded Member of this House
who can be said ever ro have given a momenr's
thought to any such proposition. The significanr rhing
however is the way he has used rhe words 'religious
anorsbip', because that was in facr how the necessary
contacts and sense of community were established, for
it was after all the formative power of Christianiry that
transformed European cultural values, first and fore-
most the recognition of human dignity, from a cause
for hope into a living realiry culminating in a codified
system of law under our constitutions.
That is the real basis of our European ethics and cul-
ture, nor the doctrines of eanhly salvation preached by
those who have repeatedly tried to delude humaniry
with promises of paradise here on eanh. For all those
who have tried this have, as we know from our his-
tory, succeeded only in leading humanity into the
abyss.
'We must use our European culture in order to shape
our future, and in concrete terms that means that we
must exploit our diversity. 'Sfe must take best advan-
tage of the diversity of our different attitudes and
methods. '!7e must use rhe creativity that distinguishes
us from the cultures of other regions, in parlicular the
Asiatic, and we must use the most imponant raw
material that we as Europeans possess, namely the
ability and know-how that can be found in every one
of us.
In the matter of research it is therefore panicularly
imponant for us to help the scientists who make our
future secure by motivating them, by sharing an
optimistic outlook with them, and not impeding their
work with carping pessimism. '!fl'e must encourage
them, not slander them, and we musr nor react to their
every acdvity by wondering whether it may or may nor
somehow consritute a research contriburion to the
development of defence sysrems.
\7here would we all end up if we were not in a posi-
tion to defend our peoples from a possible aggressor
against the free stares of Europe? Freedom is one of a
number of major values having their basis in human
dignity and their origins in European culrure that have
spread throughour the entire world. Freedom will
always be at risk as long as rhere are peoples who are
oppressed. It is nor the weaponry of free peoples thar
is a danger [o those who fall victim to oppression.
Rather, ir is freedom itself rhat is at risk, for the
oppressors live in consran[ fear that the desire of
human beings to live in freedom can survive even
under their oppressive sysrem, and that is why we run
the constant danger that our freedom will be threat-
ened from without.
To that extent we must make our contribution to
ensuring that we are in a position to mounr an appro-
priarc defence of this freedom, and are not expected to
reply with bows and arrovs to SS-20 missiles. Ve
therefore have no right to slander those who have
dedicated themselves m serving that cause. Vhar will
become of us if such researchers can rise to prominent
positions in society under totalirarian regimes, where
they are upheld as narional heroes and patriots, while
they are slandered among us as they have just been by
the previous speaker from the Socialist Group?
'S7e know from experience [ha[ every new rcchnologi-
cal development entails both opponunities and risks,
because human beings are not capable of thirrking
comprehensively outside the range of their experience.
\7hen we break new ground we can still think consis-
tently but not comprehensively. That is why when
some neq/ achievement is made possible by rcchnology
there will always be unwanted side-effects. Yet we
must also take care, knowing as we do about the possi-
ble dangers and being willing to open rhem up to dis-
cussion, that we do not let the opponunities offered by
the new developments slip from our grasp. And if the
discussion is conducted emotionally and ideologically,
the result will be some form of hosdliry to technology
or technophobia, whatever the professed.approval of
technological development.
The information specialist Professor Karl Steinbuch is
surely right to stare rhat some such technophobia
could well become a srupid steamroller that could
destroy the very basis of our exisrcnce. For Karl Marx
there were no computers or telematics, biorcchnics or
aerospace, but there was. exploitation of the labourer
by the owners of the means of production. So for the
disciples of Karl Marx, every instance of new technol-
ogy comes under suspicion of being an improved
mechanism for exploitation by capiralists. This posi-
tion is especially dangerous when we acknowledge
that when it comes to anriciparing the risks associated
with the new technologies we must clearly recognize
the limitations of our forecasting abiliry.
Let us imagine that rhis discussion were taking place in
1765 when James \flatt invented the steam engine. As
we all know, this discovery led rhe transition from rhe
agricultural ro the industrial revolution 
- 
the biggest
cultural revolution that has taken place in history. If
there had been the slightest hint at the time of the
revolutionary changes that would result from this new
invention, the steam engine would cenainly have been
banned, and an overwhelming majority of people
would cenainly have welcomed the ban.
But what has this rransition brought us? A longer life-
span for all of us, release from hard physical labour,
better health care, old-age pensions, social security
and more leisure time 
- 
and that also means more
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freedom. In a purely agricultural society none of these
things would have been possible.
Technology brings change and technology exens an
enduring influence also on cultural development. But
we must be sure to ask the right questions. Those who
are still asking yesrcrday's questions can only expect ro
hear yesterday's answers.
None of this is new, as rhose who know some Euro-
pean intellectual history will be aware. Jean-Jacques
Rousseau was already bemoaning the fact that farming
was a revolution against the natural order in his Dis-
course on Oigins. Here is whar Voltaire said in reply:
On reading your book one is most tempted ro rev-
en to crawling on all fours. Since I abandoned this
practice more than 60 years ago however, I must
to my deep regret acknowledge that I am unable
to resume it.
Only those who are prepared to run risks will also be
able to seize opponunities. Those who believe rhat life
without risks is possible fundamennlly misapprehend
rhe nature of human beings and the basis of their exist-
ence. The Brearcst risk is run by rhose who do nothing.
!7ith the introduction of new technologies there must
be a high degree of consensus among all the parties
concerned. \7e need the cooperation of the employee
representatives and of the employees themselves. Ve
need information, discussion, willingness ro comprom-
ise, because a social consensus is rhe basis for social
securiti.
Ve need a social dialogue, but any such dialogue must
not be allowed to become a one-sided diktau It is on
this basis that we have tabled our amendmen$ to para-
graph 25 of the Poniarcwski repon.
This discussion will take a panicularly dangerous turn
if we begin on the one hand to acknowledge verbally
that we are for new technology, but rhen se[ the hur-
dles so high that in practice rhe new technology can no
longer be introduced.
This coven technophobia is more dangerous than
oven rcchnophobia. Ve now have a significant chance
of creating new opporrunities for Europe. '!7e must be
ready to act accordingly.
Vhat in particular are rhe big opponunities rhat the
new technologies can create for the European public?
Production in future will use fewer dangerous subst-
ances and will consume less energy than we can envis-
age today. Ve shall be able ro grow more and better
food on less land. New developments will enable us to
care much more effectively for the soil than can now
be imagined. Ve shall also be able to do more for
preventive medicine, so avoiding illnesses through
healthier nurition. Ve shall be betrer able to counrer-
act the susceptibility of different individuals rc parri-
cular diseases, likewise through healthier nutririon.
Distances will continue to play a shrinking role for us
in Europe. !fle shall be able to make work much more
wonhy of human beings by using the new facilities
made possible by rclematics and telecommunications.
\7e shall open up new sources of energy that will safe-
guard nature more effectively than before, and we
shall be able to help the peoples of the Third Vorld,
the poorest of the poor, more enduringly to find solu-
tions to their worst problems of hunger, sickness, and
fuel shonage. And not least we shall be in a posirion to
exercise Breater freedom, because we shall have more
free time.
It will be up to ourselves to take advantage of these
opponunities. They can only be grasped if we have a
viable European Technology'Community. that feels
seriously committed [o authentic European cultural
values. !fle have been dealt a good hand of cards in the
European Community. Our panners in the rest of the
world know that for a fact. \fle must play our hand
wisely.
(Applausefrom the centre and right)
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Madam President, first of all I
want. to congratulate Mr Poniarowski on his drive and
determination to get this treated as the chief subject of
a plenary session and ro make technology the spear-
head of European unity.
Secondly, I congratulate the staff of the commirree on
being the first commitree of the European Parliament
to have persuaded 12 000 members of the public to
come and see something they have done .
Thirdly, I congratulate the Commission 
- 
a very
small staff who have to fight with dedication against
the myrmidons of the national authorities and try and
get a little something for Europe in the way of high
technology.
Madam President, may I first of all deal with telecom-
munications as I am the rapponeur on RACE. The
supply industry of telecommunications is being stran-
gled by divisions and standards and regulations which
are different in every counry. They are the prisoners
of their PTTs who kill them wirh what I might call
contemptuous kindness.-They must have an open mar-
ket. They cannot organize themselves broadly enough
to develop the next generadon of telecommunications
broadband which is in the RACE programme. But,
broadband would give us the opponuniry for a treen
field approach to standards in telecommunications,
will give us the opponunity at last to have an open
market. May I ask the Commission to answer my oral
question on this?
Now our response to SDI. Ir must be a European res-
ponse. I ask that we do not prejudge our conclusions
on SDI today. Ve have a rapporreur on the subject,
Mr Ford, who has nor yer started his work. All I
',i
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wanted to say today is that regardless of the military
side of things and whether it is advisable militarily or
will be successful militarily 
- 
although I myself agree
vith what Mr Selzer said on this 
- 
regardless of that,
the effect of SDI in the United States on their civil
indusry, i.e. that $ 26 billion is going to be poured
down the throats of civil industry, will be absolutely
immense. It will be thi: moonshot all over again. Now
when they had the moonshot 20 years ago, none of us
thought it would hit us. But it did and vF discovered
years later that we were the ones who suffered from
their moonshot because our technology was put
behind.
So this time we must be wiser. How pathedc it is to see
companies and universities and countries of Europe all
going one by one rc try and get a little money to be
paid value for work done and no more, selling in fact
our seedcorn technology for nothing at all. This is no
way for Europe to get together and fight the threat of
SDI to our civil industry in the furure. It is lasers, opti-
cal work, materials and computers. If we are to have a
European response I think it should be like this. Every
project in SDI we should look at. The Americans may
ask us rc do this, that or the other with one company
or another, with a university or even a country, and
ve,say we wish rc take part in that because it is of
interest to our civil industry in Europe. Ve wish to
take pan as Europeans. \7e do not wish to go one by
one to the back door and try and get a little more than
our nextdoor neighbour in Europe. \7e wish to Bo as
Europeans and have a European bargaining position
with the United States office of the SDI. If we have a
European bargaining position, then, Madam Presi-
dent, I believe we can prevent the damage that will
otherwise occur to us through SDI.
May I now come to Eureka. As I have said before,
Eureka is a'warch this space thing' at the present time.
I was glad the Council in their representative's speech
seemed ro be filling in the space a little bit. But ir is sdll
very much an open problem. I say three things. One,
Eureka must be by the Communiry. Two, it musp tie
done with the Commission. I next say that funding is
vital in Eureka. I know that some governments say
that we do not ne€d money in Eureka, all we need is
organization and bringing companies together. Now
the theory of funding of technology which applies to
national authorities does not apply in Eureka because
Europe is not in the same advanced position as
nadonal technology is. I have no doubt at all rhar to
get Eureka going we have got to have money. It has
got to be done with money. STe know that universities
need it and I believe that companies will need the
inducement of funding also if they are to make some-
thing really good of Eureka.
Thirdly, there is the question of the projects. \flhat
projects should we have in Eureka? Ve must not
revive old, failed suggesdpns of the last few years. I
am afraid that has happened quite a lot. Ewrybody has
seized the opponuniry to bring up their old sugges-
tions and try to get them through in Eureka. Ve need
new ventures, and it must be in some respects a son of
SDI for civilian purposes. It must channel into tech-
nology in Europe the funds and the concentration of
effort which the Americans managed with their moon-
shot and now look as if they will manage with their
SDL Therefore, it must be concentrarcd.
Some people say it does not, in fact, matter what one
'does as long as one adopts sorrre proposel. It has been
said, of course, that one might adopt real-time transla-
tion, which is cenainly something Europe could do
with. Vhen one looks at real-time Eanslation, one
sees that it involves almost every aspect of computer
technology and would give us the super-compurcrs
which Mr Poniatowski referred to. It would give us
intelligent compurcrs and also, of course, ranslation.
Some people sutgest that we might study the develop-
ment of laser technology and its application to the
matter of road safery. You need lasers in order to keep
vehicles a cenain distance apart on the road. It may
not matter what you do, as long as you adopt some-
thing which is sufficiently strong, cohesive and large
to forrn a'new basis for technology in Europe.
SDI will create awhole generation of technologists in
America, a whole new raft of laboramries in compan-
ies and universities. From them thcy will then advance
funher, and we must do something of the same nature.
Of course, Europe is very much smaller in its thinking
than the Americans and Eureka will be minute com-
pared with what the Americans would have done if
they were having a Eureka. But at least we must do
something big for Europe, however small it may look
to other people.
Finally, I would like co say something about small
companies in high technology. \7hen some members
of the committee were aken with Mr Poniatowski to
the United States, I was very impressed by the attitude
of the Americans to small companies. They positively
discriminatr in favour of small companies. They show
favoritism to small conrpanies. You might even think
that that was wrong in law or principle, but they do it.
For instance, small companies get quicker payment on
contracts than large companies. Small companies get
paid interest if the paymenr on a conrract is held up.
Government contracts are broken down to sizes which
are practical for small companies to take up. I believe
{r'e musr do all these things and many more. For inst-
ance, I think the EEC must have a nevr look ar sub-
contractors in Esprit and our other programmes, so
that subcontractors have a ne'il status, more rights and
a closer relationship with the Commission than they
have under present circumstances.
Lastly, small companies must be able ro raise capital in
Europe as a whole. I was talking ro an American com-
pany which wanred to raise capital for a, small com-
pany in Europe and it gave up in the end because it
found it could only raise it in one country,or another.
There was no such thing as an across-rhe-board mar-
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ket for venrure capital. So we musr break down rhe
financial barriers which prevent us having a Euro-
pean-wide venture capital market.
I am afraid thar Europe is very old. Being old, our
enterprises are normally bigger, slower, less forward-
looking and less full of initiative and more complacent
than small ones. Therefore, if we are to save ourselves,
we have to encourage small new companies if only to
make the large older ones think a bir and wake them-
selves up.
I call upon rhis Parliamenr today ro vore for every
measure in Mr Poniarowski's repon which furthers
unity in our technological market and our technologi-
cal effon, so as ro make sure rhat we rise to all rhe
challenges which are coming ro us nor only from
Japan, which he referred to, bur from rhe Unircd
States. The grearesr of those, I believe, is rhe rhrear of
SDI, if we do nor take up the challenge as Europeans.
I am told thar that is impossible, that governments will
not allow it, that rhey will go by themselves to try and
get what they can. I am quite cenain that in so doing
they are simply doing what they have done in all other
spheres of the EEC: putting themselves first each time
and Europe last. This time the result will be fatal.
As Mr Poniatowski said, in five years' rime it will be
too late ever [o recover. I think that he was rarher gen-
erous when he said five years. I believe we have gor ro
rise to the occasion now. Indeed, I think we have gor
to rise to it before Christmas. I was mosr impressed by
the number of meetings the representative of rhe
Council referred to as taking place before Christmas. I
hope rhat in one of them ar leasr they will ar lasr
remember that they are not just national governments
competing with one anorher but rhar they are pan of
Europe.
(Applause)
Mr Ippolito (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is no mere rhetorical ploy to srare rhar
the discussion taking place in our Parliament rcday is
one that will go down in history. Europe, as our
founding fathers envisaged it 
- 
from Monnet to De
'Gasperi, 
and from Schuman to Spaak 
- 
has reached a
turning-point. It faces rhe challenge of new technol-
ogy, the challenge of the year 2000, and it will either
beat this challenge so as ro maintain the position thar is
its right in the civil development of our planet, or it
will be reduced to rhe rank of an underdeveloped area,
at the level of the Third Vorld.
The challenge 
- 
albeit a peaceful one 
- 
thrown out
by the United States with its programme of research
and development for new rechnologies, known as the
'SDI, can, if it is lost, weaken Europe in jusr the same
way as happened at the end of the Second Vorld Var.
Ve must respond to this challenge withour allowing
ourselves rc be divened by the offers of collaborarion
that are made to us from the other side of the Ocean
- 
offers that are designed to increase the already
existing technological gap between the opposite sides
of the Atlantic, to reduce our rechnologically adv-
anced industries to the status of'sub-conractors' of
the same American industries, and to take away our
ideas, researchers, and scientists.
Europe can only answer this challenge with a single
voice. Only if they are united, and if they gather
around themselves without exclusion of any kind all
those other European counries who wish to take pan
in this race, can the rwelve countries of the EEC hope
for technological survival. Ler us remember, ladies and
gentlemen, that Europe has only achieved scientific
and technological results comparable with those of the
United States, Japan and Russia,'in rhose fields of
research where it has worked on a united basis 
- 
in
the field of physical and high energy research and the
study of sub-nuclear particles, with CERN; in the field
of nuclear fusion, with the JET joint undenaking; in
the field of fast, self-seeding reacrors, with the con-
struction of the Super-Ph6nix I at Creys-Malville,
which had already become critical by the first week in
September last; and, finally, in the field covered by
other Communiry initiatives such as Esprit, IRIS;
RACE and Brirc.
These outstanding results must prompr us to state for-
cibly, in this Parliament, rhar the launch of the Eureka
project alone is not sufficienr to beat this challenge if it
is not developed and organised in close collaboration
with all those who are concerned 
- 
the governments,
industry, scientific and research institutions and trade
unions of the greatest number of European counries,
acting as one and under one management.
If Eureka is split up and fragmented into a series of
disconnected, uncoordinated research initiptives, it
will be impossible to avoid duplication of work, over-
lapping of programmes and further waste of man-
power and financial resources.
I cannot tell you what is rhe best form in my opinion,
to give this united collaboraqion in the field of adv-
anced technology 
- 
whether to proceed, as Mr Cian-
caglini has just proposed, rowards a new technological
Communiry, or whether, on rhe other hand, it would
not be better ro proceed by setting up one or morejoint undenakings in accordance with the rules of
Chapter V of rhe Euratom Treaty, as some aurhorira-
tive members of the EEC Commission seem ro prefer;
or whether, finally, it would nor be berrcr rc use rhe
supplemenmry expenditure provided for under Article
4 of the decision of I May 1985 on new own
resources, as proposed by Mrs Barbarella on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets.
!flhat seems ro me essenrial, however, is that, as Presi-
dent Delors stated yesterday ar the Symposium, the
Community should take a direct part in these initia-
lives, even by means of special, varying contributions
I'
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from all panicipating European countries, and ,that 
-as the Italian Minister for Research, Mr Granelli
emphasized yesterday, the proportion of EEC budget
expenditure on research should be substantially
increased well over the present 3%, hopefully in pan
through a drastic reform of the common agricultural
policy, which everyone has called for, and which at
present devours over 700/o of the Community budget.
It is not, in fact, the CAP that will decide the future of
Europe; only this rcchnological challenge allows us to
look confidently to the future of our continent, in the
field of agricultural technology as well.
Finally, Mr President, may I be allowed ro refer again
to a serious episodg in the recent history of our Com-
muniry 
- 
the failure of Euratom. Joint research pre-
supposes joint indusrial objectives. Euratom failed in
fact when European industrial developmend in the
field of nuclear energy ceased to be united along the
lines indicated as far back as '1957, in the famous
repon of the 'Three'!7ise Men'. The various countries
in the Communiry developed different and often
divergent nuclear policies, which is something that the
speaker foresaw from the first year in operation of the
European Atomic Energy Community, and has
recalled today as a severe warning. Let us not repeat
the errors of the past! kt us start, as the reports by
Messrs. Poniatowski and Ciancaglini 
- 
which our
political group will vote in favour of 
- 
both proposed,
with the Eureka proposal, and plan the united,
co-ordinated development of European research in the
field of new technolot/, along the broadest lines.
(Applaase)
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, my
motive in raising the matrcr of remote-sensing is an
awareness that we as politicians do not attach enough
imponance to it. Today, as we address our minds to
tfie rcchnological revolution, remote-sensing, a field in
which Europe is engaged in advanced research,
deserves our attention. In practice, what is required
now is a transition from the pilot project phase to a
more operational phase, since it is only right for us to
concern ourselves with practical applications of
research. Remote-sensing has the potential to make a
considerable conribution rc the rational use of land.
The time would therefore seem to have come for the
Commission tb put its project for an agricultural fore-
casting information system into practice. Vith consid-
eration being given to reform of the common agricul-
tural policy, how can we ignore the benefits which not
only our States but our farmers too would derive from
the introduction of such a system? Improved know-
ledge of the factors influencing crop yields would
make for improvements in farming conditions them-
selves and provide farmers with a better basis for deci-
sions on productive investments.
In addition, remote-sensing is a technique which could
make a very telling conribution in the developing
countries. The work being done by the Joint Research
Centre in Mali and Guinea is expected to lead to fore-
casts of those countries' rice crops, so that they will
then be better placed to plan their impons of cereals.
In human terms, this would be a help in dealing with
the problems of hunger. In polidcal terms, the credibil-
ity of the European Community would be enhanced.
Scientifically, these operations have proved successful,
but it still remains to demonstrate the feasibility of
remote-sensing techniques in the field and to convince
a sufficient number of users.
The Joint Research Centre has no mandate for that
type of exercise. However, the onus is now on us, the
politicians, to call upon the Commission to broaden
the JRC's range of activities so that it will be in a posi-
tion to move on to practical applicadons of its
research, of which the African countries stand in such
great need. Stress should also be laid on the useful
applications of remote-sensing in environmental pro-
recrion, where it can be used to warn of cenain types
of catastrophe, such as forest fires or earthquakes, or
to trace pollutants at sea.
Now is the time for a decision rc be taken. \fle call
upon the Commission to step up support for research
on remote-sensing and to give the JRC the means with
which to carry this research over into pracdcal realiry
by means of specific demonstration projects.
(Applause)
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, on behalf of my group I should like rc
congratulate Mr Poniatowski on his comprehensive
report. It provides an excellent introduction to the
debates which follow on new rcchnologies.
I share the rapponeur's concern that Europe is lagging
too far behind the technological progress already
made by the United States and Japan. I also share his
desire that the Council should atree on clear priorities
for European research and on the increase in resources
necessary to carry out these objecdves. Vhen we talk
of the technological challenge, the real challenge is
one within the Community itself: the need to encour-
age a joint effon. Europe must become a single strong
competitor. At present, there is a tremendous gap
between the larger Member States and the smaller,
less-developed regions. Nadonal priorities are differ-
ent. For the larger countries nuclear energy and space
technology are imponant areas of research, whereas in
Ireland, being a nuclear-free zone, we put trearcr
emphasis on non-nuclear research and practical
demonstration projects.
'$fle must, as a matter of urgency, do everything possi-
ble to narrow the technolory Bap.The Community
should recognize explicitly the scientific and rcchnol-
ogical need of the less-developed Member States such
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as Ireland and Greece. Every successful effon ro coor-
dinate and inregrate na[ional policies, to improve
cooperation between Member States and ro fosrer
good working relations between scientists and tech-
nologists is an importanr srep in improving the world
competitiveness of Europe. The creation of rhe Euro-
pean research area is essential to capiralize on rhe
excellent scientific experrise rhat exists throughout the
Community. There is plenty of scope for improve-
ment.
\(iithin the Community, programmes such as Esprit,
Race and Comett are creating the framework for an
inrcrchange of ideas and resources. The Esprir pro-
gramme, for example, ensures oprimum results from
combined research. My own counrry of Ireland has so
far panicipated very successfully in several Esprit pro-
jects. This pre-competirive stage cooperation is very
useful and mutually beneficial for small companies
which cannot finance independenr research on their
own. Also, under rhe Esprit programme, we have the
first computer conferencing system, known as Eura-
com, at University College, Dublin.
Panicipation in contracr research programmes has
enabled Irish scientists to be involved at the forefront
of research. In the view of the ma.jority, of Irish con-
tractors, technology has been transferred inro Ireland
as a result of Community contracrs. Anorher example
of Community-assisted programmes which benefit Ire-
land are energy demonstration programmes which
have been panicularly effective in commercial terms.
Of the 28 Irish conrracrors who have secured EEC
funding since 1979,24 have been commercial compan-
ies. In general, the impact on Ireland of EEC contracr
research is very valuable. In addirion, it contributes 8
million ECU, or 6 million Irish pounds, per annum ro
Irish research. This is approximately 50/o of our
national research and development effon.
Although our participation in these programmes is
imponant and should be conrinued, whar the Com-
munity needs is a more highly integrated package of
regional, social and technological programmes [o ass-
ist the less-developed regions. Increased expenditure
on agricultural research would also be welcome. In
Ireland, which is an agricultural-based economy, it is
vital for us to devote f". .o.e funds to researih and
development in the agri-food secror with substantial
Community aid.
Agriculrural surpluses continue to be one of our main
problems. Research could contribute usefully, parricu-
larly in relation ro erhanol. Oil exploration off the
Irish coast also needs new rechniques [o bring abour its
commercialization. The most striking aspect of new
technologies in Ireland in recent years has been in the
electronics field. This year alone, 35 new elecrronic
and computer-related companies have been ser up.
The majority of these are small and medium-sized
companies spread over a wide area of the country. The
impact on local employment opportunities is signifi-
cant. For example, one company in my own Euro-con-
stituency in County \ficklow, Advanced Microdev-
ices, will employ I 000 people over [he next six years.
This is seen as a major growth area for Irish industry.
It is an area in which we have great confidence and in
which we are invesring for the future.
lreland fully recognizes the value of Community pro-
grammes, and it is always willing to play its pan in
new developments. My group acceprs rhe technologi-
cal challenge facing Europe and we inrend to meer ir.
My group is pleased to give its support to Mr Ponia-
towski's report.
(Applause)
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, it
is characteristic of inrernational research and rechnol-
ogy that it is pursued by differenr and varying groups
of countries. In the European Community and EFTA
alone, for example, there are 14 major research pro-
grammes, 13 of which 
- 
the Esprit programme is rhe
only exception 
- 
involve changing groups of coun-
tries in and outside the Community, depending on the
particular fields the individual countries are interested
in. And that is how it should be. There is absolutely no
reason to involve the ponderops monolith of EEC
bureaucracy in the deveiopment of research and tech-
nology 
- 
on the conrrary. Nor is there any reason
wha$oever for all the Communiry counrries to finance
and participate in all rypes of research and technology.
Eureka seems ro me to be a big prestige and propa-
ganda number 
- 
at mosr a label to be stuck on pro-
jects which have already been approved or are under-
way.
In my opinion it is ridiculous ro think thar a European
Union should be a precondirion for panicipation in
the development of advanced research and technol-
ogy. A consequence of resuicting programmes ro rhe
countries of the Community would be thar my coun-
try, Denmark, would have to cooperare more closely
in research and rcchnology with Ponugal rhan, for
example, with Sweden, more closely with Spain rhan
with Switzerland. It is foolish of rhe Community to
exclude nations such as the Nordic countries from
cooperation in rhese fields. It seems ro me rhar the
Community has once again tried to get imelf involved
in something it has neirher the authority nor the ability
for and in which it cannor achieve anyfiing meaning-
ful.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
Mr Bachy (S). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and Gentlemen, rhe
need to make a success of rechnological change is a
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considerable challenge to Europe, and vital if we are
to remain in the race for economic growth. Com-
muniry-wide mobilization of all resources for
research, innovation and investment in new technolo-
gies is also essential in order to secure our indepen-
dence.
The Socialists are therefore strongly in favour of tech-
nological progress. But they hope to see the right
ansv/ers given to a couple of very simple questions:
who benefirs from rechnological changes and what
purpose do they serve? How are technological changes
controlled and who takes the decisions?
The answers to these questions matter, and I will give
three examples. Nuclear energy can be formidable
power for growth, development and European
independence if it is used primarily for peaceful pur-
poses. But it can also be a weapon of destruction if it is
used in'the context of military programmes such as the
American SDI. The use of the compu[er, in commerce
and industry, can be a formidable means of distribut-
ing informadon, decentralizing decision-making, and
democratizing management. If this is to be the case,
however, there must be the political will to train and
inform personnel, to prepare employees, both men and
women, for the use of computer facilities. If this is not
done, if the use of the computer is restricted to a few
specialists and a technocracy of experts who monopol-
ize informadon for the benefit of management alone,
it is clear that the computer will not be an instrument
of democratizalion, but an instrument. of manipula-
tion, used for the benefit of some and to the detriment
of others.
My third example: automation and mechanization,
which can be a formidable influence in the improve-
ment of working conditions, elimination of the most
arduous and most degrading manual tasks, and reduc-
rion of occupational accidenm and working hours. But
mechanization can also be a cause of redundancies,
de-skilling, and increasing job insecurity. Technologi-
cal progress is bringing appreciable productivity gains,
running at about 50/o each year in European industry.
But how should the benefits of these productivity gains
be shared? In our view, employees should be given a
say in this marrcr.
It is for this reason that the Socialists are so srrongly in
favour of the development of negoriation, berween the
employer and the trade-union representation in rhe
company, on the introduction of new technologies. It
is for this reason rhar we welcome all posirive iniria-
tives taken along these lines. An example has been
provided very recently by a French industrial group,
Thomson, which, as you know, was included in rhe
nationalization programme by the Socialists in 1981.
The management of this group has just negoriated an
outline agreement with the European Trade Union
Confederation on consultarion of employees through-
out the Thomson group on the subjects of investment
oprions and rhe introduction of new technologies. This
is an example wonh following.
'S(i'e welcome the fact that, in this general debate, a
number of amendments, calling for the development
of these procedures for consultation of employees
among other things, have been added to Mr Ponia-
towski's repon. Ve hope that Parliament will vote for
all these amendmenm, which were adopted by the
compercnt committee. On the other hand, we are dis-
turbed that cenain States, in Europe, are still blocking
all effons to develop legislation aimed at strengthening
collective bargaining in the Community. \7e are espe-
cially disturbed at the persistent blocking of a number
of texts, such as the Vredeling circular, which we
would like to see become a directive. \?'e are also dis-
turbed that the same blocking methods are being used
at every meeting concerned with the debate on a Com-
munity-wide reduction in working time. Ve, the
Socialists, are in favour of rallying the people of
Europe behind the idea of the enlarged market. 'S7e
Socialists are in favour of rallying the people of
Europe behind a large-scale technological project. But
we are also in favour of breaking out from the inenia
which is preventint progress on the plans for translat-
ing the European social area into reality. It would be
misguided and foolish to attempt to create the Europe
of new technologies without involving the world of
work. For us, the only realistic way is rc bring the
world of work, employees and empolyers, into the
process of building the Europe of new technologies.
That is the course that we wan[ [o see adopted and
affirmed with more conviction in this Chamber for rhe
future.
(Applause)
Mr Petronio (DR). 
- 
(lT) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, today is not the first time rhat in
Europe, in the various universities, at political meet-
ings and in the more-or-less refined clubs, the prob-
lems that we are speaking about roday are being dis-
cussed.
The rechnological gap 
- 
the abyss, almosr 
- 
that
separa[es Europe from the United States and Japan is
now something of which public opinion everywhere is
aware. This gap is reflected in concrere rerms .in
Europe's constant loss of markets, and in the increase
in unemployment, especially youth unemploymenr, in
our contlnent.
Thanks to the effons made by the United States and
Japan in this secror, those counrries have seen rheir
own rate of employment rise. 'S7'e, on the other hand,
with every day that passes, have ro raise still funher
the percentage 
- 
now in double figures 
- 
that indi-
cates the rate of unemployment in Europe.
New rcchnology is a problem that is linked wirh sci-
ence, with knowledge, wirh the generarion of wealth,
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with keeping jobs in exisrence and making new jobs,
and with disribution, especially of wealrh.
New rcchnology is something that affects economic
sectors, but it also affects social, moral and ethical sec-
tors, especially if we consider biotechnology in pani-
cular 
- 
that is to say, the orher way of creating life,
that immense pretension of modern man. The problem
of new technology is also a legal one. It is a problem
with many aspects, and one that is split up inro many
parts.
It is perhaps useless to ask why Europe is so far behind
Japan and the United Srates. The simplest answer as
far as the United States is concerned is rhat, from the
Second Vorld Var onwards, for reasons of war or for
civil reasons, they have never sropped creating new
rrhnology. From the Second Vorld '!Var, from the
explosion of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, to [he conquest of the moon and subse-
quendy to the defence sysrem that is now proposed
and that some call 'Srar Vars' and other 'Srar Peace',
the United States has never ceased to press on in rhe
sciendfic and technological sector. Europe stopped to
lick its wounds in 1945; thereafter, it has nor played a
leading pan in virtually anyrhing on the world scene.
The world has become polarized between the United
States and Soviet Russia; the armamenrs race has been
decisive, and the fall-out has been important and deci-
sive from the civil standpoint. The Japanese empire,
with its sub-empires Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and
other parts of south-easr Asia, limited itself ar first to
copying, then subsequently it srarted inventing, and
now it is racing towards the fifth generation of robots,
the fifth generation in the sphere of the electronic
revolution.
]U7e therefore have the problem of protecting ourselves
both from the danger of a new wave of infladon and
from an increase in unemployment; and we also have
the problem of getting on level terms with rhe Unired
States and Japan, and with the other parts of the world
that devote themselves in the main to the technological
revolution.
They are technological waves that conquer and
acquire a strip of beach each time they flow in, and
that beach can no longer be reconquered by anyone
else. It is useless to tell ourselves again and again that
we are the biggest market in the world, with 320 mil-
lion inhabitants, if there is such a gap berween the per
head incomes of Ponugal and Germany. It is useless to
tell ourselves that we are lhe leading commercial
power in the world with 30% of world trade, if the
products that we are selling originate rechnologically
elsewhere.
.!7e 
must, therefore 
- 
and this is the merit of this
debate 
- 
stop moving forward a small step at a time;
since we have got to make a jump, we must take a
good run at it. \7e must lherefore consider 
- 
because
we always make plans on too long-term a basis 
- 
the
absolute need for the internal market to be really con-
solidated before 1992. Our grear marker of 320 million
persons is in fact hindered, divided up into comparr-
ments and split up by frontiers, red tape and bureau-
cratic interests that see, in every relaxation of any kind
of restriction, a decrease in their administrative, bur-
eaucratic or political power. Ve have to make this
Europe unircd physically, a Europe in which the trains
all run on the same voltage, and in which an electric
iron works just as well in Paris as it does in Bonn; a
place free from smndards and reguladons that differ
totally from one country to the next, and where you
do not need 70 documents in order to cross from one
frontier to the next, and one is sufficient. In shon, a
place in which that monetary union that is imporranr
and fundamental is given body and made real. Our
ECU, to which everyone, especially the governments,
pays lip service, saying that they absolurely want it. A
united market 
- 
otherwise, a disunited market is only
open to commercial aggression by others. A united
market, a common currency, inrcgration and coopera-
tion. An insistent demand, an appeal for cooperation
between research centres, can be heard from the pro-
fessors, the universities, the researchers and scientists
- 
all of these people who go to some exrent their own
way, or the official bodies, each working for its own
account, which never succeed in achieving rhar
impressive critical mass that is necessary to iniriate the
scientific and technological explosion in Europe.
The United States of America allocates 100 000 mil-
lion dollars to research and development. The Euro-
pean Community allocates I 000 million. I think that
this figure speaks for itself. !7e have to stop carrying
on like chis; we must provide our budger wirh ade-
quate resources, increase the allocation to scienrific
research from 30/o to 80/0, mobilize the EIB, mobilize
the NCI, and initiate a policy of projects ro avoid
European capital returning and continuing ro go to
the United States to finance other people's projecrs.
President. 
- 
Mr Petronio, I'm sorry ro have ro cut
you here, but you have exceeded your speaking rime.
Mr Baudis (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and Gentlemen, it
was necessary for us to hold this debate. If we were in
any doubt about this, we shall have been convinced by
the excellent work produced by rhe Commission and
Mr Poniatowski's remarkable report. As we know, the
choice is not between different modes of developmenr.
It is quite simply between modernization and decline.
In other words, we no longer have any choice and we
no longer have the leisure to indulge in hesitation or
uncertainty.
The conclusions presented by the rapporteurs are
clear. Vhat we have to deal with is not so much a
problem of resources as a question of resolve. In this
connection, I hope that Parliament will have the earli-
est possible opponunity to examine the adjourned
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report on Europe's policy on space. This is one area
where we are lucky enough to have a presence. Vher-
eas, in other sectors, we have an enormous amount of
ground to make up, all we have to do in the space sec-
rcr, if I can put it that way, is to intensify and coordi-
nite effons in an enterprise in which the Europeans
have been operating successfully for several years.
\flhat is required is therefore intensification and coor-
dination. Intensificadon first, bearing in mind that
there can be no pause in the conquest of space, where
project lead times are exceptionally long. This is one
of the activities where we have an extraordinary lead
on the Japanese, for instance, but if we mark time we
will soon be caught up and then overtaken. In this
connection, I would stress the imponance of launch-
ing manned space missions. If we are not physically
present in space by the end of the millenium, fifteen
years hence, Europe's role in space will be reduced,
perhaps for ever, to that of subcontracrcr to the big
poyrers. The priority objective is therefore the Hermes
protramme of European shuttles. This is fully in line
with the conclusions adopted by the Ministers for
Scientific Research of the European Community meet-
ing in Rome early in 1985.
The second objective: coordination of our effons. The
Community institution is not involved closely enough
in the definition and implementation of space policy.
Clearly, we must pay tribute to [he extraordinary
achievements of the European Space Agency. But it is
regrettable that the Community does not play a fuller
role.
Alongside all the programmes of aid, suppon and pro-
rcction for regions or industries in decline, Europe
must also support the activities on which its future will
be built, or otherwise it will be seen merely as an ailing
patienI receiving palliative treatment.
The adventure in space, which combines [he wildest
fantasies with the most reasonable realities, is a project
which captures the imagination, especially among
young Europeans.
(Applause)
Mr Seligman (ED).- Madam President, it is difficult
to follow such an authoritative person as the Mayor of
Toulouse, Toulouse being the leading centre of high
technology in Europe these days.
Europe cannot afford to be dependent on imported
technology, either for defence or for the economy.
And you cannot separate defence from the economy as
far as high technology is concerned. They both need
the same basic technology. That is why we must coop-
erate in SDI. SDI is necessary if the Vest is to catch
up in anti-nuclear defence. Russia has been developing
anti-missile defence for l8 years and is probably capa-
ble of preventing a missile falling on Moscow now.
Russia is years ahead of American in laser technology.
The dangerous thing is that Russia may get the
impression she can win a nuclear war mainly because
the \flest has no adequate anti-nuclear defence. So
SDI is essential to balance things up and Europe must
cooperate, firstly in order to have technology lo
defend herself, but secondly to compete in civil tech-
nology in the future. So much for SDI.
There is no need rc rcll Parliament what Europe's high
technology problem is. On the one hand our largest
companies, like ICI and Unilever, are moving their
research out of Europe into America because that is
where the market is expanding fastest 
- 
140lo in three
years, whereas Europe has only expanded 60lo in those
years. On the other hand, American giants like AT&T
and IBM are moving into Europe to dominate and
colonize the European market, with Fujitsu and others
not far behind. '!fle have go to tackle this problem at
both ends 
- 
the large company end and the small
company end.
In the USA there are only two or three real giants in
this field whereas in Europe we have 10 or 12 mini-
giants not big enough to be effecdve.'We have to make
our large firms larger and fewer so [hat they can reach
critical mass, as other speakers have said. At the other
end, we have to encourage small firms to start up and
innovate because they are the big creators of employ-
ment. As you may know, in America 80% of the 15
million new jobs that have been created in the last 10
years are constituted by companies employing less
than 20 people. It is the small firms that really matter.
In America small industrial estates, called incubators,
are springing up around university campuses where
young scientists can convert. the results of their own
research into useful high rcchnology products for the
market. These young scientists are assisted by their
former professors. They are assisted with stan-up
help, finance, administration and even laboratory
facilities. The help given by universities to industry in
America is one of the most striking things we saw on
our recent visit.
Ve should also seek to emulate America's National
Science Foundarion which pours $ t SOO million into
university/industry cooperation every year. Many
large companies like Marconi in England are finding it
pays'to spin off small companies under one of their
own executives, a young entrepreneur. They find that
is a more effective way of developing cenain types of
product. They flourish better away from the parent
company. So much for small companies.
As far as large companies are concerned, IBM, as you
know, has a [urnover of over $ 33 000 million and
AT&T $ 30 000 million, and they concentrate on
computers and telecommunications. Our nearest elec-
tronic giant is GEC in Britain, which has a turnover of
$ 26 000 million, but most of that is spent on heavy
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electric power and not on high technology. The same
applies in a way to Siemens and Thomson.
So in Europe we must have one or two giants special-
izing in information technology and telecommunica-
dons. There are only tw'o ways to do this: either we
have cross-frontier mergers between national cham-
pions or we have consortia on the Japanese basis.
Unfonunately most national governments resist trans-
frontier mergers for reasons of nadonal pride and pro-
tectionism. This must stop. If we do not reduce our 12
national champions to about three, the European mar-
ket will be taken over by the giants from America. In
high technology we have got to hang together or we
shall hang separately and Eureka, without those mer-
gers, will be a waste of time and a wasre of money
because we shall not have the infrastructure to follow
up competitively.
The alternative to mergers, as I said, is consortia for
research and development as organized by Mid in
Japan, or possibly a setup like \Tilmotts ESS II, Euro-
pean Silicon Strategy II, which is a new consortium.
But we have no Miti in Europe and I suggest we need
one. \7e need a European ministry of trade and indus-
lry as part of the Commission, not just to administer
and propose new rules, but a Miti to coordinate and
drive Europe's trade and industry, to pick up the work
rhat Esprit has so well staned.
I suggest that Mr Delors creates a department of trade
and industry to meet American and Japanese chal-
lenge in high technology. Let this European Miti coor-
dinate our enormous resources of sciendfic genius and
skilled manpower into a dynamic and competitive
world giant called Europe Incorporated.
(Applause)
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
in the face of a plethora of challenges (military, com-
mercial, financial, rcchnological, industrial), in thu
face of the offensives being mounted by American and
Japanese multinationals, in the face of President
Reagan's Star \7ars Initiative, Europe must needs
react. This is why it was necessary for this Parliament
rc hold a debate on advanced technologies. At the
same time, however, it raises a number of questions in
my. mind. How can we in Europe develop productive
activities incorporating high technology which will
meet the needs of our inrcrnal market? How do we
develop forms of production which make the best of
our assets in the form of real industrial capacity and
the availability of skilled manpower, know-how and
research, the quality of which is beyond doubt?
Attainment of these objectives will entail substantial
development of technological, industrial, regional
cooperation, between European Partners. I would
remind the House that the Communist and Allies
Group took rhe initiative in March 1984 for a debate
in this Chamber, on the basis of an oral question con-
cerned with industrial cooperarion among the coun-
tries of the Community. On that occasion we stressed
the need to increase the number of programmes such
as Esprit, or even extra-Community programmes like
Ariane or Airbus.
Clearly, such cooperation programmes need a legal
framework, clearly defined and mutually advanta-
geous forms. They should be extended to other part-
ners in Europe, to the Socialist countries and, above
all, outside Europe, to the developing countries. It
would be appropriate in my view for the Community
to give active consideration to the incorporation of a
section on technology and advanced research into the
Lom6 Convention.
That said, I should like if I may to draw attention to
two pitfalls rc be avoided. Ve have heard speakers in
this debate whose inclination is to move European
research in the direction of participating in the Ameri-
can Strategic Defence Initiative. I would remind the
House that on 13 June last our colleague Mr Ponia-
towski tabled and won a vote on an amendment con-
taining the following passage: 'The European Parlia-
ment considers that cooperation and coordination
with American projects are necessary so as to ensure
that Europe is appropriately involved in policy-making
and management and has access to technical informa-
tion'. This, fortunately, is not the position adopted by
rhe Committee on Energy, Research and Technology.
I would also stress in this connection that any coordi-
nation with the SDI, any European project organized
for military or potentially military purposes, would be
conrary to the provisions of the Treaty of Rome.
'!7ith apologies to Mr Poniatowski, I am going to
quorc him again: there are weeks when a particular
topic or person seems to crop up time and again, and
this appears to be Poniatowski week in Strasbourg. He
said this morning that there was no civil or military
technology, only applications. It is precisely these
applications that need to be kept under firm scrutiny
to ensure that no miliary bias develops, since the pro-
jects about which we are talking do not end with
research, as was the case with Esprit, but must lead on
within a fairly shon space of time to indusuial applica-
tions.
The second pitfall would be to believe or give to
undersand that Europeans could benefit from the
fruits of American technological research, as long as
they take part in the Star'!flars project. In fact, quite
the contrary is the case. As we know, the Americans all
too readily confer extraterritoriality on their domestic
laws and impose rheir own conditions on European
firms, as they demonstrated in the case of the Soviet
gas pipeline. Similarly, they use the instrument called
Cocom to deter exports of high-technology products
to the Community itself, this without any consultation
with the Europeans. This attitude has, incidentally,
been rightly deplored in Mr Metten's repon on tech-
nological transfer. This report has disappeared from
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our agenda at the request of rhe EPP group. ft seems
to be axiomatic in this House thar when Vashingron
catches a cold, the EPP sneezes. I therefore urge rhe
Commission to display grearer firmness in regard to
American protectionism and to defend European com-
mercial and financial inreresm more effectively, in
panicular by esmblishing Community preference in
the rcchnological and industrial sphere.
Finally, it is necessary to define the content and form
of desirable cooperarion schemes, since there is a very
real danger that the inequalities berween regions,
between sectors, between workers rhemselves, will be
accentuated. I would add, in passing, that it is deplora-
ble that the Ministers for Labour and Employment
should have admitted defeat at their meeting of 26
September last, having failed to reach any agreemenr
on a European social area, on consulrarion of workers,
or on the Community plan for employment. It is for
this reason, and this will be my final point, Madam
President, we are determined to reaffirm that the
defeat of the crisis and the introduction of new rech-
nologies cannot be achieved on the backs of the work-
ers, but on the conffary musr necessarily entail close
consulmtion with them. Technological progress is the
business of all workers concerned. Similarly, the Com-
munity must adopt criteria for employment and rrain-
ing of workers to finance consructive projects. These
things are prerequisites for the crearion of technologi-
cal Europe.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, Iadies
and gentlemen, modern technologies can be used to
improve democrary and informarion, ro stimulate
democracy in firms, to replace inhuman work, ro con-
tribute to progress in the areas of alternarive energies,
the conservation of raw materials and energy and the
protection of the environmenr, to reduce the power
wielded by superpowers and mulrinationals, ro give
medical science a new chance, rc suppon self-
employed work, autonomy at local level and labour-
intensive firms, to improve education and to encour-
age the citizen m be more democratically minded and
to participate in society more.
But it can also be used to sustain destructive miliariza-
tion. Yesterday evening Professor Teller said here rhat
the development of a European spacelab would cer-
tainly be very useful for SDI but rhat no one could
Buarantee that such initiatives would be used solely for
civil purposes. Power can be funher concentrated in
the world, society reduced to somerhint like a second,
technological medieval era, in which the people are
kept happy with electronic pastimes, rhe Third and
Founh \Torlds exploited by giving those who pull rhe
srings in the wealthy Nonh even more opponunities,
Europe can be developed into a third power bloc,
automated and programmed human beings can be
bred, privacy chreatened, large-scale agriculture and
faaory farming supported, workers obliged ro submit
to lengthy retraining and the mass of unrained work-
ers driven even deeper into unemploymenr. The world
can be allowed to suffocate even more effectively in a
murderous welter of competition, performance and
consumption.
It simply depends on whar civilization stands for
today. The basic choice as regards what use is made of
what technologies for what purpose is the real chal-
lenge of the technological revolurion, far more rhan
the eternal competition with the USA and Japan. The
choice was in fact made long ago, and this debate is
therefore completely superfluous. Commercial inter-
ests have already forced rheir choice on sociery and
completely brushed democracy aside : hunger 'is
spreading in the world, the arms race is becoming
increasingly insane, human rights are violated with
increasing intensity, the destruction of the environ-
ment is becoming increasingly dramaric, and more and
more energy and raw materials are being wasred. Ve
have gone a good deal funher down the road towards
excessive commercialization, growing consumption,
increasingly cut-throat competirion and an even more
bitter trade war.
Vhat democratic body 
- 
and I include rhe Com-
munity 
- 
has ever pur the fundamental quesrions
raised by the new technologies to the people and rhen
based its polirical choices on their views?'!7here social
consequences are concerned, the only quesrion to have
been asked is: how do we get irrational, primirive
human beings to adjust to rhe requiremenm of econo-
mic interests? Human beings have thus been subordi-
nated to technological evolurion, and not the other
way round. Real social needs have never been a yards-
dck.
'lU7elfare has never really been the issue. The streng-
thening of the power srrucrures and the more subtle
extension of injustice and dependence have been rhe
only determining factors in rhe oprions available.
Democracy and rhe basic urge for greater justice have
so far had ro give way to the dominant forces in our
society. How could ir be orherwise? My group clearly
canno[ endorse a choice of this nature and must there-
fore firmly reject the presenr trend in the new rechnol-
o8les.
Mr Mctten (S).- (NL) Madam President, the tech-
nological challenge we face is largely a social one.
Awareness of this is clearly what distinguishes the
American and Japanese approach to rcchnology from
the European approach. My colleagues will be saying
what this social challenge is. I myself will be talking
about the economic challenge.
The debate on \Testern European research and
development policy is taking place against the econo-
mic backdrop of competition wirh, specifically, Japan
and the United States. Although'l7estern Europe leads
the field in a few areas, such as chemicals and aircraft
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construction, it compares badly on the whole when its
performance in high technology is considered. This is
remarkable because '$flestern Europe's level of scien-
dfic achievement is cenainly no lower than rhat of its
leading competitors, even though it spends less money
on research and development. This paradoxical situa-
tion is due to four factors.
Firstly, there is a great deal more panial or even com-
plete duplication of research in \Testern Europe. A
glaring example of this is the telecommunications sec-
tor, where nine Vestern European companies are each
developing a digital telephone exchange system at
costs which cannot be covered in the fragmented
'S7estern European market. Cooperation in two or
three consonia and specialization are therefore needed
if costs are to be reduced and research potential is to
be better exploited. Europe would then be in a better
position to compete with the United States and Japan,
where only two or three companies share the market,
and improve the slight edge it still has in this field. But
because the European manufacturers are primarily
competing with one another, what is emerging is a
pattern of cooperation with US companies, with the
European companies in danger of raking the back seat.
Secondly, the lack of coordination in research is giving
rise to more and more unharmonized standards.
Embarrassing examples of this are the different televi-
sion and radio systems in the European Community.
Coordination of research should lead to common
standards from the very conception of a product.
Thirdly, basic inventions are not convened into com-
mercial products quickly enough in Europe. Sad rc
say, the examples of European inventions being first
marketed successfully in Europe by Japanese firms are
legion. In microelectronics panicularly the time-lag
between invention and commercialization must be
drasdcally reduced because of the revolutionary speed
at which developmenm occur in this sector. European
companies must also adjust to the permanent product
innovation that these revolutionary developments
require and not content themselves with innovations
only when a new produc[ generation comes along.
Founhly, research in Vestern Europe is excessively
geared to the government and large companies. The
lack of innovative drive in small and medium-sized
firms is a major shoncoming of Vestern Europe's
technological infrastructure. As they supply large com-
panies, this situation is also a threat to the large Euro-
pean companies themselves. Community programmes
like Esprit are trying to do something about this, but
they are still too modest. Programmes which stimulate
research in small and medium-sized firms are urgently
needed. As labour costs are often the largest cost item,
labour cost subsidies for research and development are
to be recommended, and they may also have a favour-
able effect on employment.
Fifthly, preference has raditionally been given in
'$7'estern Europe rc expensive and heroic projects, like
panicle accelerators and nuclear fusion, which will
take more than a lifetime to become economically via-
ble. The plans for a European manned space station
must also be placed in this category. A better balance
between basic research and applied research and
development is therefore needed. The level of unem-
ployment in Europe indicates the need for less exotic
and more bread-and-butter projects, projects like
those included in the Commission's Bride programme,
which are aimed at modernizing the traditional indus-
tries in the Community and may have a direct and
favourable effect on European competitiveness and on
living and working conditions. Projects must be
judged by economic and social criteria: thoughm of
presrige 
- 
rhe 'we can do it too' effect 
- 
should play
no Part.
Thar rhe application of new technologies in traditional
sectors can be successful is evident from the [extile and
clothing industry, which is able to manufacture all but
the. cheapest mass-produced goods competitively
agaln.
One of Europe's responses to [he technological chal-
lenge, Madam President, is known as Eureka, which is
what I want to talk about now. Although it is far from
certain what Eureka will eventually comprise, one of
the most important aspecm being discussed is the coor-
dination of the programme. My group believes the
Commission should take on this task.
Firstly, the Commission is the link with the common
market. Eureka projects must result in common stan-
dards throughout the Community. Otherwise a Ereat
deal of the potential effect will be lost. Secondly, the
Commission can prevent excessive dominance by large
countries, the emergence of cliques, and allow the
small countries to play their pan. Thirdly, coordina-
tion by the Commission will make democratic control
through this Parliament possible. Fourthly, the Com-
munity's involvement will offer a reasonable guarantee
thar military projects do not slip into the Eureka pro-
gramme. Fifthly, coordination by the Commission will
prevent Eureka from competing with Community
research programmes. There is a real danger that
existing framework protrammes will be undermined,
while the continuation of the Esprit programme,
whose financial resources are almost exhausted even
now, in Esprit II will become uncertain. In view of
these convincing arguments for coordination of
Eureka by the Commission, the Commission's reluct-
ance to assume this role is completely inexplicable. I
should therefore like the Commission to explain its
hesitancy.
Another factor that has made the Commission's
actions look disappointing was the European Coun-
cil's decision in Milan to give it the green light to
esmblish a technological Community. \flhat happened
to the Commission's defence of the Community
dimension? \Vhat happened to she Commission's
ambition to convert the consensus on the higher prior-
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ity rc be given to technology inro new multiannual
programmes and more budgetary resources? The tech-
nology policy was writ large in the Commission's pro-
gramme when it took office. This Parliament thinks ir
is about time deeds followed words.
Mr Rinsche (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, hon-
ourable Members, research and rechnology are rhe
key words when it comes down to making Europe's
future secure. The Group of the European People's
Party says yes rc the new technologies. \7e approve of
responsible and controlled technological progress. In
our view rechnology is the use of natural laws by
human beings for human beings.
The European Community now confronts major diffi-
culties in the social and economic spheres. Many of
the problems affecting us can be resolved by raising
the productivity of human labour. Modern technology
can raise the producdviry and alleviate the arduous-
ness of work. In a competitive world economy rhe
alternatives are higher labour productivity or unem-
ployment. The promotion of research and technology
will require a commitment of financial resources by
the European Community.
But throwing money at the problem is not enough.
Researchers and technicians do nor just need mone/r
they need appreciation. Appreciation and recognirion
in a social conrexr where effon is rewarded and not
slandered. Ve need creariviry in European research
and rcchnology.
Creativity arises from rhe interaction between logic
and imagination. The first condition for creativity is
the unimpeded exchange of ideas and information.
Anything rhar smacks of walling-off seriously inhibirc
creative possibilides.'!7e rherefore say yes ro coopera-
tion with the Unired States of America 
- 
and this to
include SDI research.
Any interference with European-American coopera-
tion would only result in rhe emigration of highly
qualified European researchers and technicians. The
problems of brain drairy that is of people with crearive
potential removing from Europe to America were nol
confined to the fonies and fifties. The same danger
still exists today. Nor is the danger of social erosion in
Europe reduced by rhe anti-Americanism somerimes
demonstrated in this House, rarher it is aggravated by
it.
If we sought to replace European-American coopera-
tion with an ideologically induced confrontation, rhe
damage ro Europe would be greater than to America.
A good many expressions of anri-Americanism result
from a mixture of jealousy and displeasure ar rhe fact
that millions of people from all corners of the globe
would dearly like ro go and live in rhe Unircd States,
whereas scarcely a single US citizen would care ro
emigrate ro rhe counrries of so-called actually-existing
socialism.
The preconditions for successful technology promo-
tion are subsidiarity, flexibility and rationality. Here
subsidiarity means rhe lowest possible level of centrali-
zation and bureaucrary, flexibility means rhe ability to
react quickly to change, and rationality means avoid-
ing irrational pursuit of prestige. Rationality however
also means taking account of the pracrical value and
usability of innovations as means of improving the
quality of human life. These musr include rhe require-
ments of economic viability and competitiveness. To
pose the problem in terms of an apparent choice
between social utility and competitiveness merely inhi-
bits creative rhinking. There is no conradicrion
between the simple arithmetic of cosr calculations and
a realistic policy for human needs. A properly under-
stood European technology policy will widen the
opponunities open to Europeans. A common technol-
ogy policy will however also exert a porenr force for
European unification, because if there is one lesson we
can learn from history it is that working rogether ro
solve common problems promores rhe integration of a
community.
2 400 years ago rhe philosophers Aristotle and Plam
saw progress as a development rowards higher levels
of human intellecrual and moral power. \7e shall make
every effon to ensure that the promorion of scientific
and technical research in Europe conrinues to be com-
mitted to these objecrives.
(Applause)
Mr Toksvig (ED).- (DA) In every reporr pur before
Parliamenr rhere is 
- 
or should be 
- 
a logical theme,
a skeleton on which the report is fleshed out, in which
the individual poinrs are logically connected and fol-
low one from one anorher unril you get to the conclu-
sions. The technique we use in Parliamenr, going over
a topic in committee poinr by point, means thar we are
often lefr with reports rhar lack coherence. \7hen you
read the Poniarowski reporr. you ger rhe impression
that a fierce struggle is going on between the Commis-
sion and Parliament. Under one point we say thar we
would like the Commission to take on the Eureka pro-
gramme, and two poinm later we say that the responsi-
bility should rest with Parliament. Coherence hai been
lost, and a number of rhe new ideas which had actually
been in the original draft have also been lost.
In Mr Poniatowski's original repon rhere was a list of
major projects, which has now become point 15; in
sub-point i) it says that rhe European Community
should support a number of major projects to supple-
ment existing projecm. This is a senrence which is so
broad and general that ir is vinually meaningless.
Vhat major projecrs? To supplement whar orher pro-jects? The original poinr was detailed and listed pro-jecm which could actually fire the imagination. The
compromise we are left with today is hardly something
which could inspire anyone.
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The initiative taken by the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology is in many ways one of the
most positive I have witnessed in my shon time in Par-
liament. The whole project, the symposium, the big
exhibition over there, which is atracring so many peo-
ple, and this debate today show rhat this is a road we
can travel, a field in which we can draw arrenrion ro
what we are doing. It is therefore disappointing ro see
that, to begin with, we have so many compromises in
our repons and that, secondly, we are back here in
this chamber, i.e., that the members of the Committee
on Energy, Research and Technology are talking to
one another again as we do in the Committee every
time we meet.'$trhere are rhe new ideas, the new con-
cepts, the inspirations? Aher 6r/z years Parliament sdll
only has the powers it smned with. In other words we
are still a Parliament which is in reality one of the
world's most prestigious mlking shops. Ve are free
from responsibility, and freedom from responsibility
means that we should be able to pur forq/ard some
visions, some far-sighted notions, which could inspire
those who have to give practical effect rc ideas. \flhat
is happening here is a first attempt to use rhe entire
apparatus 
- 
exhibidon, debate, symposium 
- 
ro best
possible effect, and I congratulate the chairmanship of
the Committee for the way in which it has been done.
I think it is excellent; it is an inspiration ro us all 
- 
or
at least it should be.
But there are so many critical weaknesses in our
reports because they are so full of compromises, hav-
ing been revised point by point. !7e could have done it
better. It is not a question of an initiative which has
slipped away from us, it is a debate which failed to
take on the qualiry it should have had. Perhaps there-
fore there are grounds for considering once again
whether the procedure we adopt, of revising reports
point by point and ending up with compromises in
them, might not be replaced by a more viable method,
for example, majority and minority repons which
would then be presented to Parliament for debarc.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President,
under today's conditions of sciendfic and technologi-
cal revolution, the matter of research, development
and the application of new rcchnologies is cenainly
critical if our countries are to emerge from rhe crisis
and develop a sure position for the future. On the
other hand, for a capitalist country such as Greece,
which at the time when Vestern Europe's urban com-
munities had achieved the first sreps of the industrial
revolution, was still sruggling for im nationhood and
for independence from the Turkish yoke and from an
unequal collaboration, there is always the danger of
rcchnological dependence. Thus, considering the pro-
Brammes for technological development and collabor-
ation within the EEC from the standpoint of our
country's interesrc and perspectives, we have funda-
mental reservations and questions.
Firsdy, we wonder whether this effon mighr not ben-
efit mainly the giant multinationals which rule the
EEC's rcrritories, to help them face the compedtion
from Japan and the Unircd States. I think thar the
argument, the guiding logic, the measures and the
aims presented in the Commission's text jusdfy our
concern.
Secondly, we wonder whether, in reality, the EEC is
not largely becoming a subcontractor for American
economic conglomerates. Indeed, we see the flower of
the EEC's manufacturing industries, such as Siemens,
Dornier and dozens of other companies with the most
highly advanced technologies, becoming subcontrac-
tors in the Star \7ars effon.
Thirdly, we fear the risk that the programmes pro-
posed may be applied for military purposes. I think
that this was in fact sated by the rapporteur Mr Pon-
iatowski, and was in any case confirmed by Mr
Andreotti when he was Chairman of the Council of
Ministers, in response to related questions of ours.
And fourthly, and very importantly, we wonder
whether the effon to develop new technologies might
not be related to the plans for European Union, the
plans for opening up the internal market, which are
panicularly disadvanageous for the economy of a
counry such as Greece.
I believe that in Greece's case the problems are entirely
different in nature. Ve hear talk of high-speed trains,
when in Greece there is but a single main line, which
conforms to the conditions existing in many European
countries last century. S/e speak of space technology,
of putting solar energy to good use, when in our
country there are inexcusable delays in the construc-
tion of hydroelectric stations, in the development of
native energy sources, etc. '!7'e think that our country
should not undertake.certain marginal subcontracted
involvements, such as the Airbus project, at the cost of
abandoning its own technological development. \7hat
should we do? First of all, we believe that there should
be a movement in the direction of developing native
technologies and producing, adapting and inroducing
new technologies. In this ionnection of course, in the
present phase of unrestrained internationalization of
the productive forces, the possibilities for collabora-
tion with the international framework, both with the
EEC and with its Member Starcs in various ways 
-either bipartite proSrammes, or participation in multi-
partite programmes, etc., are extremely important.
However, collaboration should not be limited rc the
Community countries, and there should be no special
concessions as in the matter of the internal market;
any international collaboration mus[ be based on
mutual benefit and equal relations.
Mrs Lienemann (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, Parliament must support the Eureka
project. This is because Eureka must become the plat-
form for the construction and development of a real
technological Community. It would be churlish in this
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connecdon nor [o pay tribute rc the decisive role
played by the Esprit programme, followed by COST,
RACE and Brirc. But the originality of the Eureka
project lies in the mobilization of the research and
business world to achieve largescale, concrete indus-
trial objectives, in other words ob.iectives capable of
making an impact on public opinion. Consider, in this
connection, the success of Airbus and Ariane, which
have meaning for young people in panicular.
Eureka is positive because it is a angible expression of
Europe's political will to overcome its handicaps, to
make up the ground lost, to averr rhe dangers of
decline, m take up the challenges rhrown down by the
USA and Japan. It is also positive in its affirmation
that it is by pooling our research capabilities, by
synerg:f therefore, that we shall win through.
Eureka was essential before the SDI was heard of. Ir
has become even more urgent since the announcement
of this initiative. However, Eureka is not enough in
itself rc constitute the Community's poliry on technol-
ogy. Communiry action in this sphere must be compre-
hensive, combining, on rhe one hand, suppon for
research and developmenr, for targeted projects and,
on the other hand, improvemenr of the financial,
economic and human environment ro make it more
conducive to innovation, development and the spread
of these technologies.
But we would be failing in our dury as parliamentari-
ans if we did not proclaim loud and clear in this
Chamber that EUREKA must be a Community ven-
ture, that the European Parliament and the Commis-
sion must be genuinely involved, not just formally
associated. One cannot affirm the will to creare rhe
European Union and at the same time leave wealrh-
creating Europe, the Europe of the future m develop
ouride the ambit of the Community. There are rs/o
things that we have to do: ve must make a success of
Eureka in technological terms, and we must make a
success of Eureka in terms of the progress of rhe Com-
munity. Can it be said that rhese two requirements are
incompatible ? I am familiar wirh the arguments adv-
anced in favour of keeping cooperarion strictly rc the
intergovernmenal level, which are based on rhe need
for efficiency, speed of decision-making, and flexibil-
Ity.
The Community institutions and the Commission have
demonstrared their abiliry rc display these qualities,
for instance with COST or Esprit. But there is doubt-
less a need to go funher. The Commission will have to
devise new arragements for bringing in third counr.ries
and new and more efficient methods for cooperation
with companies, which will be the imponanr parrners
in the case of Eureka. Consequenrly, the Commission
cannot adopt a defensive artitude, bur must ser rhe
pace. It has rhe supporr. of the European Parliament.
The Council must heed this affirmation from Mem-
bers of this House thar there can be no quesrion of
Eureka operating oumide the ambir of our institutions.
There remains the whole problem of the Community's
decision-making machinery, which is a far from theo-
retical matter. Ve hear this rime and again outside
these walls. Ve can see it for ourselves here. The bot-
tlenecks that we are now seeing are delaying practical
implementation of the guidelines laid down at the
Fonminebleau Summit but, for the application of a
common policy on technology, we should ar leasr
ensure that we have operarional decision-making pro-
cedures. By operational I mean that they must provide
a basis not only for reaching atreemenr among rhe
Twelve but also for involving smaller numbers of our
twelve countries, in association with third countries, in
specific projecm, more limited programmes.
The problem that we have to deal with is therefore not
only technological but also institutional ar the same
time. For my part, I consider it absolutely necessary to
draw up a specific treaty enabling Europe to equip
itself with efficient Community decision-making tools,
tools which would thus be operational for the Europe
of new technologies.
(Applause)
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
-' 
(FR) Madam President, Mr
President of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
great French philosopher Descanes founded a com-
plete system and his entire policy on rhe notion of the
obvious. Now ir has ro be said rhat the facts of the
situation confronting us are obvious. '!7'e all know
that, when it comes ro new technologies, we are far
behind the Americans and Japanese and will soon be
overtaken by other Asian counrries. \7e are also all
aware, only too keenly, that our economic survival is
indissolubly bound up with our innovative genius in
the field of new technologies. Ve have known these
things for quite some time now and have been saying
so at every opponunity. \fle do not need symposiums
or trear debates to realize the obvious. \7hile we have
been talking, the others have been getting on with thejob. Nevenheless, . since rhis awareness has now
reached such an acute pitch in the political world, this
sharp reminder rha[ we are giving ourselves today may
have a salutary effect.
There are times when Europe is slow to awaken but
then has all its wits about it. Let us therefore begin by
eliminadng the irresponsible squandering of our
effons and financial and intellecrual resources. Ve can
organize the most spectacular exhibitions, hold the
most impressive symposiums, make speeches all day
long, but rhe time is now pasr for thinking about the
problem, we musr act and acr quickly. In plain lan-
guage, we musr have the political will to cooperare
loyally and honestly, and we must have rhe necessary
money. A much trearer proponion of the Communiry
budget must be devoted m appropriations for research
and investment. This is what was said ro us yesterday
by the President of the Council, the Minister Fernand
Boden 
- 
in recognition of which he was rechristened
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VictorBoden, nomen sic homen 
- 
and I hope that he
and his colleagues with responsibilities in other areas
q,ill be victorious in the key battle to seiure the right
decisions.
I should also like to say a few words about the effects
of new technologies on our society, which we are
going ro experience come what may, whether we put
ourselves at she forefront of progress or we have pro-
gress imposed on us. The problem facing us is not only
a matter of rejoining the vanguard developing adv-
anced technologies but also of making these technolo-
gies work for us, which is not a technical problem but
a moral problem, and that is where the shoe pinches.
\(ihile we have fallen a long way behind our competi-
tors technically, we have fallen an enormous distance
behind in coming to terms with our own know-how.
First of all, we must eschew all pessimism. Ve must
resolutely say yes to new technologies. Clearly, the
technological future will not automatically enhance
well-being in the world but 
- 
of this I am firmly con-
vinced 
- 
it is also incapable of leading to total aliena-
tion of the individual, as long as we fall back on the
ethical values handed down to us by our Graeco-
Roman radition and our Judao-Christian civilization.
There is perhaps a Breater need to organize a sympos-
ium and a debate on values and education in a tech-
nological society.
At all events, I do not share the misgivings of those
who view new technologies with apprehension because
of their implications for the employment market and
social structures. On the contrary, I am firmly con-
vinced that it is only by means of new technologies,
the wealth that they are capable of generating for us
and the beneficial effects that they can have on other
sectors that we shall be able simultaneously to create
jobs, meet the costs of unemployment, protect the
environment and maintain or indeed develop our
social security systems.
Instead of clinging to industrial structures which will
anyway be made obsolete by new technologies, let us
show resolution in investing in new rcchnologies and
thus lay the foundadons for the true era of small and
medium-sized businesses, for that is the level at which
we shall derive the real benefir of advanced technolo-
gies. Let us use new technologies to make the world
more human.
In conclusion, Madam President, I should like rc
underscore what was said rc us yesrcrday by the Presi-
dent of the Commission, and I must add that it is
always an event for me, a rare intellectual pleasure, to
enjoy a speech given by Jacques Delors. The message
that he delivered to us yescerday on the educational
challenge implied by new technologies was of the
utmost importance.
Jacques Delors reminded us, very apposircly, that if
our educational systems are going through a crisis, it is
not so much because of technologies but in fact a crisis
of values. In future there will be no substitute, no con-
ceivable substitute, for a good human and moral edu- ,
carion in which the emphasis, in vocational raining
especially, is laid on adaptability and flexibility rather
than a narrowly-based apprendceship.
Making better preparations for the Europe of tomor-
row 
- 
that is the task before us. No, putting comPu-
ters in the schools is not enough in order to be in rune
with the rcchnological demands of the modern era.
\7e would be better employed pufting our ideas and
our school curricula in order, so as to combat moral
laxity. Naturally, we must also coordinate, systematize
and optimize our research effons and the industriali-
zation process. '!7e must create a large internal mar-
ket, develop and pursue a common external policy and
strengthen the framework of our decision-making,
including the powers of this Parliament. Only if we
pursue action along these lines, with this coherence
and convergence of strategies, will we mke Europe
into a future which really holds out wonhwhile pros-
pects for the next generation.
(Applause from the Right)
Mrs Daly (ED). 
- 
Madam President, in his repon
Mr Poniatowski says that Europe is at its strontest
when our counries cooperate as they have in the
Esprit programme. I maintain close contacts with
Vestlands in Somerset who are involved in an Esprit
programme and, having seen this work, I believe we in
Europe must seek to gain the maximun benefit from
Esprit.'!7e need a plan to inform potential users of the
fruits of Esprit research. I want to see positive promo-
tional activity to ensure that this research gets out of
the laboratory into the hands of the users. In this way
Esprit would become a showcase for Eurotech and
would serve to raise the sights of the manufacturing
industry. All of us need to understand the scope of
Esprit.
Technology is the 'change-agent' of our Beneration.
\7e believe that the next few years will see changes
resuldng from technology equivalent to those experi-
enced in the period we call the indusrial revolution.
But the impact of new technology will only benefit our
Community economically and in the quality of our
lives if we understand its scope and scale and hence
prepare for it. Only by being informed can we prepare,
and only by being prepared can we benefit. So I
believe that Esprit and subsequent programmes have
an educational responsibiliry. They should seek to
inform us of the way life and work could change by
our adoption of information technology.
I would like to hear the Commission's views on this
wider dissemination issue and, indeed, if the size of
the taskforce requires to be increased to cope with it, I
would suppon the Commission in any reques! so to
do.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
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Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, Mr
Poniatowski did well ro srarr this debate by asking us
not to make it an 'inrimisr' debate 
- 
hoping, that is,
that it would not bc solely a debate between exper6,
but one which would embrace the polidcal quesrion
that the subject raises. He is right, and I think that so
far the debate has gone along these lines.
I should like to say wirh all respect to Mr SAlzer 
-whose culture I admire 
- 
thar in reality, when Karl
Marx deals with rhe quesdon of man's expoitation of
his own kind he is not talking about the relationship
between new and old technology, but is analysing the
legal relationship berween rhose who possess the
means of production and those who do nor 
- 
which
is something that has certain consequences. In no way,
therefore, can we talk abour a conflicr between tech-
nology and the demands of humanization; but rhere
are conflicts between the use of rechnology 
-whether new or old, it matter and all of our
society's need for democratic paniciparion. This is the
point, and this seems to me ro be the sense of the
observarions that have been made, which have been
adopted because we wanr this praisewonhy initiarive
and the political need that it proclaims ro be vicorious
in our society, and not to be ripped up, which history
can always do.
From this srandpoint, therefore, general approval is
fonhcoming from the Commitree on Energy on rhe
points in quesrion 
- 
though I think it is fonhcoming
also, generally speaking, from our Parliament 
- 
gen-
eral approval, that is, nor rhe approval of this or thar
group. Nothing is barred where rhe new technology is
concerned; if anything, as Mr Linkhor said, rhere is
regret for certain delays that have been apparenr in
industry 
- 
and not only in industry 
- 
in rhe imple-
mentation of a policy of continuous innovarion. \7hen
I rhink back m the debate on this subject thar took
place in our Communiry ar the end of rhe '50s and the
beginning of the '70s, and think of rhe decisions rhar
never came to anyrhing 
- 
the Esprit projecr, about
which the honourable lady has just spoken, is in realiry
only a few years old 
- 
I see what a time ir has taken
ro achieve results that are, in shon, very modesr and
very limited.
I think, therefore, that the Commission and rhe Coun-
cil of Minisrers can counr on wide suppon for rhis
proposal. And it would be out of place for us to get
too frustrarcd over rhe delay 
- 
whar counts is having
the determinarion ro act, bearing in mind thar rackling
these problems only wirh rhe spirit of competirion 
-which was referred to by.cenain colleagues on a num-
ber of occasions during the symposiurn"yesrerday, and
is moreover a spirit with which we are in agreement 
-means closing one's eyes ro a whole series of other
questions that face us. Ve are awate 
- 
as President
Delors pointed our yesrerday 
- 
of all the difference
there is between rhe other indusrrial revolurions and
this one. That is why we cannor rely simply on laissez-
faire, in the belief that things will go right of their own
accord. !7here this quesdon is concerned, nothing
goes right of its own accord.
That is why I emphasize that this new technology will
disturb the balance of things, as is always the case
where great leaps are concerned. The balance of
power will be disturbed, and territorial balance, which
must be protected. Mr Poniatowski deals at length in
his repon with the quesrion of the new power of the
multinationals, to which we have so far perhaps not
shown too much attention. There will also be territo-
rial imbalances, already mentioned by various mem-
bers. And Mrs Lienemann was right to emphasize the
imponance of Eureka, which is the past tense of a
Greek inchoative verb, that is to say, a verb rhat incites
one to acrion. Instead, if I am to go by what the Min-
ister-in-Office has said, it seems [o me rhal we are still
doing nothing, and that there is the danger that the
decision will pass from one city of Europe to anorher
without our coming ro a conclusion, which we musr
do. Let the voice of our Parliament therefore be the
voice of the will ro define properly, and properly con-
trol, this process.
As Mr Ippolito has already said, we supporr the
reports of Messrs. Poniatowski and Ciancaglini, which
moreover had a very large majority in commirtee. An
essential poinr for us is para 25 of the Poniatowski
resolution, which, uncomfortable rhough it may be, is
a decisive one for rhe srraregy that I have jusr outlined.
(Applause from the extreme Lefi)
Mrs Salisch (S).- (DE) Madam Presidenr, honoura-
ble Members, I don't know if you will agree, but I
cannor help thinking that this debate on new technolo-
gies in Europe has sometimes been extremely dishon-
est. I had this feeling yesrerday during the symposium.
It struck me rhar for long periods the debate was
inbued with very masculine forms of thinking and atri-
tudes of male dominarion.
I can only repeat whar I said yesterday. There was talk
all the time of 'the er€fiI/'r of how we mus[ move on
to new horizons, going ever higher and funher and
defeating others. But thar kind of mlk, dear col-
leagues, is a recipe for catastrophe. Male-oriented
rcchnology in this sense 
- 
I have said this already and
I wanr ro repear ir now 
- 
is what history shows us has
led to catastrophe. Hiroshima is the symbol of rhat
kind of carasrrophe. Vhen we are talking abour new
rcchnologies, rhe question we need to keep asking is
cui bono, who will benefit?
I would go so far as ro say that this form of under-
standing of technology and these ways of applying
technology will never bring any benefits ro women.
Vomen have, historically, always been tools, the vic-
tims of that technological form of undersranding, and
at the end of the day they are the ones who have had
to pick up the pieces. If we want ro prevenr rhat from
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happening again, then I think we have to be honest
with each other.
If I say that the debate has sometimes been dishonest,
that is because in my view there has been no significant
parallel between what we postulate here as a challenge
and the facilities we are actually prepared to provide
ro protect the workers who will have to work with
these new technologies. There is no real parallel
between this mood of anticipadon and existing social
reality in Europe.
'!7e are not prepared to say plainly whether or not we
intend to fashion the relationship between people and
machines in such a way that human beings really do
get something out of it, that the technology really does
help to enhance our humanity.
For how does the situation of women actually appear
on the labour market today where the great wave of
technological innovation can be seen to be in the
ascendant? 'Women in the labour market have the
wors[ deal. More of them are unemployed, they are
worse paid, and when it comes to occupational train-
ing, women and girls are always bringing up the rear.
And what is the point of extra job qualifications if at
the end of the day women and girls have only a
remote prospect of a job? Girls are offered fewer job-
training places than boys. Vhat happens to girls who
qualify for so-called men's occupations when they
have completed their training? They become unem-
ployed! \7hy should we expect things to be any differ-
ent when the new technologies arrive?
In fact I am quite certain that things will be different
- 
they will be even worse for women, precisely
because the job skills that are required in those areas
where the new technologies are being installed in a big
way are a women's preserve.'!7'omen's jobs are at risk
here, and women's functions on the production line
can be very vulnerable to rationalization.
Or is it being suggested that one consequence of the
new technology will be to put women in a stronger
position to advance their interests? I don't believe so.
Ve shall be incapable of being honest with each other
until we can agree on concurrent Progress in rcchnol-
ogical innovation and social protection measures. That
is where the dividing [ine in this House lies, as my col-
league Mr Linkohr said this morning.
'\7here the rights of those affected are concerned, the
Community spirit on matters of technological innova-
tion suddenly dries up. But it is here that the vital
question arises. Politics, unlike science, cannot say
what should happen, but it must find the means wher-
eby the different processes can be guided and regu-
lated. That is the pre-eminent task of a democracy. Of
course it's cumbersome, but if we cannot reach agree-
ment at this level we are not going to achieve any
technological breakthrough, and then we shall run the
risk of turning into a divided society that will obstruct
its own development regardless of the competition.
This is my basic concern. That is why I have tried to
draw attention to the fact that male thought-patterns
so deeply imbue this debate. If we were to talk really
honestly to each other we would have rc admit that
technological innovation will, if it is implemenrcd in
the way that has been indicated here, be achieved
largely on the backs of the workers, and especially on
the backs of women workers.
That is why I am appealing for us to reach agreement
on mechanisms with which we can conuol technologi-
cal development.
Let me conclude with a biblical quotation, also from
the gospel according to Luke. As my colleague Mr
Linkohr poinrcd out this morning, Luke is very
instructive for a debarc on technology:
For which of you, intending to build a tower, sit-
rcth not down first and counteth the cost, whether
he hath sufficient to finish it? (Luke, 14, 28)
To that, honourable members, there is nothing at all to
add.
(Applause frorn the Lefi)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO
Vice-President
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to begin by congratulating Minister Boden. He
has responded admirably to the reports and the
debates. He has rightly said that we are at a crucial
stage. He has rightly emphasized the close links
between the various problems, and I hope the Luxem-
bourg Presidency will succeed in making a major con-
ribudon to the solution of these problems.
I want to discuss four points very briefly, because my
colleagues have already said a great deal about the
substance of the matter. Firstly, the relationship
between new technologies and what I will call the
humanization of the world. This applies not only to
the relationship in our own society between work and
employment, work and unemployment, the work of
men and women but also to the Third Vorld and spe-
cifically the opponunities, the tremendous opponuni-
ties provided by biotechnology for ensuring, among
other things, peace and security in the world. After all,
it is panly due to new technological ideas on defence
in space that the Geneva negotiations have begun
again, that new initiarives were proposed last week,
that there 
^re 
great hopes of fresh progress being
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made at the coming negoriarions at the highest level in
the world.
The second point I wanr !o make concerns the politi-
cal connection. Many speakers have pointed out rha[
new technology musr nor be seen in isolation from the
completion of rhe internal market because of the econ-
omies of scale, the standards, harmonization in every
field, with new social models, innovation in education
and training, exrernal trade poliry and also in view of
the ethical and legal problems, where we regard rhe
integrity of human beings as cenral, genetic engineer-
ing being a case in point. The monrhs ahead, before
the European Council in Luxembourg, will therefore
be crucial. Not everything can be done at once, bur a
major step in rhe right direction musr be mken in the
crucial period before the European Council in Luxem-
bourg.
Calling for intergovernmenml acrion, someone has
said here that this form of acrion, Eureka being the
key word, will ensure grearer speed and greater flexi-
biliry.
Mr President, I have my doubts about this.
Intergovernmental cooperation is no guarantee of
speed and flexibiliry. I feel, for example, rhat the veto,
an unfonunate inrergovernmental practice, has proved
ro be inefficient since ir prevenrs decisions from being
taken. Cooperation musr therefore be ar Communiry
rather [han inrergovernmental level. Ir must take place
at the level of a differenr, political aurhority, that of
the European Community, the European Union.
There is also rhe democraric aspecr to be considered.
Vhen we hear whar is said here and read whar has
been written in the reports, it is surely obvious rhat
there must be a democratic body represenring the peo-
ple and equipped wirh real powers to share in deci-
sion-making and to exercise control over such vital
issues. Vhere else will democratic control be exercised
in Europe? Not in rhe Member States, only here. This
is a new argumenr in Parliament's effons to make pro-
gress towards the Union.
As for financing, you have rightly referred, Minister,
to the disagreemenr between rhe Finance Minisrers
and the Research Ministers. Ve can only overcome
this difficulty by adopting a substiture poliry, cooper-
ating more closely by pursuing a rechnology policy ar
European level. Then resources can be transferred
from national to European level to better effect and
without forcing rhe European rax-payer ro pay more.
Finally, the relationship between civil and straregic,
civil and milimry. My group has nbled an amendmenr
urging thar a decision nor be taken on this roday and
thus that paragraph 17 of the Poniatowski reporr be
delercd. Vhy? \7e musr remain credible, in this Parlia-
ment as elsewhere. lU/hat do we find? Ve find that the
Political Affairs Commitree is drawing up a repon on
security, including rhe Srarcgic Defence Initiative.
Last week the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology decided to draw up a reporr on Eureka
and SDI. Before this research and study work is com-
pleted, we can already express our views. Because only
last week new aspecm came ro light. I feel we must
consider these aspects carefully in our committees so
that we can talk about them in a judicious and rea-
soned manner. That is rhe purpose of our amendment.
To conclude, the furure is being viewed from a differ-
ent angle, what might almost be termed a founh
dimension, in our strategy for the furure. The values
by which we judge technology remain essenrial. '!tre
endorse what Mr Delors said about this. Ve must
engage in greater cooperarion in this respecr.'$7e can-
not find salvation in ideological antitheses, which are
often gainsaid by the facts and science. The time has
come for closer cooperation, even in this Parliament.
Miss Brookes (ED).- Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the masters of modern economic technology,
the Japanese, were offered the whole of Europe in
which to introduce their indusrry. Single out the larg-
est concentration of Japanese manufacruring invesr-
ment and you will find it in rhe nonh of \flales which I
represent. They came with rheir videos, their hi-fi
companies, their opthalmic lenses, using the new tech-
nologies to replace the old, over-manned and non-
profit-making industries.
Then in November 1984 rhe European Regional
Development Fund created a business improvement
services scheme with finance of I 100 million for
Vales and the rest of the Unired Kingdom. It was
mean[ ro foster local initiarive, speeding up the adap-
tation of old indusries ro rhe new technological
requirements. The introducdon of these new sysrems
means the crearion of new jobs which are nor neces-
sarily produced by large companies but rather by small
businesses. These abound in \7ales, Mr President. In
the past four years 7 000 new businesses have been set
up in \7ales and 3 000 sraner enquiries were registered
last year alone. Because these firms can only gain from
new technologies, I ask rhar the business improvemenr
scheme, already over-subscribed, receive grearer
finance and encouragement from rhe EEC.
(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group)
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, people have
always feared change. Vhile optimists have pressed
forward the frontiers of knowledge ro rhe benefit of
mankind, there have always been harbingers of doom.
'!/hen the railways were inrroduced, there were dire
predictions of what would happen ro people if they
were ro rravel ar the heady speed of 30 miles per hour
- 
about 50 kilometres an hour.
It is reasonable to be aware of the porential of modern
technology, and I rhink we here musr be equipped ro
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keep a democratic check on its use and its progress.
Ve, of all people, must not get stuck in a corner out of
fear and ignorance. The American Madison said that
democrary without knowledge is a farce or a ragedy
or both.
Yesterday some of us had the enormous privilege of
hearing one of the world's great scientific minds, Dr
Edward Teller, here in this very building. He warned
us against excessive and obsessive secrecy. As a
demonstration, before our very ears, he cut clean
through the fog of rubbish which has surrounded so
many discussions on the Strategic Defence Initiative.
\7e here should heed Dr Teller's warning and open up
information about the porcntial of new technology to
the people we represent. The symposium which is
being held here in this building and this debate have a
major pan to play in doing just that.
Mr'Ciancaglini was right: we should not forget the
moral and religious beliefs which have been our guid-
ing light through so much of European history. There
has been a tendency to lightly dismiss rhese values, but
I believe that they will stand us in good stead in mak-
ing the son of judgments that we have to make about
the new technologies to the benefit of all the people
we rePresent.
Mr Naries, Vice-President of tbe Commission.- (DE)
Mr President, I should like rc begin with a very special
word of thanks ro the Committee on Energy,
Research and TechnoloBy, and in panicular its chair-
man, Mr Poniatowski, for it was he who succeeded in
arranging this major debate on vital aspects of Euro-
pean research and rcchnology policy at this time,
ahead of the more important decisions that will be
taken this winter.
The themes are wide-ranging, inter-disciplinary and
complex. I am therefore cenain that tomorrow when
we look back on this discussion we shall all agree that,
extensive though it was, there sdll was not enough
time for a complete debate on everything that should
have gone into a public discussion. I certainly shall
not, I regret so say, be able to reply to all the points
that have been raised.
The Community now stands at a crossroads that will
be vitally imponant to the progress of the unification
process. It all comes down to our response to the chal-
lenge of American and Japanese technology on all
world markets. It comes down to the development of
the European Community as a Technology com-
munity. It comes down to the correct location of the
Eureka project in the context of European research
and development efforts as a whole. Borh initiatives,
incidentally, were approved by the Milan summit.
Vhat is the situation in which we now find ourselves?
I can to a large extent refer you to the relevant des-
cription in the importanl reports that we are now dis-
cussing, on which I shoud like to congratulate the
aurhors and their committees. To state the problem
succinctly, I would say that, as a consequence of the
extraordinary scientific and technological upheavals
that have just begun and which will probably last for
decades ro come, the world economy is and will
remain characterized by an unusually harsh, some-
times quite merciless, competition at the level of
national porcntial for innovation. In terms of this com-
petition, which applies to all rcp-flight technologies
and their areas of application, the European Com-
munity can scarcely be said any longer to occupy an
economically or politically commanding position,
although some Member States hold respecmble places
in cenain branches.
\7ith few exceptions we have lost market shares, inso-
far as we still have a presence at all in major markets.
Only by trading effectively as a unit and with a cohe-
sive research and technology policy 
- 
which must be
understood as part of a comprehensive overall econo-
mic-policy strategy 
- 
will the Community stand a
chance of restoring .its technological and industrial
auronomy and its ability to be widely competitive on
world markets.
For each Member State to Bo its own way will be fudle
- 
and I have good reasons for saying so. Going our
own way could, with.the attendant waste of time and
resources, in cenain circumstances embark all of us on
a process of well-nigh irreversible decline.
In this situation there is general agreemen[ between all
the Member States and the Commission that a qualim-
tive leap forward for European research, development
and technology policy must be ushered in very
promptly.
The Eureka initiative, as it has developed over the last
six months, has come up with some interesting results,
but it has also raised some doubts. lt has given a major
impetus to public debate and public awareness of the
need for a joint European technology effon, even if its
impact in the different Member States has been mixed.
It has ensured that a new awareness of rhe advantages
of cooperation has taken an enduring hold among our
EFTA panners, that is outside the frontiers of the
Community. But it has also revealed the determination
of cenain Member States to find a joint approach to
research and development policy projects oumide the
Eoropean Community framework, because the Com-
munity's decision-making and budgerary procedures
clearly seem unlikely to make for ideal solutions.
In that connection the Eureka project has unmistaka-
bly and unambiguously sent some valuable signals con-
cerning the scope for improvement and the need to
take action in relation to Community procedures. The
significance of this will perhaps become clearer if I
remind the House that the Commission's proposals, as
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submitted to the Milan summit in Document No 350,
are about 800/o or 900/o idendcal to rhe proposals pur
forward by the French tovernmenr on the possible
content of the Eureka programme.
Yet the Eureka initiative does, insofar as it will have to
be implemented outside the Community, also entail a
number of risks, some of them major. These arise for
example from a possible instirutional split as between
political responsibility for the internal market on the
one hand and responsibiliry for industrial research
projects outside the Communiry on the other. A num-
ber of governmenm have pointed this out, and in rhis
debate too a number of contriburors have righrly
stressed that a fully operadonal internal market,
including complerely liberalized public sector con-
tracts, is inseparably bound up wirh the establishment
of a Technology Communiry and im viability.
Ultimately however it will be the Member States and
their big multinarional undenakings that will come
into consideration in the great majority of branches as
the principal if not the only customers for high-tech-
nology products. The basic internal market for these
products will only be big enough to provide adequate
economies of scale ro depreciate the initial investment
if public-sector tendering is liberalized in all the Mem-
ber States.
This can be illustrated from any of the many branches
of transpon, communications-technology, defence,
pharmaceuticals, energy or environment protection, to
name only those sectors. The Member States roday
find it difficult to terminate what is in effect a privi-
leged status of national suppliers in this area, even if
the latter no longer hold a commanding market posi-
tion outside their own borders, because it is precisely
those same suppliers that continue to provide the
Member States with rheir information, ensuring them
a very limited access ro the high-rechnology facilides
that are available on world markem.
They also continue to pur rhemselves forward as parr-
ners in supply agreemenrs or assembly work. In the
military sphere I can point to the typical case of rhe
construction of the F-16 fighter in the Benelux coun-
tries and in Scandinavia.
These Member Stares will only seek ro liberalize rheir
contracring if the Community can offer better access
to high technology in all branches. But such expecta-
tions will scarcely be mer, if at all, by the establishment
of a Eureka scheme outside the Community, because ir
would leave it up to the panicipating industries ro
determine what pannerships should be established for
what projects.
I can therefore already anricipate serious economic
objections on the part of those who would not see rhar
kind of configuration as safeguarding their interests.
Another consequence of rhis situation might also be
that if there were a displacement of the centre of rcch-
nological development away from rhe Community as
such then the objecdve of securing liberalization of
public-sector contracm as quickly as possible might
well be jeopardized,, and wirh it the goal of an internal
market imelf.
A wide range of insritutional reservarions 
- 
some of
them were heard this morning in this debate 
- 
can be
expected in response to thar or any other form of res-
triction on opponunides for Community expansion,
and these would also be likely to be voiced in response
to the considerarion thar any Community panicipation
in Eureka projects will have to be decided in accord-
ance with the Community's budgetary regulations,
and would thus give Parliamenr and all rhe Member
States ample opponunities ro influence its develop-
ment.
The soludon to these and other difficulties, vhich I do
not have time to spell out, clearly lies, in the view of
the Commission, in rhe development of the European
Community as a European Technology Community.
The dming of such an iniriative and the conditions for
its success are ser our very fully in Documenr No 350
issued last week by the Commission. This document,
together with the way in which we interpreted the
memorandum submitted for the Milan summir, also
gives the lie to Mr Merten's fears rhat the Commission
might be asleep.
The Commission assumes that the European Technol-
ogy Communiry will be able ro ser ro work immedia-
tely 
- 
that it will ger off ro a sranding srarr, so ro
speak 
- 
if the weaknesses in joint research and tech-
nology procedures and in decision-making procedures
that were raised in the Eureka debate, and again just
now by me, can be overcome at once.
There are two aspecE [o these weaknesses. Firstly, rhe
unanimity principle for the framework programme has
burdened the joint decision-making process wirh a
completely unacceptable handicap of uncenainty. The
timing of decision-making cannot be calculated.
It simply cannor be expected that undenakings will be
prepared to commit their resources 
- 
and, in pani-
cular, their best researchers 
- 
ro projects of indeter-
minate material conrenr for unspecified periods of
time, and then meekly forego any acciviry of their own
in the area concerned while waiting for the existing
Community budgetary and decision-making proce-
dures to be concluded.
Here, the Commission has incorporated the institu-
tional proposals already drawn up by President Delors
into the work of the Inter-Governmental Conference.
In broad outlines what they amounr ro is that with the
full involvement of rhe European Parliament, rhere
can be majoriry decision-making on framework pro-
grammes if Parliament and Commission agree. Such a
procedure would prevent the abuse of veto positions,
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would be a force for compromise, and' where Com-
munity undertakings and possible partners outside the
Community are concerned, would help to build confi-
dence and create quantifiable situations.
The other weakness in the present decision-making
procedure lies in the uncertainties and insecurities of
financial planning for research and technology policy.
If we want 
- 
and this is what we must aim for 
-Community undenakings to commit their costly
resources and the elite of their researchers to Com-
munity projects, then we must ensure that they can
rely on continuity of planning over a number of years'
That will only be possible if the Community itself can
create long-rcrm certainty of financial planning, which
will include making resources available on a suffi-
ciently calculable footing and eradicating the stoP-go
approach from one year to the next in this area.
For this reason the Commission not only calls for a
significant increase in the budgetary apPropriations
allocarcd to expenditure on research and technology,
but wants to see them consolidated as a definite per-
centage of the General Budget of the Community. In
implementation of the decision of the March 1985
Stuttgart summit, we have proposed a doubling of the
amount to 1989, and we already recognize that a fur-
ther increase will be necessary in 1990 if all the
requirements that will cenainly materialize in the rel-
evant areas of the natural sciences and engineering are
to be met in full.
The approach that I have outlined here for the Com-
munity will also enable the Commission to continue
with the policies that have stood the test of the
ESPRIT and BRITE proBrammes, and to give small
and medium-sized undenakings and research centres a
fair share in the joint programmes and projects, as well
as to offer those Member States that have not yet
completed development of leading technologies a fair
opporcunity progressively to catch up. That is the sub-
ject of the repon by Mr Longuet.
The Commission will of course also be prepared to
enlarge and strengthen on a long-term basis the exist-
ing arrangemenm that already enable our EFTA pan-
ners to participate, and to neSotiate constructively
with them on the collaboration they seek in all pro-
jects.
In this connection a word on the requirement of a
so-called 'variable geometry'. This has now been
Commission practice for some years. If you count all
the projects from the Esprit and Brite programmes
together, then there are akeady some 400 projects in
the Community, but not every Member State has a
share in every project. \7e therefore use a fair proce-
dure to ensure that those who are interested in pani-
cular projects can also participate in them without
thereby disrupdng the balance of overall development
or of policy as a whole.
The continuation and strengthening of methods of
cooperation already developed by us between the
Community, industry and the research institutes also
ensures rhat, under such a procedure, the basic mater-
ial initiative lies with industry and the institutes,
against whose interests it would be impossible to act,
because without their financial panicipation no project
can come into being, just as, conversely, panicipadon
by the Community ensures that, in the sense of Mr
Linkohr's disdnction between 'action' and 'activity',
decisions not only get taken, they get taken responsi-
blv.
Such a policy will also enable the Eureka association
to be concentrated on all kinds of major civil infras-
tructural projects of economic, social and scientific
interest, and will allow it make an early stan with the
first project.
It is sometimes overlooked in this connection that we
have already had extensive experience of cooperation
with the EFTA states under the COST programme.
Some 55 projects have already been started in this
connection and the majority of these have already
been concluded.
As regards the objectives of the Technology Com-
munity, ir will not be a simple matter of realizing spe-
cific European research and development goals 
- 
we
shall discuss this further next year 
- 
but also of ensur-
ing that we cover all the areas where we need to
ensure that we can operate competitively to meet the
challenge of particular achievements by our American
and Japanese competitors.
Here I am thinking not merely of such things as the
Japanese programme to develop a fifth-generation
computer, but more panicularly of the American SDI
programme. I should like to make some specific dis-
tinctions here.
I cannot speak as if this debarc were a discussion of
the political or strategic aspects of, say, the impact of
this programme on East-'!7'est relations or on disarma-
ment negotiations. I must confine myself to its tech-
nological and industrial-policy aspects, and they are
highly significant.
To assess this challenge correctly it is necessary to
remember that the SDI programme will account for
only a small ponion of the American government's
total research and development commitmenr as they
appear in the budgets of NASA, the Energy Depan-
ment and the Pentagon.
The current expenditure of some $ +g billion annually
goes to finance productions methods, components,
electrical engineering and electronic products, sensor
technology, new materials and a good deal else
besides, much of it also increasingly suircd to civilian
applicadons.
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This increasing prominence of dual-use product devel-
opmenr in military space budgets will mean nor only a
far-ranging and consrantly widening blurring and
overlapping of traditional distinctions berween military
and civilian applications, but also, and more funda-
mentally, a constanrly growing share of developments
with civilian applications, a civilian spin-off thaican be
directly convened inro a comperitive advantage.
I should like to illustrate just how far rhis blurring of
distincrions can lead with a simple question to Mr Lin-
kohr, who is unfonunately not in the Chamber.
( In te rrup tio n from M r Lin ko h r )
Mr Linkohr, how would you reacr, in rhe light of your
speech, to rhe knowledge rhat in the Middle-Easr war
Russian anti-aircraft missiles are nou/ being used that
contain American electronics products rhar can be
bought on rhe open market as civilian componenrs?
\7ho do you think should stop production, who is the
one should restrict output in such a case?
These competitive advantages, which can only appear
to the European undertakings as distonions of co-pe-
tition because they depend overwhelmingly on state
financing cannor as a general rule be offsei by Euro-
pean undenakings from their own resources, cenainly
not within the necessary rimescale.
Ve therefore need our own European programme ro
enable them ro recover a comperirive position 
- 
and it
must be a civilian programme. The distonion is made
eve.n v/orse by rhe fact that the provisions relating ro
technology transfers are now to be tightened up, so
that European firms can no longer rely on gaining
access ro rhe results of American research on markei
terms, or knowing what the economies of scale are in
a panicular case.
The European Community thus confronts an urgenr
need ro acr. ft must also act immediately ro prevenl
identifiable or probable areas of backwardness from
deteriorating inro insuperable disadvantages. The same
will also apply if, for polidcal reasons, oi because nor
all the technological breakthroughs necessary ro the
success of the SDI projecr are successful, the SDI pro-ject itself cannor be completed, because there will still
be a massive spin-off effect from rhe enormous con-
centration of research efforr over a period of years,
and rhat in imelf will unleash rhe distonion of compe-
tition to which I have referred.
But the resulrs of research and developmenr alone will
not be sufficient ro secure the comperitiveness of
European suppliers in rhe long rerm. Thar will require
European policy on technological innovation ro be
strengthened on a lasting basis, a policy that can bring
Europet full porenrial for innovation ro complere frui-
tion and eliminare all botrlenecks and obstacles as soon
as they begin to be idenrified.
That will range from the qualiry of school and univ-
ersity educarion, in parricular the neglected funher
education sector, to the need for close conracrs
between the universiries and rhe economy, and that in
turn will depend primarily on rhe capaciry of the
undenakings for innovarion.
Since innovarions are regularly bound up with high-
risk investments, they occupy a key role in relarion ro
the provision of capital equipment for research-and-
developmenr-intensive undenakings, from the the
problem of finding staning capital to that of reasona-
ble access ro ven[ure capital on acceptable rerms.
I cannot here go inm all the differenr issues thar have
been raised in this connection. I can however state rhar
the work of our DG XIII has provided us with a
wealth of experience in rhis area. If we make a coura-
geous approach ro all these tasks, knowing them to be
vital to the survival of rhe European Communiry, I am
moreover convinced that we shall complete them all
successfully and satisfacrorily, and that we can indeed
secure rhe place near the rop of the world league in
scientific and technological developmenr ro whiih our
cultural and political heritage entitles us.
To doubters I would reply by pointing to the Com-
munity's experience in energy research and in develop-
ing leading technologies ro secure energy economiis.
The activiry of EUMTOM, which was referred to
this morning, and which admirtedly is not as good as it
might be, has nevenheless decisively demonsrrated
that there is rcday no major world developmenr in
top-flight energy-economizing technologies in which
Europe does not have a leading pan ro play. The fasr-
breeder reactor, the high-temperarure reactor, JET,
reactor safety, enrichment technology, reprocessing
technology, renewable energy sources, and nor leasi
CERN and Daisy can all go to justify that assenion.
There can be no reasonable doubt that these successes
will be repeared in other fields. Rather, rhey can serve
to encourage a realisric view of the ambitious and
assertive srraregies that Mr Poniatowski's excellent
report calls on the Communiry to implemenr. There I
may say rhat we have made large pans of the repon
our own, and that we share all rhe basic thinking and
guidelines of the modon for a resolution.
I may also say on behalf of the Commission thar our
statemenr so far has effectively answered the oral
qu€stions by Mr Klepsch and Mr von Vogau on
behalf of the Group of the European peoplei pany
(Christian-Democraric Group), by Mr de Gucht ani
Mr Ducarme on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, and the quesrion by Mrs Lienemann. Ve take
a serious inrerest in the Eureka initiative, as I have des-
cribed it, insofar as rhere is the assurance thar rhe
Eureka project and rhe Community initiarive will com-
plement each orher. A principle task for rhe Com-
munity will be to draw up and implemenr comprehen-
sive economic and technological program.er to 
-..tjointly dercrmined objectives and criteria.
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It will however be necessary 
- 
and I want to make
this point again 
- 
for clear positions to be taken
before the end of the year on the decision-making and
budgetary procedures in the Council of Ministers to
which I have referred.
The Commission will also propose measures on the
general lines of Mr Poniatowski's report to improve
the mobility and status of researchers. The current act-
ion plan for 1985-1988 on the stimulation of coopera-
tion and exchanges in the scientific and rechnical field
will need to be strengthened. It will however nor be so
easy to make as much progress with this matter as
would be desirable, because we shall be encroaching
- 
especially in relation to social security 
- 
on a
decidedly national enclave.
In their oral quesrion on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, Mrs Veil and Mrs Scrivener
rightly refer to current work in the area of remote sen-
sing. The Commission will expand its activities. I can
also say that we expect a start to be made in a few
months with the Spot satellite, and that with the suc-
cessful operation of this satellite we shall be able to
process a considerably increased amount of European
dan. Additionally, we shall also seek to enlarge the
areas of application of the knowledge gained from
remote sensing methods.
I have a lot of sympathy with the question by Mr
Seligman. As regards Community initiatives and possi-
bilities, I should like to point our that the Community
has hitheno been prevented from undertaking direct
promotional measures for this kind of small undertak-
ing engaged in intensive research and scientific activ-
ity. The Council decision on the transnational
development of the Commission's innovation infras-
rructure only gives it authority to act on a transna-
donal basis. It thus has at present no margin of man-
oeuvre for direct actions to assist this kind of firm.
I should like to say in response to Mr Turner's ques-
rion on the present status of the RACE project rhat I
shall be obliged ro submit a written answer, which will
be somewhat complex, to him and to this House. I can
however say that we are now firmly on schedule for
part II of the definidon phase, that we have difficulties
with pan I, and that we expect clarification in the
course of this week as to whether these difficulties will
be temporary or not. If not, we shall have to consider
what political action will be necessary to reintegrate
this pan into the overall development.
Mr Poniatowski proposes in paragraph 45 of the
motion for a resolution that the institutions of the
European Community should commit themselves to
making up, in the next ten years, the loss in industrial
competitiveness in high-technology goods. After what
I have said hitheno, I can only reply with a qualified
yes. Ve can only achieve this objective if the Com-
munity itself creates the conditions, within the shortest
possible time, for actually realizing it in practice, and
that would mean improving decision-making proce-
dures and clarifying budgetary development and
financial planning mechanisms.
The interaction of technology and society is clearly to
the fore in Mr Ciancaglini's report, as are the impact
of technology on production and employment and the
standard of living, togerher with the ethical problems
of biotechnology, as well as the impact of the new
technologies on Europe's relations with the Third
!7orld. The discriminatint approach of the raPPorteur
has avoided the two worst and most misleading
cliches. Neither the picture of technology as the great
liberator of humanity, nor that of rcchnology as a
dehumanizing tyranny is appropriate. The responsible
application of technology by human beings and human
contact with technology are what determine technol-
ogy's merits and demerits. ln that sense Mr Ciancag-
lini's report is an appeal for a responsible interaction
with the new technologies, an appeal that we accept
unreservedly. '\7e have the opponunity rc liberate the
forces for an ethically and socially responsible scien-
tific and rcchnological breakthrough in the service of
humanity. Europe also runs the danger, however, of
making what could well be irreparable mistakes. Let us
therefore opt in the winter of 1985-86 for the Euro-
pean Technology Community as our resPonse to the
unique challeng6:s we confront.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
(The sitting ans suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 p...)
IN THE CHAIR: MR I.ALOR
Vice-President
Mr Cassidy (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. As you know, at the beginning of each session
we are all provided by the Council of Minisrcrs with
what is supposed to be a very helpful list of those
representatives of Member States' governments who
usually attend Council meetings. As far as the United
Kingdom is concerned, the list is now at least two
mon[hs out of date. I am raising this point of order in
the hope that it may assist Parliament's Secretariat in
putdng a bomb under the Council of Ministers' Secre-
tariat in order to make it give up-to-date information.
President. 
- 
Mr Cassidy, I think you have got across
the message for the Council. I do not think this is the
week for planting bombs, but we do hope that that
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suggestion will ger through ro rhe Council. However,
this is the information as the Parliament's Secretariat
gets it from the Council.
I shall now analyse briefly the presenr siruation of
technological research in rhe Community.
Firsr, there are ar presenr approximarely 350 000 peo-
ple actively engaged in research in rhe European Com-
muniry, almost twice as many as in Japan and 250/o
fewer than in the United Stares. In spite of rhis, our
realizarion rhar scienrific producdviry in the EEC has
fallen behind rhar of rhese two counr.ries, particularly
where new technologies are concerned, should not
force us into a no holds barred anti-American policy,
bur rarher, ir follows that we should desist from seek-
ing to promote Europe where it is nor wanted, and use
the available porenrial ro our best advantage.
Second, there have been obvious European successes
which have altogerher been undermined by roo grear a
lack of coherence in research, too rnuch uncoordi-
nated expenditure on R and D, and too much waste of
the means ar our disposal; roo much dispersal of
national research and competition which have lead to
research being designed ro produce comperirive
advantages. The existing scientific and rechnological
area in the Community is not being used ro its full
potential. Third, Europe has no other alternative 
- 
it
musr accepr this enormous challenge which we shall be
discussing roday and romorrow. If we are ro solve the
problem, we musr rid ourselves of this hosdlitv
towards effon, morivarion and rechnology; only
determined urilizadon of all the inrellecrual i.rou...,
at our disposal in Europe rogerher with an ethical res-
ponsibility towards sociery and our fellow man will
solve the problem.
I should like to menrion some challenges and goals
which I consider ro be of panicular reliuance tJ the
debate on the creation of a European research area.
First, scienrific progress and research can only prosper
if ideas, merhods and subjects can be discussei in^an
atmosphere of freedom, because without freedom
research loses its legitimacy and effectiveness. Second,
if the research worker is to be given greater freedom
he must be all the more conscious of his responsibility.
Scientific and rcchnical progress and humanitarian vai-
ues and ideals defy 
"rry "i..pt ro make them con-tradictory if the research worker is prepared to take
the basic ethical principle into consideridon rhat the
chief goal musr be to utilize rhe possibilities and find-
ings of research for the benefit of man. Doubt, not
belief, is the life force of research and therefore
research musr be above all, self-crirical.
Third, research makes demands on our sociery and
takes responsibiliries upon itself, and the reverse is also
true. Permanent dialogue is rherefore urgenrly needed.
'!7e 
should be aware rhat research c"n only d-evelop in
a positive social environmenr. Every responsible scien-
tisttakes it.forgranted that in this development oppor-
tuniries and risks musr be given careful consideration.
I shall now deal with several concrete demands and
goals which I consider ro be importanr. As rhe repon
4. European space poliq' 
- 
transport
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe joint debate on:
- 
the repon (Doc. A2-89/85) by Mr Miinch, on
behalf of the Commitree on Energy, Research and
Technology, on rhe crea[ion of a European
research area
- 
!h. reporr (Doc. A2-106/85) by Mr Longuet, on
behalf of the Committee on Energy, Reseirch and
Technology, on rhe differences in rechnological
development between the Member Srates of rhe
European Community
- 
the repon (Doc. A2-lO4/85) by Mr Vijsenbeek,
on behalf of rhe Committee on Transpon, on rhe
role and the use of advanced and new technolo-
gies in the field of Eansporr
- 
the interim reporr (Doc. A2-lO7/85) by Mrs Bar-
barella, on behalf of the Commitree on Budgets,
on Anicle 4 of the decision of 7 May 1985 on new
own resources concerning the financing of supple-
mentary research programmes.
Mr Miinch (PPE), rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, it is an honour for me as rappor-
teur of rhe Commirtee on Energy, Research and Tich-
nology of this Parliamen[ [o begin the debate on this
very imponanr quesrion of technology. Monday,s
symposium and the various speeches this morning in
this House served ro illustrate the growing imponance
of new technologies both for industrial producdon
and the lives of our people. By way of an iniroduction,
I should like m make rwo general remarks.
First, discussion of technological developments, their
social acceptability and how we can conr.iol them can-
not be divorced from a discussion of the requirements
of such research. To this exrenr, rhe rheme of this
repon, the crearion of a European research area, is of
fundamental imponance [o rhe whole rcchnology
debate.
Second, the European Parliament has always been
very acrive in rhe discussion of research and rechnol-
ogy. The completion of rhe framework programme,
which is shonly ro be reviewed, has been a .il.ston.
in this progress. !7'e are under the impression that
there is.every likelihood of a new boom in Community
research policy and srraregy in Europe. This parlia-
ment has always been, and I am sure will conrinue to
be, a driving force in the promorion of such a policy.
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states, we must provide the framework conditions
which are best suited to the implementation of a com-
mon research policy which, along with other Com-
munity policies, is designed to increase the competi-
tiveness of the Community and thereby ensure econo-
mic and social progress in Europe. Those who attempt
to separate these two objectives are really acting out of
purely ideological motives.
Of course, this requires the Community to abandon its
all too defensive positions in favour of an offensive
research and industrial policy. This has several prac-
rical implications: first, systematic exchange of infor-
mation. Second, the setting-up of a Community coor-
dinating and planning body. Third, an increase in the
proponion of the Community budget allocated to
research from the present 30/o to 60/o by 1989. Fourth,
the implementation of new joint research projects.
Fifth, the encouragement and support of all measures
which bring about the speedy absorption of findings of
research into the economic cycle, that is the removal
of barriers to the transfer of technology in the fields of
basic research, applied research and market-orientated
development, requiring also especially even greater
cooperation between industry and universities and
other state-financed R E( D establishments. Sixth,
included in this is the encouragement of private
research and research undertaken by medium-sized,
undenakings; seventh, the funher development and
the encouragement of basic research, which has always
been a source of new knowledge and will continue to
be so. It is never directed towards desirable goals or
desired results as is continually being asserted,
although the assenion is no more correct for im being
constantly repeated.
Eighrh, rhe improvement of the social status of
research workers, and here I am referring to the report
on the stimulation programme. Ninth, a technology
transfer within the Community designed specifically to
eliminate or narrow the gap between the technologi-
cally highly developed and less developed countries of
the Community.
Radonal use should therefore be made of all the
research and innovation capacity throughout the
Community, and more emphasis should be placed on
the European dimension in its constructive efforts.
More attention must be focused in Europe on intellec-
tual and material resources. The common effon and,
above all, the political will of the Member States is
necessary to bring about the optimal utilization of
European research potential and that of its research
workers.
I believe that this debate shows the European Parlia-
ment's continued willingness to give priority to the
pursuit of effective action at Community level, rather
than to complaints about our inferior position with
regard to the USA or Japan, which in turn give rise to
negative attitudes towards these countries, as
expressed by a minority in this House.
People will not be encouraged to trust in science and
technology by propaganda campaigns directed against
it, but only when they are made to realize that scien-
tists can deal responsibly with the tasks and methods at
their disposal. Of course, science and ethics go hand in
hand, and we know from Kant that ethics is always, to
some extent, there to serve mankind.
Research is always innovadve and forward-looking,
and it is also a prerequisite of economic growth. How-
ever, research is also a prerequisite for the solution of
problems which cannot be solved by economic groqrth
and in some cases even ensure from it. Sfle in Europe
possess the research resources necessary to meet the
challenge of the third industrial revolution. The only
quesrion rhat remains is our ability to use these
resources.
The European Parliament has identified and also
taken up these challenges. The task is now that of the
Council of Ministers who, to quote the words of Max
Veber, I hope will act with enthusiasm, a sense of res-
ponsibility and of proportion in its leap out of the sha-
dow of national polidcs. The adoption of the decision
on this report is the way towards a new research policy
and research strategy, which are those of the future.
Ve must avail ourselves of this unique opponunity.
Mr'!flijsenbeek (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
most glad that I can look face to face at you now but,
unluckily, I do not have the time as well.
Mr President, let me begin by making it clear that the
Europeans should not always be so pessimistic. Some-
times we are further ahead, further advanced than
other continents. This is to some extent true of the
field covered by the report I have the honour of pre-
senting ro you today on behalf of the Committee on
Transpon: the application of new technologies in
transport. In many respects we have a lead over other
continenm and other communities in this field.
Mr President, our continent is particularly suitable for
the extremely varied and intensive use of all the var-
ious means of transport, and I should just like to enu-
merate what the new applications are. In road trans-
port European vehicles, for the transport. of both pas-
sengers and freight, are technically advanced, stylisti-
cally almost perfect and economical in fuel consump-
tion. Our transport infrastructure is very progressive,
largely as a result of the development of traffic control
systems. I would remind you in this context of our exi-
bition in the Orangerie park opposite, where, for
example, the Karin system developed by Philips is on
show.
In shipping there have also been a number of adv-
ances: tugs pushing six barges and sail power. That
may sound like a srcp back to the old days but, strange
to say, the most advanced ship, Commander Cous-
teau's, is equipped with wind turbines and special sails.
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In air rransport rhere are rwo good examples of how
cooperation in Europe can give us an edge. On rhe
one hand, we have the Concorde project, which may
have cost a pile of money, but ir has had an enormous
spin-off in technological applications, on the other,
the Airbus project, a good example of rransfrontier
cooperation, of a product rhat is not panicularly adv-
anced technologically being a commercial success.
In the field of telecommunications we have a denser
network of cable television than anywhere else. The
pictures are consequently better. In America, the land
of the rclevision, the colours are somerimes atrocious.
In this respect, the Americans can learn somerhing
from us, Mr President.
And in Europe we also have a very dense network of
pipelines, which are used for a wide variety of pur-
poses. Finally, I come to rail transpoft, where we have
two technically advanced train systems already in
operation: the TGV and the APT. And here I agree
with rhe general rapporreur, Mr Poniatowski, whom I
should like to congratulate on the organization of rhis
debate, as many speakers have done before me, bur I
feel I have a special reason to do so in view of our pol-
iticalaffiniry.
In his presenration he too said rhar, unless we Euro-
peans cooperate, we run the danger of falling behind.
In rail transpon we have two systems that work.
Despite this, some of our Member States feel they can-
not adopt a sysrem which, although already in opera-
[ion, was designed in another Member State. Such
nationalism, such prorection of national markets, of
national governmenr spending will have a retrograde
effect. If we think rhis is the s/ay ro save jobs, we are
completely wront. In this of all areas of rechnology
we must join forces and so apply rhe results together.
Then we shall undoubtedly make progress.
Mr President, the TGV nerwork works very well. But
we should not forger the need to introduce a number
of new developmenrc for shoner distances in urban
areas, like the Flyda monorail sysrem. Finally, Mr
President, I should like to poinr our rhar ir would do
every Member of Parliament and everybody else in
Europe good [o go back from rime ro rime to using
one of the oldest means of rransporr, the bicycle,
which I myself use and can highly recommend.
Mr Presidenr, allow me ro commen[ very briefly on
the proceedings in this Parliamenr. I am speaking on
behalf of the Commirtee on Transpon, and I have the
honour to say [har the commirree adopted this report
unanimously. Nonetheless, two members of the com-
mitree, who did nor atrend its meerings for one
second, who had three months during the summer
recess to table amendmenN, have deemed its necessary
to table 25 amendmenti concerning technical aspecrs
and the wording of the resolution. Mr President, as
rapporteur I feel obliged not only ro express regrer ar
this course of action but also, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Transport, to deplore it and rherefore to
reject these amendments.
(Applause from the Left )
Mrs Barbarella (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dent, may I first of all make a preliminary s[aremenr
regarding rhe repon for which, on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on Budgets, I am rhe rapporreur. I should like
to emphasize thar the contenr of this repon in no way
opposes or obstructs rhe eventual implementation of
that technological Communiry, even in rhe rerms in
which the Commission has proposed ir to us, or, more
exactly, ro the Dondelinger Group.
I should in fact like to emphasize rhe fact that the
requiremenr which was our sraning point in the Com-
mittee on Budgets was precisely the need rc esrablish a
stepping-stone between a furure technological Com-
munity 
- 
which we may hope will be achieved in the
very near fu[ure, but which nonetheless is for the
future 
- 
and the presenr reality, rhe daily reality in
which co-operation in the technological sector is hav-
ing difficulty not only in developing but in gering off
the ground even.
Ladies and genrlemen, rhe Commirree on Budgers
asked itself a quesrion rhat is in its opinion central to
the whole marrer; that is, how to find a legal and
financial instrument thar will allow a number of con-
crete iniriarives for co-operation in the field of tech-
nological innovation to be got under way 
- 
if it is
true that, as was stated yesterday and today, we wanr
to make good as soon as possible the delay that has
built up in these fields, ar the same time obviously
bearing in mind the aim of wider technological
co-operation rhar we agreed should be built up as
quickly as possible.
During irs search, the Committee on Budgem decided
that Anicle 4 of rhe new decision on ow.n resources
was, in its view, the instrument rhat could be adapted
- 
I repeat 
- 
for getting a number of initiatives under
way in this field. This anicle 
- 
which, I should like in
passing to remind you, was insened at lhe express
wish of the Council of Ministers 
- 
offers, from I Jan-
uary 1986 
- 
and please nore rhat date, because it is
imponant 
- 
a supplemenrary means of financing
research by combining the use of own resources with
the use of national contriburions by Member States.
This Anicle not only makes further research possible;
it makes it possible, which is even more imponanr, to
integrate and co-ordinarc rhe research effons which,
as everyone has reminded us loday, are undenaken at
various levels by rhe Community, by various Member
States, by industry, by rhe universities, by small and
medium-sized undenakings and by so many orher
possible panners. I was saying, rherefore, that this
Anicle could make it possible ro co-ordinate this
work, which is today dispersed, with rhe work that is
carried out at Community level, through an instru-
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ment for complementary programmes, as it is called 
-the implementation, in other words, of programmes
that would be complementary to work that would be
carried out on a more properly Community basis.
If you will allow me I should like to emphasize a fur-
ther aspect of this complementary action. The comple-
mentary character of these programmes could bring
consistency co the sum of those effons or activities
which, as I said before, are carried out at various lev-
els, and would meet that basic requirement to which
the Council of Minisrcrs referred in July.
Permit me very briefly and more specifically to make a
few more precise points regarding the requirements
that this legal and financial instrument could satisfy.
The first requirement is the fact that the response to
the technological challenge 
- 
and this seems obvious
today, but I.think it as well.to repeat it 
- 
cannot stop
at encouraging some initiative 
- 
even a transnational
one 
- 
which cannot fail rc meet the requirements of
the individuals that promote it; in reality, what has to
be organized is a joint reaction, a concened reaction
of all Europe, that will express Europe's collective
interest in seeing its overall innovative capacity
increased. It is in this contexc of joint general polipy
that it is possible to co-ordinate and develop the
research work undertaken at the different levels, and it
is in this context that it would be possible to put into
practice that concept of 'complementarity' that I
referred to earlier, and that would really make it possi-
ble to link national or industrial programmes with
activity of a more specifically Community character.
The second requirement that I wanted to emphasize is
the following: it is necessary 
- 
and this, too, is a
point emphasised by a great many Members 
- 
to
introduce, in this field of new technology, new forms
of co-operation, forms of co-operation that are suffi-
cienrly flexible to satisfy the requirements of competi-
tiveness and efficiency in industry.
In rhis sense, too, I would draw Members' attention [o
rhe fact that 'complementarity' would indeed make
possible these new formulae for technological colla-
boration and co-operation. \7ith 'complementarity' as
a staning poinr it would be possible to launch a wide
range of formulae for co-operation that could include
different forms of Community participation, or differ-
en[ forms of panicipation by the same Member States
and the same industrial groups: in the context of the
provision in Anicle 4, therefore, the requirement for
different, more flexible action, more suited to the
needs of the sector, which everyone hopes for, would
also cenainly be sadsfied.
The third requirement more specifically concerns the
financial aspect. By combininB national resources or
[he resources of the private sector with those of the
Community 
- 
it is obvious, even without saying so 
-these resources could be used to best advantage, and
not wastefully, as they are today. In this connection,
moreover, the combined effon that is possible through
the supplementary programmes could achieve this
objective, and could above all make possible rhat
Community presence within projects which, even
though they involved only a few States, would be such
as to guarantee a Community presence as such. This is
not something to be aken lightly; indeed, as we have
been reminded on many occasions these last two days,
both yesrcrday and rcday, having a constant Com-
munity presence within these initiatives is a factor of
great imponance.
lf the instrument of Anicle 4 statisfies those require-
ments that I referred to earlier 
- 
and the Committee
on Budgets considers that they are thus satisfied 
-rhat is not to say that this Anicle provides a suitable
framework for achieving convergence and consistency
between rhe Community's activides and the initiatives,
for example, of the so-called EUREKA Group that we
are considering rcday.
This, of course, implies that'the Council shall under-
take to define an overall programme, a joint plan
defining objectives and priorities, under which it
would be possible ro set in motion the machinery of
'complementarity' (by 'complementarity' I mean con-
sistency, and not so much the degree, or extent, of
each panner's presence as the fact that the work that is
jointly done by them should have convergent aims).
But it also implies, and I am speaking directly to the
Commission 
- 
a series of decisions, or, rather, the
definition of a series of implementing procedures for
applying this Anicle which, as I said before, was
insened at the wish of the Council, and also accepted
by the Commission.
These definitions are, however, imponant. Ve have
fully to undersrand.how far this complementary status
must go, just as it is necessary to define the different
degrees of panicipation by the Community, depending
on the different stages of the research to be under-
nken; ir is also essential to decide the different
degrees of panicipation of Member States.
This, Mr President, is a concrete proposal that we on
the Committee on Budgets have presented to the
Council; and I repeat, especially to the Commission,
and in the conviction that something must be done
soon, tha[ it must be done in the best way possible,
and that the best way is undoubtedly the creation of a
rechnological Community. In the meantime, however,
whilst waiting for this Community to become a reality,
we can have no excuse for wasting time and not doing
something immediately. I should like to finish with an
appeal to Commissioner Narjes, who is present. This
morning he said that 'it is necessary to insert
EUREKA in the Community context'. I should like to
know exactly what the Commissioner proposes in
reply to a request by the Committee on Budgets that
seems to me to be very concrete and very operative.
Mr Longuet (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I shall try to
concentrate on three essential points in this repon.
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First, it is necessary. to esublish wherher this subject is
important, warranting the sustained attenrion of rhe
House. On the face of it, it is not. This is because the
volumes of finance involved appear small, bearing in
mind the modest contributions by these rwo new
countries, Spain and Porrugal, ro the European
research effon.
These two counrries may appear to be of minor
imponance in rcrms of rheir capaciry ro contribure,
and panicularly in terms of the immediare execurion
of European research programmes. In fact, alrhough
this minor aspecr of the problem seems ro have domi-
nated the negoriarions, since the subject of the differ-
ences in technological development between Spain and
Ponugal received only very cursory examination
during the discussions prepararory ro the rwo coun-
tries' accession to the European Community, shere is
underlying this problem the much more serious prob-
lem of the risks to which our Community would be
exposed if unduly marked rcchnology gaps continued
to develop betweem Member Stares and especially if
some of these Member States felt thar they were being
excluded, barred fiom participadon in key research
programmes which Europe collecrively, either through
the Community or rhrough other strucrures, was car-
rying out and would be carrying out in the future wirh
success. There is therefore a problem of coherence.
!7e believe thar the Community can function only if
there is a communiry of aspirations and a communiry
of expectations, even in rhe rcchnological field.
A second risk which would arise if rhe Community
failed to mckle rhis problem of differences in technol-
ogical development would be that cenain countries, if
they were lefr out, would look elsewhere for support,
notably to help rhem ro make up the technological lee-
way. The prepararory work carried our for this report
established thar this risk is nor ro be discounted, rhat
some countries, such as Spain and Portugal, and ro a
lesser degree Greece, play a son of Trojan horse role
for the penetration of other countries' technology, act-
ing as a kind of interface between the European Com-
munity and non-European foreign technologies, so
that the latter can be spread in Europe, largely from
bases provided by subsidiaries of mulrinationals esrab-
lished in these countries. The matrer of rhis risk was
raised in commirtee. \7e felr rhat ir was somerhing
which should not be overlooked.
I would add finally that this technological gap could
be narrowed ro some extent if we Europeans were able
to make rhe best possible use of the talents of the dias-
pora, so to speak, from these two countries 
- 
Spain
and Ponugal 
- 
to which I would narurally enough
add Greece.
Vhy diaspora? Because experience shows thar it is
tradirional in rhese smaller counrries for their
researchers and scientists ro go to live and work
abroad, and very many people from Spain, Portugal
and especially Greece have undergone higher educa-
tion abroad, in the United Smres in parricular, and
they represenr exceptional pools of talent for rhese
coun[nes.
The Commitree on Energy, Research and Technol-
ogy, chaired by Mr Michel Poniarowski, was able to
see this ar first hand recently when a meering was held
in Greece; we found that one Greek universiry was
operating at exceprionally advanced levels in technolo-
gies which we would nor, on the face of it, have asso-
ciated with this country, laser technology and bioge-
netics, wirh researchers who had studied in the United
States and were maintaining a constanr inrerchange
betweeen the expatriate research community, mainly
in the Unircd Stares, and rhe research community in
Greece.
Thus, if rhis problem is not seemingly an essenrial one,
it is nonetheless real and it would be dangerous ro
underestimate it.
My second poinr is concerned with rhe difficuldes, t(e
first of which, and my colleagues who were associated
wirh rhe prepararion of this repon share my feeling, is
the difficulty of obtaining srarisrics. Ve are faced with
a lack of informarion about the scale of rhe contribu-
tion to the sciendfic research effort in these rwo coun-
tries, and this is a very severe handicap when ir comes
to assessing the potential contribution of each of rhese
countries.
The second difficulty stems from the relatively
extremely low level of expenditure on resea.ch in
these two counrries. The figures speak for rhemselves.
As a percentage of gross domesric product it is about
0.350/0, on average roughly a third of the minimum
level of expenditure in the ren countries of rhe Com-
munity, which is in the range l0/o to l.2o/o in the least
prosperous counrries, while the figure rises ro some
2.50/o in rhe most advanced Member States. On a
mathematical average, therefore, rheir expendirure on
research expressed as a proporrion of GDP 
- 
if the
figures have any significance, which is far from certain
- 
is abour one sixrh of the overall level in rhe Ten.
Last but nor leasr, there is the difficulry entailed in the
fact that research in these rwo countries, Spain and
Ponugal, is not based on a powerful private sector, bur
on the conrrary is very closely linked ro the universiry
world, an often very traditional university world
inherited from a presrigious pasr. I am thinking of rhe
Portuguese or Spanish universities which, because they
are widely scatrered, are [o some degree ill-equipped
to undenake the fundamenral research which would
be necessary to keep these countries up to rhe desired
level.
Your Commirree on Energy, Research and Technol-
ogy has looked for solurions in four areas.
The first involves making arrangemenrs ro enable the
Commission to c rry on an effon, in concert with
these two counrries, ro improve rhe gathering of statis-
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tics. In panicular we suggest that a report be submitted
every two years on the research and development
effort in these two countries, a statistical document to
be prepared jointly by the Commission and the two
narional administrations. Incidentally, I would add in
this connection that the people with whom we were in
contact, in both Spain and Ponugal, are very keen to
be associated with the Community effon and are fully
aware of some of their weaknesses, particularly organ-
izational shortcomings.
This brings me on to the committee's second proposed
solution, calling for the provision of financial aid,
where appropriate, for any measures to rationalize the
research effon in these two countries. Initially, this
would involve supporting the effons being made by
both Portugal and Spain, but more especially by Spain
currently, rc establish a research and development
policy organized around or geared to clear and spe-
cific objectives.
Spain has made a great deal of progress in this direc-
tion over the past tv/o years. These effons deserve to
be supported; the Commission should play irc part.
The same applies, to a lesser degree, in the case of
Portugal.
The third area involves finance in the form of aid, to
be provided under the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes in particular, for what could be described as
srructuring effons, the development of infrastructures
for research in these two countries during a second
phase, once the prerequisite rationalization of research
policy had been clearly pursued and put into practice.
The fourth and final area, over which your committee
found ircelf engaged in quite a philosophical debate, or
ar least a semantic debate, is the problem of panicipa-
tion by these two countries in Community pro-
grammes. A semantic debate because some of us were
ulking in terms of equal participation and others of
fair participation. My own view is that it would be
honest to make arrangements for fair panicipation by
these two countries in Community programmes, since
one cannot be sure, at this stage, that equal participa-
tion, based on such criteria as population or wealth,
would not in fact bring the organization of these
Community programmes to a standstil[ if the principle
of equal participation were insisted upon but could not
be put into practice. Your committee accordingly
favoured the more reasonable option of fair participa-
rion, so that these two countries could be involved
without it being made a condition that they would
have to contribute exactly in proponion to their size in
the new Community of Twelve, thus avoiding the risk
that the system would be brought to a standstill.
These are the four main areas in which your com-
mittee considered action to be appropriate.
I would point out in conclusion that, in examining this
specific problem, your committee came to the conclu-
sion that a closer look should be taken at the more
general problem of the widening gap in the abiliry to
finance research and development bem/een the most
advanced countries in the Community and those
which are less advanced and are in danger of falling
steadily funher and funher behind.
It would be wrong 
- 
and this is the last thing rhat I
have to say 
- 
for the Community to leave by the way-
side countries which are willing to contribute and have
the necessary skills to do so, as long as their resources
are put to better use.
(Applause from the Centre and the Right)
Mr Colocotronis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, all the
Community's bodies have repeatedly expressed their
concern about Europe's technological future and
about rhe decreasing competitiveness of European
manufacturing industry. There is no doubt that this is
common ground, and it is a challenge that has been
apparent for a long time. It seems, however, that we
are only now managing to overcome our fears, anxie-
ries and wishful thinking, and making progress
towards a specific answer. New technology, and the
new applications that stem from it, have penetrated
deep into every level of our economic and social life.
However, the first question raised by these first propo-
sals is: 'I7hat kind of technological Europe do we want
to create? This certainly requires a political decision,
and the will to implement it. The answer we give to
that question will largely determine the procedures
that follow, and in particular our strategy. In this con-
necrion, I believe that if Europe wishes to secure
economic and hence political independence, with a
social and cultural indentity of its own, it must first set
its own house in order and develop its own technol-
ogy, according to its ou/n pattern and mainly based on
its own potential. There must be a double aim: in par-
allel with economic growth, we must pay due regard
to social improvement and cultural elevation. The
development we seek should take place within the
context of an overall realisation of all Europe's poten-
rials, in which the criteria will not be solely economic,
but where social factors that take account of national
characteristics and potentials play a decisive part.
Here, we must emphasise the European character that
our technological development should possess. A very
imponant matter of particular interest to the less well
developed countries in connection with new technol-
ogy, is the decentralization of research and new tech-
nology, and the possibility of joint and full panicipa-
don by all the Member States in the common effon
rowards development. This will entail very great
expenditure, and the increased appropriations for
research, amounting to 60/o of the Common budget,
will contribute decisively. It is clear, however, that this
will have to be combined with increased contributions
from the Member States in addition to the sum akeady
set aside, to avoid any threat to the financing of other
common policies such as the regional policy.
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Ve believe that it is unacceptable ro prorracr the tech-
nological isolation of the peripheral regions, and ro
leave untapped their special and demonstrably impor-
tant scientific porential, such as that of Greece, but
also the natural resources that the Member States can
offer. Ve consider that technological developmenr
should not just involve rhe Community's technologi-
cally developed countries. !7e believe thar those coun-
tries are under an obligation, in this effon, ro conrri-
bute towards the realisation of every potential in any
of the Member Stares, especially the less well devel-
oped ones in Southern Europe. All the Community's
research programmes should have the chance to pani-
cipate, and this should be a rule and a principle for the
Communiry and not a policy of selective panicipation
by the less well developed counrries, a poliry which
would leave us, in the South, at risk of being left our.
A substantial contribution ro the effon towards an
overall upgrading of the European Communiry would
be for Parliament to adopt a policy of encouraging
free and unimpeded tranfer of technology, participa-
don by all the Member Stares in any common research
programme, and full exploitation, as I said earlier, of
the panicular natural features of each Member State.
The less well favoured pans of Europe, including my
own country Greece, and from January 1985 Spain
and Ponugal as well, can offer a great deal of poren-
rial. The last visit of the Commitree on Research and
Technology to the University of Crerc and our
research cenres there persuaded everyone of the pan
that the peripheral regions can play in research. The
Community's obligation is to organise specific finan-
cial aid aimed ar the creation of infrastructures for
research leading to the developmenr of new rechnolo-
gies. Research whose aim will be to use new technol-
ogy to exploit the narural porcnrial available especially
in Greece, such as aeolian, solar, hydroelectric and
teothermal energy. Its aim should also be to develop
abeady existing industrial porcnrial.
As regards the active cenres of research and technol-
ogical development in Europe, I believe thar we should
not restrict ourselves to the few, technologically ad-
vanced large European companies. The founding and
development of small technological unirs, such as
research cenres in universities, companies, etc., and
the upgrading and suppon of those already existing,
will contriburc decisively ro auronomous regional
development. This will reduce the potential danger of
a broadening rift, wirh the introduction of new tech-
nologies, berween the richer countries in rhe Nonh
and the poor ones in the South.
For this reason, colleagues, regional policy and tech-
nological policy should be seen as complementary.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen. 'S7hat we are debating today is
Europe's answer ro rhe technological challenge of
these decades. I should like rc congratulate all those
involved in the prepararion of roday's debate and who
helped make it possible. !7e are debating the very
basic requirements for nking up the challenge of this
technological revolution. Some interprer it as a necess-
ity to make provision in the budget for rhe research
already being carried out today in Europe and to
ensure its proper coordinarion. Others tend more
towards the provision of rhe appropriarc conditions in
order to release all the latent energy in the small and
medium-sized undenakings and institutions of
Europe. There is another very imponanr quesrion:
could it be that Eureka is just the right instrument ro
deal with this challenge?
I should like to make a few observations in relarion to
these questions. First, I should like ro remind you of
one fact that is often forgotten in debates of this
nature, and this is rhat more than half of the innova-
tive discoveries of past decades were made, nor in
large research establishments, bur rarher in small and
medium-sized undenakings. This is precisely the ques-
tion asked by the Mtinch reporr.: what can be done
exactly to release all this latent energy? The small and
medium-sized undenakings are at a distincr disadvan-
tage in relarion to the larger undenakings in rwo parti-
cular fields: one, access to capiral and the other, access
to markets. First, the quesrion of capital: we musr
adopt initiatives ro ensure that firms can apply for tax
concessions on risk capiml with which rhey are prov-
ided, and thar money which was spent. in many differ-
ent ways in rhe pasr, will be diverted to R & D. This is
one aspecr of the problem. The other is access ro mar-
kem. This concerns the proposed complerion by 1992
of the common internal marker with special emphasis
on new rcchnology. Common European standards, the
mutual recognirion of diplomas, rhe funher develop-
ment of the European patenr, the European brand are
all instrumenm which will effectively allow small and
medium-sized firms rc have access right from rhe smn
to a market of continental dimensions.
I am convinced of one thing: the speedy completion of
the Commission white paper on the realizadon of rhe
common internal market is the most powerful instru-
men[ a[ the disposal of the Community in ir atrempr
to win back and increase its competitiveness in rhe
field of high rcchnology. \7e musi not forget either
that there are areas not open to smaller and medium-
sized undenakings, larger-scale projects which even
large national undenakings cannor tackle alone
because they require a pooling of energies ar European
level. I am thinking of pasr examples such as AIRBUS,
ARIANE and JET, which were only made possible
through cooperation ar European level. If *C a.e to
take funher decisions on such marlers within a reason-
able period of time, we musr direct ourselves towards
such large-scale joint projects.
(Applausefrom centre and right)
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, my group fully
supports the very informative Longuer report and also
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the Munch and l7ijsenbeek repons. The convergence
of the economies of all member nations is a prime aim
of the Community and research and technology are
very imponant factors in achieving convergence where
the prosperity of member nations, panicularly the
small ones, is concerned. \flith Briain depending on
the EEC f.or 44o/o of our exports, it is vitally imponant
to us that every member of the Copmunity is prosper-
ous and therefore has proper research programmes.
Mr Longuet quite rightly said that we were very
impressed with the Heraklian University research sta-
tion in Crete. They concenuate on research which is
suimble for small member nations 
- 
that is lasers, bio-
technology, semiconductors, things like that which
don't need a heavy industry and don't need a big
infrastructure. That is where these small countries
should be concentrating their research. Ve have no
doubt that the same effon must be made by Spain and
Ponugal to catch up with these other countries. Spain
has to multiply its research by five times in order to
catch up with Belgium and ftaly. They must do this
and shis is the way we must go forward.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR,) Mr President, the
inequalities in the technical development of various
Member States among the Twelve are highlighted by
the effon we must make to banish Europe's technol-
ogy in the sector of new technology.
In fact, we are called upon to accomplish two different
aims: to improve the Community's technology as a
whole, and to reduce the great inequalities between
our countries. Failure in the first would result in our
absolute dependence on extra-Community centres,
mainly the United Srarcs. Failure in the second would
substantially set back the effons to arrive at a united
Europe.
In my brief intervention, I shall refer only to the
second aim. !7e believe in the need to work out a
broad range of differentiated technological develop-
ment programmes, such as are adapted to the poten-
tials and needs of the smaller countries, because exclu-
sive attention to a few major programmes results in a
downgrading of the less highly developed companies,
and a widening of the gap.
In conrast, programmes with a differentiated content
would make it possible to develop the scientific and
sechnical potential of all Community countries, big
and small. In the very remarkable report he presented
today, Mr Longuet very rightly referred to the poten-
dal of small countries, such as Greece, thanks to a
good number of exceptional scientists.
'!7e must also create a flexible form of cooperation,
both in the collection of data, and in terms of access to
data banks. The existing cooperation musr expand to a
much larger scale and include all the European coun-
tries of the Twelve. As for the Community, we think
that ic should play a part by economic or other assist-
ance in eliminating obstacles and overcoming areas of
weakness. And we must cenainly ensure the transfer
of basic technological knowledge that will enable the
less well developed countries to acquire the requisite
basic technological infrastructure within a reasonable
period of time. It might indeed be possible, by vinue
of the Commission's intervention, to make
coordinated extrepreneurial efforts involving more
Member Sutes of the Community, to ensure the trans-
fer of rcchnological know-how and methods.
Mrs Scrivener (L).- (^FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, since I have only a shon time at my dis-
posal,I 6hall come straight to what I consider to be the
essential question in this debate: should the fact that
irs own resources are limited mean that the European
Community should take no interest in all the activities
which it is not in a position to finance, while the Mem-
ber States are at complerc libeny to do what they see
fit, or should it try, despite this lack of finance, to
keep a link between Community acitivities as such and
those carried out by Member States?
The repon drawn up by Mrs Barbarella on behalf of
rhe Committee on Budgets is one which I would des-
cribe as essential, because it attempts to offer a solu-
tion between these two approaches.
\7e have opted for the link between activities at the
two levels. Research activities should be able to be
funded by national financial contributions, while at the
same time being regarded as complementary to Com-
munity activities funded out of own resources. They
should be entered in the budget so that expenditure
can be controlled.
As the report stresses, it is in Europe's most vital
interest to improve its industrial and technological
cooperation as quickly as possible, so that such an
approach will be justified. Ve are nevertheless well
aware that such a system is not above criticism. This
concept of complementarity, which is dictarcd by cir-
cumstance, could in some cases be difficult rc apply. It
could lead to delays in the process of bringing a given
initiative to fruition and this, it has to be admitted, is
the most serious risk. But we also understand the mis-
givings which may be voiced in certain quarters in the
Commission. It is not easy for an institution which is
the guardian of the Treaties to accept a system which
depans from the arrangements which have been in
operation for over thiny years.
However, the time for soul-searching is past. \fle
know all too well that if we do not agree [o the Coun-
cil's solution, the solution contained in Article 4 of the
Decision of 7 May 1985, on which the report by the
Committee on Budges is based, we shall be heading
for far more radical initiatives, along the lines of spe-
cialized agencies, which will threaten to bring about
the disinrcgration of the Communiry edifice.
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Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as rhese com-
ments indicare, the Liberal and Democratic Group will
be voting in favour of the repon presented by rhe
Commirree on Budger.
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhis debate poinrs up how necessary and
urgent it is for the Community to mke up the chal-
lenge of the rhird industrial revolurion being broughr
about by new technologies.
On the one hand, we find that Europe is lagging
behind in the rechnological race against its main
indusrialized comperirors, a situation explained by a
number of factors, nor leasr the wide differences
between Member Stares in rhe resources rhat rhey
devote ro research and rhe lack of coordination of
resources and objectives, and on rhe other hand our
aspiration to establish a European research policy is
vcry ofrcn thwaned in practice by budgetary difficul-
tles.
The fact is that the Community budget cannot and I
would actually say should not cover everything. Virh-
out anticipating the budger debate, we already know
the limitations of the new own resources.
Does this mean rhar we musr abandon all ambition of
creating a large technological communiry? Far from it.
But the real problem is the problem of working out
how this objective, which is crucial ro the furure of
Europe, can be achieved realistically, wirh appropriate
means and withour delay.
Mrs Barbarella's repon offers a budgemry solution to
this problem and has the merit of having identified the
appropriate financial insrrumenr offered by rhe new
own resources. Ir is impossible for all research to be
funded out of rhe Community budget. National con-
tributions alone are nor enough in today's condirions,
despite the undoubted success achieved by specialized
agencies. Cooperation between Member Stares is
indispensable, but needs to be enhanced by the addi-
tion of a Community dimension.
An opponuniry to do precisely this is afforded by
Article 4 of rhe Decision of 7 May 1985 on new own
resources, which makes provision for entry in the
budget of the Communiries of expenditure relaring to
supplementary research programmes which could be
funded according ro flexible arrangemenrs by contrib-
utions from the Member Srares, each of which would
be free to decide whether or nor ro panicipate.
This Communiry involvemenr must not be allowed to
lead to the introducrion of excessive bureaucratic con-
straints, which would be thoroughly prejudicial to the
aims envisaged. The sysrem musr be kept as flexible as
possible, with regard both to funding and to adminis-
trative procedures.
The advantage of this mechanism, however, is that it
opens up the possibility of financing all manner of
research programmes with a combination of funding
from the Community budget and complementary
funding from the Member Srares.
Such arrangemen$ for complementarity meet with our
unreserved approval; in our opinion, rhey bring the
Community to the cenre of cooperation among Mem-
ber States and its objectives.
There is nevenheless a need for a definition, embodied
in a regulation, of the concepr of 'supplemenrary pro-
grammes', and indeed rhe rapporteur has called for
this in her morion for a resolution.
\fle have every confidence, Mr President, ladies and
gen[lemen, rhat rhis new mechanism for funding
research in the Community will yield positive results.
In the form in which ir has been proposed, we find it
realistic and balanced. Our Group will rherefore be
voting in favour of Mrs Barbarella's repon.
(Applause from the Group of the European Demooatic
Alliance)
Mr Hlrlin (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, I
regret very much having to speak personally because
the President refused ro give the floor ro a robor
instead. This would not only have been for me,a ques-
tion of cheap laughs, which you all enjoyed a little
while ago, bur also it would have meant actually giving
sufficient expression rc the breakthrough of new tech-
nology to our marerial world.
There is a very close connecrion between rhe apparent
atmosphere of fear of rechnology in rhis Parliamenr
and the enthusiasric speeches we have been hearing. I
am under the impression thar rhere is an undercurrent
of fear running rhrough this debate 
- 
on rhe one
hand, a personal fear of new technology and on rhe
other, much grearer fear of comperition, fear of the
tougher opponenr, fear of the more cunning swindler,
and fear of the incalculable ways and means of some-
body who is cleverer rhan oneself ! I was not struck by
any sense of desire, Utopian dreams, or fantasies in
any of the speeches or, above all, in the repons. I was
not aware of any reference to rhe possible uses to
which we could pur these new technologies. It was a
question of how we should pursue the fastest and most
efficient adaprarion of rhese new technologies. There
is another fear in evidence here, as expressed by Mr
Teller on behalf of the American governmenr and at
the invitation of rhe European People's Pany: fear of
the Russians, of rhe opponenr, fear of the 'SDI gap,.
MrTeller is experienced in rhese marrers, as he helped
to fill the non-exisent atom-bomb gap. He invenred
the hydrogen bomb for this express purpose. He is
today concerning himself with SDI ar rhe invirarion of
the EPP Group. There could be no better proof rhan
that offered by Mr Teller rhat milirary endi are ar the
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root of the European struggle to catch up on technol-
ogical development. Mr Teller stated yesterday in his
press conference: Eureka will help our defence
whether the scientists like it or not. Mr Teller said:
Eureka will help the SDI whether the European peo-
ple like it or not. In this respect, I thank the EPP for
inviting him.
However, I must admit that we are confronted by a
strange set of circumstances, on the one hand, there is
talk of the peaceful utilization of new technology
while votes will be cast probably today or tomorrow to
eliminate sentences of this nature from texts, and on
the other hand, there is the invitation to the worst kind
of sciendfic militarists after the Second \7orld '!Var to
sell us SDI and new technologies. I have refrained
from making other statements on these new technolo-
gies in order to point out the very real danger for my
concepts. People like Mr Teller give me proof of the
precarious nature of the situation. He is flying the flag
of new technologies in the same way that the EPP will
force through its amendments later and the Conserva-
tives have staged this whole technology show.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr
President, reference was made by the previous speaker
to the presence outside this Chamber of Professor
Teller, a very eminent physicist from California. There
is no question of his pushing his views on the House
and I think it is entirely out of order for his motives to
be questioned, since they have no relevance to the
debate and, in fact, his press conference is to be held
later this afternoon.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Sir Peter, I am not too sure
whether that intervention was in order.
Mr Adam (S).- Mr President, I wish to concentrate
a few remarks this afternoon on the financial aspecm
of the repon before the House. There is no point in
passing resolutions which call for a financial commit-
ment or for an increased financial commitment if we
are unable to give effect to them during the budgetary
procedure. Several of the reports point out the need to
link our research with the Third'!7orld, and yet when
w'e come to that item in the budget in a month's time, I
predict that it will be extremely diffcult to keep our
financial commitment in line with our statemenr
during the debate and in the report, even though rela-
tively small sums of money are involved.
There is also a clear need to link our research with the
space research that is going on. I know, for instance,
that Newcastle University, in my own constituency, is
very well placed for linking with weightless research,
which is of interest to the space agency, and with
many other problems. There is no financial arrange-
ment for that, and that is a gap the Community could
fiil.
The report by Mr Linkohr on a technology assessment
centre for Members clearly meets a need. How do we
assess the savings that are made by the economies of
scale that we talk about? How can we assess the pro-
gress rhat is being made by ESPRIT or RACE or
BRITE? Ir is very difficult for Members to do that,
and therefore such a centre would be of enormous
help in our work. Ve really must make a commitment
thar the 1986 budget will establish this office for us
within the Parliament.
Then there is the Research Framework Programme.
Ve ulk about increasing the research finance to 50lo
of the budget by 1988. Let us be quite clear that with
the present financial arrangements in the Community
we have no hope of reaching that target. Parliament
will approve [he reports, bur we shall not be in a posi-
tion to approve the increased funding. The Council,
despite the fine words about the framework pro-
gramme 
- 
and I pay tribute to the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council for at least mentioning it 
- 
when
adopting the programme did not adopt a financial
commitment to go with it. \fle link it to a percentage. I
think this is totally misconceived. How can the frame-
work programme of the Communiry be linked to a
percenrage of l.4o/o of VAT? Still less, how can it
relate to a percentage of expenditure on agricultural
surplus? That is the logic of what we are in effcct say-
ing. If we really want a framwork programme, prop-
erly financed, we should set out the research require-
menrs, assess the finance that is needed, and let that be
the basis from which we should work, and not conjure
up a double-the-number-you-first-thought-of figure
such as is contained in two reports we have been dis-
cussing this week.
Then there is the question of finance for the EUREKA
project, covered in Mrs Barbarella's report. EUREKA
is concerned with developments at the competitive
stage. There is not the finance in the Community
budget. It is not clear that a legal basis exists for com-
plementary programmes. Also lacking is the commit-
ment to joint action on the pan of Member States and
on the part of large industries. Nevenheless, it is
essential that EUREKA links with the framework pro-
gramme and has a Community impact. Otherwise, in
my view, it would be quite contrary to the objectives
of the Community. As a first stage, we ought perhaps
to consider establishing a technology chapter in the
budget which would include a small rcam of people
whose job it was to link in with the EUREKA project.
That might be our easiest way forward in the imme-
diate future.
Uldmately, our object must be m bring the competitive
research stage which EUREKA represents firmly into
the Community budget and we must link it with the
FAST programme and with the framework pro-
gramme. Surely that is what is implied by the idea of a
scienrific and technological community.
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, there was a time when we used to say in
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France: 'Ve may have no oil, bur we have ideas'. 'S7e
have to have ideas, yes, bur research and development
cost money. Vithout new money, rhe best ideas will
remain pipe-dreams. If the establishmenr of a Euro-
pean technology communiry is a vital necessiry for our
countries, is it not surprising, offensive even, rhat the
proportion of the budget of the Communities allo-
cated to research should still be so derisory, although
it has admittedly increased, at about 2.50/o ro 3%? \7e
therefore approve of the target which the Commission
has set itself in keeping with the guidelines of the
European Council, which is to raise this percentage ro
60/o as from 1988. However, as Mr Adam-has just
pointed out, there is no scope for making progress
towards this target in rhe 1986 budget. It will be neces-
sary ro srep up a gear in 1987 and 1988.
If our governments intend to translate rheir words inro
action, it will not be long before an increase in own
resources will be necessary. However, the scale of the
effon needed is such that it will be too much for the
Community alone, even with increased resources, even
making the fullest possible use of the European Invesr-
ment Bank and the machinery for borrowing and
lending. And yet, speed is of the essence. This is why
we should not, in my view, was[e our time horse-trad-
ing. Realism dictates that we use all available means, as
long as they lead to rhe same end.
The repon by Mrs Barbarella recenrly adopted by the
Committee on Budger, which has yet to be pur into its
final form, suggests a solution which is both artractive
and debarable. Anicle 4 of the Decision of 7 May 1985
on new own resources does indeed offer an additional
channel for funding: enrry in the budger of rhe Com-
munities of expenditure relaring to supplementary var-
iable-geometry research programmes funded by con-
tributions from Member States, which could provide a
framework for certain commercially-oriented projects
of the EUREKA type. However, such a method would
leave all the initiative in government hands. ft looks
acceptable only if two conditions are mer: firsr, if it fits
into a common strategy set out in a framework pro-
gramme which will have ro be drawn up in advance;
secondly, if a financial contribution is made by rhe
Community, even a minority conribution, so that rhe
Commission and the European Parliament will be able
to take a hand so as ro monitor these activiries and
ensure that they are coherenr. Moreover, this is only
one possibility among orhers. I am rhinking for inst-
ance of flexible formulas for joint Community/indus-
try funding, with the proportions varying according ro
the nature of the research and the stage that ir has
reached, along rhe lines of the tried and tested
ESPRIT programme.
I now come to my conclusion. Ve musr ser aside rhe
theoretical argumenrs about rhe respective merirs of
public and private funding and show the pragmarism
to recognize what must be done if any policy is to be
effective. Subsrantial long-term financial commit-
menrs, drawing in all available resources from the
Community, from indusry and the Member States,
appear essential if there is m be mulri-annual planning
of research activities, after the example of whar is
being done in the United States and Japan. This is
what is required, I am convinced, ladies and gentle-
men, if Europe is going to sran carching up.
(Applause from the Cente)
Mr Marshall (ED).- Mr President, the Bureau is ro
be congratulated upon holding this series of debates
because rcchnology provides the key to the Com-
munity's future. The tragedy of recent history is thar it
is littered with examples of developments where
Europe once led but where it has been ovenaken by im
competitors. !fl'e can rhink, for example, of photoco-
piers. Ninety percenr of the photocopiers in rhe Euro-
pean Community are in fact imponed from Japan. \7e
can think of cameras, machine tools, motorcycles,
motor cars 
- 
in all of rhese areas we have lost our
lead.
The reason for this decline is all rco ofren a failure rc
adopt a pan-European approach. If we look ar exam-
ples of success like Airbus 
- 
which, Mr President, a
number of us, including I rhink yourself, were privi-
leged to see a few months ago 
- 
we can see rhat this
tremendous development, using a European approach,
is in fact able to oursell Boeing in every market except
the Unircd States.
Just as the European aircraft industry has been able rc
cooperate, I believe that other industries in Europe
could cooperare and could be world-beaters. The suc-
cess of the German, French, Spanish and British air-
craft industries should be mirrored elsewhere in the
Community.
All of us are anxious to give hope ro rhe unemployed.
Some people see technology as the enemy of the
unemployed, but ir is in fact the only hope for them.
The only hope for our unemployed is that we as a
Communiry adapt to the new technologies. The first
industrial revolution was possible on a narional basis.
However, if we are to succeed today, then we need to
adopt an inrcrnational, a European, approach to the
problems of the future. Only in rhat way will we as a
Community prosper and will we be able to give hope
to rhose millions of unemployed who desire a job and
are currently unable to obain one.
Mr Mattina (S). 
- 
(lT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we have Seen the extent and the nature of
the European Community's backwardness where rcch-
nology in concerned. However, as we have seen from
the debate, the old conrinenr is not at a standsrill, 
- 
ir
moves, albeit in a casual, unco-ordinared manner. It is
precisely rhis casualness rhar causes the grearcst con-
cern, because it brings in its rrain the unequal involve-
ment of men, territories and economic spheres, in the
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processes of change that are set off by data processing
technology. People are not all involved to the same
extent. Few know what is happening, very few decide,
and many just submit. All of this tenerates fear and,
hence, acute social tension. Territories are involved
unequally, the more disadvanmged regions being in
facr excluded. Ve have only ro look ar rhe results of
ESPRIT, and we find that Greece and Ireland are
marginally involved, whilst the South of Italy, both its
firms and its universities, is completely absent. The
economic sectors are involved unequally, and agricul-
ture seems to be almost totally excluded, whilsr the
small firms are involved only in the introduction of
new processes, and far fewer are involved with prod-
uct innovation.
'V'e can leave it to time to smooth out these inequali-
ties of knowledge, power and possession. Ve must
however be aware that in this case we will have to
reckon with srong resistance. On the other hand, a
European policy founded on the synergetic effect of
knowledge and material and human resources can
make it possible to exploit the positive porcntial of
technology to the maximum, whilst minimizing its
negative effects. The setting up of one or more pro-
grammes of research and co-operation is undoubtedly
the problem. It is necessary, however, to identify cer-
tain strategical options before getting down to specific
programmes, and Europe should back them to the hilt
in the short and medium term. I will try to outline
three such options. In the first place, the management
of the change in professional skill requiremenm. It is a
complex operation, of enormous size, which makes it
essential 
- 
rcday and not tomorrow 
- 
to revise to its
very roots the vocational raining policies of individual
countries and of the Community. At the same time
new labour laws will be necessary, if we want flexibil-
ity and change to be seen by the labour force as
opportunities and not traumatic impositions.
Secondly, there is the management of the over-abund-
ance of manpower. Here again the challenge is great,
and it is not a question of producing abstract work
plans at a desk, but of identifying, one by one, new job
opportunities stimulated by real requiremenc and
demands, and of increasing these requirements and
demands withour wairing for thar ro be done by a hyp-
thetical market.
Thirdly, there is the reduction of regional inequality.
Information technology can cancel out the handicap
of remoteness. That being the case, we have to find
the courage to forego the building of a few country
roads in order to set up, in the disadvantaged regions,
the first information motorways in Europe. This IRIS
protramme put before the Research Council in Rome
on 25 April seems to me to be a step in this direction. I
will remind you of its salient points: to improve the
quality of life, taking steps to protect the environment,
organising civil protection, improving working condi-
tions 
- 
above all in agriculture 
- 
and finding a solu-
tion to the problem of the elderly and the handi-
capped; to contribute to employment policies 
-directly, by introductinq r.rew services, and indirectly
- 
encouraging economic initiatives that produce jobs.
Finally, to place European industry in a position to
face up to competition from third countries.
I hope that, in the seminar that the Commission
should be holding in Venice before the end of the
year, this programme can be formally adoprcd,
because I think that we should find in it the reference
poinrc for these strategical options inrc which the indi-
vidual initiatives can be slotted.
In conclusion, I do not think that the rcchnological
revolution is a bad thing, provided we have the dercr-
mination to control it. Ve react to it, unfonunarely, in
a negative manner because it penerrates our lives, our
work and our culture apparendy at random, and it
appears to us unfonunately as a source of instability
and insecurity. Ve have to rid it of this connotation.
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vice-President
Mr Raftery (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I believe that the
best prospects for economic growth and reduction of
unemployment in Europe lie in the development of
high technology. The developing countries, particu-
larly those on the Pacific rim, are defeating us in the
market-place for labour-intensive, low technology,
low-valued products, such as clothing, footwear and
shipbuilding. The emergence of China will put funher
pressure on us in these markets. On the other hand, of
course, such developmenss in these countries will open
up considerable prospects for lucrative markets in high
technology products. For unless we in Europe develop
our slrarcgy in relation to high technology, we will
end up seeing America and Japan taking the lucrative
markets which are developing. In addidon to the over-
all contribudon which high technoloty can make to
the creation of European wealth, it would do much
more, I believe, for the development of the more
remote and poorer regions such as Ireland, Greece
and Southern Italy. It is evident that the burden of
transport. costs from these more remote regions could
be more easily absorbed by the high-value, low-vol-
ume products of these indusries rather than by the
more tradidonal low-value, high-volume products
from these regions.
Our relative failure to date z;is-ti-ttis the United States
and Japan in the field of high technology is not, as
many people seem to think, due to low expenditure in
research and development. In fact, Europe spends
500/o more than Japan on research. The failure, I
believe, is due to fragmentation of effon, a lack of
strategy, excessive security of tenure and little mea-
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surement of performance of research workers,
wherher in universities or research insrirures.
Finally, unlike the United States and Japan, we have
an environemnt which is at besr lukewarm and at
worst hostile to science and rechnology and the com-
mercialization of innovarions. Until we ger more coor-
dinadon of research strategy and more cooperation
between scientists, as well as more accountability to
the ordinary [axpayers in terms of work ourpur, v/e
will not get the innovation we so urgenrly need. Like-
wise, until we raise the status of science and restore
adequate reward for good work and invesrment as
well as respect for profit, we will continue to see nor
only our best scientists going abroad bur also our capi-
tal and research findings being exploircd elsewhere.
President. 
- 
!(e now have to interrupt the debate at
this point. It will conrinue tomorrow morning.
5. Action taken on the opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe statemenr by the
Commission on the acrion raken on the opinions and
resolutions of the European Parliamenr.l
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S).- (DE) Mr Presidenr, we
have been given assurance by the Commission on var-
ious occasions 
- 
in the Chamber, in its answer ro
written quesdons and also in a letrer ro me in my c^pa-
city as Chairman of the interparliamentary delegation
on animal protection 
- 
that it was working on a pro-
posal for a directive on animal experimentarion which
it would forward to Parliament. Ve remain very
grateful ro the Commission for this statement and its
proposed deadline of the beginning of May or June
1985. However, even if the present climadc conditions
would have us believe that the deadline was srill
approaching, one look at the calendar would be
enough to convince us rhar it is in facr now October
1985. I ask the Commission, rherefore, when are we
going to see [he proposal for a directive which we have
been so eagerly awaiting?
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
I
would like to make clear the presenr state of affairs
within the Commission concerning rhe proposed
directive on animal experimentation. The honourable
Member who raised this issue will remember that there
was an exchange of lerters earlier this year, to which
she alluded, between rhe President of rhe Commission
and herself. I want to assure her that we have been
working with very considerable speed to try ro fulfil
the undertakings which were given.
However, she will recognize that this is a complicated
issue which touches on a variety of different areas of
policy and that it is essential that we get the answers
right. One of the undertakings, it is true, was that we
would propose a directive before the summer recess.
'!7'e were unable to comply with thar undenaking for
the reason that I have just given, which I am sure, [he
honourable Member apprecia[es. Perhaps it was a little
unwise to give an undenaking limited ro rhar time. But
whatever the position is, we are going ro present rhe
document shonly and I hope thar will satisfy the hon-
ourable Member.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I should like
to support what Mrs Seibel-Emmerling has said,
because I too am amazed rhar we srill have no direc-
tive from the Commission on animal experimentation
despite the commitments given on several occasions,
notably in May 1984 at the time of the debare on the
Schleicher repon and in March 1985, in a letter from
Mr Jacques Delors, President of the Commission, to
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.
I should like to say, as honorary presidenr of rhe SPA,
the Soci|ti protectrice des animaux in France, that rhe
lack of this directive is keenly felr in my country and is
depriving rhe Comitt national de protection animale of
an effective instrument ro supporr irs campaign.
I therefore urge rhe Commission to bring forward this
directive without funher delay.
Mr Castle (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am afraid I do not
find the Commission's answer ar all satisfactory. It
may be a complex question, but it was in May 1984
that this Parliament adopted the Schleicher report wirh
enthusiasm. So the Commission has had 18 months to
consider the difficulties. Surely it is nor beyond rheir
wit to find a solution in a period like rhat! Yet we have
been given the same general and rather evasive reply:
'Ve'll do it shonly'. How shonly is shortly? Can we
be given a date, and an early one?
Mr Clinton Devis, Menber of the Commission. 
-Vhen I say shortly, I mean shonly. The honourable
lady has not only had the benefir of letters from the
President of the Commission and myself but also the
benefit 
- 
I hope it is a benefit 
- 
of the sraremenr I
have just made. The only equivocal area is, in fact, rhe
specific timing and the implementarion of the under-
taking. Ir has proved to be rather more difficult rc deal
with the marrer wirh rhe limited resources rhar the
honourable lady knows well abour.
If we have fallen behind in rhe timetable, I accept the
responsibility as rhe Commissioner responsible for this
area. However, I have made it quite clear, as I do to
the other honourable lady who inrervened, that it is
our intention ro bring forward the proposal as quickly
as possible. But surely the right thing is ro ger rhe pro-I See Annex
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posal right. The honourable lady complains about rhe
length of the delay, but I do rhink rhat the important
thing, notwithsmnding that, is to get the posirion
absolutely right. A satisfactory resolution of the matter
is surely the aim that we all share.
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
I do nor want ro flog
a dead horse, but I do have in front of me evidence in
the form of an answer given to a written question on
17 July, in which the Commission confirmed that it
was now in the process of preparing a draft direcdve. I
understand that that draft directive has now been pre-
pared and Lord Cockfield, who is sitting here, told me
when I got up about a month-and-a-half ago that rhe
Commission were waiting for the Council of Europe
directive and that once that could be signed 
- 
as I
now understand will soon be the case 
- 
there would
be nothing at all to prevent a directive coming for-
ward.
So, if I understand Mr Clinton Davis correctly, he is
saying that a directive is coming forward and will be
available as soon as the Commission get the proposal
right. But if there is a draft proposal, why is it not pos-
sible for the Commissioner to say the draft proposal
can be forwarded to the European Parliament within a
month or, at the most, six weeks? I would dearly like
to hear from him some time-scale here and now.
President. 
- 
Mr Clinton Davis, could you make that
commitment?
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission.- Hav-
ing regard to the experience we have already had with
timetables, I am not able or willing to tie myself down
in that way. This is a matter on which various col-
leagues of mine who have an interest in this matter are
entitled to be fully consulted. 'We are very anxious to
get the situation right, as I say, and I assure the hon-
ourable Member that the Commission is well aware of
the interest and concern the House has displayed on
this matter and will most cenainly act upon it. I cannot
go any funher than that: I think it would be most
unwise to tie oneself down to timetables ar this stage.
Mr Cryer (S).- Could the Commission comment on
the 500 000 ECU given towards relief of the Mexico
eanhquake disaster and say whether that is a final
figure or whether the Commission is prepared to adv-
ance more if there is an indication, as seems likely,
that more will be needed?
Secondly, on page 5 I notice that only 5 000 tonnes of
cereals have been given to Ethiopia, which will not
make much of a dent in the increasing food moun-
tains. On a previous occasion, the Commission indi-
cated that they had redirected some monies towards
improving the transpon infrastructure in drought-
affected countries such as Ethiopa and the Sudan.
Could the Commissioner tell us what effect that
expenditure has had? Can rnore significant quanriries
of food now be moved because of the improved trans-
port infrastructure, or has that money still to be spent?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR) Mr
President, there are lwo questions here: First, there is
no specified sum set aside for tragic situations such as
Mexico. The Commission always makes an individual
decision. 'We are conscious of the fact that in mosr
cases this aid is only of symbolic worth when com-
pared with the magnitude of the disaster. Yer, I would
like to say that there is the possibility of some supple-
mentary aid, though no relevant proposal has yet been
nbled. The second question has been asked many
times by Parliament, thought I would like to disdn-
guish two aspects of it. One relates to the quantity of
wheat given to Ethiopia this time, compared to the
mountains of food that we have in store, but rhe Com-
mission has to operate within the framework of regu-
lations laid down at the beginning, and always within
the framework of the budget. Ve are nearing the end
of the year, and I believe that in February important
decisions will be taken about aid during the coming
yeat.
The matter of infrastructure in the countries receiving
aid is indeed very serious, and as we all know, trans-
port is a[ the heart of it. In that sector every effon is
being made, but the main problem is not in fact the
decision to grant aid within the scope of the regula-
tions and the budget, but the distribution of the aid in
the countries themselves.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
raise the matter of Miss Benazir Bhutto. During the
September part-session Parliament adopted by a large
majority a resolution ubled by Mrs Lizin, on behalf of
the Socialisr Group, which called upon rhe Pakistan
Government to order Miss Bhutto's unconditional
release as a matter of urgency. Miss Bhutto continues
to be held under house arrest and, according to repre-
sentatives of the Pakistan People's Pany, has no tele-
phone, may not receive visim even from members of
her family and has no access to doctors. Miss Bhutto
while in London had to undergo two operations for
serious ear and eye conditions. She is. now in need of a
funher operation and fears have been expressed abour
the present srate of her health.
Can I therefore ask the Commission in the light of all
this evidence 
- 
evidence that was reproduced in a
Times anicle as recently as 5 October 
- 
wherher it
will therefore make immediate representations to the
Pakistan Government for rhe release of Miss Bhutto
who is the acknowledged leader of the Pakisran Peo-
ple's Pany, Pakistan's main democratic opposition, in
order to enable her to receive the much-needed medi-
cal attention?
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President. 
- 
Mr Tomlinson, I am not entirely sure
that this falls within the ambit of the Commission's
report, but I will, as you have put the question, allow
the Commission to answer if indeed it can.
Mr Varfis, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(GR) Mr
President, as you have pointed out, the matter does
not fall within the ambit of rhe present debate. All the
Commissioners present have of course listened very
carefully to whar Mr Tomlinson said, but I can give no
answer to a matter unrelated to this debare.
Presidcnt. 
- 
You have heard rhe answer, Mr Tomlin-
son. I suggest thar you tackle rhe Council when rhey
are here tomorrow for Question Time.
Mr Viisenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, during
the July pan-session I had the honour ro presen!, on
behalf of the Commitree on Legal Affairs and Citi-
zens' Rights, a repon concerning adjustments, or at
least modifications, in connecrion wirh two anicles of
the ECSC Treary.
The Commissioner who replied at rhar time, Mr Clin-
ton Davis, assured us that the Commission had mken
note of the one amendment Parliament had explicitly
proposed, concerning the rerroactive effect of rhe pro-
posal in question, and said that, although ir could not
use the words suggested by Parliamenr, ir would find
legally acceptable wording which would reflect Parlia-
ment's wishes, and make a recommendation regarding
Anicles 48 and 50 of the ECSC Treary.
The Commission's June/July communication on the
action it had nken on Parliament's opinions made no
mention of this report. Nor does the communication
now before us. I wonder, Mr President, and through
you I put this question to Mr Clinrcn Davis, when we
can expect to receive from the Commission a proposal,
however simple ir may be, relating to one anicle or the
other.
Secondly, Mr Presidenr, now rhar he is here, I have
another point to raise: in the same debate I asked Mr
Clinrcn Davis if it was not time the Commission gave
some thought to the possible harmonization of the sys-
rem that governs creditors and preferential creditors
where bankruptcies occur. Mr Clinton Davis replied
that this was more a ma[ter for his colleague Mr
Christophersen, [o whom I then wrote a letrer. I have
not yet had an answer. Perhaps Mr Christophersen
can give me some more information on this.
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR,) Mr
President, it is true rhat the document we distribured
makes no reference ro rhe matter mentioned by rhe
Honourable Member. That is what happens when rhe
Commission has not yet reached a decision, and as
shown by rhe inrroducrion ro the rexr, we often pro-
vide answers on subjects examined 3 or 4 months ago.
In this case there is a specific reason why the Commis-
sion has not ye[ acted, namely that we sdll await the
relevant opinion from Council.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I want to refer
to a resolution which was passed at the September
past-session under Rule 48 on aid for Irish agriculture
arising out of the bad weather conditions in Ireland.
Since then an announcemenr has been made of a cer-
tain amount of aid being given to Irish farmers.
I want to put it to the Commission that the spirit of the
resolution passed in this Parliament has been ignored
in that the amount of aid offered has been a mere
token gesture and has not even been aid. Ve pointed
out at the last session that Irish farmers had suffered a
loss of 200 million pounds. There has been a serious
reduction in agricultural production in Ireland: a
reduction in production of milk 
- 
but as we are here
subject to a quota I won't make too much of rhat 
-but there has certainly been a reducrion in beef and
cereal production.
This means that the European Community will save a
considerable amount of money. Now the Community
has merely made available to Irish farmers I 200
tonnes of grain at a reduced price, i.e. the son of price
at which the Community would anryay have to sell
this grain to third countries. So rhey are merely waiv-
ing for Irish farmers the profit they would have made
on the extra grain which these farmers will have ro buy
as a result of bad wearher conditions. I want ro pur ir
to the Commission that it is merely ceding to Irish
farmers a fraction of the money that is being saved as a
result of bad weather condirions in Ireland and that
this makes a mockery of the resolution we passed and
ignores entirely the request that this Parliament made
for genuine assistance, panicularly for farmers in the
west of Ireland who have suffered grave and serious
losses of income.
President. 
- 
Mr McCartin, your quesrion does not
fall within the framework of rhe suremen[ on Com-
mission action on European Parliamenr opinions on
Commission proposals. The Commission have
obviously had the opportunity ro nore your commenrs,
but it should be taken up in rhe appropriate commit-
tees of Parliament.
6. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. B 2-960/85).
Ve begin with questions ro rhe Commission.
Question No 1, by Mr MacSharry (H-7a/85):
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Subject: EEC aid for pigs
In view of depressed pig prices and rhe difficulty
faced by many producers in Ireland in disposing
of their pigs, will the Commission agree to rhe
introduction of aids to private storage as well as
an increase in export refunds as a marter of
urgency?
Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NZ,) Vith effect from 6 May 1985 the Commission
decided to grant aid to the private storage of pigmeat
in rhe Community with a view to preventing the col-
lapse in prices in the market which would have
occurred if the supply of pigs for slaughter had been
higher than predicted. Under this scheme, which
remained in force until 19 July 1985, contracts relating
to about 35 000 tonnes of pigmeat were concluded. In
view of the substantial and unexpected increase in
expons of pigmeat from the Community, largely due
to the strong dollar, the expon refunds for a number
of products, whether frozen or processed, were
reduced across the board and then varied according to
destination. This was done to make a further reduc-
tion in refunds on exports to the United States and
Canada possible. Another reason was that we wanted
to maintain some kind of limit on the expon of pig-
meat from the Community. I would add that the dif-
ference of about 20 ECU per 100 kg between the price
in Ireland and the average price in the Community
should in itself enable Irish pigmeat to be marketed in
the Community. I would also point out that the situa-
tion in the pig sector has been much better for some
time now, panly as a result of the low cost of feed,
and that rhe situarion in Ireland has also grearly
improved since the summer.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I should like rc thank the
Commissioner for his very extensive reply and wel-
come the action taken by him and the Commission in
May. My question was first put down in March, but I
think that action as well as the reduction in the value
of the dollar did have an impact and did help.
However, I think that the industry is now returning to
a downward trend and I would like rc ask the Com-
missioner if he would consider sooner rather than later
the reintroduction of some measures to help to ensure
the maintenance of confidence of pig producers, parti-
cularly in Ireland?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) As you say, the question was
put in March and is now being answered in Septem-
ber. The Commission has reacred in the meanrime, as I
have said. I think that this in ircelf is reason to assume
that rhe Commission is prepared to consider possible
new measures if the situation in the market requires. I
cannot anticipate future action at the moment, nor do
I want to, but in general terms I am willing to say on
the Commission's behalf that it is willing to consider
new measures.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
I want to ask the Commis-
sioner if he is aware that a well-known expert in the
Irish pigs and bacon industry recently said that the
industry is nor just in trouble; it is at death's door!
This, in spite of the fact that Irish pig farmers are,
according to a number of repons which I could quorc,
the most efficient, cenainly in the Community and
probably in the world. But because of serious disad-
vantages which we suffer 
- 
distance from market and
a bad processing sector 
- 
the Irish pig industry is in
need of aid. I would ask the Commission to please
investigate it again since prices have fallen recently
and pig production, even on the most efficient farms,
is not now profitable.
I would ask the Commissioner if he would please
undenake to have another look at the Irish pig indus-
Lry.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I will try to answer this ques-
tion. Vhen we ask whether and, if so, what measures
should be taken, I feel we must make a distinction
between a general situation in the market, calling for
general measures, and specific circumstances possibly
affecting in a specific area of production in the Com-
munity. I also feel that this distinction should result in
different ideas and possibly different measures. I am
quite prepared to reconsider the situation in Ireland,
although I cannot at the moment promise that the
Commission will be willing to take specific measures.
President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Christodoulou(H-145l85), for whom Mr Stavrou is deputizing:
Subject: Delays in the collection of VAT revenue
\flill the Commission give deails of the exact
amount owed by each of the Member States in
connection with the collection of VAT for each
year from 1975 up to and including 1984? \(rhat
practical steps does the Commission intend to take
in future to collect chis revenue as quickly as pos-
sible?
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of the Cornmission.
- 
(DA) Mr Christodoulou asks if we can indicate
what amounts are owed by each Member State in res-
pect of VAT from 1975 to 1984. I can give a clear
answer by sending Mr Chrisrcdoulou a list of VAT
amoun[s demanded from the individual Member
States in the years in question. There are in fact no
amounts outstanding. Payments are made according to
precise rules. At the end of the year, a final adjustment
of the VAT amount can be made, and the Member
State pays in what sums may still be due. In some cases
there may be a disagreement between the Commission
and a Member State on whether the adjustment is cor-
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rect. There is a clearly defined procedure for such
cases: the Commission wrires ro the Member Srate
concerned, which musr then forward rhe informarion
in writing to justify the rejection by rhe Member Srate
of the Commission's adjusrment. There are also pre-
cise time limits specifying when the final serrlemenr is
to be made, but there is nothing dramatic about ir.
Perhaps Mr Christodoulou imagined that large sums
were outstanding which could benefit the Community.
There is no question of thar. It is an entirely normal
procedure, which very seldom gives rise to difficulties.
I could give a few examples in which Member States
were dissatisfied with some of Parliament's decisions
and delayed their paymenrs, but thar is hisrory now, so
I will not burden Parliament with ir.
Mr Stavrou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I rhink the Commis-
sioner's answer to the quesrion by Mr Christodoulou,
though it began with the phrase that it would be pre-
cise, was anFhing but thac Yet, I would like to say
that just because no difficult siruations are creared, it
might be quite easy to provide a precise answer. How-
ever, we have no figures on the sums owed by Member
States from the collection of VAT, eirher year by year,
or country by country.
Mr President, with this opponunity I would like ro ask
the Commissioner, in the hope thar we may eventually
receive a fuller anssrer, wherher the outstanding sums
owed include interest charges. I rhink this is a serious
issue for securing the Community's interests.
Mr Christoph (DA) I am sorry if I have not
expressed myself clearly. There are no amounr our-
standing to be lisred. As I pointed our, rhere may be
some cases of disagreement between the Commission
and a Member State on rhe calcularion of an adjusr-
ment. In such a case the Member Stare must submit
documenration to supporr the claim that our adjust-
ment is incorrect, but there are no overdue amounts
outstanding. The money is coming in quite normally.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Arising from the Commis-
sioner's reply 
- 
and I understand he is giving whar
might be described as an answer to a technical prob-
lem 
- 
when such a problem arises, can he say, waiting
for these technical details to be worked out berween
Member States and the Commission, whar would be
the total amount outstanding ar rhe end of any given
year? Also, does rhe Commission borrow to pay irs
commitments or does it delay paymenff of its commit-
ments pending resolution of the technical problems ?
Mr Christophersen. 
- 
(DA) I can of course indicate
what differences rhere are between the amounrs the
Commission considers are due and rhe amounrs the
Member State thinks it should pay. There is nothing to
prevent me doing that. As to whether the Commission
borrows in order ro meet its commitments, there have
been times at which the Commission, on behalf of rhe
Community, has had to have recourse to rhe national
financial administrations. Ve had to do that, for
example, during the long period from the time Parlia-
ment rejected the budget last year until we gor a
budget adopted this year and the intergovernmental
agreement was hammered out. In thar case the Com-
mission had to finance some of ir expendirure by
drawing on the narional financial adminisrrations, bu[
that is normal practice. There are clearly defined rules
for it, and it causes no liquidity problems. It is more of
a technical arrangemenr, even though of course we do
nol roant to have ro draw upon rhe financial adminis-
trations.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) | would like to
amplify Mr Christodoulou's quesrion concerning
revenue from VAT as it applies to Greece. As we
know, the Greek Governmen[ has asked for an exten-
sion of the deferment in implementing VAT, beyond
I January 1986. I would like ro ask rhe Commissioner
what the Commission's response to rhar requesr was,
and if its answer was specific about the term of this
deferment; also, whethei Greece's contribution to the
Community's own resources will be calculated on rhe
basis of the gross narional product or on rhe basis of
VAT.
Mr Christophersen. 
- 
(DA) I can undersrand rhe rea-
sons for this question. The Greek Government has not
officially notified the Community rhat ir wants a posr-
ponemenr of the introduction of VAT in Greece, but it
is true 
- 
it has been reponed by anicles in the news-
papers and it has emerged from strictly informal dis-
cussions 
- 
that the Greek Government does not
believe it can introduce VAT from lsr January. There
musr rherefore be negoriarions wirh the Greek
Government to esmblish how we can ensure rhat this
does not have any consequences for the amount
Greece must pay to the Community.
Mr Volff (L).- (FR) I should simply like to ask rhe
Commissioner whether annuality applies in the case of
VAT or in fact rhere is a dme-lag of one or three
months, since it seems rarher difficult to me to record,
during 1985, rhe toral amounr of VAT due from the
Member States, which do not know their VAT vol-
umes until after a cenain lapse of time. There is pres-
umably a cenain time-lag.
Mr Christoph (DA) The procedure for calcu-
lating rhe VAT each Member Srate has ro pay to rhe
Community each monrh is as follows: in conjuncrion
with the prepararion of the Commission's draft budget
in the preceding year the VAT basis for each Member
State for the following financial year is also provision-
ally calculated. There is an advisory commirree which
advises the Commission and whose advice the Com-
mission normally follours, and on rhis basis the budger
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is adoprcd. Vhen the following financial year has
elapsed, a final assessment is made of the actual VAT
basis in the financial year in question. If the actual
VAT basis diverges from what had been provisionally
estimated for the financial year, an adjustment is
made, in whatever direction applies, of the VAT paid
by the Member State. There is thus no staggering.
Each month each Member State pays one-twelfth of
the total VAT amount which the budget says the
Member Sate must pay. These payments are finally
adjusted, once we know the true VAT basis. This
means thar, for 1986, the VAT collection basis is the
indicadon of the VAT basis given in the Commission's
preliminary draft budget which was presented in the
summer of this year, and the basis is applied by the
procedure I have just described. In 1987 we shall
undenake a final assessment of what the actual VAT
basis was in the Member States. If the two figures do
no[ agree, we make repayments where our estimate
was too high and the Community receives supplemen-
tary payments if our estimate was too low. But there is
no staggering of the monthly payments.
President. 
- 
As their authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 3 and 4 will be answered in wriring I.
Question No 5, by Mr Van der Lek (H-3a9l85):
Subject: European Network of '$(l'omen
The European Network of \7omen, which coor-
dinates the work of several hundred women's
groups and organizations and maintains a dia-
logue between these Broups and the European
institutions, has each year received some support,
albeit insufficient, from the Commission. The
amount to be made available for 1985-86
(10 000 ECU, whereas the network requested
90 000 ECU, 50% of its total requirement of
180 000 ECU) is so small that the Network will
have to cease its activities.
Can the Commission explain why women are
treated differently from other large social groups,
such as consumers, and why a request from a
body coordinating several hundred grass-roots
movements is treated in exactly the same way as
requests from individual groups? Does this mean
that no financial support is given to women's
organizations at European level or are other
groups supponed? If so, which groups and
according to what criteria?
Mr Pfeiffer, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission is, of course, very conscious of the need
to give financial support to action and also to organi-
zations helping to promote equal opportunities for
men and women. The Commission has been trying for
several years now to encourage equal opponunities in
rhis way but the task is not made any easier by the
insufficient financial resources at our disposal. The
budgetary allocation, from which the European Net-
uorh of W'omen is demanding financial aid, amounts
to 760 000 ECU for 1985. This amount. is destined to
support Community action and assist the implementa-
tion of the working plan for the encouragement of
equal opportunities for women, and extensive use will
be made of it to promote measures ourlined in this
plan.
The Commission was concerned in its working plan
with outlining practical steps to the achievement of
equal opponunities. \fle are attempting to utilize the
limited resources at our disposal in such a way as to
allow as many groups as possible in the Community to
implement specific and concrete projects, for example,
initiatives destined to provide jobs for women at local
level.
This specific and, by implication, most effective use of
budgetary provisions is no longer possible if we are
giving financial aid to one or more organizations on a
regular basis. This has lead the Commission to estab-
lish the rule that the above-mentioned provisions
would not be used to support the day-to-day running
of a business.
The Commission has already made an exception to
rhis rule on rwo occasions in the case of the European
Netutork of 'lVomen. Vhen it wad founded in 1983 the
Network received an initial subsidy. In 1984 we ear-
marked in the budget a substantial amount of money
to support this organization. \rhen it requested fur-
ther financial aid in 1985 we were once again prepared
to gran[ a fixed amount of aid, in the face of the many
demands on an already overstrained budget, but were
unable to provide more than l0 000 ECUs.
You will appreciate, therefore, that this offer is not a
manifestation of the Commission's lack of inrcrest in
the imponant work of so many Broups working for
equal opportunities. In the light of this, it should be
clear that no comparison can be made with the regular
budgeury allocations, for example, for consumer
groups. Ve are not concerned here with a proportion
of the budget specially allocated rc aiding regular
organizations, but money reserved for the achieve-
ment of the greatesr possible progress in providing
equal opportunides for men and women.
Finally, in reply to the last part of the question, con-
cerning which groups and organizations have received
money from the Commission from the above budget-
ary allocation, may I point out that the Commission
has provided information at the request of the Chair-
man of the Committee on \7omen's Rights. I should
be obliged to read out a long list of names which
would be certain to exceed the limits of the dme allo-
cated to my reply.
Mr Van der Lek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I am grateful to Mr
Pfeiffer for his answer, but I find it difficult to followI See Annex'Quesrion Time
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his reasoning. Vhar we are talking about here is a
special task rhat is directly related to rhe Commission's
acitivities. The Commission has said rhis is an impor-
tant msk, and it has also acknowledged thar it cannot
itself mke on the coordinarion for hundreds of
women's groups rhroughour the Community. I feel rhe
comparison is perfectly valid. Could the Commission
explain why a 'network of women' of this kind is not
comparable [o consumers, family organizarions, lrade
unions and so on? This is a task which rhe Commis-
sion has irself set, and I find its attitude simply incom-
prehensible. I should also like to know what all rhese
comparable 
- 
and I stress the word 'comparable' 
-iniriatives are before I accept that this imponanr iniria-
tive does not qualify for funher aid.
Mr Pfciffer. 
- 
(DE) I must emphasize yer again rhat
the Commission is using this budgetary allocadon to
encourage equal opponunities and not ro promore
specific organizations. In reply ro rhe quesrion rhe
honourable Member was so 
.iustified in asking, let me
point out that the Commission is, of course, working
with womens'groups in general. In 1981, it set up a
Standing Committee on equal opportunities on which
two represenratives from Member States are from the
equal opponunities commissions, as rhey are known.
This Commirree, which mee$ ar least three times a
year, also includes rhe panicipation in an advisory
capacity of the social parrners. I believe therefore that
this is the proper approach to the problem. I musr
emphasize again, however, rhar the primary aim of the
budgetary allocations in quesrion is not to give finan-
cial aid to organizations, bur ro supporr initiatives
which actively encourage the achievement of equal
righr through the implementarion of rhe most feasible
practical projecrs.
Mr Vijscnbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) My question is directed
at you, Mr President, rarher than the Commissioner.
Vhat we are witnessing at the momenr is a clear viola-
tion of the Question Time procedure. First the Com-
missioner reads our a speech several pages long, and
this is followed by a sraremenr from Mr Van der Lek,
which is cenainly not rhe shonesr ever heard. Does the
Commissioner feel this complies with the rules on
questions and answers during Question Time, and if
we go on like rhis, will we ever reach Quesrion No 20?
President. 
- 
!7ell, if we have any more interventions
like that, we probably will not.
As the author is nor present, Question No 6 will be
answered in wriringl.
Quesdon No 7, by Mr Hutton (H-355l85):
Subject : Infectious diseases
\7ould the Commission say whar discussions have
been held berween the Health Ministers of rhe
Ten abour a programme to eradicate infectious
diseases such as rubella and tuberculosis?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commissioz. 
- 
Ar the
meeting held in Venice on 3 and 4 May 1985 the Min-
isters of Healrh of the Member Sates declared thar
they were in favour of cooperation between the Mem-
ber Srates ro control the incidence of infectious dis-
eases and thar there should be close cooperarion wirh
the \7HO in this area. It was agreed that the Council's
working parry on health questions and the Commis-
sion would continue to work to promote such cooper-
ation. Protection against rubella and tuberculosis will,
of course, also be covered by their work. The marrer
was discussed by vitually all of the ministers who were
involved in the actual discussion ar the Council and all
favoured a Breater degree of cooperation.
Mr Hutton (ED).- I thank the Commissioner very
much for his helpful answer. Voutd he agree wirh me
that the son of cooperarion and coordinated action
which he has touched on would have substantial ben-
efim not jusr for the healrh of individuals in the Com-
munity but also in making savings for healrh services
and making vaccines cheaper worldwide and in the
Third \florld in panicular?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
I completely concur with rhe view
expressed by the Honourable Member. Ir was a poinr,I think, which was brought [o rhe atrenrion of the
Council by the Commission and indeed had been
broughr ro rhe awenrion of the Council in the pasr by
the Commission. One of the difficulties in this area of
coordination is that rhere are differing srandards
throughout the Community in rerms of the achieve-
ment of vaccination programmes and suchlike, and
therefore one is nor coordinaring like with like. But a
simple answer ro rhe question asked is, yes, of course,
we entirely approve of grearer coordinarion and are
doing everything in our power ro srimulate it.
Sir James Scott-Hopki"s (ED). 
- 
Can the Commis-
sioner say whether the Minisrer and, indeed, his own
depanmenr are examining and investigadng the spread
of AIDS throughout Europe and, if not, would they
do somerhing abour it?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
Yes, I can say that it is a subject
which is naturally causing concern ro the services of
the Commission. In facr, DG XII and DG V asso-
ciated with ir during rhe course of last year had pre-
pared a research programme inro this and other ropics
but, as the Honourable Member will be aware, ir was
not adopted by rhe Council. Preparatory work involv-
ing discussions wirh experrs of rhe Vorld Healrh
Organizarion, hourever, is continuing and it is rheI See Annex'Question Time'.
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intention of the Commission in the context of the next
general programme of the Commission that this parti-
iular subject, in the course of the first six months of
the coming year, will be addressed again and we are
anxious that there should be a coordinated attack on
this panicular subiect.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
In the discussions on the working
pany on health questions, could the Commissioner
assure me that he uses every opponunity to encourage
Member States to provide a basic national health ser-
vice which is the best protection against the spread of
any infectious diseases whether it is rubella, tubercu-
losis or AIDS? And in that context, does he encourage
the Unircd Kingdom Government to stoP its present
erosion of the National Health Service, the closing of
hospital wards, the extension of unemployment to
doctors and nurses and the privatization of the
National Health Service which is placing profit before
the welfare of the patients? Does he not agree with me
that it would be a formula for disaster if profit were to
come between the concern of doctors and nurses and
the welfare of patients?
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
The Honourable Member aPpears
to have trespassed somewhat beyond the limits of the
question and I would not propose to go beyond the
limits of the reply which was appropriate and was
given in the first instance, namely, that we naturally
fauour all forms of cooperation between medical auth-
orities within the Community in order to deal with the
infectious diseases which were referred to in rhe ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
QuestionNo 8,byMrBoutos(H-365l85) :
Subject: Looting and destruction of archaeologi-
cal treasures in the occupied territories of Cyprus
The very imponant report presented to the Athens
Academy in May 1985 under the dtle 'Cyprus: the
works of 9 000 years of civilization are being
looted' presented masterpieces of an which have
been 'repatriated' since the invasion of Cyprus,
having been bought by the Cyprus Government
on the Vestern European markem. The same
repon included the enlarged phorcgraphs which
bear mute [estimony to the scale of the damage
susained at the hands of the occupying army by
churches, cemeteries, archaeological sites and
museums in the occupied territories of Cyprus, as
a result of looting, sacrilege and deliberate des-
truction.
Since these masterpieces of an, which belong, of
course, to the Republic of Cyprus, are art works
forming a pan of Europe's cultural heriuge, will
the Commission say what steps it can suggest or
has already suggested, in conjunction with the
possibility of keeping a check on the an markets
in the Membe. States when the exhibits on sale
are the products of looting of this kind, to Protect
our cultural heritage against such acr of vandal-
ism?
Mr De Clerq, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NZ) As
regards the first pan of Mr Boutos's question concern-
ing specifically the measures Member States can take
to esnblish whether works of an bought and sold in
their territory are the products of looting, I would
refer to a whole series of international conventions
under which the Member States that have ratified
rhese conventions can take the necessary action.
There is, for example, the convention on the Protec-
don of the archeological heritage, the convention on
measures to prohibit and prevent the impon, exPon
and transfer of illegally acquired works of art, the
convention on offences involving works of an and the
convention on the protection of the architectural heri-
tage and historical places that has just been signed by
nine of the Member States.
On the other hand, the convention on the Protection
of the subaquatic cultural heritage is still before the
Council of Europe. The Member States which ratify
the conventions ] have just mentioned undenake, for
example, to take the necessary action to combat
unlawful practices, such as the export of and trade in
works of art acquired by force. I would remind you
that the Commission has always advocated that the
Member States should use the means provided by the
conventions I have named. Vithin the limits of its
authority the Commission reserves the right to begin
and/or continue, with the appropriate authorities,
investigations into the implications of these conven-
tions for the European Community.
As for the second pan of the question, which concerns
the measures the Commission has taken or will pro-
pose to protect the cultural heritage aBainst looting, I
must first stress the imponance the Commission
attaches to the exisrcnce and protection of a Com-
munity cultural herimge. I would refer the House in
this context to the Commission's communication to
Parliamenr and the Council of 12 Ocrcber 1982. The
Commission must point ou!, hovever, that the Com-
munity does not have the means to protect the cultural
heritage in third countries.
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) I would like to draw the
Commissioner's a[tention to the fact that the specific
subject my question was about relates to a segment of
Europe's cultural heritage which has substained organ-
ised looting by a country which now aspires to become
a member of our Community, which was signed trade
and economic agreemenr with the Community, and
consequently that the Community has to hand several
means to preven[ acr of Bovernmental plundering
such as those deliberately carried out by the Turkish
army.
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-Bearing in mind rhe special conditions prevailing in
lur\ey, I would like rc ask whether rhe Communiiy is
thinking of adopdng funher measures, beyond those
already in force.
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(FR) Firsr of all, let me thank Mr
Boutos for his supplemenrary. My answer will be brief.
I think that I srressed in my initial reply that ir was the
responsibility of rhe Member Srates on rhe one hand
and, where rhird countries are involved of course, of
the Community on rhe orher hand.
That said, of course no one could approve of looting,
theft and illegal acts 
- 
wherever [hey occur, *hoe.'rer
the victims 
- 
damaging such an invaluable inrerna-
tional heritage as rhe European hericage, defined in
the broadest terms. No one can approve of thar, it
goes wirhout saying. Bur, as the quesrioner himself has
acknowledged, rebus sic stantibus, which may nor be a
Greek expression, as I understand it, bur means thar,
as marters stand, what I said in my first reply is also
applicable as an answer to the supplementary from Mr
Boutos.
Mr Stavrou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) In connection with rhe
question under discussion, the Commissioner has told
us thar it lacks the resources ro prorecr cultural heri-
tage. However, the matrer is not one of economics.
My quesdon is, firstly, whether rhe Commission has
taken steps ro compel Member Stares to ratify rhe
agreemenm referred rc by the Commissioner 
- 
and of
which, so far as I know, only Greece and Iraly have
ratified the most important 
- 
so as to undenake the
moral obligarion to protecr our culrural heritage.
My second quesrion is this: The rreasures looted from
Cyprus have been auctioned in the Member Srates.
'10(/'ere those countries aware of their provenance? yes,
or no?
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(FR) This is nor so much a marrer
of financial resources as of legal means, as I have been
trying to explain, it seems ro me, in my replies hith-
erto.
\7ith regard to the Member Srares' obligarions, we
are, of course, going to urge rha[ trearies nor only be
signed but ratified, in other words applied as soon as
possible and as effecrively as possible.
I can in fact give you a ra[her welcome piece of news.
I have noted, among other things, rhe convenrion on
the protecrion of rhe architecrural heritage and histori-
cal sites, the convention known as rhe Granada con-
vention. This convenrion has been signed no[ by rwo
Member States, but by nine, which, in my view, is a
very good sign. I do nor know why rhe renrh has nor
signed, bur the reason is probably ro do wirh rime-
tables, not a substantive reason.
'!/e are going to rry to promote what we regard as a
desirable trend in rhis field, this, I repeat, wirhin the
limir of our compe[ence.
Mr \flijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Can the Commissioner
explain the link with the well-known 'Cyprus-con-
structie', which has been used by some members of the
OGEM board, former CDA politicians, to avoid rax?
President. 
- 
I do not think thar falls within the ambit
of the question, Mr Vijsenbeek.
Question No 9, by Mr Ford (H-375/85):
Subjecr: Dumping of South Korean and Japanese
batteries in Europe
Can rhe Commission state whar sreps rhey have
taken to monitor and conrrol the dumping of
automorive and transmission batreries from South
Korea and Japan within rhe Communiry?
Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) My answer to Mr Ford's quesrion is as follows:
the Commission can only decide that dumping has
taken place if a formal anti-dumping procedure is ini-
tiated, and ir can only be initiared on receipt of a com-
plaint from the indusry concerned. The complainr
must conrain provisional evidence if such acrion is ro
be taken. As regards rhe product ro which the honour-
able Member refers, no such complaint has yet been
lodged wirh the Commission.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
I thought that thar would be the
answer I would receive. I find it very disappoinring
that the Commission actually makes ir exrr..ity aiffi-
cult for formal proceedings ro be opened on the basis
of anri-dumping regulations. I have a facrory in my
own consrituency 
- 
and there are similar facrories
elsewhere in the Unircd Kingdom and France 
-where the rrade unions and managemenr are united in
the view rhat Sourh Korean and Japanese batteries are
being dumped o_n the European marker. The difficulty
is that some of these companies are compararively
small. They do not know rhe regulations. They do not
have rhe resources to initiate formal proceedings as
required by rhe Commission.
Can we have some recognirion from the Commission
that small and medium-sized enterprises do nor neces-
sarily have rhe resources and the knowledge to initiate
formal dumping complainm? I will be incouraging
them to do so in furure, panicularly in rhis matter.
Yet, clearly, ar rhe momenr, you are discriminating
against small and medium-sized enrerprises and in
fa.voyr 9f rhose large multinational corporarions,
which, of course, have the resources to rnrk. exactly
the kind of formal submission thar you insist on
receiving.
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Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(FR) There seems to be an implied
criticism in Mr Ford's remarks, a criticism giving the
impression 
- 
an entirely wrong impression 
- 
that the
Commission is more accessible to large businesses than
to small or medium-sized businesses.
First of all, the procedure was laid down by the Coun-
cil of Ministers. The procedure 
- 
the Community
rules against dumping and subsidies 
- 
is laid down in
Council Regulation No2176/84 of 23 July 1984, the
legal basis of which is Anicle I 13 of the Treary of
Rome.
I am of course, not going to go through the details of
this procedure, but I shall merely give an outline. First,
the procedure begins with the receipt of a complaint.
Next, a formal procedure is initiated, and announced
in the Official Journal. Then an inquiry is carried out
on the spot, followed, where appropriate, by the
imposition of a provisional anti-dumping duty 
- 
this
being done by the Commission 
- 
and, finally, the
imposition of a definitive anti-dumping duty, the deci-
sion on which is taken by the Council on the Commis-
sion's proposal if ir is considered that the provisional
dury is not enough to meet the circumstances. This is
how the procedure runs, assuming of course that it has
not been brought to an end, for instance if the party
accused of dumping has undertaken to keep to a given
level of prices.
That, in brief, is how the procedure works. It is not
very complicated, it takes account of our international
obligations and is designed m defend the interests of
our industries. And, as far as I am aware, it costs
nothing to file a complaint in the proper form. If a
given firm considers that its business is being inter-
fered with, it files a complaint and this complaint is
examined with all possible despatch. I would add that
rhe Commission's staff are at the disposal of all firms,
small or large, but especially small, to provide any
information they may require, not only on [he proce-
dure, but also on the likelihood of a successful out-
come. Our staff are at the disposal of anyone who may
feel thar they have grounds for complaint, but if there
is no complaint we are powerless to act.
Mr Cryer (S).- Does the Commissioner accept that
the record of the Commission in exercising its anti-
dumping powers is pretty lamentable 
- 
in the textile
industry, for example, when applications have been
made, investigations have lasted as long as 12 months
and in the meantime firms have gone out of business
- 
and that irc reputation for taking sharp corrective
action on the dumping of goods in the United King-
dom and, also, no doubt, in other Member States is
that of a body which is far too slow, roo long-winded
so that it is difficult for small and medium-sized firms
to make the original approach?
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(FR) I do not accept the view that
the procedure has not been very successful. Vhat hap-
pens in practice is that when it succeeds everyone is
dissatisfied, and when an amicable settlement is
reached nobody talks about it.
As for the rime taken, this is a necessary fact of life.
The average time is between seven and eight months.
This is no longer than it takes when dumping com-
plaints are filed in the United States or Japan, for inst-
ance, the only difference being, Mr President, that the
staff and facilities available to those other two econo-
mic giants are out of all proportion to the pitifully
limited resources that the Commission has to make do
wirh in the very difficult task of protecting European
industry.
The average is from seven to eight months but there
are cases when it takes longer. There are, alas, cases
which are very complicated. There are also many cases
where complaints are not made in the proper form,
where the complainants themselves 
- 
perhaps because
rhey do not know what is required or because they are
not so well organized 
- 
do not always provide all the
requisite information in good time, to enable the
Commission's saff to proceed even more expedi-
dously.
In shon, I appreciate that the procedure cannot be
allowed to drag on for too long but, on an interna-
tional comparison, I do not regard an average of seven
to eight months as excessive. If Parliament could vote
rhe Commission additional resources when debating
the budget, we would greatly appreciate it and we
could then perhaps get the work done more quickly,
and I would be pleased if that were the case.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 10, by Mrs Ewing (H-
385/85):
Subject: The Assisted Development Programme in
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
!7hat steps will the new Commission take to
encourage the United Kingdom Government to
support the proposed Assisted Development Pro-
Bramme in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland?
Mr Varfis, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(GR) On
two previous occasions the Commission had [o
answer, regarding the same subject each time, that it
was obliged to await the revision of the regulation on
agricultural structures. This time I am in the happy
position of being able to say that the revision was com-
plered in March 1985, and that the Commission then
contacted the authorities in the United Kingdom in
connection with the initiative originated by the
regional and local authorities in Scodand in May
1984, to proBress towards a proposed regulation to
Council covering Mrs Ewing's question. I know that
those talks are at an advanced stage, and I hope a suit-
able answer will soon be forthcoming.
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Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
\flhen one gers as sarisfacrory
an answer as that, there is no point in belabouring the
Commission with a supplemenrary quesrion. I would
only say that it is regarded in the Highlands of Scot-
land as an urgenr matrer, as the plighr of marginal
farmers worsens year by year. I thank rhe Commission
most sincerely for its answer today.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Could the Commissioner say
whether the documenr coming before the Council will
refer to all the less-favoured areas of Scotland, and if
it does not, how does he justify giving special rrear-
ment to some of the less-favoured areas of Scotland
while others are just as badly disadvanaged?
Mr Varfis. 
- 
(GR) I hope what I said earlier has not
been misunderstood. I said that righr now our talks
with the United Kingdom authorities are progressing
well, and that if they end soon, as we all hope, rhen
the proposed regulation will be submitred to Council
for approval. Now these talks wirh the UK also
include the matter of which regions are m be included,
and indeed the question of finance. Since we are still
at the stage of talks, it is difficuh for me to be more
specific.
Mr McMahon (S).- Vhilst welcoming the Commis-
sioner's assurance about the Highlands and Islands, I
hope on this occasion that the Commissioner will give
me a funher assurance that rhe local authorities 
-namely the Highland Region and Strarhclyde Region
- 
will be listened to very carefully. This was not the
case with the question of weighted reductions wirh
regard to the Social Fund, when rheir opposirion to
this was ignored. I hope that on this occasion the views
of Strathclyde Region and Highland Region, who are
very concerned about this scheme, will be listened to
most carefully indeed.
Mr Varfis. 
- 
(GR) I rhink there are rwo issues here,
and I will deal wirh them both. S7e are consranrly in
touch wirh all rhe regions and local authorities. Specif-
ically in relation ro the Strarhclyde Region, rhe marter
is two-sided. On the one hand, ir concerns rhe possible
inclusion of that region in rhe exrension of rhe regula-
tion to rhe Vestern Isles, and on the other hand it
relates to an integrared study concerned with rhat
region in particular, and whose implementation will
not fall within rhe scope of the same legal basis of the
same regulation. It is an inregrated acrion of a differ-
ent kind, bur I mke this opponuniry to say rhar it is a
study that has been very highly regarded by rhe Com-
mission's services.
President. 
- 
As irs author is not presenr, Question
No I I will be answered in writingl.
Question No 12, by Mr Habsburg (H-a21l85):
Subject: Proposal to extend rhe Stabex sysrem [o
the least-developed countries which are nor parry
' to the Lom6 Convention.
According to press reporrs, the Commission has
submirted an applicadon to extend the Stabex sys-
tem to the least-developed countries which are not
pany to the Lom6 Convention. One such country
is Soviet-occupied Afghanistan. Does rhe Com-
mission plan to extend the Stabex sysrem ro
include Afghanistan, and if nor, is it prepared to
give a binding undenaking rhar ir will nor do so
until Soviet aggression against Afghanismn has
ceased and rhat counrry has a government which
corresponds to the freely expressed wishes of its
people? If such plans do indeed exist, what justifi-
cation can the Commission offer for them, and is
it prepared to give an undenaking that it will rake
no action on this matter wirhout prior consul-
tation of Parliament?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
At the
Paris conference on the least developed counrries in
September 1981, the Community said thar it was will-
ing to give favourable consideration to rhe possibility
of extending some arrangement similar to Stabex to
the least developed counrries, nor parry to the Lom6
Convenrion. Vith a view ro the Community and im
Member States giving by 30 September its responses ro
the 11 October Unctad session, which is devoted to a
mid-rcrm review of rhe Paris conference, rhe Commis-
sion proposed to rhe Council that a positive line be
taken and that the opportuniry be used [o announce a
unilateral decision ro introduce a Srabex rype sysrem
for least developed countries nor yer covered.
Thiny-seven counrries are on the United Nations list
of least developed counrries, 27 of rhem are ACP
States and are thus already covered by the Stabex sys-
rcm. The sysrem could be extended therefore to take
in the remaining nine countries 
- 
Afghanistan, Bang-
ladesh, Bhutan, Haiti, Maldives, Nepal, Laos, T[e
People's Democraric Republic of Yemen and rhe
Yemen Arab Republic. On I October the Council
agreed in Luxembourg to make an appropriate srate-
ment of inrent and the smrement was duly made on 2
October.
Its two main points are, firsr of all, the willingness in
principle of rhe Community and its Member Siates rc
extend cover unilarerally to leasr developed countries
which are no[ members of the Lom6 Convention and,
secondly, a criterion of eligibility over and above the
fact of being on rhe list of least developed counrries.
The last of these two points means thar ro qualify for
cover under the new sysrem, a coun[ry must fulfil rwo
conditions ser our in the statement. The first is that its
exports to rhe Communiry of a producr rc which the
system applied musr represent a significanr proponionI See Annex'Question Time'.
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of its total exports, otherwise the system would give
purely token, symbolic cover. Secondly, we would
need to conclude demiled arrantements with the
represenntive authorities of each beneficiary country
to give us the fullest guarantee that the aid would be
used to improve the welfare of the communities con-
cerned.
The Community has always been concerned to see
that among the goals which give development its
meaning should be listed the promotion of human wel-
fare, having regard to the human rights and dignity of
those concerned. In this connection the Commission
will naturally, in line with its existing practice, be tak-
ing due account in its contacts with the countries con-
cerned of the human rights situation there. In the spe-
cific case mentioned by the honourable Member, there
will be no contact with the authorities of the country
while the present situation continues.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
I just want to thank the
Commissioner for a very clear and very comprehensive
answer.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner 
- 
and I do think it was a most enlightening
reply 
- 
if he will undertake to give very serious con-
sideration to the position of Bangladesh which is a
country with which we in Europe have close historical
links. Indeed, living within countries of the Com-
munity are many people of Bangladeshi binh or origin
and I think it is particularly appropriate that we should
consider helping them.
On the question of criteria, can I seek an assurance
from the Commissioner that, contrary to Mr Habs-
burg's suggestion that we should not consider aid to
countries which, to use his words, do not have 'a
government which corresponds to the freely expressed
wishes of its people' 
- 
if we were !o use that criterion
a great many countries in the Third \7orld that have
right-wing military dictatorships would be excluded 
-
rhe criterion which will be used is the one the Com-
mission has indicated. I hope they have an assurance
thar that is what will be used.
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
The answer to that question is that
he can have the assurance that we will apply the cri-
teria that I suggesrcd in my first answer, and secondly
I can assure him that we will look at the issue of Bang-
ladesh, falling as it does within the cacegories of state
to which I referred.
President. 
- 
Question No 13 cannot be called as it is
on rhe same subject as that being discussed in the high
technology debate. I refer to Annex 2, paragraph 2 of
the Rules of Procedure.
Question No 14, by Mr von'$7ogau (H-754/8a):
Subject: Turnover tax on books imponed for
public libraries
On 5 February 1984, in Vrirten Question No
2145/83, I drew the Commission's attention to
the far-reaching consequences that Council Direc-
tive No 83/l8l/EECI would have on the impor-
tation of books for public libraries. By letter of 24
July 1984, the Commission indicated that it did
not plan to discuss my question before the middle
of October 1984 and some time would then elapse
before it could express a view. More than a year
has now passed without my receiving an answer. I
would therefore ask once aBain:
Does the Commission not agree that, to Promote
the international exchange of culture and avoid
addidonal import duties for public libraries,
Directive No 83/181/EEC must be amended to
the effect that books and other publicadons
inrcnded for libraries of public interest (as defined
in Paragraph IVa of rhe Unesco Protocol of 26
November 1976) may be imponed duty freeT
Lord Cockfield, Wce-President of the Commission. 
- 
|
must first of all apologize to the honourable Member
on behalf of the Commission for the quite unreas-
onable delay in answering his written question. I can
now give him what is in effect the answer to both his
quesrions.
A general exemption from VAT at imponation for
books and other publicadons which are destined for
public libraries would discriminate against similar
goods supplied on the domestic market and thus dis-
ton competition to the detriment of domestic book
sellers. Such an exemption would therefore not be ius-
tified.
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner,
there are very ofrcn cases such as these in which goods
with no commercial value which are exponed to
neighbouring countries without commercial purPose
have to undergo very complicated procedures. It is
only after a very long time that duties paid can be
reimbursed. This gives one the impression that unne-
cessarily complicated adminisrative procedures are
being introduced. If the Commission's objective of set-
ting up the common internal market by rhe year 1992
is to be realized, would it not be advisable to start by
abolishing VAT on goods crossing the border with no
commercial purpose?
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
I appreciate the point that the hon-
ourable Member is making. It is our objective to sim-
plify all border controls and ultimately rc abolish them
altogether. lnterestingly enough, when the present
directive was under consideration in the Council, a
I OJ No L105,23.4. 1983, p. !8.
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suggestion rhat rhere might be an exemprion on
imponarion was, in fact, opposed by mosr Member
States on the grounds that it would complicare and nor
simplify the customs procedures. But its general objec-
tive of simplificarion is one that I enrirely agree with.
quickly by invesdng in the rarional use of energlr
explaining the cosrs of financially viable investments.
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). 
- 
I am pleased that progress
has been made, albeit somewhar slowly, on this kind
of low energy cosr hospir.al. However, I would like to
ask the Commissioner wherher rhe energy-saving esti-
mates are accurare and whether rhe hospital is cost-
effective? If it proves sarisfacrory in the UK, is it rhe
intention that the idea of having such a hospital would
be extended also ro other Member Stares, such as Ire-
land?
Mr Mosar. 
- 
(FR) On the first pan of the supple-
mentary, I can say that rhe figures, the resulrs, rally
with the norms, bearing in mind the special character-
istics of hospitals.
On the second pan of the question, I can report thar
other projects are under consideration by rhe Commis-
sion. In this connection, I can tell you rhar the Com-
munity is currenrly working on anorher demonstration
project involving six existing hospirals, which is
expecred to achieve energy savings of 2oo/o within two
years. This project, which was started in 1984, is still
at the preliminary srage, with rhe design of modifica-
tions going on at rhe momenr.
On the subjecr of orher acrion in connecrion wirh rhe
ra[ional use of energy in hospirals, I would add rhat
the Directorate-General of Energy has brought out a
manual on rhe subject of energy managemenr in hospi-
tals. This documenr is to be circulated to hospital
administrators and is designed to bring their attenrion
to energy problems and help them to invesr wisely.
President. 
- 
Unfonunarely, because of the pressures
of voting, I have to end Quesrion Time a lirrie earlier
than I would have liked to.
The first pan of Question Time is closedr.
Sir James Scoit-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, you
announced just now thar you were curting QuesrionTime shoru by just a few moments. In point of facr, it
is about half-an-hour. That is an awful lot of dme. I
do not know whether rhere is a precedent on rhis bur
is there any opporrunity of restoring thar half-hour
either tomorrow or ar some other time? Ve have in
the past always gone on for the exrra time to make ir
an hour and a half. Obviously I have an in[eresr
because my question would have been rhe second
taken. But really it was no[ a small cur, you have raken
out half-an-hour of Quesrion Time and this is bad
news.
President. 
- 
Question No 15, by Mr Fitzsimons (H-
768/8a):
Sub;'ect: EEC suppon for designing and building a
low-energy hospital
\7ill rhe Commission give an indication of rhe
progress made to dare in relarion to project No
EE/079/80 on rhe design and building of a low-
energy hospiral in the United Kingdom, particu-
larly in view of the escalating costs of running
hospitals in rhe Communiry? Is the Commission
hopeful rhat the estimared energy savings of
900 toe a year will be achieved and rhe techniques
incorporared in hospitals in Ireland and other
Member States?
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) As you
have observed, rhis question is exrremely specific and
detailed, and I in rurn wanr ro be very detailed in my
reply.
First, the quesrion asks abour the currenr state of pro-
gress of the demonstrarion project concerned. I can
answer that the design phase has been completed, that
building is in progress and will be completed by the
middle of 1987, and thar rhe 'measurements' phase will
commence as soon as rhe building has been complered
and run unril 1990. The quesrion rhen refers ro the
results anticipated from the project in quesrion. I
would reply th,ar the only indicadons of the resulrs
anticipared refer to energy savings of rhe order of 800
tonnes oil equivalent ayear.
\7ith regard to rhe final part of the question, which is
rather general in irs scope, I would say char a hospiral
- 
which is always very complex, ler us nor forger 
-presenrs vinually all the energy problems me[ in orher
categories of building. Thus, a project such as this one,
in which many innovative rechniques are being used,
should set examples which can be copied widely, nor
only in hospirals.
!7ith regard to hospirals in general, I should also like
to point out, in conclusion, that energy management is
not generally a priority problem for hospiral adminis-
trators. Staffing, equipmenr and srictly financial con-
siderations are their primary concerns. Nevenheless,
there is a very grear porenrial for saving energy in hos-
pitals, and it is reasonable ro anticipare energy savings
of at least 20010, wirh a very attracrive lead-time 
-about two to three years.
It is therefore importanr ro draw hospital administra-
tors' atrention to the savings rhat can be made very I See Annex 'Question Time'
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President. 
- 
Unfonunately, Sir James, ir is rrue rhar
because of the extra time used on the Commission
statement which took up 23 minutes, I have had to
bring Question Time to a close in order to complete
this evening's voting in which I believe there are some-
thing like 100 amendments ro be considered. That,
unfonunately, is the situation I find myself in as Presi-
dent in the Chair. I am sorry abour that and we shall
have to take it into account in future.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Mr President, would you
accept [hat by putting the Commission's statement on
at 4.30 p.m., and Voting Time at 6 p..., it was inevita-
ble that Question Time would be less than one and a
half hours? Can we ask that in future the Commis-
sion's statement be made at 4 p.m. so that Question
Time is not interfered with?
President. 
- 
Mr Marshall, the problem is that some-
times the Commission statement is over in two or
three minutes. Unfonunately, today it lasted much
longer but we note your point and we will have discus-
sions with the Commission to see if we can do some-
thing about itl.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
7. Reference to committee of the Nordmann report
President. 
- 
During this morning's approval of yes-
terday's minutes, Mr Nordmann asked that the min-
utes be corrected with regard to the decision taken to
refer his report on cocoa and chocolate products back
to committee.
The President of rhe sitting stated thar rhe matrer
would be investigated.
I have since studied this panicular item of the minutes.
The minutes indicarc that, on a proposal from Mr
Jackson, who was supponed by 21 Members of this
House, Parliament decided by a majority to refer the
repon back to committee.
However, it is Mr Nordmann's contention that the
repon could not be referred back to committee on the
basis of Rule 56.
Ve have in the past in some cases considered that
Rule 56 could be interpreted as affording the possibil-
ity of referring a report back to committee. This inter-
pretation was reaffirmed earlier during yesterday's sit-
ting on the marter of Mr Toksvig's repon, Parliament
having decided to refer that repon back to committee
with no opposition having been voiced to my know-
ledge.
However, the question remains whether referral back
to committee can be decided when adopting the order
of business or whether it should only be decided once
the item scheduled on the agenda comes up for debate.
Having reconsidered most carefully the relevant rule, I
am personally of the opinion that referral back to
committee can be decided at any time, although I can
readily understand that certain Members may see the
matter in a different light.
As it would be difficult to hold a debate in Parliament
now on this procedural point, I propose that we refer
the matter to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure, who will report back to us at the next pan-
session.
(Parliament agreed to the proposal)
8. Votes
Report (Doc. A 2-9r/851by Mr Fajardie, drawn up on
behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport, on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. C 2-2E/85 
-COM(ES) 1'7afnall for a Council regulation on a
Community aid scheme for non-documentary cinema
and television co-productions
Explanations ofootes
Mr Griffiths (S).- I would like to support this reso-
lution and proposal from the Commission wholehean-
edly because I believe it will give valuable assistance to
those television companies which are engaged in prod-
ucing programmes in the lesser-used languages of the
Community. In rhis respect I would like to mention
Sianel Pedwar Cymru (SaC) which is Channel 4 Vales
and it has been doing a magnificent job in providing
\flelsh language programmes and, in fact, has already
sold its Super Ted programme all over the world and
has gone into eleven languages. It is buying the Cha-
teau Vallon from French television. I think they have
already shown by the dubbing into I I languages of the
world that these co-productions can be very success-
ful.
I hope that the Commission will give television chan-
nels using the lesser-used languages the opportunity to
gain access to this fund. \7hile in Britain at least they
are generously provided for in terms of lesser-usedI Topical and urgent debate (announcement).'see Minutes
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languages, in terms of providing adequate funds for
television, it is sdll a struggle ro provide high quality
television programmes. Any little money will help. I
hope the Commission will be especially symparheric ro
Sianel Pedwar Cymru 
- 
Channel 4 Vales.
Mr Fajardie (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group, which is in favour of this repon
and of the Commission's iniriarive which prompted ir.
It really was necessary for the European Community
to make a strong gesture demonstrating two things.
First, that it was not prepared to allow progress in the
cinema and television rc be confined almost exclu-
sively to American productions. Secondly, rhar ir was
determined to make a. collective effon to ensure [har
all available resources were devoted ro ensuring that
Europe was properly represented in the cinema and
television, both for the benefit of its own people and
so that its ideas could be carried beyond its frontiers.
It may be that we have our differences on points of
demil, ladies and gentlemen, bur rhe essenrial require-
ment here is for a clear statemenr by the European
Parliament that our Communiry has an absolute dury
to defend and illusrate European culture. As we all
know, in today's society, and even more in the future,
it is essential, in order to do this, ro have a strong pres-
ence, and the highest standards, in the cinema and rel-
evlslon.
'$fl'e are of course dealing here wirh a pilot project. All
these arrangements reflect the intention to get things
staned. For the future, all options remain open, any-
thing can be improved. But roday's tesrure, ladies and
gentlemen, is one which will have long-term repercus-
sions. In my view, it is high time that somerhing was
done. \(rith the very low level of earnings in rhe Euro-
pean cinema and the extremely precarious oudook for
film-makers here, it will not be long before we are
doomed to silence and the loss of our cultural identity
unless all of us 
- 
collectively, I repeat 
- 
take the
urgent action necessary.
Ve must therefore embark courageously on providing
aid, at the most substantial level possible, ro cinema
and television co-productions, and we must rake stock
of our joint effons at regular intervals. The Socialists
approve of the proposals which have been brought for-
ward. They will be following rheir progress with
interest, because they are convinced rhat rhis is a most
important venture for the furure of Europe, if it means
to keep and develop irs many-faceted personality and
offer its culrure to the world, as it has done so often
throughout history.
(Applausefrom tbe Lefi)
Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in witing. 
- 
(NL) I agree with
the Commission's and rapporreur Fajardie's analysis of
the situation in the European programme industry.
The European programme industry faces a very ser-
ious challenge, a life-or-death struggle wirh a gigantic
industry that is dominated primarily by American
interests. This industry is geared, as Mr Dumont said
in a CEPESS document published in 1984, ro 'rhe
production of series, backed by an economic strategy
which has priority over any cultural development pro-
ject'. 'America' already controls all the imponanr sec-
tors of Belgian cultural life (80% of film rbvenues,
700/o of. the record market, and so on). This depend-
ence on America is an extremely dangerous phenome-
non, which is a threat to the characteristic features of
Europe and its peoples.
I therefore fully suppon rhe Commission's proposals
and the amendmenrc tabled by the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon,
which are designed to give the European programme
indusry rather more breathing space.
( Parliament adopted the resolution )t
*",,
Report (Doc. A 2-109/851by Mr Poniatowski, drawn
up on behalf of the Committee on Energy Research and
Technology, on Europe's response to the modern
technological challenge
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph 19 
- 
Afier the rejection ofAmendment No 39
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Socialist
Group tabled a request in writing for a vore by roll-
call on a previous amendment. I should like to know
why you did not allow the vorc by roll-call?
President. 
- 
On whar amendmenr, Mr Arndt?
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) \te requesred voting by roll
call on Amendment No l5 and Amendmenr No 19.
President. 
- 
Please forgive me, Mr Arndt. I c/as nor
informed of the requesr for a roll-call vorc. The marrer
is of course my responsibiliry.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) If a requesr for voting by roll
call is tabled, the vore must rake place.
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments No I ro l0;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I 1, I 3 and 14.
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President. 
- 
But the vote has been taken, Mr Arndt.
You know very well that even in the most perfect
mechanisms, there can sometimes be a slight fault. I
was not informed of your request for a roll-call vote .
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am terribly
sorry but the voring by roll call is also intended to clar-
ify the individual details of the matter and disclose the
names of those who voted for and who against.
(Applause)
Amendment No 15 is especially imponant for us
because our positions on the entire repon will proba-
bly depend on it. In the light of this, I think that the
failure to call the vote by roll call is contravening the
Rules of Procedure. A vote by roll call must therefore
take place.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I sym-
pathize with Mr Arndt's remarks, but we have just
voted electronically on Amendment No 15, and you
asked that Mrs Castle's starcment on this matter
should be recorded in the minutes. Therefore, we can-
not declare this vote inadmissible.
'Ifl'e are somewhat puzzled by the situation, because I
also inform people of my request for a vote by roll
call, and then this kind of situation does not arise.
However, I do not think there is any sense in continu-
ing rc discuss the matter because the result of the vote
is clear. Ve voted elecronically, and the supplemen-
tary statements were recorded in the minutes.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I really do not
understand what all the argument is about. !7e voted
once on Amendment l5 without an electronic vote. A
point was raised, calling not for a roll-call vote but a
check. You made that check by way of an electronic
vote. It would have been perfecdy reasonable at that
point for Mr Arndt to ask for a roll-call vorc. He had
the time, but he did not do so!
(Applause from the Centre and tbe Right)
Even if he did make the request, it is perfectly under-
standable that there should have been an oversight.
These things happen. \7e all know that, with so many
voles, there can be omissions, but Mr Arndt, I repeat,
had ample opponunity to ask for a roll-call vote when
the vote was actually being taken. \fle have voted on
three paragraphs since then. \fle cannot go back, but
someone who has made a request in advance should
check that it is complied with. Besides, we cannot
expect the staff never to make a technical error. This
was a mistake, bu! we are none of us infallible. The
Chairman of the Socialist Group and all his Socialist
colleagues should have woken up and asked for a
roll-call vote at the time.
(Applause from tbe Centre and tbe Rigbt)
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I was very care-
ful to observe the Rules of Procedure and I hope that
Mrs Veil will grant me that. Let whoever interrupted
to accuse me of being asleep listen to what I have to
say. lt will then be very clear that I observed the Rules
of Procedure.
\7e are required to request in writing a vore by roll-
call before voting has begun. Vhen we were about to
vote and you did not call the vote by roll-call, I
immediarely asked our assisants to find out if our
request had, in fact, been tabled. If the mistake had
been ours, that is, had we not requested such a vote, I
should not have brought the matter up. I was rcld that
our request in writing had no[ been passed on ind as a
result of this I invoked the Rules of Procedure.
(Loud applause)
I checked to see if the requirements of the Rules of
Procedure had been met before I took the floor. I
would recommend to those who accuse me of being
asleep to read through these Rules at least once before
making such accusations. The requirements for a vote
by roll-call are given therein, Mr Klepsch, and a
request for a vote by roll-call was tabled beforehand. I
did not request the use of the electronic voting system,
but I knew that a vote by roll-call had been requested.
So, call the vote and that is the matter over and done
with.
(Applause from tbe Lefi)
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Mr President, in addition to what
Mrs Veil said, when you put Amendment No 15 to the
House by a show of hands, had Mr Arndt been awake
he should then have got up and said that he had asked
for a roll-call vote. He did not. That was his fault, and
the vote was taken.
( Protests frorn tbe Socialist benches)
The situation is absolutely clear. If I had been down
there and had put in a written demand on behalf of my
group, I would have risen as soon as you asked for a
vote by a shov of hands. Mr Arndt should then have
known that you were not actinB in conformity with his
request. He failed to do so and that is his fault.
(Protest frotn tbe Socialist benches)
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
Mr Arndt's request seems to be emi-
nently reasonable, namely that we stick by the Rules
of Procedure. The debate is over and the amendment
is voted on. The issue is whether or not we support the
SDI programme. It is interesting that those on the
right of this House seem to object 1o having their votes
recorded using technical rather than political argu-
ments, when I would have thought they should be
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proud of their position and wanr to have their names
recorded appropriately.
(Applause from tbe Socialist bencbes )
I am sure the people of Europe will appreciare the
Pornt.
Mrs Fuillet (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like
to respond ro what was just said by Mrs Veil, who
seems ro be gerring rather indulgenr rowards rhe staff.
She allows them rhe mistake of not having forwarded
Mr Arndr's letter. I take issue with anyone who sug-
gests rhat Mr Arndt was asleep, a 'mistake' to which
he is not entitled. I find it a bir much to make excuses
for the staff when they have nor done their job and at
the same time criricize Mr Arndt for doing his when
he asked whether or nor his letter was actually
delivered. In the circumstances, why not take the vote
again? At all events, if rhe vote is not raken again, it
will be an affront to rhe House.
Mr Rothley (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Rule 72 of
the Rules of Procedure srares 'rhe vote shall be raken
by roll-call if so requesred in writing by at least
twenty-one Members or a political group before vot-
ing has begun'. Avote shall be taken ir sayslThere are
two aspects to the question: rhe group or 2l Members
of this House have ro rable a requesr 
- 
and we all
know that this was done in accordance with rhe Rules
- 
and after that it is the sole prerogative of the Presi-
dent to ensure rhar a vote is taken by roll call, as is
stated in the Rules of Procedure. It is no longer a
question for the group or individual Members who
tabled this requesr, but solely a marter for rhe Presi-
dent. According to the Rules of Procedure he must
call the vore, and ir is not the business of our Members
to ensure that rhe President carries out his duties.
(Applause from tbe Left )
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I think rhar we
must be careful to keep our heads in this House. There
is a ricky problem, admirtedly.'!fle know this and we
do not dispute thar the requesr was made by Mr Arndt.
A mistake was then made, and the vote was taken. Mr
Arndt had the opponunity to raise rhe matter. Ve
dwelt at length on rhe paragraph concerned, since we
voted a first time and rhen vored again. No request
was made at rhe rime for a roll-call vote and we had an
electronic vote. Ve rherefore knew the exact numbers
voting. Ten minutes or a quarrer of an hour then
elapsed. The numbers voring eirher way will therefore
not be rhe same. !flhat is the House to do if rhe vores
are nor identical? That would be an impossible sirua-
tion for a parliamentary assembly. An electronic vote
has been mken. If this had nor been rhe case, it would
be conceivable to rake anorher vore since rhe first had
not been checked numerically. 'S7e must make sure
thar we do not find ourselves in rhe absurd situarion of
having two different vores on the same paragraph,
having decided in a second elecrronic vore rhar rhe
first did not rake place. I really do ask Mr Arndt ro
accept rha[ ro do rhis would set a very dangerous pre-
cedenr. I fully understand, then, rhar there has been an
administrative error, but we cannot try to correct one
error with another which would be much more serious
because it would be polirical error.
(Applause)
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Mr President, Mrs Veil would
be correct if I had hesirated. Bur I did send somebody
immediately rc check that we were fulfilling rhe
requirements of rhe Rules of Procedure. If our requesr
had not been mbled in writing, I should not have
brought the matter up. But as soon as I found our rhar
our requesr had in fact been tabled in writing, a fact
which was overlooked, I immediarely invoked rhe
Rules of Procedure. You musr undersrand this! I am
very sorry bur the Rules of Procedure state clearly
than when a political group ubles a requesl in writing
a vote shall be raken. Therefore, in accordance wirh
the Rules of Procedure I request a vore by roll-call.
Mr Hirlin (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, behind
Conservative opposition to calling a vote by roll-call
and their objection ro being associared with a pani-
cular amendmenr lies the suspicion rhat the resulr of a
vote by roll-call would possibly have been different. If
the Presidenr, who made this mistake or is ar least res-
ponsible for it, also belongs [o rhe same polidcal group
which is now against voting by roll-call, then the
whole affair 
- 
I am nor referring to the Rules of Pro-
cedure 
- 
is obviously politically embarrassing.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this House
has just voted in favour of the possibility of 'bringing
countries from Eastern Europe seeking cooperaiion
into various projects', meaning Communist countries.I say enough of this pretence! There are roo many
people here who betray their electors. Enough of this
haggling over trivial mistakes, ler us have a liitle order
and digniry!
(Applausefrom the benches ofthe European Right)
Mr Liister (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr presidenr, perhaps Mr
Arndt would be convinced if he gave a little rhought ro
the possibility of whar the situation would be if hi had
discovered the fact after five hours instead of after five
minures. I do nor wish to offend him but simply to
take his point ro absurd lengrhs.
Mr P. Beazley (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, an allegation
has been made that Conservatives are nor willing to
stand up and say they are in favour of SDI. J am
standing up and saying I am.
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I should like to suggest a possible solution. If those in
favour were to give an explanation of vote under
Rule 80 before you call for the closing vote, we could
find out who is in favour.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I am really sorry
about this situation. I think the problem is clear. First,
we held a vote by a show of hands. I had this vote
taken not knowing that a request had been made for a
roll-call vote. A check was then made by electronic
vote. Consequently, the result of the vote is absolutely
clear as far as numbers are concerned. If there had
only been the vote by a show of hands, there might be
grounds for doubt, and I must confess that I have
sometimes been mistaken on a vote by a show of
hands, thinking that the majority was on one side
rather than rhe other. This has happened, but not very
often. You may have noticed that on several occasions
and without any request being made, I have myself
called for an electronic check, and this has generally
confirmed the result announced. So there is no doubt
of the result of the vote. In this instance Mr Arndt has
a right, which I recognize, to complain. It is regretta-
ble that his request for a roll-call vote was not passed
on to me; this can happen. I think I can say that the
clerical staff do their work very conscientiously, com-
petently and scrupulously, even though a mistake may
be made on rare occasions. This is what has happened
here.
The situation is therefore as follows: a vote has taken
place in the proper manner 
- 
indeed two votes were
taken 
- 
first by a show of hands, and then by elec-
tronic vote, but there was no roll-call vote. There can-
not therefore be any doubt or dispute about the result
of the vote, and that is the really important thing. The
fact is simply that Mr Arndt regrets 
- 
and I can sym-
pathize 
- 
that the vote taken was not a roll-call vote.
Now I cannot 
- 
and I apologize, and take responsi-
bility for the decision 
- 
take a fresh vorc.
(Applause)
Once a vote has been held, and held correctly what-
ever the panicular circumstances, difficult though they
may be, as in this particular case, I do not feel I have
rhe right to have this vote taken and I must therefore
say no.
Explanations ofztote
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) My political group will adopt
the repon but I should like to make it clear that we are
in somewhat difficult position. \7e gave our full
approval to the report in its original form and we
should have supported it wholeheanedly if the original
version had remained unchanged. \7e were in dis-
agreement as to whether the question of SDI should
have been included in the repon or not. A vote was
taken 
- 
I should like to explain this once more to
those who only have voting lists 
- 
which delercd the
reference hitheno made in the report to SDL In was
on this amendment that the question of how we
should vote arose. '!7e accepted your decision, Mr
President, although it led us to refer the matter once
again to the Committee on Rules of Procedure and
Petitions to establish whether such a vore by roll-call
should not be taken an)'!vay.
Ve consider that as the electronic voting sysrcm
yielded a result of 155 votes rc 153 a serious vote by
roll-call well have yielded the opposite result.
There is sdll the question of whether we should reject
the report. Ve did not do so because Amendment No
20 
- 
which was for us a far more decisive question 
-
was not adopted by this Parliament, thank God.
This amendment, tabled by the Christian Democrats,
envisaged that Parliament should take a positive stance
on the question of SDI. It was the rejection that
prompted our decision to adopt the repon in its
enrirery.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I
should like to say very briefly that this repon con-
tained some very positive things with which we were
fully in agreemen[. However, the voting on the
amendments has resulted in changes to the report
which lead us to reject it.
I would simply like to point out rhat the deletion of
paragraph 17, which was debated when it came to the
vote, is pretty indicative of the attitude of the majority
in this House. It is clear that the majority in this
House has chosen to abandon the cause of European
independence 
- 
technological Europe in panicular 
-and latch onto the American bandwagon and the SDL
This is reason enough in imelf for us to vote against
Mr Poniatowski's repon.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the way
that the subject and the voting has developed makes it
clear that in the end we are not voting on the Ponia-
towski report. as a whole, nor on a range of imponant
issues in it, but that we are simply voting on whether
or not the EEC is to support the programme of initia-
tives on strategic defence. From this standpoint we are
really astonished by the attitude of the Chairman of
rhe Socialist Group, who adopts and indirectly sup-
pons a proposed resolution in which not only is the
subject of Star'!7'ars not dealt with at all, but also the
reference to ir that did exist has been dropped.
From this point of view we believe that our Parlia-
ment's attitude should not match those of either'!7ein-
berger or Reagan, but should show accord with the
forces of peace, security, prudence and commonsense
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called for by non-panicipants in SDI, and condemna-
tion of Star Vars. For these reasons the European
Members of the Greek Communist Pany will vorc
against the Poniatowski proposal.
Mr Ippolito (COM). 
- 
(7) For the reasons that the
chairman of the Socialisr Group has already indicated,
we are extremely dissatisfied with rhe way in which the
voting has been aken. Moreover, we consider that, by
eliminating Anicle 17, the sense of the documenr is
completely changed. Our position is unchanged: we
have always maintained that the challenge of Eureka
should have been an answer to SDI. This answer has
not been given, Parliament has not made its posirion
clear, and therefore our Group will abstain.
Mr Ford (S).- Mr President, this report is a very
imponant reporr for rhe future of Europe. Yet, we
have had very little discussion in the explanations of
vote of the value of the overall reporr. The repon does
point out the rcchnological threat facing Europe from
Japan and the United States. It also makes the point
that we should work rogether in Europe on srrategic
research and development; thar we need to work
together on srrategic research and developmenr if we
are going to be in a situation where Europe can suc-
cessfully compere wirh Japan and the United States.
\7hat is required, of course, is a distinctly European
approach that does nor drag along behind the Ameri-
cans or the Japanese, but learns some lessons from
them both. \7hat is sad is thar the way the vore has
gone this afrernoon 
- 
and I, like Mr Arndq rhink the
vote would have been different if Members had had to
have their names recorded as to how they voted 
- 
has
now made this repon a divisive issue. This repon will
no [onger be able ro ger supporr across the political
groups, as it could have done if you had not forced
through the suppon for rhe SDI programme rhar has
been put in by some of the amendments.
Therefore the British Labour members will be voting
against rhe repon.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, this week was
supposed to be devoted [o new technology as a vehicle
to demonstrare ro the citizens of Europe a coherent
European position on our research and developmenr
work. The admitted inadequacy of our services and
the regrettable, and I believe uhra oires decision of the
President, has projected this Parliament in a farcical
light. To deny Members of rhis House the opponun-
ity, when properly requested in accordance with rules,
to register their votes and ro be accounrable to rheir
public opinion on such an imponant issue as the stra-
tegic defence initiative, is a disgrace to the democradc
traditions of this House and which this House is
obliged to uphold.
I therefore, because of the position that you by your
decision, Mr Presidenr, have put us in in noi being
able to properly record our votes, will be following my
other British Labour colleagues in opposing this repon
- 
a reporr rhat the decisions of the Chair have made
an unnecessarily divisive issue in rhe way the whole
report has been conducted in this House.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, while stressing
the excellent work done by the Committee on Energ;r,
Research and Technology and the imponance of the
matters to which the repon brings a positive approach
(whether special progammes, telecommunicarions or
readier access ro venrure capital), and acknowledging
the imponant and posirive passages on rhe Eureki
programme and coordination of it throughout Europe,
I want to say rhar the pattern of voting has been pani-
cularly destructive, first of all because the social con-
tent of rhe repon, in paragraph 25 especially, has been
completely diluted, and because Monday's symposium
gave much too shon shrift rc the trade union organi-
zations, which were simply invited along for form's
sake, but above all because the clear smtement of
opposition to the SDI has been abandoned. This rcsti-
fies m a clear political option, a dilurion of European
options, which is likely, in rime, to turn us into a dom-
inated Europe.
I shall rherefore be vodng against this repon.
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) I have nothing to add to rhe
explanadons of the Chairman of our group on the
question.of how our group vores. Personally, I think it
is very imponant 
- 
to dispel any possible doubts
about our position on this sysrem 
- 
to declare publ-
icly that I do not supporr SDI, which is simpiy an
attempt to push rhe developmenr of a costly and and-
social defence policy into space. In view of the facr
that this week was devorcd ro technology and modern
electronics, I deplore the fact that no arrangemenrs
were made to use the electronic voting sysrem, which
refers to specific numbers and Members' place, ro
establish which Members in rhis panicular case voted
for or against Amendment No l5 and Amendmenr No
19. That would appear ro me to have been possible,
and in the conrexr of rhe debate on rhe Rules of pro-
cedure I shall endeavour, in the Committee on Rules
of Procedure and Petitions, ro ensure that, as far as
this matter in concerned, the minures will be corrected
accordingly.
Mrs Van Hemcldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) The Flemish
Socialists will be voting against this resolution. partly
as. a result of the vague procedure and your refusal ro
mke a roll-call vote, rhe debate and the vote have losr
all vestige of clarity. Ve want clarity in the policy, and
we want ro say clearly whar we supporr. Vhere para-
graph 17 is concerned, we say rhat we unconditionally
reject any European panicipation in SDI. As regardi
paragraph 25 we say that we uncondirionally suppon
social and economic democracy, even where ne* iich-
nologies are concerned. In other words, the workers
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must be involved in all relevant decisions. Finally, as
regards Eureka, we say that only a civil project, in
which all Community countries are involved, will have
our suPPon.
Mr Hughes (S).- I will be voting against this repon
because I am tomlly opposed to the dangerous game
the American administration is playing in relation to
Star \7ars. The deletion of paragraph 17 in panicular
makes this report unacceptable to me.
In my view Star'!flars represents a dangerous and
unnecessary escalation in the arms race and a threat to
the very real progress that could be achieved at
Geneva as a result of Soviet initiatives. Any suppon we
give here to Star'S7ars is a blow to the prospecm for
nuclear disarmament and peace. This repon should
therefore be vorcd against.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR), in writing. Despite the
fact that the Poniatowski report contains a number of
exceptionally positive points, it has already undergone
such profound modifications as a result of the voting
on arhendments that I am compelled to vote against it.
My main reason is that the resolution does not expli-
citly reject European paniciiation irt the SDI pro-
tramme ('Star Vars').
Mrs Gredal (S), in writing. 
- 
(DA) The Danish
Social Democratic Group wants a technically adv-
anced Europe. Europe will need to draw on all its
resources if it is to catch up on its technological back-
log. Ve must therefore oppose any attempt to restrict
European rcchnological cooperation, as the report of
Mr Poniatowski before us seeks to do. It is not just the
Community countries but rhe whole of Europe which
musr join rogerher in taking up the rechnological chal-
lenge.
The Danish Social Democratic Group moreover con-
siders that the intergovernmental cooperation model
represented by the European Monetary Cooperation
system in the monetary field, CERN in the research
fiels and Eureka in the technological field, with its
flexibility and pragmatism, is a much better means of
promoting concrete solutions to current problems. \7e
are therefore opposed to any move which will impede
our joint technological effon by subordinating coop-
eration to the ponderous system of the Community.
Mr Colocotronis (S). 
- 
(GR), in writing. Yery
briefly, I want to explain the reasons why I shall vote
against the Poniatowski report.
It is nor the first time that Parliament has considered
the subject of technology. Nor is it the first time that
research at a Community level, and new technological
applications stemming from the need for better, new,
and more competitive products have been discussed
here.
The technological revolution, huge as it is in both
scale and quality, presently under way in connection
with the need for gre^:'r-r competitiveness of our prod-
ucts, methods and technological developments, leaves
us no margin for complacenry. On the contrary, it
presses us to find answers as quickly as possible, to
implement a strateg:y, to create a rcchnological
Europe, so that the Community's development may
begin to make its mark.
There can be no doubt that our prime target must be
to increase the competidveness of European products
in the international markets. New rcchnologies can
secure neur and better products, improved production
methods, increased productivity, and a real revolution
in the service industries. There should be two aims. In
parallel with economic growth we must strive for
social improvement and cultural elevation. The
development we seek must take place within an overall
exploitation of all Europe's potentials, in which the
criteria should not be only economic, but social and
cultural as well. Here, we should emphasise the Euro-
pean character that our technological development
must display.
The United States and Japan have each developed in
accordance with their own political, economic and
social patterns. Both those countries enjoy the advan-
tage of centralised government, with a single centre of
planning and decision-making. Our own development
should not be a technological carbon copy of the USA
and Japan, but a counter to the effon to exploit tech-
nology for directly or indirectly military purposes. '!fle
are diametrically opposed to panicipation in the USA's
SDI programme, whose content is irrelevant to
Europe's aims which should constitute a peaceful res-
ponse to rcchnological challenge. Finally, with the
opponunity provided by the debate on new technol-
ogy and research, I want to stress that our aim should
be to use the fruits of research for peaceful purposes.
All this effort should look towards economic recovery,
the prosperity of our countries, the economic, social
and cultural improvement of all classes and levels of
Europe's population, so that we may progress towards
an overall, balanced and equal development of the
European Community as a whole.
Mrs Pery (Sl, in writing.- (FR) The success of our
pan-session devoted to the theme of 'Europe and the
Technological Challenge in the Year 2000' reflecm the
keen interest taken by the public in new technologies.
This is a time of great economic and cultural turbul-
ence. Europe is being jostled by other continents and
is wondering about its future. The rcchnological chal-
lenge is certainly one of the greatest, raising two ques-
tions:
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- 
\(iill Europe srill be a grear power by rhe year
2000 ?
- 
How are men and women going to fit inrc rhis
new society?
The first question is concerned with Europe's standing
in the world. The present technological dominance of
the USA and Japan is forcing the EEC inrc action and
European States into cooperarion. \Titness rhe Com-
mission's programmes, such as Esprit or the JET, rhe
European Space Agency with Ariane, Airbus Indusrrie,
or the Eureka project.
The other question, however, is philosophical and
social in ir implications, transcending economic consi-
derations. It is not rcchnologies themselves that are the
issue, but the use to which they are put. Nuclear tech-
nology or computers can either serve man or enslave
him in his life, his training, his work, his leisure. Auro-
mation means less fatigue, but today it also means
more unemployment. Technological development can-
not be made a sacred cowl it must be made to work
for us.
I take the opponunity offered by rhis explanation of
vorc to express my pleasure a[ rhe strong interest
aroused by the main theme of our part-session. This
interest has been most notable, it has to be acknow-
ledged, oumide the Chamber, especially around the
displays which have been visited by thousands of peo-
ple, including many young people. This initiative,
widely reponed by the media, sits well with the Euro-
pean Parliament's information poliry. This is perhaps
one of the answers to our concern to project a more
vivid image of Europe. The presentation of European
projecr and achievements is cenainly a practical and
dynamic approach which goes well wirh our debates
and makes a stronger impact on public opinion.
For my pan, I should like to see more such initiatives
over the coming months, focusing on orher aspects of
what we are trying so do in Europe, such as Europe
and the Third !(orld or Citizens' Europe.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED), in utiting. 
- 
I shall be vot-
ing in favour because the welcome to new technologi-
cal challenge must be sincere and, properly conrrolled,
their impact on society can only be beneficial.
I am panicularly keen that high technology shall be
applied to the nuclear power indusrry. Afrcr all,
world-wide we have now more than rwo and a half
thousand reactor years of experience without a single
fatality, but we need new technology to make our
power stations even cheaper and quicker [o construct.
There are of course some over-enthusiastic ecologists
who would wish to hamper rhe spread of nuclear
power 
- 
we call them shonly the 'eco-nuts' 
- 
but
they must be discouraged from trying to put a brake
on progress. Ve should utilize to the full this peaceful
use of atomic energy.
There is no pany political mileage in going against it.
The Republicans in America, Conservadves in Eng-
land, Socialists in France and Communists in Russia
are all in favour and I would remind the eco-nurs in
the Community, some of whom may even be in this
House, that according ro rhe Commission's document
on public opinion on enerBy, nearly 40 per cent of
those questioned preferred nuclear.
Spain joins us in the new year bringing seven more
units into the EEC. They have anorher eighr under
construction. Here surely they should have the ben-
efits of all possible, available and foreseeable, relevanr
new technology.
Above all we must in no way delay or proscribe
nuclear energy from its vital contribution to safe, relia-
ble and economic power for our Community. This will
give us prosperity by competitiveness in world mar-
kets, and help us combat rhe scourge of the moment
- 
our horrendously high level of unemploymenr.
( Parliament adopted the resolution )1
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I think
that a serious moral and political issue has arisen, and
without any desire ro interfere in the funcrioning of
other groups, I wish ro srress rhe following: The
Chairman of the Socialist Group, Mr Arndt, in oudin-
ing his Group's position, said rhar the Socialisr Group
was in favour of the Poniarowski repon. This, how-
ever, was followed by speeches from Belgian, Dutch,
British, Greek and Danish Socialists who voted against
the report, and who as I understand rhe matter, consti-
tute a majoriry of the Group in quesrion. I think this
creates a problem about the way in which each group
reaches its decisions, and about who is responsible for
expressing them.
Mr Ford (S).- Mr President, I would like rc raise
with you the issue of rhe length of time you lefr the
voting open for. Clearly the work of this Parliament is
going to proceed exceedingly slowly if on every
occasion on which we have a vote like this you are
going to leave the voting open for rwo or rhree min-
utes. I wonder if you could explain to the Parliament
why we waited for the Right to come in from the bars
and from outside, when most of rhis side of the Cham-
ber was here to vore because they are actually inter-
ested in the subjecr in question.
President. 
- 
This point is not covered by the Rules of
procedure. I think ir is desirable that all present Mem-
bers of the Assembly should be able to take parr in a
1 The rapponeurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OFAmendments Nos 1,2,5, ll, 18,
20,22 to 25,44 and 45;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 4, 6 to 10, 26 a 29,
31, 32, 38, 39, 4l and 42.
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vote and I have not noticed any panicular tendencies
in this matter on the right or on the left.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, can I just con-
gratulate you on your flexibility in relation to the
length of time that it rcok to get people into the
Chamber for voting and contrast it with your remark-
able inflexibiliry when it came to a properly requested
roll-call vote on a properly requesrcd amendment.
(Applause from the Socialist bencbes)
Report (Doc. A 2-ll0/851by Mr Ciancaglini, drawn up
on behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology, on the consequences of the new
technologics for European society
Mr de la Maline (RDE). 
- 
(FR)Mr President, it
was agreed at the chairmen's meeting 
- 
and con-
firmed by the House's approval on Monday evening
- 
that we would bring the voting to a close by 7 p.m.
so that we could then hold our group meetings, at
which we have matters to discuss and decisions to be
taken. It is now half past seven, so that if we move on
to the next vote, we are obviously not going to be able
to hold the group meetings. If we go on now, Mr
President, how are we going to be able to vote tomor-
row, without having considered the issues? I would
ask you to bring the sitting to a close now. It is already
half an hour beyond the agreed time.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to explain why we should carry on: we discussed
the matter on Monday but it was decided that we
should, in any event, finish voting by [omorrow,
lVednesday, at 9 p.m. That was the express request of
the Socialist Group. Tomorrow's voting has been fixed
for berween 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. Ve did not reach such
an agreement as far as today's voting is concerned.
Everybody here present knows that if we do not vote
on the Ciancaglini repon today, we shall not be able
to do so tomorrow in the hour at our disposal, and it
will have to be deferred to Thursday. Therefore, I
should like to suggest that we continue voting in the
half hour we have left; I have cancelled my group
meeting because we could no[ have done much in 27
minutes.
(Parliament decided to continue ooting)
Motionfor a resolution
Paragrapb 29 
- 
After the adoption of Amendment No 39
Mrs Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) I should like to point out
that the rapporteurs of committees should exPress not
their own opinions but those of their committees. In
the discussion of the last amendment Mr Ciancaglini
said that he was in favour, even though it concerned a
text adopted by the committee. I do not therefore
think this was quite proper.
President. 
- 
Ve take note of your observation, but
the position taken by the rapporteur is his responsibil-
ity alone.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, we shall adopt this repon although we are fully
aware that it is already too late to jump on the high
tech bandwagon and that this report is really only a
cosmetic operation. But one should remain true to
one's convictions to the last and this time will not be
an excePtion.
Discussions on the consequences of all previous indus-
trial developments 
- 
I am thinking panicularly of
chemical and atomic developments 
- 
always came
afterwards, when the problems were only becoming
apparent. Such problems will continue to be unre-
solved because man seems incapable of learning from
his mistakes.
High tech is in full swing and the ensuing social, ethi-
cal, cultural or ecological consequences remain obtru-
sive. Ve feel we must catch up on America and Japan
and forget that one can be blinded by the obsessive
pursuit of some goal. \7e do not make the slightest
artempt to find ou[ own solutions as offered, for
example, by soft technology. Ve should be honest
enough to admit that there is no use in saying we are
against SDI and the use of Eureka for military ends.
Eduard Teller hit the nail on the head yesterday eve-
ning when he said that the armed forces will always
take what they need from research. Everybody in this
Assembly knows that, and we should at least be honest
enough to admit it openly.
(Applause from the Lefi)
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR} in writing. In voting in
favour of the Ciancaglini report, I wish to make the
following comments: Our struggle to face up to the
American challenge must not conflict with the need to
protecr and develop in the Community's countries the
democratic structures of our societies, employment,
the quality of life, the ecological environment, our cul-
tural, national and European identity, and the need to
develop technologies moulded to the European pat-
tern.
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Sir Pcter Vanocck (ED). 
- 
(Same explanation of
vote as for the Poniatowski repon)
( Parliament adopted the resolation)t
(Tbe sitting was closed at 8.05 p.n.f
The rapponeur was:
- 
FOR Amendmenrs Nos 4, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18,20, 25 to
27,30,31,35,39 and 4l;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 5 to 8, 12, 13, 19,21
to 24,28,29,32,36,37,40 and 42.
Agendafor tbe next sitting: see minutes.
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ANNEX
Commission action on European Padiamcnt opinions on Commission pro-
posals delivered at the July and September part-sessions
This is a report on action taken by the Commission on amendments adopted at the July
and September pan-sessions, within the framework of Parliamentary consultation, and on
disaster aid as arranged with Parliament's Bureau.
The repons adopted by Parliament in July and referred rc in the September report on
action taken are only dealt with here if new factors have emerged in the meantime. This
repon also covers two reports adopted by Parliament in May and June where, following
the September pan-session, the Commission has adopted amendmenrc to its original pro-
posals.
I. Commission proposak to which Parliament proposed amendments that baoe been par-
tially accepted by tbe Commission
The Commission has adopted an amendment to its original proposal which incorporates
the amendmenm it accepted in plenary session in relation to the followint reports:
- 
Repon by Mr Hutton, adopted on 12 July (PE A-72/85), on the Commission propo-
sals to the Council for
I. a Reguladon amending Regulation (EEC) No 2617 /80 instituting a specific
Community regional development measure contributing to overcomint con-
straints on the development of new economic activities in cenain zones
adversely affected by restructuring of the shipbuilding industry
(COM(84) 715 final)
II. a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 219/84 instituting a specific
Communiry regional development measure contributing to overcoming con-
srraints on the development of new economic activities in cenain zones
adversely affected by restructuring of the rcxtile and clothing industry
(COM(84) 715 tinil)
IIII. a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2619/80 instituting a specific
Community regional development measure contributing to the improvement of
the economic and social situation of the border areas of Ireland and Nonhern
Ireland
(COM(84) 715 final)
[V. a Regulation instituting a specific Community regional development measure
contribudng to the development of new economic activities in cenain zones
affected by the implementation of the Communities fisheries policy
(COM(84) 715 final)
V. a Regulation relating to the establishment of specific Community regional
development measures in 1985 and amending Regulation (EEC) No 1787 /84
(COM(8s) 243 final 
- 
C2-52/ 8s)
The Commission has made the amendment requested by Parliament to the first four
proposals stating that 'Member States shall take the measures necessary to make
potential beneficiaries and professional organizations aware of the possibilities offered
by the special programme and to inform the public by the most appropriate means of
the role played by the Community'. It has also incorporated the amendment adding
two new areas in the Reguladon at III above.
Commission position at debate: verbatim repon of proceedings, l}July 1985, pp.
247-248.
Text of morion for resolurion adopted by Parliament: Minutes of 12July 1985, Pan
lI,pp.6-21.
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Amended Commission proposal: COM(85) 523 final of 26 September 1985.
- 
Report by Mrs Schleicher, adoprcd on 14 June (PE A 2-53/85), on the Commission's
proposal to the Council concerning a Decision on rhe approximarion of the laws of
the Member States relating to quick-frozen foodstuffs for human consumption(COM(84) 48e final).
The amendmenrs are inrcnded:
- 
to introduce the idea of 'temperature of the product' instead of 'temperature at
lhe centre of the product';
- 
to stress the fact that only short-term fluctuations in temperarure are permitted;
- 
to refer m the temperature aspect during transport in a recital;
- 
to extend the requirement for temperatures to be maintained ro the transpon
stage;
- 
to improve rhe labelling of thawed producrs
cess has begun;
or those in which the thawing pro-
- 
to draw the attention of manufacturers and packers ro the need for suirable
(sealed) packaging.
Commission position at debate: verbarim repon of proceedings, 14June 1985, pp.
308-330.
Text of morion for resolurion adopted by Parliament: Minutes of r4June r985, pan
II, pp. 30-38.
Amended Commission proposal:COM(85) 514 final of 23 September 1985.
- 
Report by Mrs Schleicher, adopted on l0 May (PE A2-26/85), on the commission's
proposal to the Council for a draft Resolution on a programme of action on toxicol-
ogy for health protection (COM(8 4) 2a8 final).
The amendmenr cover:
- 
annual updadng of the work programme on the basis of conrac[s between the
Commission, the Member States and international bodies dealing with roxicol-
o8y;
- 
definidon to the various points of the programme which form an annex ro the
Council resolution and cover the three fields of toxicological practice, clinical
toxicology and training and informarion;
- 
submission to Parliament after the first year and on an annual basis rhereafter,
following consultation with the Member Stares, of a forward outline of work ro
be carried out in the context of the operations outlined in the annex ro rhe Coun-
cil resolution.
Commission position at debate: verbatim repon of proceedings l0 May 19g5, p. 314.
Texr of morion for resolution adopted by Parliamenr: Minutes of to May 19g5, pan
II, pp. 28-33.
Amended Commission proposal: COM(85)522 final of 25 September 19g5.
II. Commission proposak to whicb Parliament did not requestformal amendments
Report by Mr van der'lVaal a_dopted on l2 Seprember (pE A2-gjlg5) on the proposal
from the Commission to the Council for a Reguladon laying down the conditions fo,
access to the arrangemenrc under the Revised Convenrion for the Navigadon of the Rhine
relating to vessels belonging to the Rhine Navigation (COM(85)lO final).
Commission position ar debate: verbatim repon of proceedings l0 September 19g5, pp.
80-8 1.
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Text of proposal adopted by Parliament: Minutes of 12 September 1985, Pan II, pp. 30-31.
Repon by Mr Srarita adopted on 13 September (PE A2-82/85) on proposals from the
Commission of the European Communities to the Council for
I. a Regulation on the promotion, by granting of financial suppon, of demonstration
projects relating to the exploirarion of alternative energy sources and to energy saving
and the substitution of hydrocarbons
11. a Regulation on the promodon, by the granting of financial supPort, of pilot indus-
trial projects and demonstration projects relating to the liquefaction and gasification
of solid fuels (COM(85)29 final).
Commission position at debate: verbatim report of proceedings 12 September 1985, pp.
299-301.
Text of resolution adopted by Parliament: Minutes of 13Seprcmber 1985, Part II, pp.
12-13.
Repon by Dame Shelagh Roberts adopted on 13 September (PE A 2-88185) on the pro-
poial from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a Regulation
concerning rhe conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters between
the Europian Economic Community and Spain on [he granting of specific financial aid to
facilitate and accelerate the adjustment of fishing capacity in Spain (COM(84)569 final).
Commission position at debate: verbatim report of proceedings 13 September 1985,
p.325.
Text of resolution adopted by Parliament: Minutes of 13 September 1985, Part II, p. 19.
lll. Commission proposals to wbich Parliament proposed amendments that the Cotnrnission
has notfelt able to accept
Repon by Mr Klingenborg adopted on l0september (PE A2-S5l85) on the proPosals
from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for
I. a Decision on bilateral agreements, arrangements and memoranda of understanding
between Member States relating to air transport;
II. a Regulation on the applicarion of Anicle 85(3) of the Treaty to certain categories of
"g.....ntr and concened practices in the air transport sector (COM(8a)72 final).
Commission position at debate: verbatim report of proceedings 10 September 1985, pp.
73-7 6.
Text of proposal adopted by Parliament: Minutes of 10 September 1985, Pan II, pp.5-27.
l\I . Information on emergenq aid granted in September
Int ra- Commun i ty eme rgen cy aid
Emergency aid to non-member countries
Financial aid
Country or Amount
recipients
Sudan 4.1 million ECU
Ethiopia 800 000 ECU
Angola 3.2 million ECU
Mexico 500 000 ECU
Ethiopia 5000tcereals
Grounds
Dublin Plan
Dublin Plan
Dublin Plan
Eanhquake
Drought
Adrninistered
by
UNHCR
ICRC
ICRC
Licross
Oxfam, UK
Date of
decision
l6 Septemberr
l5 Septemberr
l6 Septemberr
19 September
20 September
I The three decisions taken on
Plan.
l6 September exhaust the appropriations available under the Dublin
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Vice-President
(The sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sining have
been disributed. Are there any comments?
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I have
just obmined the Annex concerning the general vote
on the Poniatowski repon and I see that I am not
included among those who voted against it, although I
gave an explanation of vote on the subject. I would,
rherefore, like to enter this statement into the Minutes.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I would ask you to submit
your comments in writing to the Bureau.
(Parliament adopted the minutes)l
Mr Goebbek (Minister for Foreign
Affairs); Mr I. Elles; Mr Goebbek; Mr
Simpson; Mr Goebbek 143
o Question No 91, by Mr Van Miert: The
detention of Bettazir Bhutto:
Mr Goebbek; Mr Tomlinson; Mr Goeb-
bek; Mrs Van den Heuoel; Mr Goebbels
Question No 92, by Mr Lomas: The
artificial dioision of one Member State
by another Member State:
Mr Goebbek; Mr Lomas; Mr Goebbek;
Mr Houell; Mr Goebbek
Question No 98, by Mr Selaa: Terror-
ism in Europe:
Mr Goebbek; Mr Seloa; Mr Goebbek;
Mr Pearce; Mr Goebbels; Mr oon der
Vrine
Votes.
Mr tYijsenbeeh; Mr Sutra de Germa; Mr
Filinis; Mrs Squarcialnpi .
2. European space poliq 
- 
(transport Continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the reports on European space poliry
and transpon. (Doc. A2-89/85, A2-106/85, A2-
104/85, A2-107 /85)t
Mrs Oppenheim (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, col-
leagues, for the second day running, Parliament is dis-
cussing technology, and we still have three hours
ahead of us. I hope that today's debate will be marked
by the same enthusiasm that many speakers showed
yesterday.
The technological challenge has become a new flag-
ship for the Community, but 
- 
and please understand
this as a positive '[g1' 
- 
it must not be a ship without
a cargo. Ve must be attendve to the fact that all the
goals now being set and all the views expressed in the
series of reports Parliament is debating during these
two days also call for follow-up action and Practical
commitment, if we are to make progress. Ve should
not think that our msk is completed with this two-day
show of enthusiasm and the exhibition here in the city,
in which we have all been celebrating something that
should really be a natural consequence of European
integration. !7e must go out from here in the cenain
knowledge that things will continue to happen, and
140
141
145
146
146
147
10.
142
143
I Documents receioed 
- 
Rewlation on the use of ECU by
'other holders' (Applicationbf Rl,h 33 of the Rules of Proce-
d*re): see Minutes. I See debate of 8. 10. 1985.
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Oppenheim
Mr Mtinch has drawn attention [o ruro areas here
which I also think are viral: ro begin with, we shall not
get anywhere unless adequarc resources are provided.
'\flhether 
rhe figure in the budget is to be 4, 5, 6 or 7
per cen[ is in principle immaterial. The crucial point is
that there should be sufficient resources ro ensure that
all the ideas, aims and challenges which Parliamenr is
setting itself can be actually achieved and become a
reality. A second precondirion 
- 
and here I agree
with Mr Mtinch and others among yesterday's spJak-
ers 
- 
is that the inrernal marker should be developed
and made operational as soon as possible. This is also a
condition for further progress jn the technological
field.
Mr Stevenson (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I speak princi-
pally to the repon produced by Mr Vijsenbeek. There
is no quesrion at all rhat this is an imponant repon in
this series of reports we are considering, because ir
clearly underlines once more the vital role that trans-
pon should play in our industrial, commercial, econo-
mic and social progress. It focuses atrention on rhe
scope for new and potentially beneficial technologies
in this very imponant field.
Most would agree with rhe proposition rhat new rech-
nology really knows no bounds. I think we are all
aware of rhar. It changes so quickly and rhe frontiers
are being pushed back almost daily. But rhese advances
clearly need ro be harnessed in a way thar is acceptable
and to the benefir of all sections of our society. Most
imponant, they must be rempered by the public per-
ception of what is acceptable in all the circumsrances.
Therefore, we welcome the amendments ro this repon
adopted in rhe commirtee, because there were secrions
in the original draft of rhe repofi. rhar sought to
remove support for our more tradirional forms of
transport. Secondly, there was a passage in the reporr
that sought ro encourage rhe nuclear powering of
shipping. Both of rhese, of course, would have been
very contentious and, in some cases, very dangerous.
The development of new technologies, in our opinion,
does provide a major opportuniry for cooperarion
between States in this very imponant field. Ve hope
rhat that cooperation will be fonhcoming. The econo-
mic and technical progress rhat is necessary, in our
view, has got a better opponuniry of being achieved
with that rype of cooperation. There is a better chance
to have our rransport provision integrated in such a
way rhat all irs elements complement one another and
are not, as seems at present to be the case, in conflict.
Ve believe very strongly thar if progress is ro be made
it must be meaningful ro our society as a whole. It
must be relevant ro presenr and future objectives and,
most imponant, all aspects of change musr involve the
active panicipation of people who work in rhe trans-
pon industry, panicularly rhrough rheir trade unions.
It has been esrimared rhat for every job created by new
technologies 50 are lost. I am sure rhat rhis is not a
situation this Assembly would want to see becoming a
permanent one.
Ve must also have a very firm base on which the har-
nessing of new technology can be achieved. This
means that all States must recognize the imponance of
the transpon sector. \fle really do need an improve-
ment in our transporr, sysrems. Ve have an example of
this, have we nor, when we talk about the relevance of
new rcchnology ro our people. \7e have Concorde.
There is no quesrion, in my view, that Concorde broke
some very imponant ground wirh regard to technical
progress and was seen to be a grear achievement. But
one needs rc ask the quesrion: what relevance did ir
have to the vast majoriiy of our people? I suspec very
little to rhe vasr majority of people in the European
Community. They saw their transporr services decline.
At the same time we talk about breaking the barriers
of new technology. They saw their environmenr dam-
aged. They saw isolation rhrough lack of rransporr. Ar
the same rime we arc very proudly rrumpering rhe facr
thar millions, indeed billions, of pounds can be spenr
on new technology that at the end of the day is only
seen to benefit a very small minority of the population.
'We contend very strongly rhar we must srop rhis
decline. '!fle musr improve the means available, and
that can only be done by a very firm commitmenr to
an integrated Eansporr system that meets the needs of
all our sociery. Then, and only then, will the
undoubted porenrial presenred by new technologies
have any chance ar all of being realized. In that sense
we should welcome the reporr., but we need to adjusr
what is contained in it to rhe needs of our people.
Mr Zahorka (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I coo
should like to refer back to Mr Vijsenbeek's repon.
Parliament's victory in its legal action over Com-
munity rransport policy means that we now have a
greater responsibility for getting the Community's
transport policy off rhe ground. The enormous
research funds needed for new transporr technologies,
the inrricacy of communications belween States, thejob creation opponunities offered by the new trans-
pon technologies, and the need to reconcile [ransporr
and environmenr inro a harmonious whole, all tLese
are marters which can only be dealr with a[ Com-
munity level, and spending on rransporr will continue
to increase up ro rhe year 2OOO.I should like rc make a
specific point here.
In this densely populated Europe of ours we need a
comprehensive sysrem of high speed Eains. The Com-
munity can benefit ro a large exrenr here from experi-
ence gained with existing sysrems, such as the French
TGV. Ir is encouraging ro see that the experimental
magneric levitation system in Schleswig-Holstein is to
be funded under Eureka. Many othei transpon pro-jects should be similarly considered.
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'!7'e are currently in a period of transition from an
industrial society to a society of information and com-
munications, and transpon policy must take account
of this. Parliament is thus pointing the way to Europe
when it calls for modern technologies to be made a
pan of its transport policy 
- 
not only as an export
article, but as an export service. Ve consider the rap-
poneur's suBBestion for Community financing panicu-
larly significant.
Pessimism is not the right attitude today. The two
extremes of a traffic-free, paralysed society which
totally condemns [he motorcar, and the elevation of
certain aspects of motorcar traffic to the status of a
divine right, are equally false: the right way lies in
ideas, optimism, in poliry as the art of the possible.
I congratulate the rapponeur, whose report we
endorse. In his report our honourable friend
Mr'$Tijsenbeek, who comes from a nation of cyclisr,
has borne in mind that Europe includes not only the
flatlands of his own country, which are kind to the
ryclist, but also mountainous areas as well. He thus
favours better transmission systems for birycles, and I
believe there is no better proof of the fact that bigh
techhas to go hand in hand with the human touch.
(Applause from tbe centre and the right)
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honourable
Members, the Socialist Group would like to draw your
artention to the global and corporate asPect of the
subject which is at last being debated this week on the
basis of these various reports. Research and develop-
ment are not, in our view, art for an's sake.'$7e do not
want technology for its own sake but for what it ren-
ders possible: choosing the future of Europeans,
choosing the kind of life in society we will live tomor-
row.
To this end the Socialist Group wants to Put the
accent again on a special programme among the pro-
grammes set up at Community level, the RACE pro-
gramme. '!ile want it to obtain the necessary resources
for the rapid and bold development of its supplemen-
tary phases, for many reasons, and perhaps panly
because we think it embodies all the positive principles
of our commitment to the new technologies. So we
regard the RACE programme as exemplary in more
than one way.
The spread of broadband telecommunications based
on a system harmonized a priori and not a posterioriin
Europe is, firstly, a unique opponunity to give prac-
tical form to the idea that Europe is a unique living
space which wants to be seen a priori as a market with-
out frontiers for new products.
Secondly, it is an opponunity to harmonize, from the
ou6et, what will become the modern means of com-
munication among Europeans, be it general informa-
tion, economic information or cultural and leisure
programmes. Ve can thus exploit our special position
and treat our cultural differences as an asset and not
an impediment.
Thirdly, it is an opportunity to make rapid Progress in
areas such as optical fibres where coordinated Euro-
pean subsidies really can have a multiplier effect in the
short term.
Fourthly, it is an opponunity to give concrete form to
our speeches in support of small and medium-sized
dynamic undertakings, in terms of new technologies in
the specific sector of telecommunications.
Fifthly, it is a unique opportunity to address the pri-
vate business world and the large national public sec-
tors of the post and telecommunications services in our
countries at the same time and encourage them to
understand technological change more rapidly.
Sixthly and lastly, a programme such as RACE is a
good example of the problems of financing such pro-
grammes, which require massive investment, for inst-
ance in new cables, throughout the rcrritory of
Europe. Such investment can have a significant multi-
plier effect in terms of jobs and added value, as was
the case, mutatis mutandis, of the railways more than a
hundred years ago. A major financing programme
must necessarily accompany such programmes, if the
phase of its mass application to the local and regional
communities is to be rapid and effective. This financ-
ing programme is the pre-condition for preventing
hesitation and mistrust. Here the Commission must
play a role it sometimes hesitarcs to play, confining its
research measures too much to their purely technolog-
ical aspects.
To conclude, I also wanted to point out that such pro-
grammes, whose social benefits are decisive, cannot
work without the support of a broad social consensus.
So they must be explained, discussed and understood
by as many people as possible. The workers' represen-
tatives bear a Ereat responsibility here. They are Pre-
pared to assume it if in return their employment and
social objectives are also taken into account. Monday's
symposium waE not a good example from that point of
view, and quite a few of the workers' representatives
returned home very dissatisfied with what they were
offered. I hope the European institutions will not fol-
low that example and that our Parliament will under-
stand that it can and must play a specific role in the
achievement of this social consensus, based on respect
for all the partners involved.
Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen. As regards
the so-called 'block 2' of our debate I should like to
begin by thanking our honourable friends Miinch,
Longuet, !flijsenbeek and Barbarella for their clear
and stimulating reports which will be a major contri-
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bution towards the success of this overall debate. They
have all, in their respecrive fields, demiled the realides,
the political action required, and the various demands
and oprions available on the subject.
I shall stan with Mr Miinch's reporr, with which I
lgree rc a very large extent and which contains many
fundamental proposals for research and developmenr
policy. One rhing mentioned is the motivation of
researchers. This is perhaps the moment to point our
that researchers are no less responsible in their ac[ions
than rhe social scientists of all persuasions who chal-
lenge them and frequenrly employ emotional argu-
menr in doing so.
Ve should rhus rid ourselves of the habir of assuming
that researchers are morally vulnerable technocrats,
less capable rhan their fellow-men of making responsi-
ble judgements about libeny. '!7e cannor in this way
motivate our research workers and make them an inte-
gral pan of overall progress.
In the area of research referred ro by our honourable
friend Mr Mtinch, v/e are now entering the agreeable
phase where we are reaping the harvest of a series of
programmes which, like Esprit and Brite, require insti-
turcs and undenakings from at least two Member
States to be involved in every project. This require-
ment in itself has rhe effect of integrating European
indusrial and research srruc[ures. Some 400 such pro-jects are currently under way as parr of Esprit and
Brite and a number of orher programmes, and I 300
researchers are directly involved on Brite projecrs
alone, together with an indererminate numbei of
workers who are indirectly involved.
Already we have all in all woven no less than I 000
institurcs and undenakings inrc the Community fabric
and, if I can put it this way, the confidence-building,
stimulating effecm of these programmes have far
exceeded our expecrarions and plans. The 'Esprit
Veek' begun two weeks ago in Brussels has been
proof of rhis.
'!7e have thus helped to strengthen exisring relation-
ships and conracts, and we have already observed rhat
in addition to exisring cooperadon under rhe Esprit or
Brite programmes other programmes, orher projects
have been staned oumide rhe Community 
- 
just as we
want.
I also agree wirh Mr Mtinch when he poinrs to lan-
guage as a barrier ro mobility. \7e should nor underes-
timate this barrier. \7e should nor brush it aside. It is a
serious obsracle, and we should think how besr ro
overcome it. This means nor only calling on Minisrers
for Culture and Education to give even more impon-
ance to language insrruction in the Community and
take appropriate sreps in their instirutions of funher
education. Ve should also push forward with our
Eurotra programme so rhat this can help to surmounr
the obstacles at least in part.
But when considering social obstacles to mobility we
come back time and time again to differences in social
security systems and the related problems. This is the
hean of the matter. If the research worker, moving to
a new place of work, is not fully assured of provision
for his retiremenr, he and his family will hesitarc. If the
research worker's wife or husband cannot work ar the
place where their spouse is to work, the family will
think twice. They will also think twice if local schools
cannot prepare their children for qualifications recog-
nized at home.
This is the real nub of the matter. It goes far beyond
the powers of the Community and is so hard to resolve
because social security sysrems musr with good reason
press hard for equality, whilst any special provisions
for research workers could easily be condemned as
preferential treatment. Here, then, there is a lot of
political persuading rc do.
My thanks are due to Mr Longuet in that he has nor,
in his repon, glossed over [he technological shortcom-
ings which exist within the Community, but has mea-
sured their full extent. The details of these technologi-
cal shoncomings within the Community are becoming
more and more apparent with the progress of rhe
Copol procedure, where the national research pro-
grammes are compared by the directors-general for
research, meering with the Commission in Crest. The
difficulties in tackling and reducing rhese shortcom-
ings are many and varied. They are not merely quanri-
tive and qualitative, not to be overcome merely with
money or budget funds.
One of the long-rcrm objectives which Community
bodies can tackle only to a limited degree is that of
differences in education and training systems. It is a
long-term problem, because in some areas of the
Communiry we shall have to stan with teacher train-
ing, and because we also have rhe difficult problem of
a significant level of illiterary in rhe population. Until
we can get rid of this, high tecb will have to wait a
while.
The orher ser of obstacles arises from inadequacies in
the research and development infrastructrre of cenain
Member Stares. The Community is better placed to do
something here, and has repeatedly indicated its desire
to help. Above all it can use the Regional Fund rc rec-
tify shoncomings and inadequacies of infrastructure.
\7e have no intention of leaving this area out in the
cold; it would be a serious offence against solidariry
within the Community.
But we cannor allow the European Communiry,s
research and development policy to mark time foi a
few years whilst those counrries which have nor so far
been properly abreast of world technology develop-
ments catch up with the Community leaders. For even
the supposedly more advanced Member Smtes of the
Community have to compere for a good place on
world markets. So all we can do is give thosewho are
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not yet fully developed effective felp so that they can,
each at the appropriate [ime, jump on the bandwagon
of general progress without suffering harm to them-
selves. The Commission will continue its policy
towards this end and will take care not to acknow-
ledge the idea of the juste retour, which has been
voiced on occasion in this context.
Mr Vijsenbeek's repon on transpoft has performed
the valuable task of once more showing how much
rransport and transpon policy has been the poor rela-
tion in.our Community. I hope it will soon cease to be.
For budgetary reasons we actually had rc suspend for
a time work on a transport research programme. This
work has now been resumed. Five million ECU are
earmarked for it in the 1985 budget and have been
included in the preliminary draft budget for projects
on transport technology.
In the'absence of a research and development pro-
gramme on Eansport the Commission has hitheno
used the outline programmes on scientific and rcch-
nical research as a framework for numerous measures
concerned with transpon and designed to prevent the
gaps from widening too far 
- 
COST has been
another vehicle. I would mention, for example, the
research and development programme on energy sav-
ing and the current programme on non-nuclear
sources of power.
Financial support is being given here to projects on
batreries, fuel cells and cenain transport systems. I
would mention the demonstration programme on the
rational use of energy. Financial support is being given
here to the tesdng of electric and hybrid vehicles, lor-
ries with flywheel systems to improve their engines
and also new types of ship propulsion.
As pan of COST we have assisted numerous initiatives
which the Commission is panicularly well placed to
foster: COST 30 
- 
electronic aids to traffic on major
long-distance routes, notably $ l l of the Committee's
motion for a resolution; COST 301 
- 
landbased aids
to navigation; COST 302 
- 
use of electric vehicles;
COST 303 
- 
assessment of twin-car trolleybuses;
COST 304 
- 
use of alternative fuels; COST 305 
-data systems for traffic forecasting; COST 306 
-automation of clearance papers; COST 307
rational energy in transpon, and COST 308 
- 
man-
agement of ship maintenance. All in all these are
effons rc fill the gaps in transport policy by means of
research policy, but they provide no satisfactory
answer to the overall research and development
requirements of transport poliry. Ve thus hope that
our proposed programme for 1986 will, at least for the
medium term, provide the staning point for a coherent
and wider-ranging strategy.
But I would also point out that transport will naturally
in the long term provide a wealth of high technology
challenges, which the Community wilt be able to take
up once it has adequate bases for decision-making and
above all adequate funds within the framework of the
European Technology Community.
This brings me to Mrs Barbarella's report. She began
by asking me how I viewed the transition or develop-
ment of the European Technology Communiry in
relation to Eureka. I refer you to everything that was
said in yesterday's debate, also to our two documents
concerning the Milan summit and the document pub-
lished a week ago. These contain primarily an ambi-
tious schedule which binds us as to how we shall work
out comprehensively the objectives and financing of
the 1987-91 outline programme.
Ve are currently doing all the necessary preliminary
work, involving variously the Esprit group, biotech-
nology, communications technologies and telecom-
munications, and the use of space, marine sciences and
indusrial manufacturing technology. I refer you to
pages 4-11 of this report for details of how we are
tackling this work. If the European Council and the
foreign ministers give us a clear road on the budget
and the improvements m the decision-making process
which we are asking for by the end of this year, we
should be able to put forward first suggestions for a
basic discussion in good time for this rc be held in
February 1986. By July 1985 we shall then be able to
presenl the Council and Parliament with our compre-
hensive protramme for 1987-91. That is our plan and
the concrete answer to Mrs Barbarella's question.
Ve know that Eureka is as yet sdll a collection 5f
desiderata which will probably not be shaped into a
comprehensive text until the Hanover meeting. Our
relation to Eureka is conditioned by the ideals of com-
plementary effect, constructive cooperation without
rivalry, unrestricted Community opportunities for tak-
ing and developing initiatives and harmonious agree-
ment on objectives and tasks, so that Community
cooperation can lead to Community achievements. A
method we have already announced we shall follow,
on a smaller scale, in the COST programme.
This brings me back to Mrs Barbarella's repon any'
panicularly to what she said about Community financ-
ing of research work, primarily with reference to the
possibility of supplementary protrammes. I am aware
of the advantages of having funds available as from
I January 1986. Cash on the nail is always very wel-
come, of course. The Commission also stands by
Anicle 4 of the decision of I May regarding new own
resources and the additional money which will be
available as a result to finance research activities.
But in order to do justice to this instrument of supple-
mentary programmes I should perhaps give a few
more details. Our selection of projects, our design of
the overall programme, is to a large extent determined
'from the bottom up'. In orher words the specific fea-
tures of the project determine its type, the way it is
organized and conducted, but also the way it is
financed. The Community needs to be very flexible
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and should offer as broad a range as possible of organ-
izing and financing merhods, so that each project can
adopt the model besr suircd to itself.
These of course include supplementary programmes.
But in the past rheir arrracrion has suffered in that they
brought more procedural disadvantages rhan marerial
advantages ro rhose concerned. It is nor impossible
that this may change in time, but experience in Eura-
tom has led to rhis insrrumen[ being invoked usually
when it was necessary, in the absence of unanimiry, to
rescue programmes with the panicipation of fewer
Member Sates. This in itself is not, of course, a histo-
ric recommendation, but it is not impossible rhar cir-
cumstances may render this instrument more useful
than it is at present.
At all events this instrument must not be used ro over-
ride the Community framework, to break the discip-
line of the outline programme which we wan[ ro see
implemented and respected as our contribution to a
coherent overall policy. Consequently we are of
course willing to prepare an implementing directive
for this Anicle 4, and have indeed made the sugtesrion
ourselves. But I repeat: we should not regard rhis
instrument as a privileged one. Ir is just one among
many. It musl be kept available as an oprion.
At the moment our priority mus[ be to secure the clar-
ity over budget policy which will give us certainly in
our planning, for wirhout this we cannor tackle any of
our major projects.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The vote will be mken ar rhe nexr voting time.
3. Neat technologies
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joint debate on:
- 
the repon by MrBrok (Doc. A2-97/85), on
behalf of rhe Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on
- 
the communications from the Commission on
- 
technological change and social adjustmenr(CoM (8a) 6 fin.)
- 
vocational training and the new informarion
technologies
- 
workprogramme 1985-88 (COM(85) 167 fin.)
- 
the report by Mrs Salisch (Doc. A 2-95/85) on
behalf of the Committee on'S7'omen's Rights, on
the impact of microrechnology on job opponuni-
ties for women,
- 
the reporr by Mr McMahon (Doc. A 2-98185), on
behalf of the Commitree on Youth, Culture, Edu-
cation, Information and Spon, on new informa-
tion technologies and the school systems in the
European Communiry 
- 
Vork programme for
the period 1985-87 (COM(84) 722 fin.)
- 
the report by Mrlinkohr (Doc. A 2-94/85), on
behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology, on the esrablishment of a European
Parliament Office for Scientific and Technologi-
cal Option Assessment.
Mr Brok (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen. I should like ro thank the Com-
mission for the whole series of proposals it has put for-
ward with an eye [o rhe consequences for the labour
market, for social and other conditions of the introd-
uction of new technologies. I wish it well in its
increased effons to translare these proposals into con-
crete policy.
Changes in economic conditions have meant that tech-
nical change these days proceeds less smoothly than it
used to. Up to the end of rhe 1960s rechnical advances
were seen above all as a means of increasing produc-
tivity and finding solutions to employment problems as
well. Now, as a result of protracrcd, marked unem-
ployment and job uncenainry following years of poor
growth, ardy adaptation to altered circumsrances,
insolvencies and concrete experience of company clo-
sures, the public at large has become more aware of
the problem. Technical progress, once acceprcd vir-
tually without quesdon as the driving force behind
growth, is now seen by many as the cause of increas-
ing problems on rhe labour market. But in order to
stay comperirive on this market the decision is taken ro
use new rcchnical merhods, offered in the form of
goods and services on a scale deemed saleable. Com-
petition at home and abroad thus derermines the inno-
vative thinking of undenakings and thus derermines
how far and how fast technical changes are adopred.
The labour requirement correlates closely wirh the
abiliry to react ro alrcred economic circumstances, and
structural analyses in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many have shown thar 80% of job cuts have been in
those branches which failed, or were unable, to adapt
to new structural developments.
Job increases are seen especially in those branches
where labour producdvity has risen more than the
average, whilsr job losses are seen primarily in rhose
branches where productivity can be said to be poor.
'!7e 
observe that excessive reluctance to rake renewal
measures in rhe economy has led to more negative
effects. But we also observe that where renewal mea-
sures have in fact been taken, they have concentrated
on methods and rationalizarion and nor on new ideas
and new products, which would cenainly have had a
further effect on the labour market.
But the necessary structural changes, which are fos-
rcred and no[, as it is often claimed, hindered by
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higher industrial wages, also mean that in the medium
term rhe number of people employed in industry will
decline, and so it is not enough just to create new jobs
in the industrial manufacturing sector.
The challenge posed by these structural changes must
be answered by the creation of new jobs in the services
sector in the broadest sense of the term, especially
since these employees, as consumers, also secure jobs
in the industrial sector. In 1982 when 590lo of employ-
ees in the USA were working in the services sector, the
figure in my country was only 55%. And these are notjust the so-called cheap 'McDonalds'-type services,
but often the 'intelligent' services which, to take con-
sultancy services as an example, today account for
some 100/o of the labour market in the USA.
Opposition to technological change has meant that the
Smte today is often seen not as a creator of new jobs
but as a cowardly blocker of progress which would
lead to new jobs. The State can be the initiator of sen-
sible structural change entailing job creation, rather
than preventing it by subsidizing obsolete sectors, if
we pursue a research poliry geared to the future and
make the internal market a reality. The oft-reviled
technology can in many industries make it possible for
repetititive and identical work sequences to be taken
over by machines, thus easing the job of the people
working there. The automated painting rig is better
than the spray gun and the colliery heading machine is
better than the pick. All those who have been seduced
into hosdliry to technology, all those over-refined
creatures who break out in a sweat. at the mere
thought of hard physical work of the kind which had
to be done in the past, need to be asked if they are not
seeing the past through rose-tinted spectacles, whilst
they would prefer not to be in that kind of situation.
themselves.
For this reason we do not want to see technology only
as a source of new problems; it can help to humanize
the world of work and thus provide considerable
advantages to the worker. Technical methods which
overcome the problems of long distances, and the fact
that the worker no longer needs to be ded to produc-
rion, mean that working time can be shortened and
work hours, content and rhythm can be redesigned by
agreement of the tariff partners and at the same time
international competitiveness can be maintained.
It must not be forgotten, however, that despite all the
positive aspects of the new technologies they will cer-
tainly give rise also to new physical and mental
stresses. To enable the ergonomic and human stresses
caused by changes in working conditions to be made
more tolerable, management circles in the economy
must be familiarized with the effects of technological
change on working conditions and specialists must be
trained in this field. If stresses of a financial and social
nature are to be avoided, we must not overlook either
the effects which the technological revolution will
have on social security systems, living conditions and
social contacts, health and security, wage structures'
trade union contacts and the labour market. But we
must also ensure that the supervision of the worker at
his workplace, made possible by information technol-
ogy, is in turn strictly supervised so that workers do
not have a new'big brother'watching them.
It is often claimed that the new technologies and
structural change will of necessiry mean the disman-
tling of social guarantees. I do not think this should
happen. \7e should, on the basis of the new develop-
ments, devise other social policy structures which meet
modern requirements. The principle here must be not
ro dismantle, but to redesign!
Let me touch on ano[her imponant point. !7e shall
only make progress in the technological revolurion if
we replace battle strategies with social consensus.
Because of our existing structures and traditions we
cannot impose innovations by force, but only with the
agreement of all those involved in the economy and in
society. Quirc simply, the social panners must talk to
each other. Community efforts towards this end
include outline agreements between the tariff Partners,
which will provide greater worker participation in the
management of company and plant affairs, implemen-
tation of our 'evergreens' 
- 
the fifth company law
directive, the Vredeling directive 
- 
and agreement,
also with an eye to the new technologies, on a kind of
European company chaner.
This seems to me the decisive prerequisite if we are to
get the workers on our side and find an answer jointly
with them to the indusrial and technological chal-
lenges of the present day, for this cannot be done
without their support 
- 
the point needed to be made
quite clearly here.
Mr McMahon will be saying more about this. In my
report too I have said that these developments will
naturally make a significant change in the worker's
suitability profile. Because of this, premature speciali-
zation of the kind encouraged by our educational sys-
tems over the last few decades is precisely the wrong
thing. !7e need broad general education and broad
basic occupational training so [hat workers are able to
adapt to constantly changing developments on lhe
labour market.
Information technology must be made a part of this
basic training, whilst undenakings must put greater
effon inrc funher raining.
Machines are there to serve Man: they are not an end
in themselves. Consequently we must not fall Prey to
technology worship or to advocation of the status quo,
but we must promote the technical revolution follow-
ing the principle that Man is more imponant than his
machines !
(Applause)
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Mrs Salisch (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen. Before I come ro my,repon as
such, may I say a word of thanks to my honourable
friend Mr Brok who has, I think, done an excellent job
in making clear the challenges we face in the overall
social background to the introduction of rhe new tech-
nologies.
Mr Brok, I do not wish to make problems for you, but
I have to say rhar whar you have said sounded quite
different from whar your colleague Mr Selzer outlined
yesterday on behalf of the Group.
I have frequenrly been asked in the past few days
whether it was really necessary m compile a special
report on the social or employment repercussions of
the technological revolution for women. It was! A
computer is acrually something very feminine, for ir
does not break rhings up; ir combines, and creares
wholeness. Cenainly it is also true rhat the new tech-
nologies, microelectronics, have done away wirh phys-
ical discriminarion on the job market since women,
thanks to these new technologies, can now do'tough'
jobs just as well as men. All that sounds fine.
I said yesterday somewhar emodonally thar I found
our debate on technology very dishonest. This is the
trouble. This is why rhe Committee on $7omen's
Rights deemed it imponant ro contribute a repon of
its own to this debate, for the position of women in
the labour marker is bad. In relation to their share of
earnings, which is only jusr over 370/0, the 42,10/o of
the unemployed workforce made up by women is
extremely high. Vomen accounr for over half the
population of Europe, and these three figures rogerher
show very clearly the great dilemma which faces
women.
I have lisrened artentively ro Commissioner Narjes and
his comments on rhe various reporrs. I have also lis-
tened very carefully to my fellow speakers. All of them
speak of researcher, scienrist, manager, indusrialisr 
-masculine gender. This reflects the social realities very
clearly. They. mean norhing by ir: it is simply a ques-
tion of habir, and rhey are not unusual in this-
Everywhere where customs are entrenched, every-
where where women ought ro be involved to exert
influence, they are nor ro be found. In view of the
overall trend on the labour market this is hardly sur-
prising. !flhar preoccupies and worries us women so
much is rhat the new technologies have so far been
used largely for new innovative methods and nor suffi-
ciently to develop new products.
Industrial developmenr in rhe European Community
has really reached a watershed here: either we work,
by material intervenrion or moral pleas, for rhe
development of highly specialized products which
have a multiplicity of uses and rhus do not serve rhe
cause of rationalization because we expecr them to
provide more jobs. Mr Brok has also made this point
just now in his repon. Bur this is not yet the case, and
until there are moves in this direcdon ir is m be feared
that the rationalization process will primarily affect
women's jobs.
I would emphasize rhat the policy would be doing
imelf a grave disservice if it pretended to know already
the exact effects which the introduction and improved
application of new technologies will have. It does not
know, and for this very reason it must react very sensi-
tively to the fears and also the suggestions of the peo-
ple concerned, seeking ways ro allay these fears and
feelings of vulnerability. Ir must regulate, or ro put ir
more elegantly, codify, areas of responsibility so that
anxieties can really be nken into account. There is no
other way of doing it.
'\7hat then are rhese fears? \[hat are women in pani-
cular afraid of? They have norhing rc do with pessi-
mism about rcchnology or hostility to it! Our fears
concern the inrcraction of Man and machine. History
has shown us rhar it rook a lot of effon to make rhis
interaction favourable to Man. If women are nor there
to share in deciding how this inreraction is to be
designed and how it is to operare in Man's favour,
who else will rhink about it, who else will fight for ir?
No one, as far as I can see, and this is the reason for
our great fears and anxieties.
If we want rc develop new technologies to develop
new products, if we have the courage here in Europe
to develop funher an industrial culrure which conrains
a truly human working environment, then one cannot
but endorse thar unconditionally. The Committee on
Vomen's Rights reiterares very clearly in its repon
that it wants this. But rhis also means, and here I agree
with Mr Brok, that we need a revision of the labour
laws, we need a new law on hours of work in all the
Community counrries. It would be a good thing if we
could at lasr reach a Community-wide agreement on
this. If women are no[ rc be pushed on to the fringe of
the labour marker, if nor acrually our of ir altogether,
we also need legislation to regulare pan-rime work
and naturally concrere rights as regards cooperarion
and codetermination.
I have already alked about this, and it applies of
course nor only to women but to workers in general. I
also agree with Mr Brok that we need a lega[ frame-
work for a company chaner and staff reprisentation
law at Community level.
In the Commirtee on Vomen's Rights we have raised,
chough not fully discussed, the whole question of
decentralized work. The reporr, as ir title iuggests, is
an inrerim reporr.. The Committee will have to con-
sider funher this question of decenrralized work, for
there are widely conflicting views on the probable
consequences of relematics. Some say rhere will be a
new kind of technological home working and that this
will lead ro a renewed discrimination between the
sexes, because when it comes rhe women will tend to
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be sent home with the monotonous work, although at
management level too, creative work may possibly be
done from home. But this, as I say, is a matter we have
not yet discussed at length, and some say experience in
the USA has shown that this is not a problem. \7hat is
interesting is that all large undertakings are experi-
menting with this kind of decentralization. Sfle con-
sider ir imponant that the Commission should also be
requested to fund funher research work to ensure that
we get more dam on the subject.
As I have just said, we need to combat rationalization
losses if we are to defend women's jobs. Here again I
would refer back gratefully to Mr Brok's statement
that creating jobs, however well we do it, will simply
not be enough to ensure that everyone who wants to
work actually can work. This means that we need a
perceptible shortening of work hours and a different
organization of work. This is essential if even grearcr
[ensions on the labour market are to be avoided.
I would remind you of the great debate during the
German metalworkers' strike, when the employers'
side regrettably argued that it would not create jobs,
but reduce competitiveness. The very opposirc thing
happened; we got jobs, and I cannot see that German
cars are particularly uncompetitive on world markem.
In the Committee on \7omen's Righrc we said that we
did not want to be negative in our approach to the
new technologies. That is quite right, but it in no way
means that we shall succumb to mindless adulation of
technology either. \fle shall consider quietly and sensi-
bly where the new areas for action might lie. This is
easily said, it has a good political ring to it, but behind
it there is a fair amount of work to be done. This will
make great demands on our democracy: inidally we
shall try, by amicable means, to achieve greater involv-
ment of women in all areas of new technology. But
one thing must be stated unequivocally, and it will of
necessity be discussed in funher work on this subject
by the Committee on'!7'omen's Rights: if none of this
succeeds, if we do not obtain a satisfactory degree of
qualified rraining opportunities for women, if we do
not manage to promote women's professional careers
via voluntary plans, when it comes to familiarization
with the new technologies, then we shall have to dis-
cuss whether we do not in fact need fixed quotas. If
women are not given a fair share of this research
work, of product development, but also of the produc-
tion or provision of services, then we must go for quo-
tas, because otherwise we shall suffer a reversal in
social terms and there will be no social changes for the
better.
(Applause from the left)
Mr McMahon lSl, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, com-
ing as I do from Strathclyde \flest which contains the
giant multinational IBM with 2 800 employees and
also has National Semiconductors sited there, I am
very much aware of the implications and imponance
of new technology for the economic prosperity of my
community. Indeed, in Scotland as a whole there are
now more people employed in the electronics industry
than there are in coalmining, shipbuilding, transport
and so on. These industries, which were formerly the
cornerstones of the industrial greatness of Scotland,
have now been superseded by the new technological
industries.
Indeed, a[ the moment we talk in Scodand about the
new technologies as 'sunrise industry'. UnfonunateJy,
the sun in recent weeks has set behind a cloud and
many of the workers in some of these industries have
been laid off, forced to take holidays 
- 
there were
about 500 redundancies in National Semiconductors
alone. I only hope that this is a temporary phenome-
non.
It is to be hoped that the recession will pass and that
what is happening in Greenock will represent a warn-
ing to other counties in the constituency. The whole
work programme which the Commission put forward
for 1985 to 1987 represents in many ways the best in
the European tradition: not some arid false federalism
but constructive cooperation and discussion across
nation state borders, working through the Member
State governments and especially with the local auth-
orities. Given this kind of cooperation, the Commis-
sion has achieved a great deal in ir work programme.
The exchange of views has been good. There have
been seminars. Youngsters from several Community
countries have attended those seminars. They have
met fellow Europeans from different countries. They
have exchanged views and opinions and it has gener-
ally been a very salutary experience for them. I hope
that this rype of acitivity can continue.
On the work programme itself. There are four main
themes in the work protramme. The first one con-
cerns introducing new technology and computers into
schools. In fact the acronym is NIT. Now those of you
who know the English language will be aware that a
nit is a little beast which infests the head and makes it
itchy and scratchy and it is a problem we have been
endeavouring to root out of the educational system for
a number of years with the help of our health author-
ities. And here we are trying to reintroduce another
form of nit which, hopefully, will not make them itchy
and scratchy but will make them feel better citizens
and better human beings.
The training of teachers, the second theme, is of very
crucial imponance. I think it is fitting and proper that
we should be discussing the training of teachers today,
panicularly when in my country the teachers in col-
leges are aking industrial action because they are not
happy with the remuneration they are getting from the
government. If we vrish the people who train teachers
and the teachers themselves to adopt new curricula
and to be flexible and to get involved in new technol-
ogy, we have got,to make sure that they are ade-
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quately rewarded financially for this. In my country,
for the past year now, we have had tremendous unrest
in the educational system. The teaching profession has
been campaigning simply for an investigation or
review of salaries, not for an increase in salaries but
for a review to show how poorly they are paid. I
would hope that if the Commission has any power it
will intercede with the British Governmenr ro ensure
that the teachers are well-paid.,,,
The next aspecr is the question of software and hard-
urare sysrems. Here again I think the Commission has
avoided the danger of being rco prescriptive and say-
ing: you will use IBM, or you will use Siemens, or you
will use Philips and so on. You cannor be prescriptive
and decide to adopt one sysrem, because one of the
things we know abour technology is rhat ir changes so
often. A new machine can be invented and somerhing
you have used can become obsolere in a marter of
days. So I think rhey have avoided the evils of being
too prescriptive. The best way to get round rhis is ro
have cooperation and discussion and a kind of flexibil-
lty.
The final point is the question of the introducrion of
NITs and the impact on rhe education and develop-
ment strategies of the country's economic and educa-
tional system. One of the problems we have had in
recent years as a result of the economic policies fol-
lowed in many Member States has been that educarion
authorities have been starved of resources. If we wish
our education authorities to implement changes and ro
bring about the sweeping introducrion of new technol-
ogies in schools, then it is up to us in rhe Member
States, both in the national parliaments and through
the local authorities, ro make sure rhar rhere is suffi-
cient provision of financial assistance, equipment and
materials. There must also be adequate provision for
technicians and expens ro come and service the mach-
ines. One of the worst things you can have is a com-
puter that has broken down 
- 
the rcacher has.pre-
pared the lesson and the machine is not working.
Ve had a tremendous problem in Scotland when we
introduced language laborarories for the first time
because some of rhe youngsters found out how to
short-circuit them. If they were finding the lesson bor-
ing, they could pull the plug on rhe machine and the
lesson wen[ by the board. So I think it is important
that we have the necessary technical assistance and
back-up to service the new technology we have in the
schools.
The repon, I say, is a good one. The seminars lave
been very wonhwhile. I discussed the matrer wirh
some of the youngsters from Scotland who went ro the
seminars in Italy this year. They were very impressed.
The only caveat rhey did enrcr was rhat they already
knew a lor about new technology. Perhaps in the
future, when the Commission is selecting people to go
on these courses, it might take what we might rcrm
virgin pupils who have very lirtlp knowledge of the
workings of new technology. I would counsel them to
take that idea on board.
Basically, my committee found this a very satisfactory
stan by rhe Commission. The interesting thing about
the report is that there was vinually unanimous agree-
ment on it in the committee. There are only three
amendmenrs, and I will be indicadng when we come
to the vote what my artirude ro rhem is. I can accepr
two of the amendments. I am no[ so sure abour
Mr Provan's amendment because it wants to create
another kind of bureaucracy, a technical insritute for
Europe. Nevenheless, our committee was unani-
mously in agreemenr and we look forward to hearing
the Commission's reply.
Ve also look forward with keen expectarion to their
proposals for Comert. This is something that we will
be discussing in our commirree in the weeks and
months rhat lie ahead when we talk about the voca-
tional rraining of 15 to 19-year-olds. Education does
nor stop with schooling. I think this is an imponant
idea which we musr ram home. Education does not
stop at 16, 17 or 18, it goes on rhroughout life. I think
it is imponanr, when we do establish computerized
systems and new technology in schools, rhat we make
provision to allow adults and orhers to go back and
take advanrage of these schemes. One of the things
that we have found recenrly in making use of the
Social Fund in Strarhclyde is that many adults have
been able to take up compurerized courses. Indeed,
some of the redundant steelworkers from Glen Gar-
nock are doing computerized courses. The steelworks
in Glen Garnock closed on 31 March. Vhether they
will get a job at the end of the day remains ro be seen,
but at the momenr they are profitably filling in their
time taking computerized courses at the local college.
So we look forward, Mr President, ro rhe Commis-
sion's reply. They have made a modest srarr. I think it
is a very imponant subject. I take Mr Brok's point that
we do not wanr ro go overboard complercly for com-
puterized learning. Ve must remember that there are
sdll such rhings as books and so on in the educational
system. Indeed, I was surprised only yesterday to find
that in one school in Scotland the Latin tiacher is
using computers in instruction. I would be very inter-
ested to find out in detail just exactly how his class are
using computers.
The imponant final point is that ir is a rool. ft is an aid
and we must not allow it to become our masrer.
(Appkuse)
Mr Linkohr (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies,and gentlemen. ln 1982 the American Congress
p_a-s-sed the Technology Assessmenr Act, setting up an
Office of Technology Assessmenr in rhe USR. I-find
rhis so significanr rhar I should like to read out pan of
what this Act says:
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'The Congress hereby finds and declares that as tech-
nology continues to change and expand rapidly, its
applications are large and growing in scale and
increasingly extensive, pervasive and critical in their
impact, beneficial and adverse, on the natural and
social environment. Therefore it is essential that to the
fullest extent possible the consequences of rcchnologi-
cal applications be anticipated, fully understood and
considered in determination of public policy on exist-
ing and emerging national problems'.
\7ith this Act the USA has shown not only that it can
build better and faster computers than the Europeans,
but also that it is at least trying harder than the Euro-
peans to control and master the consequences of the
new technology.
If we alk of the Americans' head stan in cenain areas
of technology, we must also admit that they have often
been quicker than the Europeans to Brasp the social
and cultural implications of rcchnology. \7e Euro-
peans have not only been asleep as regards technology,
we have also been dreaming our time away socially
and ecologically. The same is true of environmental
matters, where the USA had laws to reduce vehicle
exhaust emissions ten or fifteen years earlier than the
European Community 
- 
but this is just by the way.
This Act provided the United States with an instru-
ment whereby relevant areas of policy can be
appraised, complex relationships analysed and pre-
sinted, and consequences assessed. Anyone looking
rhrough the list of publications by the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment will be impressed.
A number of Member States and parliaments in our
European Community have naturally also been
impressed, as they are currently rying similar experi-
ments or have already done so, now that the American
experience has proved so very positive.
The idea now suggests itself that the European Parlia-
ment too should have a similar tool, and my special
thanks are due to Mr Roelants du Vivier who has
tabled a motion for a resolution calling for an office of
this kind for the European Parliament. After all we in
this House, through our research decisions, our
budget and our resolutions, also have a share in decid-
ing ihe direcdon which technology in Europe is ro fol-
low.
Technical progress has been advancing for centuries
unopposed, vinually in a vacuum. Technology has
done a lot of good, no one will deny that, and no one
will seek to reverse the thrust of history. But nor can it
be denied that technology rcday is also a cause of
unease. Our rcchnical system has become so complex
that hiccups are unavoidable.
As long as improvements in technical performance
automatically brought cultural and social improve-
ments in their wake, the classic engineering concePt'
the classic research concePt, was totally acceptable.
According to all the rules, neu always meant,betteril
rhe past. the.e se..ed to be no limits to what tech-
nology might achieve. Today, as we know, this view is
no longer valid. More is not necessarily better, less
sometimes actually means more. Preserving nature is
often better than changing it. And so, strictly speaking,
every technical innovation ought really to be vetted to
r.. if it is really desirable. But cases can also be ima-
gined where a technical improvement is not intro-
Iuced because more important considerations, such as
rhat of increased environmental pollution, judge that it
would overall represent a deterioration.
Cenainly there are formidable Practical and theoreti-
cal obstacles to such technology assessment on the
American model. The concrete effects of a given tech-
nical measure cannot, be predicted exactly, nor is there
any unanimity as regards sandards and the institu-
tional and organizational decision-making procedures
which should be applied. So there are cenainly objec-
tive restrictions in technology assessment, and never-
theless it is indispensable.
But the call for supervision of technical innovations
faces a further basic difficulty, which I should like to
touch on briefly. The standards so far applied rc our
actions were confined to relatively limited and clearly
defined social units, to nations, regions. It was possible
rc do this as long as the consequences of our actions
taken did indeed remain within these limitadons'
But difficulties are arising now within the European
Communiry. \7e know from our experience here in
the European Parliament that despirc all our Com-
munity spirit we are divided by hereditary and histori-
cally dercrmined cultural differences. Our priorities
are often different. Environmental questions are a
good example. In Germany the question of dying
forests is an emotive topic, whilst in other countries
the reaction is at most a shrug of the shoulders.
In highly industrialized regions of Europe technologi-
cal advance sometimes causes considerable unease,
whilst people in other regions would be glad to have
modern machines at all. Technology is often regarded
only from the smndpoint of jobs, without thinking
about its possible negative effects. I can undersund
that, but it must be recognized that we in Europe have
differing standards on this.
And so we cannot simply add all these values together.
\7e must try, within the European Community and
perhaps worldwide if there are problems srhich have
consequences worldwide, to agree on harmonized
standards, and so the debate on values, standards, or
as rhe mathematicians would say, the common system
of coordinates, is extremely imponant and not a Y/aste
of time.
I mention this lest I give the impression that we could
solve the social and ecological problems if only we set
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up an office which would do the assessmenr work for
us. Decisions have to be raken in Parliament, industry,
in developing laboratories, and rhe quesrion of *ho
decides for whom or againsr whom and what is
decided, remains a quesrion of power. Bur in order to
know what one is deciding abour one needs informa-
tion, and rhe aim of rhis repon is ro provide such addi-
tional information.
Vhat are we suggesring? Not an office, aping what
has been done in the USA. Thar would be il[usory and
naive. Vhat our Commirree suggesm is a mirhod
whereby information already a"iilable within the
Community should be collected, cheaply and using
little man-power. $7e propose a small *o.[<ing pany ro
collect information and delegate work.
Ve should like to make use of the instirurions and
institutes which we already have, e.g. those financed
!f the _Communiry in Dublin or Berlin, the Joint
Research Cenrre, but also rhe Commission,s FAST
g-roupl and the universities. Ve want to delegate work,
if we have to, and not necessarily carry ouithis work
ourselves. Collection and comparison, then. Ve need a
dialogue with governments and the media, with rhe
decision-makers. The European Parliament should be
a platform {or such a dialogue. \7e rherefore suggesr
that rwo, rhree or maybe four people should de"ote
themselves to this problem; they should be a kind of
coordinating point in Parliament, delegating work and
to a limited exrenl controlling rhe resources to enable
them to do this.
If we want this, and as far as I am aware there are no
voices against ir in Parliamenr, we must also be pre-
pared to demand the necessary budger funds. Ve need
two ro four staff posts. The work required does not
cost much.
But above all we need Parliament's willingness [o open
this dialogue. It is not enough ro have a fiw eggheads:
we too musr involve ourselves in the dialogue. This is
what our Committee is proposing. I believi it is prac-
ticable and feasible. After rhree years we ought thln to
consider whether in the light of our expeiience the
next step towards fulfilment of our objectives can be
completed.
(Applaase)
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, every
change in the field of employment and production
causes profound alrcrations in all aspects of social life
and behaviour. Closely related factors are to be found
within every rcchnical, economic and social develop-
ment, although each technological change has a signi-
ficant influence ar every level of life. The outcomJ of
such effects and the reacrion to rhem have varied in
differenr historical periods. Progressively, however,
social evolution has intensified this need for equili.
brium ro rhe poinr thar today, rhis unparalieled
developmenr and an appreciarion in advance of its
effects are not undersrood. It is a fact, Mr presidenr,
that today we are on rhe threshold of just such a
change.-lt is similarly evident that Europe must face up
to this fact, and as quickly as possible, if it does not
wish to be ovenaken by evenr. The need for new and
better products, for new and improved methods of
producrion, for increased productiviry and, lasrly, for
greater competitiveness from European goods, will be
mgt !y new technology. This is the primery and princi-pal objective, namely, economic recovery.
The consolidation of social gains and the fostering of
social and cultural life are of equal imponance. Ve
believe rhat research and rechnology poliry should aim
to achieve technological developmenr in a way which
is not socially damaging and which is sensitive to the
needs of the environmenr.
Imponant demands such as the creation of new jobs
and 
.rhe safeguarding of those already existing, the
relations berween rhe social parrners, and worker par-
ticipation in decision-making centres will not lead to
social unrest only if rhe inrroduction and application
of the new technologies hold the improvemenr of
working and living conditions as rheir main objective.
If,.however, su_ch problems emerge in the rcchnologi-
cally developed narions, then just consider how muih
more acutely they will affect the less advanced nations
of the Community, rhose having traditional industries,
weaker srrucrures, a lower degree of adaptability to
new demands and developmenrs, and a lesi organized
labour marker. Inevitably, rhese countries will froceed
towards a contracrion of their economies and an
inrcnsification of rheir social problems.
For these reasons, we believe that eventual social
unrest, panicularly in the more peripheral countries,
can only be avoided by balanced deveiopment between
all the Member States when the possibiliry of panici-
pation in Community programmes occurs, or whenfull and equal paniciparion in common inidatives
exists. The quesrion of rhe free movemen[ of goods
between Member Srates has repeatedly been raiied in
this chamber. Ve believe in the frel movemen[ of
goods, on rhe condirion rhat this is accompanied by
the free circulation of rechnology, free acceis ro rech-
nological developmenrs and full exploiration of all
available porcnrial. Only in this way can rhe less tech-
nologically advanced Member Srates be given a chance
to consolidate and develop their social srructures.
Finally, I should like to refer to rhe supplementary role
the Eu-ropean Social Fund is called on to play in rhe
field of education and prepararion of young people for
these changes. This is of panicular relevance ro rhe
less developed countries with tradidonal industrial
structures, such as my country, Greece, where it is the
young- who are hardest hit by unemploymenr, with a
rate of over 500/0.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, I would like to emphas-
ize that technological change must conside. *o.king
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people as its major priority, and should not be applied
at the cost of the weaker social groups.
Mr Gaibisco (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rcchnological innovation is no longer a
remote possibility but is already an integral pan of
today's world; it is present here now in our society.
Technological innovation is, therefore, an irreversible
option, which has and will have effects whether we
like it or not. These effects will be negative only if we
are unprepared for this option and passive ; they will be
positive and beneficial if we choose quickly, carefully
and confidently.
Ve who believe in the central imponance of the
human person do not feel threatened by the process of
technological innovadon as long as it aims to promote
human development and to serve society.
This cultural premise is clearly set out in Mr Brok's
report. Given the precarious employment situation,
with some 12.5 million out of work, we must ask our-
selves what the new technologies can do to help job
creation. !7e should approach the problems in a posi-
tive way. If it is true that the processes of rationaliza-
tion and innovation have sometimes led to job losses in
the shon term, it is equally true that this was caused
not so much by modernization as by delayed moderni-
zarion. This delay cuts productivity, reduces grovth,
destroys international competitiveness.
The figures quoted by Mr Brok are clear. Technologi-
cal innovation has various effecrs: large-scale job
losses in traditional sectors, nominal losses in the ser-
vices and technical professions, in infrastructure,
health and advanced electronics. Ve do not deny that
it is market laws that determine the creation of jobs in
rhe medium and long term. So it is clear that where
delays in rationalization and modernization allowed
jobs to be saved temporarily, the consequences were
all the more severe and inexorable. The changing
requirements of the labour market following the
introduction of the new technologies call for a new
vocational training policy involving close interaction
between schools, universities, research and the labour
market. Greater participation by workers and the two
sides of industry in the process of technological inno-
vation is vital to the achievement of real change. Use
must be made of the legal instrumenr designed to
guarantee worker panicipadon in the definition of the
production targets and processes of the share-holding
company in undenakings with complex and transna-
tional structures. The new technologies can also give
rise to a reorganization of labour. By giving the repeti-
tive and boring jobs to machines, it enables more value
to be placed on intellectual work, on research, leaving
the individual time for himself, free time, time for his
family.
The continuing employment crisis and the new tech-
nologies must be looked at in close relation to the idea
of a wider distribution of the available labour, made
possible by more intensive utilization of plant. !/e
expect the Commission to provide a more precise eval-
uation of the relationship between new technologies
and new distribution of labour.
The debate in this Chamber, like the symposium and
the exhibitions organized in Strasbourg, demonstrate
the degree of concern about the delays that have
occurred in the technological sector in Europe; but
they are also full of encouraging signs about the great
porential that has been shown to exist in each of our
countries. \fle hope that this Assembly, which inter-
prets the needs and wishes of the people of Europe,
will clearly show imelf in favour of a genuine research
and technology Community, which will also help in
the political building of Europe.
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, first of all I wish
to speak for a moment on the Linkohr report. \7e do
need reports, we do need technical assistance, but they
must be shon and sharp. S7e do not want Permanent
experts because they get out-of-date. The expens we
hire this year are the wrong experts next year' I
believe, therefore, that the office should be composed
of skeleton staff channelling requests through to out-
side expens. I say all this bearing in mind what we saw
in the United States in the Congress Office of Tech-
nological Assessmenr where they have a large staff 
-
very expensive of course 
- 
and in our case it clearly
would soon get out of date, because once we had
taken them on we are lumped with them for the rest of
their lives and ours. That is all my personal view.
I have to confess rhat when my Broup gave funher
thought [o the proposals in Mr Linkohr's rePort'
which I personally like, they felt that this was rather
jumping the gun on behalf of one committee and
therefore I have put down some amendments which
say that the thing should be sent to the Bureau to be
considered. I simply have to say that my committee
took a rather broader view than one might do if one
simply belonged to the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology, which I regret because I
happen to belong to that committee.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I will
use my shon speaking time to present a few comments
on Mrs Salisch's report. on the position of women in
relation rc rcchnological development.
I find the report immensely cautious and moderate; I
agree much more with what Mrs Salisch says lhan
with what she wrires. I can well understand the con-
cern for the future which becomes apparent when one
reads this report, for experience has taught us that
major changes in working and production methods are
nor implemented in order to strengthen the position of
women. The impending changes may be a severe set-
back for us. It will not be called that, of course: it will
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be called freedom of choice and flexibility, but rhe
reality may be short-rime work for lower wages and,
u,hat is urorse: work at home wirh a VDU on the
kirchen nble, the kids yelling and fighting all around
you and the soup boiling over on rhe srove, with no
contafi with workmares 
- 
only the demand for a cer-
tain volume of output hanging over your head.
If women are to benefit from the development which
is about to rake place, we must rely on ourselves. For
me it is naive to ask the Commission to help 
- 
a mble
surrounded by middle-aged genrlemen exercising their
high offices, borne along by rhe existing power srruc-
tures. How are rhey going to renew or improve the
conditions of women? Ve have to do it ourselves. Ve
must work for it in rhe quesrions and areas of imme-
diate relevance ro us. '!7'e musr fight to ensure that half
of all officially supponed rraining places are given to
'women, we musr proresr and campaign againsr the
domination of men in rhe trade unions, we musr
demand a representative proponion of women in the
leadership of our parries. The latter is something we
can do 
- 
I speak from personal experience here; there
is no harm in it 
- 
on rhe contrary.
I should like to say finally that it upsers me to see rhar
even my female communisr colleagues have been
obliged to give way ro the extraordinarily dilletantist
way we work in Parliament. There are 42 morions for
amendments to rhe Salish reporr; it is absolutely mean-
ingless. I am pleased ro nore thar a Danish colleague of
a quite different polirical complexion yesterday indi-
cated thar he had also discovered this. I have said it
many times: we operare inefficiently. This interim
repon has been rushed through; it need nor have been.
'S7e have large numbers of officials and plenty of staff
resources ro ger such work done. Ir is not good
enough. Let me rherefore say rhat, if the women in this
House could ger rogerher and demand a decent work-
ing procedure, we would have achieved something
through rhis repon.
Mrs Larive-Groenendaal (L).- (NL) Mr President,
I should like to say a few words on behalf of rhe Lib-
eral and Democratic Group, and I would be extremely
pleased if Members were prepared ro depan from their
written speeches to take up the poinrs I shall be mak-
rn8.
Firstly, auromarion is by definirion ro rhe disadvantage
of human labour and jobs, but rhe application of infoi-
mation technology is absolurcly essenrial [o rhe preser-
vation of jobs in traditional industries and rhe ciearion
of future jobs. Those who fail to adjust in a world full
of competitors are bound ro go under, wirh all rhat
that entails for employmenr. And we know from his-
tory thar rhe consequences of a technological revolu-
tion are almosr always wrongly judged by those
directly involved. The Scargills of the lgrh cenrury,
the Luddires, smashed the looms for fear that their
labour-intensive work would become superfluous.
'When Gutenberg invented the printing press, academ-
ics and priests were afraid that the general availability
of books and Bibles would make them superfluoui,
and that was nor rrue eirher 
- 
alrhough opinions do
differ on that subject.
Twenty years ago 75 million Americans had jobs. It
was predicted ar rhe rime that there would be 40 mil-
lion fewer jobs in 1985 as a result of automarion. In
fact, ladies and gentlemen, rhere are 30 million more.
The prophets of doom had not foreseen that innova-
tion and demand would continue due ro comperirion,
efficiency and higher productivity, not to speak of the
enormous trowrh of the service sector. Horses can be
replaced with tractors, but people are nor so easily
pushed aside, and the fact that, unlike horses, people
have votes ro casr is not the only reason for this. No,
man is inventive.
Two thirds of all the various kinds of jobs being done
in the industrialized world a cenrury ago no longer
exist, but rhree times as many people now have jobs.
The software sector employed about 9OO OOO people in
the Community of rhe Twelve in 1981. Ir is estimated
that the figure will rise ro over two million by rhe year
2000. It is also esrimated rhat by that time a quaner of
the European labour force will be working in occupa-
tions that do nor yer exisr: probably in the develop-
ment of new rechnical products and services. Machines
divert employmen!, and new technology means a race
between new and redundanr employment.
And this brings me ro my second point. Europe must
invest a grear deal more in people. 'S/e may nor have
raw marerials, but we do have people. Europe is more
dependent on imponed rechnology than it is, suy, on
imponed oil, and this is largely due to irs lack of well
trained people. None of the Eureka, Esprit or RACE
programmes we have been talking abour rhis week will
do us any good unless we have in the very near future
well trained workers well adapted [o rhe new technol-
ogical labour market. So rhere is an urgent need for
partnership programmes involving industry, universi-
ties and workers, for rcchnologically coordinated
vocational training, retraining and continuing training,
adult education and trainer training. Here too, ladiJs
and gentlemen, your pennies are worrh an ECU in the
Community, and rhe Commission's Comerr proposal is
a major srep in rhis direcrion.
Thirdly, Europe should invest in rhe rraining nor only
of the male secrion of the population bur ilso of iis
women. Vith the proporrion of older people in the
population growing, we shall need girls and women
able and willing ro cope wirh the new technologies just
as much as able and willing boys and men. It is there-
fore dangerous and shon-sighrcd to use roday,s unem-
ploymenr as an argument for keeping rhe rechnologi-
cal door closed on v/omen. If we want ro compere,
gentlemen, we shall nor ger by with men alone.
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As women occupy a subordinate position and are
hardest hit by the effects of automation, positive act-
ion is needed. I therefore emphasize once again the
proposal I made in October of last year, when we were
discussing the recommendation on positive actions: let
us combine these actions under the heading 'women
and new technology'. This will create new opponuni-
ties specifically for women in new jobs, and atrophied
work structures can at last be eliminated. Although we
may ask what the adverse effects may be 
- 
and there
will undoubtedly be some for women, and for men
too, of course 
- 
we must not allow this to stop us
asking what we can achieve in this way.
Founhly, unknown, unloved: knowledge through
information is a precondition for acceptance and
adoption. Many of us have remained in the dark ages
of the information era. Vhat was happening, ladies
and gentlemen, around the year 1970? The compu[er
was the preserve of an 6lite, it was expensive, and it
was complicated. Fear, horror and despair among
those who had nothing to do with it. Then we had the
gorhic period around 1980. Barriers began to fall, the
computer became cheaper and more accessible,. and
the iight began to dawn. 'Perhaps we can come to
terms with it after all,' it was thought. And now in
1985 the renaissance has come. Anyone can use a
computer and experimenr with it, knowledge is
becoming more accessible, technology is becoming a
tool. My thirteen-year-old daughter enjoys using a
computer and takes it completely for granted. I really
do not think that all our children can be wrong. The
goal is no longer just efficiency and suitabiliry but also
the increased value of those who know how to use a
computer as a support and an aid.
The Liberals therefore call for large-scale pilot pro-
jects at schools and for the general public to familiar-
ize people with the new technology and make them
aware of the advantages of the new technological
renaissance. As Mr Brok has already said, technology
is there for man, not the other s/ay round. Man is the
boss, not technology. Those who do not keep up with
the times fall by the wayside.
Finally, ladies and Bentlemen, are new technologies
heanless, and do they undermine human dignity? That
is what we have heard in Parliament this week. Three
days ago I heard on the Belgian radio the artificial
voice of a twenty-year-old girl with severe motor disa-
bilities speaking for the first time in her life with the
aid of a speech-generating computer. The French
Research Minister used his voice to steer a car to our
own 'Europa 2000' exhibition. Microchips can help
the deaf, the blind and people with other handicaps.
Ladies and gentlemen, fundamental changes have
always given rise to adjustment problems and risks.
There are no new technologies: history is a continuous
process of self-renewing rcchnology. The question is
not therefore whether we accept new technology but
how we are going to accept it. Georg Orwell's alarm-
ing vision of the future has more to do with the appli-
cation of technology than technology itself, and the
warning is clear: the 'big-brother society' must not be
allowed to become reality. In response to the challenge
of the technological age Europe must not only formu-
late industrial and research and innovation policies: it
should also respond constructively to the social chal-
lenge thrown down by new technology. In my opi-
nion, Mr Brok's report will be a step in the right direc-
tion, especially if a number of amendments tabled by
the Liberals are adopted.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of
my group I would like to thank the rapporteur,
Mr Brok, for the excellent presentation he has made
today of his repon on new technologies, and of the
views of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment.
I am panicularly pleased that the committee was able
to give its support to the majority of the amendments I
tabled at committee level last month. These amend-
ments which now form pan of the Brok text help to
highlight, I believe, imponant aspects of the debarc on
new technologies. Vhat we are witnessing now is a
fundamental change in the nature of the international
economy and society which results from the introduc-
tion and rapid development of new technologies. This
change is not restricted to the workplace, it is also
present in our homes.
A conference held in Ireland last December on the
elderly in rural areas made it clear that technological
developments offer great potential benefits in the area
of emergency contact systems and the provision of
low-cost security equipment for the elderly. This is an
imponant development in new technology of which I
would like the Community to take note.
The greatest scope for employment lies in the develop-
ment of new technology products and services. It is
forecast that by the year 2000 a quarter of the popula-
tion will be employed in types of activity which do not
exist at present. The Irish electronic industry has
grown dramatically over the past twelve years. ln 1972
the industry base was quite narrow, comprising about
20 companies employing about 5 000 people and
exports from the sector amounted to f 39 million
annually. Today that indusry comprises over 220
companies employing over 17 000 people 
- 
three and
a half times the numbers employed 14 years ago. In
1983 output from the sector was almost f I 500 mil-
lion of which I I 400 million, or 930/0, was exponed.
In 1983 exports in the electronics sector cons[ituted
over 250/o of total manufacturing exports, underlining
the growth of the industry. In more developed econ-
omies with older, longer-esablished electronics indus-
rries, the increasing integration of electronic devices
and their use in the sector has reduced the electronics
production workforce.
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If the European Communiry is to improve its competi-
tive position and increase the prosperity of the cirizens
of each of its Member Srares, it must dramatically
increase its efforts, panicularly in the fields of educa-
tion, vocational training and retraining ro identify,
prepare for and successfully meer rhe challenges of the
new technologies including biotechnology, roborics,
telecommunicarions research and developmenr.
Vithout question, one of lhe mosr important instru-
menr available to rhe Communiry is the European
Social Fund. Vhile welcoming the fact thar rraining
programmes, panly financed by the Social Fund in the
case of young people, women and the unemployed,
will in future have to offer ar leasr 200 hours of
instruction including 40 hours of training in new rech-
nologies, it musr also be emphasized that the number
of applications for Social Fund aid has been increasing
at an enormous rare. Applications for Social Fund aid
rose from 752 in 1983 to 4785 this year. This repre-
sents an increase of more than 5000/0. During the same
period the resources of the Social Fund increased by
only 60/0. In terms of rhe new budgetary proposals and
taking into accounr enlargement, the resources of the
Social Fund are hopelessly inadequate. The European
Community must make effons to ensure rhar rhe
needs of the smaller Member Srares, especially those in
peripheral locations such as Ireland and Greece, are
catered for in the area of new technologies, panicu-
larly where the structures for science and technology
have not yet reached the comprehensive and sophisri-
cated level of rhe more advanced Member Srates.
Closer links berween schools and local industries
including the service secror must be encouraged ro
enable studenm and teachers to develop a real under-
standing of the opponuniries and rraining require-
ments of such concerns as well as of rhe associated
technologies. In this respect I musr pay panicular tri-
bute to Professor'Wrixon of University College in my
own city of Cork, for his development of rhe micro-
electronics faculty and his great contribudon to tech-
nological development.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, rhe new technologies are
changing our lifestyle and are presenr in most
branches of our activities. If we are to compete suc-
cessfully with the United Srates and Japan, rhe impon-
ance of having a fully trained and acceptable work-
force, a workforce skilled in technical literacy, cannor
be emphasized enough. New technologies are the
third wave. They offer new opporrunities and new
hope for the handicapped. I was glad to hear Mrs Lar-
ive-Groenendaal refer to the talking car at the exhibi-
tion. I think this is a major advance. The new technol-
ogies for the handicapped have revolutionized job
opponunities and have offered an opponunity for
handicapped people to panicipate more fully in
sociery.
(Appkuse)
Mr Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, my name
m4y be difficult ro pronounce, but the social challenge
thrown down by the new technologies is far more dif-
ficult than my name. In the past fairly simple electro-
mechanical methods were used in tradirional indusrial
activities. They consumed energy in large quanriries,
they caused a great deal of waste and pollution, and
they were characterized by long assembly lines con-
trolled by poorly trained personnel doing monotonous
work, while managemenr was highly centralized.
The application of new technologies in electronics, the
computer industry, the developmenr of space travel,
biotechnology and so on is not only changing obsolete
production methods but also pointing the way for a
new society with its own standards. Just as coal, steel
and electricity last century led to rhe emergence of the
car industry, for example, and the introduction of
numerous products and practices which in the end
radically changed mankind's life style, the interplay of
new technologies will result in an unprecedented flood
of innovations. I therefore welcome this debate.
The simple facr that countries like Japan and the
United States are building up a considerable quantita-
tive lead over Europe in this field is indeed disrurbing.
Europe should be nking action to avoid missing the
boat in the third indusrial revolution. Happy and
peaceful cooperarion with the counrries I have just
mentioned is absolutely essenrial. I should like to list a
number of principles which might acr as a guide for
the direction in which the third indussrial revolution
could be steered.
Firstly, Eanh's biosphere is vulnerable. The more
powerful our technologies become, rhe greater rhe risk
that irreparable damage will be done ro our planet.
Every technology must rherefore be examined to see
what adverse effects it may have. Dangerous technolo-
gies should be revised or banned.
Secondly, technology does not need ro be large-scale,
costly and complicared to be called advanced.
Thirdly, we canno! fail ro be concerned about the very
unequal disribution of science and technology. For
example, 750/o of the world's population have only 3olo
of the scientisrs.
Founhly, the new technologies should be dissociated
from military force.
Fifthly, the decentralization of technologies can ben-
efit regional development, and, regional imbalances
can therefore be eliminated.
Mrs Lehideux (DR). 
- 
(FR) The new technologies
which are the central issue of this debate are a vasr
subject, and everyone agrees that Europe must res-
pond to the new technological challenges by making
more intensive effons and developing major rese"rc[
programmes at Community level, such as Esprit,
RACE, etc. There is also full agreement about the
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analysis of the reasons for the partial backwardness of
Europe compared to the United States and Japan.
There are two major reasons for it: the inadequate
concentration of national research proiects on com-
mon European objectives and the failure to convert
the research findings into marketable products and
Processes.
In view of these major issues and major challenges,
Mrs Salisch's report on behalf of the Committee on
Vomen's Righr calls for the adoption of positive
measures to ensure that women have the same access
as men to these new types of job. The repon implies in
nearly everly line that there is no reason to expect
women's employment situation to be improved by the
introduction of microtechnology at the workplace.
\flell, we want precisely the opposite approach. The
introduction of new technologies is without doubt a
new chance for women. For at last millions of women
will realize their hope of combining a family life and a
professional career, which were difficult to reconcile
in the past.
Recently, Commissioner Narjes stated: 'Mastery of
technological change presupposes that entrepreneurs,
workers, scientists and politicians have the motivation
and desire to be active panicipants'. The rapponeur
would like women to shy away from these challenges
and this battle in fright. !7e, however, and especially
my group, very much hope for the opposirc approach.
( Protests from Mrs Salisch)
Listen Madam, you have your opinion, and I have
mine. Another problem raised in Mrs Salisch's repon
is that of regulating the 'European social area'. The
Group of the European Right and I myself are against
the introduction of rules, which will accentuate the
rigid aspects of the labour market. Moreover, the pro-
posals put forward in the repon specifically concern
out-work and ways of making working hours more
flexible. Clearly it is not in the interests of cenain par-
ties, especially the left and the unions, to lose any
potential militants.
Mr Van der Vaal (NI). 
- 
(NL) The main question
in the assessment of science and technology, in our
opinion, should be whether they perform a useful
function for the well-being of all mankind. Develop-
ments which do not sadsfy this criterion should be dis-
couraged, changes for the better encouraged.
It is in this century that technological progress has
really taken off. \7'e have become so accustomed to
these technological achievements that we need pictures
and information from the developing countries to
remind us of the unprecedented luxury in which we
live and of the wide gap that divides us from the
majority of mankind. !?'estern prosperity is based on
science and rcchnology, the prime movers of our
economy. '!7'e owe them our prosperity, our social
security systems, our high standards of public health
and so on.
If we want to retain these favourable achievements for
the future; v/e must participate in new developments,
and we cannot avoid fresh challenges. ln certain areas
of the new rechnologies we cannot. therefore afford to
fragment our effons and talents. '$7e must combine
them at European level. But the question remains: how
can we guide these developments along acceptable
channels.
Past industrial revolutions have taught us that industry
and technology have not only benefited the life of the
individual in society. \(/e need only think of the envi-
ronmental problems, the negative sides of the high
level of consumption, the effect on interpersonal rela-
tions and above all the attitude towards the Third
Vorld countries. There is no doubt, as most repons
on the subject mention, that the new technologies will
cause a funher very radical change throughout
society. Can they be used to the benefit of mankind?
Europe can probably become more comPetitive and
perhaps increase its prosperity and eliminate routine
and soul-destroying work. All that is very imponant,
but do we know what to do with such attendant phen-
omena as increasing free time, the redundancy of less
skilled workers and above all the many opportunities
that will come our way? Should it not be said that,
although rcchnology has done a great deal that is posi-
tive, it is also threatening to become a force that will
dominate our lives and deprive our lives of personal
relations? Not everything than can be done should be
done.
Rejecting new rcchnologies is no solution. It is there-
fore all the more imponant to control developments
and ensure that they satisfy standards and do not over-
whelm us. A case in point is what can be done in bio-
technology and specifically in the field of genedc engi-
neering. This is an aspect that Mr Brok has also dis-
cussed. How easily, for example, the protection of the
embryo can be endangered and the limits set in crea-
tion exceeded in experiments with the genotype in the
interescs of a given individual.
'\fle talk about the challenge of the new rcchnologies,
and rightly so. But we believe there is another, no less
serious challenge. !7e must find ways of exercising
control over technology so that it is harnessed for the
good of man as God's creation. It is therefore our task
ro ensure that we accept the new technologies in
accordance with clear standards.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS
Vce-President
Mrs Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NI) Mr President, a European
parliamentary bureau needs to be set up in the near
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future to assess science and rechnology policy if par-
liament wants ro remain alen at all times ro diu.rg.nt
aspecm of rhe developmenr and applicadon of science
and technology, because many of these developments
have direct and very incisive effects on presinr-day
society. I do not need to quo[e examples: plenty have
already been given during the debare. Infoimadon, as
the rapponeur has righdy said, can never be given
impanially, bur the fact that Parliament could oLtain
direct access to informadon through a bureau of rhis
kind and itself develop more initiatives would be a
major step forward.
Innumerable well-known bodies and research insri-
tutes are working on predictions and esrimates. The
European parliamentary bureau would, in my opinion,
have to concentrate on social forecasting because rhis
area is nor adequately covered by commercial bodies
or, unfortunately, in very many cases by rhe aurh-
orities. Frequently, lirtle more rhan a kind of cost-ben-
efit analysis is carried our. Bur I believe estimates of
social effects and changes to be of rhe urmosr impon-
ance because it is after all people who have to give
shape to changing sociery rarher rhan the new rechnol-
ogies transforming people in a given way.
I agree with rhe rapponeur when he criticizes rhe
forecasts for being for the mosr parr highly statisrical
analyses. 
-Human behaviour is nor so easily expressedin cold figures. \flhen faces and voices are pur to
figures and staristics, various aspecrs usually differ
from the resuh assumed on paper-
The bureau, if established, would perform an impor-
tant service if it narrowed the gap berween the Euro-
pean Parliament and specifically rhe Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology on the one hand
and rhe inhabitanrs of rhe Member Srares on rhe orher.
But everyone musr [hen have access to the findings,
and full and honest informarion musr be provided.
That is the only way ro ensure rhar what is developed
is acceptable ro the public.
Perhaps I am expecting too much of this bureau. Ve
must after all remain realistic and appreciare thar there
will probably be very limited resources available for
equipping ir properly. Although the rapponeur pro-
poses thar many exisring agencies wirhin the presenr
European instirutional system should be involvid, we
must not underestimate the enormous coordination
problems this would raise for the few officials to be
appointed. \7e should nor rherefore expec[ rhe Euro-
pean parliamentary bureau to produce studies of rhe
same quality as rhe American Office of Technology
Assessmenr. But rhis should nevertheless be the aim,
because thorough studies of rhe European situation
w_ill be an.imporrant aid in the development of policy.
\7e would nor need to rely on American studiei if we
had the knowledge in Europe. In any case, rhe social
climate in America is different from thar in Europe.
Mr President, our research budget is relatively small.
And yet nor inconsiderable amounts are invisted in
cenain developments. It is the politician's rask [o con-
sider the implications of these developments for
sociery with grear care. The very modest proposal for
a bureau can help in rhese deliberations. Vi cannot
leave technological developmenrs ro technicians and
exper6. The consequences may be too seri5us for
society, as many speakers have stressed this week.
Mrs Gia'.akou-Koutsikou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr pre-
sident, fellow Members, I would firstly like [o express,
on behalf of rhe European People's Party, my satisfac-
tion at this pan-session being principally devored to
the quesrion of the introduction of rhe new technolo-
gies into our daily working lives, and also at the
interim report concerning women in relation ro tech-
nology, prepared by Mrs Salisch.
The use of rcchnology will make a subsrantial contri-
bution to social progress and ro rhe improvement of
working condidons as long as provision is made for
balancing mechanisms between man and machine. And
it is exacrly in this area thar women have an imporrant
part ro play. There is no doubt thar rhe application of
the new technologies will result in rhe intioduction of
new working pracrices. Pracrices which do not require
large numbers of staff, but specialization at a high
level. This reduction in the number of posts available
poses a risk first of all to the career opponunities of
women, and subsequen[ly creates social tensions.
The introduction of microelectronics should prove ro
have a beneficial overall effect on efficiency in all areas
of production, and should avoid negative repercus-
sions on specific social groups 
- 
groups such as
women, who make up rhe larger percentage of those
employed in inferior and less highly specialized jobs.
There is no quesrion the inirial effect of technology
will be ro conrracr the jobs market. This must be com-
pensated by the development of new working prac[ices
and.new products, and all possibilities oiihanging
working conditions and of examining rhe newlyl
introduced practices and their effects musr be seized.
The overall effect of rhe new rechnology will be posi-
tive, as long as social groups such as *o.en are not
obliged ro accepr a diminution of their career oppor-
tunities.
The European People's Pany is of the opinion rhar the
establishment of a special investigative programme
und.er rhe auspices of Commission Lodies *or.ild b. ,
posltrve step, a programme which would study all fac-
tors related ro rhe consequences of inuoducing the
various new rechnologies wirh regard ro *oiking
women and ro the developmenr of new p"rt.rn, oT
work for rhem.
In summing up the posirive effecm of microtechnol-
ogy, w9 can say rhat it will entail rhe following: avoid-
ance of disruprion of working pracrices, production of
goods by merhods more in line with io.rte-porrry
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realities, more comprehensive planning with the aid of
elecronic computers, increased leisure time for work-
ing people, possibly an increase in the quality of per-
sonal employment and various other advantages.
At the same time, quite enormous initiatives and
coordinated efforts are required of the social pafi.ners
in order to offset the adverse effects related to the
reduction in the number of job opponunities and
relarcd to the psychological aspect, which could be
described as the relationship between man and mach-
ine.
'!7omen, who constitute a social group which is pani-
cularly vulnerable to rcchnological or economic
changes, are faced with problems which they are not
strong enough to overcome on their own. Society as a
whole must work towards a solution which ensures
equal access to technical training and information. The
speed with which this same technology is developing
calls for full preparation, so that significant social
groups do not find themselves definitely and irreversi-
bly held back.
Europe must respond to the challenge presented by
technology. On this our group is quite certain, but the
outcome would hardly satisfy our aspirations if
women were not to enhance their position in the prod-
uctive process along with men, within the current
technological revolution.
(Applause from centre)
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I particularly
agree with Mrs Larive-Groenendaal that we have to
take a positive view of training for technology and to
emphasize flexibility of raining so that people can be
retrained frequendy in their life 
- 
perhaps three times
- 
to enable them to change jobs to keep pace with the
rapid advance of technology. However, every leader
of a technology company that I have talked to has the
same complaint: they are shon of the top scientists,
rhe really clever and innovative ones. They are also
shon of programmers for computers and various other
levels of technological activity down the line. I think
the main reason for this is in our educational Pro-
gramme. Children are not encouraged by teachers to
go into technology and science, or engineering for
that matter. It is regarded as a dead-end profession
where there is no chance of geming to the top. Some-
how we have got to change the attitude of teachers so
that they encourage children to take up science, tech-
nology and engineering.
I have a practical proposal to make to the Commis-
sioner, namely, that he starts a system of scholarships
for young people to persuade them, instead of going
into the professions and the humanities, to go into sci-
ence. I am sure we miss a lot of potential top scientists
because they are not encouraged to study science. This
applies to girls just as much as boys. I agree with the
last speaker that we must tap that hidden resource of
women who at present are not being encouraged to
enter this sort of profession. Science can be the way to
the top. One can absolutely, and in these days more
easily, get to the top by the scientific and engineering
path.
My group supports the Linkohr suggestion for a tech-
nology office. Ve do not think it should be a big one.
Ve think it should be just a few people to organize the
necessary scientists or experts we need for any parti-
cular occasion. I think we will probably withdraw
some of our amendments to the Linkohr rePort.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I support the
repon by Mrs Salisch, as adopted by the Committee
on 'S7omen's Rights, and I am very pleased that a
number of amendments tabled on behalf of my group
were included.
'\(e should not look upon the introduction of new
technologies as an extra nail in the coffin of exploy-
ment opportunities for women. New technologies will,
we know, have a practical impact on jobs in the service
sector, such as secretarial, retail and clerical work,
positions which have traditionally been filled by
women. However, there are two important points to
remember here. Firstly, computer-based systems will
eliminate the repetitive and monotonous aspect of
those jobs. Secondly, trained personnel will be needed
to operate the new installations. lt is, therefore, logical
that induction courses should be improved in the
workplace to equip women with the necessary skills.
On the industrial side, women have benefited in
numerical terms from the growth of the electronics
industry. In Ireland, for example, women comprise
530/o of the total electronics workforce. However, the
vast majority (81%) are employed in the clerical and
non-craft producrion area of the industry. Conversely,
women are under-represented in the rcchnical and
managerial categories. Vhile technological change
may pose a challenge to the rise in female panicipation
in the workforce, it also represents an opponunity for
women to progress from low-paid sectors of employ-
ment and move into better-paid, more fulfilling iobs
with better career prospects.
Among the initiatives planned to redress the numerical
and occupational imbalances between the sexes are
measures to ensure that250/o of course places on train-
ing schemes in electronics are allocated to women 
-
on a pilot basis. Acdon is also under way in the educa-
tional system to encourage girls to broaden their sub-
jecr choice and thereby their career options. Affirma-
tive actions such as these are essential to ensure equal
opportunities for all members of the workforce in the
technological era.
Looking to the future, I would like to mention the
increased possibilities of working from the home. This
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will certainly be on the increase as a resulr of docu-
ment transmission techniques and computer terminals
installed in the home. If proper social securiry arrante-
ments are devised for this son of work, it would be an
attractive option for married women who wish to con-
tinue working.
I will conclude by saying that the introduction of new
technologies calls for additional qualifications ro meer
future company requirements. Every Member Srate
must look upon this progress as an opporr,unity of giv-
ing women a better deal in the workplace.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, on behalf of my group I should like
to comment briefly on rwo of the repons before us,
the Brok repon and the Salisch reporr. Mr Brok has
drawn up an excellent reporr on the social implications
of the information technologies. In his report he has
described the effect the new technologies are having
on the srucrure of the labour market, on educarion
and especially vocarional training, and on the struc-
tures of the provision of information and worker pani-
cipation in industry. I should like rc go into this lasr
point in somewhat grearer depth because a remarkable
debate has recently begun on this subject in my coun-
Lry.
There is no doubr that the impon of new technologies
may have major implicarions for rhe labour markei as
a whole and for individual workers in the firms con-
cerned in panicular. Ic may afrer all be necessary to ler
some people go and replace them with new workers. It
may be necessary ro change the content of work or the
hours worked. \Torkers often have to undergo rerrain-
ing or in-service training, and sometimes working con-
ditions have to be adjusrcd. Mr Presidenr, ir is ihere-
fore quite clear, and my group fully endorses this
view, that workers and rheir representatives musr be
involved in these developments, both at high level,
during the main consultations between employers' and
employees' organizations, and ar company level,
through works councils, for example. It is rherefore of
the utmost imponance rhat employees' organizations
should have sufficient information. In my counrry
employers' organizations have reacted negarively ro
ideas put forward by the workers for involvemenr in
this kind of developmenr. I regrer rhis, and I do not
consider this attitude very wise because, if we want
European workers to see rhe impon of new technolo-
gies not as a threat but as a challenge, as something
that provides new opporrunities for economic gro*th
and employmenr, we must gain their acceptance for
these developments. Ve will nor do rhis by keeping
doors tightly closed, which will only fuel diirust: we
must open doors, and everyone musr sit down at one
table to assess rhe value of the new opponunities, in
social as well as orher terms.
I should now like ro rurn to rhe Salisch repon, which
concerns the impact of new rechnologies on the posi-
tion of women in employment. There is a tendency in
cenain women's organizations 
- 
and I dercct it in the
Socialist Group too 
- 
to regard new technologies
principally as a threat to the position of women in
employment. I would oppose so defensive an arrirude
tooth and nail. New technologies have brought many
benefic for women in the last few decades. You need
only think of today's domestic appliances and contra-
ceptives. \fhy should ir not be possible to regard rhe
new information technologies as a challenge for
women too? It is very imponant for women and girls
to be involved in the education and training in these
new sec[ors. There will be many jobs in new and inno-
vative firms in the future, and women must play rheir
pan in rhese new secrors. Vomen must regard rhis
rend not as a rhreal but as a challenge. They musr
adopt an acrive, nor a defensive atrirude, and parlia-
ment must suppon and encourage them in this. Thar is
the line we wanr to see Mrs Salisch's report taking.
Only then will we be able ro supporr ir.
Mr F. Pisoni (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, honoura-
ble Members, after congratularing Mr Brok on his val-
uable repon, may I just make a few remarks.
Progress is that which benefits man, relieves suffering,
makes people less unhappy and more able and pri-
pared to cope with life and its risks.
The technological innovations we all want and hope
for and which are ar rhe same time necessary in rire
presenl world situarion musr have this progress as rheir
object. So many people are trying ro correcr the devia-
tions and conrradictions that can arise; few direcr or
try to direct research and innovation at man. It will
always be difficult ro gear the economic system, which
is governed by its own rules, ro ethical and social
needs. It is easier, while giving due respect rc all dis-
ciplines, ro sr,an our from man and to build rhe econo-
mic system on rhar foundarion.
In more concrete rerms, I rhink the poliricians must
rcll the scienrists to look at innovations in terms of the
need to respond !o man's demand for self-realization;
of the need for guaranteed work for everyone, from
the most able to the least able; of the need not to dis-
count from rhe stan marginal groups and enormous
welfare measures; not to restricc solely ro leisure time
the. chance for people to satisfy rheir own aspirations
and affirm rheir own personality.
The politicians musr tell the scientists ro remember
when they plan rhe future that the quantity of wealth
is not.directly proponional ro the degree of happiness
or satisfaction attained or attainable. There will-ilwavs
be a need for remedies and cures, but ir is i-ponrnt
not to srarr our from that basis. Applied researih can-
not ignore the fact thar most of the unemployed are
women.
As to the presenr unemployment siruation and possible
remedies, I wanr ro confirm a posirion rhat has been
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put forward several times: we must convince ourselves
that just as it is necessary to redistribute resources and
means of suppon correctly, it is also necessary to dis-
tribute labour more correctly. Too many adults per-
form two jobs and too many parents do many hours of
ovenime to support their unemployed children. That
which society does not give its members as proceeds of
their labour, it mosr often gives them in unemploy-
ment benefit or social welfare payments.
A general agreement between institutions, social
security bodies, employers, unions and social forces
would make it possible to achieve a more correct rela-
tionship between labour and production and between
employmenr and social welfare benefits. Today that is
but a request; tomorrow it will be forced upon us by
the transformations which are about to occur in the
near future.
Let the Commission study these matters in more depth
and courageously lead the way all the parties con-
cerned to hold serious talks.
Mrs Peus (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, human com-
munication will be considerably impaired by the
increasing use of compu[ers in education. Learning
and rcaching by machine will mean isolation, and
abstract machine thought will end up being the domi-
nant type of thought. This is what the sceptics and
rhose critical of introducing the new information tech-
nologies in education rep'eatedly maintain.
From the point of view of the European People's Party
this prompts at least three observations. Educational-
ists are largely agreed that computer studies should be
incorporated into existing subjects and should not
form a new informatics subject in their own right. This
is justified, inter ali4 by the fact that computer science
is becoming a basic science whose expenise and abili-
ries can be applied to orher subjects. This emphasizes
the function of the computer as a tool rather than an
end in itself, and premature specializadon, i.e. the
spawning of expens who know nothing about any-
thing else will be avoided.
In order to ensure thar schools are adequately
equipped with computers 
- 
there should be only two
ro three pupils rc one compurer, and the obsolete
equipment often still in use should if possible be
replaced 
- 
contacts between school and economy
should be greatly increased, for example via EDP
'partnerships'. Basic and further training of teachers
should cover not only the technical operation of com-
puters but also their productive use, including all the
political and social consequences.
Lastly, something should be done to encourate the
girls. According to surveys in the state of Rhineland-
Palatinate, in coeducational schools 300/o of boys but
only 140/o of girls choose information science studies;
in single-sex (girls') schools it is quite different. In
recenr months in the Federal Republic no less than
24 000 young girls have applied for 500 places on
comPurer courses for girls only.
Vhen these and other aspects are considered, the
advantages of information science teaching outweigh
the dangers. It allows the learning processes, tempo
and content, m be adapted to the special needs of the
individual; complex subject matter can be made clear,
and both abstract thought and creativity are encour-
aged.
(Applause)
4. lVelcone
President. 
- 
(GR) Ladies and gentlemen, it is with
grear pleasure that I extend a warm welcome to the
delegation of members of the Australian Parliament
who are in Strasbourg this week for discussions with
our Delegation for relations with Australia and New
Zealand.
The people of Ausralia and the peoples of the Euro-
pean Communities are bound by common cultural,
linguistic and historical ties, and share a common
democratic tradition. I am sure that the conversations
that the Australian delegation will be having here in
the European Parliament will contribute to a further
strengthening of these ties and will help our Australian
colleagues to develop a fuller understanding of the
European Communities in general, and of our Parlia-
ment in particular.
On behalf of the entire Parliament, I wish the mem-
bers of the Australian delegation a fruitful and pleas-
ant stay in Srasbourg.
(Applause)
5. New technologies (continuation)
Mrs Daly (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wish to direct my
remarks in this debate ro the Salisch report on rhe
impact of microtechnology on job opponunities for
women. My group would oppose many of the sections
of this report, because we do not like irc negative atti-
tude to new technology and because of our experience
of job creation for women in the United Kingdom,
panicularly in the field of new technology. Ve believe
that this report could do more damage to the cause of
women who are looking for employment than be help-
ful. It is full of political rhemric which does nothinB to
help the situation of women.
In the United Kingdom in the last 30 years the number
of men on the job market stayed around l5 to 16 mil-
lion but the number for women has risen from 7 to I I
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million. That is a huge percenrage increase. New jobs
have been found to meet a very large percentage of
this figure. Indeed, during 1984 the number of women
in full-time jobs increased by la 000 and the number
in part-dme jobs by as many as 187 000 as compared
with a decrease of 60 000 in the number of men with
jobs. Therefore, it is not rrue ro say rhar women are
worse off as far as the United Kingdom is concerned.
I have read statemenff from some of my Socialist col-
leagues, suggesting rhar some of these pan-time jobs
are not real jobs. I want to ask them, as I asked them
in the Vomen's Committee, if they have actually
talked to women in part-time jobs. They suggesr rhar
they do not wanr the jobs, but the truth is rhat rhey do
want them.
Many of your Socialist colleagues from the United
Kingdom have suggested it. Just read the British news-
paper Tbe Guardian today. \flomen do want these jobs
and I suggest that more women should go to rhe trade
union meetings 
- 
with the encouragement of rheir
male colleagues, which is not evident throughour
Europe 
- 
[o say what they want in these jobs and to
ensure that the truth is told.
Many women want part-time jobs in preference ro
full-dme jobs because this suits their domestic circum-
stances. There are other women, of course, who want
full-time jobs, and it is our dury ro ensure [har they are
given proper training to meet the requiremenrs the
new jobs that are coming in the expanding sectors
associated with new technology.
I appeal m both the men and women in this House not
to be hypocritical. Put in amendmenrs rhat change rhe
whole thing but not amendments thar are only wishy-
washy and do nothing to change the negative tone of
the repon. \7hat we in this Parliament need 
- 
pani-
cularly during these two days 
- 
is a positive arrirude
to new rcchnology on the pan of borh men and
women.
(Applause)
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, first I should
like to thank Mr Brok for rhe work he has put into his
report. It is not by his choice rhar the repon is exacrly
as it is. Personally, I believe there is almosr roo much
good advice in it: it tries rc incorporate everybody's
good ideas, and if it had confined itself to being more
concise, concentrating on just one or two aspects of
the problem, perhaps it would have had a great chance
of being effective.
A lot of the discussion thar rakes place on the whole
question of the new technologies is generally negative.
Panicularly in this Parliamenr, we are far too obsessed
with the negative aspecrs of rhe effecrs of new rechnol-
ogy. There is a risk that we shall convince young peo-
ple in the Community thar rechnological development
is their enemy, that it is responsible for the fact that
their examinations get harder all the dme and that the
prospecr of a job after their final examinations is
reduced. I do not think that this is the reason for the
present unemployment situation. There is nothing new
about technological developmenr. Ve talk about it all
the time as if there were, but it has been going on since
the cotton gin was invented and the reaper and binder,
indeed, since man put the first steel point on a wooden
implement. The impact of change in those days was
just as great as it is today. I have absolure confidence
in the experience that humanity has had over the ages
that it will be able to cope with what negarive aspecrc
this whole question of technological development.
This development has enabled us to have more leisure
time. It has given us smndards of living that we could
never have dreamed of. \7ith regard ro the 12 million
unemployed in Europe today, technology should not
be made the scapegoat for wharcver has gone wrong.
The pace is so rapid that we must accepl that it will
not come to all industries at the same time and at the
same pace. Ve are therefore bound to have imbal-
ances, and it is the dury and obligation of government
to minimize them. Some of the unemployment has, I
think, been created by excessive interference by gov-
ernments and panicularly the influence of some small
groups who have acquired the skills of new technolo-
gies and their success in retaining for themselves the
benefits of this knowledge and skill. Governmenrs
have placed high taxes on new products, thereby mak-
ing it impossible for everyone to enjoy the benefits of
new technology. A number of things have happened ar
the same time, and rather rhan blaming all the unem-
ployment on the new technologies, I think we musr
assess the other things rhat have contribured to the
unemployment problem.
Mr Spiith (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen. An Office for Scientific and Technological
Option Assessment is to be ser up. Ar first glance one
might say, what, another office? Hello Parkinson! But
that is not how it is. That is not the intention, and it
does not come across that way in Mr Linkohr's reporr..
Nevenheless I would ask for your indulgence if, in
expressing my group's endorsemenr of Mr Linkohr's
report, I add a few comments and a few provisos.
Before reaching a decision of this kind we must of
course consider its repercussion. '!7e are alking here
about the repercussions of technology, so we must also
consider the repercussions of our own decision. Ve
must not allow another bureaucraric body ro be
crearcd here. Ve must aim for a small office, a small
secretariat to assist Parliamenr and its committees. 'S7'e
must in future draw primarily on ourcide expenise for
this. This is how most of the work musr be done. Ir
must on no account. grow slowly into a super-auth-
onty.
'!7e 
consider the review after three years, mentioned in
$ 9 of Mr Linkohr's reporr, to be very imponant. Ve
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shall then see what has been achieved, how this office
has developed and what staff requiremenm are being
made of us.
Mrs Lenz (PPE), Chairman of tbe Committee on
'lV'omen's Rights. 
- 
(DE) As the last speaker on the
subject of women and the new technologies I should
like, in my capacity as Committee Chairman, to add a
few comments.
The various opinions we have heard today about the
opportunities and risks entailed by the development of
modern technology in Europe have focused repeatedly
on the social problems. Our Committee seeks in its
report to concentrate on one population group for
which the current. employment problem is really two-
fold. The penetration of new technology and im
effects on the rationalization of jobs is already making
itself felt in a disproportionally high level of unem-
ployment among women and girls, and there is also a
shonage of training centres and occupational skills.
If we want to fight the unwelcome idea of job losses
with no hope of new opportunities in the job market in
a society which views occupational skills, length and
material assessment of employment as pointers in the
careers of most people, we really need all centres of
influence, governments, tariff panners, political par-
ties, professional associations, educationalists and
schools to work together to provide women and girls
with a future.
In the last few days we have also spoken of long-term
opportunities and grand designs. The Committee on
\7omen's Rights is currently focusing more on the
risks than on the opportunities, for good topical rea-
sons. 
'S7'e hope that the European Parliament and irc
Committee will make a constructive contribution in
the debate which wili continue for months yet. \fle
must find out the sectors in which the new technolo-
gies offer young people and women Particular
ihances. Ve call on all those responsible for determin-
ing the nature of the world of work to give us concrerc
eximples. The European Parliament could set a special
example, across frontiers, and could encourage young
women to share in the thinking process so that they
are not passive and unprotected, facing the world with
resignation, which is always the worst thing to do.
I will conclude with an amusing futuristic anecdote. I
do not, of course, imply that all progressive trade
unionists and dynamic young enffePreneurs think this
way. She, trade unionist and young research worker,
comes home in the evening after a 5-hour day. The
year 2Ol5,let's say. He says 'Sorry, darling. Despite
our remote-controlled kitchen, suPPer isn't ready. The
computer's sending an error message. After a lot of
hard thought I have worked it out: although we Pro-
grammed for the triple ch method 
- 
children, chow
ind church 
- 
and the right recipe 
- 
steak and french
fries 
- 
somewhere in the deep freeze chain a label got
swirched from IP to F. The remote control system
couldn't run the programme properly because the
kitchen computer refused to make french fries out of
Italian pasn.' To which she replies 'It sounds old
fashioned, perhaps, but [et's go to the nearest chippie.
\7e'll fix the computer tomorrowl'
Despite this, rhe poinm I have made to you are
extremely serious!
Mrs Salisch (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
should like to raise a point of order. On a number of
occasions the report has been referred to as my os/n
personal report. It is the repon of the Committee on
'!?'omen's Rights, and I am very grateful to its Chair-
man, Mrs Lenz, lor pointing this out. The ladies who
have spoken and already left the chamber have clearly
not read this report, which is not negative in the
wishes it expresses, but merely neBative in its interpre-
tation of the facts, and as rapponeur I cannot let this
pass. The Committee approved this repon by a major-
iry. The report. now before you is the work of the
Committee. I just wanted to set the record straight'
President. 
- 
(CR) Mrs Salisch, your statement has
been noted.
Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Mr President, may I begin with a sincere thank
you to the four rapporteurs for this block 3 of the
debate. Thank you for your interesting, balanced,
informative and stimulating reports, all of which be
incorporated into our work. Perhaps I could just add
that after this debate no one will be able to deny the
imponance of this topic of the new rcchnologies and
their consequences.
It is imponant for the attitudes of people towards
technology, important for the acceptance of the new
rcchnologies. Lastly, and here I agree with what sev-
eral speakers have said, the problem is the fears and
unease which people feel 
- 
fears and unease which
are born of inadequate information, inadequate ava;ia'
biliry of clear and comprehensive facts, inadequate
knowledge and thus the inability to make judgements.
These fears thus constitute a challenge ro all those
with responsibiliry for education in the broadest sense,
they confer a duty on those in positions of authoriry in
all walks of life, but they also confer a duty on us poli-
ticians to reach a positive position, if we want to make
our voice heard in tomorrow's world.
\7e also thank all those, especially Mr Brok, who have
pointed to the related topic of structural change.
Structural change is reflected statistically in the declin-
ing number of those employed in industry and the rise
in the numbers employed in the service industries. This
is a process which is subdivided into a variety of minor
individual decisions. I would thus warn all those who
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peddle statistical models and draw false conclusions
from them. You should rhink again. Our problem is
not change itself, but the speed of the change in which
we find ourselves and wirh which we are at Ldds.
Shon producr lives and swifter successions in produc-
tion processes demand and impose mobiliry and rhe
risks this i:ntails. These risks wiil be best dealt with by
those who ake personal responsibility for their own
occuparional skills seriously and do not close rheir
minds to rhe tenet rhat we never cease to learn. All
such people are entitled to our help.
Furthermore, science has as yer no definirive opinion
regarding the effects of accelerared technoiogical
change on rhe workplace, labour market 
"nd o,employment. !fle should nor merely brandish our
American figures at each other; we should try to eval-
uate the American model properly and in this way
make progress in our own polirical assessment.
I am rhus very happy that Mr Brok's repon, with
which the Commission is largely in agreCment, has
been so well received by Parliament, because this
shows thar there is room for consensus here. Ve
should nor rhrow away this chance, but build on it,
because the decisions we take can only find acceptance
in this House and outside if rhey are supported by a
broad consensus in rhis House and by the Commis-
sion.
In connection with rhe rwo reporrs by
MessrsMcMahon and Brok I would point our rhat the
Commission's rwo programmes, firstly to introduce
the new informarion technologies in schools and
secondly to provide occuparional training in the new
information technologies, are seen by us as just rhe
first move towards upping human resources ro deal
with the technological change I have described.
To give you an overview of the scale of rhe task: we
have assisted many multilateral experimenm ro introd-
uce new technologies into education. In l985,we
srcpped up to 100 rhe number of exchanges of teachers
.arrying ou[ rhese experiments in rhe Community and
shall double these numbers again in 1985.
'S7e have arranged reaching courses on new technolo-
gies in education, in 1983 in France, in 1984 in the
United Kingdom and in 1985 in Italy and Germany. In
1984 and 1985 we introduced summer courses for
researchers dealing with new research technologies. In
1985 we held a European new technology wiek in
T-urin attended by 150 young people between rhe ages
of 15 and 19.
As far as our means allow, then, we uke very seriously
our task of giving young people especially rhe chancl
of a life wonh living in their informadon-dominared
society. Ve know that all our effons ro rap rhese
human resources must be matched by corresponding
progress in che Community's industrial, innovarion
and research policy, just as the success of these policies
depends on the availability at all times of rhe requisite
number of trained, or willing, employees panicularly
young people.
Because the Commission attaches great imponance to
these human resources it has also submitted the Com-
ett programme to increase cooperation between
schools and universities over training matters. This
programme has been referred [o on numerous occa-
sions during the debate and we hope that it will be
approved by the Council of Ministers soon.
Mrs Salisch's reporr on behalf of the Commitree on
'lZomen's Rights discusses very comprehensively an
important and often neglected aspect of the technol-
ogy debate, i.e. the effects of rcchnological progress
on women, especially working women. !fle at the
Commission are aware thar there is a need ar Com-
munity level for special effons to ensure thar such
effects which work to the disadvantage of women are
prevented even before they arise, or ar any rare recog-
nized so rhar measures ro prevent them can be ini-
tiated.
In its 1982-85 programmes the Commission took a
number of steps concerning these problems, pilor mea-
sures under the Social Fund and rhe Vocational Train-
ing Centre, panicipation in seminars and studies on
th-e topic, and measures aimed at broadening the range
of occuparional choices for women and promoting at
national level coordinated programmes of training and
further training with special reference rc the newiech-
nologies. In its resolution of 7 July 1984 on measures
to counrer female unemployment rhe Council under-
took to implement training programmes in a variety of
technological areas to open these professions to
women.
A funher Council decision of December 1984 provides
for specific measures ro promore training and imploy-
ment of women in technology-based professions. in
response to the European Parliament's resolution of
January 1984 the Commission launched a number of
investigations of specific aspecrs of the new rechnolo-
gies and rheir effecrs on women. Panicular amenrion is
being given to how far account needs to be uken of
the new technologies and their effects on women
during wage bargaining.
As you know the Commission's first action pro-
gramme will be completed at the end of this year. The
final repon, to be completed before the end of the
year, also deals with the problems of technological
progress. It is already clear thar technology quesdons
will occupy a panicularly significant place in rhe new
medium-term protramme too. First of all the Commis-
sion proposes ro continue discussions begun under rhe
old programme on the basis of thi knowledge
obtained so far. It will also conrinue ,o ruppon 
"ndpromote national programmes and concrete measures
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aimed at improving the position of women in the rcch-
nical professions.
The new technologies are a challenge to the Com-
munity and to all its citizens. They represent a pani-
cular challenge as regards equality of opponunities
between the sexes. As in the past the Commission urill
do all it can to meet this challenge.
This brings me to Mr Linkohr's report on rcchnology
assessment, a report which provides much food for
thought and which reminds me personally of debarcs
on this same topic in the Bundestag 10 years ago. \fle
also looked at the US Office of Technology Assess-
ment. !7e know rhat it has at present 150 grade A
employees and a budget of over 15 million US dollars.
This office does useful work, but it also has a number
of weaknesses.
But I am glad that you do not want to set up a straight
copy of this office. After all we cannot. create a substi-
tute legislator; what we have to do is create an institu-
tion, an office which will usefully assist the legislator
in his asks, preferably as objectively as possible and in
such a way as.to render his decision-making easier.
A previous Commission set itself a similar task with its
'Europe plus 30' programme, a programme which led
ro the establishment of the FAST Group, a group
which today is no longer able, with its 20 academics,
ro oversee the entire field of constantly expanding
knowledge and specialization. But we will gladly, and
more than willingly, make the work of the FAST
Group available to the competent committee so that it
too can be used as a basis in the ongoing award of
contracr to institutes, undenakings, consultancy
firms, individual scientists and anyone else who quali-
fies. It will be of decisive imponance to see that the
small organization you are endeavouring to set upr
and which has our approval, is itself snffed by top-
quality people.
In concluding the overall debarc I should like to thank
all those who have taken pan for your many sugges-
tions and positive criticisms to us. $(i'e shall act on
them. The challenge facing the Community, its Mem-
ber States and all panies is, as our debate has shown, a
great one, Breater perhaps than many of the protagon-
ists involved roday think; it is a technical, scientific,
economic and political challenge. The inescapable
consequences can only be drawn at Community level.
Attempts by Member States to go it alone will have no
chance of definitive success. If Community action is to
be meaningful, however, our ideas must come from a
single mould, there must be coherence, and the Com-
munity must also be given the money it needs to tackle
this msk successfully to the extent that it can be tac-
kled on a Community basis.
And so we face a winter of severe testing in the Euro-
pean decision-making processes. They are headed by
the European Council. It has to deal with the problems
before it, and it needs by the qualiry of its decisions, to
show itself as the driving force in Community policy
and not just a registration point for differing national
interests and bodim.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, I have just had
the opponunity of looking through the recorded votes
for yesterday as set out in the Minurcs. The number of
manuscript changes to the Minutes are, as far as I can
ascertain, totally unprecedented. There are on every
recorded vote taken yesterday an exceedingly large
number of added votes.
Vas the electronic votint system not working yes[er-
day? Is that the explanation? Or was there some selec-
tive reason why the system in one pan of the Chamber
was not working because the additional votes, as I say,
are totally unprecedented. If it was not working prop-
erly when recording roll-call votes, was it working
properly when we had an electronic check? You will
remember yesterday that there was some doubt
expressed about the decision of the Chair in relation to
electronic checks and recorded votes, panicularly
when there had been a quirc proper and constitutional
demand from my pany for a roll-call vote [hat was not
acceded to.
I have to draw the conclusion that these Minutes and
the number of manuscript amendments to them do in
fact challenge the integrity of yesterday's votes.
(Applause)
It challenges not only the integrity of the roll-call
vorcs but it also challentes rhe integrity of the elec-
tronic checks.
Now I understand that you are already referring to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions the questions that were raised with you yester-
day. You know my views on that. I hope I expressed
them with cogency yesrcrday. But I hope that in refer-
ring this matter to the committee you will raise the
whole question of these Minutes, of the inadequacy of
the recorded vote sysrem yesterday, the fact that the
integrity of this House is thereby being jeopardized
and the imperative need for this House rc have the
opponunity, when it considers the report of the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Peritions, to
decide, in order to maintain irs integrity as far as
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public opinion is concerned, wherher it should have
the opponuniry ro reassess its opinion as expressed,
possibly wrongly yesterday, in relarion to SDL
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
Mr President, I rise wirh regard to
Rule 78 because I too, like my colleague, Mr Tomlin-
son, have been concerned ar the very large number of
additions ro the Minutes. Rule 78 says that:
The Presidenr may ar any rime decide that the
voting opera[ions indicared in Rules 76,77 and,79
shall be carried our by means of an electronic vor-
ing system.
This, of course, is a matter of routine. However, we
have, as Mr Tomlinson has pointed our, an unprece-
denrcd number of alrerations in the Minures. It is the
next section that causes me concern:
Vhere the electronic sysrem cannor be used for
technical reasons, voting shall take place pursuanr
to Rule 76,77(2) or 79.
The question arises as to whar rhar secrion actually
means. Clearly, this applies if the electriciry is cur off
and the whole of rhe electronic voring sysrem canno[
be used. But at what stage would you, Mr President,
invoke Rules 76, 77(2) or 79 to take the vore by show
of hands etc., rarher than electronically? \(lould ir be
because l0 or 20 or 30 Members' vores cannor be
registered? One of rhe things that strikes me abour
yesterday's Minutes is rhat the number of people
whose machines were not working was not broughr rc
the nodce of the House. Thar would have been an
opponunity for the House to raise the matter and say
that in view of the reladvely large number of people
who were not able ro vore elecrronically, a different
means should be used.
The information concerning the number of machines
that were not functionint may have been conveyed ro
you separately, Mr Presidenr, and I would be grarcful
ro know under what circumsrances you would decide
under Rules 76,77(2) or 79 ro take rhe vote by show
of hands or by smnding and sitting when rhe system is
panially broken down. It is a marter of imponance
panicularly when you recall, Mr Presidenr, that rhere
v/as a Brear deal of controversy yesterday abour rhe
breakdown not of the machines, but of the administra-
tion's information rhar a roll-call vote had been
requested. It is very imponanr that our sysrem of vot-
ing should be seen to have integriry and quite clearly
from two poinm of view, one, the requesi for a roli-
call vote and, secondly, the malfunction of rhe elec-
tronic system, that integrity has been called into ques-
tlon.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, if I
understood you correcrly yesterday you were afraid of
setting a precedent in the matter of Mr Arndt's
request. These Minutes are full of precedents, which
may have horrendous consequences, and I doubt thar
these Minures are legal.
Otherwise nexr rime we are voting on the Minutes I
could put in a request and add more names, in order
to alter the result of the vore. I doubt thar this has been
done in the proper manner. It almost looks as if a
whole group, propping up the bar outside, had senr in
their names, and someone was kind enough to record
their votes in rhe Minutes. I find that scandalousl
Yesterday rhe question arose of how long after voting
ends a resulr can be challenged. If someone comes
along after five minutes and adds his name, that is the
same thing rhar Mr Arndr was demanding, i.e. alrering
the vote by review. I consider this inadmissible, and I
would ask for formal clarification of whether the vore
is irrevocably casr once the President announces it. I
do nor think it is permissible to change rhe vorc afrer-
wards by claiming 'my machine was nor working,.
That may have other consequences. It is absurd and I
cannot believe it.
(Applause)
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Pre-
sident, I am astonished rhar our group has been added
by hand here, because all of us voted from our sea6,
and none of us went down and gave our names after-
wards. That is really very odd. Ve are srill rhere in ser-
ried ranks, as if we had not been in the chamber.
All of us used our machines, and they all seemed to
work. None of us went down afrerwards and gave our
name. So what is rhe idea? I find the whole thing most
dubious, and heaven knows that is not my style.
Mr McMahon (S).- Mr President, on rhe same mar-
ter, isn'r it strange that the week we are discussing new
technology we cannor even ger the technology of rhis
House.properly organized. '!7e have gor all rhese
expens on rhe premises showing us rheir wares and
their acrivities and yer in our own proceedings we
can'[ ger the thing working properly. Perhaps you
should ask some of these expens to have a look at'rhe
machinery. Better srill, perhaps you should rake a new
vote on the whole matter.
President. 
- 
Ladies and genrlemen, I thank all those
who have spoken and who have drawn my attenrion to
cenain details concerning the presenrarion of the list
of those who voted. In fact I can reassure you on this
matter.
In the first place, rhe electronic voring sysrem is work-
ing and worked yesrerday. It worked properly. Vhat
happened is rhat the printers on which the risulm of
the vote and the names of those who voted are tran-
scribed had nor yer been adjusted. They are now being
adjusted. A change had been made because of enlarge-
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ment, that is to say the arrival shortly of our future
Spanish and Portuguese colleagues. That is why the
old electronic voting system has been replaced by a
new electronic system which worked perfectly.
Once the vote has been registered there follows a
'printing' phase. This printer is being installed; it will
function continually but is not yet ready for use. That
is why a number of names were written by hand. It
was not a matter, as certain of our colleagues claimed,
of correcting the result of the vote. It was not that at
all. Vhat happened was simply that a number of
names were written in by hand instead of being rype-
writren. But this was fully in conformity with the votes
cast by those concerned.
Therefore, from a rcchnical point of view there is no
problem. '$7e have an electronic system which works.
It has already been adjusted to the future membership
of the House which will include 84 new Members: 60
from Spain and 24 from Portugal. The printer still has
to be adjusrcd. Ve are in the process of doing this at
the moment. Of course, you are quite right to say that
our own technologies should be working properly
when we are dealing with the new technologies. How-
ever I can inform you that they are working well.
6. Drafi general budgetfor 1985
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentation by the
Council of the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the 1986 financial year.
I welcome MrJuncker, President-in-Office in the
Council.
(Applause)
Mr Juncker, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(FR,) Ladies and gentlemen, following a custom that
has now become well-established, the President of the
Budget Council has to present the broad lines of the
draft budget the Council drew up at the first reading. I
am especially aware of the honour which befalls me
here, as this is the first time I have had the privilege of
addressing you in plenary session. May I begin by say-
ing that the mission incumbent on me, as President of
the Budget Council, is one of the most delicate. For it
is precisely in the budgetary field that the European
Parliament has managed to acquire real prerogatives,
prerogatives which have increased over the years.
Invested as it is with ir own powers, the budgetary
domain is cenainly, at the present stage of Community
integration, an exception. Everyone will understand 
-and I am the first to stress it 
- 
why the Members of
rhis High Assembly jealously guard these prerogatives.
Here we must agree that progress has been made in
that you now have the final say over more than a
quarter of total budget appropriations. If we add that
you have financial autonomy over your own budget,
no one could dispute that the Community budget
authority is in effect made up of two branches, each
wirh its own powers but also, need we remind you, its
own responsabilities.
Given that in the final analysis budgenry matrcrs gov-
ern [he proper functioning of the Community and
therefore im policies, I would like to urte you to
ensure that a spirit of serenity and frank cooPeration
prevails at all times over our exchanges of view in the
weeks and months to come. It is as a responsible politi-
cian that I will now try to present to you the Budget
Council's findings at the first reading and also the
main elements that form the backdrop against which
you must judge the positions adopted by the Council
at this stage.
You all remember how 12 months ago the Community
was faced with what seemed an insoluble problem,
namely the inadequacy of its resources to finance all
im policies and measures. Twice, first to produce a
1984 rectifying budget, the second time to establish
rhe 1985 draft budget, the Council had to resort to
intergovernmental agreemenrs to obtain advances paid
to the Community in the form of national contribu-
tions.
I would like all of you to know how much I personally
regretted ar rhe time the fact that Member States
resoned to that means of financing which, in fact, was
a definite step backwards in terms of the system of
own resources as a Buarantee of the Community's
financial autonomy. $fle must also pay tribute to the
tenacity of the governments in general, which ensured
the happy outcome of difficult negotiarions.
The maximum possible rate of call-up for VAT has
now been raised from l0/o ro 1.40/0. Perhaps this
increase does not correspond to the suggestions you
yourselves made, but it does give the Community a
breathing space, which we should make use of both to
restore order to our house and to think about new
policies.
Now I would like to say a few words about another
problem which some of you have raised like a spectre.
I am speaking of budgetary discipline. At a time when
we 
- 
Council and Parliament 
- 
were engaged in del-
icate negotiations on the 1985 draft budget, a large
number of Members of this House believed they had
uncovered, in these rules on budgetary discipline, a
new weapon which the Council had supposedly
fashioned for irelf in order to break and annihilate
Parliament's budgenry prerogatives.
Since ir was not possible for us to explain this matter
before, can I take this opponunity to briefly remind
you of the objective the Council was pursuing with
these rules, and describe their effect on the course of
budgetary procedure. I am particularly glad to do so,
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because I think ir is clear rhat a responsible presidency
can evade this question only at the risk of prejudicing
the smooth running of the current budgetary proce-
dure.
Mr President, I will rherefore rry ro clarify this marrcr.
Basically, the mechanism of 'budgetary discipline' is
designed to make the Community budget develop at a
rate comparable ro its gross domestic product. Having
snted that objective, the Council, when it had to
decide on the matter during its preparatory work for
the 1986 budger, clearly indicated that discipline must
not be regarded, and I quote, 'solely as a means of
limiting Community expenditure, bur must also serve
as an instrument to ensure that more rational use is
made of available resources with a view ro the bal-
anced development of the Community policies'. End
of quote. Need I add that the disciplinary rules govern
the behaviour of the Council only, throughout the
budgeary procedure. In other words, the mechanisms
to which the Council has subscribed could in no way
impinge on the obligation and rhus the prerogarive of
the Commission to present each year to the budgetary
authority a preliminary draft budget which responds to
all the needs of the Community.
Need I also add that Anicle 203 of the Treaty musr
conrinue to apply in full, rhat is to say, the provisions
on the qualified majority required to decide on pro-
posed modifications or amendmenr tabled by the
Assembly at the firsr reading, and those on rhe possi-
bilides of exceeding the maximum rate whenever the
two branches of the budgetary authoriry so decide.
May I add that the coursepf the budgetary procedure
is in no way affected by the introduction of the Coun-
cil's new own machinery; once the Council has estab-
lished the draft budgit, that budget becomes the
Assembly's only framework of reference until the
budgeury procedure is complete.
May I also draw you artenrion to Rule 6(2) of these
disciplinary rules which makes provision for adapting
the Council's reference framework if a qualified
majority of the Member States should so decide.
I wanted to give you all these clarificarions, Mr Presi-
dent to make sure there are no doubts left in the minds
of the eminent Members of this High fusembly. In so
doing, I have also tried ro give an idea of rhe spirit in
which the Council could enter into talks with Parlia-
menr, in order to formulate disciplinary rules common
rc the rwo branches of the budgetary authoriry, in
accordance with the letter Mr Poos sent to you,
Mr President. Two weeks ago, when I came to the
Commitrce on Budgets in order to describe the broad
lines of the draft budget established by rhe Council in
Luxembourg on 18 September, my sole purpose was ro
convince you that this drafr, imperfect as it still is,
even in the Council's view, formed a solid foundation
for completing this year's budgemry procedure under
favourable conditions.
I laid special emphasis on the undeniable fact thar the
Council took serious account of rhe budgemry impli-
cations of the accession of rwo new Member States,
Spain and Ponugal. In so doing, the Council has tried
to enable the new Member States to take pan from
their first year of accession in mosr of the Communiry
policies. The Council stared, after rhe completion of
ir activities on l8 September, that it intended to make
the following declararion 
- 
if I may quote it to you:
'The Council declares that it is prepared to reconsider
the appropriations entered under the Regional Fund
and the Social Fund at the second reading of the drafr
budget and to ensure, on thal occasion, that the
amounts required ro respecr the obligarions arising out
of the negotiations on the accession of the two new
Member Srates are placed ar the disposal of rhe coun-
tries concerned, subject to the renewal of the commir-
ment and paymenr appropriations entered in favour of
the Ten in the 1985 budget.'
At its meering of I October 1985, the General Affairs
Council reaffirmed this commitment adding, and I
quote, that it was necessary 'ro take into consideration
the spirit which presided over the accession netoria-
tions and to take accounr of rhe satistical estimares
provided by the Commission ar rhar time'. End of
quote.
I very much hope rhat those of you who have had
some doubm in the last few days about rhe Council's
intentions will have taken note of the unequivocal pol-
itical signal the Council has addressed ro you on two
occasions as regards enlargement.
As I said a momenr ago, each of the branches of the
budgetary authority has im own povers but also its
own responsibilities. In rhe conrext of today, ir is
obviously wrong ro believe that it is up ro rhe Council
alone to ensure adequate financing of rhe existipg
Community policies and up ro Parliament alone to
make the Communiry advance towards new horizons.
You ofrcn emphasize, among your prioriries, the need
for more jobs and ro combat hunger in the world. You
even add that it is thanks to your aciviries that these
sectors have improved as they have. Under these cir-
cumstances the Council, which, within the the familiar
process of interaction, is the first to act in relarion to
the preliminary draft budget and which must th€refore
decide between a large number of proposals for addi-
tional amounm, is within its righm ro rurn towards you
and to ask you, for yo.ur pan, to make an effon in
assuming your responsibilities. By a complemenrary
approach of that kind, the two branches of the budget
authority will manage ro ensure rhe proper function-
ing of the Community, especially when ir is joined by
two new Member States.
That is the situation facing you as regards the two
major structural funds, rhe Regional Fund and rhe
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Social Fund. May I explain the reasons underlying the
Council's decisions here. Traditionally, at the first
reading, the Council respects 
- 
in implementation of
the Treaty 
- 
the maximum rate which is established
pursuant to Anicle 203(9) for non-obligatory expendi-
ture. May I note in passing that some of you seem to
be trying to cast doubts on the figure established by
the Commission. The Council does not share these
doubts and vdll leave it to the Commission to explain
to you, if necessary, the basis of its calculations.
Here we have to come to the budgetary field where
you have for years had real influence since you have
genuine power over expenditure. So there are two
special sectors where the two branches of the budget-
ary authority meet up. This year, given the special
situation of rhe rransicion to a Community of 12
Member States, the Council has used all the margin
resulting from the applicadon of the maximum rate
and has therefore made provision for an additional
tranche of budget appropriations which would not oth-
erwise exist. May I point out that this decision has no
implications for the margin which is still yours.
In so doing, the Council is aware that it has but taken
a first step. For the Ten it has in effect repeated in the
1986 draft budger the payment and commitment
appropriations entered in the 1985 budget. It then
increased the two structural funds by allocating to
them all that remained within the 7.10/o margin Once
again, since this was but a first step, this decision is
obviously not the Council's last word. Under the rules
governing us, it submits its draft and im declarations of
intent. It has the right to expect you to take up a res-
ponsible position on the increase in the two structural
funds. Some people have abeady made threats, accus-
ing the Council of having violated legal obligations. At
least that was my impression at my first meeting with
the Committee on Budgets. My position is clear and
unequivocal: it is not illegal to respect the maximum
rate during the present phase of the budgetary proce-
dure. It is not illegal for the President of the Council
ro note the absence of the qualified majority required
within its institution in order to fix a new ra[e. It is not
illegal for the Council to indicate the position it will
have to take at its second reading.
Another matrcr to which the Council has paid much
atrcntion, and which qras raised during our meeting
with a delegation from your Assembly, is what the
Commission has described as the weight of the past.
As you have seen, that is a difficult and fairly far-
reaching matter, at least it is if we think of the large
amounts the Commission has proposed in its prelimi-
nary drak budget. The uncenainties and doubts at the
centre of our brief exchange of views on 17 September
could not be dissipated during the Council's delibera-
tions. Convinced that this is a question we must try to
resolve jointly, not only for the sake of the present
budgetary procedure but also in subsequent financial
years, the Council has given the presidency an explor-
atory mandate to analyse this question with the Com-
mission, taking account of Parliament's view. The
necessary first contacts have been established. The
analysis by the Council has begun. A written question-
aire will be forwarded to the Commission. As soon as
it has received the replies the Commission will cer-
tainly forward to it, the Presidency will contact
Mr Chrisrcdolou, the rapporteur, again, to explore
possible solutions with him. As before, I very much
hope the Assembly will respond to the Council's legiti-
mate expectations and in panicular to its wish for a
dialogue and for cooperation. This willingness to enter
into a dialogue and to cooperate are also at rhe basis
of the draft budget, which contains a number of causes
for satisfaction for both the Commission and Parlia-
ment.
As for the EAGGF/Guarantee Section, the Council
has, via the amounts earmarked both for the organ-
izadon of the agricultural markets and for deprecia-
tion of stocks, responded to the concerns you your-
selves expressed in your resolution of t8 May 1983 on
the future development of the Communiry and its
financing. The sample applies to the entries under
'enlargement'. As before, the Council has maintained
the appropriations proposed by the Commission.
However, it did not consider it advisable to adopt the
idea of a reserve for 'contingencies', feeling that the
formation of such a budgetary reserve does not com-
ply with sound management, a point of view you have
repeatedly endorsed in the past.
As for the orher pan of EAGGF, the Guidance Sec-
tion, the Council has entered amounts exceeding those
of tgSS by 16.280/o for commitment appropriations
and 14.470/o for payment appropriations. Here the
Council wanrcd to take accoun! both of the Commis-
sion's proposals relating to cenain specially significant
measures under the five-year financial framework
which rhe Ecofin Council adopted in March 1985 and
of the implications of enlargement for the policy of
agricultural structures.
As for food aid, it must be emphasized that the Coun-
cil shares your interest in the Community measures
taken in this sector, on whose imponance we need not
dwell here. May I point out that thanks to the excel-
lent cooperation we have established with the Com-
mission's help, the Community has very subsmntially
increased the aid granted this financial year to rhe
regions struck by an exceptionally severe famine. The
Council considers it essential to keep the aid at the
present level. It intends, moreover, to follow develop-
ments in the food situations closely. In a declaration
attached m its draft budget, it declares itself willing ro
review the measures it has mken in the light of any
funher requirements that may arise. As regards imple-
menting the integrated Medircrranean programmes,
Mr President, the Council, in accordance with the
political agreement it had reached and following rhe
adopdon in record time of the implementing regula-
tion thereto, has endorsed the Commission proposal to
enter 230 m ECU in commitment appropriations.
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However, rhe 85 m ECU of payment appropriations
reflect its conviction that these programmes will get
going and be implemented more slowly than the Com-
mission expects.
In the field of industry and energy, research and inno-
vation, forward-looking secrors and therefore of
undeniable interest to your Assembly, let me point out
that the Council accepted all the Commission's propo-
sals at first reading barring a few modifications. In so
doing it ensured that programmes such as Esprir,
information technology, RACE and JET can conrinue
under good condidons. The Joint Research Centre has
not suffered any severe cuts either. On the contrary, I
am convinced that with the amounrs allocated by the
Council, the programme given to the Joinr Research
Centre will be able rc keep to the original time sched-
ule.
As for the Eureka project, need I remind you that we
are still at [he stage of defining the project and plan-
ning it for the next few years. On 22 July the Council
invited the Commission to propose measures ro be
undenaken in a Community context to ensure the
coherent and coordinated development of European
rcchnology on the basis of the Eureka project. So it
would be premature to affirm that Eureka musr neces-
sarily be reflected by subsnntial budger entries. May I
add that in this respect there is no difference of opi-
nion between Commission and Council.
To conclude, I would like to mention the operating
appropriations, in relation to the Commission and to
the institutions which are often called the small institu-
tions. Here we are on ground where, to be honest,
Council and Parliament have often found themselves
at loggerheads. The 1985 draft budget makes consi-
derable progress in that respect. This year the Council,
afrcr consulting all the instirurions, has managed to
enrcr appropriations ar a level which largely responds
to the wishes of the administrations of these insriru-
tions. This is especially true of entries for the new staff
resulting from accession, where quite honourable solu-
tions have been found. In these conditions, you will
not be able to reproach rhe Council again with forcing
you to levy from resources deriving from your own
margin in order to ensure the proper funcrioning of
the Community insritutions. I personally would be
happy to find that you accepr the package of our deci-
sions in this area.
I have deliberately refrained from giving staristics or
explaining on the basis of percentages and decimal
points. The explanatory sraremenr, drawn up under
the responsibility of the President of the Council, will
give you the statistics which support what I have said
to you. I hope you will interpret this statemenr as evi-
dence of the Council's desire ro cooperare effectively
with you and thus ensure the smooth conduct of rhis
budgetary procedure. May I tell you rhar the Presi-
dency of the Council will do its utmosr to enable rhe
Communiry of 12 Member Srares to have before it, on
1 January 1986, a balanced and complete budget, for
the greater good of our Community. Mr President, at
cenain points in my speech I observed various signs of
movement in the Chamber. May I point out to those
who expressed their views in that way that I have spo-
ken on behalf of the Council.
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr President, the Commission's view of the Coun-
cil's first reading of the draft budget can be very
briefly, though extreme ly precisely, ser out. The
Council's draft leaves two major problems unsolved,
the problem of financing Community enlargement and
a solution to the problems resulting from burdens car-
ried over from the past. It. also leaves unanswered a
series of lesser questions which I do nor wanr ro go
into in detail today, though there are, for example, the
questions relating ro rhe exrcnr of food aid, the imple-
mentation of the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes and a rise in appropriations for the transpon
sector as a result of, among other things, she recent
decision by the Coun ofJusdce.
I should like first of all ro make a commenr on the
consequences of enlargement. It is quite simple: the 10
Member States of the Community, in entering into
negodations with Spain and Portugal on accession,
contracted both political and economic obligations. In
signing the treaty of accession, the Community com-
mitted itself, naturally, to honouring these obligations.
In its first reading the Council has ignored rhese obli-
gations, since the Commission's figure for what
enlargement will cosr has been reduced by no less than
700 m ECU. In the Commission's view, this consrirures
an infringement of an obligation enrered inro, and an
unreasonable way to treat the rwo new Member
States. Permit me to add thar I am, of course, well
aware that the Council of Foreign Ministers subse-
quently adopted a declaration in which the commir-
ment was reiterated. Declarations are worth less than
figures, a[ least from a budgetary point of view, bur
rhe Commission regards this declaration as an assur-
ance that, at the second reading, the Council will rake
decisive steps to rectify the error made ar the first
reading. Obviously it is also the Council's panicular
responsibility to correct it, since ir is an agreemenr
between the members of the Council on rhe one hand
and the lwo neq/ Member States on the orher. The
Commission therefore now urges rhe Council ro draw,
at the second reading, the appropriate inferences borh
from the conclusion of the accession negotiations and
from the declaration which, on rhe iniriative of the
President of the Council was fonunately adoprcd at
rhe Council meering of I Ocrober.
The other imponant unsolved question is the marter of
paying for the cost of the pasr. I do nor mean ro go
into all the technicalities here 
- 
rhar would be com-
pletely superfluous. In fact, ir is nor an especially com-
plicated matter ar all. It has arisen because, in recenr
years, the budgemry authority has granted annual
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increases in commitment appropriations without at the
same time increasing payment appropriations to an
adequate degree, with the result that large arrears of
payment have now accumulated. These are the arrears
which the Commission has entered in its draft, for
example, in the case of the structural funds, under
three headings which together comprise an extra pay-
menr appropriation of I 400 million ECU. It is abso-
lurcly essential that the budgenry authority now ack-
nowledge that this problem exists. I can one more
reveal, as I did before in the spring, when the inter-
governmental agreement was reached, that when this
financial year is over we in the Community will have
unpaid bills for the structural funds amounting to
some 700 m ECU 
- 
obligations, in other words,
which we undertook but which we are not in a posi-
tion to honour, since the necessary Payment aPPro-
priations have not been granted. If we are denied them
once again, it will mean, for example, that the Com-
munity's structural funds cannot oPerate in 1986. This
means, for example, if the Council's budget were to
become a reality, that the Social Fund will by and
large have to stop operatinB before we are halfway
into 1986. It is therefore obvious that this is the other
major problem we must solve.
Next I have a remark to make concerning the EAGGF
Guarantee Section. The Council has, to our satisfac-
tion, approved our proposal for the compulsory
EAGGF expenditure. All I should like to add today is
that those figures are, of course, based on the market,
exchange-rate and price conditions prevailing four or
five months ago. Obviously these conditions, as is
always the case, have undergone cenain changes since
then: for example, the dollar has fallen; it is now at the
level which was the assumption behind the 1986 draft
budget. Ve cannot know what else may happen, but
the Commission obviously follows developments in all
these fields very closely. And they may, of course,
develop in such a way in the next few months that the
original figures will have to be revised. If this happens,
the Commission will make savings on day-to-day
administration, even if doing so may create problems.
And if that is not sufficient, the Commission will, of
course, submit proposals to the Council and Parlia-
ment for any necessary changes in particularly costly
pans of the agricultural policy, since the Commission's
aim is to respect the framework which is clearly bound
up with the limitations designed to ensure the Com-
munity's freedom of economic manoeuvre.
The last matter I should like to raise today is the fact
that the Commission has decided to issue a letter of
amendment to the 1986 budget. This is what normally
happens, and we are also doing it this year. The letter
of amendment contains a single point: an increase in
the estimated amount of compensation to be paid to
the UK.
The background to this is that Britain, as part of the
normal process of adjusting the basis of assessmenr for
VAT for 1983 and 1984, is to pay an extra amount in
VAT in 1985; and that decision was taken in Septem-
ber, in other words, a long time after the Commis-
sion's draft budget was submitted. The fact that Brit-
ain will have to make an extra VAT contribution this
year because the basis of assessment for VAT was set
ioo low in the draft budget for last year means that
Britain will have to be paid exffa compensation in
1986. Compensation to Briain in 1986 will not, there-
fore, be I 400 m ECU but I 664 m ECU, in other
words 264 m ECU more. In the current year it is
I 000 m ECU, and we now see that the Fontainebleau
mechanism is beginning to exert a greater and grearcr
influence on Community finances and on the way the
burden of contributions is apportioned among the
Member States.
Obviously the Commission, quite level-headedly and
coolly and without letting any emotional considera-
tions sway its judgement, has to take this into account
and duly brief the budgetary authority so that we are
not subiequently criticized for having concealed infor-
mation important for consideration of the budget. I
hope that with these few brief remarks I have set out
the Commission's main points of view'
Mr Christodoulou (PPE), general rapporteur.
(GR) Mr President, in yet another year the Council
has proved its unfonunate incompetence in handling
Community budget matters. This may be harsh, but is
not far from the truth. The procedures for the
approval of the 1985 budget and recent developments
concerning the 1985 budget fully justify this opinion'
In 1985, the Council denied currenr reality, in other
words, the lack of own resources, and at the same
time, with Fontainebleau, is quite unjustifiably intro-
ducing a discretionary mechanism into Community
affairs for treating Member States in relation to Com-
munity commitments, a mechanism which will be
causing us problems for years to come' For 1985, we
hoped that past experience would have had some Posi-
tive results. In vain 
- 
yet again, reality has not borne
out predictions. !flith the fanaticism of the newly-con-
,enid, the Council is to accept the principle of unila-
teral and arbitrary financial discipline, and will attemPt
to impose it even beyond the scope of our contractual
obligations.
On the 18 September 1985 the Council, by special
majority vote, approved a draft budget for 1986 which
takes no account of the effects of increased spending
from structural funds, does not accept the Commis-
sion's view that Community commitmens should be
met by the withdrawal of paymenr from previous
years, and cancels the allocations for the de-stockpil-
ing of agricultural surpluses. These are just a few of
the major points, as we do not wish to enter into a
detailed analysis of the draft that emerged from the
first called reading, a draft which is so deficient that it
could easily be construed as illegal. !/hat we are ask-
ing the Council is whether it can reassure the Euro-
pean Parliament that ir has taken account of the two
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basic structural funds covering required expenditure
both for the enlargement and fo. p"rt commitments?
And if nor, rhen why is it making provision for pay-
ments to settle Member States' contributions inrcnded
to meer the requirements of rhe 1985 budger? Are not
both. these obligations equally imponant and equally
binding on the Communiry?
However, the Council, by trying 
- 
somewhat naively
- 
to push the European Parliamenr into a dead-end,
is stirring up reacrions which will not be easily con-
trollable, since we all understand thar the 1986 budger,
with all the panicularly significant aspecrs it contiins,
will create a precedent for budgets in coming years,
especially wirh regard to Parliamentary poweis. So
that rhe extent of the problem may be fully under-
srcod, Mr Presidenr, I would like to point our rhat as
far as th-e EAGGF (?) is concerned, thi rctality of allo-
cations for payments set, i.e. I 568 million EiU, is not
sufficient to meet even the past commitments, which
amounr to 1675 million ECU, without beginning to
consider-the new requirements created during-the
course of 1986.
The same applies to the Social Fund. 1 442 million
ECU were approved, with I 20J million ECU required
for the paymenr of past obligadons alone. The Com-
missioner smred, quite correcrly, rhar if this is main-
tained, the structural funds will basically nor be able to
operate. The Council has revealed its inrentions con-
cerning the new members and pasr Community com-
mitmenr. Basically, it has neglected ir responsibiliries
and transferred the burden to the Parliamenr, as if it
were playing Russian roulette. I do nor believe rhat the
Parliament can accepr the standpoint expressed by the
Presidenr of rhe Council 
- 
a man whose good inrcn-
tions. are unqu-esrionable 
- 
a standpoint aicording to
which the draft does not mke accounr of rhe effecti of
enlargement and thar the Council is waiting until the
second reading in November to introduce definire
paymenr withdrawals. If the Council considered these
withdrawals to be necessary in the first reading it
should have accepted them from the beginning, 
"rlh.Commission correctly proposed in im drafr plan. There
is however sdll time for the Council to rictify these
mistakes, and to show, before the firsr reading of the
draft budget in the European Parliamenq thar It is fac-
ing 
.up to reality responsibly, panicularly with regardto the rwo bas.ic points, namely, rhe coit of enlige-
menr, and obligations assumed in the past. And ihe
Council may resr assured thar if it has the courage and
sense of responsibiliry ro proceed with ackling the real
roots of Communiry problems, it will find idelf deal-
ing with a Parliament free of petry political ambitions,
with an increased sense of responsibility, and wirh a
will to cooperate.
(Applause)
Mr Fich (S).- (DA) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
begin by rhanking the President-in-Office of rhe
Council for his speech. Of course it was unfonunately
not the speech that the President-in-Office woulj
have wanred ro give, but the speech which had been
imposed 9n him by a majority in the Council. I deeplydeplore that. The Presidenr-in-Office of the Council
also drew attention ro rhe fact in his concluding
remark. However, I cannot help pointing out in pass-
ing that rhe Luxembourg Presidency also voted for the
draft budget which the Council adopted by a qualified
maron[y.
So to business: the situation we are now in is one we
are familiar with. In the six years I have been in parlia-
men[ i[ has always been the same. S7e have an ambi-
tious Commission proposal and a Council which
makes drastic cuts in this ambitious proposal. It is a
classic situation, and we have been through ir many
times before.
Nevenheless I maintain that the situation this year is
differenr to whar it was in previous years. This year is
the first one in which we have a budget geared to a
VAT ceiling of l.4o/o; it is the first time-we have a
budget which is ro cover enlargement with the entry of
two new countries and rhe first time we have a dtci-
sion in the Council which is called budgetary discip-
line. All three are imponanr ne* elements which make
the situarion this year seem ro all of us different to
whar ir has been in the past years.
I also think that a founh element should be added,
which is really rhe crucial one: rhis year for rhe firsi
time the Council has sent us somerhing which cannot
really be called a draft budget. Listening to the speech
of the President-in-Office of the Couniil and lolking
at whar has been put before us, we have rc concludl
that ir consists of two rhings: on the one hand a set of
figures and on the other hind a series of declarations.
Thar is new. It cannor really be called a proposal
therefore, but rather a proposal plus a series of int.n-
tions. It could at most be called a provisional proposal
from the Council of Ministers, which of courie ii dif-
ficult for Parliament to relate to. In accordance with
the rearies, Parliament can work on rhe basis of the
ser of figures which has been presented to us, but in
this case a number of additional staremenr are
included which form no parr of the procedure laid
down by the treaties. This means that the entire budg-
etary procedure becomes vinually impossible for par-
liament. How are we to deal with thesl starcments?
Examining the content of what we have been pre-
sented with, I shouid like first to deal with rhe ques-
tion of enlargement. Let me say quire plainlv ai the
outser rha[ rhe Socialist Group cinnor accepr 
" 
brdg.t
which only covers l0 couniries. \7e demand th"at,
when we conclude the procedure in December, the
budget will cover l2 countries. There is no quesrion of
compromise on this question.
Mr Presidenr-in-Office, you said yourself in your pre-
sentarion rhar what is on the table is in fact foi tO
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countries and that there is a residual problem' namely
the two new countries. 'S7'e cannot treat the two new
countries in this way. I myself was in Portugal with the
leadership of my group when the result of the Coun-
cil's negotiations was announced and, as you have no
doubt heard, the reactions in political circles in Ponu-
gal were not enthusiastic. It is not a fair way to treat
the two new Member States.
Vhat are we offering them? A series of declarations, a
few speeches, but not what we actually agreed with
them. The Council of Foreign Ministers can issue all
the declarations it wants. Vhat counts at the end of
the day, are the figures entered in the budget. I cannot
help asking the following question, Mr President-in-
Office: how many Councils of Ministers are there? Is
there an autonomous Council of Finance Miniscers,
which neither the foreign ministers nor the Heads of
State or Government have the slightest conrol over? It
is a crucial question, for we need to know how the
Council of Ministers actually does its work.
I am sure that a lot more will be said on enlargement,
so let me turn to another problem: the whole question
of suppon to the developing countries. In this field
too, I think there are grounds for a negative comment.
It is indeed true that the Council of Ministers has
included the amount that was in the 1985 budget. But
we must not forget that there is something called infla-
tion. Nor must we forget that in real terms the same
figure two years running means a reduction, for exam-
pG, in food aid. Even though the situation is hopefully
on the mend, particularly in Africa; it has not
improved to such an extent that we can already start to
cut back on development aid. This is a very crucial
point for the Socialist Group.
Next I should like to comment on two items of infor-
mation given to us by Commissioner Christopherson
today, two interesting items of information' One 
- 
if
I understood it correctly 
- 
is that, if the figures for
rhe EAGGF Guarantee Section cannot be held, ProPo-
sals will be presented for amendments to the regula-
tions so that we stay within the limits. I welcome such
a proposal. I think it is the proper way to proceed and,
moreover, one which the Socialist Group has advo-
cated on a number of occasions.
Vith regard to the other point of information on the
repayment rc the United Kingdom, which is now to be
increased by 26a million ECU, my sPontaneous reac-
rion is: you see, we were rightl \flhat is the siruation in
fact? It is that this is not the last dme the repayment to
rhe United Kingdom will be increased. \7e shall see it
in budget after budget over the next four years. '!(i'e
shall see these repayments rise to over 2 000 million
ECU, and that will show that the intention of the
repayment to the United Kingdom, ie that the United
Kingdom should enter a more favourable development
trend, is not being fulfilled. Instead we shall be making
higher and higher repayments to the United Kingdom
year after year, and we shall be achieving exactly the
opposite of the original intention in making repay-
ments to the Unircd Kingdom.
Then there is the question 
- 
and here I refer back to
the speech of the President-in-Office of the Council
- 
of what I would call the sins of the past, in other
words that pile of commitments entered into pre-
viously which must now be released for payment' I
should like ro make it quite plain at the outset that
these do not consist exclusively of unpaid accounts;
there are also a number of political commitments
which in my opinion must be honoured. But the
Socialist Group refuses to take any responsibility for
this situation. Vhen Mr Christopherson says, for
example, that it is because we allowed too many com-
mitments in relation to payments last year, he is right
- 
but it is not our fault that the payments were too
low. That is where you are wrong; the address you
want is the Council of Minisrcrs, since it is the Council
of Minisrcrs which allowed rco little in payments. I
think the commitment level was right, it is the pay-
ments which were too low. And there you must refer
ro the Council of Ministers. They are at fault, and it is
they who must pick up the tab.
Finally I should like to say a few words on the legal
aspect. I think it is reasonable to put the following
question to the Council of Ministers: can you invoke
Article 203 of the Treaty of Rome at all? Anicle 203
requires that we should proceed from one year's
budget to the next, and that we should calculate a rate
of increase. According to my reading of Anicle 203,
this applies under equal conditions, i.e. in two compa-
rable situations. But that is not the case when we are
changing from l0 to 12 countries ! The question is: is it
reasonably possible ro apply Anicle 203 when we are
switching from 10 to 12 countries? In my opinion it is
not. In my opinion this is a special situation. Is is
obvious that the figures in the Community 
- 
the
gross national products 
- 
will rise about 90/0, and
inflation has to be added to that. So, just to maintain
the present level, we would get an increase of around
150/0, which is far from the rate calculated in purely
mathematical terms on the basis of Anicle 203. I
doubt, Mr President-in-Office, whether it is possible
to use Anicle 203 in this situation.
I shall not go into the question of procedure but will
merely point out that, at the present dme, our group
thinks it appropriate for the Presidents of the three
institutions, the Council, Parliament and the Commis-
sion, to meet and discuss this situation because, for the
reasons I have already stated, I find it difficult for Par-
liament to deal with this proposal. I formally propose
on behalf of my group that the three Presiden$ meet
and, if possible, get the Council of Ministers to put
forward a proper proposal for the budget so that we
know what we are dealing with.
My final comment is that this can end in many ways. I
would ask the Council to look carefully at a situation
in which Parliament proposes no amendments at all.
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Perhaps ir is jusr not possible ro musrer 218 votes for a
single amendment. In this siruation the Council of
It4inisters will be stuck with a proposal endrely of its
own making, and it will get into a very serious predi-
camenr wirh ir, which will force the Communiry to
present a supplementary budget within a few weeks of
the stan of tgAO. It may be an interesting situation,
since Spain and Portugal will also have a vore in rhe
debate. But I would ask rhe Council to reflecr thar this
is a possible consequence of what ir has put forward.
I do not wanr ro be propher of doom, merely ro draw
attenrion ro rhese possibilities.
(Tlte sitting was suspended dt 1 p.n. and resumed at
3 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Madam Presidenr, this morning
I raised a point of order abour yesterday's vore and thi
way ir was recorded in the Minurcs of yesterday's sit-
ting.
( Prote s t s from oarious q uarte rs )
It is interesting ro see the reactions of the parries of
so-called law and order.
Madam President, I do not wanr ro rehash rhe argu-
menrc thar I raised this morning, bur ir will be quite
clear from the record of rhis morning's discussion ihar
I formally asked the President ro refir the quesrion of
yesterday's voting to the Commitree on the Rules of
Procedure and Peritions. The President failed ro res-
pond to rhat request.
I ask now rhat the marter be referred ro that com-
mittee.
President. 
- 
The Presidenr is sending you a detailed
written reply.
7. Topical and urgent debate (motions)
President. 
- 
Pursuant to the second sub-paragraph of
Rule a8(2) of the Rules of Procedure, I have .eceived
the following objecrions, jusdfied and submitted in
writing to rhe list of subjecrs for the topical and urgent
debate scheduled for tomorrow morning.
(Tbe President read out tbe objections)t
I remind the House thar the vore on these objections is
taken without debate.
I put to the vote rhe objections by Mr Habsburg and
23 others seeking ro enrer as Point 2 the morion for a
resolurion by the Group of the European People's
Pany on the invitation from rhe President of the
United States to seven leading industrial nations ro
meet him in prepararion for rhe Geneva Summir.
(Doc. B 2-1001/8s).
(As tbe result of the aote by show of hands uas doubtful
and the electronic ooting system @ds. tempofttrily out of
order, Parliament ooted by sitting and standing)
President. 
- 
98 vorcd in favour, 92 against. However,
I shall nor declare the objecion approved as rhere is a
doubt concerning the counr. The machine will proba-
bly be ready in a few minures and we shall then vore.
Afier the oote on tbe objection by the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance.
Mr Sakellariou (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, in
contrasr to the figures you announced, I counred 92
votes for and 98 againsr in rhe first vote.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have been
informed that ir will mke anorher hour to pur the
machine right. The vore on rhe objections ro urgenr
procedure is rherefore postponed unril 6 p.m., before
the secret vallot on the resolutions.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR,) Madam Presidenr, I jusr want
to raise a quesrion of principle. I do not rhink we can
under any circumsrances vote again on a matrer which
has already been vored on. That is 3 matter of princi-
Ple.
(Appkuse)
For my pan, may I say that I did not vote for this
resulr. Yer I think that on principle we should nor hold
a new vote once we have voted.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, lwo requests have
been submitted for a roll-call vote but *. ..nno, ,ot.
because the electronic voting system is not working.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) You have jusr suggesred that
in the case of urgenr debates we should voie when this
is technically feasible, i.e. ar 6 p.m. I am not opposed
to that. But what about the deadline f". iaUting
amendments ?I See Minures
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President 
- 
This evening at 6 p.m., at the beginning
of the vote on the resolutions, we shall also vote on
the urgencies. Ve would lose further time if we had to
take a roll-call vote without the electronic machine.
'\flith 
regard to the amendments, it will be 8 p.m.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Madarn President,
of course you can have a roll-call vote if you wish it.
'!7e used to have it before the electronic machinery
came into operation. You get someone to call the roll
of Members and they say 'aye' or 'no'. Of course you
can do it. \7hy don't you?
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Several points, Madam President.
Firstly, to support. what Mrs Veil said: once a vote has
been aken, it has been taken, and it cannot be
retaken. Otherwise that would be admitting the inabil-
ity of your staff to count.
Secondly, there are no roll-call votes where objections
are concerned. These are simply electronic votes. They
are not roll-call votes. They are check votes, if you
like, but there are no roll-call votes, so that problem
does not arise.
Thirdly, with regard to amendments, are we sure,
since we have to vote at the end of the first debate
tomorrow morning, that it will be possible for us to
have amendments in all languages in time for the
debarcs tomorrow morning if she deadline for amend-
ments is put off until 8 p.m.?
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, you are
faced with technical difficulties here. It is silly to try
and push the blame on to the President. I think your
suggestion makes sense. The machine will be working
a1ain at 6 p.*., so let us vote again then, because an
electronic check vote has been called for.
Mr Sakellariou (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
should like to make sure I have understood correctly.
You propose that we should vote at 6 o'clock on all
the objections arising out of the topical and urgent
debate?
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, objections once
approved cannot be put to the vote a second time. 'ltrfle
are dealing with a vote which we were not able to
check because the staff informed me [hat che numbers
98 and 92 were doubtful and that a electronic check
should be made. This vote will be taken at 6 p.m.
together with the others.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, your
decision not to validate the vote is clearly not unani-
mously supported by this Chamber. You cannot decide
like rhis that a vote that has been taken, that has been
controlled by the officials seated behind this table,
canno[ be endorsed.
So I ask you to vote on whether the vote taken a
moment ago should remain valid.
President. 
- 
Mr Gailand, you know perfecdy well
that this is a matter for the Chair, and the Chair has so
decided.
8. Drafigeneral budgetfor 1986 (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the presentation of the draft budget for the
1986 financial year.
Mr Pfennig (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gendeman. I am glad that we are holding a budget
debate when for once so many of our members are
Present.
On behatf of the Christian Democratic Group in this
House I would make the following comments on the
Council's 1986 budget draft: I have already said on
one occasion during this year's debate on the Euro-
pean Community's future financial regulation that no
one can seriously believe that a Communiry of 12
Member Smtes and more than 300 million people can
manage in the long term with a budget of 32 w 35
thousand million ECU, of which a good 20 thousand
million ECU are pledged to agriculture. This is not to
say that we do not need 20 or so thousand million
ECU for agriculture, especially once Spain and Portu-
gal join, but my point was that this money could be
put to better use, and above all I expressed doubm that
our budget provided enough money to ensure econo-
mic prosperity in Europe, particularly as regards
future investments.
For the finance ministers this question clearly does not
exist. They have put before us a 1986 draft budget
which is a list of figures, apparently unsullied by politi-
cal problems. The Council dismissed as unrealistic the
Commission's preliminary draft which for the first
time envisaged Community spending equal to l0/o of
the gross domestic product of all 12 Member States. It
did so despite the fact that this preliminary budget
draft of the Commission bore the signature as Finance
Minister of the European Community of no less than
the former Danish member of the Council of Finance
Ministers. By cutting back expenditure, particularly
non-agricultural spending, the Council has reduced
the budget to about 30 thousand million ECU, which
would be insufficient even for a Community of Ten.
The reproach of unreality levelled by the Council
against the original budget draft stems from the fact
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that the rise in Community spending since the l9Z0 is
supposedly too high compared to nadonal growrh
rates. This is a false conclusion based only on percen-
tage comparisons by the Council. The comparison was
already wrong in pasr years because no account. was
mken of the quantitive expansion of the European
Community by four Member States or of qualitative
growth from new responsibilities. The Council has got
so ennngled in its own figures rhat it now takes them
as gospel. The call for budgetary discipline produced a
budget draft geared only to a certain percenrate
increase in spending which simply ignores the fonh-
coming expansion of the European Community on
I January 1986 when rwo more Members, Spain and
Ponugal, will join. The Council and its draft budget
are thus toally out of touch with reality. This is parti-
cularly clear on three counts:
One: spending on regional and social policy has been
cut so drastically that it would not be enough even for
the Community of Ten, since it has increased by less
than the rate of inflation.
Two: spending on [ransport, enerty, research and
industry has simply been redistributed in comparison
to last year, with a slight increase in rhe research sec-
tor. In other words, even in the Community of Ten
there would be barely enough money to invesr in
future projec6. Nor, for example, has the Council ear-
marked any Community money in its prelimin ary draft
budget for the Eureka protramme of rechnology
research.
I ask myself rhis: do the finance ministers find it parti-
cularly funny or amusing thar argricultural expendi-
ture is now back to 700/o of the EC budger as a result
of refusing adequate funds for research, for example?
Is it so very amusing, or is it perhaps a deliberate
move, so char they can again complain at home thar
agriculture swallows up roo much of the EC budget?
In any case the consequence of rhe Council's behav-
iour on rhese two counts is that rhe citizens of Spain
and Ponugal will have ro contribute 246 million ECU
more ro the Communiry budget than they get back,
even though both Member Smrcs were promised fin-
ancially neurral rreatmenr during the agreed transi-
tional phase.
I have lost counr of rhe number of times I, or orher
colleagues in this House, have warned in the past that
Ponugal would find imelf in an inrolerable situation
under the presenr financial regulation. I am somewhat
saddened to see that rhese fears are apparently about
to be realized as a resulr of the Council's decision.
I{f third illusrration of how the Council has lost sighr
of reality wirh its decisions is this: as regards the prib-
lem of pre-existing commirmenrs, Mr Presidenr-in-
Office of rhe- Council, the Council has ignored every
solution put forward by rhe Commission. In the Com-
mission's view rhe Council has simply not provided
enough funds for commitmenrs enrered into to a rctal
of tO too million ECU which, as pre-existing commit-
men6, now have to be discharged. I wonder if the
Council can publicly confirm thar it simply does not
intend, as in the case of the costs of enlargement, to
provide resources to meet these commitments under
the Regional and Social Funds. If these commirmenr
are nor mer the resulr here too will be that both prob-
lems will weigh even more heavily on us in subsequenr
budget years with Spain and Ponlgal also having to
meet part of these old commirments if they are settled
after expiry of the transitional period.
I believe these three examples alone are enough to
show how far the Council's decisions have become
detached from reality 
- 
legal reality as well. Instead
of Europe nking the bull by rhe horns and squaring up
to the future once the Community's revenues are
increased, somerhing we are happy to see, rhe finance
ministers have resolved ro approve just that amount of
money which will srop rhe cows on the butter moun-
tains from gerdng vertigo. I do not rhink this is good
politics. The Council too ought to bear in mind that
the budget is not a sratisrical end in itself but the quan-
titive expression of an underlying pqlicy. The finance
ministers a[ rhe momenr clearly lack the vision ro per-
ceive this.
Vhat is the European Parliament ro do in such a situa-
tion? My honourable friend Mr Fich of the Socialist
Group has indicated some possibiliries. The Chris-
tian-Democratic Group has of cours'e also rhought
abor.rt rejecting the budger or letting it pass, borh pos-
sibilities which are similar but different in their reper-
cussions. I think neither of these possibilities can be
altogether discounted. But I would point out to rhe
Council that there is also a third possibiliry. Perhaps
even a founh and fifth, which I am unaware of at the
moment.
The third possibility is to reincorporare into the
budget all necessary expendirure required under legal
commitments or, for example, under contractual obli-
tations towards Spain and Ponugal, in other words all
these legal commitments, and to identify these as spe-
cific legal commitments ro be met in 1986 as an
extraordinary payment for rhe cosrc of enlargement or
in settlemenr of pre-exisring commirments. Ve would
then do the job of rhe Council and prepare a kind of
Parliamenary lerter of amendmenr ro the Council,s
budger draft. All the orher avenues open ro us 
- 
of
increasing but also of course, cutting out 
- 
we would
use correctly under the powers we possess. The Coun-
cil President has already agreed rhar we can discuss
funher on rhe upper limit following rhe firsr reading.
I know rhis third solution is a very difficult one, nor
only for the European Parliamenr but also for the
Council, which will have to consider whether it can
reject a second time whar the European parliamenr
reinserts into the budget as a legal necessity and com-
mitmenr. After the first budget reading we shall no
doubr have a rripartire meeting of rhe prisidents of rhe
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Commission, Parliament and Council, and I think that
by then the Commission will have given us a reasona-
ble financial prediction and panicularly a reasonable
overview of pre-existing commirments. I think we can
quietly wait till then to see if the Council does any-
thing, and if after the first reading we proceed along
the avenues open to us we shall see how the Council
reacts.'S7e can always rejecr the budget at rhe second
reading.
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Madam President, when Napo-
leon went to see rhe Pope to ask him if he would pre-
side at his coronation 
- 
It was actually a fairly com-
pulsory invitation, as I recall it 
- 
the Pope in response
to Napoleon's first set of pleadings described him as
being a tragedian and in response to his second set of
pleadings told him that he was a comedian. Vhile I do
not wish to draw a comparison between the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and Napoleon, for all
reasons which may be apparent, I do feel that he has
inherited something of that genrlemen's sense of
theatre. But I notice that since he appeared before rhe
Committee on Budgets he has been nobbled. In that
committee the President-in-Office of the Council said:
'The debate has nothing to do with me. I was just the
President. Ve did not like it and I just happened to be
there, almost by accident, and now I am unfonunate
enough to have to present it to you'. And all along the
back you could see the vultures from the Member
Smtes sitting lisrcning to what he said. They are still
there sitting behind him now. They always sit at the
back for obvious reasons regarding the nature of the
Brget. Since then they have obviously been applying
the thumbscrews. Today the President-in-Office of
the Council said: 'I am speaking faithfully on behalf of
the Council'. In fact, he finished up with a very mov-
ing remark that he was speaking on behalf of the
Council, which indicated he wished that he weren'r,
but he was, so there we are. Then he concluded with a
very passionate appeal to the Parliament to acr respon-
sibly. I thought this was one of his better moments. It
is, Mr President, the first time that I have noted a
brothel keeper promoting the vinues of chasdty.
I would now refer [o page 44, Vol. 7, of rhe Council
explanatory statement where it says: 'The Council
starcs that it is prepared to reconsider the appropria-
tions entered against the Regional Fund and the Social
Fund in the second reading of the draft budger and ro
ensure on that occasion that the amounts necessary to
comply with the commitments arising out of the acces-
sion negotiations in respecr of the two new Member
States are made available to the countries concerned,
taking into account' etc.. The President reminded us
that this was not written in the language of Racine.
Though I wonder whether or not it was written in the
language of Molidre, it is cenainly sub-Shakespearian
if I may say so. But, Madam President, this does call
fonh the question: Vhat is the Council doing? !7har
are the purposes of the Council? \flhat is this contrad-
iction which the Council has written into its own
memorandum? Either it is going to settle the problem
of enlargement or it is not going to settle the problem
of enlargement. If it is, why doesn't it? And if it is not
going to, why has it promised to?
It is a curiously obscure piece of writing in all the
known languages of the Community existing now, and
no doubt in the expanded group of languages from
January next year. Either there is a deliberate derelic-
tion of duty by the Council in regard to their negotia-
tions for Spain and Ponugal 
- 
x1d, of course, the
Council are honourable men and they would, of
course, wish rc remain absolutely true to the commit-
ments which they had undenaken 
- 
or it is a deliber-
ate manoeuvre [o trap Parliament into spending im fire
power on purposes which have been earmarked for it
by the Council. And this corresponds, Madam Presi-
dent, to a constitutional ambush or a form of crude
political hijack. I do not believe that the gentlemen of
the Council would be so disrepumble and so dishon-
ourable as to wish to engineer either of those two
events.
It may of course not be either of them, but rather a
combination of both. It is both dishonest and a derelic-
tion of duty and this I think is probably rhe safest con-
clusion. This means that we have a challenge on the
external front 
- 
the external front being our commit-
ments to the new Member States 
- 
and we have a
challenge internally as far as the constitutional auth-
ority of this Parliament is concerned. I firmly believe
that Parliament must not collaborate either in a derel-
iction of duty or by volunteering for ambush. I there-
fore endorse the remarks made by my colleagues and I
must state that my group agrees absolutely with the
views already expressed in rhis Parliament as ro rhe
nature of this budget. But we think it is the Council's
job to sort out the Council's mess using the Council's
money. This is the position that we believe we should
sustain.
Incidentally I think there is a very good case to be
made for the meeting of the three Presidents and for
the President of Parliamenr [o communicate wirh the
President-in-Office of the Council and invite him ro
put this matter on the agenda at one of rhe fonhcom-
ing Council meetings since both Foreign and Finance
Ministers are due to meer before the end of rhis month
and cenainly before Parliamenr reaches even rhe srage
of consideration of detailed amendmenrs in committee
stage for this first reading of the budget.
I notice that rhe Commissioner mentioned thar rhe
EAGGF is going to be in difficulry and thar he would
fudge the account until che Member States had ratified
the own-resources agreement. This may be putting a
rather unhappy gloss on what he said bur I suspecr that
the intent was nor a million miles from rhar. In other
words, they will play with the books unril we have got
his through. I would like to know from him: How ser-
ious are we? The dollar, as he said, is now ar rhe level
which he predicted. Grain prices are 5-100/o down
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over the last couple of months because of the effects
on the market of the American exporr, enhancemenr
programme. In other words, we are looking at a very
serious problem of farm expenditure and there does
not seem to be much progress on rapid decision-mak-
ing in the Council as far as agricultural measures are
concerned. So it looks as if we are in serious difficulty.
If this is going to be the case, then please can we have
warning of it at avery early stage so thar we can con-
sider it, Mr Commissioner? I do not wish suddenly to
wake up and find in my local press that there is a
demand for a large amount of extra money for agri-
cultural spending. Let us know as we Bo about this
one, please, Mr President.
Finally, I am indebrcd to my colleague, Sir Fred Cath-
erwood, who is conversant with the Holy Book. I
asked him if he could find a quotation which would
sum up our position and he came up with something
from the Book of Proverbs: 'Let the wicked man fall
into his own trap'. Madam President, I commend the
Book of Proverbs to you.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vice-President
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) I think it would be
very difficult to find a moderate response to the way in
which the President of the Council presenrcd his insti-
tution's draft budget here this morning. I would like to
draw our Assembly's attention to three things the
Council representative said.
At the beginning of his speech he asked us European
Members of Parliament, and I am quoting verbatim, 'ri
aeiller jaloasement au lespect de nos prirogatioes'. I
think all of us in this Chamber can reassure him that
we will respect our rights and obligations even if ir is
in fact that Council that prevents us from exercising
our powers by the draft it has presented and which is
based, as other Members have noted, on unrealisric
figures, on inaccurate justifications that are both con-
fused and ambiguous. I think perhaps we should ask
the Council to respect its rights and obligarions, its
compercnces, a primary one of which is ro presenr a
realistic and serious budgeq since it is, together with
us, the budgetary authority.
May I point out a second matter to the Assembly, rhe
fact that this same Council representarive called, again
with great emphasis, for respect of legality, with
special reference to Anicle 203 of the Treaty and ro
rhe majority required during the budgetary procedure.
I would like to say ro the Council represenmrive that it
is the Council that is presenting an illegal budget. As
others have already said, I too would like to say: is it
legal to fix a budget with a maximum rate of increase
for lOMember States when everyone knows that we
will be 12 on l January? I do not think anyone can
reply that the Treaty of Rome must be applied here,
because may I point out to the Council that it has
signed two other treaties: the treaty with Spain and the
one with Ponugal; and it seems to me that they are
just as valid. Incidentally, may I also emphasize that
the Council respected and took account. of the treaty
with Spain when Spain's VAT revenue was recorded
in the normal way for revenue purposes. So as regards
revenue, the presence of Spain is a fact, but not when
it is a quesdon of allocating the appropriate expendi-
ture [o other areas.
Allow me to point out that the entire revenue frame-
work is one which could be regarded as highly illegal
as far as VAT is concerned. The differences between
the various Member States' contributions seem mani-
fest at present and show the growing imbalance
between some countries and orhers, between the
richest and the poorest. So I think ure musr look at rhis
matter, as was said this morning. Commissioner Chris-
topherson has also drawn our attention to the increas-
ing imbalances on the British side.
Funhermore, still on the question of legality, may I
say this: is it legal to fix a maximum rate about which
the Council says right now, ar the firsr reading, that it
will have to be reviewed? \(hat is the point of all rhis?
There is a third thing rhe Council representative said
this morning; he urged us to assume our responsibili-
ties. I would urge the Council to assume its responsi-
bilities, referring in panicular, dear colleagues, to
what has now become known as'le poids du pass6'. But
who is responsible for all this? Is not rhe Council itself
responsible for this marrer? Are there not obligations
which the Council itself has assumed by virtue of rhe
regulations it has adopted? And recenrly too. Is it not
because the Council 'under-budgeted' the paymenm
for two years thar y/e were faced with rhe exhaustion
of own resources and had to czrry over payments that
had to be made to other financial years? Is it not illegal
to get to a point where 
- 
and the same Commission
representative said so here 
- 
next year, if we keep to
the Council's figures, the Social Fund will be totally
gone? I shall not go on any longer, although there
could be many more examples. I merely want to nore
that I do not think it is legal, and even less responsible,
to emphasize the imponance of food aid while ar the
same dme cutting ir drastically. Obviously I will not go
into demil on all these questions now, even though it is
extremely imponant thar they are raised in rhe context
of this draft. I think we will have rhe time to do so and
I reserve myself rhe right to speak later in the proce-
dure.
May I quickly conclude by affirming that our group
finds this draft absolurely unacceptable, at least as it
stands now. Rerurning to the poinr where I staned, I
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would like to say to the Council that certainly my own
group, and surely the entire Assembly, will assume in
full the responsibilities deriving from their compet-
ences; in any case we will avoid the traps the Council
has set by presenting a draft budget which makes a
correct and legal first reading of the budget vinually
impossible for Parliament.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I will not
linger over preliminaries but will come straight to the
point.
Ve think that unfortunately the Council's attitude in
im draft budget for 1985 is more like a farce than like
that of a responsible institution. But it is a farce in very
poor taste since, after all, it is being played out at the
cost of two countries which have patiently and ser-
iously negotiated their accession to the European
Community, countries the Community wanrcd to have
as members and which naturally did not imagine for a
moment that the polidcal agreemen[s would not be
implemented at budgeary level. This business makes a
mockery of the two future Member States and of the
European Parliament and in the end, which is saddest
of all, of the Community as a whole.
Ve feel, and others have said the same, that the Coun-
cil has ried to trap Parliament, which is a most disa-
greeable feeling, for we had imagined that after the
Council's oversights in the 1985 budget the two
branches of the budgetary authority would at last be
able to get on with their work for 1985 harmoniously.
So thank you, Mr President of the Council, for your
appeals; we [oo, however, must address cenain
appeals to you. The Council, in contempt of formal
undenakings it had entered into, is presenting a draft
budget which cuts by about 700 million ECU the
amounts corresPonding to fie additional expenditure
for Spain and Portugal.
Throughout the last few months we have kept repeat-
ing rhat the accession of two Member States would
have budgetary implications which the Community
would have to take into account. Yet the way thinBs
are going today it looks as though the Member States
had decided not to respect their political undenakings.
'!7'e regret it, but we cannot share this irresponsible
attitude. The position of the Liberal and Democratic
Group is clear, and here we endorse what preceding
speakers said: we call on the Council to review its pos-
ition and to give the guarantees lhat are essential for
the accession of these two nev/ Member States. The
Council must understand that we will not accePt a
truncated draft budget.
In conclusion, to be pracdcal, we think the time has
come for the Presidents of Parliament, the Council
and the Commission to meet in order to seek the solu-
tion to this vital question, failing which the Com-
munity will lose much of its credibility.
Today, Mr President, we think the question
enlargement is primordial. All our efforts must
directed towards it and we cannot imagine for
instant that the Council does not share our feelings.
(Applause from tbe rigbt)
of
be
an
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, once again,
our budgetary debates are to be held in a shadow
theatre. Once again the Council is presenting a trun-
cated budget, this time by not reflecting in its budget
entries all the financial consequences of enlargement
and of cenain decisions taken especially in relation to
commitments.
This procedure is all the more unaccePtable because
the 1986 budget should have broken with those bad
habits of the past, for at least two reasons:The first is
thar since thii is the first budget of the Community of
Twelve, it is extremely unhealthy to create from the
outset a situation of conflict whose outcome could in
the end be decided by the two new Member States.
The second reason is rhat the increase in the ceiling of
own resources from VAT decided at the Fontaine-
bleau Summit normally have made it possible to adopt
a truthful and realistic budget.
Yet one cannot deny that it is nothing of the kind and
that people are being taken in. Spain and Ponugal
have been duped by the Community's accepting them
without being willing rc pay the price; or you could
say the citizens of the existing Community of Ten
have been deceived by not being told that it is they, the
farmers, the unemployed, the less-favoured regions of
the present Community, who would have to bear the
cost of enlargement.
Lastly, there is deception on the question of the
increase of own resources, for it becomes clear today
that the increase decided at Fontainebleau is not
enough to enable the existing policies 
- 
and I am
thinking of the common agricultural policy 
- 
to func-
tion normally and, all the more, to satisfy the Euro-
pean ambitions for new policies.
Ve are indeed facing a triple crisis: institutional crisis,
financial crisis, political crisis. An institutional crisis in
the decision-making process, which is reflected by a
hateful climate of mutual distrust between Parliament
and Council. If this unanimiry rule can delay or block
decisions, what can one say about the decisions taken
by change majorities, which can prove inconsistent, as
shown by the example of the vote at the first reading
of the budget.
'$7hat are we to think of the cat and mouse Bame the
Council is playing with Parliament to find out who
will eat into the other's margin?'!7hat are we to think
of the conciliation procedures between Parliament and
Council which, paralysed by the most rigid formalism,
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have become rotally ineffective? For conciliation
implies the desire [o agree on common objecrives. Are
the Community institutions still capable of that? Is rhe
Communiry not risking dying of ir institutions?
Then there is rhe financial crisis which the Member
States are trying to camouflage. Once again .we musr
repeat what our group has never stopped saying: Fon-
tainebleau did not settle anphing. At the very momen[
when ir decided to raise rhe own resources ceiling
from I o 1.40/o from 1 January 1986, the old ceiling
had already been exceeded and the new ceiling was
reduced rc 1.30/o by the machinery ser up to lighten
the British budgetary contribution.
Under these conditions, [o presenr this increase in own
resources as rhe means of dealing with the cosr of
enlargemenr and implementint new policies is a kind
of fraud. In fact, the institutional criiis and the finan-
cial crisis are but rhe manifestation of a profound pol-
itical crisis in rhe Community's identity. How can peo-
ple pretend they want ro creare the Europe of romor-
row when rhe most powerful Communiry Stares plan
to strangle the only genuine Community poliry that
exists, agricultural policy, and ro financially dry up rhe
structural policies by not allocating adequate funds to
the ERDF, the SocialFund and EAGGF/Guidance?
Community means solidarity. If we reject solidarity,
how can we wan[ a community. Indeed, the 19g6
budget faces us wirh a crucial question at rhe moment
of enlargement, that of redefining rhe Community,s
identity.
After I January 1986, the Community will no longer
be wanr it was. !flhar son of a Communiry is ihe
Council proposing, by giving it such a budget? A
cramped and soulless Communiry, reduced ro an accu-
mulation of disunited Srates, in which the coalition of
a circumsrantial majority ouwores an equally circum-
stantial minoriry. ft would be a split Communicy, with-
out ambition and therefore without a future. And what
son of Community must Parliamenr stand for? \7e
want a Community of progress, which must evolve if ir
is to exist, which must go deeper if it is to expand. It is
a Community built on genuine policies, endowed with
enough funds to fulfil ir objecdves.
Mr Presidenr, honourable Members, no doubt there
will never be a more difficulr budget ro draw up. For
its pan, the EDR Group will undir no circumstances
resign itself ro accepting the unacceptable.
(Applause fron tbe right)
Mr Van der Lek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the
Council has, as many Members have said, created an
absurd siruarion.
Ve do 
.nor agree with rhe Commission,s budgetaryproposals in many respects, as we have made clear in
past budget debates. Everyone khows whar we think
of the Community and the kind of policy it is pursuing
at present, and we would have proposed drastic
changes to the Commission's preliminary draft. But
w-l1at is happening now is that the Council has lopped
off bits in a completely arbritrary way and is tCliing
this Parliament it must adopt a sensible and restrained
attitude and obviously cannor exceed its famous 7.lolo
margin. The Council has thus rendered Parliament
inactive. This is absurd. Now we cannor even discuss
poliry in rhis Community with the Council and Com-
mission in a budget debate. That is completely unac-
ceptable, of course.
Mr President, I agree with all those who say it is an
insult to Spain and Ponugal that this budget takes
absolutely no account of their accession. As you knov,
we had grave doubts about the accession of these two
countries, not on any personal grounds, but because
we still wonder if it will improve the lot of rheir citi-
zens or pur [hem in a far worse position in many res-
pects. All the Council has done is once again emphas-
ize its concern about what will happen to the people in
these countries, because it is not .*,en - 
-"king
resources available, panicularly for social and regional
policies in rhese counrries. Vhat is more, rhe resources
earmarked for rhese policies in the rest of the Com-
munity are completely inadequate.
Mrs Scrivener said thar the Council is making the
Communiry and rhus the whole idea of European
unity look ridiculous. I7e do the same here sometimes,
because we have great difficulry over the form which
most Members believe this unity should take. Vhat we
think is thar the budger now before us perhaps reveals
a gteat deal of what the Community is really all abour.
After all, the governmenrs which have togither taken
this decision, and I include my own gouernment, are
making it abundantly clear that they are only inter-
ested- in the advantages of a free marker, in opponuni-
ties for high finance, in ralking to each otliir about
policy, the armaments industry, sabre-rattling and
increasing their power.
There is a grear deal of talk about a people,s Europe,
Mr President, bur what accounr is taken of rhe people
in a budget like this, which makes a mockery of ihe
European idea? There is almost nothing in'it for a
social.poliry, as I have akeady said. There is norhing
at all in it for a new policy ro meer regional needs. Thi
budget makes no mention of weak ireas. The Com-
muniry should be able m play a pan in saving the envi-
ronment, if there is anything left rc save, but not one
penny has been set aside for a new policy.
If any budget clearly reveals what fascinates rhe gov-
ernmenm of rhe Community countries 
- 
rcchnology,
production, comperidon with Japan and the Uniiid
States, high-tech methods that make people even more
dependent than they already are 
-- 
thin it is surely
this one. I7e shall join in any acrion taken by this par-
liament that enables us ro have a genuine distussion on
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the budget, by which I mean a discussion on future
policy. And if it also proves necessary m reject the
budget in its present form and say we cannot do any-
thing with it, we shall not stand in Parliament's way.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
confusion in our minds here simply reflects the uncer-
tainty in the Council of Ministers. I must say that lis-
tening this morning to the President-in-Office of the
Council himself speaking of uncertainties, how could
we not feel doubt and confusion?
The reading of the draft budget had already plunged
my group into doubt and confusion. But after hearing
the courageous statement by the Vice-President of the
Commission, followed by our rapporteur, this confu-
sion and doubt have turned to anguish. It is quite clear
that the cost of enlargement was not taken into
account. But scarcely has Spain signed its accessiori to
the Treaty of Rome before it akeady questions any
contribution to the 1986 budget. The truth is that the
very basis of the Treaty of Rome and rhe future of the
Community are at stake. I would not like to see the
Fontainebleau agreements, whose weaknesses become
more apparent and serious every day, become the pre-
lude to saying farewell to one type of Community, the
Community of solidariry of which Mr Pasty just
spoke, based on a common agricultural poliry.
I also think the hean of the debate lies elsewhere. The
hean of the matter is that this Parliament must have
the courage to pose the problem of a different kind of
Community own resources. It is not true that we can
envisage the future by increasing the VAT rate a bit
more, every year, when possible. That is not how you
will breathe life into the Community budget. It is by
posing the problem of the criteria of the Community's
own resources in order to crea[e a better balance
between the contributions of each Member State. That
is why I had the honour to propose, on behalf of my
group, the creation of the criterion of agricultural
wealth and of industrial wealth, to determine new
resources for our budget.
If we do not have the courage to go to the hean of the
problem, to create new resources for the Community
budget, we shall drag on year after year carrying what
is called 
- 
wrongly 
- 
the weight of the past, which is
in fact the acknowledgement of our debts. Ladies and
gentlemen, faced with this draft budget which my
group obviously will not accept, which it rey'ects with
all the strength of ir European conviction, I think the
moment has come for us to talk together to find out
whether we want to continue our advance towards
European union. To do so we must create resources
which will enable us to face the future.
Mr Cot (S), Chairman of tbe Committee on Badgets.
- 
(FR) Mr President, we could have expected some
improvement in the situation after the budgetary ups
and downs of last year, thanks to the implementation
of the Fontainebleau agreement, the decision on new
own resources, the successful outcome of the negotia-
tions on the accession of Spain and Portugal and,
lastly, the talent and goodwill of the Luxembourg
presidency, to which I am happy rc pay tribute. All
that was not enough. The Council has refused to
assume its budgetary responsibilities and to forward a
complete draft budget to us at the first reading. Vhat
we have is more of an outline, a sort of poetic sketch
instead of precise figures, columns of figures on the
basis of which Parliament can proPose amendments.
'V'e are faced with sibylline phrases, corrected by one
Council after another, which are to serve us as direc-
tives.
Surely you agree, Mr President, that it is a strange call
for dialogue that begins with silence on the crux of the
matter and asks us to speak.
I think we should refer back to the provisions of the
Treaty. Anicle 199 provides that the expenditure shall
be shown in the budget. Article 203 (10) provides that
each institution shall exercise the powers conferred
upon it by this article, with due regard for the provi-
sions of this Treaty and for acts adopted in accordance
therewith.
So it is rather confusing m read that the Council itself
publicly declares itself prepared to reconsider the
appropriations entered under the ERDF or the Euro-
pean Social Fund at the second reading. All in all, and
to be brief, I would say that it looks as though budget-
ary discipline is confined to what the Council gives up
at the first reading of the budget. Ve have to reconcile
ourselves to that situation.
For in its draft the Council is refusing to take accoun!
of what the Commission has called the weight of the
past, preferring to give its president a vague mandate.
It refuses to enter the cost of enlargement on the bal-
ance sheet, as it should have done at the first reading.
The question is, what does the Council expect from
Parliament. Does it expect Parliament to use its mar-
gin 
- 
217 million ECU 
- 
to make up the Council's
iommissions? !fle are not nlking of the same kind of
orders of magnitude, since the Commission estimated
the cost of enlargement at about 733 miltion ECU
more than is entered in the draft budget, of which +ZZ
million ECU for the Social and Regional Funds alone.
As for. absorbing the imbalance between payment and
commitment. appropriations, it would require about
800 million ECU this year to try to do that.
So by its silences the Council is inviting us to commit
an unlawful act in response to its own irresponsibility,
to go far beyond the maximum rate established by the
Commission to enrcr the appropriations it has omitted,
but all this without a chance of the dialogue which the
two readings by the two branches of rhe budgetary
authority are supposed to ensure. I do not in fact
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know whether I ought ro rhank rhe Council for its
challenge ro our sense of responsibility. But I would
like to urge it not to presume on our naivety. For if
Parliament proceeded rhe way the Council seems to be
trying to persua-de it do at the second reading, the
Council would find itself in rhe posirion of aclually
adopting the budget on the basis of the new maximum
rate it will have chosen by a qualified majority. A first
dicated reading, a second reading devoid of any
meaning, what a srrante dialogue, Mr Presidenr. Even
if-the budgerary procedures of preceding years have
often been difficulq I for my parr cannor see any pre-
cedent for such an obvious atrempr [o amputare pailia-
ment's budterary powers and we do not inrcnd to
allow the 1985 budgeury procedure to constitute such
a precedent. Ve fully intend, wirhin rhe confusion
referred to a while ago, ro preserve our Assembly,s
budgetary powers. So you will undersrand, Mr presi-
dent, that I cannor blame rhose Members who consid-
ered reiecting the budget at the first reading, or those
who refuse to follow the path you have rraied for us
with a lot of ralent and a touch of perfidy, if I may call
it that. For we must choose one rhing or the other:
either we keep to the system of a maximum rate, and
even before the first reading you musr make your posi-
tion quite clear. Or we dismiss this system as inapplica-
ble under presenr conditions, especially in view of
enlargement. Then we have to know what these consi-
derations are. In either case, we cannot be content
merely with declarations of intent set out in the draft
budget. In either case we find it hard to be sarisfied
merely with the personal commitment which you
expressed here, Mr Presidenr, with a great deal of faith
and courage. And once again I wanr [o thank you for
all you are doing ro rry to ger us our of rhis impasse. I
would say however that we have now reached rhe
stage where we need guarantees thar can be measured,
regarding the conditions under which you envisage the
financing of enlargement and of what'the Commission
has rather unfonunately termed the 'weight of the
past', which I would prefer to call rhe balanie between
commitment and payment appropriations.'Without
these guarantees before the first reading, the 1986
budget thar we adopt could nor in my view be more
,|T 
" 
chancy and, no doubt, proviiional budget. I
think the rime that remains undl the first reading will
enable us to obtain the necessary assurance to restore
to this budget debarc the harmony it lacks today.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 4.05 p.m. and resumed at
4.30 p.m.)t
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
9. Question Time (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. B 2-960/85).
'\fle begin with questions ro rhe Council.
Quesdon No 62, by Mr Adamou (H-361l85):
Subject: Deprivation of the right to work in rhe
FRG
The 'Berufsverbor' or prohibition on working and dis-
missal of workers from rheir jobs because ofiheir pol-
itical-opinions has for l3 years remained a uery impor-
tant feature of polirical life in rhe FRG. According to
figures. supplied by rhe trade unions in rhat country,
since this law 'prohibiting the exercise of a profession;
(28 January 1972) was firsr applied, 5800 people have
been rurned our of rheir jobs. These include ieachers
of various grades, posr office employees, etc., on
charges of having signed an appeal against war and in
favour of peace, of being members of the German Cp,
of having Communist friends, of being on local peace
movemen[ commirrees, etc. A typical case is rhat of the
teacher Ulrich Volz, who is being threatened wirh dis-
missal because he belongs ro a peace organization.
These types of persecurion are in flagrani violation
both of Article 48 of the UN's Declaration of Human
Righr and of the spirit of the European Convenrion
on Human Rights.
Vhar srcps will the Council rake to pur, a srop ro [hese
cases of persecution in a Communiry MemLer Stare,
trampling as they do on the first human rieht 
- 
the
right rc work 
- 
as well as freedom of exprlssion and
the citizens' righr to form associarions?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(FR) I should first like to apologize for rhe slight
delay, bur I have jusr received a dilegadon from ihe
national people's assembly of the Republic of China
and I was somewhar delayed. Please eicuse me.
As regards the quesrion put by rhe honourable Mem-
ber, I have to poinr out that ir is outside the Council,s
sphere of responsibility. This atdtude on rhe pan of
the Council is justified by che fact that the question
rela.tes ro narional legislation concerning the nadonal
civil service, an area which is nor covered by the
Treaty.
I. do nor wish to give my personal views on the ques-
tion raised by the honourable Member, and indied I
I Membership of Parliament:see Minutes.
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am not allowed to do so, but I would like to say that in
no country of the world is there a right to public off-
ice. For example, I have never yet me[ a civil servant in
a Communist country who has been opposed m his
reglme.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) The first thing I want
to say is that in 1978 rhe state Bovernment of Bavaria
dismissed Mr Gerhard Hoff, a teacher, despirc his
unimpeachable professional qualificadons, because he
was elected as president of the German Peace Union,
and because he is a fighter for peace. His second
appeal against this injustice is indeed being heard
today in Munich. I wish to express my solidariry with
him.
I would also like to put a supplementary question to
the President of the Council. He has said that the
institutions of the Community are frequently, and suc-
cessfully, engaged against violations of human rights
in various countries outside the Community. If the
enforcement of the laws of a Member State is, as the
President has said, a matter for the competent auth-
orities in that country, then by what right does the
Community campaign against human rights violations
in third countries 
- 
particularly when human rights
are viciously abused in Member States, while the
Community behaves like Pontius Pilate?
The President also said that no non-communist offi-
cials are appointed in communist countries. This is
unacceptable and inaccurate, the President ought to
have taken greater care in his statement.
My question is, then, as follows:since the Community
tolerates human righrc abuses in its Member States, by
what right, on what moral basis, does it condemn viol-
ations of human rights in other countries outside the
Communiry?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The honourable Member
should first tell me where in the Communiry there is
violation of human rights. Personally I do not see any.
On the other hand I respect his opinion. I hope that he
also respects my reply.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Very briefly, I would
like to ask the President-in-Office of the Council if he
has ever travelled in Ireland, or in the Federal
Republic of Germany, or in Great Britain, not to men-
tion other Community countries where his doubts
concerning human rights violations could be put right.
The question I would like to put to the President-in-
Office of the Council is as follows: does he believe it
to be reasonable for the Community to maintain a
continuous activity 
- 
which I am not at this point cri-
ticizing 
- 
with regard to violations of human righm in
non-Community countries whether they be in Latin
America, Asia or Africa; or whether they are socialist
countries or developing nations of the Third Vorld
while at the same time the Community claims that the
violation of human rights in Member States is a matter
for their internal systems of justice, and fails to adopt
any meaningful position on the subject?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) Firstly, I do not see any viola-
tion of human rights in Europe. The honourable
Member has named some countries for me: the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, Great Britain, Ireland. I
have travelled in all those countries. I have travelled
freely in them. ln all those countries I found that
everyone has the right to express his political opinion,
which is not the case in many other counries of the
world, and I believe shat this Parliament is fully enti-
tled to intervene to defend human rights anywhere
whatever the regime, but I really do not see that there
is any violation of human righu here, in Community
Europe.
President. 
- 
Question No 63, by Mrs Chouraqui(H-364/85).
Subject: Conference to assess the decade of
women organized by the United Nations in Nai-
robi in July 1985:
The Council has announced its intention of attending
the Conference to assess the decade of women that the
Unircd Nations will be holding in Nairobi in July
1985. Vhat is its view of the role played by the Euro-
pean Communiry during this decade and what pro-
gress would it like to see achieved during the next
decade?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Office of the Council 
-(FR) The Council takes a positive view of the role
played by the Community over the last 10 years in
female emancipation, as described by the Com-
munity's representative in his speech in Nairobi at the
end ofJuly.
\Tirhin the Community the progressive establishment
of equal treatment for men and women has been a
major concern. Equaliry in pay, employment, and
social security systems has been achieved at the legal
level and a programme of parallel measures has been
implemented with a view to promoting equal oppor-
tunities in practice.
In addition the Community has paid particular atten-
rion to questions of health, education and raining of
women. It has always been sensitive rc the problems of
the most vulnerable Broups such as immigrant women
and unemployed women.
But the Community has also made an imponant con-
tribution towards systemadcally improving the posi-
tion of women in the developing countries, where to a
considerable extent their fate depends on achieving
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nutritional self-sufficiency and on gerting away from
the tedious daily toil which is the lot of millions of
women in these countries.
That is why the Lom6 III convendon, which was
signed in December 1984, contains for the first time
an express provision relaring ro rhe economic value of
women's work and to the improvement of rheir way of
life, including access ro all aspecm of training.
In my view, this texr is an imponant milestone.
In the same positive spirit which it has evidenced in the
past, the Community intends to remain active and
receptive on all the many women-related problems
which are going to arise in the future.
The system of equal rearmenr in panicular should be
consolidated and extended. The programme for fem-
ale emancipation for the period 1985-90, which rhe
Commission will be presenting shonly, will cenain
help towards achieving this objective. The Commis-
sion's communication to rhe Council concerning
Community pafticiparion at rhe Nairobi conference
contains a detailed review of the successes and diffi-
culties of the last decade, as well as lisdng a series of
initiatives for rhe future.
If the honourable Member would like more details of
past resulrs and future forecas$, they can be found in
the communicarion.
Mrs Chouraqui (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Thank you, because,
three monrhs after the Nairobi conference, Parliament
has not in fact been informed of the results. You have
replied at considerable length, for which I am grateful.
But I did in fact ask for this information in order to
obmin more details, because we felt 
- 
ler me say rhar
I am less optimistic than you and less easily satisfied 
-that the Nairobi Conference was somewhat over-polir-
ical and moved away from the objectives which had
been set for the conference, because some of the
debates were quire violent and involved confrontarions
between political panies.
The aim of the quesdon, though, was to find out what
the result of rhe Nairobi Conference was. You have
partly answered rhat, but only panly.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The Commission's communi-
cation to the Council on Communiry panicipation at
Nairobi, during the United Nations conference on the
decade of women, sers out in the first pan che results
achieved and the difficulties encounrered during the
last decade for women, and in the second pan suggesrs
a number of initiatives for the future, namely: more
detailed srudy of the present topics, panicularly
women's place in sociery as regards the problems of
employment, social securiry, education and develop-
ment; secondly, Communiry panicipation in the fol-
low-up to rhe Nairobi Conference, especially in the
drawing-up and implementadon of an action pro-
gramme to produce concrete measures in equality of
treatmenr for men and womenl thirdly, the streng-
thening of existing legislation relating specifically io
equality of opponunity at work for men and womep
by adopting appropriate supervision, for example,
establishing inspectorates ro ensure that the rules on
equal rreatmenr are observed; founhly, rhe adoption
of the existing proposals on parental leave and leave
for family reasons, as well as equal Eearmenr for self-
employed men and women, erc. and, finally, taking
positive adion, particularly to increase prorection for
women working in large factories and women who are
heads of families.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I am sorry that the Council
President has replied quite so quickly, because there is
shonly to be another oral question on Nairobi which
is. considerably more critical because it is raised by
observers who were actually presenr there. I 
-ys.[f
spoke with the Council President who amended.'The
report on Nairobi is yer ro be discussed by the Com-
mittee on Vomen's Rights. My question today is this:
is the Council President prepared ro rerurn to rhis sub-ject at the next opponuniry and rhen ro give us norjust standard replies 
- 
which I do not reproach him
for 
- 
but replies which are really rather more relevant
to what was discussed in Nairobi?
Mr Gocbbels 
- 
(FR) I was nor at Nairobi myself, but
I am sure that my colleague, Jean Spautz, who repre-
sented the Communiry on rhal occasion, would be
willing to come ro Parliamenr, although rhat is not for
the Council to decide. It would depend on the Bureau.
Mr Cryer (S).- Could the Minister re-examine his
remarks about the next lOyears of the Community
and women? Does he not acknowledge that rhere are
15 million people unemployed in the Community,
many of them women? Does he not acknowledge that
women are exploited more than men by the capitalist
system to which the Community is committed) Most
women employees are low-paid. Does he not acknow-
ledge that, far from helping the developing nations,
th-e-common agricultural policy dumps laige quantities
of food on world markets which severely damages the
agricultural interests of rhe developing nations and
therefore damages many of rhe women who barely
have enough ro survive and find enough shelrcr ani
clothing in the developing countries? !/hat is the
Council going to do to rry ro improve this wretched
Community?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
I do not share all the views expressed
by the honourable Member. Nevenheless I do share
some of them, and I cenainly agree with him that
there are still a lot of women in rhe world who are
exploited, evqn in rhe European Communiry. !7e 
-
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Council, Commission and European Parliament 
-must make a combined effon rcwards improving the
status of women, and not just indulge in facile argu-
menrs on rhe subjecr,
Prcsident 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 64 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 55, by Mrs Jepsen (H-390/85)
Subject: Progress of negotiations concerning the
inroduction of uniform rules governing the con-
struction of cages for egg-laying hens
Vould the Council state whai progress has been made
in negotiations concerning uniform rules governing
the construction of cages for egg-laying hens and
would it also state what guidelines are to be followed
in implementing the common rules, including the date
on which they should become effective?
Mr Goebbcls, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council 
-(FR) '!7ork is actively continuing within the Council
on the proposal for a directive laying down minimum
standards for the protection of egg-laying hens in
cages. The Council discussed this question at the
meeting on 15 September and will discuss ir again on
2l and 22 October, with the intention of reaching
complete agreement on this directive.
Mn Jepsen (ED).- (DA) I should like m thank the
President-in-Office for the information given. '!7e are
very pleased, in Danish circles at least, to hear that a
settlement of this matter may be expected before the
month is out. Further questions are therefore unneces-
sary. But of course I shall raise the matter again if it
rurns out that the question is not resolved on
2l-22 October. It is of vital importance to this sector
in Denmark that we Bet a very early decision on the
matter.
Prcsident 
- 
Question No 56, by Mr Rogalla (H-
412/8s).
Subject: Joint institutional responsibility
\7hat is the significance of the fact that when speaking
in the European Parliament the Presidency (Starc
Minister Santer and Foreign Minister Poos) refers to
'your Parliament'? Does the Council not feel that, as
pan of the Community, and one of im institutions, it is
bound by institutional decisions?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of the Council 
-(FR) Rule 6a (l) of the Rules of Procedure of the
European Parliament states that the speaker shall
address the Chair. In order to comply with this provi-
sion Presidenrc-in-Office of the Council use the
expression 'your Parliament'. The use of the possessive
adjective 'your' does not of course in any way pre'
judge the imponance which the Council, and the Lux-
embourg Presidency in panicular, attaches to compli-
ance with the Treaties.
I should merely like to stress thar from the Luxem-
bourg point of view our common European Parlia-
ment does not always fully appreciate the effons made
by the Luxembourg authorities on behalf of this essen-
dal institution, which has our respect and our esteem.
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) | should like to applaud the
Council President's reply as a master-stroke of Com-
munity politics and diplomacy and ask whether in the
view of rhe Council Presidency the achievements of '
this Parliament are likely, both with regard to the Lux-
embourg Presidenry and the Member State Luxem-
bourg, to lead to a level of Community coherence
which in the last analysis will yield beneficial effects in
doing away with unemployment, establishing the
internal market and enabling the Community's econ-
omy to flourish.
President 
- 
Mr President, I do not believe that it is
possible to reply to a question of this son.
As the author is not present, Question No 67 will be
answered in writing.r
Question No 58, by Mr Habsburg, has been with-
drawn.
As the authors are not present, Questions Nos 69 and
70 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 71, by Mr Ephremidis (H-305/85).
Subject: US embargo on supplies of drugs to
Nicaragua
The American Government's trade embargo against
the legally elected government of Nicaragua prohibits
the exponation of drugs to Nicaragua, when 250/o of
rhat country's requirements are met by impons from
the USA. This action puts at risk the lives of thousands
of sick people and of the casualties resulting from for-
eign intervention, etc.
'S7'hat measures could the Council take, in agreement
with the Nicaraguan Government, to meet the coun-
try's intensified need for drugs?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of the Council 
-(FR) At the present time no approach has been made
to the Council by the Nicaraguan authorities about the
supply of pharmaceutical products to Nicaragua.I See Annex 'Question Time'.
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In any case the Council finds that ar presenr, pursuanr
to the common commercial policy, no restrictions are
applied to the expon of pharmaceutical products by
the Community.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) From what I have
understood of the answer, ir appears that rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council has not fully grasped the
point of my quesrion. The Unircd Stares, among other
measures which it is enacting against Nicaragua, has
blocked the impon of drugs ro [har counrry. 250/o of
Nicaraguan needs are met by impons 
- 
needs which
have grown significantly recently.
My question is: whar has the Council done, on a
humanitarian, nor commercial basis, to meer these
increased needs? The country is in need of the drugs. I
.would like a precise answer m rhis.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) It is difficult enough for a Lux-
embourg Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to
reply on behalf of the whole Community. Moreover I
cannot claim ro speak for rhe United Srates of Amer-
ica. Vhat I can say in reply to the question from the
honourable Member, is thar I personally received rhe
Nicaraguan Ambassador to Luxembourg and Belgium
only last week and that he did not draw rhe Presi-
dency's atrenrion ro rhe marrer raised by the honoura-
ble Member.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
No one is asking rhe Council
representatives to speak on behalf of America, we ask
them to speak for themselves. Really, I would have
expected that they could have raised rhe issue of
Nicaragua and the problems with America. But I won-
der if the Council is willing ro condemn the war the
United States is waging against Nicaragua through the
Contras there ar the presenr time and also to condemn
the refusal by the Unircd Srates to accepr rhe jurisdic-
rion of the Internarional Coun of Jusdce on rhe mat-
ter. \7hat is the Council's view of rhe way the United
States.has applied sancrions against the democratically
elected government in Nicaragua, thus harming inn6-
cent people, while it has refused to apply sancrions
against an en[irely reprehensible regime in South
Africa?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) It seems ro me that all these
questions are outside rhe scope of Question Time. I
am of course willing ro rerurn ro rhem during ques-
rions on polirical cooperation, but in any case, I speak
here for the Council of rhe European Communities,
and the Council of the European Communiries has not
been approached by Nicaragua on any of the ques-
tions mentioned by Mr Ephremidis.
President 
- 
Question No 72, by Mr Alavanos (H-
308/8s).
Subject: Transpon subsidies for remote Greek
islands
Vhat precise measures does the 
.Council propose ro
take, following the Commission's proposal in response
to the Greek Memorandum, ro subsidize rransport for
the remote Greek islands, and why is rhe relevant
decision nor yer fonhcoming?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of the Council 
-(FR) The proposal ro which the honourable Member
refers was submirted by the Commission in May 1984,
a[ the same time as two other proposals concerning the
agricultural sector in Greece, namely, aid to ranshum-
ance and measures ro srengrhen the sections responsi-
ble for qualiry conrrol of agricultural products.
The Council examined the file carefully and, at its
meeting on 11 and 12 March, adopted two out of the
three proposals. The Council was unable, however, to
reach agreemenr on the third proposal for granting
subsidies for the [ransporr of cenain agricultural
inputs to rhe Greek islands, as rhere was some doubr
about rhe advisabiliry of introducing direct aid ro the
purchase of agricultural inputs and also as ro rhe
actual effectiveness of rhe measures proposed by the
Commission for aiding farmers in these islands, where
the problems are essenrially of a strucrural nature. In
conclusion, let me say that the Council has agreed to
continue discussion of rhis problem with a view to
finding rhe solurion which is mosr appropriate.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The President-in-Off-
ice of the Council has given me an answer about the
other two Commission proposals.
The problem in question, and for which I wanr a more
concrete answer concerns the third proposal, the one
relating ro rransporr subsidies for agricultural produce
from remore Greek islands given that a commitment
exists, within rhe framework of the negotiations
between the agencies of the European Economic
Communiry and rhe Greek Governmenr on rhe memo-
randum which rhis proposal would approve. Almost
three years have elapsed since the memorandum was
submitted, and rhere has been no reply.
Given rhat some uncertainty exists as to whether the
Council would approve this proposal, I would like to
see a definite time-limit ser for rhe acknowledgement
of the decision in question.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) Madam President, since the
Greek Governmenr, on 19 march 1982, submitted its
memorandum setring out rhe main economic problems
facing Greece following accession ro the Community,
many measures have been adopted in favour of
Greece, and I am very pleased about them.
Admitrcdly rhere sdll remains rhe proposal which the
honourable Member mentioned. I have to tell vou
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quite frankly that when this proposal was examined in
Council, several delegations expressed serious reserva-
tions about the effectiveness of the aid, which did not
seem to offer any lasting solution to the problems of
agriculture in these islands.
The Council agreed to continue to examine the ques-
tion, but the solution will probably be found to lie in
measures to improve the agricultural structures of
these areas, rather than in providing temporary subsi-
dies for the ranspon of inputs.
President 
- 
Question No 73, by Mr Hutton (H-
3s7 /8s).
Subject: Abolition of unanimity rule in Council
bodies
In view of the need to speed up decision-making by
the Council, will the Presidency proPose that the
unanimity rule should by agreement be set aside and
voting should follow the stipulations on the Treaties in
all bodies of the Council, e.g. Coreper, the committees
and working parties, except the Council of Foreign
Ministers and of Ministers in other sectors?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Office of tbe Council 
-(FR) May I remind the honourable Member that as
far as decisions on matters of Council responsibiliry
are concerned, it is only the Council that is empow-
ered to take them, not the Committee of Permanent
Representatives or a working pany. The voting rules
laid down by the Treaties therefore apply to the
Council alone.
The Council also wishes to point out that its decisions
are taken in accordance with the provisions of the
Treaties. These provide that a decision may be taken
unanimously, or by a simple majority, or by a qualified
majority.
The Council considers that the Treaty provisions
which specify that a decision can be taken by a simple
or a qualified majority do not prevent members of the
Council from trying to reconcile their opinions before
Council takes a decision. The question of the Coun-
cil's decision-making process will certainly be raised at
the Conference of Representatives of the Govern-
ments of the Member States.
Mr Hutton (ED).- I thank the President-in-Office
very much for his full answer.'Would he agree with me
that adhering to the unanimity rule, where it is
adhered to, and extending the search for unanimity
slows down the work of the Council? \7ould he say if
his Presidency is prepared to make a proposal to out-
law the unanimity rule at the intergovernmental con-
ference ?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) Cenainly the search for unan-
imity does'sometimes slow down the decision-making
processes of the Council. But the search for unanimity
is still necessary, in order to maintain uniry of action
by all the member countries of the European Com-
munity.
The honourable Member has also asked me whether
Luxembourg and the Luxembourg Presidency are Pre-
pared to make proposals in the direction indicated by
his question. At the moment the Luxembourg Presi-
dency is waiting for the proposals from all the Mem-
ber States of the European Community, and you will
be aware that a final date of 15 October has been set.
After that date the Presidency will of course consider
the matter; it will make proposals, but I should not
like rc anticipate the outcome of the intergovernmen-
tal conference while the preparatory work is still in
ProSress.
On the other hand, I should like to point out that the
Luxembourg Presidency will certainly ensure that the
Treaty is strictly enforced and that it has already had
recourse to the vote in some Councils.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
\7ould not the President-in-
Office of the Council agree rhat it is not just a ques-
tion of speeding up the decision-making procedures of
the Council, but of improving the quality of the deci-
sions which are reached? For example, we would not
exactly welcome a speeding up Process which leads to
funher disgraceful decisions such as those we have
had in the budgetary process for 1986. \7ill he accept
that many. Members of this House would welcome
them slowing down somewhat if they are going to
reach the decisions which so dramatically affect the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund and the interesrc of
the Third \florld?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I must admit that I do not agree
at all with some of the remarks made by the honoura-
ble Member.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I gather from the first
answer given by the President-in-Office that he is in
favour of the retention of the consensus, because he
said it was necessary to maintain unity of action. At
the end of his reply he also said the Luxembourg Pres-
idency would respect the Community Treaties. \7hich
is the right answer? The Treaties state precisely when
a normal majority, a qualified majority or a consensus
is required. Vas there not some inconsistency in the
answer in this respect?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I do not think that there were
any contradictions in my remarks. I believe in the
necessiry of unanimity, because I find it inconceivable
that it should be possible for cenain States to be
defeated on vital issues in this Com-munity.
But the Treaties are clear. In the ECSC Treaty there
are four articles in which a qualified majority can be
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requested. In the EEC Treaty there are sevenreen
which provide for a qualified majoriry. And in the
EAEC treaty rhere are four.
If the search for unanimity fais, there comes a point
where there has m be a vore. I myself, for instance, in
an 'Indusrry' Council at which I presided, recently
applied an Anicle of the ECSC Treaty which allowei
me to have a President's proposal voted.
Prcsident 
- 
Quesdon No 74, by Mr Barett (H-437 /
85).
Subject: MFA and Ireland
Vill the Council stare its posirion regarding the rene-
wal of rhe Muld-Fibre Agreement, whicli is due to
expire in July 1985, and does it accept that failure to
renew this vital agreemenr could seriously damage the
future prospects of the Community's rextile agreemert
and the need to safeguard employmenr in this vital
sector?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of the Council 
-(FR) lnternational dicussions on a future system of
trade in rexriles afrer rhe expiry of the present Multi-
fibre Agreemenr vere opened on 23 July 1985 by a
meeting of the GATT Textile Committee ar the starr
of 
-a 
series of meetings aimed at reaching a decision
before July I 986.
It was agreed that a funher meeting would be held
before the end of rhe year. At this preli.in"ry stage of
the discussions the Council evolved some pielimi-nary
guidelines, which were presented in a declararion of
the GATT textile committee at the meering on 23 July.
It is the Council's view that rhe srarements contained
in the declararions are balanced and take inro account
all aspects of the siruation. \Thilst recognizing the
objective of greater liberalizadon, the Council-took
account of the concern expressed by the honourable
Member, both as regards employment in rhe textile
sector and the need to provide an adequate multila-
teral framework to allow continuadon of efforts
towards rhe restrucruring of this sector.
In due course, on rhe basis of proposals to be made by
the Commission, the Council will be called upon to
discuss more demiled guidelines for the negoriarions
to be held on a future sysrem for trade in textiles.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
Because of the loss of
I 300 000 jobs over the last 10 years, and in order to
maintain rhe presenr number of jobs in the industry at
2700000, will the President-in-Office agree that
under present rading conditions there is no effective
industrial or social alternative ro rhe renewal of the
MFA?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I thought I had already
answered that question. I cannot and would not wish
to anriciparc rhe outcome of the negotiations for
which the prepararory work is being carried out in the
textile committee in Geneva. If the honourable Mem-
ber insisrs, I can refer ro rhe srarements made in July
by the European Communities, namely rhat at this-ini-
tial stage in the discussions the Community stresses its
desire ro reach a solution with all the countries
involved in trade in rextiles on a fair and reasonable
basis.
The Community has expressed its willingness ro pur-
sue the objective of strengrhening the multilateraliree
trade system and of liberalization of world trade.
Our objective musr conrinue to be the expansion of
world trade and, in this context, we confirm the
imponance which we place on the objective of gradual
liberalization of trade in rcxriles on the basis of a bet-
ter balance between the rights and obligations of the
contracdng panies.
Mr Hindlcy (S).- Is rhe Council prepared ro use rhe
renegotiation of the MFA to make a positive contribu-
tion to improving the living and working conditions of
people in the Asian counries which produce texdles
by insisting on the inclusion in thi new MFA of
so-called social clauses which would make quotas of
the EEC market thar are available to counrriei in Asia
dependent on rhose countries' textile industries
observing cenain ILO standards?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) As I said just now 
- 
and I can
only repear it 
- 
I cannor anticipate the outcome of
the 
.negotiations. I would simpll like to say that theMultifibre Agreement has made the graduil resrruc-
turing of rhe Communiry indusrry easier. Of course
there are still enormous difficulties in this sector and I
can only say that we hope that the evenrual renewal of
the Multifibre Agreemenr will also facilitate the res-
tructuring and improvement of the living conditions of
workers in rhis sector in other textile-producing coun-
tries.
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) The Council president
should know rhar the inrcntion was for rhere to be
grearer liberalization of world trade on expiry of the
Multi-Fibre Arrangement. This will make for a betrer
balance between exporrs and imports, notably Com-
muniry exporrs 
-panicularly to textile manufacturing
countries, 
.by offering these counrries berter imponterms so that jobs in Europe are nor put at risk'but
rather that mo-re jobs can be creared in rhe Communiry
as a resulr of a better trade balance and increasei
export opponuniries. Does the Council believe that
protecrionisr measures using special prices, tariffs and
quotas will help to creare more jobs in rhe Com-
muniry, or does ir not rhink that .we in Europe must
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ensure that there is more scope for free world rrade so
that countries wanting to impon goods from us can
also expon their own goods at good prices?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I think this question contradicts
the other questions which I have heard here. I should
simply like to say that I quite agree with you that
absolute protectionism is wrong. But I should also like
to point out that m open up markerc completely would
be detrimental not only [o our own European indus-
ries but also to some industries in the developing
countries, because we know full well that some of the
developing countries have industries which are much
sronger than others.
That is why I agree with the Commission when it says
that an immediate return to the GATT rules could
result in instabiliry which would without any doubt
increase uncenainty in trade and probably damage the
least developed exporting countries.
President 
- 
Question No 75, by Mr Flanagan (H-
441 /8s).
Subject: EEC aid for the turf industry
In reply to my Question No }{-510/841 on the Coun-
cil's failure to reach a decision on aid for the turf
industry, the Council stated that 'serious difficulties'
had emerged regarding this proposal.
Furthermore, the Council stated that it would start to
re-examine this dossier as soon as the Commission
indicated what it intends to do with this dossier.
Is it not a fact that the Council has already turned
down one set of Commission proposals and already
has a second set submitted by the Commission?
Mr Gocbbels, President-in-Offce of tbe Council 
-(^FR) As the Council has already informed the hon-
ourable Member, in reply to his March question. No
H-510/84, three factors have rc be taken into consid-
eration in any discussion of possible Community aid to
the peat industry.
Firstly, all the delegations in the Council want to
improve the effectiveness of the Community energy
policy and have signified their willingness to attain
their objective of moving towards a fair and global
Community strategic plan for solid fuel.
\flith this in mind they declared their resolve to con-
tinue effons towards increasing the proponion of solid
fuel in the Community energy figures.
Secondly, as the honourable Member will recall, the
Council encountered serious difficulties last Novem-
ber and was therefore unable to reach agreement on a
proposal, even one revised by the Commission, which
provided for financial aid to solid fuel industries,
including the peat industry.
Thirdly, the Council declared that it was prepared to
reexamine the file and could do so in the light of the
Commission's commenm after detailed consideration
of this aspect of energy poliry.
The situation has not changed since the Council's
reply last March. The Council can therefore only
repeat its commitment to examining immediately any
proposal submined to it by the Commission.
Mr Flanagan (RDE). 
- 
At this stage could I ask for a
more candid reply as to the nature and scope of the
difficulties which the Council says it has encountered
and continues to encounter? May I make the comment
that I appear once again to be getting two contrary
stories, one from the Commission and the other from
the Council? In the meantime, so far as the industry in
my country, Ireland, is concerned, no possibility of
protress exrsts.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I try to be very frank with the
House. At the meeting of ZOJune 1985 the Council
heard an oral statement by the commissioner, Mr
Nicolas Mosar, on the state of progress of his institu-
tion's work on solid fuel, and noted the Commission's
intention of submitting proposals to it within a shon
period of time.
Since then, the Council has received no new informa-
tion on this file from the Commission. The date set for
the next Council meeting on energy matters is
11 November 1985. The problems of solid fuel will be
on the agenda, but it must be pointed out that the spe-
cific question of possible aid for the peat industry 
-and I am being frank no$/ 
- 
will not be the central
item under discussion.
Mr Vijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Is the President of the
Council aware that, while peat may not be the most
important of fuels, it is panicularly imponant for giv-
ing Irish and Scotch whisky their special taste when it
is disdlled and that it should therefore be governed by
the agricultural policy?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) Unfonunately I cannot enter
into a discussion on whisky. I apologise to my Irish
and Scottish friends, but I do not drink it.
But I do share the honourable Member's opinion that
peat is very important and that we must try and pro-
tect the industry. That is what the Commission 
- 
I
hope 
- 
and the Council will be doing in the coming
months.I Verbadm repon2-124,13.3. 1985.
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President 
- 
Question No 76, by Mr Lalor (H-445/
8s).
Subject: Making better use of human resources
At is meeting of 29 and 30 March 1985, the European
Council endorsed the Commission's view that the
Communiry should make better use of human
resources, in panicular by means of increased mobility
for students and researchers and by recognizing cer-
tain high-level establishmenr as Communiry's'cenrres
of excellence'.
Has the Council, as requesred, pursued this objective,
and will it make a statement on the matter?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of tbe Council 
-(FR) The Council endorses rhe objective, menrioned
by the honourable Member, of making betrer use of
human resources, in panicular by means of increased
mobility for studenr and researchers.
At the beginning of August 1985 rhe Council received
a communication from the Commission on coopera-
tion between industry and the universiries on rraining
for the Comert programme, and rhis contains a propo-
sal for a decision along rhese lines, on which rheEuro-
pean Parliamenr is ro be consulted.
This initiarive by the Commission is a direct response
to the request first put forward by rhe European
Council in June 1984 and repeated in im findings of
March 1985, to which the honourable Member
referred.
The Council itself regards rhis as a matrer of urgency
and the Presidency intends ro continue examination of
the Commission's proposal very shonly.
Mr Lalor (RDE). 
- 
I am grateful ro rhe President-
in-Office of the Council for the information he has
given. It. appears ro me rhar the Council is leaving full
responsibility for this to rhe Commission. I woulJ like
to ask the President-in-Office, in relation ro the
'cen[res of excellence' whether he is aware that histori-
cally the educational faciliries in Ireland were a Mecca
for European students seeking rop level knowledge.
Ve had an example jusr a few momenrs ago of suih
top-level knowledge possessed by .y colleague Mr
'!flijsenbeek. \7ould the Council now bear in mind that
Ireland was a Mecca for education seekers when
establishing'cenrres of excellence'?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The Council has no wish ro
hide behind the Commission in rhis affair, but this
question is the Commission's responsibilry. I think the
questions which are being raised by the honourable
Member at this rime will have to be considered in rhat
overall context.
Mrs Maij-tVeggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) In his first answer
the Presidenr of the Council referred ro rhe Comerr
programme and said that it provides for exchanges of
studen6. That is true. The programme provides for
exchanges of 10 000 rcchnology students over a period
of five years. It will be debated by Parliament in No-
vember and approved by the Council in December.
Butlhaveaquesrion.
I see thar rhe amounr rhe Commission entered in the
budget for the beginning of this programme in 1985
has been removed by the Council. This means that,
while the Council utrers fine words here abour the
Comett programme and exchange programmes for
studen6, the initial amounr proposed by the Commis-
sion for the programme, which belongs in the 1985
budgeq has been changed into a token entry by the
Council, and I should like an explanarion for this
because, if all we hear are fine words here, without
their being followed by deeds, rhe citizens of Europe
will nor be getting a grer deal out of it.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) This House held a preliminary
debate on the 1985 budget this morning. The proce-
dure is under way. It is rherefore up to Parliament, the
Commission, or, of course, the Council, to restore the
necessary appropriations as they see it.
Mr Vijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL)Might I ask rhe presi-
dent of rhe Council if the delerion of rhis item from
the budget under the Luxembourg Presidency has any-
thing co do with the fact thar Luxembourg is forced io
send all irs students abroad?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I formally refute the honoura-
ble Member's question. I should merely like to point
out that rhe Council never enrers appropriations in rhe
draft budger, if there has not been a decision on the
basis, as is the case here.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Does this not yer
again show rhat rhe right hand does not know what
the left hand is doing in rhe Council? One side of the
Council says that it does wanr studenr exchanges up to
this number and rhe orher side says:'oh, no, we have
not got the money'. This really is absolure nonsense. Is
it not time the Council got its acr together and decided
what it really wants, and told us?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The budgeury roken entry is a
structure for accommodaring new proposals. That is
all I have to say.
President 
- 
As the aurhor is nor present, euestionNo 77 will be answered in wriring.l
I See Annex'Questron Time'.
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President
As they deal with rhe same subject, the following ques-
tions will be taken rogether.
Question No 78, by Mrs Lemass (H-448/85).
Subject: Employmenr
At the Summit meering of rhe Heads of State or
Governmenr held on 29 and 30 March 1985, the
European Council laid particular emphasis on rhe need
for specific action to expand employment, including a
Commission study of the potential for using the Social
Fund rc promote innovatory model schemes and pro-
grammes for solving rhe employment problems of cer-
tain disadvantaged social caregories. !(rill the Council
now comment on the development of these specific
actions?
and Question No 81, by Mr Firzgerald (H-470/85).
Sub.iect: Luxembourg Presidency
\flill the Luxembourg Presidency state whar policies it
proposes to pursue aimed at generating new employ-
ment opponunities in the European Community, par-
ticularly with regard [o rhe long-rerm unemployed and
youth unemployment?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council 
-(FR) The problem of unemployment is a conrinuing
subject of concern to borh the European Council and
the Council, whether made up of Economics and
Finance Ministers or those for employment and social
affairs.
The Council can only reemphasize rhar it gives prior-
ity to combatting unemploymenr rhrough economic
growth, which creates more jobs. Obviously the
attainment of this objective is panicularly imponant
for young people and the long-term unemployed.
The report of the European Council of 28 and 29 June
1985 on the economic situation, emphasizes that the
problem of job creation has to be resolved through ini-
tiatives which transform rhe economic base of the
Community. The report stresses that the productive
capactiy and economic growrh of rhe Member States
must show a steadier trend than in recent years and
that investment mus[ be encouraged so as to create a
volume of supply betrer able to respond to an
increased level of demand, without reviving infladon.
It also sates that the Communiry must adopt a new
political and economic strategy [o encourage more
effective investmenr, using the new technologies to
increase activity instead of just achieving manpower
savlngs.
The Commission was invited rc highlight this theme in
particular in the next annual economic report, on
which the European Parliament will of course be con-
sulted.
The Council has also adopted two imponant texts on
unemployment during the last two months: the resolu-
tion of 19 December 1984 on combatting long-term
unemployment, which specifies several measures ro be
taken by the Member States as well as by the Com-
munity and the conclusions of 13 June 1985 on a spe-
cific programme of action for employment.
The Council hopes that these two texts wi[[ be imple-
mented very soon.
Finally, as regards one panicular aspect of Mrs
Lemass's question, I can only say to you that the
Council has not yet received from the Commission any
study of the possibility of using the European Social
Fund to promote innovatory model schemes and pro-
grammes as well as programmes for solving the
employment problems of cenain socially disadvan-
taged categories.
Mrs Lemass (RDE) 
- 
That last phrase uttered by the
President-in-Office of the Council says ir all. How
long is it going to take, may I ask, before the money
from the Social Fund is there to promote those modest
schemes for the disadvantaged social caregories,
including women and young people? Vhen is it going
to happen? The Commission and the Council agree
that the unemployment situation is getring worse in all
the Member States and the number of unemployed is
increasing. Those schemes are fine and we are told
they are going to be implemenred. Ve have been wait-
ing a long time and I am jusr wondering when some-
thing is going to happen to help the unemploymenr
situation.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I have just said that ir is for the
Commission, the Economic Policy Committee and rhe
Coordination Group to conrinue ro mke stock of
problems and to propose initiatives for remedying rhe
worrying employment situarion in all the Member
States.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
Vould the President-in-
Office of the Council not agree with me thar, as has
been the case under previous presidencies over a num-
ber of years,the Council is only paying lip service ro
unemployment? It nlks about rhe need for changing
economic structures and raining people in various
categories. For what? For jobs that are nor rhere?
\fould he not agree that rhe unemployment position
continues to worsen? Vould he nor funher agree rhar
that worsening situation is a large contributor to the
rype of riot situation we are seeing now in many of the
areas of high unemployment, even in the United King-
dom, and that the situation is long pasr being urgent?
\7ould the Minister nor agree that nothing has been
done over a number of presidencies?
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Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I agree with the honourable
Member that unemployment, if not the most serious, is
one of the most serious problems, facing our Com-
munity, and not just our Community. And I agree
with him that it is wholely unacceptable for young
people, women and the 'elderly' to suffer what
amounr to social isolation. Even so, I have to say,
Madam President, that no miraculous solution, is pos-
sible either in Europe or in any other indusrialised
area. I should also like to point out to the honourable
Member that the Community has nevenheless taken a
number of inidatives to combat this disurbing rise in
unemployment.
There were some measures 
- 
and some of these are
still current, for example those which aim to achieve a
single larger market between now and 1992, in the
hope that this larger market will also help create new
jobs 
- 
to foster the creation and development of small
and medium entreprises, as it has been found that it is
primarily small and medium entreprises which create
jobs. And there are still other similar measures which
are to be taken. There have been measures to alter and
adapt working conditions to new social, economic and
technological circumstances in order to increase the
efficienry of the labour market. Finally there has been
specific action to expand employment. But I agree
with all the Members here present, that all these mea-
sures have not yet succeeded in vanquishing unem-
ployment. But I should also like to hear specific con-
crete proposals from Members to help the Council
achieve this great objecdve of returning to full
employment in the European Community.
Mr Hindley (S). 
- 
!7ould the President-in-Office
not agree with me that the potential for innovatory
schemes under the Social Fund can only be fully
explored if there is proper monitoring of the existing
Social Fund schemes? Is he aware that there is scarcely
any monitoring of how vast amounts of money are
spent? Is he also aware that the results of this monitor-
ing are not published and are not accessible to Mem-
bers of this House? Is he prepared, therefore, to use
what influence he can to make sure that there is better
monitoring and that such monitoring is published to
help those who are actually concerned about the
Social Fund and anxious to improve it?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The Commission is responsible
for implemendng financial measures under the Social
Fund, and the Council can, of course, discuss wirh the
responsible Members of the Commission che possibil-
ity of improving the functioning of the Social Fund.
Mr Chanterie (PPE) 
- 
(NL) I am pleased that rhe
Minisrcr has just referred to the Commission's respon-
sibility. But the Council also has irs responsibilty.
Together with Parliament, the Council is responsible
for the budget. The President-in-Office of the Council
referred to a number of resolucions concerning the
imponance of the European Social Fund. In the draft
budget the Council has reduced the European Social
Fund by I 000 million ECU, from 2 300 m to I 400 m
ECU. How does this square with what the Minister
has just been saying. This reducdon will make the
Social Fund completely ineffective.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) \7e still have to deal with the
draft t986 budget, which is under discussion at the
momenr. I cannot anticiparc the outcome of those dis-
cussions.
You held an initial debate on the subject this morning
and I hope that at the end of the day the conciliadon
which will have to take place between the Parliament,
the Commission and the Council will be acceptable to
all the Members here present.
Mrc Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) The Minister's
answer is unacceptable. He is responsible for the draft
budget at im first reading and, after it has been dis-
cussed with Parliament, for the draft budget at im
second reading. On what grounds has the Council,
and the Minister should be able rc answer this,
reduced the European Social Fund by almost, I 000 m
ECU, which is equivalent to 2 500 m guilders? There
must surely be a reason for this. '!7e have to know
because we have to be able to discuss this point as a
Parliament. The answer is therefore unacceptable, and
I feel the Minister really should give an answer to Mr
Chanterie's question.
Mr Gocbbels 
- 
(FR) I am sorry that my reply is
unacceptable to the honourable Members, but I can
only repeat what I have said. Ve still have a draft
budget which has not been adopted finally. I hope
that, especially where the Social Fund is concerned, ir
will 
- 
I repeat 
- 
be acceptable to all the Members
here present.
President 
- 
!7e now move on to questions to rhe For-
eign Ministers.
Question No 87, by Mr Elles (H-370/85).
Subject: Ethiopia
In the light of the promise given by the Council reply-
ing to question (H-136185) by Mr Rafteryr and ques-
tion (H-260l85) by Mr Marshall2, rc follow up rheir
requests with the Ethiopian Governmenr, would the
President inform the Parliament what steps have been
mken to pursue them?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of the Ministers for
I Verbatim repon of proceedings of 10.7. 1985.2 Verbatim repon of proceedings of 10.7. 1985.
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Goebbels
Foreign Afairs(FR)The situation in Ethiopia is exam-
ined reguhrly within the frameuork of political cooperd-
tion.
As indicated during question time in July, the Ten are
very concerned about the problems associated with the
distribution of emergenry aid in the southern regions
of the countries affected by famine. They have pointed
this out rc the Ethiopian aurhoriries.
It seems that the distribution problems which are due
to the conflict situation and to logistical difficulties are
now less serious, even though the situation remains
8rave.
In contacts which they have had about this with the
Ethiopian authorities, the Ten have always given, and
always will give, the necessary attenrion to ensuring
that there is an adequarc response to the problem of
famine and the transpon of aid.
As far as the fate of cenain members of the Ethiopia
royal family is concerned, this is a quesrion of political
prisoners held in that country, a problem which
receives considerable attention within rhe framework
of European poliry.
In this context the Ten, in conracrs, which they have
had with the authorities in Addis Ababa, have
expressed their concern at the humanitarian level,
about the fate of those sdll held, and they will con-
tinue to do so in future.
Mr Elles (ED).- I would like to ask two questions.
Could you tell us what the situation at rhe moment is
in the Eritrean and Tigre provinces of Ethiopia where
a civil war has been waged during the whole period of
famine and starvation in Ethiopia? Vill rhe Council do
all in its powers to convince the Ethiopian Govern-
ment no[ to continue to abuse flagrantly international
opinion concerning the urgent need for a truce in its
civil war? \7ill the Council undenake ro raise once
again and on a continuous basis the holding of poliri-
cal prisonsers. They have now been in prison for more
than 10 years, and it is quite unjustified that they
should be held any longer?
Mr Gocbbels 
- 
(FR) The continuation and intensifi-
cation of guerilla activity in the provinces of Eritrea
and Tigre make it very difficult to provide adequate
supplies rc the population.
The Community is doing everything it can.
According to cenain sources, ir has been estimared
that, not just in Eritrea, bur throughour Ethiopia,
some 5 million Ethiopians have been reached by the
aid progammes which have been ser up, including
those which are the result of the solidarity of the inter-
national community.
Although the food situation has eased somewhat with
the arrival of rain and the next harvest, it cannot be
denied that there are still some serious problems. The
problem of distribution continues to be a crucial one in
the absence of an adequate fleet of lorries. At the
beginning of September there were still more than
120 000 tonnes of cereals in the pon of Assab.
The closure of some of the refugee camps and the
Ethiopian government's resettlement programmes,
which affected more than 500 000 people, have given
rise to some criticism and caused some concern.
Be that as it may, it is essential that a joint effon be
made by the whole of the international community in
the near future to enable Ethiopia to overcome the dis-
asrous consequences of the famine which that countqy
has experienced, and is still 
- 
admitredly to a far les-
ser extent 
- 
experiencing.
The Member States of the European Community and
the Commission will of course play their part in this
effon and will maintain contacr with the Ethiopian
authorities so as to ensure [hat food aid to famine vic-
tims is transponed throughout Ethiopia under rhe best
conditions possible.
Mr Simpson (ED). 
- 
The Community gives many
thousands of tonnes of grain to Erhiopia and rhe peo-
ple of Europe given many millions of ECUs ro supporr.
the relief there. Yet the Ethiopian Governmenr spends
a large pan of its national income on arms and wea-
pons to fight this civil war. Furhermore, it fails to
devote the necessary attention to rural development to
improve the agriculture of the counr,ry for rhe future
so that it can become self-sufficient.
'!/hat 
steps is the Council nking ro rry ro persuade the
Ethiopian Government to spend less on weapons and
more on developing the agriculture of irs counrry so
that its people don't find themselves in the situarion of
s[arvation again?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) As rhe Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs for Luxembourg I spoke at the United
Nations Conference on famine in Africa.
On that occasion I poinrcd our rhat rhere are some
African Sntes, and that cenainly includes Ethiopia,
which are more interesred in celebrating revolution
than in feeding their own people. Nevenheless I feel
that we should not simply concenrarc on the image of
a regime, we must think about rhe people's suffering
and do everything we can ro save life. That is whar the
European Community has tried to do and what it will
continue [o do.
President. 
- 
As rhe authors are nor present, Ques-
tions Nos 88, 89 and 90 will be answered in writing.r
I See Annex'Question Time'
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President
Question No 91, by Mr Van Mien, for whom Mr
Tomlinson is deputizing (H-432-85).
Subject: The dercntion of Benazir Bhutto
On 29 August 1985 Miss Benazir Bhutto, Acting
Chairman of the Pakistan People's Pany, was detained
in Pakismn and placed under house arrest.
This measures was taken despite the guarantees pre-
viously given by the Pakistani authorities that she
would enjoy total freedom of movement on her return
from Europe for the funeral of her brother, Shanawaz,
and the arrest took place while she was in full mourn-
ing for the death of her brother.
Vhat representa[ions do the Ministers intend to make
to the Pakistan military authorities, in panicular with
reference to the agreemen[ for commercial, economic
and development cooperation between the European
Economic Community and the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan signed von 23July 1985, with a view to
securing the release of Benazir Bhutto.
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of tbe Ministers for
Foreign Affairs 
- 
(FR) The case of Miss Benazir
Bhutto has not so far been examined specifically
within the framework of political cooperation,
although it has, of course, been mentioned.
The Ten are following the situation in Pakistan very
closely, especially where the observance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms is concerned. They
have not hesitated to approach the authorities in Is-
lamabad on behalf of those held or imprisoned for
political reasons.
The general elections of 25 February were a first step
along the slow and gradual road towards more repre-
sentative institutions in that country.
The Ten very much hope that this trend will continue
as rapidly as possible, which would help to strengthen
relations between the European Community and Pak-
istan.
In this respect it is interesting to note that the Pakis-
tani authorities recently intimated to one member
country of the European Community that the state of
emergency might be lifted fairly shortly.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
I would not expect the Presi-
dent-in Office of the Council ro agree with me if I
suggested that his statement was long on intention but
shon on achievement. \7ould he agree with me that
the repon in the Times of 5 October about the state of
health of Miss Bhurc, the way she is being detained
wirhout access to a telephone, or to medical assistance,
and outlines her need for urgent medical treatment,
raises issues which should impel the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation to deal with this ques-
tion a little bit more urgently?
Vould he also recall that during the July part-session
in Luxembourg the President-in-Office of the Council
informed this House that the Pakistan Government.
had submitted to the Foreign Ministers a memoran-
dum on the human righs situation in Pakisan and
rhat the Foreign Ministers would be considering this
memorandum. He also promised that the President-
in-Office would repon back to Parliament on their
deliberations following the receipt of that memoran-
dum.
(Tbe President urged the speaher to conclude)
I come now to the final question, Madam President.
Are the Foreign Ministers now in a position to report
to Parliament on the human rights situation in Pakis-
un? !/ould the President-in-Office give his evaluation
of a statement made to this House by Mr Prag in July
that there were now only a handful of political prison-
ers still detained in Pakistan?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) May I remind the honourable
Member that political cooperation follows develop-
ments in Pakistan very closely and that it touches on
all the problems which arise in that country, including,
obviously, the case of Miss Benazir Bhutto, which we
discussed just now.
Political cooperation will not hesitate to approach the
Pakistani authorities again in the appropriate way in
the future, should it consider it opponune.
As regards the defence of human rights, including
attempts to obtain the release of political prisoners in
all countries, I would like to point out [hat this is an
area in which discreet action is normally more effec-
tive than large-scale operations.
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S).- (NL) | would point out
to the Minister that in September this Parliament
adopted a resolution connerning Miss Bhutto's posi-
tion, and I am surprised to hear him say this subject
has not been specifically discussed 
- 
at least that is
what I understood from the interpretation 
- 
but has
been on the agenda. Vhat does that mean exactly?
Vould he explain that to me once again, and would he
also answer the question as to what in fact the Foreign
Ministers do with resolutions that have been adopted
in this Parliament. Are they in fact discussed at all, and
is any action in fact taken on [he basis of these resolu-
tions?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) The Council and political coop-
eration have great respect for the resolutions adopted
by Parliament. As regards this resolution I can only
repeat that political cooperadon has spoken of the
situation in Pakistan and that it has touched on the
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case of Miss Bhutto. That is all I can rcll you at the
moment.
President 
- 
Question No 92, by Mr Lomas (H-a33/
8s).
Subject: The anificial division of one Member
State by another Member State
Do the Foreign Ministers believe that the anificial
division of a Member State, Ireland, by a border
enforced by another Member State, the United King-
dom, is compatible with the aims of the EEC, and will
the Foreign Ministers bring pressure to bear on the
British Government to withdraw British troops from
Nonhern Ireland, to end the right of veto by Nothern
Ireland Unionists on the reunification of Ireland and
to negodate with Ireland the ending of panition and
rhe establishment of a united Ireland?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Off.ce of tbe Ministers for
Foreign Afairs 
- 
(FR) My reply will be very short.
The question put by the honourable Member has
nothing to do with European political cooperation.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
The Foreign Ministers, and the
Council for that matter, often make statements on
events all over the world, however remote the possi-
bilry might be of actually doing anphing about them.
Are the Ministers really saying that they cannot make
any suggestion as to how to try and resolve the prob-
lem where hundreds of Irish people have been killed in
their homes and in the sreets, where arrest without
charge is common, where trial, conviction, imprison-
meni without jury is common, where people are living
in fear ...
(The President urged tbe speaker to prtt d qaestion).
I am asking: are the Foreign Ministers really saying
that they cannot suggest any initiative to bring an end
to the terror, torture and persecution that is going on
in one pan of the European Community?
Mr Goebbcls 
- 
(FR) I can only rePeat: the question
put by the honourable Member has nothing to do with
political cooperation. I also think 
- 
and this is my
personal opinion 
- 
that this question could be raised
more effectively in the context of a national parlia-
men[.
Mr Howell (ED).- I was intrigued by the quesdon
of Mr Lomas. My question to the Council is this: does
the Council not think that taking Mr Lomas' question,
to its logical conclusion if Mr Lomas as leader of the
Labour group in this Parliament were to take that
question funher and talk of all national borders as
being anifical, then he would look uPon the concePt
of a united Europe in a rather better light than the
Labour group look at it now?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(,FR) I think this question was
addressed not to me, but to another Member, and I do
not wish to interrupt discussions between the Members
of your Assembly.
President 
- 
As the authors are not Present, Questions
Nos 93, 94,95,96 and97 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 98, by Mr Selva (H-a97 /85):
Subject: Terrorism in Europe
After yet another terrorist atack, this time carried out
in Via Veneto in Rome on 16 September 1985, what
action do the Foreign Minisrcrs meeting in political
cooperation intend to take in order to coordinate
more efficiently the crime prevention and detention
duties carried out by the police and securiry forces in
the Member States? \flhen is the fonhcoming meeting
of the EEC Ministers for the Interior and Justice to be
called rc discuss measures to combat terrorism in
Europe?
Mr Goebbels, President'in-Offce of tbe Ministers for
Foreign Afairs. 
- 
(FR) The Ten are very concerned
about the recent revivial of terrorism in Europe and
agree on the need for closer coordination between the
Member States in order to combat it. At their meeting
in Rome on 12 February last, the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Ten emphasized the need rc srcp up the
cooperation which already exists between the Ten in
this field.
A meeting of the competent ministers also took place
in Rome on 20 and 2l June within the TREVI grouP,
to discuss ways of increasing cooperation in the joint
struggle against terrorism.
In particular the Ministers agreed to meet regularly on
the initiative of the President-in-Office of the Council
of Ministers, and at least once a year, on the basis of a
precise and well-prepared agenda.
Funhermore the Ministers affirmed the need for tech-
nical cooperation at European level, vhich urould also
include the combatting of major international crime,
for better coordination of policies and increased
exchange of information.
Mr Selve (PPE). 
- 
(17) I should like to thank the
Minister for his answer. However, I have to starc that
the answer to the numerous question which I have put
on this subject is always the same: good intentions,
plans for the future, but very little concrete action'
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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Selve
Euro-terrorism is something which strikes and has
struck recently not only in Imly bur in other counrries
as well. However, I should like to request the Minister
to report concrerc results next time. For example with
regard to the answer he has just given I would-ask him
to state whether the meetings in quesrion concerned
the Minisrers of the Interior or the justice Minisrers in
trying to creare a common legal and common law
enforcement space.
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) I hope to be able to give you far
more concrete replies at a later session.
In the near furure an ad hocgroup will meet within the
framework of European poliiica[cooperation to srudy
th.e quesrion 
.of combating terrorism and hijacking.
The group will also include other ministe., 
"on".rn.J,such as the Ministers for the Interior, Ministers for
J_ustice and Transpon Ministers of the European
Communiry.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Does the President-in-Office of
the Council nor agree with me that in combating rer-
rorism the use of exaggerated and malicious srare-
ments, in supporr of the causes supponed by terrorisrs,
albeit not of rerrorism itself, such as the siarement in
Quesdon No 92 about Northern Ireland which we
have just endured, actually encourages people to
resorr ro violence even though it is not meant rc? Vill
he, with me, deplore those people who suppon the
objectives of rerrorists and recognize the coniribution
that son of thing makes ro rhe growing menace of rer-
rorism in our society?
Mr Goebbels 
- 
(FR) May I point our rhar the Coun-
cil has never condoned acts of terrorism, of whatever
origin, country or group.
President. 
- 
Question Time is concluded.r 2
President. 
- 
The deadline for tabling amendments for
the topical or urgenr debate has been fixed at 8 p.m.
this evening.
VOTES
Report (Doc. A2-89 /tsl by Mr Miinch, on behalf of
the Com-ittee on Energy, Rcsearch and Technology,
on the creation of a European rcsearch *eu adoptei
o**
Report (Doc. A2-106 /55) by Mr Longuet, on behalf of
the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology,
on the differences in technological development
between the Member States of the European Com-
munity: adopte&
o**
Report (A2-104/851by Mr Vijsenbeek, on behalf of
the Committee on Transport, on the role and thc use
of advanced and new technologies in the fietd of trans-
port
Motionfor a resolution
Recital E 
- 
Amendment No 4
Mr Viisenbeek (L), rdpportertr. (NL) I am
opposed, Mr President. I must also make a statemenr
at this juncture. None of these amendmenrs was dis-
cussed by the commitree. As rapponeur, I cannot
therefore but be opposed to all of these amendments
excepr rwo, which are completely in the spirit of what
was said in committee and could be treated as amend-
men6 seeking to add something to the resolution. I
shall therefore indicate ro you when I should like an
amendmenr to be regarded as such. I shall also have to
hear rhe opinion of rhe aurhors of these amendments.
This applies, for example, ro rhe next amendmenr,
which concerns paragraph l.
( Parliament adopted tbe resolution f
ri :l
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 2.
Mr Poniatowski, deputizine raDDoneur. sooke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amindmenm N'os' t to 3,7,9 and
10,
- 
AGAINST Amendmenm Nos 4, 5 and 8.
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments No 27,
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 4 ro 12, 14 and 25.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, it was
stated from the Chair rhis afternoon when the elec-
tronic voting system was not working that the new
deadline for amendmenrs on ma!rcrr oiu.g.nr debate-
would be announced this evening. Ir seems to have
been forgotren.
I See Annex Question fime.2 Topical and urgent debate (Objections 
- 
contin*ation): see
Minutes.
I
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Vijscnbeek
Interim report (Doc. A2-lO7/S5l by Mrs Barbarella,
on bchalf of the Committee on Budgets, on Article 4 of
the decision of z May 1985 on new own resources con-
cerning the financing of supplementary research pro-
trammes.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Sura (S).- (,FR) I should like to thank Mrs Bar-
barella for her excellent work in the Committee on
Budgets and to draw your attention m this repon
which gives concrete, i.e. budgetary, form to the new
concept of a variable-geometry Europe, but one
which, of course, is nevenheless dependent on the
Community nucleus.
If, in the future, new flexible formulae should make it
possible for some project like Eureka, or so many of
the others, to become pan of the general Community
action, we shall remember this concise, initial repon
and its concern for clarity and efficiency.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR), in writing. In her interim
report, Mrs Barbarella asks us to accept the financing
of research for the new technologies via national con-
tributions beyond the special items allocated for this in
the Community budget. Ve would agree with this
report in view of the fact that she concludes the report
seeing it as a necessary solution, while at the same time
emphasizing that the total abolition of national con-
tributions is desirable. She considers that under cur-
rent conditions there is an immediate need to find
resources for the financing of research for the new
rcchnologies.
'\fle suggest that our Parliament insists on an increase
in the item allocated in the 1986 budget and that it sets
an increase from 1.90/o to 60/o as the target for spend-
ing on research.
Any such policy must, however, be immediately
accompanied by an increase in the Communi[y's own
resources if the Communiry budget is to be capable
not only of financing increased research requirements
for the new technologies but of backing up other new
Community policies without reducing spending on
existing policies.
Having clarified these poinr, we are voting in favour
of Mrs Barbarella's excellent report.
( Parliament adopted the re solution)
Report (Doc. A2-97/85) by Mr Brok, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, on the
communications from the Commission on:
- 
technologicd change and social adiustment
(COM(84) 6 final)
- 
vocetional training and the new information tech-
nologies work programme 1985-198t (COM(85)
167 final)
Explanation ofoote
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). (17) Although we
recognize the rapporteur's effons to modify his ori-
ginaL motion for a resolution and deeply appreciate the
fact that Parliament has accepted many of our amend-
ments, s/e are nonetheless obliged to absmin. It is
regrettable moreover that it was not possible to adopt
our interim motion for a resolution not indeed because
of the rapponeur but because of the shon time avail-
able the exchanges and the discussions in the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs took place in haste and, so to
speak, under the pressure of the amendments.
The new technologies are an important contemPorary
subject. They are the key to the coming inrc being of
the society of the future. However, there are many
confused ideas and confused situations which indeed
are evident in this motion for a resolution itself.
On the basis of this premise it is difficult if not impos-
sible to arrive at solutions. Ve believe that in the reso-
lution positive and negative attitudes [o the new tech-
nologies are jumbled together in a confused way. This
prevenr them from being included as pan of a wider
and complex effon to find a new development strategy
combining economic development and development in
the area of jobs and social progress.
In shon, man and his problem have not yet appeared
alongside the new technologies. On the other hand,
Mr President, these matters were very evident in the
symposium which took place here last Monday.
The new technologies have been planned to the detri-
ment of employment. Correct use based on a new
model of social development appears to be still too
confused in this resolution panicularly at a time when
so many men, women and young people are being
denied the basic right to work which is one of the pri-
mary righrc.
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)t
***
(Tlte sitting anas closed at 7.05 p.m.f
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
IN-FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 10, 13, 15 and
17,
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 7,9,11,12, 14,16,
l8 to 28.
Agendafor next sitting: see Minurcs.
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ANNEX
I. Questions to the Commission
Question No 3 by Mr Andreuts (H-t 7t/8t)
Subject: National commirrees of volunteer developmenr workers
In June 1984 the communiqu€ issued after the Fontainebleau summit'expressed the hope
that Member States would take steps to encourate young people to take ian in the activi-
ties conducted by the Community ouride its frontiers and in paniculai that rhey would
suPPort the creation of national committees of volunteer development workers inEurope
to unite young Europeans who wish ro work on projects in developing counrries'.
Is the Commission aware that national committees of volunteer development workers
already cxist in nearly all Member States of the Community in rhe form of bodies coordi-
nating the- work of volunteer development NGO's and also that the developing counrries
need professional qualified, mature and well prepared volunteer *orkeis i,ith work
experience and not young Europeans without professional training or work experience?
Answer
The Commission is well aware that volunteer development NGOs coordinate themselves
regularly at national as well as at Communiry levels. On several occasions, it has expressed
the view.that the objectives of the Fontainebleau summir, as far as rhe enhancing oi Euro-
pean volunteer activities in the Third Vorld is concerned, could be best rlached by
srengthening and facilitating the existing coordination bodies and procedures;
The Commission shares the opinion of the honourable Member of the European parlia-
ment thal sending out systematically young, ill-prepared volunreer workers without pro-
fessional training or work experience may involve considerable risks and would mosr
probably nor serve the developing counrries' needs in this domain.
o**
Subj ect : Ban on 0,.r., ."1r.'r':: r': " 
r Gu e rme u r ( H - 2 s t / 8 t )
Can the. Commission give precise information on the decision by Greece ro ban diesel
engines in private cars and on the action which it intends to take against this country?
Answer
Under the.terms of.a regulation dadng from the 1950s, privare cars cannol be enquipped
with diesel engines in Greece.
In the Commission's view this prohibition is incompadble wirh Community law on the free
movement of goods. Accordingly, proceedings have been commenced under Anicle 169
of the Treaty.
In reply to the Commission's letter of formal norice, the Greek authorities stated chat they
considered this prohibition.necessary to avoid a worsening of the existing air pollution
problem in Greece. In addidon, the Greek authorities have frovided the Commisiion with
cenain information and technical data which are currently being examined by the Com-
mission's services.
:i.
**
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Question No 5 by Mr March (H-352/85)
Subject: Setting-up of a large-scale poultry unit at Baudour (Ghlin) and investment aid for
poultry farming
Council Reguladon (EEC) No 797/85 of 12 March 1985 on improving agricultural
srrucruresl prohibim investment aid for new construction projects in the poultry sector.
If a poultry unir or factory farm were set up it would no longer be regarded as an agricul-
tural undenaking and would therefore be eligible for government aid, possibly with a
State guarantee, whereas family farms are not eligible for such aid.
If this is rhe case, can rhe Commission clarify whether national or regional authorities may
grant financial aid, possibly associatey' with a State guarantee, to such a project, on the
grounds that it will promote employment opponunities in the area.
In view of the saturated egg market in the Community and falling expon outlets, what
measures does the Commission envisage to prevent the setting-up of such units, and thus
to safeguard jobs in family poultry farms?
Answer
Anicles 3(5) and 8(a) of Regulation (EEC) 797 /85 prohibit all investment aid in the egg
and poultry sector. This ban also covers the establishment of large firms in this sector.
Only two exceptions are permitted:
- 
securities for loans contractedl
- 
aid for invesrments made necessary by obligations or constraints imposed by public
authorities with a view to protection and improvement of the environment.
+
*:i
Question No 11 by Mrs Dury @-392/85)
Subject: Registration fees ('Minerval') charged to foreign students
Following the ruling of rhe Court of Justice of 13 February 1985 in the Gravier case (Case
293/83-ruling 33) the Commission of the European Communides is now aware of the
intentions of the Belgian Government. Since this ruling, however, the Belgian Govern-
menr has sdll not resolved to amend its policy on the subject and, in particular, refuses to
refund fees paid prior to 13 February 1985.
!flhat attitude does the Commission now intend to adopt on the eve of the September-
October stan of the academic year?
Ansuer
The Commission has examined the Belgian law of 2l June 1985 on the educational system
which provid es, inter alia, amendments to the previous regulations dealing with the pay-
ment of the special ruition fees for foreign studen$, known as 'minerval-6tudiants 6tran-
gers', in the light of Community laws, as interpreted by the European Coun of Jusdce.
These Belgian law amendments are intended ro regulate the matter in conformiry with the
conclusions reached by the European Coun of Justice in the case 293/83 (Gravier) of l3
February 1985.
' 
OJ L 93 of 30 March 1985.
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The Commission has examined and also discussed the new provisions during an informal
meeting between Commission's representatives and Belgian officials. On thJbasis of that
examination, the Commission has decided to pursue proceedings under Article 169 of the
EEC Treaty against Belgium in order to obtain the necessary funher amendmenrs ro cer-
tain provisions of the above-mentioned law. One of the questions raised ois-ti-ois the Bel-
gian authorities concerns precisely the time limim for the reimbursement of the tuition fees(minerval) incorrectly paid by Community narionals, and imposed by the provisions of
Anicle 63(2) of the new law.
The Commission, being aware of the fact that the academic year will srarr very soon,
decided to initiate the accelerated procedure in this matter and finally brought thi matrcr
before the Coun of Justice on I October 1985 (Case 293/85).
The. Commission has applied to the Coun for interim measures to safeguard immediately
the interests of the EEC students concerned.
Finally, I must remind all here that the Commission's initiatives in rhis matter are placed in
the context of the Communiry law prohibiting any discriminarions on grounds oi nadon-
ality berween narionals of Member Stares.
+
+*
Question No I7 by SirJames Scou-Hophins (H-3/8t)
Subject: Depopulating rivers
In the view of the Cbmmission, what effect have thin mesh nets had in depopulating riv-
ers, such as the !/ye in the Velsh Marches, of salmon, and what action doei it inteid rc
take to ensure thar rhe trend established in recent years is reversed?
Ansuter
The commission has no information on rhe effects, if any, that thin mesh nets may have
in depopulating rivers such as the river Vye. fu has been already indicated to the Fadia-
ment, the Commission considers that the managemenr of salmon fisheries in the waters
adjacent to the rivers of origin as well as in those rivers is best left rc the local aurhoriries
since such management, if it is to be effective, must be based upon the assessment and
day-to-day monitoring of stocls from each individual river or river-sysrem.
Vhilst the stadstics on catches of salmon in the river Vye are consequently nor in rhe
possession of the Commission, I would inform the honouiable Membei that iotal annual
catches of salmon in England and \7ales do not appear to show a downward rend bur
rather have rcnded to fluctuate from year ro year.
+
**
Question No 18 by Mr Van Miert (H- I 06/S t)
Subjecr: Artendance by the Commission ar international meetings
The position of the Commission has been called into question in connection with rhe
meetings of the Interim Committee of the International Monerary Fund and the !7orld
Bank's Development Committee in April 1985 in'STashington, at which rhe Commission
has only observer smtus. Vhat steps has the Commission t"ke, ro ensure that it can artend
such meetings in future as a full member?.$7hat was the outcome of those steps?
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Answer
First of all, the Commission would like to thank the honourable Member for his question
which allows an explanation to be given to Parliament concerning the downgrading since
the beginning of the year of the Commission's status at meetings of the Interim and
Development Committees. This downgrading is very worrying because apan from indi-
cating a failure to recognize cenain of the Commission's Powers, panicularly in rade
maners, it has also happened at an especially crucial state in international monetary,
financial and trade discussions.
It is true that when the IMF's Interim Committee and the \7orld Bank's Development
Committee mer in Vashington on 17-19 Aprrl procedural arrangements resulted in the
partial exclusion, conrrary ro pracrice hitheno, of observers and hence of the Commission.
However jusrified the concern which led to this decision (desire for genuine discussion,
informaliry, etc), rhe Commission felt that the treatment it received was unsatisfactory for
at leasr rhree reasons. Firstly, pan of the mlk in the Development Committee were to
touch on rade marters involving fundamental interests of the Communiry for which the
Community itself is responsible and for which the authority of the Commission rc act is
clearly acknowledged. Secondly, the exception made in the case of the Secretary-General
of GAfi confirmed, in a panicularly discriminatory fashion, that trade matters were high
on rhe agenda. Lastly, the committees v/ere apparently going to discuss in detail a series of
related economic matters which involved Community interests.
On 18 February rhe Commission had asked Mr Andreotti, President-in-Office of the
Council, ro draw the attention of the Member States to this matrcr and to contact the
chairmen of the two commirtees in order to change the Commission's status before the
rwo meerings. Although these efforts were supported by the Council Presidency on behalf
of the Community, nothing could be done for the meetings in April this year.
More recently, rhe problem arose again during the preparations for the Development
Committee meering which has just been held in Seoul. The Commission was not allowed
to attend informal meerings of the committee. The Commission feels that in this instance,
as in April, there is no justification for this. The Commission raised the matter again at the
beginning of August in a letter to the Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Mr Santer, in his
capacity as President-in-Office of the Council, and it also brought up the matter at the
informal meering of Finance Minisrers in Luxembourg on 20 and 2l September. It was
once again clear that the majority of Member States shared the Commission's indignation
over the arrantemenrs for the fonhcoming Development Committee meeting and it was
agreed ro approach the chairman of this committee again. This was done but nothing
came of ir.
Also, the recenr meedng of the Finance Ministers provided an opponuniry to mention the
preparations for the meering of the Inrcrim Committee in spring next year. A large part of
ihis meeting should be devoted ro matters concerning the improvement of the interna-
tional monetary sysrem and the meeting is scheduled to be informal and restricted. The
Commission mok the opponunity of making quite clear that its exclusion from this meet-
ing would be unacceptable.
The Commission does nor inrend to accept its exclusion from meetings of the Interim and
Development Committees. It believes that its attendance as a full observer is justified both
by vinue of its powers and on account of the imponance of the matters to be discussed.
The Commission will be unstinting in im effons to ensure that the status which it was
granted in 1974 is accorded to it again without delay.
*
**
Question No 22 by Mrs Jepsen (H-259/85)
Subject: Community aid for farmers' environmental efforts
Many farmers wanr ro help to prevent the groundwater pollution that is allegedly caused
by rhe use of modern agricultural production rcchniques and fenilizers. Can the Commis-
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sion state how widespread the problem is in the Member Sates and does it inrcnd for
instance to provide special aid for farmers who want to combat pollution on their land?
Answer
The Commission is aware of the possible effects of modern agricultural methods on the
environment. It has, moreover, referred to the matter in a communication to the Council
and Parliamenr entirled Perspectioes for the common agricultural policy}
If modern techniques are used, groundwater pollution is reduced when fenilizer is applied
on several occasions instead of only once and on the basis of actual crop needs at the
moment of application. This is also true in the case of liquid fenilizers which are especially
dangerous when they are applied in disproponionati amounts oumide the peiiod of
growh. However, it must also be poinrcd out that groundwater pollution is caused by a
variety of non-agricultural factors as well. The Commission does nor have complete infor-
mation on the deterioration of the quality of water in the various Member Staies. It must
be stressed that the situation changes considerably from one region to anorher within the
Member States.
Measures to adapt farming practices to the needs of environmental protection may receive
aid under the terms of Regulation (EEC) 797/85 of tZ March 198] on the improvement
of the efficiency of agriculrural sructures.2
+
++
Question No 24 by MrAdamoa (H-301/85)
Subject: Protecrion of woodland in anticipation of the summer
Greece has, proponionally, the smallesr wooded area (l8o/o-l9o/o) of any country in the
Community. The area planted each year with new trees (4 OOO-5 OOO heitares) is insuffi-
cient to ma\e up for the 
^re? - 
five times grearcr 
- 
devastated mainly by fire, during rhe
same period; in addition,-the hot, dry climate in Greece is not conducive ro rhe sready
grown and conservation of woodland.
Vhat pracdcal measures has the Commission taken in anticiparion of the hot summer
weather in general, and in the case of Greece in panicular, in response to the European
Parliament's numerous resolutions on this subject?
Answer
D-amage caused by forest fires in the Communiry this summer has resulted in heavy losses
of human life and injury ro many people, 
"r 
*.il as extensive damage to foresr 
"ia f..-peny. Despite this the Council of Ministers has still failed to ,g.ee th. Commission's pro-
p_osal for a Council Regulation, introducing a Community scheme to provide forests in the
Community with increased protection against fire and atmosphiric pollution (doc.
COM(83) 375 final). The Commission deplores this inenia. Ir wil[, howe,rer, continue to
press Ministers to reach atreemenr.
On 25 July 1984 the Commission decided to launch a series of preparatory schemes for
the protection of woodlands against fire and armospheric pollution. Th.s. rih.-.s, totall-
ing 4.5 million ECU, of which 3.5 million ECU are earmarked for the prorecrion of
woodlands against fire, include the financing of 5oo/o of the cost of schemis such as the
creation of tactical fire-fighting cenues, the setring up of auromated fire-derection
c€ntres, operational cenEes, surveillance from the air for early detection and fire preven-
tion through information of the public.
1 PgS COM(85) 333 final (Green Paper).2 OJ L 93 of 30 March 1985.
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The preparatory schemes also include coordination measures entirely financed by the
Communiry. Riference should be made in this respect to a large-scale exercise involving
airborne and ground-based resources fgr fighdng fires involving 
.several Community
countries whicli took place recently in France in the Florac region in the C6vennes.
In Greece, rhe currenr prepararory schemes include the setting up of a coordination centre
for forest fire protection and a broad-based campaign to inform the public about fire prev-
endon. The coordinarion cenrre's activities include drawing up fire-fighting contingency
plans, forming and training reams to fight and prevenl fires and coordinate in the case of a
ii... ih. info-rmation campaign, by making the public aware, and inviting it to take an
acrive parr in the protection of woodland, constitutes a vital factor in fire prevention. It.is
aimed at providini the public with more information about forests, making-it-aware of im
role, irs 
"du"nr^gir and 
the dangers which threaten it and informing it of the consequ-
ences of the destruction of ir woodlands.
The Commission is aware of the urgency of the problem raised by forest fires in Greece,
where on average 22 5OOhaofwoodland are destroyed by fire each year'
***
Qaestion No 25 by Mrs Crawley (H-317/8t)
Subject: Financial effect of the entry of Spain and Ponugal
Vhat financial effecr will rhe conditions agreed by the Community for the entry of Spain
and Ponugal have on the allocation of assistance from the Social and Regional Funds rc
industrial iegions such as Birmingham and the'West Midlands in the UK, given the suspi-
cion thar limited EEC resources will increasingly be directed towards the Mediterranean
regions of the Community at the expense of the industrial nonh?
Answer
The Commission has proposed a revision to the ERDF Regulation as a result on [he entry
of Spain and Ponugal. ihis indi""tes, among other things, a revision of the ranges of
upper and lower limirs of the ERDF resources which may be used by each Member State.
Ai'rhe same time rhe Commission is also proposing an increase in the resources available
within the Fund so thar, on balance, it is expected that there will be no decrease in
resources, in real terms, available to the existing members of the Community.
As regards the Social Fund, the Commission in its preliminary budget for 1985 has also
made"provision for an increase in expenditure to t"le into account the likely volume of
de.and from Spain and Portugal, according to the information available to the Commis-
sion.
The esrablishing of the likely level of demand from Spain and Portugal permits an esti-
mate of the amount of the fund rhat will be allocarcd to the regions of absolute priority.
This allocation is at present 400/o of appropriations and goes to Greece, the French Over-
seas Departments, Ireland, the Mezzogiorno and Nonhern Ireland. The Commission will
submit p.oposals ro rhe Council in order to add Ponugal and some Spanish regions to the
list of absolurc priority regions, and consequently to modify the percentage.level of the
allocarion reserved foi theie regions, so as to maintain funding equilibrium between the
absolute priority regions and the others. The Commission in- its propo-sal will try to main--
gain as far as ptssiile rhe existing conditions of assistance for the different categories of
regions.
>i
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Question No 26 by Mr Rogalk (H-324/85)
Subject: European posmge sramps
'!That.steps has-the Commission taken since the adoprion of Parliament's resolution on the
introduction of European postage stamps or what proposals has it submitted to the Mem-
ber.States and when, in its opinion, wili the firstEuropean posrage sramp come into gen-
eral use in the ten Member States? Leaving aside what h"i Ue.i achieved so far, is"the
commission prepared to give prioriry to thi introduction of a European posrage sramp,
for standard letters at leasr, in ionneidon with rhe consolidarion of ,h. intirn"l ira.ket ai
a means of increasing public awareness of European cooperation?
Ansuer
A European posate stamp would require a common rate to be set and a common system
of charging for international postal iervices. Repeated discussions with national .ip.*
since Parliament adopted its resolution have shown thar this would be very difficulr irl the
absence of harmonized postage rates within rhe Community. The Commission does not
therefore consider it practicable to propose introduction of such a smmp. The ad boc com-
mittee. on a. people's Europe did, however, recommend that nadonai postal authorities
should consider issuing. stamps on a common parrern and highlighting the communiry as a
way of e.nhancing public awareness; and alsoihat those whi-ch fiad riot yet done so should
extend their internal letter and postcard tariffs rc all Community destinations. The Com-
mission has. already held a first meering in July with the postal authorities to pursue rhese
matters and a useful positive consensus was reached on most points.
Question No 28 by Mrs Sqaarcialupi (H_39G/St)
Subject: Reducing atmospheric pollution by motor vehicles by reducing long waiting
periods
The limited results attained by the Council of Ministers as regards reducing the pollution
caused by motor vehicle exhausts.are a conse-quence of the oplosing intereJrs in operationin the various couitries, these taking p.ecedince over environmen-tal concerns. It would
be much more useful, therefore, to consider as urell ways of reducing pollution by ,.iou-
ing the obstacles to raffic, which-are a major."rr. of considerable"i*"" fu.t tiru.p-
tion, and-engine wear as also of economically wasteful delays and a deterioradon in
human relations, panicularly at cenain dmes oi l-hl d"y and cenain periods ;ari;r.";:The most blatant examples are. the motorway toll booths where lonj queues of vehicles
frequently build up,.and junctions controlled by raffic lights or 
""i 
j".kr, which slowdown or hold up traffic, causing a sharp increase in pollution.
Has the Commission ever considered that pollution could also be reduced by speeding up
traffic in valio.us ways, possibly by abolishing mororway tolls, and rhat studies and consul-Etions could be directed towards this end *ith a view to taking decisions which would
attract a broad consensus ?
Answer
The agreement reached by the Environment Council in March Lnd June 1985 on vehicle
emissions.necessarily represents a compromise between the many i-.ponant inrerests at
stake, including rhose of rhe environ-inr. Its implementation wiil unjoubtedly l;"e;o;
substantial reduction in pollution caused by morci vehicles over a period of time.
Vhilst traffic jams in town are no doubt one of the many causes of increased air pollurion
andJuel consumprion, other parameters, such as raffic density, *."th...ondido1s, stre.t
configurations all play an imponant pan. However traffic p",r..n, inside cities are so dif-
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ferent from one ciry to another that measures ro reduce congestion must be taken at local
level. In planning such measures, the authorides concerned may obtain international
research i"t" 
"nd information through bodies 
such as the OECD's Road Transport
Research programme. Moreover the Commission is currently sponsoring two studies on
the energy an-d othe, effects of improved raffic flow in and outside urban areas, one of
which wi-[l include the effect of congestion at motorway toll stations. The results of these
studies will be made available to the honourable Member.
In view of the essentially local nature of the problems, however, and the prioriry required
by the Common Transpon Policy to be given to transPort.b:ry...l the Member States,
the Commission does not plan to make specific proposals in this field.
*lc
Question No 29 by Mr Pearce (H-403/85)
Subject: Impurities in Germanbeer
In the sreps which it is taking to end the unlawful discriminadon against foreign-beer in
Ger.any'by operarion of the Reinheitsgebot, is the Commission taking account. of allega-
tions in ih.'Stirn magazine of 7 March 1985, that products such as bromacetic acid, phos-
phoric acid, ascorbic acid and tannic acid have been used in beer manufacture in the
i.ederal Republic of Germany on a fairly wide scale and that in the provinces other than
Bavaria ,ni B"d.n Vunenburg cenain chemicals may lawfully be added to beer for
expon (allegations which make nonsense of the Reinheitsgebot)?
Answer
The question of whether the 'German purity law' for beer can be used to Prevent imports
of beir from other Member Stares which do not comply with that German rule is pending
before the Coun of Justice.
The fact that the German legal provisions on beer might not be respected in practice by
domestic producers is a mattir for the German authorities. It is not in itself directly rel-
evant ro tie question of the compatibility of those rules with Anicles 30 to 36 of the EEC
Treaty.
+
*+
Question No 30 by Mr Pitt (H-409/85)
Subject: Chemical colour tartrazine El02
\rould rhe Commission comment on research which has linked the chemical colour tar-
uazine El02 with food allergyproblems and hyperactivity in children? !flould the Com-
mission also like to explain why it has not considered banning rhis additive?
Ansuter
The Commission has long recognised the problem of allergic reactions to cenain foods or
food ingredients, including some food additives, and established a special working group
to reviei and repon on hypersensitiviry. The repon of the working group which appeared
in 1982, 
"r..pt.i that rhire is evidence linking some food additives, 
including tafirazine,
to allergic or idiosyncratic reactions involving the skin and the respiratory tracl On the
other h-and, the repon srares that there is no good evidence to supPort suggestions that
dyes, presenatives and other addirives could be responsible for hyperkinesis.
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It is always difficult ro assess the exact frequenry of food allergy and inrolerance in the
population, but it is cenainly very low. Thi woiking p"ny ,ugl.rrs a possible range of
frequencies of 0.030/o-0.1 5o/0. The Scientific Commiiee f* f."i endorsed rhe voit ing
Group's conclusions on adverse reactions rc ingested addidves and it did not adrocate ",
general lowering of present levels or any ban on additives. In the Scientific Committee,s
opinion a substance should only be banned if the effects observed are panicularly severe
or are widespread in the population. This is not the case for any additive used in t(e Com-
Turyt{, including tanrazine. The Commission does nor see 
"ny ...ron to diverge fromthe Scientific Commirtee's view at the present time.
Additional-protection is provided for the consumer by the labelling requirements. The
addidon of Etoz is clearly indicated on containers ani this allows ioctors, parents andpatiints ro refrain from using it.
*-"*-
Question No 3t by Mr Simmonds (H-414/g j)
Subjecr : Animal welfare
Bearing in mind that the Commission has frequenrly claimed that it does nor have the staffto ensure that existing legislation on anima[ welfare is implemented properly, recalling
that Commissioner Andriessen told Parliament in July that i,e would take s[eps ro ensure
that existing regulations were observed and regretting the fact that he refused'at the same
time to establish a unit with specific responsabilities for animal welfare, I should b. gr"t.-ful if the Commission would tell me how it proposes ro fulfil its commitment tlo the
House.
Ansuter
As I stressed at the sitting of 1t July I shall concinue with the effons of my predecessors ro
i..!,:rg wharever.progress is possible within the scope of our powers in'this imponanifield of animal welfare.
Although we have uken a number of internal adminisrrative measures and are attempting
in this way to-use the available resources as effectively as possible, it is not possible, oiini
to lack of staff, [o set uP a special depanment for animal welfare wirhin rhe-Commission. "
The Commission. hopes, however, thar the number of posts ir has requested from rhe
budgetary authority for 1986 will be approved and that ii will at lasr be able ro mckle the
animal protection issue with all the zeal and concern it deserves.
o*,,
Question No 32 by Mr \Vurtz (H-417/85)
Subjecr: Appropriations for financial cooperarion wirh Turkey
Five million.EC_U in.Payment appropriations were enrcred against Item 9 530 of the l9g4budget for the Third Financial protocol wirh Turkey (which"was signed on 12 May 1977for rhe period ending 3r october r98r). Craimirg r(ri.*r...pp.op?i"itns were reluired
to meer rhe community's commitmenrs, rhe Commission ..qr.r..d 46 million ECU in irspreliminary draft supplementary and amending budget No I ls+. This .equesr was rejectedby both the Council and Parliament. HowevJr, on"p"g. 169 of rhe ..p1. on the imple-
mentation of the budget.of the European Communiiiel to 3l December 19g4, it is statedthat the Commission side-stepped tlris double refusal by the budgei"ry 
"rtho.ities andentered 22.57 million ECU against Item 96J0 by means of 
" 
rrrnrF..*itr,;, cri.pi.. so,
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alleging that it had ro meet binding deadlines. Does not the Commission consider that it
overstepped its righm in taking this decision?
Question No 37 by Mr Alaoanos (H-4t0/85)
Subject: Third Financial Protocol with Turkey
Vithin the framework of the Third Financial Protocol with Turkey, the Commission allo-
cated ro Turkey sums of 32.4 million ECU and 29 million ECU for 1983 and 1984 respec-
tively, although the Community budget for the years in question had provided for only 5
million ECU in respecr of each financial year. In 1984 the Commission granted the above
aid to Turkey after two previous a[temp[s to increase the sum provided for in the Protocol
had been blocked by rhe competent budgeary authorities, namely the European Parlia-
ment and the Council.
\7ould the Commission state why it has increased approximately sixfold aid for Turkey
under rhe Third Financial Protocol, thereby disregarding the political considerations
behind rhe decision by the competent budgetary authorities and also the wishes of the
European Parliament, which in amendments adopted in 1975 had called for all financial
aid to Turkey to be frozen in 1984 and brought to an end in 1985, and what guarantees
can ir offer that it will nor pursue a similar course of action in the current 1985 budget?
Joint answer
The Commission would remind the honourable Members that at the time when the Euro-
pean insriturions decided not to enter into any funher commitment with Turkey the Third
Financial Protocol with this country had already been completed. This means thar
expenditure since October 1981 has been the result of unavoidable contractual agree-
ments.
It must also be remembered that payments effected by the EIB are to European undertak-
ings and are in no way destined for the Turkish authorities.
In subsequent budgem the Commission has submitted proposals for the appropriations
which are needed ro meer its obligations. For technical reasons 
- 
the Community is not
rhe sole source of capital; the EIB administers the funds which are granted; payments are
made as works progress 
- 
ir is difficult to forecast accurately the amounts of the EIB's
calls for funds. For this reason and because of the slow stan of certain projects, the budg-
etary aurhoriry did not wanr ro include in the 1983 and 1984 budgets the amounts which
subsequently proved necessary to meet the Community's obligations. The Commission
therefore had to propose a ransfer of appropriations in order to increase funds.
As for the Council 
- 
which as budgeary authority is responsible for compulsory expend-
irure 
- 
it has continued to enter payment appropriations under this heading. Its opposi-
rion to rhe rransfers which were proposed in 1984 was based on the source of the appro-
priations and not on polidcal reasons. It even asked the Commission to submit a new
transfer proposal, preferably within Title 9 of the budget. In fact, the Commission had
found the necessary funds within Chapter 96 and there was no need to approach the
budgetary aurhority again. The Commission was able to increase the funds under ir own
authoriry in accordance with the provisions of Anicle 2l (3) of the Financial Reguladon of
21 December 1977.The Commission does not feel therefore that it exceeded its powers.
In restricting itself to payments in connection with commitments made before the end of
Ocrober 198 1, the Commission has complied with the political desire of the Community
not to enter into any new commitments with Turkey.
***-
Question No 33 by Mr Balfe (H-4t7/8t)
Subject: Levying of customs fines by authorities in France and Germany
Calling to mind the ruling in the case of Horvath v Hauptzollamt Hamburg Jonas on 5
February 1981 which read as follows:
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'THE COURT (First Chamber), in answer ro [he question referred to it by the Finanz-
gerichr Hamburg by the orders of l5 January and 8 July 1980,
HEREBY RULES:
The introducdon of the Common Customs Tariff no longer leaves a member Starc the
power ro apply customs duties to drugs which have been smuggled in and desroyed as
soon as they--were discovered but does leave it full freedom to take criminal proceedings in
resPect of offences committed, with all the attendant consequences, including fines'; -
can the Commission state what steps they have taken and propose to take to end the prac-
tice of the levying of customs fines by authorities in France and Germany?
Answer
The Horvath case, to which the honourable Member refers, makes it quite clear that
member Sntes have complete freedom to take criminal proceedings in respect of any
smuggling, including the imposition of fines. The extracr from the judgmenl which the
honourable lvlember quotes_says so in specific terms. It follows, thereforel that the levying
of fines by the Customs Authorities to which the honourable Member refers does no, ionl
travene the Treaties and the Commission has, therefore, no power ro intervene.
+
*rt
Question No 39 by Mr Seefeld (H-4t6/Bt)
Subject: Impact on the employment situation of rhe European programme of invesrment
in transpon to combat unemployment
In its report of April 1983 on a European programme of investment in transpon to combat
unemployment, the European Parliament called on the Commission to act in consultarion
with. the competenl Member State representatives and the relevanr employer and
employee organizations in order ro ascenain the direct and indirect effects on employ-
ment which might be expected from the implemenarion of measures of Communiiy
interest rel ating ro lransporr. infrastructu re.
\7hat resulm have been fonhcoming from the investigation and what conclusions have
been drawn for the purpose of practical policy making?
Answer
The Commission is fully aware of the contribution which a programme of infrastructure
investments could make towards reducing unemploymenr in thi Community. The hon-
ourable Member will recall that since 1976 the Commission has made a series of proposals
on infrastructure. Since the resolution in question, the Commission has presenred no less
than five proposals and communications to the Council, and we .*pe"t rc presenr another
proposal in the very near future. Moreover, as the honourable Member knows what suc-
cess the Commission has had in this field owes much to the effons of the Transporr Com-
mittee of rhis house, of which he was rhe firsr and very successful chairman.
Research studies suggest that undenaking transpon infrastrucrure invesrmenm will have a
beneficial effect on unemployment because they tend to use a significant amounr of labour
in their construcrion phase so thar there is a good rario of jobsio money invesrcd. Funh-
ermore, such investments contribute significantly by reducing cosrs ro unifying the inrer-
nal.market, strengthening industrial competitiveness, integration of the periphJral regions
and stimuladng new technologies, all of which contriburC towards g.."i., irosperit/ andgreater overall employmenr levels.
The Commission is also working-on a system of comparing rranspon infrasuucture pro-jects and evaluating their level of Community interest: the employmenr effect is a major
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criterion. It is hoped m develop this system funher and explore the problem of employ-
ment in general and how this may be improved by investing in infrastructure.
Furthermore, because of the effect such projects would have in stimulating demand within
the Community, and as announced in its programme for 1985, the Commission is examin-
ing whether and how the Community's borrowing and lending instruments can be of
assistance in developing infrasuucture investments of common European inrcrest in all
fields, whether transpon, telecommunications or environmental protection.
o"*
Qaestion No 40 by Mr Romeos (H-460/8))
Subject: Delays in financing the olive register
Vould rhe Commission sarc why payments to finance the olive register have been
delayed, a delay which is unjustified since 2.50lo of the aid granted to producers continues
rc be withheld?
Answer
Financing of the olive register is proceeding normally in Italy and France where much
progress has been made on the register. The delays in the case of Greece are due to the
impossibility of implementing for the moment the method laid down in Regulation (EEC)
2276/79. T'Iris method is based on the use of a land register which in Greece currently
covers less than 200/o of the area. The Greek authorities want [o produce a land register at
the same time as an olive register, and this is adding to the expense. The Commission
depanmens, the Joint Research Centre and the Greek authorities are working together to
solve the rcchnical and financial problems which have arisen and to make a stan as soon as
possible on the compilation of the olive register.
-o-,
Qaestion No 44 by Mr Le Cheoallier (H-47t/8t)
Subject: Impons of American maize into the Community
In July of this year Dutch dockers unloaded one million tonnes of American maize at the
pon of Rotterdam, at a time when there were 1.8 million tonnes of French maize for
which no purchaser could be found. How does the Commission view this state of affairs?
Question No 45 by Mr Stirbois (H-476/85)
Subject: Dutch impons of American maize
The Commission is not unaware that in the summer the Netherlands obtained large sup-
plies of maize from the United States of America, even though large quantities were avail-
able in another Member Smte. Does it believe this action to be incompatible with the
principle of Community preference?
Joint ansaxr
Total impons of maize into the Community have fallen steadily since the 70's when the
Community imponed berween 14 and 20 million tonnes of maize per annum ro about 3.5
million tonnes in 1984/85. Self-sufficiency has increased from 550/o in 73/74 to about
900/o in 84/85.
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Prices for maize, compared with other cereals, have been firm and on no occasion has
there been selling of grain into inrervention.
Maize continues to be imponed into the Community because there remains a shortfall in
supply from Community farmers panicularly in cenain quality categories. By and large,
maize imponed into the Community is destined for the manufacture of starch. Maize
qualities for starch production are not available in sufficient quanrides from domestic
sources at cenain times of the year, panicularly towards the end of the maize marketing
year in August and September. Funhermore, quality is variable from one year to the
other, and the 1984 harvest was not. considered one of the best for starch producrion.
The Commission should not, and does not, seek to prevent the impons of maize into rhe
Community. Ir does defend the threshold price by fixing a daily impon levy. In answer ro
the question of Mr Sdrbois (H-a76/85), the Commission does not consider that is has
violated the principle of Community preference.
'!7ith 
regard to the French maize, the Commission does not accepr rhe view rhat rhere are
1 .8 million tonnes 'looking for a taker'. End of year stocks in France have varied between
1.2 and 2.0 million tonnes over the past fouryears. It is nor anticipated that the situation
at the end of 84/85 is differenr from previous years.
**'*
Question No 46 by Mr Ephremidis (H-479/8t)
Subject: Subsidies and imporrs of fenilizers into Greece
In its answer to Oral Question No H-752l851 by Mr Adamou on subsidies and impons of
fenilizers into Greece, the Commission stares that it 'is well aware of the difficulries which
the latter (the Greek Government) encounters in the applicadon of Regulation No 37l
8l'2 and that it'is at present considering whether an authorization of a panicular measure
by the Council, on rhe basis of Article 42 of rhe EEC Treary, would consriture an appro-
priate solution ro rhe problem'.
Does the Commission intend to prolong the arrangements for protecting fenilizers and
their circulation, which is necessary owing to the state of the Greek agriculrural economy?
Answer
The commission is planning to ask the Greek Governmenr to end aid for the supply of
reduced-price fenilizers rc the agricultural sector.
.1
**
Question No a9 by Mr Elliott (H-487/8t)
Subject: Non-European morher-rongue language
Bearing in mind that several million residenm in the Community speak a non-European
mother-tongue language, such as Punjabi, Urdu, Arabic, etc., would the Commission be
willing to ensure that its information offices in the Member States make available informa-
tive literature and general publicity material in at least rhe most commonly used of these
languages?
\flill it also ensure that in its press statements and advenising use is made of the many
minority language newspapers and magazines?
I Dcbares of the European Parliament No 2-324 of l3 March 1985, Annex.
' 
OJ L 3 of 1 January 1981, page 1.
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Ansuter
The information material distributed through the Commission's press and information
offices is available in the present seven official languages of the Community, and will soon
be available in nine official languages.
Transladon work represents a considerable item of expenditure and requires the services
of considerable numbers of staff.
Owing to budgetary constraints, it is not possible for all information material to be trans-
lated in all cases into other languages. The example of Punjabi and Urdu cited by the hon-
ourable Member illusrrate how difficult this usk would be, given that 217 different lan-
gua8es are spoken in India alone.
The Commission can give the honourable Member every assurance that its press and
information offices in third countries take all the necessary and appropriate steps to
ensure rhar information material, press releases and publicity material are made available
to users in languages other than official Community languages.
Question No 51 by Mr loersen
Subject: Indiscriminate use of penicillin in agriculture
It is rhought rhat Danish consumers eat 500 000 kg of meat contaminarcd by medicinal
producrs each year. This was shown by a spot check carried out in 1984 when 10 003 ani-
mals were tested and penicillin residues were found in 3 pigs, 2 sows and 2 head of cattle,
which amounted to 925 kg of meat, containing penicillin residues. In Denmark l5 million
animals were slaughtered and an estimate on the basis of the tesrc suggests that a total of
500 000 kg of meat contained penicillin residues.
In the light of this, can rhe Commission indicate how many animals were slaughtered in
each of the Ten Member States in 1984 and how many of these animals are thought to
have contained residues of medicinal products and what conclusions does it draw from
this information?
Ansaner
The number of animals slaughtered in each Member State in 1984 was as follows:
Bovine Porcine Ovine Caprine Solipeds
FR of Germany
France
Imly
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
UK
Ireland
Denmark
Greece
5 139 281
4 913 895
3 675 243
I 246 323
737 634
33 378
4 163 297
1 388 799
t 004 399
351 300
38 652 203
20 776 082
tt 447 391
t5 5ll 277
8 328 914
126 103
14 906 t84
2 224 499
14 785 383
2 261 700
I 333 540
8 778 691
7 543 934
352 556
342 864
l4 851 281
t 682 899
24 700
7 308 871
5 653 26 113
325 814 100 370
503 544 255 570
38 504 9 021
- 
25 843
- 
26004
_ 7000
- 
3600
4 190 109
The Commission has no information on the amount. of residues which are present in ani-
mals slaughtered in each Member State. However, in its proposal for a Council Directive
on rhe examination of animals and fresh meal for the presence of residuesl, the Commis-
t OJ C 132 of 3l May 1985, page 5.
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sion provides for an information system according to which Member States have to inform
the Commission and the other Member States yearly abour the tests carried out and the
results thereof. This proposal also provides for a control sysrem which is common to all
Member Stares, and files the number of samples to be taken by the comperent aurhorities.
Question No 54 by Mr Ficb (H-505/85)
Subject: British seiners
!7hat is the system for monitoring the sale of herring to Russian and other mother ships
from British seiners and how do the Community's fishery inspecrcrs ensure [har it worksi
Answer
The direct purchase and trans-shipment of all pelagic fish by Soviet and orher vessels from
British fishing vessels is controlled by national measures supplementing the Communiry
logbook. Under these control arrangemenrc, national inspectors are able to moniror indi-
vidual trans-shipments and all associated paperwork.
The Commission's fishery inspectors monitor the application of national and Communiry
measures in this field in the course of their overall activities under rhe relevant Community
legislation.
Question No 55 by Mr Clinton (H-t0S/8t)
Subject : Agricultural consulration
In view of recent statement by Mr Andriessen requesring increased consultation and dia-
logue with the farm organizations of Europe, would the Commission nor agree that it is
imperative to increase the number of seats on Agriculrural Advisory Commitrees in order
to take account of the enlargement of the Communities? Vould the Commission nol fur-
ther agree that any reduction in the number of meetings with the various Agricultural
Committees would have a serious adverse effect on the long-standing consultative pro-
cess ?
Answer
The honourable Member will doubdess recall the situation the Commission encounrered
when it first addressed itself to agricultural matters. On I February 1984, in response to
the repon by Mrs Boserup, the Commission decided to reduce the size of thi various
advisory committees to 20 members. This was a decision applicable ro all advisory com-
mittees, including the agriculrural advisory commitrees. The decision, which was, more-
over, coupled with the abolition of a number of advisory commirrees, was welcomed by
the European Parliamenrl.
As rhe implementation of the decision posed cenain problems for the agricultural secror, I
asked the Commission to review this marter. Like the honourable Memler, I believed that
it was essenrial to mainrain a productive dialogue with farm organizations.
The Commission duly accepted my argument and agreed nor to reduce the size of the
agricultural advisory committees (and indeed of the committees of non-governmental
, OJ C 127 of 14 May 1984, page 56.
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experts operating in other sectors), on the understanding, however, that there would be
no increase on the occasion of Spanish and Portuguese accession.
Vhat is more, following the necessary representations on my pan, meetinBs of the agri-
culrural advisory committees may now be convened more frequendy than was the case in
the past two years.
+
Sub jec,:rheerrec,.,*:;,;i::::::::"":;',',ofJr!^**
Vill the Commissibn state what effect the falling rate of the dollar will have on effons to
keep to the agricultural expenditure forecast in the 1986 budget?
Ansaner
The dollar has recently depreciated quite considerably against the ECU.
In preparing the preliminary draft budget for 1986 the Commission worked on the
assumprion rhat $ 1:1.20 ECU. This assumption corresponds more or less with the cur-
rent rate of exchange.
Question No 58 by Mr Mallet (H-513/85)
Subject: Est4blishment of links between the EEC and Libya
Last July the Libyan authorities confirmed their interest in establishing closer links with
the EEC and their willingness to open negotiations. In spring the Libyan Foreign Minister
made initial approaches to this effect to the Commissioner with responsibility for Mediter-
ranean policy and Nonh-South relations, Mr Claude Cheysson. Can the Commission
confirm this statement and what response does it intend to make?
Answer
On 19 July the Commission received a formal request from Libya for the opening of
negotiations for a cooperation agreement with the Community. During talks which had
been held earlier wirh Libyan representatives, they had stated that Libya would like to
have closer links with the Community, including a cooperation agreemen[. At the practical
level, mention had been made of cooperation to combat desenification 
- 
with the
regional approach it would be advisable to take 
- 
and also the possibilities of co-financ-
ing in developing countries.
Vhen ir laid down the principles for an overall Medirerranean policy in1972, the Com-
munity envisaged that cooperation agreements might be negotiated with all the countries
of the Mediterranean. However, the actual conclusion of such agreements depends on the
panicular relations which rhe Community has with each of these countries. In the case of
Libya, since it has now made a formal request to start netotiations for a cooperation
agreemenr, consideration will have to be given to every aspect of the effect that such an
agreemenr might have on rhe Communiry's Mediterranean policy, while bearing in mind
rhe Community's desire to contribute towards stability in the region.
+
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Question No 59 by Mrs Van Heneldonch (H-520/55)
Subject: Repayment of srarc aid
Can the Commission.give me the exact date of repayment of Bfrs 550 million of Belgian
Government state aid to Beaulieu for taking over Fabelta Zwijnaarde (the subject oimy
Vritten Quesrion No 2442/8\?
Ansuer
As already pointed out in reply to the honourable Member's'STritten Quesrion No 2442/
84, the Belgian Government has informed rhe Commission by lerter of il November 1984
of the complete withdrawal on 5 October 1984 of rhe srare panicipation in the capital of
the company in quesrion amounting to Bfrs 550 million jnd which had been paid in
August 1983.
o**
Question No 61 by Mrs Quin (H-523/85)
Subject: EEC drinking water Directive 80/778
In the Commission's view, which Member States, if any, are satisfactorily implementing
EEC Directive No 80/778 on drinking water?
Answer
Directive 80/778/EEC on drinking water has been implemented in the Nerherlands, Bel-
gium, Denmark, France, the United Kingdom and Ireland. Infringement procedures
under anicle 169 of veaty have been instigarcd against rhe remaining Me-bei States for
failing to comply with the directive.
As far as effective implemenmtion of the directive is concerned, rhe Commission's services
a.re preparing an inquiry m check whether maximum admissible concentrarions (MAC) of
the direc,tive's parameters are-respected. Only the United Kingdom has submitted a special
Iggr::r for a longer period for complying with lead MAC ind applying the directive'sMAC's in private water supplies. This request is currently being considered. Ireland has
also notified the Commission of its intention to submir a special r.qu.rt of this kind.
o*'*
II. Question to the Council
Question No 54 by Mr Boutos (H-366/85)
Subject: Looting and destruction of archaeological rreasures in the occupied terrirories of
Cyprus
The very imponant report presented to rhe Athens Academy in May 1985 under the title
'9yP.ut, the works of 9 000 years of civilization are being looted'presented masrcrpieces
of an which have been 'repatriated' since the invasion of Cyprus, Laving been boujht by
the Cyprus Government,on.the Vestern European markets. fhe rr-. ,.lon includld thl
e.nlarged.photographs which bear mute restimony to the scale of the damage sustained at
the hands of the occupying army by churches, cemereries, archaeolog-ical sites and
museums in the occupied territories of Cyprus, as a result of looting, sacr-ilege and deli-
berate destruction.
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Since these masterpieces of an, which belong, of course, to the Republic of Cyprus, are
an works forming a part of Europe's cultural heritage, will the Council say what steps or
decisions it has taken, on the one hand, to put pressure on the Turkish army of occupa-
tion, with whose complicity rhe looting and destruction are being carried out, to oblige it
to presenr a detailed report on the present state of all the monuments, museums, churches
and archaeological sites in the territories it is occupying, and on the other, to enable itself
ro keep a check on rhe an markers in the Member States when the exhibits on sale are the
products of this kind loodng?
Ansaner
The situation described by the honourable Member concerns two States which are not
members of rhe European Community; the Council therefore has no control over the mat-
ter.
Question No 57 by Mr Vl'ijsenbeek (H-413/8t)
Subject: Recruitment procedures for Communiry officials
Can rhe Council indicate how its recruitment procedures could be coordinated with those
of the other Community institutions?
Answer
The Council acknowledges rhar, generally speaking, there are considerable advantages in
improved coordination of recruitment procedures and is willing to cooperate as far as pos-
sible wirh rhe orher institutions in achieving this aim. Nevertheless, it recognizes that any
progress along rhese lines would require the prior agreement of all the institutions to har-
monize various practices which concern the problem of recruitment, such as budgetary
policy and esrimares of saff requirements, the operation of ioint committees and the
development of careers.
o*'*
Qaestion Nr 59 by Mr Marsball (H-235/85)
Subject: EEC/Cyprus Association Agreement
Can the Council indicate what progress is being made in negotiating further stages of the
EEC/Cyprus Association Agreement?
Answer
On l9 July 1985, the Commission forwarded a communication to the Council with a view
to opening negoriarions with Cyprus on the [ransition to the second stage of the Associa-
tion Agreement, which should lead to the gradual setting up of a customs union between
the Community and Cyprus.
The Council bodies staned their examination of that communication at the beginning of
September with the aim of opening negotiations with Cyprus before the end of 1985, in
accordance with the sraremenrs made by the Community at the last EEC-Cyprus Associa-
tion Council and confirmed again by the Council on 30 March 1985.
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Question No 70 by Mr Deprez (H-290/85)
Subject: Spain's purchase of large quanrities of milk from the Unircd Stares
Spain will become a member-of rhe European Community on l January 19g6 and will
then have to comply with the fundamental European principle of Communiry preference.
It is therefo:e surprising to learn that Spain has just bought 25 000 tonnes of dried
skimmed milk for animal feed from the Unircd States, which will cover its feed milk
requirements up ro mid-1986, in other words for six months after irs accession to rhe
Communiry.
This is all the more surprising since the Community has been serdng limirc on the milk
produced (milk quoms) by its own farmers for more than a year.
Vhat does the Council think of this, and how could Spain be made to reverse irs decision?
Answer
The concern expressed by the honourable Member regarding the recent purchase by
Spanish operators of 25 000 tonnes of dried skimmed milk for animal feid f.o- the
United States has been nored by the Council.
The Council would, however, point out that this purchase was made ar a rime when Spain
u/as not bound by the obligations arisin-g from the Treaty of Accession. From the entry
into force of that lreary, the principle o{ Community prefirence will have to be applied in
accordance with the provisions thereof, as already indicated by the Commission on 1l
July 1985 in its reply ro an idenrical question from the honourable Member.
Question No 77 byMrAndreuts (H-447/St)
Subject: Famine in Africa
Following the agreement reached at the European Council on 3 and 4 December 1984 to
take concened action to overcome the effects of an unprecedenrcd drought and rhe rav-
ages o_f.malnutrition-and famine in Africa, and more specifically the declsion to provide
1.2 million tonnes of food aid, is the Council satisfied thar the aid provided by thi Com-
munity has reached the people most in need, and is it satisfied that ihe need has been mer
for improved coordination between the Communiry, its Member Srares, other donors and
non-Sovernmenml organizations, in order to increase the efficiency and pace of emer-
gency aid measures?
Ansaw
Even before rhe full extentof 
-rhe tragedy became apparenr the Community was sparingno effon to come to the aid of the victims of drougfii and famine in Africa. It suppon.i
international initiatives, panicularly at the Unircd Nations Conference on the e-eig.ncy
in Africa. It also, in its own right and in collaborarion with the Member States, tJok a
series of measures culminating in the adoption of the emergency plan by the European
council in Dublin. As you are aware, rhe objective of rhaiplan,-which *as to supplyI 2oo ooo tonnes of ceieals or cereals equivalenr to rhe worst-hit countries in Africa
before rhe 1985 harvest, has already been achieved and even surpassed.
There were admiwedly some difficulties in coordinating the unloading of aid consign-
ments.and. routing the aid onwards to the starving. Thaiis why, in thelight of the sta"te-
ment by the European Council in Milan on the fimine in Africa, funhei measures have
recently been adopted and should soon be producing resulrs. For example, early warning
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systems have been improved and delivery of consignments speeded up, thanks to more
financing and better technical facilities for transpon.
In a number of Resolutions adopted in 1984 and 1985 the Council invited the Commission
to hold regular coordinarion meetings with the Member States in order to anticipate food
shonage situations wherever possible. A coordinated response could therefore be organ-
ized whenever the need should arise. According to the information which the Commission
has forwarded to the Council these meetings have been well worthwhile. The Community
and its Member States also coordinate with other aid donors. The Council's information is
that this coordination too is operating satisfactorily, despite frequent practical difficulties.
Lastly, the European Council in Milan stressed the imponance of setting up a general
coordinared sraregy against shon- and long-term drought. This requires effons rc redi-
rect food security policies along the lines of those already provided for in the new ACP-
EEC Convention of Lom6.
The Council welcomes this conuibution, now and in the longer term, to coping with a
tragic situation which we must make every effon rc ensure never happens again.
Questi,on No 84 by Mr Seligman (H-491/8t)
Subject: Renewal of the ban on impons of seal products
Having regard to the answer given by the Council of Ministers on 3 September 1985 will
the Council please give the present situation on the indefinite extension of the ban on the
importation inrc the EEC of seal products, which was introduced on 1 October 1983 and
expires on I October 1985?
Ansaner
At its meeting on 27 September 1985 the Council agreed to extend for four years (i.e. until
1 Ocrober 1989) the ban on the importation into the Community of cenain seal-pup skins
and derived producrs.
,t
**
Question No 86 by Mr laersen (H-509/85)
Subject: Creation of an EC Central Bank
The Danish economic experts write in their new report on monetary policy, 'Danish
moneary policy in ransition', that it will be difficult in future for Denmark to pursue an
independent economic policy.
Since the Council has on a number of occasions discussed the esublishment of a Com-
muniry monerary union, ir is asked what progress has been made with the plans to set up a
common central bank system for the Community as part of the move to form a currency
union and whether it agrees that such a linkage of economic policy in the 10 Community
countries will make it difficult for Member States to pursue independent policies?
Ansaner
The Council affirms that economic convergence continues to be a fundamental objective
of the Communities. To this end, long-term prospects for monetary cooperation within
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the European Monetary Sysrcm (EMS) have been discussed ar recenr meetings of the
ECO/FIN Council. The Council reaffirmed that such cooperation is a fundamental com-
Ponent of the European integration process and that progress rcwards the strengthening
of the EMS is possible if approached pragmatically and with an eye ro long-term objec-
tives. Further action to improve the convergence of economic policies, the liberalization of
capiml movements and the strengthening of the role of the ECU are of major imponance
in this process.
The two competen[ Committees 
- 
the Committee of Central Bank Governors and the
Monetary Committee 
- 
have been asked to continue examining the potential for funher
developing the EMS and to repon back rc the Council.
The more specific aspects referred to by honourable Member, such as a common central
bank system or EEC Central Bank, are nor on the Council's agenda.
+
*'l
III. Questions to the Foreign Ministers
Question No 88 by Mr Marsbatl (H-37G/55)
Subject: Plight of Esther-Rukhil Tepper and Ilya Vaitzblit
_!aye t.he Foreign Ministers meeting in polidcal cooperation discussed the plight of Ilya
vaitzblit and Esther-Rukhil Tepper who, despite being pensioners, are prevented from
leaving Russia to join reladves in Israel? Vill they please bring pressure to bear on rhe
Russians to allow Refuseniks to leave for their spiritual home in Israel?
Ansuter
The case of Esther-Ruhkil Tepper and Ilya Vaitzblit raised by the honourable Member
has not been specifically discussed by the Foreign Ministers meeting in political coopera-
tlon.
It is common knowledge that the Ten have on many occasions expressed their concern to
the Soviet authorities at the plight of Soviet Jews and members of orher ethnic minorities
wishing to emigrate from the Soviet Union. They will conrinue to make represenrarions,
individually and jointly, to the Soviet authorities to remind them of the imponance rhey
atrach to 
_compliance with the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act and the closing docu-
ment of the Madrid follow-up conference, which were freely approved and signeJ by the
Soviet Union.
**'*
Question No 89 by Mr Emphremidis (H-4?O/St)
Subject: Statements by Presidenr Reagan
How do the Foreign Ministers view recent sraremenrs by President Reagan in which he
attemPts to exploit certain acts of terrorism in order to impose the srate terrorism of the
USA on countries such as Nicaragua, Cuba and Nonh Korea?
Ansoer
The statemenm to which the honourable Member refers have nor been rhe subject of dis-
cussion by rhe Foreign Minisrers meering in political cooperarion.
tI lr
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Question No 90 by Mr \Vartz (H-400/85)
Subject: Peace proposals by the Conradora Group
Vhat is the reaction of the ren Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation to the
latest proposals by the Contadora Group and, in particular, have the ten Ministers
adopted a position on the attirude of the United States towards Nicaragua, when the
International Herald Tibune has just revealed that the US had plans to bomb the Mana-
gua region in June 1985?
Ansuer
The Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation have supponed the aims and
effons of the Contadora Group since the outset. They believe that the peace initiative
which the four members of the Group have been pursuing since 1983 represents the best
hope for an overall negoriared settlement which comes from the region itself, which can
be freely accepted by all involved and which will bring to an end the crisis in Central
America.
The Ten conrinue ro supporr the Contadora Group's effons for a peaceful settlement on
the basis of the Contadora proposals which were reiterated by the members of the Group
when they met in Panam a on 2l and 22 July 1985.
*"*
Question No 93 by Mr Flanagan (H-443/85)
Subject: Rockall
\(iill the Foreign Ministers indicate the status in Community law or in international law of
the decision that was reached on 12 June 1985 by the Planning Committee of the'l7estern
Isles' Council ro grant personal planning permission to adventurer Tom Maclean for the
erection of a survival shelter on Rockall, which is a small uninhabited island in the Atlantic
265 miles from Donegal, Ireland, bearing in mind the fact that in 1980 Ireland and Britain
agreed to submir rhe delineation of the continental shelf to independent arbitration?
The honourable Member's question
cal cooperation.
Answer
does not fall within the province of European politi-
:t
Question No 94 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-4t1/85)
Subject: Expulsion from Hong Kong of l3 female Chinese boat people
The Hong Kong Governmenr, which in 1980 closed its doors to all illegal immigrants
from China, recently expelled l3 female Chinese boat people, thereby compelling them to
leave rheir families, including their children. The wives of fishermen and male boat people
who married in China after that date are allowed to enter Hong Kong, although they are
obliged to live on rhe water and are not able to set foot on land, since they have no ident-
ity cards. The expulsion of the l3 women, which has distressed the Chinese boat people,
already suffering badly from their living and working conditions, could be repealed by the
Hong Kong Government if it so wished, a request made repeatedly by social workers and
missionaries.
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Can the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation intenrene to end rhis violation
of the human righs of the family unir which, according rc rhe UN Declaration, has the
right rc remain togerher?
Ansuter
The honourable Member's question does not fall within the province of European politi-
cal cooperation.
*. 
*' 
,,
Question No 95 by Mr Alaoanos (H-482/Bt)
Subject: EEC involvemenr in 's!ar wars'
In view of the position of cenain governmenrs of EEC Member Stares, such as the United
Kingdom, and in view of the bilateral contracts which the US Administrarion is signing
with-major companies in EEC Member States providing for rheir panicipation in reria."[
for the 'strategic defence initiative', the EEC is essenriafiy akeady in"oluid in the star wars
prorect.
How do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion view rhis alarming
development, which is taking place shortly before rhe meedng between Presidents Gorbal
chov and Reagan, precisely when l7estern Europe should bJtaking initiatives against the
miliarization of space and nuclear weapons and in favour of peace ind disarmamlnr?
Ansuter
The question abled by the honourable Member refers to the military aspecm of security
which 
- 
as in known 
- 
are no[ discussed by the Foreign Minisrers meeting in political
cooperation.
Question No 95 by Mr Adan @-aS4/85)
Subject: Iran
Vhen was the situation in Iran last discussed by the Foreign Ministers meering in political
cooperation and what representations have the Foreign Ministers made ro-the'Iranian
Government regarding the improvement of human rights and greater religious freedom in
Iran ?
Answer
The situation in Iran with 
-regard to human rights and fundamenral freedoms is regularlyreviewed by.the Foreign.Ministers meeting in political cooperarion. As far as rhe pJrsecu-
tion of religious minorities is concerned, for insrance, of the Bahai's or Armenian Ch.ir-
tians, the Ten have made representations to the Teheran aurhorities.
These representations, as well as the action of rhe Ten in other international bodies such
as the Commission on Human Rights, are a measure of the concern with which the Mem-
ber States of the European Community view the problem of human rights in Iran.
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The Ten will continue to monitor developments in this matter with the closest attention
and will miss no opponunity to raise rhe subject in their contacts with the Iranian auth-
orities wherever they deem it appropriate to do so.
*.
Subject: conviction ., ff::: :,?:'utburgbs 
(H-4e3/8t)
Can the Ministers indicate what represenrations have been made to the authorities in
Zaire in order to secure the release of Mr Van Den Bogaen, as requested in a European
Parliament resolution adopted on 12 September 1985?
Ansaner
The question of Mr Van Den Bogaen's trial has been discussed by the Ministers meeting
in political cooperarion. In this case as in others the Ten are anxious to see that the rights
of defence are safeguarded. Assistance was given to rhe representative of the European
Parliament's Socialist Group during his recent visit to Kinshasha at the time of Mr Van
Den Bogaen's trial.
o*o
Qaestion No 99 by Mr Ioersen (H-51 1/8 5 )
Subject: Appeal to banks to stop sales of South African gold
In Denmark all the major Danish banks have now decided not to sell the South African
gold coins known as krugerrands. Can the Foreign Ministers meeting in political coopera-
tion indicate whether they have discussed an appeal to all banks in the Ten Member States
ro srop all sales of South African gold coins in order thereby to bring pressure to bear on
the South African apanheid r6gime?
Ansuter
At their meering on l0 September 1985 the Foreign Minisrcrs of the Ten and of Spain and
Ponugal decided to maintain pressure on South Africa and rc this end to harmonize their
positions on a cenain number of measures both restrictive and positive in nature. In
iccordance with the statement of 22 luly this year, the Ten and Spain and Ponugal
reserve the right to reconsider their position if tangible progress is not made within a rea-
sonable dme. The quesrion of other measures, including sanctions, has not been excluded.
+
**
Question No 100 by Mrs Van den Heuoel (H-515/8))
Subject: Execution of Indonesian trade union leaders
Vhat srcps have rhe Forgein Ministers meetint in political cooperation taken in response
ro rhe resolurions adopted by the European Parliament on l2 June 1985 and 12 September
1985 to prevenr the Indonesian Government from carrying out further executions and are
the Foreign Ministers prepared to sugtest to the Indonesian Government that Sukatno
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and others, who are due to be executed soon, should be offered asylum on humanitarian
grounds in one of the Member States of the Community?
Ansuer
The Ten have from the stan paid close attention to the situation of those sentenced to
death in Indonesia. In this connecdon, and on humanitarian grounds, they made represen-
tations last June to the Indonesian Governmenr on behali of those under sentince of
death..It was with great disappointment that the Ten learned on 27 August 1985 of the
execution of three- prisoners. The Ten have not been able to obtain any d-efinire informa-
tion on rhe fate of the other prisoners, including Mr vidgayasastra and Mr Sukatno, but
they are monitoring the situation closely.
Question No 101 by Mr Pranchire (H-516/gi)
Subject: Situation in the terrirories occupied by Israel
Are the Ministers meeting in political cooperarion aware rhar 15 Palesdnians were
expelled to Jordan on l5 September 1985? Do they know that another rhree Palesrinian
residenm on the \7est Bank are also.threatened with expulsion, and have they made repre-
sentations.or do. they intend to make representations to the Israeli authorides ro pe.suade
them to discontinue these violations of human rights (and of the Geneva Convention on
the occupied rerritories) ?
Ansaner
The respect of human righm and fundamental freedoms in all countries is of constanr con-
cern ro the Ten.
In this context, the situation in the territories occupied by Israel is regularly discussed in
th.e.framework.of European political cooperation and th.'Ten have no-t been lacking, and
will. not be lacking, in raising these matrers during their contacts wirh rhe Israeli"auth-
onlles.
The specific case to which the honourable Member refers has nor, however, been dis-
cussed by the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation.
o*'*
Question No 102 by Mr Pearce (H-il8/St)
Subject: Formal recognirion of the Turkish Republic of Nonhern Cyprus
Have.the Foreign.Ministers given consideration to rhe formal recognirion of the Turkish
Republic of Nonhern Cyprus since the election of President Deriktash as its president
and, if so, what conclusions did they come to?
Ansuer
In answer to this question, I should like to draw the honourable Member's arrention ro lhe
answ_er given at the September part-session to rhe Oral Quesrion with debare No 0-75lg5by Mr Adamou.
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the eanhquake disaster in Mexico;
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modon for a resolution (Doc. 82-1002185), tabled
by Mr Langes and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on the eanh-
quake in Mexico;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1016185), tabled
by Mr Linkohr and Mr Arndr on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on rhe eanhquake in Mexico;
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. 82-1021l85), tabled
by Mr Cervetti and orhers on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group, on rhe eanhquake in
Mexico.
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the Commission would never miss the
opening of a debate, in panicular when its subject is
the terrible suffering thar the Mexican people have had
to endure as a result of the eanhquake.
Vhen the news of the disaster was received the Com-
mission released an appropriation of 5OO OOO ECU,
which became available a few hours larer. The follow-
ing day the independent organization M6decins sans
Frontieres requesred help from rhe Commission and
this was also given so rhar an aircraft was on its way
within a few hours of the news of the eanhquaki.
M6dicins sans Frontidres having meanwhile repaid the
Commission the amount advanced, the 500 OOO ECU
could be senr to the Mexican Red Cross through rhe
agency of rhe League of Red Cross Societi., 
"nd ,h.Geneva Red Cresr. This money has been used for
drugs and other small medical supplies and. other
urtently needed marerial.
The motions for resolutions tabled by the members
make reference to Commission involvement in the
rebuilding programme. I would remind the House that
Anicle 930 of the budget has provision under rhe Dis-
aster Fund heading, ro participare in the reconsrruc-
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Vice-President
(Tlte sitting was opened at 10 a.m.)t
l. Topical and urgent debate
Earthquahe in Mexico
President. 
- 
The next item on rhe agenda is the joint
debate on eighr motions for resolutions on the eanh-
quake in Mexico:
- 
morion for a resolution (Doc. 82-982185), abled
by Mrs Tove Nielsen on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the eanhquake in Mexico
City;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-984/85), rabled
by Mr Romualdi and Mr de Camaret on behalf of
the Group of the European Right, on rhe eanh-
quake in Mexico;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-985l85), tabled
by Mr Tripodi and others on behalf of the Group
of rhe European Right, on rhe risks to Mexican
works of art in the aftermath of the recent earth-
quake;
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. B2-986/85), tabled
by Mr Prag on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, on the recent earthquake in Mexico
City;
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. B2-994/85), tabled
by Mr de la Maldne and others on behalf of rhe
t /pproogl of minutes 
- 
Texts 
.of treaties foruarded by tbeCouncil 
- 
Documents receioed: see Minuies.
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Cheysson
tion. This being the case, the fund has been primarily
used in the past to help the poorest peoples struck by
disaster whereas in the case of Mexico reconstruction
work will centre on public buildings. The Mexican
Government has not, as yet, requested our assistance.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).- (DA) Mr President, I shall
be brief. Vhen we in the Liberal Group heard of the
tragic events following the violent eanhquake in Mex-
ico, we realized immediately that the Community
countries naturally have a joint responsibility to help,
for we are all citizens of the world we live in. There-
fore the Liberal Group immediately rabled a motion
for a resolution with a request for urgent debate.
Several motions for resolutions have teen tabled by the
various political Broups. Ve cannot support them all,
since there are some proposals and ideas which we do
not fully sympathize with. But as far as the Liberal
Group is concerned, the crux of the matter is that we
believe the Mexican Government did what it could as
prompdy as it could. \7e share the grief of those who
have suffered, including those who were trying
recently to reach a child who had been heard making a
noise for two weeks, but who were forced to abandon
the attempt in the end. Ve feel for the family who has
to stand by and watch the bulldozers raze to the
ground the house in which they know their children
are buried.
Ve should like the International Monetary Fund to
provide economic aid, to grant the necessary funds to
help as much as possible, since this is an enormous
economic catastrophe. But we also consider it an
economic necessity that, in intervening, we should
ensure that the infrastructure is changed. !7e cannot,
of course, guard against fresh eanhquakes, but we can
do as much as possible to make sure that the infra-
structure is constructed in such a way as to minimize
the consequences of natural disasters. It is in this field
rhar we think the Community has the best prospect of
stepping in to help those people who live in areas of
the world prone to such disasters.
Mr Prag (ED).- Mr President, I shall be very brief
indeed. I would like panicularly to draw attention to
what the Community has done and also rc what indi-
vidual Member States have done, the teams that have
been sent to Mexico City and the specific tasks, such
as the repair of the central telephone exchange, which
have been carried out by teams from Member States
and which have played a paft in restoring the essential
services of the life of a great city like Mexico City.
At the same time I would like rc draw the attention of
this House to the fact that there is a limit to what we
in Europe can do and to the key position held by the
United States in the commerce and financial situarion
of Mexico. The fact is that Mexico needs a very large
loan. The fact is that Mexico already has debts of $96
billion, which is a colossal sum, and it is absolutely
clear that some very substantial financial arrangemenr
will have to be made if Mexico is to recover.
I am doubtful about the proposal in the Socialist reso-
lution for continuing development aid rc be given to
Mexico. I do not think that is the answer. I think
emergency aid is right. I think that, as in the past, the
Community should concentrate its development aid on
those countries which have a very low income per
head. But the fact remains that the Community must
do all it can. Ve, as a Broup, welcome the statement
made by Mr Cheysson a moment ago and we very
much hope that a very substantial emergency effon,
considerably greater than that which has already been
made, will be agreed by the Council.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, allow me
to make two commenrs which are connected with the
remarks made by Mr Prag. First of all, though, I
would like to extend my warmest thanks to the Com-
missioner, Mr Cheysson, for what he has said. How-
ever, I feel that there are two things about which there
should be no confusion.
In providing assistance immediately after a severe
earthquake, we Europeans 
- 
the Member States as
well 
- 
have only been doing our duty. The only ques-
tion remaining, in fact, is whether we have done
enough. One of the Communiry's most imponant
tasks is to provide help immediately whenever it is
needed. However, the question should be asked, Mr
Cheysson 
- 
and not only by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation but also by the entire
House 
- 
whether Mexico is still one of the countries
which should receive development aid. I feel that in
this field we ought to draw the dividing lines more
clearly. Ve should use Mexico as an example to make
it clear how much more imponant it is to discuss the
question of debts together and to consider jointly with
the International Monetary Fund how aid can be sup-
plied.
'!7hen we consider that the devastated areas of Mexico
will have to be replanned and reconstructed and new
homes will have to be built,.it is quite obvious, that
even with Europe's help, workable financial arrange-
ments will have to be made. However, I do not
altogether agree with the way in which the Com-
munity has so far operarcd its development aid pro-
Bramme.
I think we need to use Mexico as an example to make
it clear once again that, although immediate aid is
called for, we should still be asking ourselves to what
extent development aid is needed. \7e would also like
to ask the Commission to state its position with regard
to the problem of rescheduling debr.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf
of my group I would just like to say rhat the signific-
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ance, in our view, of the eanhquake in Mexico City is
that it compounds two other chronic problems. One is
the worst urban deprivation in the whole world and
the second is the problem of long-rerm debr, of
indebtedness, on which Mr Cheysson will no doubt
have interesring things to say.
As far as debt is concerned, we very much welcome
the statement this week by rhe United States Secrerary
of the Treasury, Mr James Baker, in Seoul that the US
Government is inclined ro increase the capital of the
\7orld Bank in order to deal with rhe long-rerm debt
problems which have hitherto threatened the banking
system, alrhough I must say that the Vestern banks 
-panicularly the European banks, rhe German and Bri-
tish banks, the French banks 
- 
have dealt with the
problem with extraordinary flexibility.
However, I do think that a response from the Euro-
pean Communiry is required rc the inidative by Mr
James Baker. It is time to consider again the transfer
of some of this long-term debt from US dollars into
European currency units. It is time for the ECU to
become a reserve currency 
- 
not only a trading cur-
renry but a reserve currenry 
- 
which will make it
possible for the European banks and the European
currencies to take their share of the burden which now
falls on the US dollar.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, several things
have coincided in Mexico. This is a counrry which, we
have to admit, was in serious rrouble even before the
eanhquake. After a catasrrophe of rhis kind it is narur-
ally to be welcomed that there are offers of help from
all sides. But we should also bear in mind thar help
immediately after such a disaster is not enough. Ve
should recognize that Mexico, a counry which is in
many respecrs linked to us culrurally, also has many
other serious problems.
Mexico's situation otherwise is at least at serious as rhe
colossal damage caused by this disaster. My group is
therefore trying to link emergenry aid ro the question
of Mexico's debts 
- 
and of course ro rhe debts of the
other Central and South American counrries. Our
modon for a resolution on rhe earthquake thus
attempr to establish such a link ro make it clear that
the concrete aid which we are now providing would be
useless if we did nor ar rhe same rime achieve a politi-
cal solution rc the debt problem.
That is why we attach so much importance [o para-
graphs 3 and 4 of our motion, and we would be grare-
ful rc this House if it recognized the need to link
Mexico's debt with rhe present emergency in Mexico
City and voted accordingly. \7e believe that the catas-
rophe in Mexico Ciry should encourage us to rethink
the whole situation and to help that counrry ro over-
come the effects of rhe disaster, and also to ensure that
the indusrialized nations of the \flest also help to
improve Mexico's presen[ economic situation on rhe
basis of a political solurion.
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, please excuse me for asking to speak a
second time. My first speech outlined what the Com-
mission had been able to do, on behalf of the Com-
muniry, to offer immediate assistance to the victims of
the eanhquake. However, I felt it inappropriate at that
time to refer ro what we are doing ro tackle the prob-
lems facing countries in Latin America, in panicular
Mexico. Some of the members' commenm were ro me
a little surprising in this respect since they forgor to
mention that the Commission, and therefore by exten-
sion, the Communiry, was the first to express an opi-
nion on the debt problems, the first ro enrer into a
dialogue with the counrries of Latin America indivi-
dually 
- 
the Mexicans came ro see us ro discuss this
problem three months ato 
- 
and collectively 
- 
we
are [he only ones who have had talks with the group
known as the Canagena Group on the whole range of
economic topics affecting the debt.
Ve have also been warmly congratulated by the mem-
ber counrries of the Canagena Group in a declaration
adopted at Lima lasr July.
I am thus surprised by those members who are now
calling on us to decide ro take some acrion. \7e have
been uking acrion for some considerable rime now,
well ahead of the Americans, in panicular.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
(Parliament adopted resolutions Doc. B2-982/B), Doc.
82-986/85, Doc. 82-994/85, Doc. 82-1002/8), Doc.
82-1016/8t and Doc B2-1021/85 and rejected motions
for resolutions Doc. 82-984/85 and Doc. B2-9Bi/85 by
successioe ootes)
Geneoa summit
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the debate on the
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-1001/85), tabled
by Mr Poertering and others on behalf of rhe
Group of the European People's Parry, on the
invitation from the President of rhe United Sutes
to the seven leading industrial nations ro meer him
in preparation for the Geneva summir.
Mr Poettering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, in November rhe American president,
Ronald Reagan, and the General Secretary of the
Communist Parry of the Soviet Union, Mr Gorba-
chov, will be meeting in Geneva for vital discussions
on disarmament and arms con[rol. The world is look-
ing,forward to the conference with great expectations,
and we in Europe have a panicular interest in the out-
come of rhe talks between Mr Reagan and Mr Gorba-
chov and in how the mlks in Geneva berween the
United Stares and the Soviet Union develop.
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Ve have very high expectations of the discussions, and
we are panicularly pleased that the American Presi-
dent, Ronald Reagan, has invited to New York the
main allies 
- 
if that is the right term 
- 
that is, the six
panicipants at the world economic summit, in order to
prepare for the summit with Gorbachov' '\fl'e welcome
ihiJ 
-or., but we note with regret that, although the
Communiry is represented at the world economic
summit by'the Presidents of the Commission and the
Council, the US Government has not invited the Com-
munity to the New York conference. Ve regard this
as a serious error, which detracts from an otherwise
welcome development.
(Applause)
On 8 May of this year, the 40th anniversary of the end
of the war in Europe, the US President made a fine
and notewonhy speech before Parliament.
I would remind you of what he said:
I am here to tell you that America remains, as she
was 40 years ago, dedicated to the unity of
Europe.
He also described Europe and America as the twin pil-
lars of the '!flestern alliance. Since the US President
has said that, we demand 
- 
this is a request but also a
demand 
- 
that the President of the European Council
should also be invited to the conference in New York
in the context of European Political Cooperacion.
I would remind you of Parliament's resolution of July
of this year, when for the first time it discussed matters
relating to securiry poliry with the Council of Minis-
te.s, reptesenrcd by the Luxembourg Foreign Minis-
ter, Mi Poos. On that occasion the Council President
made it clear that security poliry would be playing a
more prominent role in the Community. My group
therefore takes the view 
- 
and I hope that it will be
shared by a large majority of this House 
- 
that no
orecedent should be allowed to be set for the exclusion
tf ,h. Co.rnunity from important voting and discus-
sions in the'Vestern alliance.
If the Community were excluded now, a precedent
could be set for the future. The Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party says that this must not happen!
The Council President, the Luxembourg Prime Minis-
[er, Mr Santer, must be represented in New York! \7e
call on the three major Member States which will be
going to New York 
- 
the United Kingdom, Italy and
ihe Federal Republic of Germany (France will not be
attending) 
- 
to press for the admission of the Council
President, Prime Minister Santer.
As far as the content of the talks between the Soviet
Union and the United States is concerned, we must
insist on the establishment of a stable balance between
East and \7est and on the reduction of nuclear wea-
pons to as low a level as possible. In particular, we ins-
ist that the medium-range missiles threatening Europe
be removed. Ve also expect any arms race in space to
be made impossible in accordance with the agreement
reached between Shulz and Gromyko on 8 January'
That must be Europe's position. I appeal to the House
to vote in favour of this motion for a resolution, to
which no amendments have been tabled.
(Applause)
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(NZ) As I see it, Mr President,
the motion tabled by Mr Poettering and his colleagues
is unfonunately one in which an abundance of good
intentions is unusually badly expressed. Admittedly,
this is not his fault since the President of the United
Starcs has put us in a highly unusual situation by invit-
ing, in preparation for his discussions with Mr Gorba-
chov, on sirategic arms limitation, those countries with
which regular discussions are held on economic and
monetary problems. That's rhe root of this problem.
\Vere it an economic summit conference, it would
indeed be quite appropriate to invite the presidenm of
the Council and the Commission 
- 
as Mr Poettering
has quirc righdy pointed out. If, however, we go on
from there to say that President Reagan must invirc
the President of the Council because this body is
becoming increasingly imponant in political coopera-
tion, then we Europeans are making exactly the same
mistake as the Americans made in preparing for the
discussions with Gorbachov. One would then have no
reason not to invite Delors, even though I cannot see
any connection between Delors and strategic arms
limitation. \(e then have the peak of confusion 
- 
and
this is what I object to 
- 
with the text's insistance on
prior consultadon within NATO. This kind of confu-
iion is unacceptable because it creates vague relation-
ships whereas it is precisely clear relationships that we
require in Vestern Europe and we know quire well
where security policies are coordinated.
Mr President, I would again like to sress that those
tabling this resolution have really been sedu-ced by
their own good intentions. They mustn't confuse an
economic summit with NATO nor the EPC with the
Community. Nevenheless, there is extremely little dif-
ference of opinion on the subsmntive issue of whether
or not Europe should be more active in decision-mak-
ing on securiry issues affecting Europe.
There can be no doubt that the Reagan-Gorbachov
talks are sherefore extremely imponant and that they
directly affect Europe. It seems possible that they can
be exploited to achieve breakthroughs in the negotia-
dons on strategic arms limitation and on medium-
range rockets 
- 
breakthroughs that are essencial if the
world is to remain safe for mankind. Once again, we
are in agreement on the four substantive items though
we would perhaps have liked to see them expressed
rather differently.
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Nevenheless, many of us will absrain or even vore
against rhe resolution, precisely because the texr has
been so carelessly expressed, because there must be no
confusion between institurions and because the prob-
lem of panicipation by rhe European parliament is not
solved by inviting only the President of the Council 
-I should say rhe President for politicat cooperarion 
-since ir is quite impossible for the membirs of that
body for political cooperarion to give him a mandare
to conrriburc ro rhe American discussions. The NATO
counries involved musr therefore be invited. It is
unfonunate that we have not made more progress in
achieving political cooperation, in enhancing thi influ-
ence of Europe, bur rhat is the current situaiion and it
cannor be improved by suddenly taking another rack.
Non-existent srucrures cannol be conjured out of rhin
air and it isn'r the role of this parliamenr to do so.
Once again, as far as I am concerned the substance of
the resolution is_ acceptable but the careless and hasty
way in which ir has been expressed is damaging ro rhe
standing of this Parliament.
Mrs Larive-Groenendaal (L). 
- 
Mr presidenr, I am
very surprised by what Mr Danken said and I will
gxplain why I do nor agree with his speech. ln 1962
President Kennedy called for rhe establishment of the
twin pillais of the Adantic Alliance, Nonh America
forming one of the pillars, Europe rhe other. That
concept, although not fully developed, remains valid
today. The Europe of the Ten, so soon to be Twelve,
is the greater pan of one pillar. At his meeting with the
Soviet leader, Mr Gorbachov, in Geneva in iix weeks
time, Presidenr Reagan will be mainly concerned with
questions of security deterrenrs, arms conrrol and dis-
armamenr. These are rhe harsh and hard subsrance of
NATO-Soviet relations. They have great economic
and rcchnical implications so thar they fall, at leasr in
part, within rhe formal sphere of rhe inrerests of the
Community.
It is also, of course, true, as paragraph I of the poet-
tering resolution says, rhat rhe Communiry is playing
an.increasingly imponant rdle in foreign and security
policy through European political cooperation, Mr
Danken. Given also the long and somitimes rumul-
tuous political. arguments which have raged over the
deploymenr of missiles in the Member States of the
Communiry and which are still a marrer of fierce
debate in my own counrry, the Netherlands, I find it
surprising, ro say rhe least, rhat rhe smaller Stares of
$e- _Cory_nulity will be unrepresented ar the meetingin New York. Simply by observing the by now almosi
tradirional practice of other summits' of rhe free
world's leading industrial States, rhey could have had
a voice in the person of a high official of the Com-
munity: in this case, in view of what will be discussed,
the President of the Council rarher than of rhe Com-
mission. Grear and lirerally vital inrerests will be
involved at Geneva. It is unfonunarc rhar the Vhire
House's well meant offer of consultarion with allies
gives the impression of old-fashioned diplomacy rather
than of recognition of rhe growing reality of rhe Euro-
pean Community.
On our Community's success already much of the
prosperity and soon much of the security of the Vest-
ern world will depend. The European pillar, which is
g-reater than the sum of its pans, must, not be neglected
if the security of the \7est and peace in the world are
to be assured.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the ight)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliamen t adopted t he re s o luti on )
Termination of sentice offficiak
President. 
- 
The next irem is the debarc on rhe
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-1029/85) by Mr
Rothley and others on the proposal for a Council
regulation on rhe termination of service of offi-
cials.
Mr Rothley (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, next week rhe Council intends to adopt a
regularion on the termination of service of officlals.
The proposal, which was submitted to the Committee
of-Permanenr Representatives of the Member States,
differs substantially from the Commission proposali
and also from rhe opinion adopted by parliament on
this marrer.
The proposal also contains new elements on which
Parliament has not yer been able to express an opinion.
I would remain you rhar Parliament has already dealt
with this marrer in considerable deprh and has dis-
cussed it at rwo plenary sessions. !7e discussed rhe
problem with the Commission and tried rc find a solu-
tion on which we could all agree. \7hat is now being
proposed differs in rwo essential respecrc from whai
the Commission and Parliament agraid was rhe right
approach. Firstly, there is the quesrion of whether ihe
early terminarion of service is to be a permanenr regu-
lation or whether it will apply for only a limiied
period. The Commission and Parliament were always
in full agrecmenr rhar the regulation should be appliid
permanenrly. The possibiliry of a limited peribd of
application was never discussed. This alone makes it
essential for Parliament to be consulted on this marrcr.
Secondly, the Commission and Parliament were in
complete.agr-eement rhat the question of how many
and which officials can leave the service early shouli
be decided by rhe budgetary aurhoriry, whic'h means
thar Parliamenr would also have a say. Hence the
non-compulsory nature of the expenditure. The pres-
ent proposal that the Council itself should decide how
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many officials per year should terminate their service
early 
- 
including Parliament officials 
- 
is an intru-
sion into our sphere of competence. Personnel ques-
tions are after all budgetary questions, and Parliament
should therefore be able to influence the decision-
making.
These two points 
- 
the permanence of the regulation
and the non-compulsory nature of expenditure 
- 
are
crucial. It is beyond dispute that Parliament 
- 
as we
pointed out in our motion for a resolution 
- 
must be
consulted on matlers arising out of the Treaties, which
means that Parliament must deliver an opinion on all
major aspects of a proposal. The present proposals are
so recent that Parliament has so far been unable to
express an opinion on them.
It is also consistent with the legal practice of the Euro-
pean Coun of Justice that Parliament must be recon-
sulted in cases of substantial deviation. Our motion for
a resolution calls for Parliament to be reconsulted on
rhis matter. This is an institutional issue and is not a
matter of the rights of officials.
The motion for a resolution is addressed to the Coun-
cil, since we are demanding that Parliament should be
reconsulted. '$7e are also calling upon the Council to
accept our proposal to extend the regulation to offi-
cials with at least 25 years' service.
However, our motion for a resolution is also
addressed to the Commission. \7hat the Council is
now proposing also differs in cenain important res-
pects from what the Commission has proposed. !7e
point out in our motion that the Commission may,
under Anicle A9(2) of the EEC Treaty, withdraw its
proposal before the Council reaches a decision if the
decision is substantially different from the Commission
proposal. If che Council does not comply with Parlia-
ment's request and with the motion for a resolution,
we urge the Commission to make use of that right.
(Applause)
Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, my grouP were in
favour of the proposal made by the Commission for
early retirement for two reasons. Firstly, it is the only
way to admit an adequate number of Spanish and
Ponuguese officials without adding unnecessarily to
the overall size of the Commission's staff and the staff
in the other institutions.
The other reason is that it was proposed in a way
which would give flexibility in the future to the run-
ning of the administration in the institutions. For those
reasons we were in favour of it.
Today we support the motion proposed by Mr Roth-
ley because not only does it deal with the imponant
issues of substance but it deals with a very imponant
constitutional point, and that is the consultation rights
of this Parliament. That is something that we must
never neglect. It is at the heart of the exisdng legisla-
tive powers of the European Parliament. If the Coun-
cil ii now going to take decisions which are out of
accord with the proposal made by the Commission,
without any funher reconsultation of the European
Parliament, then we must make sure that the Commis-
sion stands up for our rights and insists that reconsul-
tation does take place. I am sure that Parliament will
ensure that that reconsultation takes the minimum
possible amount of time in order to get the ProPer
regulation enacted as a Community instrument and in
order for it to become operative by the time of acces-
sion.
I hope that the House will suppon the motion pro-
posed by Mr Rothley.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, the isoglucose and
chemipharma cases establish that where the Council
intends to adopt a Commission proposal which differs
substantially from that upon which Parliament was
originally consulted, Parliament must be reconsulted.
The Commission is the guardian of the Community
order under Anicle 155 of the Treaty. It is therefore
under a duty to ensure that Parliament is reconsulted
in such circumstances, wha[ever the attitude of the
Council. Normally, we have been 
- 
I am sad to say'
through our own negligence 
- 
unaware of the situa-
don until the Council has adopted the legislation and
the two-month period for legal action has elapsed'
However, Mr Rothley, like a world-class batsman in
our own spon of cricket, has seen the ball extremely
early. The Commission, therefore, should have no dif-
ficulty in fulfilling its constitutional obligadons. If it
does not, it may well be faced early in the new year
with an action in the courts that will destroy the whole
purpose of its legislation.
Mr Andriessen, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission has of course
noted with great interest the draft resolution that has
been mbled and the debate thar has just taken place. I
am not going to comment on the long history behind
this proposal since we have conducted extensive earlier
discussions with this Parliament prior to reaching a
common accord.
The Commission amended its proposal in the light of
the debate and brought up powerful arguments to
defend it in the Council. Let us look panicularly at the
two points now a[ issue, i.e. the decision-making pro-
cedure on the number of officials eligible for early
retirement every year. As you know, we proposed that
this figure should be fixed annually as part of the
budget procedure. I would also point out that we Pro-
posel extending the measure, and this was the second
point, to include all officials with 25 years of service.
So far, of course, the Member States have not been
prepared to accept the amended Commission ProPo-
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sals and you will know thar the EEC Treaty allows the
Council to change such proposals provided ir is unani-
mous. '!/har one now has to decide is wherher the
Commission should wirhdraw its proposal, as is urged
in the modon, or whether the aim would be beiter
served by conrinuing with the proposal.
I would like to point out 
- 
in line with statemenrs
made during the debate 
- 
that the Commission con-
sidered ir extremely imponant rhat an early and suc-
cessful sran be made nexr year in the recruitmenr of
Spanish and Ponuguese officials. !7e are all aware
that this recruir.menr will be difficult and will therefore
require careful prepararion. This time, with rhis
enlargement of the Community, we have tried ro learn
from the mistakes of rhe past. One such lesson is that
recruitment musr begin as soon as possible after
enlargement and the Commission therefore considersit extremely imponant that recruitment condirions,
and panicularly the early reriremenr provisions, be fin-
alized well before the end of this year.
For this reason, I do not think ir is wise to withdraw
the Commission's proposal at this stage since, given
that we are dealing wirh an instirutional problem-, rhe
essence of the proposal has not, in the Commission,s
view, been affected. For these reasons, I cannot
recommend that rhe Commission withdraw its propo-
sal however much we regret rhar the Council- is not
prepared ro accepr the agreement reached between the
Commission and Parliament. Ir goes without saying
that, when debate on this issue is resumed, the Com-
mission will still do all it can ro persuade the Council
that the proposal as mbled is rhe only sound one.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr Presidenr, Members are entit-
led to ask the Commissioners questions in the course
of any debare in rhis House, including urgencies. I
simply want ro say ro the Commissioner that he has
misunderstood the point of Mr Rothley's morion.
Vhat Mr Rothley is asking for is reconsulation. Mr
Rothley is not saying that if we are reconsulred, we
will block whar the Commission has had to do. He is
not saying rhar in the end we will nor agree wirh the
compromises the Commission has had to make. That
is not rhe point. !7e are asking simply to be recon-
sulted. I do nor think the Commissioner addressed
himself to the problem.
Mr Rothley (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, there is a
point I should like to make. You spoke about the needto recruit Spanish and Ponuguese officials, Mr
Andriessen, but what we are discussing here has
nothing ar all to do with that. The regulaiion on the
early rermination of service has nothing to do with the
matter of recruiting Spanish and Ponuguese officials,
1nd w9 have no objection ar all to that regulation.
Spanish and Ponuguese officials can be recruiied from
next year in accordance with the regulation. But here
we are discussing the rermination of sewice of offi-
cials.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) On a point of order, Mr presi-
dent. This is a fascinating debate which is sraning up,
and I am happy because I think it can influencJ rhe
way we vote and because it is an imponant matter.
However, I should like the Commirtee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions m be asked whether ir is in
order to have discussion between the Commission and
Members during a topical and urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I agree with you entirely. But since we
have. said one thing we should perhaps give the Com-
mrssioner an opportunity to say another, if he so
wishes.
Mr Andriessen, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) I shall of course comply with Parliament, but I
think rhere are rs/o misunderstandings I should like to
clear up. Firstly, ler me say rhat this resolution con-
tains two pans, one of which is fresh consulation with
Parliament and the other is a requesr for the Commis-
sion to withdraw the proposal. This was again made
quite clear by rhe aurhor of the morion foi a resolu-
tion. I confined my commenm ro what was asked of
the Commission 
- 
ro withdraw the proposal 
- 
and I
defended rhe Commission view that ii is not sensible to
doso...
(CryIro* Mr Prout: It is a misunderstanding!)
There is no misunderstanding about that; you can read
it in the last paragraph of the resolurion.
My second remark is the following. It is of course true
thar the regulation in question also has a structural sig-
nificance. I do not deny that. But it also really has io
do with the policy which the Commission.i.,r, no*
follow with a view to recruiting Ponuguese officials. I
mean by rhis that we urgenrly need thii regulation and
it is thus my view that it is not advisable io withdraw
the proposal ar this time.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
Meeting 
.of 
tbefinance flinisters in New yorh
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joint debate on three
motions for resolurions :
- 
morion for a resolution (Doc. 82-981lg5), tabled
by Mrs Tove Nielsen on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on monerary sabiliry;
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. BZ-989/95) by Mr
Bonaccini and others on the meeting of finance
ministers of cenain counrries in New York;
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- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1028185) by Mr
de la Maldne and others on the meeting of the five
ministers for finance in New York on 22 Septem-
ber.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, inter-
national monetary instability is a major reason why the
international economy is now under greater threat
than for many a year. This increasing protectionism
and the international debt crisis are factors.which all
contribute to reducing the potential for the growth we
need so badly in both the industrial and developing
countries.
The increasing recognition of the role of the ECU in
both inter-bank and commercial transactions demon-
strates that the European Monetary System ensures
monetary stabiliry and is hence an instrument that
contributes to the achievement of the common internal
market and European integration.
There is thus reason to retret that two Member States
still do not panicipate fully in the European Monerary
System. Here, the European Parliament should
strongly urge both countries 
- 
in panicular the
United Kingdom 
- 
to become full members of the
EMS without funher delay.
As regards the motion mbled by Mr Bonaccini and
others, I would say that the meetings recently held
between five industrial countries with a view to reduc-
ing the overvalued exchange rate of the dollar have
been extremely interesting. Notably because they
demonstrate that the American administration, per-
haps also forced by circumstances, now acknowledges
its responsibiliry for the unstable monetary situation of
recent years. This is an entirely different attitude from
that held by Mr de la Malcne and others, which is also
the reason why the Liberal Group cannot suppon their
motion for a resolution. However, we of course sup-
port our own motion together with the Bonaccini
resolution.
'!7e nevenheless consider that the European Commu-
nities should be represented at these meetings. Such
steps are extremely necessary in order to smbilize the
international monetary situation, and they cannot be
put into effect without the panicipation of the Com-
munity. !e19, the Commission should indicate what
concrete lnluauves rt rntends to take in this connec-
tion.
I will conclude by saying that it is essential that those
Member States that continue to maintain them should
lift monetary restrictions. Consequently, we in the Lib-
eral Group accept and give our full suppon to the
amendment tabled by the European Democratic
Group.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, on the
general subject of international monetary balance and
the role of the European Monetary System and of its
money 
- 
currently a 'basket of currencies' 
- 
the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is pre-
paring a resolution which, I believe, will be put before
the House in the November session or, perhaps, in the
December session.
The aim of the urgent resolution is, instead, more res-
tricted. I am mbling it on behalf of the entire com-
mittee on economic and monetary affairs 
- 
it is not
just a whim of mine. It relates to the meeting in New
York and to the irregular manner in which it was held
as well as to the fact that the European Community,
and in particular its Commission, have been pushed to
one side.
Now as far as the manner in which this meeting was
held and the results that it produced are concerned,
judgement still has rc be passed. Its importance was
stressed by all members of our committee, even
though it is generally felt that market reactions should
be studied in more depth.
I read only yesterday in various newspapers containing
afiicles on the subject of what can only be described as
doubtful prospects for the future. However, it is not
our job to predict the future and we should simply
direct our attention to what has happened and ask, as
we are asking here and now, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, that the
Commission give us its assessment of this event and
rcll us what steps it intends to take in the immediate
future in this matter.
Mr de la Maline (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, our motion for a resolution should
be seen both as a warning and as an expression of con-
cern.
'!U7'e are, of course, nor opposed m the idea of a low
dollar. \fle would simply like to point out that should
the dollar fall significantly we would then have very
low rates and this, I should remind you, has given rise
to concern in this House. Feelings should not be given
free rein and this is what our resolution is aiming at.
Nor have we ever opposed the idea of joint discussions
of the world's monetary problems 
- 
far from it! On
the contrary, we have always stressed the great
imponance we attach to all effons to achieve mone-
tary smbility.
Having stated that we were not against the fall of the
dollar and that we favoured monetary agreement, we
cannot but express our concern regarding the meeting
of the Five in New York.
\[e firmly believe in the effons of the European
Monetary System but realize that it is still in its
infancy, is incomplete and fragile. Incomplete because
a number of currencies are not included and fragile
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because ir is something requiring consranr care and
attentlon.
Of course we would like to see rhe ECU extended but
because we believe in the European Monemry System,
and because we wish to see ir stronger we are keen to
defend its principles. \7hen the European Monetary
System-was launched ir was agreed that rhe develop-
ment of exchange rates ois-ti-oi.r the dollar and the yin
were to be discussed within the sysrem and not outside
it.
Inside the sysrem means that the Europeans agreejointly on a position to adopt with regard to the domi-
nant currency, rhe dollar and also the yen.
However, this is not what we have been seeing. Vhat
we have seen is that a number of countries gatliered in
New York, that the Community was nor there, that
there had been no preliminary meeting of other mem-
bers of rhe European Monerary Sysrem and that con-
sequently insread of joinrly discussing the problems of
exchange rates rhey were discussed in some son of
connection wirh the dollar and this, we feel, was the
wrong approach.
'Ve feel there must be joint discussions, first of all with
the Communiry then once a common posirion has
been adopted the discussion will of course include the
dollar and the yen. \7hat happened was exacrly the
opposite and this is what our morion for a resolution is
designed to demonstrare. '!7e believe in the EMS but
we think that if dollar exchange rares are to be dis-
cussed rhe EMS unfonunately will not develop as ir
should.
Mr Vsser (S). 
- 
(NL) Concerning the meeting of
five leading Vestern industrial nations on 22 Seprcm-
ber in New York, I and my Group have somewhat
ambivalent feelings as regards both the resulm and the
procedure that was followed.
First the resulrs. Both as the Community and indivi-
dual countries, we have consistently iriricized the
monetary and financial policy of the United States.
You are aware of its characteristics: an unsrable dollar,
high budget deficits, flight of capital to the United
States, high inrcrest rates, effects of rhe debt problem
on developing countries and the rise of protectionism.
However, there were also a number of associated
advantages, such as our high exports, increased
employment and high economic growth. Nevertheless,
we have consistently agreed that rhe drawbacks of the
unstable dollar are grearer than the benefits. Conse-
quendy, we are also in agreemenr with what was
decided ar the New York summir.
'!7onh noting is the facr that the United States has for
the first time in recenr years been prepared to discuss
its own economic and financial siruation, which is in
itself a gratifying stare of affairs. It is not enough,
however. Ve must face up ro the consequences of the
decisions taken, and this requires a number of mea-
sures to be introduced in the Community. \7e will be
forced to rely less on growrh arising from develop-
ments in rhe United States and will need to boosr our
economic growth ourselves. This requires a package of
stimulatory measures. Impons to the Community are
likely rc rise, while our exporrs will fall. This will'have
an impact on employment, which remains our upper-
most priority. Consequenrly, the Community needs to
mke action ro offset this. In rwo monrhs' rime in Nov-
ember, we will be discussing this question ar our
annual debate on the economic situarion, so I do not
want to say too much abour it, but we should not con-
tent ourselves wirh fine words or intentions. The deci-
sions taken in New York will need to be put into
effect. Ve have heard many fine promises in the past.
'We therefore need to follow developmenr closely. Ve
realize that actual results will nor become fully appar-
ent for perhaps one to one and a half years. \fli also
note that the pressure for protectionist measures in the
United States continues to be srrong. If no results are
fonhcoming, such as a lower dollar, lower interesr
rates, stable exchange rates and a halt to our capital
exports, we as rhe European Community will then
have to consider raking additional steps ro ensure rhar
our economic situation and our exchange rates are less
dependent on rhose of rhe United Srates. This requires
greater mone[ary and economic unity. I would rhere-
fore like to hear the Commission's opinion on this
point.
Now, as regards the procedure, Mr President, that
was nor so nice. Five countries, including three Com-
munity members, were ar the meeting. The decisions
taken have considerable consequences for the orher
Member Srates. They also have considerable consequ-
ences for our own monera{F situation, the EMS and
the ECU. 'Ve, as the Community, should therefore
have been involved. Unfonunately this did not hap-
pen, in contrast with the earlier meeting in Bonn. This
is very much to be regretted. '!7e therefore fully sup-
pon the views expressed recently on this point 6y M,
Delors. Ve have rherefore addressed a numbir of
questions to the Commission and are looking forward
to hearing its answers today.
The questions are as follows: what effecr will the New
York decisions have on rhe position and developmenr
of the EMS and the ECU? Vhat are the consequences
for those Member States that were nor invohed in the
New York consulrarions? Vhat were the precise com-
mirmenrs made in New York? Vhat are the economic
consequences for the Community? How can these be
handled?'!fl'hat concrere srcps is the Commission con-
sidering? !(i'hat concrere acrion will the Commission
uke? I look forward to rhe Commission,s reply wirh
great interest
'!7e 
are fully in atreemenr with the resolutions rabled
by Mrs Nielsen and Mr Bonaccini, though not with
Mr de la Maline's resolution.
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Mr von Bismarck (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, I would like to add some more ser-
ious and very much more critical remarks. Mr Bonac-
cini expressed himself very elegantly in his question to
the Commission and in his criticism of the Council.
But what is in fact happening is that we are forced to
snnd by while the Commission, which we had con-
firmed in office and which only we can dismiss, has
been pushed aside by the Council. The Council will be
going to New York with a few ministers 
- 
not as an
institution, though they will really be representing the
Council. It will be discussing the crucial issue of Euro-
pean currency, a question we are wrestling with here,
and will be leaving the Commission at home. This is
scandalous when we consider the tasks which the
Commission has to carry out in Europe, Parliament
must give the Commission its suppon and remind the
Council clearly of its responsibilities. I call on the
Council representative 
- 
who will hear that all the
groups have supponed the motion for a resoludon by
Mr Bonaccini 
- 
to rcll the Council that the situation
is becoming very dangerous. People must be able to
believe that the EMS will benefit Europe. \7e know
this to be rue. But how can rhey believe it if the
Council does not let the Commission join in? The
national finance ministers will not be speaking on
behalf of the Council or the Commission or 
- 
worse
still 
- 
with the authority of Parliament. This is a mat-
ter which v/e are discussing for reasons connected with
economics, integration and the common market, but
we have to admit that this is deliberate. In Seoul the
Commission's status was also very low 
- 
that of
observer at a plenary meeting 
- 
and it was not
allowed to have a say in the proceedings, as it had
requested. That was deliberate policy. Europe is con-
stantly being let down by the Council and it is losing
its authoriry and credibility throughout the Com-
munity.
If we want more than is in the Treaty, how are people
to know what to say to rheir Members in this House?
The Council is belittling Europe, and we are expected
ro support it. How can we suppon the principle, nego-
tiated in Milan and now again under discussion, that
each Member State's sovereignty should be transferred
to the Commission, if the Council publicly belittles
European authority? This is indeed a very serious mat-
ter.
In a few years' time, when we again face elections, we
shall see how Europe's authority has been devalued by
rhe Council. And no one will be held responsible! \flill
it be the Council, the Councils, or small groups within
the Council? No! This is a matter of responsibilities,
and I would ask you all to take it very seriously.
It was my generation's experience in a large country
after the First !7orld 'S7ar that responsibilities were
always passed on to others, so that in the end no one
was responsible. Make no mistake, people already
have a deep-seated mistrust of Europe! If the Council
does not change this, if the Commission does not lend
its support and the Commission President does not
take up his rightful place, then we are all to blame. I
warn you not to treat this matter lightly. This motion
for a resolution is very high-sounding, an impression
which is completely belied by its content and methods
- 
it is a denial of the Commission which we must
most firmly oppose.
Mr Cassidy (ED).- Mr President, I rise to speak on
the motion standing in the name of Mrs Tove Nielsen
on monetary stability and, in particular, in support of
the amendment put forward by my group.
As many Members of this House will be aware, the
European Democratic Group is firmly in favour of the
pound sterling becoming a full member of the Euro-
pean Monetary System by associating itself with the
exchange-rare mechanism. In this respect we like to
think thar we are a little in advance of our own
government. Our Prime Minister has repeatedly said,
and indeed it was repeated yesterday by our Chancel-
lor of the Exchequer at the Conservative Pany Con-
ference in Blackpool, that the United Kingdom
Government has no objeccion in principle to sterling
belonging ro the exchange-rate mechanism 'when the
time is ripe'. The European Democratic Group's view
is thar the time is ripe, and indeed has been so for
some time.
However, the absence of sterling and the Greek
drachma from the EMS is not the only factor of which
we need to take account. 'S7e need to take account for
example 
- 
and this is the purpose of our amendment
- 
of the continued maintenance by cenain Member
States, notably France, Italy and Belgium, of exchange
controls. The European Democratic Group's view is
that exchange controls have no place in a European
monetary system. In my country we do not have
exchange controls. The Federal Republic of Germany
does not have exchange controls. It is intolerable that
other countries continue to maintain exchange con-
trols within the EMS. There might be an argument for
those countries abolishing their controls within the
EMS and, if they wish, maintaining them solely with
regard to uansactions with countries ourcide the Euro-
pean Community. There might be some sense or logic
in that. But within the EMS there is not.
Another factor which needs to be taken into account
and is drawn attention to in our amendment is the fact
that one particular Member State still forbids the use
of the EMS. The Federal Republic of Germany still
refuses to permit the use of the ECU for private pur-
poses. Many German Members of this House are
unhappy about that, and that is why we hope to have
their suppon for our amendment when the vote is
nken at rhe end of this debate.
Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NZ) Mr President, there is no disagreement between
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Parliament and the Commission on rhe desirability of
srrengthening and extending the EMS and the desira-
bility of achieving much closer monerary and political
integration within the Community. The fact thar this
has not ye[ come about is panly rhe cause of the evenm
discussed here today.
In fact, it should be unthinkable for global monerary
questions to be discussed without the direct panicipa-
tion of the world's mosr imponant rading bloc.
(Applause)
I therefore agree with all rhose who have said that,
both procedurally and as a marrer of principle, it is
simply not on for a gro.up of, u-ndeniably, extremely
imponant countries to discuss affairs that concern us
all. I have no hesitation in endorsing most emphari-
cally, on behalf of the Commission, Parliament's criri-
cism of the course of events.
Fonunately, Mr President, there are a number of
international bodies that discuss monelary, economic
and commercial affairs in which rhe Community ls
represented. I shan't name rhem all. You are familiar
with them: GATT, OECD, Unctad, Group of Ten,
etc., bu[ the Group of Five does not formally exist as
such, and that is the reason why rhe Community as
such does not and cannor have any say in whar hap-
pens in this group.
I do not really see what else we can do to change this
situation other rhan to insist on the imponance of
Community participation. \7har has been said here is
completely correc[. In the Group of Five, the three
Community countries presen[ do not speak on behalf
of the Community bur on behalf of themselves, since
they are in facr invited individually and nor on behalf
of the Community. That is the reality of rhe situation.
This does not mean that what happened at these ralks
cannot in itself have a posidve impact on rhe world
economy and also the economic development of the
Community. I believe, as has indeed been rightly
noted in this debate, that we should also look at rhe
positive side.
Clearly, rhe fact that two major currencies in the EMS
are directly affected by the activiries of the Group of
Five has repercussions for rhe Community. I do nor
rhink thar we can say rhar the interesrs of rhe Com-
munity as such have been or will be neglecred here.
Recently, Parliament and the Commission have
repeatedly and forcefully argued that rhe world needs
more realisric exchange rates and thar a precondition
for this is a realignment of the dollar. Such a realign-
ment would in itself, I think, be a developmenr rhar
could be regarded as posirive, alrhough 
- 
and here I
agree wirh Mr Visser 
- 
it would of course also have
negative consequences for rhe world economy and
also the economic situation in Europe.
Evidently, if the Americans correct the dollar rate and
hence improve their expon prospecm, this will perhaps
reduce or ar any rate affect the expon prospects of the
Community and other counrries. It is thus clear that
there may be negative long-term consequences for
economic growth in the Community and orher
regions. Now, I have been asked to ser our in detail
already at this stage what all these consequences will
be!
In the first place, I rhink rhat an answer ro this ques-
tion would go beyond the scope of this urgent debare.
I have undersmod from Mr Bonaccini rhat we are rc
hold a fundamental debare in the very near future here
in the European Parliamenr on monerary policy and in
panicular the EMS. I think that would be the appro-
priate time ro answer the questions rightly asked by
the honourable Member.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, speakers here have 
".gu.dforcefully for greater Communiry involvemeni in
world monetary affairs. In panicular, Mr Bismarck has
strongly emphasized rhat rhe Commission should play
its part with the supporr of Parliament. I am grareful
for this backing for the Commission. I believe that
here as in numerous other areas Parliament and the
Commission are allies in the endeavour ro bring about
improvements.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted resolutions Doc. 82-981/85 and
Doc. 82-989/85 and rejected motion for a resolution
Doc. 82-1028/85 by successioe ztotes)
In t e rgoo e mmen t a I c o nfe re nce
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the debate on rhe
- 
motion for a resoludon (Doc. 82-1004/85), ubled
by Mr Herman and orhers on behalf of rhe Group
of the European People's Pany, on the Intergov-
ernmental Conference.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the 180 co-signatories and of
the almost unanimous House which voted yesrerday
on the motion for an urgent resolurion on ihe inre.-
governmenral conference I should like to remind you
of the full implications of this resoludon.
The European Parliament has been trying to become
involved in the work of the conference for some consi-
derable time. The conference itself has in fact already
made provision for Parliament's involvement and this
in principle is a cause for some satisfaction. Our presi-
dent has already expressed our collecive appreciadon.
\7e will have an opportunity in the following debate ro
return to this point.
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I et us not be naive, however, for we must ensure that
this Parliament's involvement has a real pan to play in
the decision-making process before the decisions are
taken and not after. The political control exercised by
a Parliament worthy of the name should never be
applied retroactively in all cases. In these affairs
where, gathered around Altiero Spinelli, this Parlia-
ment was and still is the only one at the root of the
process of aggiomamento or of bringing matters up to
date, our role as catalyst is primarily preventive by
nature and should be exercised from stan to finish.
'In season, out of season', as St. Paul once said.
(Laaghter)
'\7hile on this subject I should like also to thank the
Commission which, up to the presenl moment, has
been alone in making constructive proposals. Ve have
just received an imponant document setting out the
Commission's views on the role of this Parliament.
Since the Commission is unfonunately restricted with
regard to its proposals and since it is endeavouring to
esmblish a concensus, it is only fair and normal that it
should be tempted to submit a proposal for comprom-
ise berween the positions of the Member States.
This is why we regret so much that Member States
which claim to be most in favour of the building
Europe have hitherto been so cautious and reticent in
making proposals based either on the findings of the
Dooge committee or on the Parliament's draft. $7'e
deplore. this. And it is for this reason that before it is
too late we are urgently calling upon these govern-
menrs to show courage and boldness and practise what
they preach.
Parliament should not miss a chance, however small,
to push national governments in the direction of Euro-
pean union. It is beuer to shut the stable door before
the horse bolm.
(Applause)
Mr Sutra de Germa (S).- (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, my Group will suppon Mr Herman's
resolution. Yesterday he queried the appropriateness
of having an urgent debarc today since we would have
a major debate on this subject during the next session.
In keeping with what we said yesterday, we approve
the substance of the motion and consequently are giv-
ing it our support today.
'Sfl.e are similarly supponing Mr Lomas' amendment
No 5 which is nothing more than an addition. On the
other hand, we do not suppon and we will vote
against amendments Nos 1, 2, 3 and 4, which bring
institutional action into conflict with what is generally
known as firm action.
This flies in the face of the statement issued last April
by our union of socialist panies of the European Com-
munity which said that European socialism have
always shown that they are not opposed to the essence
of European union and the common policies which
will be invohed when more democratic and more effi-
cient institutions are established. For us these two
changes must go hand in hand and consequently Mr
Lomas' amendment No I which opposes them cannot
enjoy our support.
As I said before, we shall support Mr Herman's
amendment to his own resolution and, dare I say it?,
not before time, Mr Herman. Considering what a
well-informed person you are, we were not expecting
you to produce a motion for a resolution in the form
of a text which confuses Coreper with the Dondelin-
ger Committee. However, we know that it was not an
innocent mistake and that there are people who do not
want it made public that it is Coreper which is behind
the committee. \7e shall accept the first text with all
due care and with it the amendment, as this is indis-
pensable.
However, Mr Herman, I must direct a word of criti-
cism to you and your co-signatories for I cannot but
wonder whether the PPE Group, the Christian Demo-
crats, are burning rcday what they worshipped yester-
day? Has the draft disappeared? Not a word of men-
rion wherher it still exists. I would point out rhat at the
Milan summit the Heads of State or Government in
launching an intergovernmental conference made
reference to the Parliament's draft, but did so no
doubt in terms which we all considered inadequate. It
did not form the basis of the work but was nevenhe-
less welcomed. I would add that the Luxembourg
Presidency did likewise but it did at least make a spe-
cific reference to the Parliament draft which was pre-
sented by our friend Altiero Spinelli as rapponeur.
However, in the presence of such a long, detailed, pre-
cise and meticulous motion for a resolution as that of
the Christian Democrat Group, which makes not even
one reference to a draft issued by the European Parlia-
menr, I can but wonder whether this is a top class
funeral. In any case not even one flower, and the least
that could be said is that you have not exactly buried it
with an avalanche of flowers! Allow me to digress at
this point to consider the atdtude of the French social-
isrs. At that time we voted for the Spinelli repon
expressing reservations which concerned much more
the form than the content. '$/e were dismayed by the
legal form chosen for a motion for a resolution from a
committee which was presented entirely as purely and
simply a draft treaty on the lines of a constitution.
Today I think we are thinking more clearly. \fle feel
that this drafr, which is not a take-it-or-leave-it issue,
cannot be the basis for the work of the intergovern-
mental conference. But what did we have to listen to
when we voted against it! Basically it contains some
elemenrc which are extremely important in our opi-
nion. It is thus no basis for the work of the conference,
either in its entirety or in pan.
Is it not too early, however, to return now to the pat-
tern laid down by the conference itself without having
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a shot or two of ammunirion in reserve? The only rcxr
available 
- 
and in this motion you refer to the drafts
of the Member Starcs 
- 
is that submitted by rhe Fed-
eral Republic and that draft has disastrous implications
for the powers of the European Parliamenr, iet us not
forget that. Mr Herman has just said on this very point
that the Commission draft is clearly not quite so bad
with regard to rhe European Parliamenr but unfonun-
ately it reflects exacdy the same unacceptable argu-
ment as the draft from the Federal Republic of Ger-
many.
Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, ler us re-establish
our priorities. Let us state clearly what the European
Parliament thinks and wants and ler us establish as
much in the major debate of the coming session. I have
no wish ro look too far ahead and shall srcp at this
point, Mr President, bur in nctical terms I feel it
would be a mistake to. . .
(The President ashed the speaher to conclude)
One last comment, Mr President, to close. Let us not
be too hasty in burying that which the Parliament imelf
has produced. Let us keep some ammunition in
reserve, ar leasr actically, because difficult days are
ahead between now and rhe Luxembourg summir in
December.
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- Mr President, I would
like simply [o commenr briefly on Mr Lomas' amend-
menr. He says rhar the governmenr should consider
how they can help ro solve rhe problems of mass
unemploymenr and poveny in the Community. The
governments have considered that. They have propo-
sals which were agreed at the Milan Summit for rhe
removal of all barriers ro rade which exisr ar the
moment between willing buyers and willing sellers in
rhe Community. It is rhe view rhat that is the best way
of getdng people back ro work, that if we increase
rade within this enormous bloc of 320 million people
we will get far more people back to work rhan if we
try m do it through deficit spending, which, I think, is
the Labour group's poinr of view.
Now there is no alternative proposition from the left
to replace rhar. So there is a proposition, it is a serious
proposition, and there is no alternative ar the moment
to it. None thar can be produced in time and rhis is
desperately urgenr. I endrely agree with Mr Lomas on
that.
Secondly, he says rhat institurional matrers are of no
benefit to the people of the Communiry. The fact is
that we have gor ro have a hard institutional frame-
work if we are to remove those barriers. You cannot
remove those barriers, without a change in the institu-
tional framework, particularly in Anicle 100. Thar is
the view of the Commission. It is certainly my view. If
Mr Lomas has a differenr view, he might let us know
what it is. Every time the Labour group ger up to make
a point of order they are relying on an institutional
framework. Every dme they call on the Council to do
something, rhey are relying on an institutional frame-
work. Every time they wanr acrion they are relying on
an institutional framework. The institutional frame-
work is inadequate for the action that we need to get
13 million people back to work. It is no good relying
on gentlemen's agreemen$. I am sure Mr Lomas is a
gentleman and we can rely on gentlemen's agreemenm
from him and he no doubt from us, but the fact is that
if you have 12 governments arguing with one anorher
in a council, you ought not to have to rely on genrle-
men's agreements. You ought to rely on the law, and
the law ought to be rhere to make sure we ger our
13 million people back ro work.
(Applaase from tbe right)
Mr Romeo (L). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the news thar
we are receiving from the intergovernmenal confer-
ence is vindicadng the concern and disconrent of those
who strove ro organize the conference. The topics
which have so far been proposed are really considira-
bly scaled down compared with the ambirions of an
international eveqt which was ro mckle the basic prob-
lems of the Communiry. Ve know thar even on the
basis of rhese scaled-down proposals there is within
rhe conference major disagreemenr which is serving as
a pretexr for rhe lack of progress. In the light of this
there is a case for recalling the draft approved by this
Parliament which provides for the creation of a Euro-
pean union to which governmenrs cannor react by pro-
posing an agenda such as rhat which we have seen
discussed at rhe conference.
It must also be said char the call to rhe Commission in
Mr Herman's motion is justified because rhe Commis-
sion's own proposals appear totally insufficienr, ar
least so far, in view of the scale of rhe question which
is for discussion. The ourcome of an intergovernmen-
tal conference lasting several monrhs cannot be simply
to produce a few improvements ro the Commission;s
powers of managemenr while the Council conrinues ro
keep hold of the policy decision-making power as in
the pasr.
Basic issues on which Parliament really cannor and
mus[ nor give way are rhose ar leasr which led to the
improvemenr of the decision-making process and,
second, Parliament's own powers for we canno[ con-
tinue to exercise powers which are mainly consularive
and only in a few very limited cases real decision-mak-
ing powers. Consequently, our view is that Mr Her-
man's motion be given srrong supporr and we feel rhat
this is also rhe besr way for ackling the real problems
such as the employment ro which Mr Lomas referred
bec.ause only more effecrive acrion by the Community
will allow us ro face rhese problems in a more activl
and more effecdve manner than that displayed by the
EOvernments.
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Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the
Danish People's Movement against the EC intends to
vote against this incerference by Parliament in the
intergovernmental conference. As I have poinrcd out
on earlier occasions, Parliament has no competence
whatever in this field. Paragraph I of the motion calls
on the Member States to respect the commitments
they entered into when agreeing to take part in the
intergovernmental conference. I would like to emphas-
ize that the Danish Government has not entered into
any commitment whatsoever to take pan in this con-
ference. It has decided rc take part even though the
agreement was rushed through with three countries,
including my own, voting against holding the confer-
ence. If the Danish government has entered into any
commitment at all, it is to respect the decisions of the
Danish people 
- 
namely to maintain the right of veto
and not to amper with the disribudon of power
between the institutions of the Community.
It is in that light that I wish rc declare our intention of
voting for the first four, and incidentally very sensible,
amendments tabled by Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas (S).'- Mr President, I am opposed to this
motion because of the whole tenor of the thing. It
endorses, indeed insists, that the intergovernmental
conference should yet again be discussing these insti-
tudonal matters and so-called European Union instead
of getting down to the real problems facing the Com-
munity, namely, mass unemployment and poverty.
Now, I understand those who want European Union.
I understand those who want unity in Europe. I want
uniry amongst the peoples of Europe, but I certainly
do not want this kind of European union which, first
of all, is not European as it is so arrogantly and impu-
dently described, since two-rhirds of the countries of
Europe will not be affected by it, and it is cenainly not
a union for the working people of Europe. It is in fact
a union, a paradise indeed, for the multinationals, for
the financial spivs who will be free to move their capi-
tal and their goods anywhere in Europe wherever it
will bring the highest profit, never mind whether it
meets any social need. It is a chaner for the continua-
tion of the exploitation of working people in Europe.
Mr President, there is mass unemployment. It is grow-
ing daily. In the United Kingdom we have again just
had a dramatic increase in the number of people out of
work. In the common market as a whole it is now at
least 15 million, and we all know that with those not
registered it is probably nearer 20 million. 40 million
people in this Community are now living in poveny
after 30 years of a Community with institutions that
has rctally failed to do anything on behalf of the
working people of Europe. This intergovernmental
conference ought to be dealing with those problems.
Let us have less of the Euro-drivel and let us havg
some action at last on behalf of the workers of
Europe.
(Applause ftom tbe lefi)
Mr Cheysson , Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, as a number of speakers have already
pointed out, the major debate on this topic will be held
during the next Parliamentary session. The President
of the Commission will of course then present a
detailed accoun[ of the positions adopted, any concern
we may feel and the ambitions we harbour.
In this preliminary debate, if I may call it thaq I shall,
with your permission, make a few remarks here and
now. One comment would have concerned the pream-
ble had not Mr Herman's amendment corrected the
couple of errors that had found their way into the text
and which moreover relarcd only to the name of the
committee responsible for preparing the intergovern-
mental conference.
One paragraph of the resolution tabled by Mr Her-
man and his friends does in conuast merit comment by
us for we are amazed that the Commission proposals
have been denounced as being only short-term. This is
anything but the case, Mr President. It has already
been said that the Commission has hitherto been alone
in submitting overall proposals and these are all
medium and long-term measures, in other words
geared to the future which we want 
- 
European
union. The indivisibiliry of the treaties and institutions
features strongly in the Commission document. 'Stre
have already stated how litde we support the idea of
sewing up a political secrenriat and having a seParate
treaty to cover this field.
The Commission's documents relate to what we call
the four pillars of Community integration: the internal
markets to be created by 1992 and the associated insti-
tutional measures; technological development by
intra-Community cooperadon using the institutions
wherever possible and desirable; enhanced cohesion
between the counries of the Community and this
implies coordinating the various policies ro which we
are attached; and lastly as we have already announced,
a founh important document that would relate to
monetary ac$.
Four documents which, I repeat, are medium and
long-term documents.
I would add that a final document 
- 
and just a shon
while ago one of the speakers, Mr Herman himself,
was kind enough rc acknowledge that the Commis-
sion's proposals were significant 
- 
was submitted on
Monday, 7 October, in other words three days ago,
and relates to the powers of the Parliament. I would
call upon Members of Parliament to examine it very
carefully and Mr Delors will later explain the underly-
ing philosophy. But may I remind you thar, as of now,
the Commission proposals provide for four baskets as
this now seems to be the generally accepted term.
The first basket recommends mandatory consulmtion
of Parliament on all the legislative clauses of the
Treaty and the second, more importantly, relates to
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the establishment of the consultation currently allowed
for on pragmatic grounds formally in the Treaty and
extend it to other major fields. The third basket, which
we shall call the cooperation basket, assigns to parlia-
ment a major role because Parliament's approval will
be essential in the transition from atreemenr by unani-
mous voting ro agreemen[ by qualified majority vot-
ing.-You will appreciate the implication of this propo-
sal for a number of subjects to which we attach maxi-
mum importance, for example the inrcrnal marker.
Finally one basket will cover those articles where
co-decision making is called for, in other words where
the opinion of Parliament must be consistent with
whatever is decided by the Community.
These are the four baskets 
- 
an arrangemenr which
srentthens in a unique manner rhe powers of the
European Parliament and the Commission is rotally
convinced that such a srep is necessary.
May I repeat, Mr Presidenq thar all of these measures
are medium and long-term measures. More precise
details and the underlying philosophy of these p.opo-
sals.will be set out by Mr Delors at the fonhcomlng
sesslon.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
( Parliamen t adopte d the re so lu tion )
Lebanon
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on rhree
motions for resolurions on Lebanon:
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. B2-992/85), tabled
by Mr d'Ormesson and others on behalf of the
Group of the European Right, on the siruarion in
Lebanon;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-lOl l/85), tabled
by Mr Nordmann on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the murder of hosrages in
Lebanon;
- 
morion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1025l85), tabled
by Mr Guermeur on behalf of the Group of the
European Democratic Alliance, on the situation of
the Chrisdans in Lebanon.
Mr Almirante (DR). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the docu-
mgnt in suppon of which ir is my honour to speak and
which bears as first that prestigious signatuie of Mr
d'Ormesson, is self-explanatory or, more accurately,
has been explained dramadcally by events orr.. rh.
past few days.
In our document there are extremely bitter while at
the same time extremely courageous references to the
pusillanimiry of the Vest. The word is doubtless a
strong one and it is so bitrer primarily because the
'$7est in terms of civilization as well as in terms of
moral and political responsibility is represented by all
of us. How is it possible not to speak of pusillanimity if
the \7est is unable to take the initiative to safeguard its
own human values, to safeguard christian values, and
if rhe Vest pretends nor ro norice that in the easrern
Mediterranean, nor roo far from the coasts of Europe,
a situation has arisen which can truly be called Cuban
although it is much more serious than the risk consti-
tured by the presence of a Soviet Cuba on the doorsrep
of the Unircd States.
One reason is that in our case there are ryo Fidel Cas-
tros whose names are those of the two most dangerous
criminals and terrorist leaders in the world today. I am
referring to the thug Ghaddafi and the thug Arafat
and all rheir hooligan following who, as seems to have
happened in the hijacking of the Italian cruise liner
Achille Lauro, ere outside rhe control or pretend ro be
outside the control of their leaders, sowing the seeds
of terror everywhere and making a laughin[ stock of a
Europe which does not exist and of a European Com-
muniry that does not exist.
Our motion relares in parricular to rhe Lebanon and
the Christians in the Lebanon, those Christians who
for years have day after day been experiencing the fate
of Christ and of a Christ who cannot rise again from
death and who cannor ascend from the cross inro
Heaven because those who should be their apostles
and prophets have fallen asleep or, what is worie, and
this is the case with the Foreign Minister of my own
country negodating with these advocates of
evil.
Given the essendally Christian informative spirit of
our resolution I have no difficulties in stating our will-
ingness to vote in favour of the two orher resolutions
- 
the Nordmann resolurion and the Guermeur reso-
lution even if they are less clear and less drastically
worded than ours. The Chrisdan cause in the Lebanon
is too imponant !o accommodate factional dissension
or self-centred panisan propaganda. There can be no
libeny withour courage as our Presiden[ Mr Le pen
recenrly smted and the Christian cause, [he cause of
the Christian Lebanon, calls for courage and uniry of
intent from us all.
Mr Deniau (L).- (FR) Mr President, I would like ro
pr€sent the motion for a resolution drawn up on the
basis of an amendment tabled 
.iointly by Mr Nord-
mann and Mr Guermeur on behalf of the Group of the
European Democraric Alliance and of my own group.
This. House has-very often had occasion ro express
condemnation of events in Lebanon, and condemna-
tion has been often necessary and somerimes useful. I
believe that condemnation is no longer appropriate 
-saving lives is what marrers now. '!7e havj already
often discussed the horrors of the siruarion there.
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Unfortunatel)r, there are so many people responsible
on so many different levels that it is not always easy ro
establish who is really behind the massacres 
- 
only
those who actually carry rhem our can be identified. I
should mention at least one of the people responsible
- 
Mr \7alid Jumblatt, Vice-President of the Socialist
International: all the reporrs indicate that he has
ordered the massacre of nearly 3 000 Chrisrian civili-
ans.
I myself heard him say on French television that the
'Christians must be killed'.
Condemnation is appropriate under these circum-
stances, Mr President, but we also need to save lives.
There are French and American hostages. I have a list
of the hostages and of the large number of prominent
Israelis in Lebanon who have been kidnapped, some a
very long time ago, and of whom we have since heard
nothing.
Ve therefore have a job to do 
- 
and that is not just to
condemn but to take acdon to tri to save what can be
saved, which means the hostages and vinually the
endre Christian community, which is scamered,
hemmed in, slaughtered and forsaken. The Com-
munity has emergency procedures which should make
it possible to send food, medical supplies and other
forms of humanitarian aid very quickly, preferably
before winter, so that these people in their terrible
plight can be helped to survive.
Procedures exist, Mr President, and these should be
applied via the responsible non-government organiza-
rions to ensure rhar it is the victims who benefit. That
is the task which we should sel ourselves, and that is
the real emergency.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is to
Parliament's credit that it has given priority to this
debate on Lebanon, more particularly on the situation
of the religious communities being manyred for their
beliefs. I wish to express my thanks for this to the
group chairmen. It is sadly rc the discredit of our
nations, which have Brown up in a tradition of human-
ism, that they have shown complete indifference to a
small country which has a civilization going back as
long as our own.
It took the intervention of foreign political orgaoiza-
tions, military aggression, and terrorist attacks master-
minded from outside to devastate by war this country
which for centuries has been a model of religious and
cultural tolerance. The situation has now become
extremely serious. Every mission returning from Leba-
non brings reports of the most horrifying slaughrcr.
The villages in the Chouf region have been systemati-
cally obliterated: the churches, amont the oldest in the
world representing a heritage of inestimable value,
have been torn down. One panicular terrorist leader,
it seems, is building up a private collection of bells
which have chimed through the lives of Christian fam-
ilies for centuries.
Villagers who have been unable to flee have been bru-
tally slaughtered. \flords cannot describe the subtle
cruelties to which the civilian population has been sub-
jected.
True, the Christians are resisting bravely amid the
ruins and constant bombardments, but for how long?
Are we, Mr President, going to wait passively undl the
last Christian is killed in Lebanon before Europe
shakes off its spineless indifference and exens all its
influence to secure peace? Are we going to leave thou-
sands of refugees who are our brothers and are crying
to us in anguish without help, care, medical supplies,
housing and schools?
It is time the Council launched a peace initiative for
Lebanon and secured universal respect for the cultural
values and freedom of others. \fle urgently need to
send aid to those in distress, and it is vital that they
should receive this before winter 
- 
I am referring to
medical supplies, hospitals and shelrcr.
I hope that for once the governments of the Member
States will take account of the resolution adopted by
the elected representatives of the European people. It
is not our interests which are at stake today, Mr Presi-
dent. Neither is it a political squabble 
- 
it is a ques-
tion of honour!
(Applausefrom the centre and the rigbt)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr Baget Bozzo (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the
'Lebanon' problem is cultural and political rather than
humanitarian and I am amazed by the superficiality
with which it is discussed. First, the Lebanon was rav-
aged in the wake of the Israeli invasion and the bal-
ance in favour of the Christians which existed ar rhar
time was shifted by the Israeli invasion with responsi-
bility to some exrcnt being assigned to Bechir
Gemayel's Phalange. From that moment on the Leba-
non has never again experienced peace. It should be
remembered that in other situations lhe Christian
Lebanon has been saved by Syrian intervendon and I
am thinking of the tragic events of Tall el Zaatar.
Remember, [oo, [hat in the overall Lebanese and Syr-
ian problem complex Syria is in a very particular situa-
tion as it represents a heretical group within the Sun-
nite majority and for this reason is interested in a
multi-religion Lebanon so thar we have had the para-
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dox of Syria intervening repeatedly and sdll doing so
at the present time, in defence of Lebanese Christians.
Ve must also remember the dramatic splitting of the
I-ebanese Christians which also lay at rhe root of the
massacre of the Frangi€ family. The leader of the
Gemayel faction of the Lebanese militia is currently
netotiating with Frangi6, the very man whose family
was killed by rhe Christians, he himself being a Chris-
tian, and the basis of the negotiations is the agreement
with Syria.
'S7hen 
we discuss these problems rhere musr be grearer
knowledge and less superficiality. \7e should nor for-
get that we have divisions within the Community and
we should remember that it is true that the Druse were
responsible for the Chouf tragedy. \fle should also
remember that the Druse living in that pan of Pales-
tine which is now in Israel were supported in that plan
by the same Israelis who by moving out of Chouf
without informing their allies, the Christian militia, set
the stage for the atmck by the Druse militia. Conse-
quently it is an extremely serious, delicate and com-
plex area. Prejudice of any kind is harmful 
- 
pro-
Palestine prejudice, pro-Syria prejudice but also pro-
Israel prejudice, which is rhe commonest of all. This
Parliament can help rhe cause of Lebanon and, Mr
Almirante, the cause of peace in the Mediterranean by
refraining from draconian urrerances and judgements
and agreeing to judge rhese facts in their entirely and
not referring as thugs, before a knowledge of the fact,
to political subjects active in rhe area in question. Ir is
only by respecting words rhat I hope that one day the
respect for life may be possible.
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, for Europeans and 
- 
if I may say so 
-especially for Christians, the rragedy of Lebanon and
the inaction or powerlessness of Europe in the face of
this ragedy arouses feelings of grief, indignation and
even shame. S7e cannor remain indifferent to the fate
of that country, which has for centuries been closely
linked co democratic wesrern Europe.
It touches our heans to hear of the sorrows, sufferings
and despair of the Lebanese, both Chrisrian and Mos-
lem, who sdll hold rhe identity, freedom and unity of
Lebanon very dear and see that their cousin, Europe,
is doing nothing or can do nothing to save ir.
Everything is possible rcday in rhat unhappy counrry,
where conflicts of all kinds are increasing and all
grievances being avenged. The situation in Lebanon is
constantly explosive, and diplomats wearily complain
that Lebanon means trouble for all who set foot there.
Ve cannot resign ourselves to rhis siruation without
self-betrayal. Our problem is to work out a polirical
solution and rake polirical action going beyond an
expression of feelings and in addition to the emer-
Bency measures to which Mr Deniau has referred.
The evenm in Lebanon were largely caused by the fact
that the divisions were imported from outside. There
are two factors behind these splits 
- 
the persistence
and indeed, over the past few weeks, the hardening of
the Arab-Israeli conflict and the rise of Islamic funda-
mentalism. If we add to rhar the effects of the Palesti-
nian problem, which has still not been resolved, the
splits among the Palestinian groups and rhe .back-
ward-looking fanaticism of cenain pans of the Mos-
lem world, fonunately condemned by many Moslem
countries, and you have a conflagration which could
set the entire Middle East ablaze, even Nonh Africa
and pan of black Africa. Then rhere is Syria's desire
for domination: adopting a poliry of divide and rule,
Syria is trying to converr Lebanon inro a protectorate
of Damascus, in effect to annex Lebanon, which will
at the same time serve the interesm of the Soviet
Union. Such a policy 
- 
and I should warn you of this
danger 
- 
could lead to the establishmenr of a Soviet
base in the pon of Beirur.
The only way ro achieve a peaceful solution which
ensures that Lebanon survives as a multi-pany, demo-
cratic and independent state is by internadonal nego-
tiation 
- 
this would rackle a[ least one of the causes
of the lrbanese situation, the only one on which we
can take action. This would provide Lebanon with
internationally guaranteed neutraliry. That was why
we suggested that Parliament should issue a srarement
setting out a medium and long-term European policy
to smooth the path towards a negotiated solurion to
the Lebanese problem.
Recent events have sadly made this objective more
remote, but there is no alrernative to negotiarion. An
escalation of violence would create, just on our door-
steps, funher tension which would be extremely dan-
gerous and would have unforseeable consequences.
(Applausefrom the centre and tbe rigbt)
Mr Pan.6ll1 (NI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I think that
the reasonable kft, which I would like to be able to
support consistently, is unreasonable when it allows,
or even forces, other political groups ro monopolize
the taking of responsibilities while there are principles
and realities at stake which rhis reasonable Left
should, in its tolerance and unwillingness ro comprom-
ise, be the first to defend.
I shall be voting for the three motions for resolution,
and not only out of provocation. Indeed, these are the
only three motions which refer to our duty to inter-
vene. I do not share all the views expressed in them. I
feel it imponant to emphasize 
- 
and here I address
my friend BagetBozzo 
- 
that one false belief which
must be abandoned is that so die by Israeli, or
allegedly Israeli hands, without any proof of responsi-
bility, is to be murdered. Now rhat people are dying
daily under the yoke of Assad and his followers 
-throughout the Middle Easr, nor just in Lebanon 
-
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and they have killed more Syrians in one year rhan the
Israelis have in twenty, and now rhar more and more
civilians are being killed, not only Kurds but also
among the Druse communiry and other groups, how
many people have been killed by their leaders? Yes,
how many?
I do not accept this casuist game being played in the
Chouf region, where people are juggling with minor
ruths and untruths. Cenain accurare assertions may
diston the ruth, since if we only hear about pan of
the situation, we ignore the context. That is why, Mr
President, for the sake of the righr of rhe Lebanese
and Arabs and the rights which orher groups wish ro
uphold, troups which have the same rights as the
Christians and which also have reason ro quarrel with
their leaders, I shall be voting in favour of any inrer-
ventionist policy by Europe and the Communiry. I
want us to be present there. \fle shall perhaps make
mistakes in the beginning, but we shall be able to put
them right rhere and then. I say no to the Ponrius
Pilate approach 
- 
non-intervenrion would be worse
at this level 
- 
advocated by the progressive sectors of
this House.
(Applausefton tbe centre and the rigbt)
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, it is to Parliament's credit, as Mr Guermeur
said a moment ago, that it rerurns consrantly to the
subject under discussion rcday 
- 
rhe intolerable suf-
ferings of the Lebanese people, the despair which has
overtaken shis nation ravaged by civil war, occuparion,
oppression and division over rhe pasr ren years since
1975, when the civil war staned. Yes, it is to Parlia-
ment's credit that it repeatedly brings this subjecr up
and reminds Europe of its duty as a civilized and
humane society not to remain indifferent while its
neighbour and cultural ally is suffering.
In my present capaciry ic would be inappropriate for
me, Mr President, to adopr a stand on political state-
men$, !o react to parts of resolurions which call for
political inidatives, or to commenr on rhe idea 
-which I personally find very interesting 
- 
pur forward
just now by Mr Mallet regarding rhe possibility of
guaranteed neutrality for Lebanon as a means of res-
toring its unity.
I will say, however, that the Commission, which is rhe
Community's instrumenr and which is present in Bei-
rut and will of course remain there, has provided sub-
stantial aid since 1975. Over 50 million ECU has been
sent to Lebanon in rhe form of humanitarian aid
directly to the government and via non-governmenr
organizations, and the aid was intended for all rhe
Lebanese people withour exceprion. Mr President, I
cannot overemphasize the danger of making state-
ments which might be interpreted as drawing a disdnc-
tion between the sufferings of one group and those of
others, since in Lebanon people of every group,
whether Christians or Moslems, Arab or non-Arab
Lebanese, or foreigners living in that country, have at
some time or other been the victims of massacres,
murders, bombings and humiliation. !(e mu$ help
them all, since our policy is rc affirm Lebanon's unity
and irc sovereignty within its frontiers in the interesm
of the Lebanese people. Let us not help to sow discord
among them.
This year in panicular, Mr President, we have already
intervened several times as a result of the dercriorating
situation. In March, emerBency food aid in the form
of S 0OO ronnes of cereals, 1 000 ronnes of vegetables
and 500 tonnes of sutar wonh 2 million ECU were
dispatched. In late June and early July three operations
were launched, the first involving 70 tonnes of milk
wonh 70 000 ECU which were supplied through
non-government organizations, the second involving
2 000 tonnes of cereals and 300 ronnes of sugar wonh
352 000 ECU, and the third, launched around the
same time, involving 500 000 ECU in cash sent via the
International Committee of the Red Cross and the
UNR\rA.
In the same period the normal food aid programme
for Lebanon of course continued to operate. This year
I 720 000 ECU has been spent on 8 000 tonnes of
cereals and 500 tonnes of milk powder. This year, as
part of the humanitarian aid programme 
- 
and of
course I am not referring to the operation of the
Financial Protocol 
- 
2 650 000 ECU has been senr ro
Lebanon in the form of food aid or as funds for non-
government organizations and for a US organization
working for the people of Lebanon.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
By successioe ootes Parliament
- 
rejected motion for a resolr.ttion Doc. 82-992/8 5 ;
- 
adopted Amendment No 11 seehing to replace
motions for resolutions Doc. 82-101 1/85 and Doc,
82-102t/85)
Human ights
President. 
- 
The next ir.em is the joinr debate on four
motions for resolutions on human righm:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-999/85), tablgd
by Mr Langes and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on the abducrion
I Amendment No I tabled by:
Mr Coste-Floret on behal{ of the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance; Mr Habsburg on behalf of the
Gloup of the European People's Pany; Mr Prout on
behalf of the European Democraric Gr6up; Mr Donnez
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
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of Ines Duane Duran, daughter of the President
of El Salvador;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1003/85), tabled
by Mr Marck and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on cooperation
with the Gulf States and freedom of religion;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-1017 /85), tabled
by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialisr
Group, on the siruation of Pedro Fernandez Lem-
bach, detained in prison in Chile;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-1024/85/rev.),
mbled by Mr Boutos and Mr Mouchel on behalf
of the Group of the European Democratic Alli-
ance, on the CSCE and the freedom of the press.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Group
of the European People's Pany has tabled a morion
for a resolution on the abduction of the daughter of
the President of El Salvador, Ines Duarte Duran. Ve
call on the entire House to support it.
'!?'e are seeking this young woman's release. But we
also want to ensure that the peace process inidated in
El Salvador through the influence of, among others,
Napoleon Duarte, the Catholic Church and the gueril-
las, can be continued.
As we all know, President Duane has been going
through a difficult period. He knows that he is under
threat both from the right-wing death squads and
from the Communist guerillas. He was once held cap-
tive by the right wing and suffered violence at their
hands, and now he finds that the left-wing guerillas
have abducted his daughter and killed two men in the
Process.
Parliament has always regarded abduction as a crimi-
nal act, and for that reason we also supported the
motion for a resolution on the situation of the left-
wing rade unions in Chile. To be quite frank, I am
disappointed that the Socialists, who otherwise always
proclaim their concern for human rights, have had
nothing to say on this matter. I hope that the Socialist
International, using its special link with the FMLN
and operating via clandestine channels, will do what it
can. I hope it will act, but I am not sure whether it
will. I am disappointed that the Socialists have not
tabled a mo[ion for a resolution or any amendments.
I feel only contempt for the amendments tabled by the
Greens, especially for Amendment No 3. This implies,
in fact, that it is not the abductors who are ro blame,
but the person abducted. If this is the morality and
polidcal reason of this House 
- 
and thank Heaven
this view has been expressed by only a small group 
-then all I can say is that we had better say goodbye to
this Parliament's grand aims!
I call on you, therefore, to support our motion for a
resolution.
(Applause from the centre and tbe igbt)
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Next week negotiations
are due to start on an agreement berween the Euro-
pean Communides and the Gulf States. Although we
support such an agreement, we would nevenheless like
to draw the attention of both the Council and the
Commission to a fundamental aspect that has hitheno
been neglected by the Commission. This concerns the
religious freedom of employees of construction com-
panies and other firms temporarily or permanently sta-
tioned in the Gulf States. The number of adherents of
religions other than Islam is difficult rc esrimare.
There are probably between 400 000 and
500 000 catholics, largely from India and the Philip-
pines, working for foreign firms.
Until recently, the countries concerned, where Islam is
the state religion, provided cenain facilities. Religious
services were allowed on industrial sites, and Christian
children were not obliged to attend Koran instruction.
Under the influence of fundamentalist movemenr in
the Islamic world, these extremely limited facilities
have been withdrawn. Priests have been expelled from
the country or restricted in their activities, religious
services on industrial sites have been forbidden and
Christmas celebrations disrupted. The Christian reli-
gion has been attacked in the press, bibles and reli-
gious books have been removed from bookshops and
the import of such material prohibited or restricted. In
brief, religious worship has been made impossible, and
this at a time when a large mosque is being built in
Rome with the agreement of the Vatican and at a time
when all countries in the European Communities
unreservedly accord Islam equal trearmenr with the
religion of the majority of the population. !7e are nour
seeing an entirely opposite development in the Gulf
States. '$7e thus call on the Council and Commission
to incorporate a reciprocity principle in relations
between the Community and rhe Gulf States.
Freedom of religion and worship is a fundamental
human right. The negotiations on the agreement wirh
the Gulf States offer the best opponuniry ro pur rhis
into practice and protecr these foreign employees. !7e
should thus like to hear rhe Commission and in pani-
cular Mr Cheysson express themselves more clearly on
this point than has hitheno been the case.
I note that no amendmenrc have been abled to my
motion for resolution. I thus assume that Parliamenr
will adopt this resolution unanimously.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the motion for a resolution which I have
tabled together with rhree colleagues from the Social-
ist Group is quite explicir.
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The Chilean citizen Pedro Fernandez Lembach was
arrested on 8 May 1980 by the secret police. He was
subjected to brutal treatment which severely, and
apparently permanently, damaged his health, and it
was not until 1983 that he was sentenced on charges of
possessing and manufacturing explosives, although the
Chilean Commission on Human Rights considers the
charges rc be entirely without foundation. In Decem-
ber lggl the goreinment of the United Kingdom
offered him a visa and a residence permit for Great
Britain.
If Parliament votes for this resolution 
- 
and this is
our ardent desire 
- 
his defence request for the prison
sentence to be commuted to exile will have a much
grea[er chance of success. He could then leave Chile
instead of spending years and years in prison.
Mr Baudouin (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen,
I am speaking on behalf of my colleagues Mouchel
and Boutos, who tabled the motion for a resolution
concerning journalists' free movement and access to
certain documents, all in conjunction with the 10th
anniversary of the Helsinki Accords on Security and
Cooperation in Europe.
It should be pointed out that we, for our Part, do not
believe in denouncing the Helsinki Accords, but we
must always 
- 
whenever the occasion 21i5s5 
-demand their full application, in panicular of what is
known as the 'third basket', on which the Soviets took
a lot of persuading and accepted in the end, but which
they do not apply.
The fact is that journalists have been recently attacked
as irresponsible by representatives of the highest Soviet
authorities; this happened again recently in Paris,
when Mr Gorbachov made it quite clear that he would
not ailow cenain requests nor grant access to certain
documents, even going so far as to bang his fist on the
table, which is not in the current new style of the
Kremlin boss.
I believe we must undenake unremitting but patient
effons to make it clear that we want this third 'basket'
- 
which is written into the Helsinki Accords 
- 
to be
respected, in panicular as regards journalism, who
constitute the prime medium, the first channel of
information, which without any doubt makes for the
kind of freedom we here all respect and want to see
triumph.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would
like to take this opponunity to draw attention to the
work of the Flemish priest, Ghislain Peeters from
Haacht, who has been engaged in pastoral activities in
Chile for 12 years. At the moment, he is working
under Archbishop Fresno in La Legua in Santiago de
Chili. He is subjected almost constantly to all kinds of
harassment in the course of his evangelical work.
Recent attempts to stop him performing his pastoral
duties have been made in the form of death threats, to
be carried out on 12 October, his binhday. \7e should
like to ask Commissioner Cheysson to take immediate
action to save the life of this socially committed man,
and would like to ask everyone here in this House to
urge the government. of Mr Pinochet via his or her
own channels to protec him.
Mr Pordea (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the main
features of Communism are repression and disinfor-
mation. Communism manipulates people in order to
subjugate them, dehumanizing them and making them
conform in the process. Individuality goes against the
grain of the Communist system since it would foul up
the works.
Homo sooieticlJ mus[, therefore, be deprived of free-
dom of expression, and that is what happens. In this I
detect more than the dread common to all totalitarian
regimes, I see here the double certainty 
- 
carefully
disguised in the echelons of the central committees
and nomenhlaturas 
- 
consisting, on the one hand, of
the falsity of Marxist-Leninist dogmas' the cogwheel
workings of the Communist system and its objectives,
and, on the other hand, of the veracity of dissenting
opinions.
The Communists' violation of human rights and fun-
damental freedoms clearly testifies to their own lie.
Needed in order to shore up the frail party-state struc-
ture, Communist disinformation is both carried out
actively via official propaganda and passively via a
large number of official bans.
The denial or curbing of press freedom are pan and
parcel of passive disinformation methods, which fall
into two categories: those involving the Soviet
pseudo-press, i.e. news channels run exclusively by the
supreme power 
- 
unique, monolithic, infallible 
-and against which nothing can be done, and those
which affect the free world's right to information, and
this is something which demands our full attention.
\7hat we have here, in actual fact, is just one more in a
long series of attempts 
- 
each more perverse than the
other 
- 
to destabilize the free world. Thus, our
democratic world, which respecr human dignity as
one of rhe fundamental values of Vestern civilization,
cannot stand idly by and say nothing.
I believe this to be the true import of the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Boutos and Mr Mouchel, call-
ing to mind as it does the indivisibiliry of freedom,
something we cannot emphasize too strongly.
By condemning, by denouncing the non-observance of
the provisions of the Helsinki Accord on Cooperation
and Security in Europe, by condemning the restrictive
practices of the Soviet Union and the Communist
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countries in this field, and by demanding that the flow
of information, direct access to informadon sources
and free expression of the most divergent opinions be
guaranteed throughout the world by the appropriate
m-elns, the European Communiry will be fulfilling one
of its cardinal dudes: to provide a consranr rem]nder
of inter-state erhics and human rights snndards, and
to aid and defend the captive pan of Europe against
the reprehensible pracrices of Sovier Communism.
Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the Commission is always very happy to line
up with Parliament on issues concerning human rights,
whether this involves people whose livei are at risk 
-and the Commission supporr.s what has been said and
what, I think, will be adopted in connection with the
abduction of the El Salvador President's daughter 
-or the ffearment inflicred on Pedro Fernandiz Lem-
bach in Chile. I will, of course, be happy ro transmit
the message which Mr Kuijpers would like ro see senr
in connection with rhis priesr in Chile whose life is
threatened.
In addition rc supponing Parliament's stand on human
righr, w-e also willingly give our supporr to full appli-
cation of the Helsinki Accords. The remarks ."d. in
this House come at a time when Comecon, the group-
ing of East bloc countries, is 
- 
with referenc.io th.
Helsinki Accords 
- 
making ovenures ro us about
entering into alks and signing a joint declaration.
Mr Presidenr, during this pan of rhe debate a direct
appeal was made to the Commission by Members of
this House over the respecr of cenain elementary
human rights in the Gulf.
Allow me, rherefore, to rake up rhis poinr.
The resolution refers 
- 
quirc rightly in my opinion 
-to the Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights
of tggt which, basically, rejects discrimination on ..li-
tious grounds and guarantees freedom of religion.
This is, by the way, a common thread running rhrough
the teachings of rhe three revealed religions,lhe thrie
religions o{ the Book, if I may use the Islamic expres-
sion, which is to recognize the intrinsic value of ihese
monorheistic religions and to encourage respecr for
them.
The restrictions mentioned by rhe Members do not
apply in all Gulf counrries, but only in two of them
with a very puriranical movemenr called l7ahhabism.
'!U7e 
ourselves have known such puritanical, austere
movemenm in our own religions, and these have even
led to terrible excesses in Europe itself. Vhen entering
inro closer cooperation wirh cenain countries with
revealed religions we mus[ endeavour ro make rhem
undersrand through our cooperarion, rhrough our
close relationship, rhar they should reverr ro thJessen-
tial elements of the teachings they espouse. Rest
assured that rhis is whar we intend ro do in all coun-
tries with which we have cooperation agrecmenr. Ve
might' have one with the Gulf in the future, but Mem-
bers are jumping the gun somewhat in saying that
negotiations have already ,staned or will starr nexr
week. This is not yet rhe case, although a cooperation
agreemenr is on the cards. You may rest assured, Mr
President, that the Commission 
- 
and I think I can
say the Council, roo 
- 
will make sure rhese atree-
ments allow us ro raise the matrer of human rights, as
we do everywhere else.
Allow me, in conclusion, ro rhank Parliament for
reminding us of such marrers over and over again. This
gives us 
- 
i.e. the Commission, since we have no
direct political powers 
- 
a capacity for acdon and
intervention, which would not exist without this Par-
liament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted the four resolutions by successioe
ootes)
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr some
guidance on the series of disasrcr resolutions on which
all the groups are agreed and have compromised and
have said there will be no speaker. There is no absten-
tion and there is no one against. Can you confirm rhat
you will allow Item IX to be voted on?
President. 
- 
The order in which rhe motions are
called was decided by the House imelf. I can see no
way to change it.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Let me take up what Mrs
Ewing jusr said, Mr Presidenr. I should just like rc ask
you, before you adjourn the sitting and after we have
considered Item VIII, ro pur Irem IX to rhe vorc with-
out a debate. I shall be grateful.
President. 
- 
!/e shall see how things turn out.
Israeli raid in Tunisia
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joint debare on two
motions for resolutions on rhe Israeli raid in Tunisia:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1008/85), mbled
by Mrs Heinrich on behalf of the Rainbow
Group, on the Israeli air raid in Tunisia;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1022/85), tabled
by Mr Cerverri and others on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group, on the Israeli attack in
Tunisia.
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Mr Mdlet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) On behalf of Mr Bersani
and myself, Mr President, let me say that our good
faith has been abused. !7e put our signature to a text
(B2-1008/3, B2-1012/13 and B2-102213) which was
tabled as having the suppon of our group and in which
certain passages are absolutely unacceptable.
As far as I am concerned, I was distracted in the mid-
dle of an electronic vote and asked rc sign the docu-
ment. Paragraph (d) complercly absolves the PLO of
all blame for recent events, and this is quite unaccepta-
ble to us. If I had read the text more carefully, I
should have realized that it did not reflect our views. I
admit my error, Mr President, but it will not happen
agaln.
Prcsident. 
- 
Your statemenr is norcd.
Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, following the Israeli air raid
against Palestinian civilians at Hammam Beach our
group decided rc table a motion for a resolution con-
demning this vile and criminal act.
At the time we could not have known that the United
States Government had been notified on 28 September
- 
this is not what I say, it is what Israel Radio itself
said on 4 October 
- 
i.e. prior to the raid, and that the
US Government bears a heavy responsibiliry for this
aggression against civilians and against a friendly and
traditionally peaceful country, Tunisia.
On the other hand, c/e were convinced that the least
rhe European Parliament could do today was to con-
demn this raid as strongly as the Council of Ministers
has done.
My two colleagues from the European People's Pany
and myself met Mr Arafat in Tunis on Monday night
and assured him of our full support. for the Council
declaration. \7e also indicated rc him that a similar
condemnation would, in all likelihood, be adopted by
our Parliament today.
Anxious to see this condemnation take place, my
group accepted 
- 
albeit reluctantly due to the docu-
ments minimalist tone 
- 
to submit ro Parliament a
compromise amendment abled jointly with the Social-
ist and Communist Groups and Members of other
Groups, but now we can count out Mr Malleq because
of what he said just now. Given these circumstances, I
deplore the fact that this text does not clearly con-
demn the United States' stance, because it is a fact that
the United States helped Israel to carry out this raid,
whether at intelligence level 
- 
by providing the Israeli
Government with satellirc photos 
- 
or whether at
logistics level 
- 
and here I can provide cenain infor-
mation about how the Israeli planes were refuelled in
flight.
Ve are talking about a country which is Europe's
friend and ally, and we must at the very least demand
an explanation from it.
(Apphusefrom the lefi)
Mr Pajetta (COM). 
- 
(|7) Mr President, I would
like to begin by saying that no one has been taken
advantage of. I though[ we were all big enough to
look after ourselvesl no one has been hoodwinked, in
this case someone has been lying to jusdfy not being
able to read.
\7e want to state that we are, and always have been,
opposed to any form of terrorism. I say that as an Ital-
ian Communist who has lost his own colleague Guido
Rossa, a communist-party worker, in a terrorist assas-
sination. Ve are against all forms of terrorism. !flhile
there is no justification whatever for terrorism, nor is
there 
- 
and one should be aware of one's responsibil-
ities here 
- 
any reason to exasperate it or to provoke
it in order to turn it to one's political ends.
The attack carried out at Tunis was a violation of all
international law as well as a savage attack on the ter-
ritory of a neural country and we have welcomed the
denunciation and condemnation of this attack just as
we welcomed, and have now noted in our document,
the denunciation by Yasser Arafat, the President of the
PLO, of those terrorist acts which have been commit-
ted. I would like to point out, as proof that we are not
a sectarian group. that in my capacity as opposition
member in the Iralian parliament, I yesrcrday listened
to the words of Mr Andreotti and found myself very
much in agreement with them. I feel this demonstrates
that members from different panies can jointly con-
demn, in the name of justice and not for electoral
populariry, the same crimes, whoever commits them,
without these being justified 
- 
as has been done in
some quaners 
- 
when committed by a state which
must however feel the need for universal recognition
as does the sate of Israel. The attack was therefore
launched in violadon of all international law. Do you
want, peace for Israel? Vell then, if you want peace for
Israel and you v/ant 
- 
we at least want it 
- 
peace
and the righr of statehood for the Palestinian people,
then we must abandon the escalation of ragic events
which has led to this form of open war and look at the
question of rhe PLO as one of great rcpicality. On this
point, Mr Andreotti, the Christian Democrat Foreign
Minister, has stated that if the Italian Government 
-and, I would add, Italians in general 
- 
had not main-
sained the links that we have with the liberation move-
ments, it. is quirc likely that other attacks would have
aken place and perhaps the act of piracy 
- 
an act
which we condemned as soon as we heard of it 
-would have ended rragically. That is why we do not
view the PLO as outlaws but rather believe that the
legal structure must allow it to have some authority 
-which it has ro some exrcnt shown that it possesses 
-to stop the spread and increase of a terrorism which
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will otherwise become im only possible form of srrug-
gle.
As if the Israelis don't remember that! After all, when
Israel was seeking statehood, they shrank from no
form of terrorism and no form of shooting war in def-
ence of this righr. Now rhese former rerrorists, roday
Ministers, must know that rhey cannor think of calm-
ing this wave of crimes if rhey do nor make it possible
for one of those people they are now unjustly con-
demning to become Minister of a Palesdnian State.
Israel is a State. It should respecr international law 
-without exception. That is whar we demand. There
can be no justification. Ir must respec that universal
law, and in conflicts with any party wharever, as do all
who value the rule of law.
These are the reasons for our general condemnation
of terrorist acts but also of our specific condemnation
of the savage, unjustified and unacceptable attack by a
State which is recognized by Italy and by ourselves 
-much as we sharply criticize irs policies.
President. 
- 
The situation is as follows: it is now
12.56 and there are srill seven Members down to
speak. Assuming rhey keep to their speaking time, rhat
would mke l8 minutes. This means that if the debate
continues there will be no vore on rhese morions for
resolutions, nor will it be possible 
- 
as was proposed
- 
to vote without debate on the morions for resolu-
tions on the damage to agriculture due rc bad wearher.
I therefore propose that the debare be closed.
(Parliament agreed to the proposal)
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Since we cannor
speak, Mr President, I would suggesr that rhose who
were down to speak should be allowed to submir their
speeches in writing for inclusion in the verbatim report
of proceedings.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Adamou, but rhat is not
allowed by the Rules of Procedure.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3 seehing to replace
tbe tuo motions for resolutions with a neu text)t
I Amendment mbled by:
- 
ftll H-angctr, Mr Glinne, Mr Danken und Mr Saby on
behalf of the Socialisr Group;
- 
Mr Segre, Mr Valenzi, Mr Chambeiron and Mr Ala-
vanos on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group;
- 
Mrs Heinrich and Mr Roelants du Vivier on behalf of
the Rainbow Group;
- 
Mr Price, Mr Marck, Mr Vedekind, Mr Antoniozzi
and Mr Flanagan.
Damage to agicultare due to bad ueather
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the following
motions for resolutions :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-980l85), tabled
by Mr Provan and others on behalf of rhe Euro-
pean Democratic Group, on rhe carasrrophic har-
vest in Scotland and rhe North of England;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-990185), abled
by Mr Stirbois and others on behalf of the Group
of the European Right, on rhe disasrrous drought
in France and Iraly;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-993/85), tabled
by Mrs De March and others on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, on emergency mea-
sures [o benefir drought-srricken areas;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-995/85), tabled
by Mr de la Maldne and others on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance, on
the dire consequences of rhe droughr in France;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-997/85), tabled
by Mrs Ewing and orhers on behalf of the Group
of the European Democraric Alliance, on rhe crisis
in agriculture in Scotland;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1005/85), tabled
by Mr Debadsse and others on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party, on the
consequences of the droughr in France;
- 
morion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1010/85), tabled
by Mr Maher and orhers on behalf of rhe Liberal
and Democraric Group, on rhe drought and agri-
cultural problems;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1014l85), ubled
by Mr Saby on behalf of the Socialist Group, on
forest fires in Portugal;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 82-1018/85), tabled
by Mr Eyraud and others on behalf of the Social-
ist Group, on Communiry aid for rhe French
departments affected by drought.
(Parliament adopted by successioe ootes:
- 
Amendment No 1r seehing to replace motions for
resolutions Docs. 82-980/85 and 82-997/85;
- 
resolution Doc. 82-990/85;
1 Amendment No I abled bv:
- 
Mr Provan on behal( of the European Democratic
Group;
- 
S.r Ewing on behalf of the Group of rhe EuropeanDemocratic Alliance.
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- 
Amendment No lt seehing to replace motions for
resolutions Docs. 82-993/85, 82-995/85, 82-1005/
8t, 82-1010/8) and B2-1018/85;
- 
resolution Doc. 82-1014/85)
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO
Vice-President
2. Common marhetfor broadcasting
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A2-
102/85), drawn up by Mr De Vries on behalf' of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Policy, on the economic aspects of the com-
mon market for broadcasting (COM(8a) 300 final).
Mr De Yies, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
frontiers must be opened up, not just for persons and
goods but also for television. That is the message that
the European Parliament has today for the Council of
Ministers, a call on behalf of all those Europeans for
whom Europe is not yet a living entity, for those who
do not know what Europe means to them because they
do not receive any information about Europe.
Transfrontier television is a powerful means for bring-
ing Europe closer to its citizens. The figures speak vol-
umes. Europe has 125 000 000 households, of which
almost 120 000 000 have television. In every Member
State, nine out of every rcn households possess at least
one television set. In the Federal Republic of Germany
and the United Kingdom, every second household has
two se[s or more. Television viewing has become one
of Europe's major leisure activities. At any given
moment in the evening, half of the population in every
Member State is watching television. Over the average
week, 800/o watch television at least once, while the
average adult watches between two and four hours a
d^y.
It would be a tremendous step towards a closer-knit
and more democratic Europe if people could be better
I Amendment No I tabled by:
- 
Mrs De March on b6half of the Commmunist and
Allies Group;
- 
Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance ;
.- Mr Debatisse on behalf of the Group of the European
' People's Pany;
- 
Mr -Maher and Mrs Marttn on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group;
- 
Mr Eyraud on behalf of the Socialist Group.
informed via television about life in neighbouring
countries, if Europe were to be brought into the liv-
ing-room as it were. \flhat a challenge it would be for
programme-makers to devise new programmes, more
cosmopolinn and less nationalistic, for an interna-
tional public. Finally, what a boost it would be for
European industry to have a single common market
for broadcasting. The satellite, cable, electronic, and
space industries are all leading indusries, technologi-
cal showpieces in a Europe which appears to be losing
the industrial battle with Japan and the United Smtes.
Let us take a good look at the facts. The current
industrial revolution in electronics and rclecommuni-
cations is the first that has its origin not in Europe but
in Asia and America. Not because Europe is rcchnol-
ogically inferior 
- 
in many sectors we are equal and
in some we even lead 
- 
and not because Europe does
not invest enough money in research and develop-
ment. '$tre spend about the same as the US and twice as
much as Japan. Our fault is that we do not have a
homogeneous domestic market. Ve compel our indus-
try to produce for separate national markets too small
to guarantee profitable sales.
Mr President, the importance of a uniform, free inter-
nal market for the European economy can hardly be
overestimated. This applies particularly to those sec-
tors in which Europe has a technological lead. The
satellite industry for example. Europe built the first
direct broadcasting sarcllites, and was first for example
in the cable industry, broadband cables and in pani-
cular optical fibre networks. These are the building
blocks for the infrastructure of tomorrow's Europe,
just as imponant as the construction of the railways
was for yesterday's Europe, the Europe of the first
industrial revolution. The Community is aware of this
importance, as demonstrated, for example, by the tele-
communlcauons research programme RACE.
However, research without marketing opportunities
amounts [o a waste of money. The cable and satellirc
industries must be able to profit from an inrcrnal mar-
ket. An open internal market does not yet exist, in
panicular because media legislation differs widely
between the Member States. Each governmen[ has its
national media system, surrounded by a forest of regu-
lations, injunctions and prohibitions. In many cases,
such provisions do not serve any high ideals such as
the encouragement of cultural diversity. Rather, they
exist exclusively to serve low political interests, that is
to say party political influence on radio and television.
Television is political. The Commission has therefore
wisely not set imelf the aim of eradicating this forest of
national regulations root and branch. This would
clearly have been counterproductive. The Commis-
sion's sole aim is to cut away the dead wood so as to
clear the way for an open internal market.
Our film indusry and our satellite and cable industries
need to be given room to develop, both literally and
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figurarively. Consequently, the Commission quirc
rightly included all of im broadcasting proposals in the
whirc paper on rhe inrernal market, which met with a
favourable reception'a[ rhe European Summit in
Milan. I call on the Luxembourgish and furure Dutch
Presidencies to include a separare item in each agenda
of the Internal Market Council on the implemeniation
of the white paper, including the broadcasting propo-
sals. This will undoubrcdly speed up work in the Cul-
ture Council, which of course meets much less often.
Mr President, the Commission's proposals, inciden-
tally prepared at the behest of Parliament, are based
on a solid legal foundadon, namely the Treaty of
Rome and the European Convention on Human
fughts. Article 10 of the laner accords each European
the right of freedom of expression. Literally, it states
that'this right shall include freedom to hold opinions
and to receive and impan information and ideas with-
out inrcrference by public authoriry and regardless of
frontiers'. The relevance of this anicle to roday's dis-
cussion is crystal-clear.
The second cornersrone of rhe Green Paper on rclevi-
sion wirhout frontiers is the EEC Treaty, in particular
Anicles 56 to 66. These govern the freedom of services
within the Communiry, which include broadcasting.
Normally speaking all restrictions on the freedom ro
broadcast programmes across frontiers between the
Member Stares are in breach of European Law. Excep-
tions are only possible ro a very limircd extent, and in
any evenr musr conform [o the European Convention
on Human Righm. The exceptions allowed by the
Coun of Justice in its Debauve and Codircl I rulings
apply only until rhe national provisions in this field
have been harmonized. Such harmonizarion is the goal
of the Green Paper and rhe aim of the reports submit-
ted by Mr Hahn and myself to Parliament.
Contrary to whar is claimed in Denmark, rhere is thus
no question that culture comes under rhe Treaty of
Rome. An open market for radio and television hasjust as firm a legal basis as the market for other ser-
vices. I would go even funher, Mr President. The
Maginot lines around the national broadcasting sys-
tems must be dismanded precisely for the sake of cul-
tural policy. If the European film indusry is to survive,
a European market is of crucial imponance. A grear
number of obstacles currently stand in the way of both
the production and distribution of programmes across
intra-Community frontiers. I refer you ro the discus-
sion earlier this week on rhe Fajardie reporr. concern-
ing European film and television policy and to the
recommendations made by Mr Beumer as draftsman
of an opinion on behalf of the Commirtee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy. The
national Minisrers of Culture would do European cul-
ture a disservice if they were ro deny the film indusry
in the Member Sures a European market. Hollywood
would be the only one ro benefit. The success'of the
European cable and sarcllite industry moreover
depends to a large exrcnr on rhe availability of suffi-
cient programme material. Thus more than enough
reason ro speedily discard the conservatism and offi-
cial narrow-mindedness with which the Green Paper
has been received in some capials.
Mr President, the revolurionary technological changes
we are currently experiencing in telecommunications
should nor be seen as threars but as challenges. The
cold feer some have towards relevision via satellirc and
cable makes me think of the reaction ar rhe end of the
last century ro the arrival of the telephone. The then
British Postmasrer General said in 1895, and I quote
'There is a grear distinction berween telephone com-
panies and gas and warer companies. Gas and water
are requisites for every inhabirant in a district, but the
telephone cannot, and will never be, an advanrage
which can be enjoyed by large masses of the working
classes.'
This prediction has not come ro pass. It is up to us to
ensure that it will not come about for television with-
out frontiers either.
Mr Schi"zel (Sl, drafisman of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology.(DE) Mr President, I shall first speak for the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology and then
for the Socialist Group.
In order to avoid any confusion I shall say when I am
speaking for my group.
Through the resolutions it adopred in 1980 our parlia-
ment made sure thar Europe's political bodies were
roused from their media policy slumbers, and follow-
ing the stimulus given by Parliamenr ar rhar time 
- 
ir
was, as we know, a joint resoludon 
- 
the Commis-
sion submitted the 'Television wirhout fronriers, Green
Paper.
The Commission's Green Paper proceeds from the
technological facts created in the meantime and the
resulring possibilities of wideband cabling and satellite
technofogy, and 
- 
looking a[ rhese new developmenr
from economic and legal angles 
- 
to harness them for
the benefit of European integration, on rhe basis of
tries the existing Trearies of course.
Most criticism of the Green Paper came from the cul-
tural community, because ir was claimed thar not
enough arrention had been paid to the culrural aspec.
I shall go inro this later when I speak for my troup.
Our Committee welcomed rhis Green paper for the
most parr, but it did raise several quesrions which I
would like to go into now. To starr wirh, it must be
noted rhat the course for technological developments
was ser in the 1950s and 1970s, mostly wirhour the
participarion of broad secrors of the populace, i.e.
without any discussion in society, whic[r would have
made it possible rc bring in at the righr time rhose peo-
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ple mainly affected. The decisions were made mainly
on rcchnological and economic grounds, often by 
-passing the members of the various parliaments who,
as representatives of the people, should have been
involved in making these decisions.
For this reason, it ofrcn seems as if politics trails far
behind developments in the media field. This is not a
false impression, and it is not only true of the Euro-
pean level but for most national levels, too. Ve are
finding it difficult to subject the whole complex to the
necessary democratic decision-making processes, and
then to set these in motion as required or to influence
them.
The Committee on Energy, Research and Technology
believes that this approach must not become the rule
when introducing new technologies, but that in future
the consequences of introducing new technologies
should be evaluated beforehand so [hat responsible
poliry decisions can be made.
\7e suppon the creation of technological precondi-
tions enabling each citizen to receive the other Com-
munity.countries' programmes, and making it possible
to recelve a common multilingual European television
channel produced by a European broadcasting com-
pany. But it is imponant here that such a company is
also subject to corresponding democratic controls, of
course.
Ve are in favour of greater cable penetration on the
basis of optical fibres, and of satellite technology being
pursued funher. Ve proceed from the premise that
Europe's future media structure will be based on an
integrated wide-band telecommunications network
and simultaneous use of sarcllites. In this connection I
must voice some criticism of developments hitherto in
the Olympus project. As the Americans have found
out, the development of direct broadcasting using
powerful satellites is very expensive, and channel oper-
ators will not be able to afford it. For this reason the
Americans have switched to less powerful communica-
tion satellites and have dropped their projects involv-
ing direct broadcasting by powerful satellites. It is only
we Europeans who are continuing to work in this field
after having invested thousands of millions already. I
fear that this project, once it gets going, will simply be
a white elephant. The negotiations between French
Television and RTL show that channel operators can-
not be expected to pay the necessary costs and fees.
However, we should see Olympus through as a
demonstration project after having invested.so much
money in ir.
Ve are in favour of having a European media conven-
tion regulating access to satellites, and we would like
ro see the European Community applying [o the
\flRAC for a common frequency allowing it to broad-
cast to the whole Community area, and thus provide
this common European television channel with a last-
ing basis.
Similarly, we think it is necessary to introduce com-
mon standards for satellite transmissions, and we
strongly hope that the Commission manages to Prev-
ent individual member countries from possibly adopt-
ing different standards, which would rule out a com-
mon channel or a[ least make it more difficult to
achieve. Moreover, subsequent harmonization would
be very costly.
Finally, our Committee believes that we should pay
special attention to common and effective Community
data protection regulations to prevent our ending up
- 
via greater cable penetration 
- 
with toally cabled
citizens under continuous surveillance in their private
lives too. For this reason we demand effective data
Prorecrion !
And now the opinion of my group. In general the
Socialists are in favour of a European media policy.
For us broadcasting is part and parcel of cultural
development, is very imponant in shaping awareness
and opinions, and also has a major role to play in
European integration. Ve are for a European televi-
sion environment which, we believe, should include
the following: firstly, the possibility to receive national
channels from all Member States, and secondly, the
creation of a multilingual European television channel
as pan of a European broadcasting organization. At
the moment no-one can predict the exact form such an
organization would take, but it should be one with a
democratic watchdog body whose edircrial indepen-
dence must be guaranteed.
Thirdly, q/e are in favour of promoting the European
programme indusrry and safeguarding the high stan-
dards of public broadcasting, which has made an
imponant contribution to cultural development in our
individual countries in the Community. Ve want to
see safeguards for cultural diversity and freedom of
information, and for this reason we want to avoid
monopolized media and opinions in the Community.
Finally, we favour harmonization of general pro-
gramme principles, e.g. protection of minors, no glori-
fication of violence, etc. Ve want to see technical
standards and legal provisions harmonized under a
European media convention. This concept is some-
times incorrectly understood. \7e believe that the
Community should have binding guidelines for all sec-
tors where regulation is necessary.
Mr De Vries's repon does not live up to our expecta-
tions. '!7e had thought that as pan of the economic
aspects of the common market for broadcasting some-
thing would have been said on the question of jobs,
the economic imponance of this sector and im pros-
pects. But rhe repon says nothing on this score,
although provision is made for the Commission to deal
with the matter. Thus, the repon limits itself basically
to new ideas in the field of advertising.
I have to say on this that we Socialists are not in
favour of viewing the broadcasting sector mainly, or
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even exclusively, from a commercial angle. \7e cannot
accept the common broadcasting market being opened
up to a free-for-all, wirh more or less uncontrolled
advenising around the clock, interrupred now and
then by news along the lines of 'stay cool 
- 
rhe next
ad is on its way'. !7e will not stand by and watch
European culrure being finished off in this manner.
However, I also think it is unrealisric to say we don'r
wanl any advenising, just as it is unrealisric ro say we
don't want any private TV channels. And for this
reason we say there is nothing wrong with advenising
or private TV channels, but they have to be within rea-
sonable limits. \7e cannor have advertising becoming
the dominant elemenr in our broadcasting secror. Ve
consider broadcasting to be pan and parcel of the
individual counrries' culrural development, a part of
European and national identity. This is something we
want to keep and we will not let it be destroyed. On
the contrary, we vant to make room for more creativ-
ity, for more European productions. It is our job, as
Members of this Parliamen[, [o creare more opporrun-
ities and chances in the European Communiry for
those working in the cultural field. That is what we
should be doingl 'We cannor sacrifice European cul-
ture to an international, financially strong media
steam-roller which will crush our diversity into insipid
pap. Just look around and you can read it in the papers
almost every dayl. mammorh marriages are in full
swing. This isn't good for us and we will resist it!
All of us in this Parliament should jointly lobby for
European culture and not have a hand in sacrificing
culture [o commercial inrerests! \7irh this in mind we
will table some morions for amendmenr ro rhe De
Vries reporr concerning, inter ali4 quoras, advenising
time curbs and the broadcasring aurhoriry. Ve con-
sider these to be imponant and we expecr rhem ro be
adopted. Only rhen can we vote for rhe De Vries
report..
Mr Beumer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, unlike the
Hahn report, the De Vries repon on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Policy looks ar rhe Commission's Green
Paper much more from an economic and legal sand-
point, which is undersrandable since these were the
terms of reference. Therefore I think the rapponeur
did not find ir too difficult ro approve of rhe Green
Paper, since it also concentrates on the economic and
legal aspects. During the debate on the Hahn reporr., I
already said thar we consider that the culural policy
aspects in panicular are underrepresented in the Green
Paper. Perhaps I could emphasize once again rhar our
approach, the Christian Democrat approach, may be
seen as a combinarion of borh the Hahn and De Vries
rePorts.
I would like to repear what we Christian Democrarc
see as rhe basic principles of media policy, also at
European and international level. For us the social and
cultural dimension is paramount. This does nor mean
that we consider the economic aspecrs to be unimpor-
tant, on the contrary, they may indeed influence and
help to promore quality, but they should nor dominare.
Accordingly, we arrach grear imporr.ance to public ser-
vice broadcasting and consider thar rhe Commission
must create minimum guarantees to ensure its contin-
ued existence. Taking commercial broadcasting as the
starting point does nor meer with our approval,
although we do not reject advertising.
Our second basic principle is the imponance of
variety. This refers to both the range of programmes
offered and rhose for whom these programmes are
intended, which means rhat minorities in panicular
should be catered for, which is far from always being
the case.
A third imponant point is independence. The range
and content of programmes should not be excessively
influenced by either governmenr or commerce. lfhere
socialism or liberals place too much emphasis on one
side or the other we musr re.iect rhis.
The fourth point, Mr President, is openness. Ve advo-
cate as a marrer of principle rhe maximum possible
freedom to receive and broadcast, limited only by the
principles I have just menrioned. In addition to
national channels, we also advocate a European relevi-
sion channel that approaches and looks at news rel-
evant to Europe from a European, as distinct from a
purely nacional, standpoint. Ve feel rhis requires a
European strucrure, and we fail to see any sign of such
a thing, in panicular in the Commission's Green
Paper. Ve therefore call for appropriare suggestions in
an amendment. '!7e think ir would be useful if the
European Broadcasring Union were to be involved as
well. Such a channel is also imporranr, Mr President,in order to stimulate a European consciousness,
because ar rhe end of the day no convergence of any
kind, wherher in economics or the environment, wiil
be possible wirhout the creation of a European cons-
clousness.
Comparing these basic principles with the De Vries
report prompts the following commenrs. In view of the
primacy of social and cultural aspecrs over rhe econo-
mic and legal aspects, questions of cultural policy thus
assume imponance. Ve think that the Council of
Ministers has a definite task in rhis field. On the basis
of Anicle 239 of rhe EEC Treary, it could for example
lay the foundations for a cenain degree of quality pro-
tection. I recall an American reporr rhar appeared
recently on rhe performance of rhe three major Ameri-
can television companies. It concluded thar rhere is
indeed roo little variety in rerms of carcring for all sec-
tions of society and rhat the range of programmes
offered is too uniform and narrow. This should be a
warning to us. In consulrarion with the European
Broadcasting Union, rhe Council should also examine
what the financial basis could be for both public and
non-public broadcasting.
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As far as advenising is concerned, it seems to us pre-
mature to talk about quantities at this point in time.
Ve therefore do not feel inclined at this stage to go
along with the maximum of 200/o suggested by the
Commission or other percentages mentioned in
amendments. Ve will come back to this subject when
we have the directives before us. In any event, how-
ever, we would say that the maximum of 200/o appears
to us to be much too high, and we do not think that
this squares with the formulation adoprcd in the De
Vries repon, which nlks of a balance between adver-
tising and programme material.
Mr President, when talking of variety, we must also
consider the effects of the proposed policy on the
other media, newspaper and magazines.'!7e therefore
consider that a study should be made of the impact on,
for example, the revenue of these media. This request
has now been included in the De Vries repon.
As regards independence, we would like to emphasize
again how imponant it is to set up a European edito-
rial body, which of course must be linked with a Euro-
pean structure, and we call upon the Commission to
make provision for this as well.
Another question that should be looked at is whether,
once European policy has gathered momentum, there
should be a European body to examine broadcast lic-
ences, for example. I can imagine this becoming neces-
sary when the number of European broadcasts
increases.
As regards copyright, we feel that a voluntary licen-
sing agreement with provision for arbitration is the
best approach, better than that proposed by the Com-
mission. In addition, we would also ask the Commis-
sion to give its opinion on the current differences in
the degree of cabling, and the shon-term impact that a
free broadcasting zone would have on those countries
with a high level of cabling.
Finally, Mr President, we agree with those amend-
menrs stating that it would be a good idea to have a lot
more European productions, bu[ for the 500/o men-
tioned, we would say that rather than se[ting a mini-
mum it would be better to provide a certain leeway by
using the words 'around' or 'approximately'. I hope
that the Commission will present directives in the near
future, as called for by the De Vries report, directives
that also clearly reflect our views.
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my
group I welcome the De Vries repon, panicularly for
ir refreshingly unregulatory approach to the challenge
of satellite and cable television. It is refreshingly dif-
ferent, if I may say so, Mr President, from the tone of
some of the amendments put down by certain mem-
bers of the Socialist Group.
Mr De Vries has realized something which has
escaped many people both in this Chamber and in the
world outside: that the world of rclevision has
changed. In my country 
- 
and I have no doubt it is
true in other Member States 
- 
people who work in
the existing semi-monopolistic conditions of television
in Member States have an attitude bordering on con-
tempt towards the average television viewer and
towards mass taste. That is nol my opinion, it is the
opinion expressed by the television correspondent of
the Financial Times who attended the Edinburgh
International Television Festival recently, where the
assembled multitudes who work in television arrive
and spend their time criticizing the programmes which
are the most popular on our television channels.
I therefore welcome not only Mr De Vries's report on
behalf of my group but also the document, weighty
rhough it is, submitted by the Commission, because
both Mr De Vries's report and the Commission Green
Paper acknowledge the fact that the television world
will never be the same again. Speaking on behalf of the
consumer, the voter, the viewer, I say that fact is a
welcome fact.
Unfortunately, we politicians have an unhealthy love-
hate relationship with the media 
- 
all media, but par-
dcularly the electronic media. It is unhealthy because,
after all, it is only television and people who work in
television that realize that there are other demands on
people's time.
Because of the technological revolution, we shall
shortly be facing the prospect of a thousand flowers
blooming 
- 
not my phrase, Mr President, but that of
a well-known Conservative, Mao Tse-tung. Let us not
in the Community try to thwart the blooming of those
thousand flowers by trying to put the regulatory cart
before the technological horse!
Depend upon it, Mr President 
- 
and I say this
through you to the Commission 
- 
that though we
may try to control it, technology will outpace us.
Some of the recommendations made in amendments
put forward by cenain members of the Socialist Group
will, I am afraid, be made nugatory by the fact that the
Japanese will shonly invent 
- 
if they have not already
done so 
- 
a television satellite receiver which will
enable people to tune and switch programmes with the
facility that we ar the moment do with the dial of a
radio set.
Some Members of this Parliament, I am afraid, Mr
President, have never come to terms with plurality in
the media. I would go so far as to say that had certain
Members of the Socialist Group been alive when the
printing press was invented, first of all not only would
they would have been trying to control its develop-
ment in the way that Mr De Vries described earlier
when he read out an extract from a speech by a 19th
century British Postmaster General, but I venture to
say, Mr President, that certain members of the Social-
isr Group, notably the members of the Bridsh Labour
Pany, would probably have been campaigning to pro-
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tect the jobs of those monks employed in copying
manuscripts in monasteries.
'!7e 
are still ar rhar stage in rhe middle of rhe 20th cen-
tury when cenain people who should know betrer will
try to control the access that the citizens of Europe are
entitled to have to the richness and variery thar tech-
nological change can bring ro rhem in television.
I use the parallel of the press. '!7e have an unparal-
lelled richness and variery in the press in Europe, ler us
try to keep that richness and variety in television.
Mr Barzanti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the issue
which we are discussing 
- 
not only on the basis of the
extremely inreresting repon submitted to us but also
on the basis of the Green paper and the repon by Mr
Hahn, which we discussed at the lasr parliamentary
session 
- 
is withour doubr of major imponance and
strategic value.
I should like here to draw your atrention only to those
aspects which we feel are of panicular importance.
First and foremost we feel that there is no clash or gap
between the economic objecrive of creating a design
for European relevision and the prorecrion of cultural
values. These two sem of quesrions are ro be seen in a
context which unites them, thereby establishing a suit-
able relationship 
- 
as expressed in the resolution
before us 
- 
between rhe commercial dimension of
European television and the indusrial dimension.
This reciprocal relationship musl not be considered
with diffidence or scepticism but wirh a genuine and
realistic feeling of responsibility.
!7e feel that the problems associated with the promo-
tion of European television and cinema programmes
should be identified so rhat this plan can be given its
due weight. If rhis is not done, and we wish to stress
this point, no process of liberalization, understood
purely and simply as rhe harmonization of standards
and as a means of facilitating exchanges, can solve the
question facing us, i.e. to produce more and produce
better quality by stimulating rhe varied potential of
European culture. This should be an aim to be pursued
no less intensely than those relating to commercial
harmonization and the scope for new markets offered
by European television.
As far as advenising is concerned, we do not wish to
see a directive containing excessive analytical or
oppressive measures. This question must also be eval-
uated realistically to control distribution and pro-
gramme quantity and so avoid damaging fragmenta-
tion of programmes and provide appropriate scope for
selected sponsoring, prohibit the advenising of some
products and, in general terms, ensure thar advenising
does not have a negarive effect by lowering the quality
of the programmes themselves or introducing imbal-
ance in the use of rhis source of revenue on the pan of
various mass media as rhis would doubdess be coun-
terproductive.
I repeat, it is not detailed and oppressive regulations
that we need but, along the lines of whar is proposed
in a number of amendments, an effective and well-bal-
anced regulation.
Lastly we would like !o srress that the basic issue is a
far-reaching transformation to which we musr also
contribute of national and European-level television
systems.
!7e believe in the need for a guaranree, which should
be applied with increasing stringenry and also be
effective in rhe technological sense, ro ensure recipro-
cal provision for rransmission and receprion beyond
frontiers, which are now nothing more than an anach-
ronism. Ve also belief firmly in the need for public
sysrems and public authorities to boost programme
quality and become a general frame of reference for
European and national hybrid sysrems in which private
undenakings and public bodies can play rheir pan in
the process of democratizing informadon and liberal-
izing communications which are importanr if we are ro
build a Europe which is truly a Europe of the people.
Mr Van der Vaal (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
during the debare on rhe report by Professor Hahn,
we asked whether a common marker for broadcasting
is a subject the Commission should concern itself wirh.
This question also applies to rhe repon by Mr De
Vries. In our view, the legal bases mandating the
Commission to intervene in this matter under the
Treary have not yer been convincingly demonstrated.
Evidently the Treaty is concerned with economic
cooperation between the Member States of the Com-
munity. So only a one-sided economic interpretation
of Anicles 59 to 51 in panicular can provide the Com-
mission with a justification for intervening in the
media. However, even assuming that this justification
is valid, the question still remains as ro whether rhis
prorrides a basis for a European media policy. For a
fully fledged media policy goes somewhai funher rhanjust the economic aspecrs of a common broadcasting
system. In making these commenrs, we do not wish to
fight a rearguard acrion bur [o press for clarity con-
cerning the legal basis of the Commission's proposals.
This clarity has namely not yer been achieved el en by
the rulings of the Coun of Justice on this matrer.
Leaving aside now the interpretation of the Treaty, I
would like ro make some comments on the repon by
Mr De Vries. To stan wirh concerning the level of
advenising allowed. Although the repon expresses a
number of reservations on this point, Anicle 19 in rhe
motion for a resolution in fact menrions no quanrita-
tive limit. This means rhat the De Vries repon offers
even grearer scope for advenising than the Green
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Paper. This proposes a limit on advenising time to
200/o of total air time, but in our view even this figure
s'ould lead to a staggering amount of advenising. In
most countries 5 to 100/o is currently the norm. Vould
such a high level benefit the consumer? Vould it be
desirable or even responsible to expose people to such
a large amount. of advenising? In our view, what is
required is not just a purely market-oriented approach
- 
we also need to ask ourselves what our objectives
are with this proposed media policy.
Consequently, we wonder whether this figure of 200/o
in the proposals put forward by the Commission and
the rapponeur mkes sufficient account of what is cur-
rendy happening in the field of advertising. A station
such as Sky Channel already offers advenisers in the
Netherlands ample opponunities and even more
favourable conditions than can be obtained from the
official Dutch agency governing broadcast advenising.
Finally, I would like to say that in our view the Com-
mission's proposals, and to a cenain extent also the
reports by Mr Hahn and Mr De Vries, place too much
emphasis on the rapid expansion of advenising in
order to stimulate the European economy and Euro-
pean unity. !7e believe that the European dimension
of advenising and transfrontier television is a matter
that should primarily be discussed within the Council
of Europe and the European Broadcasting Union, on
the basis of the recommendations they have already
prepared. The staning point here should be the exist-
ing situation in the various Member States as regards
the media. This repon pays insufficient heed to this
point in our view, whereas this is not the case with the
European Broadcasting Union.
Mr Collins (S).- Mr President, I speak as a member
of the Socialist Group who has bothered to attend the
meetings of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Poliry, the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Informadon and Spon
and the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, and has actually
taken pan in the debarcs and moved amendments on
each of those occasions. I am very grateful to Mr Cas-
sidy too for poindng out to the whole Assembly in this
debate that he represents only three people in the
European Community, that is to say, in his own
words, the consumer, the voter and the viewer. Now
we had always thought that he did not represent very
many people but it is nice to have it from his own lips.
Personally, I think it is still an exaggeration.
However, coming on to the substance of the debarc, I
think that one of the major problems that confront us
is the financing of future rclevision developments in
the Community. l7hether one likes it or not, if we
want to produce high quality programmes and a high
percentage of domestic, that is to say European pro-
gramming, we are likely to be highly dependent on
advenising revenue. Now, of course, many people will
not like that; some people will like it, but I think,
nonetheless, it is something we have to accePt,.
Of course, we have lived with radio without frontiers
for many years. Radio Luxembourg has broadcast all
over Europe for many years and nobody has found
that a particular problem. Nonetheless, I do think that
in the context of television we need to have some kind
of European framework for advenising, and the work
of the Committee on the Environmenq Public Health
and Consumer Protection and of the members of the
Socialist Group serving in that committee has been
directed towards that end. Now the problem is that
there are already good, adequate national provisions
for the conrol of advertising in many of the Member
Sates. And there are good national provisions for the
conrol and guidance of rclevision broadcasting itself
in the Member States. It is not always a good thing to
solve a problem simply by elevating it to a European
level. Cultural variation has got to be maintained in
Europe. Italy must remain Italian. Germany must
remain German. And we do not help rhis by having
some kind of European intervention masquerading as
homogenization. That will not solve anything at all,
and we delude ourselves if we believe that European
culture is that unified. The beaury of European culture
is, in fact, its internal variety and variation. Anybody
who preaches anything different is riding for a fall.
Therefore we do need a framework to compel those
Member States who do not lbeady have proper and
good pracdces to adopt such practices in broadcasting
and advertising.
Now I yield to no one in this House in my belief in the
future of European cooperation, but I reject endrely
and completely at this stage any suggestion of a Euro-
pean broadcasting authority and I reject entirely and
completely any suggestion of a European advenising
standards authority because in both cases they would
be clumsy, inflexible and slow to respond rc the prob-
lems that arise in these areas. It would be precisely the
opposite of what is required. Vhat we need is to allow
the development of cultural variation in programming
and in advenising alike. My own committee, the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, in the Hahn debate suggested one
or two things that might be done. Ve are clear that we
need to separate advenising from programming con-
tenr. '!(i'e need to esnblish flexibility in the frequenry
and timing of advenising.'!7e do no[ want one coun-
try to be compelled to take advenising blocks and
another to take advertising by natural breaks 
- 
that
should be left to the practice in the Member States.
'\7e do believe that there should be a total ban on the
advertising of tobacco and that there should be strict
conrols on that of alcohol. Ve do believe too that the
content of advertising should be based on the princi-
ples of honesty, decency and good taste.
But overall, Mr President 
- 
and I conclude on this
point 
- 
we reject entirely the notion that we can solve
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this problem by harmonizing and homogenizing all of
these culrural variations ar a European levil. Ve
demand at leasr rhat from rhe directive this year.
Mr Hahn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe Group of the European People's pany
welcomes and approves Mr De Vries's repon. It sees
no contradiction between it and the repon I submitred
about four weeks ago, which we discussed in deail
then. These are different aspec$ of the same extremely
complicated subject. I fully agree with Mr Schinzel
that there are still cenain things not dealt with yet, and
funher addirions are of course conceivable.
This discussion comes ar a good time, in a week when
we are discussing modern technologies in Europe
which it is our joint rask to develop. It would be siilyif, on the one hand, Europeans gor togerher to
develop joint industries in these areas bur aithe same
time wanted to develop a media policy which cum off
nations from one another and which is nowadays still
panicularist ro some exrenr. I would like ro reply to
Mr Collins by saying rhar European solutions would
not necessarily harm the diversity of European culture
in any way, and thar it is precisely through joinr pro-
Brammes or through receiving other nations' pro-
grammes in our homes that we can experience this
diversity and this richness. The European Music year
showed us how much we can stimulare one anorher,
something thar should be possible in this area as well.
In rhe shon rerm the lwo repons and rhe motions for
resolutions have the same aim. They want ro prompr
the Commission 
- 
and I am now directly addressing
its representatives 
- 
to submit the directive mentioned
in the Green Paper before the end of rhis year if possi-
ble. Ve ask you to submit rhis direcdve to the Council,
and we would draw the Council's acren[ion ro rhe
preamble ro rhe European Trearies, which notes the
determination ro lay the foundarions of an ever closer
union among rhe peoples of Europe. Vhat could bring
us closer rogerher than a media nerwork in which wi
can meet one another and rhrough which we are able
to see our differences but also rhe rhings we have in
common, rhe problems we have ro solve joindy, thus
allowing a European consciousness to crysrailize? I
would remind rhe Council of the Solemn Declaration
on European Union which it made in Stutrgart:
European Union is being achieved by deepening
and broadening rhe scope of European activitiei
so thar rhey coherently cover . .. a growing pro-
portion of Member Srares' murual relations and of
their exrernal relations.
Thus, the Council has clearly poinrcd rhe way ahead
and should nor now simply purse its lips, 
", 
ir *...,
but also really whistle, i.e. rake acrion and bring abour
unity in rhis field too.
I would like ro ask the Commission, and especially
Commissioner Ripa di Meana, nor to forget thi Com-
mission's interim reporr. on a European television
channel, as various speakers have already pointed out.
Ve consider rhis m be a very importanr issue and
would ask you ro perservere and press ahead with this
matter.
The De Vries report focuses on rhe economic side of
things. I need not repear its exrensive contents, which
go even further rhan the Green Paper. It talks of
things which will probably nor yer app€ar in the direc-
tives because they are almost still pie in the sky. For
example, it says we should have an inrcgrated wide-
band telecommunications network using glass-fibre
technology, and in so doing is one srep ahead of tech-
nology which is not yer so far advanced. A whole ser-
ies of orher fields are mentioned which are also ahead
of their rime. However, it is imponant rhat an indica-
tion is given of these prospecm and of rhe stimulating
effect of esrablishing a common market in this field-.
Thus, a whole series of tasks is outlined about which
we should already be rhinking today. I, too, believe 
-as my reporr says 
- 
thar it is vital to bring technical
standards for direct broadcast television sarellires inro
line. A new element is that the second genera[ion of
direcr broadcast satellites should be tackled now,
because the firsr generarion will be no use at all if ir is
not immediately followed by the second.
The repon understandably dwells on advertising.
Since Mr Beumer and other speakers have said a lor
about this already, I would just like to add a few
words on copyright. !(i'e have, in actual facr, now
moved away from the proposal contained in my repon
because it came in for heavy criticism and a number of
governments, especially rhe French Government,
would not agree ro it and no directive would be forth-
coming then. \7e have, rherefore, decided ro srick ro
the currenr basis for negoriations for the dme being, in
the hope rhat this will make it easier for the directive
to materialize.
(Applause)
Mr Toksvig (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, this is now
the second dme during a debate on rransfronrier telev-
ision that I have had rhe pleasure of hearing Mr Hahn,
and like last time I agree with him ro J uery g.ear
extent. He has said sensible and sound things tirislve-
ning, and rhere are also sound and sensible rhings in
the De Vries repon. Borh have run inro a hail of
amendments, a veritable blizzard, because everyone is
by definition an experr on television and radio. There
is no European who cannor put rogerher a betrer eve-
ning programme rhan all the exisring television com-
panies together. So both Professor Hahn and Mr De
Vries have written repons thar have exposed rhem
directly ro nor jusr a hail of amendments but also a fair
share of knocks.
In line with the concerns of the rapponeur and rhe
commirree, rhe De Vries reporr has noted the indus-
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trial advantages and the entire development process
now starting with cable networks, the integrated broad
band network and fibre optics 
- 
and he could have
added eanh stations and broadcast and reception stan-
dards. As ever when an indusrial development is set in
morion, there are considerable advantages, advantages
that create jobs, and for that reason alone y/orth sup-
poning.
As in the Hahn repon, there are repeated calls for
freedom. However, every time these two reports talk
about freedom of the air and freedom to produce
transfrontier television, I with my 30 years experience
in European television am disturbed at the references
to existing machinery. !7hen I last spoke on these mat-
ters, I recalled that the EBU, the European Broadcast-
ing Union, is and remains a canel. It is the cooperative
body linking together the existing monopoly institu-
tions, and nothing is changed by describing them as
guarantors of freedom. !7hen the television monopoly
held by the BBC for many years was broken in the
UK, and ITN was set up, for me the most imponant
step of all, namely an independent new service, ITN
had to wait for years before it could share in the
exchange of news film that mkes place every d,ay
under the auspices of the EBU, because the establish-
ing power, namely the BBC, which I deeply admire in
all other areas, wanted rc defend its monopoly.
In the De Vries repon there is a reference to the EBU
which sounds quite innocent. Paragraph 5 calls on the
Commission, after consulting the European Broad-
casting Union, to seek the agreement of the Member
States on a common project for the development of
the second generation of direct broadcasting satellites.
The way this clause is formulated contains a number
of dangers and risks connected with the structure of
the monopolies. First, consultations are to be held with
the EBU in Geneva, then an agreement sought with
the Member States. Member States that have monopo-
lies and are members of the EBU will pass this invita-
tion directly on to the EBU, which has already taken a
decision, so the process *ill then suddenly come to a
halt. In my view, it would be far better to approach the
ESA, the European Space Agency, and ask [hem: 'can
you develop a second generation of direct broadcast-
ing satellites with the aid of industry and offer them to
the canels or to those able to make use of them?'
Mr Collins spoke of the need for regulation to pres-
erve national identities. I would to say to Mr Collins
that the public will see to it that these identides are
preserved. As far as I can see, there is no question that
the British, Irish, French and Dutch public would
rather watch programmes about things thar are of
relevance to them than have faceless bureaucrats draw
up rules as to what they should watch at home in the
evenlngs.
Personally, I intend to vote for the two reports, but
there are poins which I intend to vote against.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in our
view Mr De Vries has ubled an excellent repo( on the
economic aspects of the common market for broad-
casting. Indeed, the rapid technological advances in
this field will soon enable the Community Member
States to receive interference-free radio and television
broadcasts transmitted from anywhere in the world,
mainly via the American sarcllite systems, and this will
have all sorts of unfavourable consequences for the
countries and the peoples of the Community. This
means that we must create as soon as possible a com-
mon democratic European policy and a common mar-
ket for satellite and cable broadcasting.
I should like to clarify my opinion on the following:
since it is very likely that there will be increased con-
cenrarion in the field of cable transmission, it will be
very imponant for the public sector in the Member
States and private initative to be properly associated as
regards radio and rclevision broadcasting.
Ve consider that the main preserve of private initiative
will have to be the consumption and use of informa-
tion products, whereas the basic structure and the
basic choices will have to belong to the public sector,
which must, however, be democratically controlled by
democratic public bodies, such as parliaments, trade
unions, local authorities, political parties, women's
organizations, cultural organizations etc. 
.!7e 
think
that in this way it is possible to milirate against any
kind of monopoly or authoritarian set-up which runs
counter to the public interest and benefits either pri-
vate monopoly interests or uncontrolled state bureauc-
racy.
Mr Seal (S).- Mr President, this repon by Mr De
Vries is like the curate's egg; it is good in pans. My
main interest in it is the effecm the proposals it makes
will have on jobs in the Community. \7ith 15 million
people unemployed we need to create jobs wherever
possible. In broadcasting we can create jobs. Ve can
create jobs both on the technical hardware side, pro-
viding we have common standards, and on the creative
programme side.
I very much support the proposals made by Mr Beu-
mer to improve and encourage the European cultural
content of European broadcasdng. I believe that it is
essential that we encourage European programmes in
preference to some of the cheap and nasty American
productions that have been imponed into the Com-
munity. Ve have got to use the facilities and resources
we have to try and stimulate the creation of pro-
grammes in the Community, panicularly for small
independent film and TV makers.
However, I do not agree with Mr Beumer or the
report when it comes to talking about some kind of
central controlling body. That is something that we
cenainly cannot have. I agree with the last speaker:
what we need is democratic control, but in my opi-
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nion, control at the Member Srate level.
Ve do need agreemenr. \7e need agreement on tech-
nical standards. These, however, must be agreed and
not imposed. Ve need agreement, panicularly now
that we are going ro ger more and more sarellite
broadcasting. !7e need agreemenr on all aspects of
satellite broadcasting. Bur, once again, we have got to
have agreement and not imposed controls.
I won't say too much about advertising beceuse a lor
of this has been covered by previous speakers. Ler me
just reinforce one panicular poinr. \Thilst I believe that
advenising must be conrolled and restricted 
- 
and I
cenainly supporr a ban on all rcbacco and alcohol
advenising on relevision 
- 
I do feel it must be done at
a national level and not by some kind of overall
enforced European control.
Mr Presidenr, there is one aspect rhar I feel I must
cover tha, has not been covered by other speakers but
is in rhe repon and is a very imponant pan of the
report. Thar concerns CB 
- 
citizens band radio. Ve
have got ro achieve 
- 
and rhe Commission should
take nore of this 
- 
some common standards for citi-
zens band radio. \fle have got the ludicrous situation
now where drivers of large trucks who go to \flest
Germany, for example, equipped with CB radios thar
are quite legal in the United Kingdom are arresred,
fined and have the equipment confiscared because it
does not conform to the regulations in Germany. This
is something rhat we have got ro sorr our, and I ask rhe
Commission to son it out as soon as possible.
I will finish now, Mr President, but I would jusr like ro
say that Mr Cassidy seems ro have staned reading
Mao Tse-rung. Perhaps thar is the influence of being a
member of the GLC, and I congratulate him.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I wish ro confine myself
to the quesrion'of advenising. The Commission wanrc
to fix cenain minimum standards in a directive allow-
ing programmes rhar meer rhese standards to be
broadcast freely rhroughout the Community. In this
way, the fundamenral quesdon as to whether to allow
broadcasr advenising is answered in rhe affirmative
withour much in the way of justification. Accepting
this standpoinr means rhat the Member States wi[l
have to introduce advenising in one form or another.
Advenising time will then be limired to a maximum of
200/o of air time.
This statement of principle and the proposal for imple-
menting it in pracdce nonerheless raise quesrions
regarding equal rreatment in all the Member Srares.
The situation in rhe various Member States in fact dif-
fers widely depending on the existence of a well-estab-
lished cable network and rhe coexisrence of public and
private broadcasting. For example, Sky Channel
receives equal rreatment in Germany, bur privileged
treatmenr in rhe Nerherlands on accounr of rhe satel-
lite two-way cable system. The Commission will have
to monitor equal treatment.
On the other hand, the exisrence of cable carries with
it rhe danger of the massive proliferation of advenis-
ing. At the moment, this situation exisrs only in Bel-
gium and the Nerherlands. New rransnarional chan-
nels are bound to suck these markets dry, mostly at the
expense of public broadcasting services and the press.
As the national public broadcasrint services cannor
compete on an equal footing wirh the ffansnational
channels, the Commission will be creating a situation
of unequal ffearment. If we wish ro secure the exist-
ence of rhe free press and public broadcasting, we will
have to read very carefully. The 200/o norm is unac-
ceptable. A gradual transirion, or even a stricrer limita-
tion, will at all events be required in view of these
inequalities.
Funhermore, broadcasring is not a purely commercial
enterprise; information and cultural education must
continue to play an imponant pan. There can rhere-
fore be no question of advenising rctally dominating.
It must be confined preferably rc fixed time slots so
that other programmes are not interrupted.
I would strongly urge a differentiated approach to rhe
problem so rhar the aspects of informarion, educarion
and culture continue ro play a more imponant role
than commercial interesrc.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I think
that financial circles and large private concerns in
Vestern Europe have recenrly been very acrive in
trying to ensure thar rclevision broadcasting is organ-
ized along American lines and, above all, that the
national networks are demolished.
In our view certain initiatives within the EEC to creare
a common market for broadcasting also form pan of
this attempt, since such a market means the privatiza-
don of the broadcasring media, and this will lead to
the predominance of profit-making rules in 
^n 
aree
which is vital for the culrural, spiritual and entenain-
menl needs of every people as well as for irs nar.ional
character. \7e speak about freedom of competition,
but in reality rhis leads to the creation of information
monopolies, and typical of rhis is the fact 
- 
which is,
by the way, menrioned in the explanatory srarement 
-that of the 5 000 cable systems in the USA, ten conrrol
400/o of the market, or rhere is the domination of Sil-
vio Berluscino in Ialy or rhe penetration of press
monopolies, such as that of the publishing matnarc
Murdoch with Sky Channel, in the field of broadcast-
ing. Let us nor forger either, when we speak about the
pluralism of information which a common market for
broadcasdng can provide, rhe criticism made by the
Chairman of the BBC to the effect that we give people
what they wanr, bur when we ask rhem *hai they
want, they reply on the basis of what we give rhem.
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Ve consider that the problem of advenising should be
similarly ackled. In our view, the consequences of
these proposals on advertising will be that television
channels are prisoners of their revenue and prisoners
of the advenisers' wishes. A typical example is that of
Greece, where, while the Greek Government is sup-
posed to be struggling to restrict impons, Greek
television advertises almost exclusively imponed prod-
ucts, and an attempt it made to advertise domestic
products resulted in the Commission bringing it before
the European Coun ofJusdce.
In our view, the problems of broadcasting can be dealt
with by a policy other than that which is dictated by
the profit motive in broadcasting, namely a policy
which is based on an association between the udliza-
don of new technologies, popular democratic choice,
balanced inter-governmental cooperation and support.
for the development of the cultural and spiritual needs
of the peoples.
Mr Ripa di Meana, Member of the Commission. 
-(/D \fith its study of the Commission's Green Paper
- 
first in the form of Mr Hahn's report on the defini-
tion of a general mass media policy then in the form of
the De Vries repon, which dealt more specifically with
the economics aspects, the European Parliament has,
in my view, completed an excellent piece of work.
On 12 September Lord Cockfield was here to repre-
sent the Commission at the debate on the Hahn report
and he rightly and vigourously stressed the all-embrac-
ing and inregrating nature of television which as he
said, affects the whole of humanity and represents a
linchpin between the needs of culcure and an and
those of the economic and industrial sector. Today I
can confirm the letter and spirit of those statements
which represent an irrevocable standpoint of the Com-
mission. Nobody will be surprised, however, if I say
that personally I am panicularly sensitive to the joint
exisrence of these two aspec$ of television and at the
same time I am very aware of the function, not always
harmonious, of the linchpin element between an and
industry, between economics and culture. Television, as
Mr De Vries pointed out, is a sector of strategic
imponance to the service economy of the European
Community. Comments made following the presenm-
don of the repon all confirmed this assessment.
The swift transition of the radio and television sector
from a purely national to an international, and conse-
quently European, phenomenon, prompted by the
debut of satellites and cable TV, entails fast and far-
reaching changes in two areas. In the economic and
industrial area there is in addition to the creation of
new or almost-new factors such as satellites, receiving
aerials, optical fibre cables and all the associated elec-
tronics, a need for production structures and pro-
grammes which take account of the unified market.
This calls for the serting up at European level of prod-
uction and distribution bodies, as well as the agencies
responsible for disribution and production loans so
that the European audiovisual industry can finally be
turned into something capable of comparison and of
establishing negotiations on an equal footing with the
non-European giants. In the area of an and culture the
divisions are less clearly drawn and less self-evident.
The necessary solutions which in spite of their com-
plexity are, in economic terms, relatively clear, are less
obvious here. However, this is the area where the
stakes are highest and an area in which the European
idendty, contribution and future will immediately be
determined. In this venture the game can be lost
quickly in the wake of a few bad moves or missed
chances; on the other hand, total victory will never be
cenain and whatever c/e are able to win can be lost
again at any time.
Vhat has to be done can therefore be based on a sim-
ple premise: every television programme must hence-
fonh be seen not as an international programme which
sooner or later will be followed by the whole of
Europe. This is rhe purpose of the Commission's
Green Paper, which is an attempt to idendfy the ways
and means of setting up the common television market
or, put more accurately, rather than setting up such a
marker it is a question of backing up its launch and
initial development with whatever is necessary in terms
of community legisladon and with any other necessary
measures, and nothing more, to remove obsmcles,
prevent distortion and guarantee that the interests at
stake are fairly matched. The Green Paper therefore
represenrs the legislative or regulatory momentum of
the Community action which is required under the
Treaty. There is however another momentum for this
action which I would define as a positive political
momentum inrcnded to ensure that the legislative
framework includes the essentially European values
for which it was conceived.
I should like now to consider rwo aspects which I feel
cannor be separated without running the risk of failing
to understand the long-term objectives of the action
project or the [ools essential for their implementation.
It is imponant to remember the linchpin function of
the audiovisual industry to which I referred earlier. Mr
De Vries approves of the Commission's initiative
aimed at setting up the common markes for radio and
television broadcasting and the intention of submitting
a proposal for a directive to harmonize some aspecr
of national regulations in the field.
The Commission's Green Paper, which is based on a
complex series of economic and legal considerations
contains specific proposals which were examined by
the national authorities and the professional groups
concerned. A series of meetings provided much more
material for consideration and possible incorporation
in the proposed direcdve. The main area for the pro-
posal harmonization is television advertising which, as
Lord Cockfield pointed out a month ago, is one of the
most difficult problem areas and as this debate today is
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showing, one [o which reactions vary. The proposed
solutions also vary in line wirh different reacrions.
As Mr De Vries points out in his resolution, the level
of advenising musr nor be detrimental to the value of
the programmes which are a vehicle for informarion,
education and entenainment. This requirement must
be set against the advenising potential of television
which justifiably is an exrraordinarily attractive field
for much poorly utilized European capital and which
represents tremendous potential for economic expan-
sion. A number of speakers, among them Mr Seal,
have today already stressed the imponance of the
expansion of European television in terms of checking
and improving the situation of the unemployed in our
countries.
In an attempt to take accounr of these rw'o aspects the
Community directive should include the principle on
which advenising will be permitted in all rhe Member
States at least on one television channel. In terms of
quantity, as I mentioned earlier, advenising should be
limircd to the scale indicated by Mr De Vries, in other
words kept to a level which does not harm the culrural
and anistic merit of the programmes.
I feel, however, that I must make one reservarion,
although there is a case for supponing the opinion of
Mr De Vries. This reservation relares ro a general
provision for national programmes without however
fixing a maximum percenage. Instead, in order to
make legal provision for the passage of a programme
from one country to another, rhe Commission consi-
ders that the fixing of a maximum time is desirable. An
exact limitation of this type would prevenr the other-
wise inevitable formation of a contentious inrerna-
tional grouping and possibly also rhe occasional block-
ing of this or that programme owing to differences in
the interpretation of the regulation. The respect of a
maximum limit also makes controls easier and simpli-
fies intervention procedures. Clearly, a decision con-
cerning the actual setting of rhe limit is a sensitive one
and that indicated in the white paper should be seen
only as an initial guide and nothing more rhan a
hypothetical limit. A dme limit could have major posi-
tive and negarive consequences. It will have to achieve,
in a television stretching rhroughour Europe and rhus
displaying Europe's own image, the difficult but
necessary balance between economic and cultural
requlrements.
As regards the complex problem of inrcrrupting pro-
grammes for advertising, rhere is a need for an
in-depch study of rhis aspect so rhar solutions can be
found which will safeguard within Europe free compe-
tition and the rights of aurhors regarding the conrinu-
ity of performance of their works.
Another imponant aspecr covered by rhe Green Paper
concerns the arrangemenrs for copyright. This is a
very sensitive area and one which has without doubr
produced the most heated argument and even violent
reactions throughout the Communiry. In my capacity
as Member of the Commission with responsibility for
cultural policy I have been panicularly exposed to it
and also feel personally a special duty to safeguard the
values at smke. Nobody can deny the logic of the
white paper in the future scenario of European televi-
sion in which tens, possibly hundreds, of programmes
by thousands of different aurhors, actors, directors can
be exchanged every day from one television to rhe
next or from one counrry to the nexr, from a satellirc
to a cable network and vice versa. The currenr
arrangements concerning copyright, which are domi-
nated by aurhors' prohibition rights, seems at leasr in
appearance, to be an intolerable sword of Damocles
over the smoorh operation of rhe system. It is however
also clear that authors attach great imponance to the
retention of the current system, which is currendy
undergoing major modificarions in the United King-
dom, Denmark and Austria. Here, in the face of such
conflicting viewpoints, the Commission recognizes the
clear advantage of a sysrem of voluntary control freely
negotiated between the panies concerned as being
preferable to any legislation. The Commission how-
ever reserves the right to make provision in its direc-
tive for recourse to legal licensing only as ultima ratio,
in other words when it is proved that the agreement is
not practicable and there is a serious risk of interrup-
tion to inrra-Community exchanges.
Allow me in conclusion ro speak briefly on rhar which
I earlier called the 'orher momenrum' or rhe positive
momen[um of Community action 
- 
the framework to
be set up within the legislative provisions. As the per-
son responsible for cultural policy and communication
in the Commission the problem affecrs me directly. I
also said earlier rhar no discussion of the means and
structures for the audiovisual market can be meaning-
ful if the final objectives are disregarded. The problem
is one of promoting, in a unified and open marker, the
binh of new creariviry, nor [he sum or a blend of
national creativities with which we are fonunately
blessed but a culrural approach direced ro make an
impact on [he European public 
- 
a communicarion
effon beyond narional boundaries and language bar-
riers which have hitheno been rhe only horizon of our
television producers. !7har is more, for decades the
cinema in Europe has shown that it has learned, in its
better effons, how ro be understood; appreciared and
loved beyond the confines of narional boundaries.
The advent of transfronrier television is therefore a
good opponunity and one which is nor ro be missed.
Vith the powers available rc it the Commission
intends [o encourage any initiative aimed at producing
common television programmes. I should like to reas-
sure Mr Hahn on this poinr to which he made express
reference in his speech. These programmes will be
intended for a Community-wide public and will thus
be produced in various languages and will make use of
the new scope and technical standards set by satellite
transmissions.
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The Commission is also inrcnding to support co-prod-
uctions, both in the cinema and in television, and an
appropriate draft regulation has been submitted to the
Council. Vhat is more, last Monday the Parliament in
its debarc on the Fajardie repon witnessed a largely
positive reaction to this project. Finally, attention must
quickly be given to the distribution sectors and cine-
matographic financing so as to uckle the central prob-
lems facing the European audiovisual industry. As you
see, all this represents a lot of work and I do not wish
to dwell here on the abiliry of our resources to achieve
the desired results. I am confident of Parliament's sup-
port in the future, both in the conceptual and design
phase as well as in the implementation of the project
and I thank Parliament for that support.
I should like briefly to reply to Mr Beumer, who
raised the problem of differences in the level of
'cabling' in the various Member States, pointing out
that the more 'cabled' countries would be favoured as
regards the imponing of programmes. The reply
which we can give is that it represenm an advantage
for viewers in the countries which are more organized
in the field of cable transmissions. The Treaty of the
Community is moreover based on a principle of reci-
procity and it would be paradoxical if the application
of the liberties provided for in the rreaties undermined
the benefits which might be derived from certain more
advanced areas, in this case in cabling, until a situation
similar to that for example in the Netherlands today
exists everywhere.
As regards the question raised by Mr Seal, which con-
cerned citizen band, I should like to inform him that
the Commission is gathering final facts from a survey
carried out in the Member States on the subject of the
application, at national level, of the TR 20/02 recom-
mendation of the Conference of European Post and
Telecommunications Administrations so that a stan-
dard application of that recommendation can be
achieved. Subsequently the Commission will decide on
its own position in the light of the replies received and
the highly unsatisfactory state which this branch of
radio communications is currently in will also be
reviewed. Our proposals will then be submimed to you
for your views.
IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
3. Dairy quotas
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim repon
(Doc. A2-85l85), drawn up by Mr \Toltjer on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
on certain aspects of implementation of the dairy
quora arrangements in rhe community.
Mr Voltjer (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) This repon is not
merely that of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisher-
ies and Food but rather a joint repon from the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the
Committee on Budgetary Conrol, as was proposed in
a Parliament resolution in September 1984 which
requested both committees to study the implementa-
tion of the quota regulations. That was our brief and
we accepted it because the Commission imelf had sub-
mitted that it would carry out an evaluation only afrcr
three years and because everyone felt at the time that a
Parliament committee should study the whole prob-
lem. Our brief was therefore zor rc philosophize about
what should happen aircr 1990, when the quota lapsed
- 
we had specifically restricted our terms of reference
to the implementation of the quota regulations as
approved in principle by the Council in 1984. That
musr be explicitly sated because it meant that we
could avoid a lot of discussion that would otherwise
have had to have been handled by the committee.
After all, the Commissioner's Green Paper contains
plenty of justification for a discussion on the more dis-
tant future. Nevenheless, we have not ackled this
issue.
I would first like to make a comment on the effective-
ness of the measure. If there v/as one point on which
we vere all agreed, it was that the measure had defin-
itely proved its effectiveness. In just one year, produc-
tion has been cut from 104 million tonnes to 98.2 mil-
lion ronnes, thereby even falling shon of the quom by
about 250 000 tonnes. Those, at least, are the conclu-
sions to be reached on the basis of the figures available
to me. If we then funher consider that there was a
grov/th of l.5 ro 20/o lasr year, we have in fact suc-
ceeded in cutting production by 7.50/o at a stroke.
That is a very vital point of considerable significance.
This proven success means that we can therefore
clearly reject all the criticism, voiced in the past, that
the regulations would not be effective and would be
impossible to administer.
One can, of course, make a number of comments on
the way the regulation has been implemented and the
speed with which this was done. If, however, we read
the ombudsman's report on this matter in the Nether-
lands, we see tha[ almost all Member States were faced
with the same problems as action suddenly had rc be
taken and that numerous mistakes were made in con-
sequence. The Member States were unprepared, even
though the matter had been discussed for a number of
years, so that many complaints 
- 
as has already been
pointed out in this Parliament by the Commissioner 
-were indeed the result not of the regulation itself bur
of the manner in which it was introduced. In effect,
afrcr lengthy Council decisions it was suddenly introd-
uced in the Member States although they had made no
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preparations wharever and rhe regulation was barely
formalized on paper 
- 
though rhey musr have known
that it was almost inevitable. That was how it all came
about in 1984 
- 
wirh consequent difficuldes for a
treat many farmers.
Over the past year rhere have been more than 12
amendments to rhe regularion. Some of these are quite
logical, for example, the agreed posrponemenr, ro the
end of the milking year, of collection of the lery. This
change is understandable because a number of rhe
administrative issues had been badly handled at the
time of the quota's inroduction and it was hardly fair
to ask farmers to pay before their quotas had been
dercrmined and, for example, when ir was still nor cer-
tain whether they qualified for rearmenr as a special
case.
In this context, however, I have a very heanfelr ques-
tion to the Commission: why has rhe quanerly lery
now been abolished? 'What were the grounds for this
step? After all, the quarterly levy was intended as an
indication to farmers of rhe impending level and now
it has suddenly been abolished. \7hy? The adminisrra-
tive difficulties now lie behind us and ir seems fair to
say thar it musr be possible.
The other changes are less clear-cur and their advisa-
bility is-open to question. I would like to mention one
of these: the deferment, for a period of three years, of
determinarion of the reference period for Ialy. The
question that now arises is a simple one: what is going
rc happen in Iuly over rhe coming rwo years and is rhe
Commission sufficienrly confident rhat the quota will
not be exceeded? I consider two regularions to be
completely unaccepmble and the Commission has also
pointed out thar those may cause major problems.
The first of these is equalization. The Ministers
decided 
- 
perhaps in imelf quite understandably 
-that equalization between regions was permissible.
Vhat has this now led to? The texr has been inter-
preted in such a way rha[ one Member Smte (the
Secretary for Agriculture in Belgium was the first but
was followed by his counrerparr in the Netherlands)
suddenly declared: 'we haven'r exceeded our narional
quota, i.e. some farmers have exceeded their quota bur
others have produced too litde milk and we will equal-
ize this ar a srroke so rhat those farmers exceeding
their quota will be excused paymenr of rheir super-
levy.' The consequence was a grea[ deal of bitterness
particularly among farmers who had complied with
the regulations since they saw themselves as the victim
of a double injusdce. Firsdy because they had sold off
their cows when required to do so, although meant
prices were low, and then because if they had conrin-
ued milking they would have been able to make addi-
tional income over and above their quota and be betrer
off than they now are because they complied wirh rhe
quora regulations 
- 
since those farmers not comply-
ing have in fact done norhing but benefit from their
misdemeanour.
And then there is another major problem. Vhat hap-
pens nex[ year? !7hat approach should farmers adopt
next year? I am specifically asking the Commissioner
what he thinks will happen nexr year. Equalization can
again be carried out next year because the regulations
are for a two-year period. ![hat does the Commis-
sioner think will happen then? I can rell him: every
farmer, all those with cattle, will exceed their quota.
That is the inevirable consequence of the sysrem
because no one wants to be taken advantage of again,
that's the problem. I can tell you rhat rhe figures are
already worrying 
- 
this is because equalization is now
being so generally applied that one cannor really con-
tinue to calk of a quora regulation.
A funher problem rhar I would like to mention, and in
fact a consequence of the preceedings one, is that
although the basic regulations sdpulated that money
collected under the super levy should go into the
EEC's coffers, the Council has decided ro refund
Member States all levy monies over and above rhose
needed to compensate for exceeding rhe narional
quota and ro permit the Member States to use them to
implement their narional intervention programmes.
Two problems then arise. Firstly, there are clear budg-
etary consequences. This acrion is obviously at the
expense of the EEC budger because EEC money is
being used to finance it. Parliament has never been
consulted on this measure and that is unacceptable to
an institution joinrly responsible for the budget.
Secondly, the Ministers to whom rhe monies have
been refunded may implemenr national intervention
programmes. The milk purchased through rhese
national intervenrion programmes 
- 
if indeed they do
prove effective 
- 
can again be redisributed. In other
words, quoras are maintained and at some considera-
ble expense ro the EEC.
The Commission, and not just the Council, has there-
fore clearly been found wanring in this matter. This
was a quire unsuimble approach. I am not denying that
some kind of measure had m be adopted but not in
this way and not using this procedure. In view of the
extreme significance of this marrer, I would like to
take rhis opponunity of asking the Coun of Auditors
to-examine it thoroughly in its annual reporr nexr year.
After all, we as a Parliamenr cannor just ler rhis go
unchallenged.
The quoca regulations have proved effective bur,
nevenheless, rhere is still considerable excess produc-
tion. The 97.2 million tonnes of milk we produce are
still far more rhan we can sell and therein lies the
problem. In other words, we have a quora system, but
the quotas are still rco high and significant modifica-
tions ro rhe quota sysrem are srill needed. Quoras will
have to be cur by ar least 50/o and shere are a number
of possible ways of doing rhis. As a commitree, we
have nor either favoured or opposed any one method.
All we are saying is that the quoras musr be further
reduced and we welcome that fact that rhe Commis-
sion has since smted that it is studying rhe marrer and
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is preparing proposals for a European intervention sys-
tem andlor an incentive payment for those farmers
temporarily ceasing ro produce milk.
Ve have made a third suggestion in our repon and I
would like to recommend it rc the Commission. You
all know that, after discussion, it was decided last year
to reduce by | 0/o both production and the co-res-
ponsibility levy. You must really be complimented on
getting the Council to agree to the programme for
next year, since it is not all that common to see the
Council suddenly modifying one of its decisions from
the previous year, but in this case you have indeed
managed this feat. The Commission deserves some
praise for achieving what is no simple task.
However we still have a 20/o co-responsibility levy and
I would rherefore like rc ask the Commission why
they do not consider the feasibility of taking the same
ac[ion nexr year 
- 
and when studying this you could
also examine farm incomes. That would give you a
linear reduction in the quota while it would entrain no'
reduction in farmer's incomes because it would be pos-
sible to compensate them through the co-responsibiliry
levy. This proposal is well wonh another look.
Indeed, there are a Breel many complications asso-
ciated with a European inrervention system. I will list a
couple of them. In Ireland we have applied an extra-
Community quota, in effect an increase. If you then
introduce an intervention programme, do you not
rhink you will be using it to take away what you have
just given Ireland in the form of an extra quota? In
effect, this kind of programme will have a contrary
effect by coming into play in those areas where farm-
ers do not actually achieve optimal production.
I have another question on this point. Imly 
- 
as I
mentioned a moment ago 
- 
has still not been attri-
buted a reference period. !/hat is going to happen if
you institute an intervention programme in Italy? I
would very much appreciate the Commission's
answers to rhese quesrions.
I would also like to ask whether you do not agree wirh
me thar a European intervention programme can con-
flict with a national one to the extent that this is con-
cerned with problem cases and therefore with the
redistribution of quotas. I would like to hear the Com-
mission's response to that.
It is often suted that the quota system is incompatible
with structural policy. I must agree that this is possible
provided no measures are [aken and we state that in
this report. However, it need not necessarily be so. It
would be advisable 
- 
and in the report we discuss this
in detail 
- 
for the Commission to provide Member
States with criteria for the establishment of national
reserves that fulfil the provisions of structural policy
- 
in other words, using redistribution criteria rc link
structural policy and quota policy.
One funher point. It is very damaging to the credibil-
ity of the Community 
- 
and we have indeed heard
many complaints about this 
- 
that it is not fulfilling
prior obligations such as the one towards those farm-
ers who in 1977 accepted incentives to cease produc-
tion. My question to the Commission's is whether it
does not believe, as I do, that account must be taken
of the production of those farmers who have wanted
to exercise their right to recommence production after
four or five years 
- 
something that hasn't been done
in a number of Member States.
Now for the final point. Our committee believes that
checks should be more stringently carried out since
superrision of the quota is viml. For this reason, our
repon contains an urgent call rc the Commission to
improve monitoring. '!fle have also requested the
Coun of Auditors to give priority to issuing a special
report on this matter. Everywhere there is talk of fraud
and while I cannot judge the aca)racy of these reports,
fraud can upset. the entire quota system. The Commis-
sion must. therefore act now and not later.
Mr President, those are the pointed I wanted to dis-
cuss today and they are examined in detail in the
report.
Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, Parliament is aware that I do not
usually speak early in a debate and prefer to do so at
the end since this makes it easier to respond to com-
ments tha[ have been made. Unfortunately, I am
obliged to travel to Copenhagen this evening to dis-
cuss the Green Paper with Danish Farmers' Organiza-
tions and am therefore compelled to speak at this stage
in the debate.
Agreements made within the Council require the
Commission to report on the success of the milk quota
system after three years. Of course, this doesn't rule
out an evaluation at some other time. In fact, one has
to recognize that the Commission has done little else
than evaluate the system ever since it was instituted.
\flhen Mr'l7oltjer points out in his repon that we have
made twelve amendments to the basic regulation over
the past year, that really just goes to show that we are
constantly evaluating the system.
The Commission welcomes the report now being dis-
cussed as an imponant and constructive contribution
to the eva[uation of the system that we have intro-
duced. Funhermore, I would like to congratulate Mr
'!7oltjer, on behalf of the Commission, on the quality
of his repon. On one thing at least we are in complete
agreement, the quota system has had a real effect on
the producdon of milk and milk products in the Com-
munity. I also think that we are all pleased that the
painful impact in farming circles of this system has had
the positive corollary that the problem of the milk
production is now somewhat more manogeable. In just
one year, butter production has fallen by approxi-
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mately 110/o and skim milk powder by no less than
20010. Nevenheless, we have to recognize- and I
believe thar Mr Volrjer has already pointed this out 
-that milk producrion is currently running at rhe level
of the quota and even a few percentage points above
the annual average. Here I feel rhat I must make use of
this opponunity to tell producers quire categorically
that if it is true, as Mr \Toltjer has said, that everyone
will exceed the quora, then this is going to cosr every-
one money. I admit that the changes we have made ro
the system have tended to emphasize collecrive re-
sponsibility at the expense of individual responsibiliry.
That is correct and I do not hesitate to say rhat rhis is
regrettable. To that exrent, there is not much that I
can say in response to the repon's criticisms on this
point. !7har I would like to say is that although we
have been forced to insritute a number of temporary
measures to cope with difficulries in inrroducing rhe
system and thar these have given rhe quoras more of a
national characrer than the individual one they origin-
ally had, it is imponanr ro consider that the system is
continuing to work in the case of the superlevy. I
believe this is an appropriate opportuniry, and an
appropriate time in the sales season, ro make rhis poinr
quite clearly in relation ro this report.
'$fl'e were indeed forced to make a number of changes.
Some of these changes are approved of by the rappor-
teur and others nor. Ler me say quite clearly thar I do
not complerely agree with all rhe changes proposed by
the Commission and accepred by the Council. I would
personally have preferred ro have had rhese sums
being paid quanerly bur I did nor consider a differenr
payment system ro be an inseparable problem. After
all, we are dealing with perfectly capable adulrs in an
emancipated sociery and, secondly, ir is of course pos-
sible for quanerly paymenl of the super levy to result
in a payment for one quarr.er and equalizarion in rhe
next one 
- 
wirh consequenr administrative disadvan-
tages. For rhese reasons, ar a [ime in which there was
grea[ pressure to do something about it, I gave my
agreement because it would not affect the essence of
the system. A more significant point is rhar of equali-
z^Lion. Thar is remporary and specifically institured
for a second year by the Council, acring on advice of
the Commission. Moreover, I wanr to tell this Parlia-
ment that I am in no way convinced rhat such en
equalization sysrem need be continued for the rest of
the period. Thar is an issue thar deserves separare
examination ar rhe appropriate rime.
I admit rhar at firsr sight it seems very srrange ro en-
able national inrervention programmes ro be financed
from money raised as a super lery and this has been
pointed our by [he rapporreur. I would just like [o nore
that, within the whole framework of changes being
discussed, ir was very difficulr ro approve equalizarion
for one Member State and rhen nor to find some other
solution for anorher Member Surc which had already
collected the levy.
I see that rhe rapponeur can ar leasr understand how I
came to my conclusions; I think thap in polidcal terms
it would have been very difficult for rhe Commission
to act in any orher way. That is an addirional reason ro
take great care wirh interim changes to a system such
as it was originally planned. I am quite prepared ro
take personal responsibiliry for this conclusion by the
raPPorteur.
I would now like [o commenr on the inrervention sys-
rcm because this has been examined and because the
Commission believes that this sysrem could be an
imponant and acceptable way of reducing milk pro-
duction to a level that more or less matches consump-
tion within the Community and exrernal markets. Let
me begin by saying that I have a less pessimisric view
of total markets than rhe rapponeur does but we will
have to await future developmenm. I think he is rarher
pessimisric in his estimates here but it is quire clear that
we produce roo much and the Commission agrees with
the rapponeur on rhis poinr.
I intend to propose to the Commission, in the course
of this monrh or perhaps early next month, the intro-
duction of an intervention scheme aimed at major cuts
in production. The cheapest way of solving the butter
problem is nor ro produce it. That is as plain as a
pikestaff. The intervention scheme does indeed give
rise to a number of problems, one of them being the
structure of cenain Member States. 'S(e should nor
forget one thing, however. Political bargaining in the
Council of Ministers, where a given Member Stare
feels it must have a cerrain macro-quanriry of milk
production to cover im needs, is not the same as rhe
individual freedom the farmer has to use or nor use rhe
quota allocared ro him. I want to say quite clearly rhat,
in my opinion, we have to maintain a sysrem in the
Community whereby Member States negoriate about
macro-situations and farmers can decide in micro-situ-
ations. Thar seems ro me rhe only way to achieve a
sound agricultural policy in the Community. In saying
that, I do nor want to rule our rhe possibility of apply-
ing a Community intervention system even in a coun-
try which has presented major problems with respecr
to the rotal macro-exrenr of the quota. I am not saying
that it is essenrial but thar it must be possible, depend-
ing on the decisions taken by individual farmers.
A further problem rhar was quite correctly pointed out
is that of the national inrervenrion schemes. Some of
these schemes will already have finished by the time
the Communiry, accepts, as I hope it will do, rhe
Community intervention scheme. !7here this is nor so,
we will have ro find practical ways of structuring the
Communiry sysr,em so rhar ir does not conflict with
existing narional systems. Internal discussions I have so
far had on [his subject have convinced me that rhe
problem is not a simple one but that it is cenainly not
insoluble. In the case of Italy, we will undoubrcdly be
able to define a reference period compadble with rhe
introduction of the sysrem.
Mr Presidenr, I would like to comment on the 1977
outgoers scheme. I believe this is indeed a serious issue
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and not an easy one to solve because the scheme pre-
vents us from determining a reference quantity.
Nevenheless, I want to assure Parliament that I will
again give this problem serious attention to see
whether it is possible to give those concerned a better
deal.
My final comments concern.supervision. In the Com-
muniry, monitoring is both an extremely difficult
problem and an unavoidable dury, whether we are
dealing with milk, vegetables and fruit, fish or wha-
tever. The problem is that we in the Community have
still not managed to achieve clear supranational Com-
munity responsibility for verification. That is the cen-
tral problem and, in my view, all other issues are
subordinate to that. \7hat I will, of course, a[tempt to
do is to see that optimal verification occurs within the
framework of the limited means at our disposal. That
is no easy task. I am quite prepared to admit that the
form of our quota scheme makes it important if not
vital to have more demiled, on-site Community super-
vision. Unfortunately, I have to say that I cannot see
our current resources giving us any real chance to do
substantially more than is now done. I think that this
should be a long-term nsk, primarily for the Commis-
sion but we would welcome the support of the Euro-
pean Parliament, to convince the Member States to
accept, both judicially and by supplying resources (in
the form of personnel), that wherever supranatural
legislation has to be monitored, that it is essential to
do this on a supranational basis.
Mr Thareau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the mandate
of 30 May 1980 committed the Commission, and then
the Council, to take restrictive measures in cenain
agricultural markets. Some of these revolved around
intervention levels and mechanisms, as was the case for
beef, others involved price levels, as in the case of
cereals this year, while still others cenlred on restrict-
ing production, which gave binh to the dairy quotas.
All these measures hav had a serious impact on agri-
cultural imcome.
The interim repon submitted by Eisso \Toltjer is a
hard-hitting analysis of quota application methods in
the various countries. Milk producers, forced to step
up production in order to maintain their imcome, have
not found it easy to accept a freezing of the existing
situation. Although production volume controls were
inevitable, the mechanisms chosen have not made it
possible to reduce inequalities.
The strongest criticism is reserved for the fact that the
quotas are national ones and the systems vary, being
based on holdings in some cases and on producers in
another. Thus, the rapporteur underlines how farmers
in an idendcal situation are treated differendy,
depending upon the kind of purchaser they supply or
which country they are in. Injustices exist and are
growing because certain major producers have not.
paid the specified levies, and this serious matter might
render the system useless, since producers who have
made great efforts cannot accept their neighbours tak-
ing an easy approach.
Production limits per country exist, but we must work
for more justice beween producers so that the penal-
ries and available quota allocations are based on the
same logic. There has been much criticism, and rightly
so, of the cumulative effect to ty/o restictive measures:
since quous now exist, the co-responsibility levy
should be dropped.
Despite the large amount. of criticism 
- 
often justified
- 
of the quotas, we have to admit that the production
curve has dropped off appreciably, leading rc a slight
rise in milk prices. Nevenheless, this has not been
enough and any further development PresuPPoses
clearance of stocks 
- 
it should be recalled thar 450/o
of the one million tonnes in stock are over 18 months
old. No one likes ro see things sold off cheaply, but
costs are growing as the weeks pass by. If the produc-
tion and consumption curves converge we must work
for better control of our purchases, and imported
production must be subjected to at least the same lev-
ies as other kinds. Finally, we must improve our com-
mercial set-up and organization in order to sell more.
The basic issue which the policy-making bodies and
professional agricultural organizations face is both dif-
ficult and simple at the same time:we either pursue a
policy of 'laisser faire', which will mean our products
costing too much and our saying goodbye, to guaran-
teed prices, or we go for guaranteed prices as set out
in the Treaty of Rome, and in order to do this we have
to control production. If we plump for this latter aim
we can arrange for better disribution of available quo-
tas, allow new farmers to start up, prevent distortions
between farmers, and ban quotas from being traded.
The mechanisms are not inflexible, because we are
talking about five successive twelve-month periods,
and so we can do better from next year onwards.
The Socialist Group will vote for the Voltjer report in
rhe hope of seeing, from the end of 1985 onwards, an
own-initiative report containing binding commitments
for future years.
Mr Friih (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, let me begin by expressing my regret at [he
fact that the Commissioner must leave. I fully under-
stand this. I know how urgently Europe's farmers
want. !o see the person who is [o maP out future agri-
cultural policy in the form of a Green Paper. There-
fore, I am not blaming you, Commissioner, although
you know that we postponed this report for a whole
month because you were not available and had said
you wanted to take pan in the debate.
I blame someone else, and now I am addiessing the
President of Parliament. Is it really impossible, when
the Commissioner's schedule is known, to have the
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agenda altered by rhe Bureau or the adminisrration, or
whatever, so thar ure can smn dealing with the repon
at 15.00 an rhen listen to the Commissioner a! our ease
after he has had a chance to hear the various speakers
and Groups? This is the only way for parliamint and
Commission to have a sensible discussion and to avoid
any ambiguities. I deeply regret what has happened,
and I would like to appeal rc our Presidenr to make
sure tha[ it doesn't happen again in furure. The next
repon didn't have to be included in rhe night session!
Please forgive me rhese preliminary remirks, which
have only wasted my rime.
Ve have a difficult procedure here. As Mr '!/olrjer
knows we are a'Working Pany 
- 
Mr Aigner is giving
me a pensive look 
- 
wirh two fathers, and it is noi
easy to do the right thing when you have two fathers.
This is why it has only turned out to be an interim
repon, mainly because we did not have all the docu-
ments. I mendon rhis because there has been criticism
in my Group, in panicular, of the reporr,s interim
nature. Ilowever, I do not think it was possible [o pro-
duce a full reporr in such a shon space of time.
I would like to stick to rhe essentials. I believe that we
have really broken new ground with this regulation.
So far 
- 
in the case of milk in panicular,-but for
many other producrs, too 
- 
we have always tried to
find some lray of curbing overproduction. For years
all we had was [he co-responsibility levy; we were
never really quite serious, acting according rc the slo-
gan: wash my skin but don'r ger me wet! This was
doomed to fail because farmers are clever people who
know all about life. They knew that a regulation
would be fonhcoming ar some time, and they wanted
to be. in a good srarring position. Since we made it easy
for them ro push up milk production 
- 
regardless of
acreage 
- 
by the use of feed substir.utes, that is what
they did, causing us grear difficulties until this solurion
came along, which was probably the last chance to
hold back production in the dairy sector.
The Community is made up of ten countries, some of
which have a milk deficit while others have a surplus,
and this makes rhins extremely difficult, not only for
the countries as such but also for the individual hold-
ings which were in various predicaments. lfe had
holdings to which we had given investment advice
under entreprise development schemes, and these later
constiruted rhe difficulr cases which we were obliged
to protecr and had rc give additional quoras. But rhire
were also,gen-uine cases of hardship where things
staned badly: for example 1981, when we staned oui,
was a bad year, rhe head of the holding became ill, and
so on and so fonh. Then we had the young farmers
who, needless ro say, wanted the proipect-of being
able to further develop their holdings. Despite aI
thes.e things we managed to have rhe quota aiopted.
And now please allow me one co-mint, Commis-
sioner 
- 
I am not blaming you for rhe l2 amendments
- 
bur ir is just rhat the amendmenrc are exremely dif-
ficult for rhose they affect and who had no way of
foreseeing them. However, I would like to view these
l2 amendmenm as an expression of goodwill on your
pan. You wanted to srreamline rhis sysrcm as much as
possible and rid it of any sharp edges.
As far as I know, itwes one Minister in panicular who
fought a long hard batrle for this regulaiion, and who
was out on a limb for a long time, but he had his way
in the end. Perhaps you are thinking: 'This regulation
is being praised because, although it huns, it did have
positive results.' May be you should see to ic that in
other circumsrances, e.g. when grain is involved, this
Minister's views are looked ar more clearly before sim-
ply moving on ro rhe agenda, thinking: .\trell, *hat,s
the worst that can happen? Eight to i*o, o, nine to
one or whatever; I'll survive.'
That's something I would just ask you ro note, Com-
missioner, because I really believe you when you say
you wanr to knock European agricultural policy into
shape, something which has nor been doni for years
and years. This wasn't Parliament's fault; it was due to
the simple fact that no headway was made in the
Council. I admit quirc openly that we have a problem
in our Group, where many are saying: 'You can'r have
quotas plus co-responsibility, this is just senseless
duplication. Ve must change the situation., Bur our
ideas have developed ro a srage where we say: .As long
as. we have such surplus production we can supporr
this measure polidcally, but we must also strive ro'dis-
mantle 
.co-responsibiliry.' You yodrself have sug-gested dismanrling co-responsibiliry on a differentLl
basis one day.ThaCs something we'would be only rco
happy to accepr. This could be done on the baiis of
holding size, less-favoured regions, mounrain areas
etc. I hope that in your ingenuiry you come up wirh
the correct solution, and that you don,t measure
everyrhing by the same srandards, so rhal dissadsfac-
tion with this agricultural policy does not grow any
funher.
I.sec.thar my allotted time is coming to an end. My
chairing of this working group was no easy msk. i
would now like rc thank the rapponeur, the-Groups,
which cooperated, very well in this Committ.., ,y .tl-
leagues, but also the Commission and the Council,
which provided us wirh good news and also with
documenr, and I would like to assure all those I have
mentioned that rhe nexr reporr will be a final one
based on- more experience, and especially on the
r€porrs of all Member Srares, righr down ro ihe indiri-
dual German Lrinder. Not least of all I would also like
to thank the national authoriries which did not ler us
down.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Mr Friih, allow me ro commenr on rhe
gentle rebuke you addressed to rhe Chair or to rhe
Bureau at the beginning of your speech. you all know
that the agenda is drawn up in advance by the
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enlarged Bureau. The chairmen of the parliamentary
groups attend the meeting. You also know that before
the stan of each part-session the group chairmen get
together on Monday with the President, Mr Pflimlin,
in order to consider what has come out of the
groups'preliminary meetings, and you also know that
in the final analysis the House has the last say.
\fle decided on the order of this agenda all together,
and there should be no criticism of the President after
the event. I am quite happy to give you a chance to
speak in reply, but things are as I have explained them.
Mr Froh (PPE). 
- 
(DE)No rebuke was intended,
Mr President, and I only wanted to make an appeal to
you. In situation of this kind, is it not possible to ask
ihe House at the end of the sitting around one o'clock
whether the agenda can be changed by switching two
reports, on account of the situation with regard to the
Commissioner? That was simply my question.
President. 
- 
The circumstances are now as they are,
but your smtement is noted.
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of
my Sroup I would like to congratulate Mr Voltjer on
his interim repon and most panicularly on the wealth
of information in his explanatory statemen[. Let us
remember in our debate this afternoon that this is an
interim repon and that it deals with the effects of the
introduction of milk quotas. It is his subsequent repon
that will deal with future policy.
I believe that it really is imponant to recognize the
precedent that Parliament set when the panel to moni-
tor milk quotas was set up, to monitor the day-to-day
progress made on Commission proposals. The work of
that panel has not been made very easy by the slow
and late submission of information by some Member
States. But those delays should not deter Parliament
from repeating this precedent of monitoring panels on
other issues.
My group is very concerned about two issues in pani-
cular. Firsdy, despite quotas the Community is still
producing about 12 million tonnes more milk than we
can either consume or sell at a price which reflects the
cost of production or, indeed, incorporate into a pro-
per sensible aid programme.
That is why, Mr Andriessen, we wait with impatience
for details of the Commission's scheme to encourage
more farmers to give up or to reduce milk production.
Likewise, we are anxious that those countries, like the
United Kingdom, which have reduced production
below their established.quota will not be penalized
unfairly when lower quota levels are fixed. I really
would like your assurance on that Panicular matter,
Commissioner.
Secondly, my group wants to see a system of quota
transfer, not just to help the smaller producer but also
to prevent stagnation in an important industry which is
stuck ac the moment in the time warp of 1981 or 1983
production figures. Let me assure you, Mr Commis-
iioner, that we do recognize that any transfer of quo-
tas will slow up and make more difficult the imple-
mentation of an outgoers' scheme.
There are a number of amendmens which my grouP
will suppon this afternoon to provide funher guidance
ro the Commissioner in his work. I am particularly
sorry that the authors of some of those amendments
are not present this afternoon, especially from the
benches opposite. I am very concerned that the
newly-appoinrcd chief whip of the Socialist Group is
in danger of turning himself into a masochist in that
tonight he is only going to be able to whip himself'
However, to return to the significant amendments
which we choose to quarrel with, we really cannot
support an amendment which calls for special Com-
munity redundancy payments to be made to farm
workers, for the very simple reason that there already
exist national provisions in the Member States to take
account of this very important problem.
Likewise, we believe that national measures have
already been taken to assist many smaller and dis-
tressed producers to help them get back to Pre-quota
production levels. That is why we encourage the Com-
mission to withhold quota which they obtain through
the outgoers' scheme and not to reallocate it.
Finally, may I say to the Commission that we have
been frustrated not a little by the delay in the presenta-
tion of formal amendmenm to [he quota scheme.
Much of that delay is not attributable to the Commis-
sion, we know. But I do hope that Mr Andriessen will
do everything in his power to speed up the offending
Member States so as to ensure that quotas are imple-
mented fully and fairly whilst allowing the dairy
industry sdll to provide a fair living for those who
choose to remain in it.
Mr Gatti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, Mr Andries-
sen, ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the Commun-
ist and Allies Group I should also like to express our
appreciation rc Mr Voltjer for his excellent repon and
above all for the facts which he has provided on this
imponant problem of the dairy sector.
This report by the Committee on Agriculture contains
important statemenm on the application of the quota
arrangements in the dairy sector. It is my hope 
- 
now
that we have heard the Commissioner talk about a
constructive contribution 
- 
that these points will be
taken up by the Commission for incorporation in a
Green Paper which can then be considered and dis-
cussed here in Parliament. These points regarding the
dairy sector are important because 
- 
as Mr Voltjer
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said 
- 
they concern not the theory but the system of
quotas to be extended to other secrors. The idea is to
recdfy a principle which was adopted in 1984 and
which we opposed at rhe rime, as we sdll do now. The
Communist Group is strongly opposed to production
quotas for European farms.
I should like to say ar this point to Mr'!floltjer rhar we
have never nlked about the effectiveness of quotas. Ir
was always our conrenrion that they could not be
implemented and the facts have unfonunately borne
out the rruth of this. It c/as an easy prophecy to make
because 
- 
quite apan from the overall drop in prod-
uction within the Community 
- 
Mr \floltjer, Mr
Andriessen and the rest of you know that the system
has not yet in fact been implemenred in any Com-
munlty country.
Ve were happy that Mr Andriessen, afrer studying rhe
advantages and disadvantages of a quota sysrem, came
to the clear conclusion in his Green Paper that quotas
are only, in his words, a palliative and thar as a resulr
they in no way solve the problem of surpluses.
If this is rrue 
- 
and it is 
- 
we have m tackle the
problem of determining a fair reduction of surplus
production in the Community. The way ro do this is
not to ser quoras for farmers because rhis would mean
- 
as you all know very well 
- 
curbing agricultural
development for all farms, both those in Italy as well
as the dairy farms in Germany and the Netherlands.
Everyone has his hands tied, and this is definitely not
the principle which rhe Commission evokes when it
talks about a farm sector which has to produce for the
market.
Ve welcome rhe !flol{er repon and shall vote for it
because, in considering Communiry and national
reserves and the use of quotas for the least-favoured
regions, rhe repon stresses the need for these regions
to be able to produce and to have an economiC and
social future.
That is why we say rhar rhis is the decision which has
to be borne in mind by rhe Commission nexr year
when 
- 
as Mr Andriessen menrioned 
- 
it has to iub-
mi-t its reporr. Ve have ro ger away from rhe rigid
off-and-on idea of quoras. That is definircly nor ih.
way to tackle the problem of surpluses in the Com-
munity and ro reduce rhe heavy burden on rhe Com-
munity. Ve need a srraregy which mkes an overall
look ar production planning within the Community
and gets rhrough the barrier of quotas so rha[ there is
a future for every country.
In view of what I have said, rhe Communisr and Allies
Group will be voring in favour of the Volrjer reporr.
Mrs Caroline Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr president, I
wanted to make some points about the atrendance of
the Commission. I can see rhar one of my points has
already been raised by the appearance of Mr Cheysson
in place of Mr Andriessen.
Ve have already had a situation where a number of
speakers have actually pur direct quesrions ro rhe
Commission. My point of order is thar I would like to
know what arrangements are going to be made at the
end of this debate for the Commission to reply to the
questions which we raised during it. If rhere are not
going to be any replies from the Commission, there is
very little poinr in holding the rest of the debate.
Mrs Martin (L). (FR) Mr President, before
broaching the main issue, I would like to add my pro-
test to those expressed by the speakers before me. I
think it is a very good thing thar a Commissioner takes
the trouble ro go ro his country to lisren ro the profes-
sionals, and I hope he really listens to what they say,
but I find ir strange that when rhe dates for our meer-
ings are known over one year in advance, and our
agendas are fixed, this Commissioner does not take
the trouble to listen ro rhose who have been elected to
put forward rheir consrituents' problems. I believe that
his is a real snub to our Parliamenr.
Now, as regards the main issue, a lot has already been
said abour the quotas, which have prompted lots of
campaigns. They have been, and remain, very difficulr
to apply, and it has basically, been a useful exercise ro
sum up their results and consequences after one year
in operation. Of course we have ro norc that they have
been successful in slowing down production, alrhough
I would say rhar rhis is the only positive point. But rhiy
have also had adverse affects, which the rapporreur
also stresses, and we must correct these, becauie if we
do not we run rhe risk of seeing rhe common agricul-
tural policy being renarionalized under relentless pres-
sure. Braking producdon has also meanr braking
incomes which were already fairly low, especially in
the less-favoured regions. And this cannor continue a/
infinitum without leading ro serious repercussions,
especially in regions or on holdings where there are
no, or hardly any, conver$ion opponunities.
The co-responsibility sysr.em has also conrinued ro
operate ar one and the-same time. I myself, like my
Group, am in favour of co-responsibility, by which i
mean real co-responsibility which is not solely finan-
cial in narure. But linking rhis system to physical curbs
on production boils down, in actual facr, ro penalizing
producers twice over. And we must choose:-we eithei
do awaywith co-responsibility and keep quoras, or we
get rid of quotas and keep co-responsibility.
Funhermore, as was ro be expected, the quota sysrem
was unwieldy and difficult rc apply, and required
repeated adjustmenrs which completely threw pro-
ducers. In particular 
- 
as rhe rapporreur underlines,
and as I myself and my Group warned on several
occasions 
- 
the quoras exacerbate the differences
between well-developed regions and farmers on rhe
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one hand and those, on the other hand, who 
- 
for
various reasons 
- 
are not so well developed, and
because the quotas freeze the situation the latter have
no way of catching up now.
Added to this is the fact that the quous make it
extremely difficult, even impossible, for newcomers to
stan up, which 
- 
in a profession where the average
age is already very high 
- 
especially in the dairy sec-
tor 
- 
entails a lot of problems at a time when econo-
mic circumstances call for revival and dynamism
through an infusion of fresh blood.
This analysis leads me more then ever to reject a sys-
tem as restrictive as [he quota system, although I
recognize the need to get a grip on production. For
this reason I shall abstain on the Voltjer report as I
have already done on the Committee on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food.
The real solution, which must be found as part of the
measures to reform the common agricultural policy,
will come from restructuring, re-orientating produc-
tion and a real commercial and expon policy. If there
has to be less dairy production, we must ask ourselves
whether this cannot be achieved by changing the size
and quality of the agricultural population and, in my
opinion, by encouraging older people to give up such
activity and encouraging young people to take their
place.
Although we have surpluses in some areas we also
have quite large deficits in others. Ve must orientate
producers towards such deficit areas in order to ensure
a maximum of producers and preserve our rural envi-
ronment. I might add that I am happy to see the Com-
mission launching a phased scheme to eliminate butter
stocks, but why 
- 
in view of the sums involved 
- 
did
we have to wait such a long time for this programme?
Similarly, we must insist on there being measures
which will really encourage good-quality production,
so that producers and industry are encouraged to go
primarily for ever better quality instead of higher
yields. I do nor contest the fact that we have cenainly
put a sorely-needed brake on yields, but nowadays we
have to provide producers with attractive prospects,
with a future, by focussing attention on these new pos-
sibilities.
Mr Christensen (ARC). (DA) Mr President,
unlike several Members here in this House, I think
that Commissioner Andriessen will be making the best
possible use of this dme by going to Copenhagen to
talk with Danish farmers' leaders rather than sitting
here and listening to the same views repeated for the
I l Tth time.
The present report on the dairy quota arrangements
documents in my view the collapse of the common
agricultural policy. By not wanting to allow market
mechanisms to apply while at the same time recoiling
from a fully planned economy, it gets the drawbacks
of both systems without the advantages. It wants uni-
form guidelines for the Community as a whole, while
knowing this is impossible. It does not wish to handi-
cap efficient and young producers, but neither does it
want to abandon the less-efficient producers with
antiguated farms. The report wants effective adminis-
tration and control, but time after time it acknow-
ledges the impossibility of achieving this. It realizes
that the system freezes the present structure, but in
general it is unable to come to any conclusion other
than that 'the relationship between structural policy
and quota policy is extremely important'. In general,
the only solution it has for the surplus problem is to
give farmers incentives to switch to other products in
which the Community is not self-sufficient. This is a
primitive policy of autarky. \7hat will we do when sur-
plus problems then arise in the new production sec-
tors ?
Danish farmers were told that the milk quota arrange-
ments were only provisional. This report confirms yet
again that there is- not intenrion of giving up this sys-
tem, and that Danish farmers can give up any illus-
sions of a system of agriculture in the Community
which places producers on an equal footing and offers
marketing opponunities to the most efficient without
regard to nationaliry. Danish farmers can also expect
the quota system to be expanded to other production
sectors 
- 
likewise to the detriment of Danish agricul-
ture and in flagrant breach of the preconditions for
Danish membership of the Community.
I do not want to give any advice on the common agri-
cultural policy; it has been in operation now for 23
years, and never has it been funher away from a free
market. Never has it been more entangled in protec-
tionism, planless planning, bureaucratic and arbitrary
regulations together with illegal and national aids.
Never has it been more expensive for taxpayers and
consumers, never has it been closer to plunging the
Community into trade wars with friendly countries.
The common agricultural policy has never been more
industrialized and poisonous to the environment, all in
order to achieve absurd production ob.iectives fixed by
sky-rocketing subsidies. You can keep such a policy!
Our efforts musr be aimed at demonstrating to Danish
farmers that they have a better chance of survival with
an independent Danish agricultural policy free from
EEC control.
Mr '!/ettig (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, we are dealing today with Mr Voltjer's
interim report on implementation of the dairy quota
arrangements, and one does not have to be a prophet
to say that the next few years will see more repons on
application of the dairy quota arrangements, and that
this will become a recurring topic in the European
Parliament.
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\7hen the quota arrangemenrs were at the door we
repeatedly voiced our worries abour rhis scheme.
Vhen reading the \Toltjer reporr, and especially ir
very detailed explanatory statement, we have ro nore
that nothing we said in the past about rhe workings of
a quota system has subsequently turned our wrong.
Neither is it any consolarion, in my opinion, ro nore
that the quota system has reduced production. If ir had
not done so,'then why bother introducing it in the firsr
place? However, there is little poinr 
- 
and all rhe
speakers have stressed this 
- 
in opening up the basic
issue again; in the next few years we shall have to live
with the quota system, and deal, in parricular, with the
problems it brings.
This means, to begin with, that we will have to deal
with the injustices created by the quota system. It is
possible, as the Commissioner has done, to describe
the changes as an upgrading or improvement of the
system, but it is my impression that in quite a lor of
cases the whole scheme has not led to an improvement
but 
- 
as we Germans say colloquially 
- 
has
'improved things for the worse'. Nothing has become
better and things are worse in certainfields.
Ve must also live with the numerous administrative
problems caused by the quota arrangemenm. I believe
that the rapporteur's comments on this in his repon
should find Parliament's full suppon, so [har some
action is forthcoming in the near future and that at
least the worst problems in administering the scheme
are overcome.
Ve strongly support what the rapporteur, Mr'!7oltjer,
has to say on this score. And since I followed this
problem in the Committee on Budgets, I would like to
draw attention once more to the budgetary use aspecr
of the super-lely. The quota issue is not simply an
agricultural matter but also touches upon a central
issue concerning the European Parliamenr's budgetary
righr. The regulation now adopted does not mlly with
Parliament's position and we cannor accepr it in the
long term. \fle will have to thrash rhis matter our with
the Council of Ministers and the Commission and
have the super-levy fully included in the European
Community's budget.
Finally, I would just like to mention two basic issues.
Experience with the quota scheme clearly shows rhar it
can only be applied to a limited field. \[hen discussing
changes in the agriculrural policy we should nor allow
ourselves to be tempted down rhe road of inroducing
quotas for other products. Our experience with the
quota scheme should deter us from applying it ro other
sectors.
Secondly, we sdll have to struggle wirh considerable
surpluses. In its devised form rhe quota did nor ger rid
of surpluses in the dairy secror, and we will have to get
down to working out how to eliminate the exisring
surpluses, which fluctuate between l0 and l2 million
Iitres a year. I believe that, in view of the income situa-
tion in the agriculture sector, a further reduction in
quotas in the nexr few years is unthinkable, and other
ways will have to be found. It would be useful if we
were to pursue this funher in connection with the
debate on the Green Paper.
Mr Borgo (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, the repon on the implemenration of dairy
quota arrantemenr which we have ro vote on today is
an interim repon which seeks to provide a provisional
review of the implemenation of the interim measures
which were adopted by the Council on 31 March
1984. I stress the word, inteim because rhat is whar we
want these measures to be, in the effon to restore bal-
ance.to the dairy sector which has been accused of
running up enormous surpluses, thus increasing the
burden of support spending in the Community budget.
The repon tackles the aims of restoring balance in this
sector, a balance which the European Parliament
through its working pany seeks to achieve. Conditions
for this are that rhe implemenration of the system is
closely monitored, [o ensure that the arrangements do
nor lead to any disronion of the marker, and that the
Commission is promptly informed so rhar any changes
to the current legisladon can be swiftly pur ro rhe
Council.
The repon stans off by saying thar rhe Community
rules have succeeded in cutting milk production afrer
little more than a year of rhe new system but it also
makes no secret of the concern among dairy farmers
who are confused by the new legislation which has
caused them to slaughter considerable numbers of
dairy catde. These are serious concerns because no
Community plan has been drawrr up to counter the
negative effects of rhe present measures.
The situation is particularly difficulr in rhe sense rhar
farmers are being penalized [wice over, with the con-
troversial fixed quota arrangemenrs and with rhe
co-responsibiliry levy. It makes you wonder in fact
about the legitimacy of these measures.
No consideration was given to rhe siruarion in less-
favoured hill areas where there is unfonunately no
alternative form of farm production and it would seem
that these areas need ro be exempted from rhe mea-
sures to cut production.
Vhile realizing rhat measures to curb production has
to be adopted, one cannor fail ro criticize the storate
policy which has been followed hirheno. The result
has been ro encourage the growth of industrial herds,
another reason being rhe uncontrolled policy of
importing subsritures for the traditional forage crops.
Another factor which has deepened rhe crisis in the
dairy sector is rhe indiscriminate stockpiling of unsold
surpluses, which has been encouraged by rhe annual
increase in intervenrion prices at the Community level.
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This has benefited low-qualiry production to the detri-
ment of typical high-qualiry dairy products.
As far as intervention procedures are concerned, there
is practically no check on rhe sale of powdered
skimmed milk for livestock use with the result that it
can be easily rerycled on the market for human con-
sumpdon. It was for this reason that we tabled an
amendment 
- 
which the House had incorporated in
the Pranchcre resolution on farm prices 
- 
calling for
a tracer in powdered milk for agricultural use, so that
its final desdnation can be checked and in order to
prevent fraud and forms of adulteradon.
'\7hile 
appreciating that Mr Andriessen has other com-
mitments, I am sorry that he is not here with us
because it is at this time, when the Commission
through its Green Paper is aking a second look at the
reform of the common agricultural policy, which
seems to be the right moment to stress the imponance
for a Community forage policy, aimed at making the
best of Community production, to be properly high-
lighted when the dme comes for the Commission to
submit its reform proposals to Parliament.
In this context, while complying with Community
poliry for the dairy sector, we also need to identify the
right strategy for channellint the current surpluses to
third countries and, funhermore, to ensure [hat atten-
tion is given to the countries which are subject to
structural deficit so that rhe right balance of jobs and
income is not upset. !7e also have to be more careful
in protecting the land and conserving the environment,
and this can be achieved only through proper animal
husbandry.
The proper management of dairy quotas cannot avoid
the inescapable issue of the continued existence of
family-run farirs, and this is also true in the case of
young farm workers, whose career in farming must be
given priority consideration in any future action under
the common agricultural policy.
(Applause)
Mrs Jepsen (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, this bulky
repon gives us an idea of what happens when bureau-
cratic arrangements are introduced in such a vast sys-
tem as the European Communities. As early as Para-
graph A in the resolution, the rapporteur feels obliged
to emphasize that the quou arrangemenr have made a
viml contribution to the reduction of milk production.
Of course they have! These rules have after all been
imposed on enlightened and well-developed countries,
which are naturally able to administer such systems, if
required.
However, there is no denying 
- 
not least in this
report 
- 
the inconvenience and uncenainty con-
nected with such administration. It is clear that
bureaucrary is having a field day here. It has been con-
stantly necessary to change and adapt. Monitoring has
remained the watchword, because the Member States
have neither the inclination nor rhe ability to comply
with the rules 
- 
perhaps because they have nor been
flexible enough.
This repon should serve as a deterrent and warning
against introducing quota arrangements later in other
sectors. Although it is inrcnded to take stock of what
has happened in recent years, I feel that we should
already be looking to the future and using the time
available [o create the necessary conditions for a free
milk market. Our aim is to gradually reintroduce free
market forces in the years up to 1990. These forces
have of course been out of action.
The Community's milk policy should not be left in
perpetuity to politicians and bureaucrats. It should be
allowed to develop freely and healthily. A quota sys-
tem will always act as a brake on free development and
progressive marketing attitudes on [he part of prod-
ucers. !7e Danish conservatives therefore oppose such
arrangements. A better solution would be to try and
increase world consumption. Ve should market and
develop our products, produce quality goods and
reach the world to consume more of these healthy and
nourishing foods. But it takes time to teach people bet-
ter habits, so we should start now, ladies and gentle-
men, and not in five year's time, for in another five
years it will once again be a pleasure to be an efficient
and effective producer. It will not be like rcday, when
it is vinually a crime to be an efficient farmer.
Mr Brondlund Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President,
naturally I also regret that Mr Andriessen is unable to
attend this debate; however, I think it is a good idea
for him to go to Copenhagen, where the Commis-
sion's Vice-President can, amongst other things, see
how an efficient dairy industry has cooperated in
adminisrcring the quota arranBements with the result
that Danish farmers have helped to bring milk produc-
tion under a cenain degree of control. I would also
like to take the opponunity to thank Mr Andriessen's
staff for the cooperation we have had in the \Torking
Pany on Dairy Quotas. The arrangements have been
subject to an ongoing assessment and a series of modi-
fications have been carried out. These have been
administered in such a way that we in the l7orking
Parry, and hence Parliament, have been kept well
informed. The officials dealing with these matters have
become acquainted with the pracdcal views we have
heard from the farmers affected. On occasion, we
have had to argue with these officials, but I think our
work has been extremely fruitful.
On the whole, it is a question of principle as ro the
extent to which a political body should become
involved in day-rc-day control of administration, but I
believe that it has functioned well in this case. Ve
know that this is politically a very controversial issue,
so it is good to have had such cooperation between the
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administration and rhe elected represenurives of the
people. I am pleased about rhis and would like to
express my thanks.
Looking at the arrangemenrs themselves, I cannot go
into detail here, but I think that the Voltjer repon and
the motion for a resolution very accurately reflect the
existing approach. There are things we may disagree
with to some exren[, and rhings to which atrenrion is
correctly drawn in my view. But all in all, the repon
shows that the day-to-day problems have been tack.led
in a business-like manner, ensuring that actual results
have been achieved. One of rhe problems is that while
there are no national quoras as such the administration
of such arrangements 
- 
panly because rhe boundaries
of dairy industries usually follow national frontiers 
-is carried out within the individual countries. This bal-
ance between non-national quotas and a sensible
administration of the arrangemenrs has I believe been
resolved satisfactorily.
It remains to be seen whether we can succeed in main-
taining the good balance we have achieved in the first
years of the quota arrantemenr for milk producrion.
In addition, I would also call for effons to inrroduce
funher adjustments and developments in the milk sec-
tor, for effons to reward milk quality to a grearer
extent for encouragement for quality products and
support for dairy undenakings that artempt to marker
rheir products themselves wirhout simply trying to sell
into intervention. There are many ways of achieving
such quality, both through monitoring of the milk
itself and through objecrive production criteria, for
example the speed with which milk is cooled and other
factors that will improve the quality of milk.
I would also advocate an increased drive ro boost milk
consumption. The staristics show that consumprion per
inhabimnt in the differenr countries varies widely.
Here is an especially healthy and good food 
- 
it
should be possible to expand consumprion in some
countries.
These are some ideas thar could be taken up, and I
look forward ro conrinued consrructive considerarion
of these marrers by the Vorking pany, the Commirtee
on Agriculture and Parliamenr. This is a question
affecting a large number of people, borh the consu-
mers, who receive a healthy and good product, and
the many producers, who are playing their part to
ensure rhar we in Europe will never lack good and
healthy foods. I look forward ro the conrinuation of
this work; the Ifloltjer report is a step in the right
direction, and I suppon it.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
President. 
- 
Since we have noq/ reached vo[ing r.ime,
we shall adjourn this debate which will be resumed
after the votes.
4. Votes
Report (Doc, A2-75/85), drawn up by Mr Hahn on
behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport, on a framework regulation for
a European media policy based on the Commission's
Green Paper on the establishment of a common market
for broadcasting, especially by satellite and cable
(COM(t4) 300 final)
Motionfor a resolution
Paragrapb 12 
- 
afier the oote on Amendment No 24/
reo.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
Mr President, alrhough Amend-
ments Nos 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27 carry my
name in rhe English version, I wish to make it clear
that I did not sign them and do nor supporr rhem.
Explanarions of vote
Mr Cassidy (ED).- Mr President, once again rhis
Parliamenr has deliberately flown in the face of rhe
interests of the people of Europe. Among other things,
while we have been going through rhe tedious business
of voting on this report, we have vored to impose a
whole series of resrrictions which are bound ro srunr
the growth of a new medium. Furthermore, Mr Presi-
denr, we have actually made nonsense of the regula-
tions in some of our own counrries, because in adopt-
ing. Amendmenr No 4 we have vored in favour of a
ban on all advertising of all forms of alcohol.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Given the importance of the wine indusrry in Europe,
given the imponance of rhe beer industry in Europe
and given rhe necessity of freedom of choice, it is a
quite ludicrous thing for us to have done and I will
cenainly not be voting in favour of this repon.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in writing. 
- 
(NL) The Com-
mission's Green Paper on broadcasring is based on the
idea that a European television marker musr be esrab-
lished as quickly as possible. I cannor help feeling thar
there is more of an efforr to esmblish a singli TV
advenising market. Everything has been done to get
rid of the national barriers which have srood in ihe
way until now. I feel thar rhis is a dangerous idea
which merits funher study. Moreover, thi positions
outlined in the Green Paper concen[rate roo much on
the economic objectives, and the culrural aspect which
to my mind deserves a central role in rhe discussions
has been relegated to a secondary role. I shall there-
fore abstain from voting.
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Mrs P6ry (S), iz ariting. 
- 
(FR) The emerging
power of new media, especially television, has led to
the widespread viewing of films at home, with the
simultaneous result that cinema audiences have
dropped tremendously and finances have been hit. The
phenomenon has been made worse by the emergence
of cable television which provides subscribers with
programmes from abroad. There is an imperative con-
clusion: cable television must. in some way contribute
to the financing of productions, otherwise cable televi-
sion is just another word for pirate TV. The practical
solution which international committees have come up
with is for joint negotiation between the cable televi-
sion company and a managing body consiting of prod-
ucers and worldwide copyright owners. Agreements of
this kind already exist with cable companies in Bel-
gium and the Netherlands in the EEC, and also in
Norway and Sweden. It is what one might call a nego-
tiated licence.
Amendment No 14, by Mr Hahn, introduces two new
ideas: legal authorization for cable transmission and
the intervention of an arbitration body linked to a
compulsory licence. The statutory licence means that
the law of the country of reception allows transmission
by cable network companies on payment of a fixed
fee, which is often derisory. The author has no say.
The compulsory licence is a variant of this.
The general introduction of such agreemenr would
cut the resources for production to such an extent that
film-making would disappear in Europe, with all the
cultural, political, economic and social repercussions
that can be imagined.
The House has rejected sututory authorization of
rransmission, but intervention by an arbitration body
remains. That is why I shall abstain.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)t
***
Report (Doc. A2-102185), drawn up by Mr De Vries on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy, on the economic aspects
of the common market for broadcasting (COM(8+)
300 final)
Paragrapb 19 
- 
after the adoption of Amendment
No 19/reo.
I The raoooneur was:
- 
IN"FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 7-9, 12-15,
2l / rev. 2, 24 / rev., 25 / rev., 28, 29 and 32 ;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 18, 19,23/rev.,26/rev.,
30 and 31.
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
Mr President, I can understand you as
President allowing split votes, but when we get down
to voting sentence by sentence and even pan of a sen-
[ence, we get to the stage when we might as well vote
word by word. Now you have akeady said it is not
possible to amend an amendment here in the plenary
sitting. But by voting like this we are actually doing
that.
Could you therefore submit the whole matter of split
voting to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions so that we can have a sensible, logical 
,
approach to this, because we are getdng into a non-
sence situation by mking separate votes on pans of
sentences.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The fact is that these split votes $/ere
proposed by the rapporteur. Split votes are allowed by
the Rules of Procedure. '!flhatever I may think, I am
obliged to follow the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
!7ith respect, Mr President, I asked
you to take this matter 
- 
because it is an imponant
matter 
- 
to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions for them rc look at it again. Can you
give me a reply to [hat request: either'yes' or'no'?
President. 
- 
Mr Seal, it is up to me whether I give
you a 'yes' or a 'no' or whether I decide to give you a
longer explanation. I am not in court here.
(Applause)
Paragraph 23 
- 
afier the adoption of Amendment
No 26
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. In the interests of consistency, having adopted
Amendment No 26 to this report which agrees that
alcohol advenising would be permitted in cross-border
advenising, how do we reconcile that with our vote on
Amendment No 4 in the previous report.?
I await your guidance, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I have no personal opinion to give. In the
circumstances it is perhaps better if I refrain from
offering any personal opinion.
(Laughter)
( Parliament adopted the resolution)t
' 
Th.-."pp*eur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 1,5,6,20,27 and
3l;
- 
AGAINSTAmendments Nos 2,7, 10-18, 21,28 andlzg
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Intcrim report (Doc. A2-96/t5), drawn up by Mrs Sal-
isch on behalf of the Committce on Vomen's Rights, on
thc impact of microtechnology on fob opportunirics for
women
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph 2 
- 
Subparagraph (0) 
- 
afier the oote on
Amendment No 24
Mn Larive-Groenendaal (L).- (NL) lwant to point
out that there is a mistake with regard ro rhe Larive-
Groenendaal amendments tabled on behalf of the
Committee on !7omen's Rights. These amendments
were tabled in my own name, and not on behalf of rhe
Committee on'!7omen's Rights.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs Larive-Groenendaal. It
will be noted in the minurcs.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken (PPE). 
- 
(NZ) Our
Group will vote in favour of the repon because many
of the warnings ir conrains are real. Bur we cannor
help feeling thar it is roo negarive. It is not by relying
on new technologies that we can secure jobs for
women. Ve rherefore hope that a new repon in rhe
future will show the orher side of rhe coin and rcll usjust how women can secure as big a share as possible
in the new world of technology and in rhe jobs in this
sector.
Mrs Daly (ED).- My group will vorc in favour of
this reporr, although, like Mrs De Backer-van Ocken,
we are very concerned about its negative attitude. Ve
are only voring in favour because a number of Mrs De
Backer-van Ocken's amendments were adopted and a
number of Mrs Salisch's were rejected. I norice thar
there are a number of young people in the gallery
today. I do think rhat unless we insisr that the whole
question of microtechnology be looked into in more
depth, we will nor, in fact, be helping young people
like them for the future. Only because we hive
received an assurance that it will be looked into in
more depth can we possibly supporr this repon.
Mrs Crawley (S).- As we spend rhis week among
the new technology signposts to the future, rhe mes-
sage thar comes across [o many of us is that computers
wear trousers. Even the robot that has been wandering
around rhis place is called Charlie.
This is an excellent repon by Mrs Salisch. It draws our
attention to rhe posirive aspecrs of new rechnology,
with which none of us would disagree. More impor-
tantly, it draws our attention rc the negative aspec$
that are panicularly related ro women's employment.
'!/e must be careful thar for women rhe brave new
world of new technology does not become the familiar
old world of low pay, segregarion, exploitation and
non-unionization. 700/o of women are in the service
and clerical sectors of employment, and ir is these sec-
tors that are exocering jobs very quickly through new
technology. Ve have to be positive 
- 
I quite agree
with my colleagues. 'Sfle must also be very careful that
women have the same access to this new technology
and the prosperiry ir brings as men have.
(Applause/rom the lefi)
Mr Filinis (COM), in atiting. 
- 
(GR) Ve shall vote
for the excellenr repon by Mrs Salisch, but we should
like to make the following commen6.
It is well known that in the field of data processing a
large majority of computer operators are women,
while only a small number of women are engaged in
research. This means that the familiar social stereo-
types have staned to be reproduced in the new tech-
nologies. Vhat is required here is an intervention with
a double objective: rc provide those women whosejobs are at risk as a result of the introduction of new
technologies wirh the necessary rraining, and to make
it easier for women to gain access ro training in adv-
anced technology.
It is essential ro rerrain women and ro improve their
career prospects if we wish m counrerad the deliber-
ately cultivared rendency to confine women to domes-
tic tasks.
Vomen will also have to panicipate in decision-mak-
ing on the applicarion of new rcchnologies by being
represenred at all levels, and panicularly in rhe bodies
which scudy the introduction of new technologies and
the readaption which they entail. The trade unions will
have to be panicularly attentive to this point, since
there are a disproponionately small number of women
in the trade union movemenr.
Lastly, I should like to stress how imponant ir is co lay
down ergonomic models and ro prorecl the health of
those who work at terminals. The strain rhat is caused,
the exposure to radiation and to staric electricity, and
the isolation from colleagues require thar the number
of working hours spent in front of such machines
should be restricred. There will have to be special
regulations for the protecrion of women, who are rhe
main victims of rhe introduction of new rechnologies.
Funhermore, this need to reduce rhe number of work-
ing hours for health reasons is perfectly in line with
the 
.more general aim of reducing and reorganizing
working time, which is the only radical *ry oT
counteracting the social consequences of the introduc-
tion of new technologies.
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Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM), in writing.
(FR) Although I welcome the repon drawn up by Mrs
Salisch, I regret thar cenain points have not been
brought out clearly enough.
There is not doubt that we are now witnessing incredi-
ble advances holding out the prospect of new horizons
for women in the funher training and employment
sectors.
However, all too often employers do their damndest
to turn this progress against women employees, .mak-
ing new technology synonymous with unemployment
and deteriorating working conditions. Nevenheless,
new technology does provide women with a great
opponunity because, by eliminating the factor of
physical strength, it opens up jobs to them which were
hitheno a male preserve, making it possible for women
to enter the occupations of their choice. There is an
enormous demand for technicians, and women have a
rightful place among them.
Of course, this will not happen without suitable voca-
donal training. This should come, on the one hand,
from training given at school and career guidance,
with young girls being channelled towards jobs based
on new technology, instead of being closetted away in
traditional rcniary sector jobs, which are 
- 
into the
bargain 
- 
less affected by the advent of new technol-
ogy. Moreover, there should also be further training
opponunities for working women, with the time
spentstudying being treated as time spent at work.
There is one point on which, in my opinion, the Sal-
isch repon does not dwell sufficiently, i.e. the risk of
employers using the new telematics technologies to
force women back to poorly paid home employment
with no fixed working week nor any social security
cover.
Ve shall vote for the Salisch report because it is a step
in the right direcdon.
Mr Pantazi (S), lz writing. 
- 
(GR) As has already
been repeatedly stressed, nev technologies, and pani-
cularly microelectronics and data processing, have
made deep inroads inro the administrative and the
economic activities of the European Community.
At the same time we see that these rapid changes are
not accompanied by a similar development on the
employment front and that it is women who will suffer
most since they are the most vulnerable section of the
workforce. There are a very limited number of places
available in sectors where women traditionally pre-
dominate and in rhe jobs where women have always
worked in large numbers.
ln Greece there is traditional industry and the service
sector is not very developed, with the result that new
technology is imported withour any accompanying
rraining, it is mainly young women who are affected
and the already high rarc of youth unemployment is
increasing. I should like to stress on this point that the
European Social Fund will also have to help to plan
and implement a uniform training scheme, as well as
special courses and funher vocational training to
ensure that men and women receive equal treatments
regards access to training for new technologies.
I would particularly refer to the need for financial sup-
port from the Communiry for national training pro-
grammes in the Community's run-down regions i.e. on
the periphery, where the problem appears to be most
acute.
I should like to thank Mrs Salisch for the repon she
has tabled and state that the PASOK Members will
vote for it.
( Parliarnent adopted the resolution)t
***-
Report (Doc. A 2-98/85),drawn up by Mr McMahon
on behalf of the Committee on Yout[ Culture,
Education, Information and Sport, on new information
technologies and the school systems in the European
Community 
- 
Vork programme for the period
teE5-1e87 (COM(E4) 7 22 finall
Explanation ofoote
Mr Filinis (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) I should like
to express our satisfaction with the very comprehen-
sive repon by Mr McMahon. \(/e also referred to rhe
rcchnological imbalance between the Member States
during the debate on the report by Mr Longuet. But
what strikes us is that we are adopting resolutions on
new technologies which, however correct they are in
principle, nevetheless take on a very different signi-
ficance in each Member State. Many of the new tech-
nologies will be applied and developed in certain tech-
nologically advanced and wealthy Member States. The
rest are unable to keep up for economic reasons and
for reasons of technological know-how, with rhe
obvious result, as is also stressed in the motion, that
the imbalances will become Breater.
A typical and appropriate example is the spread of
data processing in schools. Those partners who have
the know-how and the financial means have akeady
launched ambitious programmes as a result of which
I The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos '1, 3, 5, 10, 12,
15- 19, 21-23,27 and28;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2, 8, ll, 13, 14, 20,
29 
- 
3l and 33 
- 
42.
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the younger tenerarion will become accustomed ro the
computers which are already indispensible, while rhe
relevant industry will ger a considerable boost. Bur for
cenain other partners, [he implemenmtion of such
protrammes is financially difficult if not impossible. I
think that we shall have to concern ourselves far more
with this subject and thar we should ask the Commis-
sion to study ways in which the isolation and stagna-
tion of rhe less-developed Member States can be
avoided. The use of computers in schools increase the
scope for exchanges of educarional programmes and
consequently provides hitheno unknown opportuniries
for the peoples of the Community to know and under-
stand each other.'We would point our, however, rhat
panicular care will have to be taken in the use of com-
puters in education since it concerns the vital area of
the production and disseminarion of knowledge and
culture. The use of compurers must broaden the hori-
zons of young people and give them more to think
about and musr nor lead them to one-dimensional
thinking and to the uncritical acceprance of panicular
vlews.
( Parliament adopted the re solution)t
***
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to move that we do not vore on rhe Linkohr report
until tomorrow morning. .We assume thar rhere will be
no problem with rime. The colleagues who are shour-
ing their disagreement from rhe back perhaps wanr ro
leave us tomorrow morning. I suppose it is someone's
binhday, bur I cannot do anything about that. I would
ask the House to rhink abour it, because otherwise
there will be barely a hundred of us for the vote.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, let me point our
that it will take time if we vorc on the Linkohr repon
tomorrow morning, and rhe result will be that there
will be no one left ro vore on rhe l7oltjer reporr.
President. 
- 
I put Mr Klepsch's proposal ro rhe vore.
(Parliament rejected the request)
Report (Doc. A2-94/85), drawn up by Mr Linkohr on
behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology, on the establish-ent of a European
Parliament Office for Scientific and Technological
Option Assess ment: adop ted
(The sitting anas suspended at 7.50 p.m. and resumed at
9 p'*.)
;-Th. 
."pp*eur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 2 and 3;
- 
AGAINST Amendment No l.2 The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 3,5,29 and 30;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 4, 6- 14, t6- 19,2!,28
and 3 1.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS
Vice-President
5. Dairy quotas (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next irem is the continuation of the
debate on rhe interim reporr (Doc. A2-85/85) by Mr
\floltjer.
Mr Stevenson (S). 
- 
Mr President, we are, of course,
dealing here not with the principle of quotas but with
how the system has been applied, although rhere are
many of us who believe that quotas alone will not
solve the problems that have been creaced as a result of
the common agricultural policy.
This question of consistency of applicadon mus[ cause
concern to us, because ir is clear that it has not been
achieved throughout the Communiry. At least one
Snte has ignored, for the time being in any case, rhe
quota regulations. Some other States have been over
their quota bur have had retrospective increases. There
have been some others where the regulations have
been stricdy applied. My own panicular counrry, rhe
Unircd Kingdom, has been prominent in strictly apply-
ing those regulations.
The repon does indicate very clearly that since the
quota sysrem was inroduced there has been a fall of
no less than a quaner of a million ronnes in milk pro-
duction in the Communiry. But within rhat figure rhere
are clearly also wide dispariries and the whole of that
reduction has been accounted for by rwo States 
-Belgium and the United Kingdom. Thar situation
clearly sows the seeds of discontent, especially when
we are still faced with very severe hardship for small
producers in panicular.
I am sorry ro say rhat I have seen lirtle in the report
that deals with these very severe cases of hardship. I
have heard some people say: why should any pro-
ducers worry? In business if someone says rhar he will
buy 90% of your production and guarantee the price,
you should nor worry about rhe other l0ol0. !7ell, Mr
President, when that other 100/o can mean the differ-
ence between being in business and nor being in busi-
ness as is the case with the small producer, then we are
talking of a very different situation indeed.
The small producers have been given no rime at all to
plan the changes that may be required as the result of
the implementation of quoras. They find themselves
caught in a trap. Yes, it is true ro say rhar reserves have
been used, but many hardship cases still remain, and
there is little or no hope for those hardship cases.
Indeed, in my own counrry, panicularly in my own
consriruency of Staffordshire East 
- 
and I know this
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applies elsewhere, in Dyfed in South Vales too 
-there are situations where small producers have still
had no quota allocarion at all. There must be further
urgent provision for this panicular situarion that is
being faced at the sharp end of the production scale.
There is some debate in rhe repon as to whether
national or Community reserves should be the order
of the day. I believe personally rhar we shall have both.
But whatever happens, there musr be top priority given
to any reserve that is available being used ro provide
for the small producer.
So, we do not require, it seems to me, a central control
by the Commission. Vhat is needed urgently 
- 
and I
welcome this in the report 
- 
is more effective moni-
toring, more effective checks. The need for that, I
believe, has been well established. This interim repon
provides an imponant base from which our final atri-
tude towards milk quotas will be reflected in a future
report. But it is vital that we sr.are now that tlie appar-
ent success in reducing production has also lefr us wich
very severe problems of hardship, panicularly for the
small producer.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, this repon is, of
course, about the implementation of the quota sysrem
for milk. It has been produced by a Member of this
Parliament who has tried to be reasonable bur has to
contend with a situation where he is under exrreme
pressure from some of his polidcal colleagues who
blame the common agricultural policy for all the ills of
the Community and refuse to listen to reason.
On the other hand, he seems to have been overinflu-
enced by commercial interests which are trying ro
boost margarine sales at the expense of milk products.
I am fully aware that in the country he represenrs,
Holland, butter and margarine are both regarded as
imponant products. But I have ro say ro Mr \Toltjer:
You cannot ride two horses at the same dme. I have
no difficulty in deciding where I stand. I am definirely
on the side of butter 
- 
the superior product and the
one which can be produced on indigenous feeding
stuffs. The rapponeur has rc be given credit for pur-
ting a good deal of effon and research into finding
solutions to problems still remaining in the milk sector.
However, even though the quota system has brought
about a sizeable reduction in milk production, there
are still a number of problems to be solved. Production
is still too high and ways will have to be found to
reduce supplies without funher reducing quotas, for
example, by providing incentives for getting people
out of milk production. And this could and would, of
course, cost less than the disposal of surpluses through
normal channels. This could cause certain problems in
some areas where processing units could be left wirh-
out a sufficient supply of milk and the entire economy
in such areas would be seriously upset. Therefore
rewards for getting out of milk production will have to
be carefully pitched in order to avoid such situations.
At the same time it has to be said that nor enough
work has yet been done on alternative land-use poli-
cies and new uses for dairy products. In this sector, as
indeed in many other sectors, insufficient research and
development has been taking place. The rapporteur is
extremely critical of the adjustments and easemenrs
made by the Commission in the first year of the
scheme's operation. This criticism, in my view, is less
than sensible because the move over to the quota sys-
tem has caused serious problems and led to substantial
losses for some farmers and it was inevitable that some
flexibiliry would have to be introduced.
Now, however, the time is ripe for a firmer set of
practical rules that must apply all round. As I see it,
the only way the quota system can be efficiently and
effecdvely operated is on a Member State basis with a
national quon with cenain guidelines giving special
consideration to family farms and new enrranrs ro
farming as well as unfofi,unate cases of disease eradi-
cation and one thing or another of that kind.
Having set up such a system, the responsibiliry for
operating it must rest firmly on the Member Stare. If
quotas are exceeded in any country, rhe the country
must be held responsible and meet the cos[.
It should be quite obvious that a quota scheme cannor
be run from Brussels, but of course strict monitoring
must be carried out by the Commission. Now that a
quota system had been introduced for a period of five
years, I feel it is going to be very difficult ro change
over to some other system for controlling surpluses at
the end of this period. In any case, chopping and
changing in farming is not good practice. I am saying
this though I am aware that agricultural expansion has
been brought to a standstill in Ireland by limiring
production in this way, because exceptionally we are
essentially a livestock producing country with few
other options. Operating a common policy cannor be
equitably done in the absence of special measures and
special considerations. I hope this will be kept in mind
when the hardship and losses involved in restructuring
and limiting agricultural production have been prop-
erly calculated. I am thinking panicularly in my own
case of the wonhwhile forestry policy and the
development of inland fisheries coupled with develop-
ments to encourage facilities for tourists.
Throughout this report the rapponeur has emphasized
the need to help small producers, and this has an echo
also in an amendment put down by Mrs Barbara Cas-
tle seeking help for small family farms. I am all for
helping family farms, but a small farm in the Unired
Kingdom would be about 170 acres and that would be
looked upon as a ranch in Ireland. So this term needs
clarification. Ve need also to look at jobs outside rhe
farmgate in processing and at rhe viability of rhese
units. If they depend only on very small producers,
they will cease to exisr.
In conclusion, Mr President, I wanr ro say rhar rhere is
no overnight solution possible without causing very
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serious problems. I want also to draw attention to rhe
fact that while Communiry producers are being pun-
ished, imports of milk products are nor being penal-
ized, imports of oils and fats are nor being raxed,
impons of feedingstuffs are not reduced or raxed. Fin-
ally, we must never lose sight of farmers' incomes and
jobs outside the farmgate.
(Applause)
Mrc Caroline Jackson (ED).- Mr Presidenr, we in
this group welcome the Voltjer repon because it pro-
vides proof that the European Parliament can perform
the sort of watchdog role on quoras rhar many of us
tried to outline to some of our irate dairy farmers
during the 1984 European election.
However, we have to face the fact that rhe rapporteur
is actually reporting on a deeply unsatisfactory situa-
tion. It is true rhat production has been reduced bur, as
he says in his repon, rhe evasion of the quora sysrem
by various means is still going on. Certainly in my
country there is an armosphere of suspicion about how
the quota is applied in other countries. \fle believe thar
there must be much greater rransparency about how
the quota is applied and absolure fairness. Ve agree
with the rapponeur as well that there needs to be more
action by the Commission to monitor the system effec-
tively and to police it. !7e suppon panicularly the idea
that rhe Coun of Audirors should repon upon it.
There is an unsatisfactory situarion for the producer
because of the lack of flexibility in the sysrem. This has
been noted by a number of speakers. This means, for
example, that in my country, quota being tied to rhe
land, it is underused on some farms and wanted in
vain by other farmers. Thar is why in Amendment
No 19 we call on the Commission ro make proposals
as soon as possible to alter the regulations so that
existing producers in a Member State may lease quota
not required by other producers. A workable sysrem
has already been set out by the Milk Marketing Board.
The Commission must know about it, and we want ro
see it brought in. Such a system would only relare ro
wholesale quota and would be based on rhe determi-
nation of a single price at which the maximum amounr
of quota can be released.
The Commission's objections ro rhis are presumably
similar to ir objections ro proposals for allowing the
sale of quora, rhar is, rhar leasing or sale institutional-
ize the quota sysrem. In the case of leasing for a fixed
period, I simply do not believe this is true. Also the
Commission should be very careful in rying themselves
to the idea that quotas are remporary. Many farmers
in my constituency in Viltshire, in the hean of Eng-
land, believe thar rhe quora sysrem is a good thing. It
gives them stability and cenainty 
- 
alrhough they do
not like the way it was broughr in.
As for sale of quotas, my colleague, Mrs Daly, will be
dealing with that poinr. However, I would point out ro
the Commission that, even if it sets its face against the
idea, it does need to recognize that land with quota
already has a higher value in my counrry than land
withour it.
Finally, as the lToltjer report makes clear, the system
is unsatisfactory to consumers. S0'e have an I I million
tonne surplus paid for by taxpayers and 
- 
and this
point has no[ been made 
- 
the system has not pro-
duced lower prices for consumers and will not, rhere-
fore, promote consumption. \7e welcome the idea of
the Community outgoers' scheme. !7e look forward to
hearing more from the Commission about it. But we
whould like m hear from the Commission what its
view is on the prospects for better conrol and what its
view is on [he prospects for greater flexibility to allow
leasing of quotas.
In conclusion, may I say how nice it is to have the
Commissioner here and how appalling it is 
- 
I think I
am right in saying, alrhough I do not have very good
eyesight 
- 
not ro be able ro see rhe rapponeur present
for this debate.
Mr Maher (L). 
-Mr President, I too, like other,speakers regrer rhe fact that is was not possible for the
Commissioner for agriculture ro be present for this
debate. I assure Mr Cheysson that no disrespect ro him
is intended. In this age of communication and high
technology, surely ir should be possible for the services
of borh institutions to make -sure that this kind of
mix-up does not uke place in future.
The !/oltier report is a factual repon spelling out
what the situation is in relation to the application of
the quotas. I would like to compliment Mr Volrjer in
that respect. The repon high is up to his usual sran-
dard. However, I was a little bit disurbed by the gen-
eral [one of his introduction, just as I was disturbed by
some of the things rhat the Commissioner said. They
were inclined rc clap each other on the back as rhough
we had achieved something very wonderful: we now
have a quou system in place and it is working. But I
must confess that I have travelled around about rhe
Community over rhe last 12 monrhs and I have nor
seen any farmers jumping up and down for joy and
welcoming this great new sysrem. In fact, if anything,
they are quite disturbed abour this.
Could I say, without appearing to be too much of a
pessimist, rhat the worsr is yer [o come. The initial
years are not the worst, because as production is
pegged back 
- 
indeed the Commissioner suggested
that it will have ro be reduced still funher 
- 
what can
dairy farmers do [o cover their cosrs? Their costs are
increasing all the time and producrion is being held
down. Coupled with inadequate price increases, this
hardly gives them any reason to be joyful. I would
warn them that the difficulties that they have so far
experienced are norhing like whar they are going to
have to experience in the future.
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I was, on the other hand, a little bit more optimistic in
relation to some of the details. I welcomed what the
Commissioner said on what he described as the
'macro' and the 'micro'. If I understood him correctly,
he was saying that it is up to the Community to ela-
borate on the scheme and to administer what each
country would do, but inside the Member Country
there would be the maximum flexibility. I suppon the
last speaker and others who talked along these lines,
particularly on the policy of rying the quous to the
land. I think that will have to be made more flexible.
Otherwise, cre are going to make the system unneces-
sarily rigid and create hardships for farmers that they
should nol have to endure.
I would also say that farmers living in the disadvan-
taged areas should not have to abide by any quota at
all. My claim is that these farmers produce so little
milk anyway and have such little capacity for increased
production that even if they were able to use their
farms to the maximum, the amount of milk they would
add to the overall production would be absolurcly
negligible. But it would be very important to them
nevertheless in a situation of considerable difficulty.
In this connection I should like to say a word for the
farmers in the nonh-eastern pan of my country, that
part sdll conrolled by the UK . A specific application
was made on their behalf to get some increase in the
quota, as we succeeded in getting in the Republic 
-which, of course, was very well deserved. Vhat did
rhe British Government do when it got the increase
(and, in all justice, the Commission did give iQ? They
distributed it among all the farmers of the UK, which
meanr, of course, that the farmers in the Nonh of Ire-
land got very litde. It would be wonhwhile for some
of the Members at my back who are shaking their
heads ro to to the Nonh of Ireland and talk to some
of the farmers there, as I did. They are quite irate at
the treatment they have received from what they call
theirown government. Maybe they would receive bet-
ter treatment from the government in the Southl I am
sure they would.
I also argue that co-responsibility and quota systems
do not fit togerher. I can undersmnd that initially it
would be difficult to phase out the co-responsibility
lery. However, if farmers abide by a quota, why
should they have to pay a tax nor only on production
abovp that quou but even on production below the
quota? I do not think that makes sense, and I believe it
is a contradiction. The co-responsibiliry levy should be
phased out. It would help in a cenain way to give
farmers that little extra bit which has now been denied
ro them by preventing them from increasing produc-
tion.
I want ro emphasize again what other speakers said 
-including Mr Clinton, I think 
- 
that we should not be
negative. Ve should be talking not only about trying
to keep production at a reasonable levebut also about
increasing the sales of basic milk in whatever form we
can increase them. I often think that the dairy indus-
ries of Europe are far less cohesive than the multina-
tionals who produce substitute products that are com-
peting with dairy producff. \7e badly need Breater
cohesion so that the dairy indusries can participarc
together in research projects and not continue dupli-
cating research across the board. I think that would
enable us to find new or better products and so
increase consumption of what Mr Brsndlund Nielsen
said was the healthiest product of all 
- 
the one that,
after all, we all started life on.
(Applause)
Mrs Daly (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome the
'I7oltjer report on dairy quotas but, like Mrs Jackson,
regret the fact that the rapponeur is not present to
hear this debate.
The report, together with the amendments mbled by
Lord O'Hagan, Mr Debatisse and Mrs Castle, illus-
trate clearly many of the problems arising from the
quo[a system which we have been pursuing in the past
year with both the Commission and the British
Government. I represent many dairy farmers 
-indeed many small farmers 
- 
in Somerset and Dorset
and musr record that the hurried introduction of dairy
quoras has presented them with tremendous difficul-
ties in the past year. I am panicularly pleased to know
that information is being collarcd on the ways in which
Member Stares have dealt with the cases of hardship
amongst small-scale producers and young milk prod-
ucers.
In my own area probably the greatest grief has been
suffered by those in the so-called exceptional hardship
category. There was tremendous confusion as to what
exceptional hardship actually meant and 90% of appli-
cations for help fell at the first hurdle. No guidance
was ever issued on this point. It appeared to be the rule
that if an appellant had been given secondary quota,
even if it was only one cow, he automatically debarred
himself for exceptional hardship quota. This is quote
ridiculous.
The delay in advising farmers of the ourcome of their
appeals has also meant increased worry and uncer-
rainry for those involved. It is not at all clear that the
tribunals in the area I represent were working to Com-
munity regulations, so I await the results of the survey
with great interest and hope that action will be mken if
it is found that people have suffered as a result of fail-
ure to obey the Community rules.
Having said this about hardship cases, let me quickly
turn to the general subject of quotas. The farmers in
Somerset and Dorset believe that until the Commis-
sion comes up with something better, quotas are the
fairest way of dealing with surplus producdon. Vhat
they do not want is a return to chaos in 1989/1990.
'S?'e want more flexibility in the system and the speedy
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introduction of a Community ourgoers scheme. 'S7e
need some of rhe quota released for hardship cases
and for new entrants.
One other very imponant issue in the United King-
dom is that of ownership of the quom. Nexr week a
group from my consriruency are coming ro talk to Mr
Andriessen's cabinet about this, as rhey feel very
strongly that is is quire wrong for the quora ro belong
to the landlord in cases where it has, in fact, been the
producer who has made rhe largesr contribution to the
farm. Vhen improvements m rhe quora system are
being considered, I vant ro see some consideration
given to this point ro ensure equity in the treatment of
both landlord and renant. My farmers would also like
to see the abolidon of the co-responsibility levy. Ve
do not accept thar ir is being used for its original pur-
pose and, as orher speakers have said, it would cer-
tainly be helpful ro small farmers not to have ro pay
this levy for nothing. That is what is happening 
- 
ir isjust a tax on dairy farmers.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, I support the leasing of quotas
but only as second best. \7hat I really wanr looked at
is the sale of quoas through a central agency like rhe
Milk Markering Board wirh rigid safeguards against
blackmarketeering. I would welcome the Commis-
sion's views on these serious points.
(Applause)
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, when my colleague, Mr Andriessen, had to
leave to attend a meeting 
- 
planned quite some rime
ago 
- 
with farmers who are direcdy affected by this
problem and, which I daresay, is bewer attended than
this Parliament ...
(Laughter)
... I heard murmurs of disappointment, which I can
fully understand.
However, his trip was planned a long rime ago. Mr
Andriessen himself made an initial statemenr. He has
had many opponunities, and will have many more in
the future, to present the situation ro the Members of
this Parliamenr and to discuss their main concerns in
connection with rhe applicadon of a difficult policy 
-which has come somewhar too lare, but which, as sev-
eral people have acknowledged in rhis House, proba-
bly at leasr meanr we could make rhe best of a bad job
at this rime in the dairy secror.
As regards the operarion of rhe system I would begin
by reminding you thar in mountainous areas the prod-
ucers were virtually exempr, i.e. the aids were main-
mined and the co-responsibility levy did nor apply,
whereas it does apply elsewhere and, I rhink, should
continue to do so as long as we have surpluses, even
though our aim was ro establish a balance berween
production and marketing ourlem for dairy produce,
which would one day permit rhe co-responsibility levy
to be discontinued.
As we have already been reminded, this is intended
only as a remporary arrangemenr. It has been adopted
provisionally for five years, although we are hoping
that it will be possible ro reduce this period and, once
a balance has been established, that is way be main-
tained without any special measures or constrainrs as
imposed by the presenr arrangements. This, I think, is
what Mr Jepsen and Mr Christensen wanted to hear
and in line with what orher Members have already
pointed out.
The system 
- 
as many people have acknowledged 
-works. I must stress this for rhe benefit of those, such
as Mr Christensen, who have expressed doubr on this
score. If we look at the figures for 1985 compared
with 1984, we see a reduction of over 4o/0, corres-
ponding to a production level which is lower than rhe
quotas. Thus 
- 
and I am thinking again of Mr Jepsen
here 
- 
I do not rhink any of us have anphing to
worry about. This is clear from the statistics already
contained in the Green Paper and I would point out
for Mr Garti's benefit that the Commission inrends to
supplement rhem, after which the Commissioner res-
ponsible will repon ro you.
Many people have poinrcd our rhar rhis sysrem left a
great deal in the hands of the national governments.
The Commission may have had overall conrrol, as Mr
Andriessen stressed in his accounr, and many Mem-
bers of Parliament have acknowledged the need for
this. However, the governmenrs were allowed a cer-
tain room for manoeuvre in the actual administration
of the system so rha[ they could adapt it in rhe inerests
of the smallest producers, Mr Srevenson, or panicular
pans of the country concerned 
- 
for example, North-
ern Ireland in the case of the United Kingdom, Mr
Maher 
- 
or in order to buy quotas and rransfer rhem,
particularly ro [he youngest farmers, as Mrs Martin
and Mr Fri.ih have srressed.
Indeed, rhe Commission intends 
- 
as rhe Commis-
sioner for Agriculture has already informed you 
- 
ro
buy a number of quoas irelf. On the orher hand 
-and I must repear rhe commenrs already made by the
Commissioner for Agriculture 
- 
we are nor in favour
of encouraging producers themselves to buy quotas
since we think rhis would benefir the high-producdviry
regions at the expense of the less producrive regioni,
whereas all rhe Members who have spoken on this
point have made it clear that if we are unfonunately
stuck with a quora sysrem, a cenain preference should
be given to young farmers and those least favourably
placed in this field, since we are particularly afraid rhit
young people serdng up in rhis secror will be getting
very heavily into debt with vinually irreversible ionse-
quences. Thus we are no! in favour of transfers involv-
ing direct purchases by one producer from anorher.
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Other very imponant aspects were brought up in the
course of the debate. It is not only a question of
reducing quantities: better advertising 
- 
or should I
say an information campaign 
- 
should enable us to
increase consumption both within the Communiry and
in third countries. As you know 
- 
and I am saying
this panicularly for Mr Nielsen's benefit 
- 
the Com-
munity has embarked on a substantial campaign of this
kind, to which 35 million ECU have been allocated.
'Ve also attach great importance to improving the
quality of dairy produce. I can assure Mr Jepsen and
Mr Nielsen that financial aid has been granted.
Thus, as I have already pointed out, the system would
appear the best, or at least the least harmful, under the
circumstances 
- 
and I see that Mrs Jackson, Mrs
Daly and others have recognized this fact. As Mrs
Daly quite rightly pointed out, ir must be adapted if
difficulties arise and I grant you the producers are
not exactly delighted. However, in the face of the
need to try and adapt production potential to the
internal and external markets, this was probably the
best course of action. It is just a pity rhat it came a lit-
tle late.
As for the future, other problems are worthy of atten-
tion. In the Green Paper, we will propose alternative
production in sectors currently showing a deficit, as
Mrs Martin rightly insisted. Similarly, when we talk
about management of stocks and selling vast quantities
of basic products which we currently have in stock, we
must obviously not restrict ourselves ro dairy products
such as butter, but give some fundamental thought to
all the stocks which are such a burden on agriculture,
have such unfortunate implications for prices on the
world markets and the Community budget and bring
the whole idea of the common agricultural policy into
disrepute. Having only yesterday attended an initial
discussion on this matter in the Commission, I can
assure you that we decided to tackle this problem head
on, however difficult it may be and however f.ar-read-
ing the budgenry decisions it will necessitate, with a
view to working off the surpluses we have accumu-
lated over several years.
Mrs Caroline Jackson (ED).- Mr President, I won-
der if I could just possibly rise on a point of order.
Our debates have very little point without the rappor-
teur. They have even less point if the Commission does
not answer some of the most imponant questions
raised in the debate. I did specifically ask the Commis-
sioner whether he could possibly comment on the pos-
sibility of introducing the leasing of quotas as a means
of getting greater transferability. \7ould he like to
comment on that?
President. 
- 
Mrs Jackson, Mr Cheysson has already
spoken on this subject, and so did Mr Andriessen
before him. \7hat is more, I do not think that this is a
point of order since there is no provision in the Rules
of Procedure for such a debate.
Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) |
shall be very happy to reply, Mr President. Leasing is a
method which allows ransferability. I pointed out the
Commission position as regards present opponunities
for transfer and as regards the advisabiliry of making
certain transfers easier, either through governments or
- 
perhaps in the future 
- 
through the Commission
as intermediary. The quesdon, when it comes to trans-
fers, is whether the leasing procedure will be more
used than that of buying and selling. This is a compli-
cated technical problem which is being studied at the
momenr, as my colleagues indicated. But let me state
that this is a procedure and not the basis of a policy. I
think I have been quite clear in stating the policy we
intend to follow and which we intend to recommend
with regard to quota transferability.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
6. Jamming stations in Europe
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. A2-
lO3/85), drawn up by Mr Habsburg on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on jamming stations in
Europe.
Mr Habsburg (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, the international situation has rarely been more
suitable for the discussion of the question of jamming
stations in Soviet Europe than today following the visit
of the Secretary General, Michail Gorbachev, to Paris,
since this first visit by the new dictator in the Kremlin
was obviously aimed at creating an impression in
'!7'esrcrn Europe that he was not only bent on talking
abour ddtente but also on making genuine effons to
put it into practice.
Vhether we believe his words or not, it is time we put
rhem to rhe test by means of concrete proposals, parti-
cularly since the President of the United States has
also pointed out in his recent statemen[ that the time
has come for practical negotiations for the reestablish-
menr of a balance in the world as a whole. Hisrory
clearly shows that talks alone have never led rc disar-
mament 
- 
and this is not surprising if we bear in mind
thar weapons in themselves are neither good nor evil:
it all depends on the person who owns or uses them.
Mao Tse Tung was quirc right to say tha[ he was not
interested in his adversary's weapons but only in the
views of the man standing behind them. Thus, disar-
mament has always come when the various peoples
could no longer see any point in the unproductive
expenditure. In a word, trust must come first and then
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disarmament can follow. If there is no trust there can
be no real disarmamenr.
It was therefore right that the grearesr emphasis should
have been placed on confidence-building measures in
the Final Act of Helsinki. If a convincing number of
such measures had been fonhcoming, more progress
would long since have been made in Geneva. Unfor-
tunately, however, the Soviet Union has maintained
the atmosphere of international distrusr not only
rhrough its aggression ois-ri-ois Afghanistan but also
through its continuing massive infringements against
human righm and its non-fulfilment of rhe commit-
ments entered into in Helsinki 
- 
nor least rhe refusal
to accept inspection of its own disdrmament measures
and continuing rejection of the American 'open skies'
proposals.
The free exchange of information and opinions has
always rightly occupied a prominenr position among
the Helsinki resolutions. Freedom of informadon ii
the prerequisite for any democratic development, since
only a well-informed citizen can genuinely have a say
in decision making. Despots have always tried ro pre-
vent their subjects having access ro any information,
except whar they themselves wanted them to know.
It's quirc righrly said rhar knowledge is power and for
this reason, Starcs wishing ro monopolize power sim-
ply cannot survive wirhout total control over informa-
tion. The weaker an undemocratic regime, the more
intensive are rhe effons to gain mtal conrrol of or
block all sources of information. Hence the admirable
observation made by rhe BBC ar the beginning of the
Second \florld Var when many people were calling
for Hitler's broadcasts ro be jammed. The BBC said
'anyone who jams broadcasts is admirting that he is
serving a bad cause. He has a bad conscience. He is
afraid of the truth. This fear is unknown in our coun-
rry'.
In spite of the conference ar Helsinki and the signing
of the Final Acr, the Sovier Union continues in iti
effons to prevenr irs own population from listening to
broadcasts from the democratic world 
- 
and ir is not
alone in this. The same is true in Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia and Bulgaria. However, since jamming signals
cannot be srictly localized, rhis practice on rhe parr of
the Soviet Union is also affEcting areas of !fleste.n
Stares where reception of cenain broadcasts is ren-
dered fairly difficulr. It is significant rhat neither Hun-
gary nor Rumania feel the need to jam broadcasts in
their own languages.
Far too few people in the '!flesr realize that jamming
signals cosrs a lor more rhan simply rransmitting them-.
The energy consumprion alone is enormous: rhe
Soviet Union uses some I 000 million kV/h per year
for its jamming s[arion. As I pointed out in my repon,
this would be enough energy ro produce 375 00O lor-
ries, 500 000 tractors or I I 000 000 tonnes of cement.If one considers the difficuh position in which rhe
Eastern Bloc finds itself, it becomes quite clear whar
this must mean ro the already crippled economy. Cer-
tainly, it is small beer compared with rhe garganruan
amounts spent on armaments but it is surely just as
obvious that all this money for energy which is lircrally
being pumped into thin air could, if used more respon-
sibly, go some way to relieving the heavy burden on
the population and the plight of the people of Poland,
for example.
Here we come up once more against the observation
at the beginning of rhe repon. The new boss in the
Kremlin has ried to give the impression that he wants
to create an atmosphere of trusr which will permit a
new start to be made. This would be a perfecr oppor-
tunity, since he has always said that his regime is based
on the principle of the republic. \Vhy does he needjamming srations then? This is a very specific area in
which Mr Gorbachev could, off his own bat, make a
genuine confidence-building measure more or less
immediately. If he would close down the jamming sta-
tion in view of rhe Soviet signature under the Final Act
of Helsinki, he would nor only be doing his own peo-
ple a favour but he would be giving the world an indi-
cation thar his assurances were meant seriously.
Obviously, he will not be able, from one day to rhe
next, to create rhe confidence which his country has so
frivolously destroyed throughout the world by irs acts
of aggression from Poland to Afghanistan and its
attempts to destabilize the '!fl'est, but he could demon-
strate by means of a nngible example that he wishes to
adopt a new political approach and negotiate in good
faith. Nor would this srep involve major internal prob-
lems, unless his regime is much weaker and unpopular
than he claims.
Peace cannor be achieved overnight, bur an initial
small step would be welcomed with a sigh of relief
from the world as a whole. This should be one of the
main poinrs in this Parliamen['s morion for a resolu-
tion, since ir is easy to talk of peace bur infinitely diffi-
cult ro establish ir. This is a possible step in the right
direction and we can only hope rhat nor only will this
initiadve gain the full suppon of this House 
- 
and
this appears likely in view of the unanimous vote in rhe
Political Affairs Committee 
- 
but rhat rhe rulers in
the Kremlin will understand its deeper implicarions
since a refusal to fall in with this wish of rhe people of
Europe 
- 
and I am sure this includes those currently
under Mr Gorbachev's rule 
- 
would also have a
deeper and somewhar unfonunate implicarion. !7e can
only hope that this requirement contained in the Final
Act of Helsinki concerning rhe open access ro infor-
mation can soon be regarded as fulfilled.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
Mr Cristopher Beazley (ED). 
- 
Mr president, on
behalf of the European Democraric Group I would
like to associare rhe group's position very ciosely with
what Mr Habsburg has just outlined, and indeed wirh
the whole of his repon. I hope thar when the House
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comes to vo[e on this repon 
- 
a shon and concise
report 
- 
there will be broad agreement throughout
the entire political spectrum of this House. Commis-
sioner Cheysson referred rather disparagingly to one
or two empty sections of this House. I am sure that
this is because of that unanimity of feeling. Members
did not feel that they necessarily had to come and
argue the case.
This is a question which has to be raised by the Euro-
pean Community, not only on its own behalf but also
on behalf of other Europeans who at the moment are
not in a position to put it rc their Soviet overlords. Ir is
no good attempting to persuade l7estern Europe and
the whole of the free world that the good faith of the
Soviet Union is genuine unless, when it comes to dis-
cuss nuclear arsenals and the reduction of tensions, it
is equally open and equally anxious to discuss the
question of open access to information.
It was made quite clear, as Mr Habsburg said, in Paris
when the new Emperor of Russia, Mr Gorbachev,
gave a rather western-style press conference. He
appeared very suave, very sophisticated and very low-
key until one journalist asked why there were still re-
strictions on travel and on movement in the Soviet
Union which did not apply in the Vest. Suddenly the
[yrant's image *as reinforced, the smile disappeared
and we were informed that the Soviet Union could not
be addressed in that fashion and that this was a differ-
ent political.organization.
If there is going to be give and take in these negotia-
tions, it cannot be on the basis that it is the Soviet
Union that does the uking and the free \flest that does
the giving. \7e suppon this motion in its entirety and
we look forward to unanimous adoption tomorrow.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Yandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NZ) I com-
pletely agree with Mr von Habsburg's repon where it
states that jamming transmirters are quite abhorrent.
Jamming demonstrates an unbelievable mistrust in the
truth, objectivity and credibility of one's own regime.
The Helsinki accords condemn such practices and call
for confidence-building measures; jamming stations
being completely excluded.
Vhat are the concrete expectations of this report? It is
possible to increase its political significance and I hope
shat this will be done. Not all free radio stations are of
the same quality. Voice of America has a budget of
I 000 million dollars while the next five years will see
the renewal of transmitters and new transmitters being
sited in Israel. This information does not seem credi-
ble.
Radio Free Europe and Radio Libeny employ I 000
people and their budget is approved annually by the
American congress. Their statutes contain a provision
forbidding them, and I quote, to act against the inter-
esrs of the United States. Then we have the BBC
which transmits in 37 languages and is exceptionally
neutral. Their world news has regrettably few listeners
in the Soviet Union but a considerable number in
Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
Mr President, we need a more differendated approach
to all these different sutions. Ve must replace the cold
war mentality by an active policy of peace. Helsinki
has shown how this can be done. The system of jam-
ming transmitters is repulsive and abhorrent. I will
vote for the report but I believe it could be made polit-
ically qrore effective by a greater degree of differentia-
tion.
Mr Pordea (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is not all
thar very long since Alben Camus said that we are liv-
ing in an age of premeditation and the perfecr crime,
when criminals have an unimpeachable alibi in the
form of a philosophy which can be used for any pur-
pose whatsoever 
- 
even to change murderers into
judges. This is an age in which dictatorship has been
declared democratic, subversion has turned into a
means of education, concentration camps have become
a form of humanitarian aid and political execu[ions are
simply preventive measures. There are widespread
attempts to camouflage abuses and atrocities and this
phenomenon is gradually coming to affect a large pro-
portion of humanity 
- 
peoples reduced to starvation
and fear. Despite all this, some people do not hesitate
to deny the entire horrifying truth about Europe
behind the iron curtain and in a whole of other places
such as Central America, Vietnam and Ethiopia.
As well all know already, the events in Afghanistan are
nothing more than a peaceful peace-making process
undenaken peacefully in the name of peace. From
\Tarsaw ro Addis Abeba and from Managua to Saigon
atrocities are presented as so many conquests in the
interest of human happiness.
The technique of jamming radio broadcasts, Mr Presi-
dent, has been designed, practiced and perfected with
the aim of silencing any external informadon which
tends ro contradict this official propaganda on the part
of the Communist party so that in the long term their
lies would be accepted as the truth. Viewed in these
rcrms, jamming of broadcasts is on a par with piracy
and terrorism. It is like a gun pointed at the head of
democracy in so far as it is an indirect element in the
overall Soviet strategy aimed at breaking up the Atlan-
dc Alliance by nobbling the western media and the
intelligentia of the democraric world.
Is there any need to repeat that this is both morally
and legally indefensible, and flies in the face both of
international commitments solemnly subscribed to by
the very persons guilty of these actions and of funda-
mental values of civilization, without which human life
is meaningless and the organized community pointless.
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Ve should rherefore srress once more rhat rhe jam-
ming of broadcasts on rhe one hand confirms the dou-
ble dealing on the pan of the Sovier Union and rhe
countries in its rhrall and, on the other hand, the naiv-
ety of the '!fl'esr ar the signing of rhe Helsinki Agree-
ments and so many previous acts.
As we know, ir will nor be long before we can use
satellircs to flood Easrern Europe and rhe Sovier
Union wirh broadcasts which will be impossible tojam, but in the meantime we mus[ nevenheless con-
demn jamming and rhe arrirude of the Stares which
Prac[lse lt.
I therefore wholeheartedly and unreservedly supporu
this clear and outspoken reporr. which has been sub-
mitted to us and which, in the final analysis, condemns
the entire policy pursued by the USSR and recom-
mends the appropriare ways of combarring it in an
area of great polidcal and culrural significance.
'S7'e can only hope that the European Community will
make a point of applying these methods through a res-
pefi for the ethical principles which informadon
enails and of course wirh a view to keeping up rhe
hopes of the European and non-European peoples
under the toralitarian yoke by means of the voice of a
world which is free and inrends ro remain rhar way.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debare is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
7. Substances haaing hormonal or thyrostatic action
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. A2-
100/85), drawn up by Mr Collins on behalf of the
Committee on rhe Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protecrion, on [he proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council (Doc. l-359/84) 
- 
COM(84)
295 final) for a directive amending Directive 81/602/
EEC concerning the prohibition of cenain subsrances
having a hormonal acrion and of any subsrances hav-
ing a thyrostatic action.
Mr Collins (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(GR) Good evening.
(The speaher continued in Danish)
Mr President, rhis repon raises a number of problems.
(The speaker continued in Frencb)
For several monrhs the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Healrh and Consumer Protecrion has
been dealing almost exclusively with hormones.
(Tbe speaher continued in German)
Ve discovered rhat this is not merely a problem of
regulation but that hormones are also dangerous ro
man.
(The speaker continued in Dutch)
The Committee on lhe Environment is rherefore ask-
ing for a ban.
(Tbe speaher continued in ltalian)
And so...
President. 
- 
You are giving a wonderful perform-
ance, Mr Collins, but in order not to confuse the
interpreters, I would suggest that you continuen only
one language.
Mr Collins (S), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, there is
nothing in the Rules of Procedure which says that any
Member has ro speak in only one language.
(Applause)
If I have chosen, or been compelled, ro sray unril rhis
hour of the nighr ro speak ro rhis lonely echoing
Chamber, then I rhink I have the righr ro rry to lighten
the burden of those people who have srayed with me.
As I said, and as you probably understood, we have
been considering rhis marrer for a great many monrhs
and have looked at ir very carefully. The background,
as you are probably aware, is to be found in the prob-
lems discovered in Inly round about 1980, when it
was discovered rhat rhi use of Diethylsdlboestrol 
-and I am speaking in my own language now 
- 
was
found to cause problems in baby food and in the con-
sumers of that baby food. As a result, rhe Commission
proposed a ban on stilbenes ar rhar rime and Parlia-
ment supported that ban. Since rhen, we have found
pressure from rhe whole of Europe for funher action
on one ot lwo substances which were not banned at
the time, norably Oesrradiol 17 B, Progesterone, Tes-
tosterone, Trenbolone and,Zeranol 
- 
and again I am
speaking in my own language.
The Commission has brought forward proposals rhar
Trenbolone and Zeranol should be banned and the
other subsrances allowed. \7e have considered this
very carefully, and I rhink it has rc be looked ar
extremely carefully by Parliament before we come [o a
decision. This is one of the classic areas of disunity
between rhe scientific community on rhe one hand and
the political community on rhe other. Ve, as elected
represenrarives, have ro lend an ear ro what rhe public
are saying to us. There is no quesrion whatsoever bur
that the public right across Europe is saying rhat they
do nor want ro see hormones used in mear producdon.
I do not think there is any doubt about thar. If you go
out into the highways and byways of Strasbourg
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tonight and ask the people whether they want to buy
meat [hat has been produced using hormones, they
u'ill say unequivocally. 'No'. The fact of the matter is,
however, that the same people you have asked, it rhey
go to buy meat tomorrow, will in fact be buying meat
which has been treated with hormones unknown to
the public, to avery large extent.
'S7e recognize that there are doubts surrounding the
use of hormones. Ve recognize that there are doubts
about the substances concerned. Ve also recognize
that some of the substances 
- 
the socalled natural
hormones 
- 
have a legitimate use for therapeutic pur-
poses 
- 
that is to say, it is perfectly reasonable that if
one wanu ro regulate the menstrual cycle of animals,
the natural hormones may have to be used. Similarly,
in cenain modes of production of beef, it is perfectly
reasonable able to use hormones to regulate animal
behaviour, and we are not against that. \[hat we are
against is the use of hormones to promote rapid and,
in our view, unnatural growth in the animals. \7e
believe that this poses cenain dangers for consumers
and we believe therefore that it would be better not to
proceed.
The committee has considered the evidence very care-
fully, and I must say to you that the scientific com-
mittee of experts set up by the Commission some con-
siderable time ago has looked at the evidence and has
not yet produced a response. This week, I understand,
there has been a note circulating in Strasbourg from a
consumer organization in Italy alleging that this scien-
tific committee has been somehow or other pulling the
wool over our eyes. Perhaps this is significant because
the chairman of the committee is a Professor Lamming
- 
and I suppose if we are going to have anything
pulled over our eyes, it would be wool in this pani-
cular case. They are alleging this. However, I must say
that I do not believe this at all. I think that Professor
Lamming has been leading a responsible committee.
He has been confronted with very difficult problems,
and I think he has been doing his best.
Along with the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, I regret very
much indeed that it has taken so long to produce a
conclusion.
I am defending Professor Lamming's commirtee. I
think that it is a great pity that he has been unable to
come up with a solution and a view which he can put
to this Parliament, the Commission and the Council. I
reject entirely the idea that somehow or other he is
dragging his feet, that somehow or other this com-
mittee is blocking progress.
The scientific evidence is very difficult to assess. Ve
recognize in the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection that so far as
the natural hormones are concerned there are prob-
lems of identification and measurement. But the view
that we have taken after assessing the evidence and
after a great many debates is that it would not be right
for us in the European Community to expose our citi-
zens ro substances which we cannot prove to be safe
and which we cannot prove to be without problems.
These substances may have problems and therefore we
would prefer to see them banned entirely except for
therapeutic purposes.
Having said that, we have rc look very carefully at the
inspection system. Ve have set out in our repon the
kind of inspection system that we would like to see.
Again we are very sorry indeed that the Council has
uken the action that it did in the last few months. This
Parliament is important; this Parliamenr's view is very
significant and indeed central rc this whole debarc.
Unlike the scientists 
- 
with respect to Mr Hogben
and his colleagues 
- 
we are responsible directly to the
electorate and we hear what the consumers of Europe
are saying to us. The consumers of Europe, however
you might measure them, would not want to buy meat
if hormones were being used in its production. I must
say to you finally, that we have got 800 000 tonnes of
a beef mountain in Europe. The use of hormones
would do nothing at all to reduce that and, indeed, is
perhaps a significant conributor to its very existence.
I am sorry for the trouble with my microphone. I do
not think that is entirely my fault, although perhaps
you were surprised at the language being used. Maybe
that is the cause of it all.
I think it is significant that if you look at the amend-
ments that have been tabled to this resolution 
- 
there
are 15 in all 
- 
14 of rhem are mine, and there are
none at all from the rest of Parliament. except one
from Mr van der Lek who is a Green. And as a Green
- 
I am sorry about this 
- 
you cannot expect them to
be in favour of meat.
Finally, I would close by saying to those of my Irish
colleagues who have bothered to stay thus far go raibb
maitb agaibb.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, after Mr Cheysson's comments just now
on the !/oltjer repon, I find the absence of Mr
Andriessen during this debate somewhat less regretta-
ble, especially because he now is surrounded by far
more farmers than Parliamentarians. Nevenheless, I
wonder what he is going to say to these farmers if rhey
have come from the South of France because of the
drought there or from Ireland to discuss the harvesting
difficulties Irish farmers have encountered. I panicu-
larly wonder what he would have told us after rhe
statement he made on the radio this morning which
was an advanced plea relative to the resolution voted
this morning by Parliament. I would have liked to have
asked him that question but let us get back to hor-
mones !
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I am not going to subject you ro a scientific discourse
on Diethylsrilboestrol, Oesradiol 178, Trenbolone,
Zeranol, Progesterone, Testosrerone and goodness
knows whar else.
All I am saying is rhat rhere are doubts, even in the
case of so-called narural hormones, of their harmless-
ness. The evidence of expens is contradiced by other
expen evidence, leaving you with a massive but inter-
minable quantity of learning.
Doubr is a sufficient reason ro forbid the subsrances
concerned, both natural and anifical, bur I feel there is
something rather frusrrating abour justifying legisla-
tion on the basis of not being able to obtain facrs.
Allow me therefore to look at two orher aspecrs of rhe
issue: qualiry and economy, where consumers and
producers, who are [axpayers as well, share the same
tnterests.
Let us first look at qualiry. An attractive filler of veal,
cut from hormone-treated mear, shrinks and becomes
hard and woody when cooked as it loses rhe excess
moisture it contains. The hormones have done their
job by holdint more warer rhan prorein in the muscles.
The first consequence of rhe use of hormones is
undeniably rc fool the consumer who is buying water
at the price of meat 
- 
even if the purchase is at a
lower price than normal. This is a serious issue involv-
ing fair dealing and rhe confidence consumers have in
producers. The boycotr of veal in a number of Mem-
ber States, particularly France, has shown how eco-
nomically damaging such a campaign can be.
Clear and objective information musr be available to
both the consumer and the producer. This includes the
listing of producrion merhods, and the promotion of
qualiry labels so rhat the purchaser is always able ro
calculate value for money.
Looked at just in the shon rerm, ir is true that rhe use
of hormones can help ro raise productivity bur the
hormone race leads to all kinds of black-market deal-
ing and fraud of rhe kind seen in rhe press in recent
years. The sale of cheap synthetic hormones of proven
danger to human health has made this situation consi-
derably more serious and now no-one knows any lon-
ger what they are selling or earing.
At an economic level, a general ban on grow[h hor-
mones could, of course, result in increased meat
prices. In reality, hormone-treared mear and meat
without hormones should be regarded as rwo com-
pletely different producrs borh qualiratively and quan-
titatively: even if the consumer ends up paying more it
would at least be for more meat and less warer.
Furthermore, eveyone knows that there is not neces-
sarily a direct link berween the price paid to the prod-
ucer and that paid by the consumer.
Denunciations are also in order for what seems [o me
an absurdity: lumbered as we are by all our stocks of
meat, are we to accept the use of substances that con-
tribute to further increases in production and thus ro
stocks? \7here is the logic in thar?
That kind of logic is, however, to be found in rhe
Commission's proposal for controlled use. It's an
attractive idea, I trant you, but we do nor have the
financial and manpower resources to apply an effective
system. An endrely new organization would have to be
established and rhis ar a rime when the Council has
already, in its first reading, pruned budget irem 38.1
concerning the application and verification of veteri-
nary directives. If existing work is already threarened,
what will be the fare of future checks?
Undoubtedly, the besr solurion would be a pure and
simple ban on the manufacture of hormones except, of
coLlrse, for therapeutic purposes. Ir has the merit of
being realistic, simple and efficient. Ir would, withour
doubt, be supponed by consumers but one musl nor
lose sight of the therapeuric use of hormones and such
a measure would need ro take this inro accounr.
'lThatever 
else, rhere is an imperative need ro harmon-
ize legislation in the Member States to avoid fraud and
unfair competition. Barriers, resulring from differences
in legislarion, to rhe free movemenr of meat within the
internal market severely disrupt the market at rhe
expense of producers. There is a fall in the price paid
for lean beasts withour any corresponding decrease in
the price paid by the consumer for fatrened stock.
For this reason, the Commission could,perhaps have
put forward a regulation rather rhan a simple directive.
I would like ro add thar Community measures, wha-
tever they are, musr apply to impons from rhird coun-
lfles.
Mr Mertens (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen. I feel I must begin my speech on behalf of
my Group by making one particular poinr 
- 
thar hor-
mones are extremely imponanr substances and pan of
a viul bodily sysrem. \flirhout hormones, rhere could
be no human nor animal life. In addition to underlin-
ing the imponance of rhe hormone balance, this is a
positive sratement.
\7e can look at this issue in rwo ways. Everyone
knows that people are fully aware of rhe importance of
hormones and no small number of them go into che-
mists shops or shady businesses to pay good money ro
enrich or improve their hormone balance under the
impression, and in the hope, rhar rhis will make life
more enjoyable. On the orher hand, many people have
had such experiences as to have developed a kind of
psychosis in which they see hormones as an unrram-
melled evil.
'What we have to recognize in this discussion is rhat
events, such as rhose poinred out by the rapporteur,
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involving the administering of dubious medication and
hormone reatments with the complicity of unscrupu-
lous profiteers, have resulted in an acceptance of rhe
need for change. In 1981, both Parliament and the
Council tackled this issue but the Council was roo
inconsistent with the result that individual countries
adopted completely different practices. Some have
again permitted hormones while others have contin-
ued to ban them. This has in turn led to irregularities,
or more exactly scandals. One such major scandal
emerged a few months ago in Belgium and also
involved Luxembourg since the major warehouse
involved was in the latter counry. Similar cases have
occurred recently in Nonh Germany. \7hat I want to
say is this: people are very sensitive about this issue
and are afraid that hormones in meat will prove harm-
ful. They are panicularly convinced that hormone-
treatment endangers babies and that it is a potentially
carcinogenic form of medication.
That has already happened and, as elected representa-
tives, we must draw the necessary conclusions. After
all, the people want us to prorec[ them!On the basis of
the conclusions reached by the Commission's specialist
sub-committee, the Committee on Agriculture, Fisher-
ies and Food concluded that the findings of the Lam-
ming Committee indicated that there was no valid
objection to the use of natural hormones since rhey
were quite harmless. In fact, it had been inrcnded to
postpone any assessment of anificial hormones. At
that point some then urged approval for the use of
natural hormones 
- 
something we have opposed from
the very beginning. I would like to remind Members of
what my colleague Joachim Dalsass declared in the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food: since
people do not want hormone-treated meat, is
shouldn't be on sale. That way they cannot buy it.
Producers are, however, dependent on it being
bought. That tipped the balance of opinion and we
came to the conclusion that there were only a few
countries, for example the UK and Ireland, which
favoured the use of these hormones. Most of the
others were opposed to their use. And yet at a Euro-
pean level a common code is required. Im am quite
prepared, for example, to admit that my Irish col-
leagues find this difficult to accept since they have dif-
ferent ways of doing things and a complercly different
history behind them. My colleague, Professor Rafrcry,
will put his point of view later on and state that the
srcck being fattened in Ireland are oxen rather than
bulls. As everyone knows, that's a very fine distinction
and one indeed related to the hormone balance. That
is, however, not his only argument and he can stress
the positive aspects of the use of natural hormones.
Unfonunately, that doesn't get us much funher. The
real problem is the psychological state of the people.
They simply do not want these hormones.
That being the case, we as a Parliament should also
reject them. That is our position and one we have
defended in the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection as well as in
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. It
is a stand we will continue to take. Ve do not want
people ro feel unsafe and to eat without any appetite.
'We want them to enjoy their meals and not to live in
fear. Surveys indicarc, however, that people are more
afraid of some kind of poison or undefinable substance
in food than, for example, of the Atomic Bomb. Ve
have to bear that in mind.
'Ve therefore reject both natural and anificial hor-
mones and want hormones to be used only, as has
already been said, for therapeutic purposes. Yes, of a
course we also need to use them to ensure animal fer-
tility but this should also be supervised.
That brings me to a very imponant and very difficult
issue, namely supervision, which will undoubtedly also
be discussed by later speakers. '!(e have recognized
that it is easier to identify a hormone balance or
indeed any level of hormones than to monimr differ-
ences between natural and anificial hormones. That
poses both a difficulty and a danger and is something
we want to avoid. Let me go on to refer to another
difficult matter, our trade with counries wanting to
supply us with meat. The United States, Australia and
other countries are saying 'what on eanh do you
want? Ve have always used hormones and want to
continue doing so'.'S7e therefore have to discuss with
them how this can be organized and set up adequate
checks to ensure that no hormone-trearcd meat is sold
here. I would like to add that we do not, of course,
want to restrict scientific research into hormones since
we believe that they will probably also be important in
the future.
Ve hope that a broad majority of this Parliament will
vote in favour of the motion tomorrow and wish rc say
abeady that we will vote for the amendmenr tabled by
the Committee on [he Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection since they are in complete
accordance with our own views.
Ve would also point out, though, that we will not be
voting for the amendment ubled by Mr Van der Lek
on behalf of the Rainbow Group because its aim is to
restrict people's diets to vegetables, muesli and similar
things.
Ve want to let people decide for themselves wherher
they eat a hefty chunk of meat or are quite happy to
eat just vegetables.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Vice-President
Prcsident. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Mertens, especially for
your detailed biology lesson.
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Mr Sherlock (ED).- You will rejoice, Mr President,
having recenrly taken the Chair, to find thar I have my
claque with me. I hope thar I can deal with them,
because I at least am within striking distance and, like
Mr Menens, am a red-meat eater.
My first comment musr be [o regre[ rhe indecenr haste
which yet again has resulred in many of rhe difficulties
we have had to face regarding [he use of hormones
and their analogues in the fattening of livestock. On
another late night a few years ago when we lasr dis-
cussed these problems, rhe Commission agreed ro con-
sult its scientific commirtees and repon back ro rhe
Council as soon as possible on rhe conclusions reached
concerning the five subsrances therein menrioned.
These conclusions are still not available. So why this
rush when we might reasonably have waited just a lit-
tle longer?
I must congratulare our polyglot rapporreur for the
care and skill he has shown in steering us through the
complicated maze of problems, many of which could
have been avoided by a little parience. !flisely, he has
left open a window for therapeutic use and tried ro
tuarantee its safety by methods of inspection. I only
hope it works. I am very, very doubtful.
His recommendations also leave open ro reconsidera-
don the whole subject, should Professor Lamming's
committee eventually, one fine day, demonstrate
reconsideration to be desirable. I reiterate, at the risk
of boring you, colleagues ...
(Cries of 'Hear', hear' from tbe European Democratic
benches)
... only these considerations have led me ro recom-
mend to my Group rhat they should supporr the Col-
lins proposals. That suppon is far from enthusiastic.
('Hear, hear!')
It has virtually no rational, no scienrific, no intellectual
basis whatsoever. ft is only because of the Committee's
amendment and the hope of a second bite at this parti-
cularly nutrious problem that we have marginally
agreed to give our vores in support.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) If you ask me, Mr
President, Members of the European Parliamenr have
a lot of patience. Ve are showing ir again this evening
as we address rhe Commission 
- 
thar same Commis-
sion which four years ago was asked specifically rc ban
oestrogenic and anabolic substances in livestock pro-
duction.
The Commission appeased consumers with a directive
which banned rhe use of stilbenes and rheir derivatives.
Three subsrances could still be used, however 
- 
Oes-
tradiol l7 B, Progesterone and Testosrerone 
- 
along
with two others, Zeranol and Trenbolone. They are
difficult names, which have also been forced on us.
In the meantime, scientists rook a look at rhese sub-
stances and they were forced to realize in rhe end rhat
is was not clear what happened ar rhe molecular level
as a result of using these substances. In view of the
uncertainty, any decision-making body should have
slapped a ban on rhe use of these substances, but rhe
Commission in its uncenainry came up with a directive
which allowed rhe use of three doubtful hormones and
banned only Zeranol and Trenbolone. It seems ridicu-
lous and it is also alarming: an exrra pound of mear on
the scales would seem to be wonh more rhan human
health. And all this at a time when surplus stocks of
beef and veal have reached 800 OOO ronnes! Vhat it
means is thar rhe Commission has ried to keep sub-
stances on the market without knowing how they
affect the animals they are administered ro and, as a
result, without knowing what the repercussions are on
the health of consumers.
Another point of discussion concerns the residues of
these substances in meat when rhey produce rhe maxi-
mum yield in weight: after four weeks in the case of
calves and eight weeks for adult cattle. These subst-
ances have a life of 70 days or more, and it is not at all
clear how you can eliminate them and have the maxi-
mum weighr when you slaughter the animals at the
indicarcd times. Ve could go on like this, repeating
what has already been said many times by. consumers
and by consumer groups and also by MEPs.
Ve are calling for a ban of the use of hormonal sub-
stances except for strictly therapeutic purposes, and we
are also asking for every effort to be made [o prevenr
the clandesrine use of prohibited subsrances by ban-
ning their manufacrure, because ir would be rather dif-
ficult to put a policeman on every farm.
'!(i'e can only reject the directive put forward by the
Commission because the meat produced under this
direccive could damage health, since hormones do nor
improve rhe qualiry of meat but makes it considerably
worse. There is already too much mear on rhe market,
so much so rha[ there are nor enough refrigerators and
there is already talk of perpetual cold storage for sur-
plus mear. There is one last quesrion ro which we
should like an answer: \7hat is.rhe reason for this draft
directive? The fact is that a little bit of realism would
not go amiss, because the consumer does not want to
be used as an animal for laboratory tesrc and he wants
only to eat mear which is tasry and has the right
nurients which are in line with the price he has to pay.
(Applaase)
Mr Van der Lek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we
are delighted rhar the deliberadons both the Com-
mittee on rhe Environment, Public Health and Con-
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sumer Protection and the Commirtee on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food have resulred in this unanimous
opinion. The rapponeur did at one srage put forward
another proposal in our Commitree but we are very
happy that this proposal is a clear reflection our ori-
ginal attitude, borh in rhe motion and in the amend-
ments.
There must be a ban on treating meat with additional
hormones. Vhy? Mr Sherlock has pointed out rhar rhe
Lamming Committee will quite possibly come ro rhe
conclusion that since these hormones are identical to
the ones the body imelf produces, rhey cannor harm
the consumer provided 
- 
and that I feel does need to
be said 
- 
they are administered correctly. Mr Presi-
dent, I am enough of a scienrisr ro recognize rhat this
is quite possible but that is no reason wharever to go
ahead and approve the use of rhese hormones. There
are quite enough counter-arguments.
Firstly, there are other artificial hormones whose
harmlessness is not so clearly esrablished. If some are
permitted, it is quite likely that cockrails will be
administered and supervision of rhis is impossible 
-panicularly since Community supervision is currently
totally inadequate.
Secondly, we are dealing here with subsrances quite
properly classified as medicines and which musr be
administered exclusively by vers. Is it not ridiculous ro
use medicines merely to obtain higher profirs?
My third reason is this. It is said that hormones allow
animals to grow faster with less food: production up
100/0, better fodder conversion. Looked at rhis way,
animals are nothing more than a meat factory. Ve
regard this kind of attitude to animals as ethically
unacceptable. This is the approach of the entire bio-
industrial system and of intensive stockraising; animals
must not move, nor must they go out into the open air
since either would impair good conversion rarcs. Now
they have to be administered a whole range of medi-
cines ro keep them healthy under such unfavourable
conditions. \fle believe that mankind is debased by
treating animals purely as a production factor.
The final consideration, Mr President, has already
been pointed out by Mrs Squarcialupi 
- 
we already
have surplus meat production. \7hy should that sur-
plus be increased? Vho can that help? It doesn't help
the consumer, since it is certainly not going to be
cheaper, and not the farmers because if it does indeed
get cheaper it can only be at their expense. \(/e have
already seen this happening in other sectors with sur-
plus production. A great deal too much meat is already
being produced in the so-called finishing industry.
This is at the expense of food production in the Third
Vorld where other kinds of food could be grown on
land now used for livestock fodder. From the land-use
point of view, this form of meat production is also
inefficient. Earing a lor of meat is seen as a sign of
prosperity but it is unnecessary and even unhealthy.
Mr President, we have also nbled an amendment urg-
ing not only that the meat surplus not be enhanced by
permitting the use of hormones but also that active
publicity measures be taken to encourage reduced
meat consumption. Yes, Mr Mertens, I specifically
said less meat. '!fle do not want to turn all Europeans
into grass-eaters 
- 
that is completely unnecessary 
-but as we all know, a lot less meat would be quite suf-
ficient.
I hope that the rapporteur will also welcome the
amendment and that it will be supponed by Parlia-
ment since that would then allow us to make better
and more sensible use of the land. \7e are aware of the
objections that third countries now supplying us with
meat do not yet have these rules, but that cannot ever
be grounds for refusing to introduce sound principles
here. On the contrary, I think our action could set a
good example. For that reason, I think it is extremely
important that Parliament reach a unanimous decision
and I hereby urge the European Commission to with-
draw its proposal and to act as we have suggesced.
Mr Chiabrando (PPE). 
- 
(l,7) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the problem of hormone use in live-
stock production is of great interest to producers and
consumers alike. Unfortunately, however, the problem
has been with us for too long now and it is causing
concern among people and confusion and difficulties
among farmers.
Instead of coming ro rerms with the marrer, the EEC
. authorities are making it worse with proposals 
- 
like
this latest proposal of 18 June last year, which we are
now discussing 
- 
concerning the partial use of rhese
products, a use which is extremely difficulr to apply
and impossible to check. Many Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament, and not least my Group, have abled
questions and motions for resolutions calling for clear
and urgent measures in this area.
The report we are discussing this evening was
approved unanimously by the Committee on rhe Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protecrion and
I hope that it will also get the very widespread
approval of this House. As we see ir, and as we have
requested, it must now be followed without delay by a
clear measure banning throughour rhe Communiry the
use of hormones in meat producrion. \flhat is rhe point
of wishing for a united Europe 
- 
which is what we
want 
- 
in all respects, if we allow each country ro do
what it wants, even to the derriment of the other
Member States, in this importanr area? People are pro-
testing about this, and I go along with them in their
protests. Let me explain why.
Firstly, people's health must be a major objective in
what we do and it has not yet been shown that the var-
ious types of hormones, whether they are natural or
anificial, are not harmful. Secondly, there is surplus
meat in the EEC and the cost to the public purse of
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withdrawing the surplus stocks is going up. Thirdly,
there are no simple, quick and efficient ways of check-
ing the health of treated animals so that consumers can
at least know which mear has been treated and which
has not. Founhly, rhe differences in.existing regula-
tions in the Member Sates encourage flouting of the
rules banning use where rhey exist, as in Italy. Fifthly,
there is unfair competition berween rreared mear 
-and I disagree with an earlier speaker in that, to my
mind, it costs less 
- 
and the meat produced by farm-
ers who comply with more restrictive regulations.
Lastly, my protesr srems from the conviction that the
clear and resolute stance which I and my colleagues
take is shared by the vast majoriry of farmers and by
all consumers without exception.
In conclusion, Mr President, ler me ask the Commis-
sion and the Council to withdraw the vague and
impracdcal proposal of 12 June last year and, by
31 December this year, to arrive at a final and straight-
fon ard decision banning completely the use of hor-
monal substances. This decision should not be in the
form of a directive, as proposed, but in the form of a
regulation which will thus be immediately effective.
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, ladies and gen-
demen, may I stan by expressing my unbounded
admiration for Commissioner Cheysson, who is here
this evening. \[hen I first got ro know Commissioner
Cheysson, he was the Commissioner for Development.
Then he was Foreign Minisrer of France. Now here he
is tonight, spokesman on hormones. Surely the crown-
ing of his careerl
(I-augbter)
This week I greatly welcomed Parliament's splendid
initiative in the promotion of rhe Europe 2000 exhibi-
tion and the encouraging debates we have had on the
new technologies. That progressive attitude earlier in
the week is in vivid contrast to the reporr before us
now, which seeks to ban the use of science for nega-
dve and unsubstantiated reasons. It is manifestly stupid
to ban Browth promoters for use in beef cattle on
health-risk grounds just because we have a surplus of
beef. If we follow that argument, we should ban trac-
tors on smoke-emission grounds because we have a
surplus of grain.
The fact is that growth promorers encourage the pro-
duction of leaner beef at lower cost. Leaner beef
should please the health-conscious, lower cost should
please farmer and consumer alike.
It is nonsense for the EEC alone to condemn products
that have been in use for 15 years in more than 50
counries. These same producm have been tested and
approved by regularcry authorities in every major
country. It is ridiculous ro propose to ban them on
emotional grounds alone, even before the Scientific
Committee under Professor Lamming has reponed.
The proposals in this report are based on whipped-up
emotions and nor on scientific fact. That is not a pro-
per basis for parliamentary decision, cenainly nor res-
ponsible parliamentary decision. If we decide tonight
to ban these products, then we do indeed deserve to be
ignored by the Council of Ministers.
(Applause)
Mr Iversen (COM). (DA) Mr President, rhe
repoft we are discussing here clearly expresses rhe
wishes of the majoriry of consumers throughout
Europe, namely that hormones in wharever form
should be avoided in livestock production.
'!fle are again faced with one of those cases where
producers have already gone much funher in using
such subsrances rhan is desired by the consumer.
Again, the excuse is that we can make sciendfic pro-
gress by using these subsrances, and we do not know
enough about the dangers. As we do not know
enough, we should simply go on using them. This
argument should be turned on his head: so long as we
are not completely cenain that rhere is no risk, we
should refrain from using such subsnnces.
This demonstrares rhat it is extremely difficult ro push
through solutions rhat are the only sensible ones as far
most consumers are concerned. I will say that, in this
as in many sectors that concern our environment in
one way or another, any doubr should be acrcd on to
the benefit of rhe consumer.
I also agree with the objections by consumer organiza-
tions in rhe repon that any sysrem of controls in rhis
sector will prove ro be ineffective. There is namely
nothing to indicate that conrrols would be easier if
cenain hormones were permitted than if a total ban
were imposed. As for rhe economic aspecrs, experrs
estimate that 50% 
- 
i.e. half 
- 
of current Com-
munity stocks, which at the moment amounr to over
800 000 tonnes of mear, can be ascribed due to rhe use
of hormones. It seems completely groresque for us to
continue producing more meal and go on using these
hormones.
I will conclude by expressing my appreciation for rhe
considerable work the rapporreur has put inrc this
subject, and I think rhat the adoption of this repon
ought to have an influence on rhe Council's funher
consideration of the matter of hormones. Any doubts
should in my view be acted on to the benefit of the
consumer. At all events, consideration should be
shown for the uncenainty and doubt thar consumers
throughout Europe have about hormones.
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, allow me to preface my speech wirh a reply to
some earlier speakers. I can give them an absolure
reassurance: the Greens 
- 
including myself 
- 
both
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eat and enjoy meat, but only healthy meatl Not
exactly the same thing.
At such a late hour I do not intend to go at length into
the different kinds of hormones but I do want to make
it clear what is at stake. I consider these proposed
regulations an absolute scandal 
- 
a scandal and quite
devoid of normal common sense 
- 
and it sometimes
seems to me [hat it all comes down to a lack of female
hormones on [he Commission! After all, we are all
quite well aware that the Community is more than
100V0 self-sufficient and the figure is usually about
105%. \7e also know that we are saddled with thou-
sands of tonnes of meat and huge storage bills for it.
Vhat we are now planning to do is to boost these
stocks, by at least a funher 450 000 tonnes, by feeding
hormones ro stock. It seems a tomlly daft idea to me!
Vhatever else, it can only harm the consumer and the
only possible beneficiary is the pharmaceutical indus-
try. No other analysis is possible. !(ie should all
already be aware of the damage caused by anabolic
steroids, the fact that they cannot. be monitored, rhat
there is a huge trade in rhem, a black market and con-
tinual scandals. And this when we already have contin-
ual scandals about impurities in foodl There is no end
to it and, as a mother, one is already faced with the
question, 'what on eanh is still fit rc give to my chil-
dren?'. Under these circumstances, it is meaningless to
ulk of 'anificial' and 'natural' hormones. Thac rco is
nothing less than misleading because both kinds of
hormones are fed to stock and it is absolutely impossi-
ble to prevent misuse, a black market, a grey market,
etc. \7hat is therefore needed is a complete ban on
both kinds of hormones !
The Commission would have been much better
advised not to submit this kind of directive because
what is needed is not any kind of harmonization but
rather an unconditional ban. Vhat is there indeed to
harmonize? If certain things are poorly managed in
cenain Community countries does that mean we
should [hen ensure that the rot spreads ro rhe rest?
Definitely notl Parliament has often said, as have con-
sumers and indeed everyone else, 'we don't want it, it
is complercly illogical and bordering on the senseless'.
I urge the Commission to act accordingly and to take
a real step in the right direction rather than fobbing us
off with such bits of paper. In my view, it is simply
ridiculous !
Mr Raftery (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I accept that
there is a wave of hysteria over growth promoters
sweeping Europe. Ir is, I am sad to say, a hysteria
based on ignorance, fuelled by fear and fanned by a
handful of ill-informed fanatics. And we politicians are
running scared. 'We are hardly worthy to be legisla-
tors.
'We have a good example of it from the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection. By not waiting for the findings of the Lam-
ming repon, they are showing quite clearly rhat they
are nor interested in rhe facts, as the facts might inter-
fere with their esmblished prejudices. The supponers
of the recommendations in this repon are at best naive
if they believe that we can enforce a ban and at worst
callous and hypocritical about the best interests of the
consumers in their hysterical pursuit of political popu-
larity.
These recommendations, Mr President, go against the
recommendations of the \7orld Health Organization
repon of November 1981, some of the cortclusions of
which I quote from page l3:
To protect the consumer it is necessary to coun-
teract dangerous and illegal practices which may
be precipitated by a total ban on their use. It is
recommended therefore that the legal and safe use
of licensed anabolic agents be allowed under
appropriate control. The correct use of natural
steroid anabolic hormones poses no known public
health problem to the consumer.
The Vorld Health Organization, I submit, is surely a
more knowledgeable and objective body on this issue
than politicians of this Parliament.
Secondly, these recommendations are contrary to rhe
position mken by the United States 
- 
a country with
a record second to none in the area of environmental,
health and consumer protection. The use of hormones
is permitted in the Unired States under proper supervi-
sion and over 950/o of all beef is treated with these
substances in that country.
Thirdly, the recommendadon goes against the Com-
mission's thinking and, irrespective of what we recom-
mend here, the Commission and Council of Ministers
will follow, fortunacely, the recommendations of rhe
\7orld Health Organization and other expert bodies,
thus discrediting this Parliament funher by highlighr-
ing this Parliament's disregard for basic scientific evi-
dence.
For the benefit of those who do not undersnnd the
issue and who have not bothered to read the facrs, ler
me try to explain the situation. There are two types of
hormones presently in use: naturally occuring and
anificial ones. There is no evidence whatsoever that
either of these properly used is harmful. Nevenheless,
the Commission is proposing that only narurally
occurring agents be permitted and I support that
stand. There are hundreds of times more naturally
occuring hormones, Mr President, in bull beef than in
hormone-implanted steers. There are thousands of
times more of these substances in female beef and in
milk during certain periods of the breeding cycle of
females. And there are millions of times more of them
present in the colostrum, i.e., the first milk of human
mothers. In fact, one egg contains as many naturally
occuring hormones as 75 kg of treated beef. And ro
the vegetarians on my right, I regret to inform you
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that vegetables also conrain thousands of rimes more
natural hormone equivalents than hormone-treated
beef.
Thus if we wish rc be logical and consislenr, we
should also ban bull beef and cow and heifer beef
slaughtered at a cenain rime of the breeding rycle, and
milk produced at a cenain time of the breeding cycle. I
think we are faced now with the problem of whether
we poison ourselves with food or s[arve ourselves to
* death, or else we have a bit of sense and ignore these
fanatics. These proposals simply cannor be imple-
mented because there is no known test ro distinguish
between naturally occurring hormones produced'in
the animal body and these naturally occuring hor-
mones that are administered. I repear that. There is no
known test. Such a prohibition would simply drive the
practice into the black market and underground, with
all the dangers that could pose for producers and con-
sumers. By supponing this repon Parliamenr will be
showing that it is ignorant of rhe facts and unwilling to
seek the facts and thus exhibiring a callous and hypo-
critical disregard for the inreresrs of rhe consumers in
pursuir of political popularity.
Suppon for such unworkable and nonsensical propo-
sals can only undermine rhe effons of this Parliament
to get the extra powers ir is so urgenrly seeking.
(Applause)
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President. I will be
taking a different stand from rhat of my colleague Mr
Raftery. Directive 602 introduces a common code for
the use of hormones in fatrening beef, a code that I do
not hesitate to describe as unfonunate. It has aroused
immediate and considerable misgivings as well as
unease on the part of consumers. Although it requires
Member States to introduce an overall ban on sub-
stances having hormonal or thyrostatic acrion, it leaves
open the possible use of natural hormones for fatten-
ing livestock. As you have already heard, a number of
States have already exploired this possibiliry while
others have continued to observe an absolute ban.
I come from a country where, rhank God, the use of
such substances is nor permitted. I am happy that this
is so and would wish ir rc be rhe case throughour the
Community so as ro preserve me 
- 
as my colleague
Mr Menens has already said 
- 
from having to eat
hormone-treated mear since my counrry has ro impon
a great deal of mear ro satisfy domesric demand. This
should be the context for a common code and natural
hormones should also be banned in spite of cenain
assenions, such as those we have already heard, that
they are not harmful.
Consumers 
- 
and I would say the great majoriry of
rhe population 
- 
do nor wanr hormone-treated meat.
They have grear misgivings as ro how these can affecr
human health and however ofren one repeats that they
are safe, they will refuse [o be convinced. They are
made completely uneasy by such production methods.
Clearly, some groups have a direct interest in the use
of these substances, firsdy industry and then the farm-
ers who want to increase the weight of their cattle.
However that can and must never be allowed to be the
dominating factor. The good of the people must pre-
vail. In addition, we have surplus production of beef
- 
as we have already heard 
- 
and have to pay good
money to market these surpluses. The estimated sur-
plus producdon is approximately 450 000 tonnes
which we could well do without. I find it pleasing 
-and I would like to emphasize the point 
- 
that the
proposal for a total ban on hormones has come from
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food m
which I have devoted considerable effons. If one had
followed the original repon of the Commitree on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Prorec-
tion, the result would have been continued approval,
based on certain scientific findings, for rhe use of
particular hormones.
I am grateful to the rapporreur that he adopted the
proposal of the Commitrce on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food. I can assure him that the entire population
is grateful for his action.
In one recent incident in my counrry, the Sourh Tyrol,
32 canle were confiscated in the Bolzano city abattoir
because it was shown rhat rhey had been treated with
hormones. The populadon was greatly shocked at the
news. They don'r want that kind of thing. I can assure
you that this public confiscation was greeted with
relief and can also assure you thar a general ban on the
use of hormones to fatten cartle, wirhout any excep-
tions in the Member Scates, would receive broad sup-
poft from the entire population of Europe. It goes
without saying that srrict supervision will be required.
I can only hope that not only Parliament 
- 
with what
I hope will be a considerable majoritiy 
- 
but also the
Commission and Council, will bartle on to make such
a decision so that we can ban all hormones.
Mr Ferruccio Pisoni (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Here we are, Mr
Presidenr, dealing wirh rhis kind of subject at night in
an empry Chamber, when in fact it is a topic of interest
to everyone because it concerns our citizens who also
have ro be thought of as consumers.
Someone has warned us that we must not give in to
the pressure of those who are keen to describe this
process as fairly dangerous. This is whar we heard a
short while ago from Mr Raftery. \7e cannot go
against progress, and we are narurally willing to get
for our farmers the besr production condirions and
incomes which are as high as possible. However, there
are several of us here 
- 
as represenutives of the
Committee on Agriculrure and rherefore direct repre-
sentatives of farmers' interesrs 
- 
who are saying that
we cannor accept this line of rhinking because we can-
not be absolutely certain rhar these substances are
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harmless, nor can we be cenain that they help farmer's
incomes. This means that there is no way we can
accept the stance which has already been indicated by
the Commission. As a number of speakers have
already poinrcd out, the Committee on Agriculture
has made it quite clear that in its opinion the use of
both naural and artificial hormones should be banned.
If, of course, these hormones are already there in meat
in greater quantities than those which are the result of
treatment 
- 
this is what Mr Raftery said 
- 
this is a
natural phenomenon and I do not think it has any-
thing to do with us.
The reasons for our position have already been
expressed, but I should like to add another two. Even
now, there is unfair competition among the countries
which produce meat. Our farmers are forced to com-
pete with those who use these producm and they thus
find themselves at a disadvantage. It is our view that
harmonization should benefit everyone and should not
be detrimental to the interests and the requests of the
majority of producers. Agriculture is blamed nowa-
days for pollution. 'Sfle should not like what we are
discussing now to be a funher cause of blame, with
accusations that farmers are concerned only about
their incomes and that they pay no heed, as they
should, to the support and protection of consumers.
To our mind, the Collins report is inherently contra-
dictory because the explanatory statemenrs should
have led to other conclusions. Fonunately, both the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Consumer Protection rejected the motions for resolu-
tions submitted by Mr Collins and Mr Maher. Never-
theless, there is still a contradiction in the sense that
the explanatory statements tend to state something
else. \7e cannot accept these statements and we should
like people to take the view that they do not exist. Ve
should like the Commission, which has just agreed to
redraft the directive, to withdraw it; and we should
also likg those who want hormones for therapeutic
purposes to make their position clear. I challenge Mr
Raftery ro put labels on the meat produced in his
country if it has been treated for therapeutic
purposes 
- 
saying 'hormone-treated meat'. Let him
put it on sale and see which kind of meat the consumer
prefers. This would be the best proof of what pro-
ducers and consumers are expecting from the Com-
munity.
This said, we shall vote in favour of the Collins report.
\7e feel that it is the least that can be achieved at the
moment, although we are not happy with the explana-
rory statements or with the loopholes it allows with
regard to veterinary and therapeutic use.
Mr Maher (Ll, dra.ftsman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I understand that there was some problem about
my speaking time. I did prepare an opinion for the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, but I
was told I had no time to speak. I understood I was
aurcmatically given speaking time if I prepared an opi-
nion on this repon.
I can be brief, because I do not want to repeat what
has been said already. I must confess that I will vote
against this repon now because I believe it is no conse-
quence any more. Logically, if the only recommenda-
tion in the repon which appears to me to be of any
consequence is that this hormonal treatment can be
used for therapeutic purposes, then it is nonsense
because that cannot be controlled. If we are concerned
about banning for growth-promoter use, I do not see
how allowing it for therapeutic use is going to serve
any useful purpose. I think what the House ought to
do is to throw out the repon and, in the wake of the
final findings from the Lamming Committee, have a
new report drawn up taking account also of the Com-
mission's position.
I have to agree to a Ereat extent with Mr Raftery that
there is a lot of hysteria. Indeed, we did have a lot of
emotion in the Committee on Agriculture when the
report was being discussed. I am rather sad about that,
because I feel that many Members are reacting to what
they perceive as a public view rather than giving lead-
ership to the public along sound and scientific lines. I
feel that that ought to be the responsibiliry of politi-
cians, not to be running after the public but rather giv-
ing them some leadership.
I regret that the rapporteur is not here. Rapporteurs
seem to be escaping from this Chamber tonight. Mr
'\Toltjer was not here earlier on and now we do not
have Mr Collins. Could I say to the Members who sit
at the back of the Chamber 
- 
the Greens, if I am
addressing you correctly 
- 
that I am a farmer and
that I spent quite a part of my younger life on the farm
doing the kind of things you are talking about 
-farming in an organic fashion, not using any of these
materials, even anificial ferdlizers.
I kept iloing it as long as I could afford it, and then I
had to give it up, unless I was paid twice as much for
the product I produced. So I am one, at least, who
tried it. I wonder if there is anybody else in the hemi-
cycle who has ried it. I do not know, but I ried it. But
I could not afford it any longer. I was getring very low
production, and that meant I should have to have a
much higher price for my product if I was to live. But
the consumer wanted lower prices. Therefore, I can-
nor understand the logic of Mr Eyraud, who says that
if we increase meat production it is bad for the farmer
and for the consumer. In fact, when you have high
production, it is good for the consumer. And what is
driving the farmer very often 
- 
and please do not
make the mistake of arguing from the general to the
particular; of course we have surplus meat 
- 
to using
rhese more modern and scientific and, I agree, not
always goods methods is that they are unable to make
a living with the prices they are getting. So, they have
to use artificial fertilizers.
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Many people argue thar anificial fenilizers and other
materials are bad, and yer we are using rhem all the
time. If you cur rhem our as well 
- 
and you mighr as
well investigare rhar if we are to examine rhe use of
groy/th-promorers 
- 
you will soon see whar will hap-
pen rc food production.'Sile are not being very logical.
The big problem is 
- 
and Mr Raftery has already
mentioned it, but I think it is necessary ro emphasize it
- 
that there is no known way of identifying whether
or not the hormones found in rhe body of an animal
are of natural occurrence or have been implanted.
There is no proof, no cenain way of finding our.
Therefore, in my view, rhe ban is nonsense, because
these marcrials will be used and used indiscriminatelv
and we have no way of checking. In fact, rhe co..ect
action to mke is what rhe Commission is saying 
-namely, use them, control them, make sure you know
what is happening. At least then we shall be sure of
what we are doing.
My final point is rhat we musr also think of the discri-
minatory narure of a ban 
- 
if a ban could be effecred
for farmers who farm in that part of the Community
where an exrensive system of camlefarming is used. In
countries like the UK and Ireland and parts of
France, we let the cartle out in the fields. To do that
you musr casrra[e rhem and make them srcers, because
you cannol conrrol them as bulls. In orher parts of the
Community rhey are kept indoors and can be con-
trolled. Those bulls have massive quantities of hor-
mones in them, and what we are doing is giving a few
hormones to the castrares to get them to measure up
to the developmenr properries of the bulls. If you keep
those farmers from using rhose hormones, you give a
clear advanrage ro rhe farmers who farm with bulls.
That is discrimination, and we musr rry ro discover
how we can compensate those farmers who are pre-
vented from using rhis modern method just because
other farmers ...
(The President urged the speaker to conclude)
I have gone a little over my time. The wisest thing for
this House ro do would be to reject this proposaL and
see what we can do abour constructing a nes/ one
when we have betrer informarion.
(Applause)
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
Presidenr, despire Mr Simmond's kind remarks, I
don't prerend thar my expenise exrends ro substances
wirh thyrostaric effecrs. Nevenheless, on behalf of rhe
Commission, I would like ro assure Members that rhe
subjecr has been studied very carefully 
- 
as has,
indeed, been pointed out by several speakers 
- 
and
that we have followed this debate very carefully
because, as has been said, ir is an importanr issue.
It is- important for the consumer, who wants healthy
food, to know of any possible consequences for his
health, to know exacrly whar he is buying and whether
it is value for money.
It is important for the producer. In panicular, one
must avoid any risk of unfair comperirion between the
producers of rhe Community. In qhe same way, ir is
imponanr for free rrade because ir is clearly under-
stood rhat any regularions would also have ro apply to
imponed products as much as ro rhose of the Com-
munity. On this point, we can give an carcgoric assur-
ance to Mr Eyraud.
It is also important for governmenrs because any legis-
lation must be capable of supervision. This is 
" 
ii.lJ in
which moniroring is a complicated marrer as has been
pointed our by a number of speakers.
Mr President, rhe rapponeur has adopred a different
position from rhar of the Commission. Your Com-
mittee's report contains a number of new elements
which differ from rhe poinrs we have made. The Com-
mrssion nores your posirive suggestions whereby you
accept [hat three natural hormones can be approved
for therapeutic purposes provided rhat superviiion is
arranged and appropriare conditions of use are
observed. These points will require grearcr activity by
th-e Community which musr s[rengrhen rhe guaranrees
offered ro the consumer. Virh this caveat,lhe Com-
mission agrees ro, and consequently accepts, Amend-
menrs Nos 1,3,5,7 to 12 and 14. Ve have noted chat
you do no[ agree to authorize rhe use of the same hor-
mones for fattening even if it is shown rhar their use is
without risk to rhe consumer. This conclusion is quite
clearly conrrary to rhe Commission's opinion. Ir ion-
tradicts the findings of the scientific committees rhat
we have consulted. Obviously rhis means thar the
standpoint of your Committee is nor that of our own
proposal. I must therefore temporarily reserve rhe
C.ommission's position. The Commission will begin to
discuss the matter nexr week, mking into account rhe
doubts expressed by some speakers and rhe opposing
cenainty expressed by others.
Finally, Mr President, we do nor see rhar we can
accept the amendments calling for sysrematic involve-
menr by Parliament in the application of agreed policy
because thar would mean changes ar rhe insrituiional
level giving Parliamenr powers normally exercised by a
managemenr commirtee. For this reason, rhe Commis-
sion cannot accepr Amendments Nos 4 and 13.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voring time.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
On a poinr of order, Mr presidenr,I wonder if you are aware, regarding romorrow,s
agenda, that at leasr two committies arJproposing to
hold meedngs during rhe plenary sitring. Ir L unior-
tunate [hat we have had such a vasr number of these
special meerings rhis week, bur perhaps chat could not
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be altogether avoided. Are you aware that arrange-
menr have been made to hold two of these committee
meetings in the same room and at exactly the same
time? It seems to me that that will cause some difficul-
ties, and I wonder if it could be soned out in good
time.
President. 
- 
The committees meet at half past nine;
perhaps the Members can be informed beforehand.
Mn Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Perhaps I
can put things to right: the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection will
meet in Room 2 from 8.45 to 9 a.m.
Prcsident. 
- 
Since I am a member of that Committee,
I am sorry to hear that I shall have to be here earlier
rhan expected.
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) I am sorry
about that.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 11.15 p.n.)t
I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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Contents
l. Votes:
Mr Tomlinson; Mr Steoenson; Mr Friih; Mr
Pearce; Mr Marck; Mr F. Pisoni; Mr Vande-
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(Tbe sitting v.tas opened at 9 a.m.)l
1. Votes
Inqerim report (Doc. A 2-55/tS) by Mr Voltjer, on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, on the implementation of the dairy quota
arrangements
Morion for a resolution
Paragraph 24 
- 
A,fier the oote on Amendment No 24
Mr Tomlinson (S.).- Mr Presidenr, lhar amendment
stood in rhe name of Mrs Casrle and orhers. Before
that vote was taken, Mr Stevenson, as one of the
others, was trying to indicate ro you his willingness to
accept rhe suggestion of Mr Vohjer rhar ir should be
an addition. I rhink it should have been possible forMr Stevenson's consent to rhat suggestion to have
been heard before rhe vore was taken. -
meulebrouche; Mrs Jackson; Mr Elliott; Mrs
Banotti; Mr Pearce; Mrs rVeber 244
2. Adjoumment of the session 247
President. 
- 
Excuse me, Mr Tomlinson, your name
does not even appear on rhe list of signaiories. ft is
customary ro refer to the first signarory.
Mr Stevenson (S).- Mr Presidenr, you may wish to
sugg-esr rhar we refer to the first signatory, but neither
the first nor, indeed, some of the olher signatories are
here. I am presenr and, as one of the signalories, read-
ily agree [o rhe rapporreur's suggestion ro this House
that we should have ir as an addition. I would hope
that you would accede to the requesr made by Mr
Tomlinson, which seems ro have the support oi this
House.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Srevenson, but the vore
has alreadv been taken-
Explanarions of vote
!{r Friih (PPE). 
- 
(DE) The Group of the European
People's Pamy. will vote for rhe working pany,s
interim reporr because ir meets the demands. Tiris
approval, however, does not imply a definitive judg-
ment on the quora sysrem. The judgment on wherhir
the quora sysrem will also be workable in the future
should await the final repon of the l7orking pany on
Milk Quotas.
Mr Pearce (ED).- I want ro explain my own posi-
tion on this marter in the lighr of commenrs madi lasr
night by my distinguished friends, Mr Maher and Mr
Clinton. Nobody in this House could accuse me of not
I Approoal of the Minutes 
- 
Procedure uitbout rebort _
Pe.titions 
- 
Transfer of appropiations 
- 
Referral'to com_
mi ttees ( chan ge ).. see Minutes.
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being a friend of Ireland. I listened with admiration to
the eloquent arguments they advanced giving every
conceivable reason why rhe farmers of Ireland should
not have to be subject to milk quotas 
- 
some were in
mountains, some by the sea, some by lakes. Because
Irish farmers are often so charming and such delight-
ful people with a pint of fermented Liffey warcr in one
hand and a hundred thousand welcomes in the other,
because they are nice guys, maybe rhey should not
have to be subject to quotas.
I think I have rumbled what is actually going on wirh
our friends in Ireland. They want the quota system to
be applied in other Member States but not in their
country. They feel that the government of that coun-
try should be able to pay to rhe Commission any fine
or imposition instead of it actually being a limit on the
farmers. This is not on. Ve in our coun[ry, I in my
constituency, are the natural pany of country people
in England. For the sake of our reputation in these
matters, I really have to insist that Ireland be limircd
by the quota as well as us. The same medicine for
everybody!
Mr Marck (PPE), in utriting. 
- 
(NL) As a member
of the special working group I shall vote for the
report. I should, however, like to lay special emphasis
on the problems facing young farmers.
Under the present application of the milk quota system
it is the young farmers who face the greatest risks. Yet
they are our future farming leaders and everyone is
agreed that they must be given every opponunity to
develop their farms. Young farmers are liable to be-
come the victims of the considerable latitude allowed
to Member States in the way they apply the sysrcm.
They have too little room for manoeuvre under the
presenr quota arrangements; they have too few oppor-
tunities to adapt their holdings; their prospecm for the
future are not too good. The link between structural '
policy and dairy poliry is unclear and allows the young
farmer too little opportunity to adapt his farm to a
quota system and make it profitable. Young farmers
on holdings with inadequate quotas have no chance of
success. Young farmers who have just taken over
farms are confronted with financial obligations they
can no longer meer.
I therefore ask for special treatment for young farmers
comprising permanent arrangements that meet their
specific problems. Thus, for example, quotas released
as a result of purchase from farmers over sixty might
be allocated to yount farmers on condition, of course,
that a maximum limit be fixed to prevent the forma-
tion of mammoth farms and surplus production.
Mr F. Pisoni (PPE), in utiting. 
- 
(17) Although we
will be voting for the \floltjer report, we wish to stress
that we are against all quotas in the milk sector, and
indeed all other secrors.
The repon should be considered as contingent on all
the effects. It describes how the quotas have been
applied and, in part, the results obtained, but it in no
way states whether or not the quotas are going to be
maintained.
The continuadon of rigid physical production quotas
blocks all research and innovation, sanctions the exist-
ing situation, undermines producdve capaciry and
does not allow producers, particularly in mountain
regions, to obtain a return sufficient to cover their
needs and rising costs.
Finally, approval of the l7oltjer repon in no way
means approval of the quota sysrcm.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC), in afiting
(NL) The milk quota system did indeed, during the
first year of its application, result in a reduction in
milk production. However, I fear that this may just be
a one-off thing.
The way the decision is being worked out gives one
pause. Farmers who for a whole year have acted like
good (European) citizens and closely followed the
restrictions laid down are ending up looking foolish
since it seems that their fellows and rivals, being less
public spirited, were not penalized at all because they
did not have to pay the superlevy. One can easily ima-
gine what will follow: the farmers will (righdy) lose
their faith in the EEC and the national farm ministers.
Mindful of the adage 'Once bitten, twice shy', they
will pay little attention to the regulations imposed
while hoping not to be penalized. The immediate
result will be rhat production will go up again so rhar
2years of sacrifice will have gone for nothing; the
Council's irresolute attitude should therefore be con-
demned. The \Toltjer repon takes a cautious step in
rhis direction. I shall therefore vorc for the resolution.
( Parliament a"dopted the resolution)t
Mrs Caroline Jackson (ED). 
- 
On a point of order,
Mr President. I think we would all agree in this House
that some amendments speak for themselves and that
others are explained in the course of the debate. !7e
noticed last night that although the Commission had
made great effons to be here, the rapponeur was
absent from the recommencement of the debate at 9
o'clock right through to the Commissioner's explana-
tion. It may be that this was for personal reasons, in
which case I apologise for raising this point. If it was
for some other reason, then I think the rapponeur
should apologise to this House for not being present
I The rapporteur was
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos ll and,26;
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AGAINST Amendmenm Nos 1 to 8, 10, 13 to 23,25,
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for the rest of the debate on his repon and for nor
being here to hear the Commission.
o*'*
Rcport (Doc. A 2-103/55) by Mr Habsburg, on behalf
of the Political Affairc Commirtee, on jamming sta-
tions in Europe
Explanation of oote
Mr Elliott (S).- I inrcnd to abstain on this reporr.
Since that is a rather unusual acrion for me, I feel I
should say why I am doing that.
I do not approve of the need to jam radio or television
broadcasdng in principle. Frankly, I believe this repon,
as it is cast, is so biased, so rotally one-sided, as to be
somethint I could no[ accepr. It presumes, for exam-
ple, in talking abour the undesirability of jamming,
that one should always allow access ro rhe uurh. \7hat
is the truth? Sfle are rold by some Members rhat very
soon we will have satellirc broadcasting that will be
able to bombard rhe Sovier Union and Eastern Europe
with a kind of 'Supervoice of America'. lVhat kind of
'truth' are we going ro tell those people? Are we going
to tell them thar rhe more nuclear weapons we have,
provided they have got the Stars and Sripes on, rhe
better for everybody? Are we going ro rell them that to
destabilize democratically elecrcd governmenrs in
South America is a splendid thing rc do? Are we going
to tell rhem rhat ir is all right for Israel to atrack
another sovereign State, providing rhe Unired Srares
approves of it? Is rhar the kind of 'rrurh' we are going
to tell them? Propaganda is nor only on one side. I
believe this reporr is so torally biased as to be unac-
cepuble ro rhis House.
(Cries of 'Time, Time'from the European Democratic
benches)
I must also say that some Members, like Mr Beazley,
tried to give a lilywhite impression of what goes on in
their own countries. There is much thar can be con-
demned in counrries even within this Community by
way of infringement of human righm. I believe rhat a
report as biased as this is one rhat we cannor properly
accept.
(Applause from t he left )
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
,, 
t'' 
*-
Report (Doc. A 2-lO0/Esl by Mr Collins, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the proposal from the Com-
mission to tf,e Council (Doc. l-r59/t4 
- 
COM(84)
295 final) for a Directivc amending Directivc tl/602/
EEC coacerning the prohibition of certain substances
havhg a hormonal action and of any substances having
a thyrostatic action
Explanations of oote
Mrs Banotti (PPE). 
- 
I shall be voting for rhe Collins
repon, which has had a long and rortuous passate
through rhe Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protecrion, at the end of which
our distinguished rapponeur could be said ro be more
to be pitied than blamed. As long as rhere is any ambi-
guity about the safety of these substances, we musr in
conscience come down on the side of consumer safety.
As long as we lack accessible methods of testing for
the presence of growth-producing hormones in our
meat we must remain vigilanr.
That being said, I am aware of the grear dangers of
black marketing. However, I feel sure rhar the consu-
mers will demonstrare rheir resistance ro purchasing
meat from any Stare which permits a black market in
these substances ro continue.
Mr Pearce (ED).- I want ro explain why I will be
smnding shoulder to shoulder with Mr Maher and rhe
Irish farmers on this issue and with everybody else
who is prepared to judge rhe marter on rhe facrs and
not on the mysticism of it.
Even my good friend, Mr Sherlock, the good docror,
stout fellow though he is, has been seduced by the
nonsense coming from the environmenral lobby, and
perhaps by the eloquence of Mrs Bloch von Blotmitz
sitting there camouflaged by the erica which I can see
over [here, which is probably exuding hormones
directly ar her. I am surprised she is surviving the
course !
(Laughter)
This is an absolute nonsense! It is like believing that
chere are fairies ar rhe bottom of the garden. There is
no evidence that hormones cause rhe slightesr damage
to people. It is indeed an anabolic nonsense, if I can
put ir that way, and I hope, now rhar you have heard
the argumenrs pur properly, that all of you who
believe in fact and sense and logic will join me and the
Irish farmers in rejecting this resolution rctally.
Mrs Veber (Sl, cbairman of tbe Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
- 
(DE) Mr President, on behalf of my commitree I
should like as srrongly as possible to refute the sugges-
tion that its members based their rejecrion of hor-
mones on stupid statements, rhat their information was
inadequate, . . .
(Applause)
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to base a sensible decision on. I believe thar it is very
reasonable, sensible and indeed medically justified ro
speak out against these hormones. It has nothing to do
with fairy tales.
(Applause)
(Parliament adopted the resolution)t
2. Adjournment of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the
Parliament adjourned. I
(Tbe sitting was closed at 9.50 a.m.)
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